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FARIBAULT, MINN., 

SECOND CORRESPONDING SECRETARY OF THE MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 
‘ 

FOR BIC GRAFHY SEE FAGE. 289 OF THIS VOLUME. 
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LA CRESCENT, MINN., 

FOURTH PRESIDENT OF THE MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY 

FOR BIOGRAPHY SEE PAGE 294 OF THIS VOLUME. 
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OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY =” 
OF THE MINNESOTA STATE HoRTiCy Lae ahs 

/ 

ie te LONE OM. Vi art, R. Merriam, Governor of Minnesota: a 
/ 

Str:—In compliance with the requirements of the law, I 

honor to submit herewith the annual report of our societ 

year ending Jan. 22., 1892. 
Respectfully Yours, 



COMMUNICATION FROM THE SECRETARY. 

EXCELSIOR, MINN., March 15th, 1892, 

Fellow-members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

It has seemed best to pursue this year the same plan 

adopted in the publication of the last report in regard to the 

arrangement of the essays, discussions, reports, etc., under 

appropriate heads. This plan proves a convenient arrange- 
_ment for the student of the volume and meets with quite 
general approval. 

Under the present plan of dividing the committee work of 

the society, it is not possible to provide a perfect classification 

so that all the material relating to any one subject may be 

found under the same head; and it may be thought best to make 

changes in our by-laws to assist in bringing about this desira 

ble result. , 

Our society enters upon its second quarter-century under 
most favorable auspices, the membership being nearly double 

what it, was at this date last year. The members of the work- 

ing committees, with scarcely an exception, have assumed 

willingly the service asked of them, and every interest con- 

nected with the society gives promise of unusual advancement 

the coming year. 

A step of permanent advantage taken by the society is the 
establishing of an office and library at No. 427 Nicollet Avenue, 

Minneapolis, wherein a large amount of horticultural mate- 
rial is steadily accumulating. 

Let us strive together to make this year the most success- 

ful in the history of the society. 

Yours fraternally, 

A. W? LATHAM, 

Secretary. 



OFFICERS POR 1892, 

PRESIDENT. 

J. MES, CINDER WOD Di 62S Slee 0 ee nhs oie 9] s/o cael eee >....Lake City 

VICE-PRESIDENTS. 

CLARENCE WEDGE, First Congressional District.............. Albert Lea 

DEWAIN Cook, Second a to a eave aelitaeie Windom 

L. BE. Day, Third 5 BS Jie arte eee Farmington 

R. S. MACKINTOSH, Fourth “é mae ASN ie? | 2 Langdon 
J. H. STEVENS, Fifth ‘ SOT ha Oo eREE Minneapolis 

Mrs. JENNIE STAGER, Sixth “ OE 8 ae ene Sauk Rapids 
J.°O. BARRETT, Seventh a 0 eae Browns Valley 

SECRETARY. 

OW, LATHAM: 0005 0 oc AEN oe Mie = te ein oreo» Oa ete ate Excelsior 

TREASURER. 

PPOUs DAY. ©. 5. 5 dems Lacale peices le «oases: apie eek Farmington 

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. 

(Secretary and Treasurer Ex-officio. ) 

WYMAN ELvLior, (Chairman)-:...0.. 50.0030. 0/5. iets ee Minneapolis 

De SELARRIS 6 obec ne bal So aoe CRG aon Sie ake ane a La Crescent 
SB: GREEN | occ 0.0 soe deena e i tga sin biases Ree ee St. Anthony Park 
Ol BRAND... 600 6.5 she cibraiee Sete ae ss (e, ac atein le laentot aR ne Faribault 
Ra WILCOX: oooh he eae ea sues net teats as ae Hastings 

ENTOMOLOGIST. 

Peon: OTTO LUGGER.. . os 05 cs wear uee seals et hues eens St. Anthony Park 

LIBRARIAN. 

AS TW AGATA ooo ose 's vin odin e's ono ew aie og nog ROD oa. Wie olla j0's Oe eel ae Excelsior 
(The Library is at Room 2, No. 427 Nicollet Avenue, Minneapolis. ) 

KB. A. CuzNER, (Assistant) Essex and 27th Ave., S. E......... Minneapolis 

| 

tz. wee 



- COMMITTEES. 5 

SUPERINTENDENT OF EXPERIMENT STATIONS, 1892. 

Pror. 8S. B. GREEN (Central Station, University Farm).St. Anthony Park 

JER TBI RS) c0) DVS 7 0 a are oe he Ca ae ee Bet Owatonna 

er Pe OM OMICENTU ACER 2c oia oh bo. ape seek ape Pabeg RNR vty me, Gigs Wiehe Sian Orel atae Buel erate ies Fergus Falls 

DES Sem aera UE EDINUINUED SS iin oh (speci Sued vt cya Sus ene oman nerata te oaseine Ganietiaphaaice ss wtabainelig an sb Qhedlate Willmar 

TSE IER C28 Rae NRT optus a Se oc | aa OO su a a .Windom 
OPMENT EG WV OT) GOEE © coc aS oth tac chee raat dha ahs sven elo ue weg ist au alae Albert Lea 

EEA aN OME SON: (SPAWES)ia'. ic ciacieye sip verint a niacd «af sid-acclaw: ays arw.is's) 8h Gye Excelsior 

©. M. Lerp (plums and small fruits) ....5.....00......008 Minnesota City 

C. W. H. HEIDEMAN (plums and small fruits)................., New Ulm 
MiReMES mV RYGEN ES ares hats Saye e eevis wicaeiaiaTs ore cre: Seaturteinae eisai s Aarancosk Slsiata eee ee St. Cloud 

mee MY RUA ING (ADPIOS). vn1ccete ts «sic < siocinie cei ewudna ge wma eaiyyet ae Exceisior 

PURE EELUASESEOLG sschc sc tor ae sceee Sia rercRe yn miaave me iaiaee Coad Lee soanae uaa: s fotet avaieimave La Crescent 

MER re VLG) SEER tee Seen Xo le he Sich teh orcas a coats one’ allots eteaets latins canvas wel Basi te te Montevideo 

COMMITTEES FOR 1892. 

GENERAL FRUITS. 

FIRST CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT. 

ETT TRI RY ga) 27 ae RR ae Ra a co ls GRR RA ae a oe em Slayton 
ae EST OVEL EADS ON ee aides cleans Seca CU bei Bes ss Demin tee Se Winnebago City 

THIRD CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT. 

Bee ENE Meek TR) a se ite wiciats Skt co Bhs ee tetas yeeros Cot Morristown 
REN MUU Can Eb ete chs create ph acarns (teis ais, c Gate er bene ne ate Ok slnpanshetet ods Seo Litchfield 

FOURTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT. 

eA ELD ERO 5 070 ree ene wcciuis eh eanoeuavele ar sieve fol cveeei oily Ante ae Spencer Brook 
SUM MIVE AC AITO SEL 5 3106 5 07+ Spc oa sik ecaitdioaal She Skis REISS oR es whet as Langdon 

Ves ev AGES Cine haar A tates Noah roan ac aia sich MMB ine Mn Aire Mecioe is, bua A Alt Chowen 

Ny MOLY OAIN CEVVic sl vorsttr a ctwadinie tho Siew wenn Lhe Neitupaeae cel ates aah SR Ch Ine nS 

SIXTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT. 

ie mele PACS AVR cc isWeent: | at's « feeies atau monn aah eas ees Sauk Rapids 
BR) Saar VIRYGHIR Stepney se thea IM ye sea ee Ae Bee NAGS 5 Ue Sailers Be St. Cloud 

SEVENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT. 

awe Avena EEE SOMME? be eh or cdste Sc bisa wikis oxic Puna ticle dad dae ake Halstad 

ETO) Fea VETTING Na er ces eine sna acke ci terse SUN ORS REMI en ta 8 a tay ae | Morris 



6 MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY.~ 

SEEDLING FRUITS. 

Ves Si PAA TRAIN fo fin ue oxcustisaks Se ttain <iloiecat stave’ iuietel lay ove taal en aan rete La Crescent 

APPLES. 

(Including crabs. hybrids, Russians, etc.) 

CLARENCE WEDGE......... a a Robin blade ROR ee Albert Lea 

RA Remy oe eee eo ee nae eae Sale ts a rae ne Rochester 

1S FA el Bip go. 0 ee oe ee PRI TEAERE AE SF me inc Excelsior 

PLUMS AND CHERRIES. 

OL W A, REID EM ANG oo eee ete OY Us Whale a! A cia ei a tr eae ae ne New Ulm 

Oe eR ORD... eS Blois ear he bv on Big da aie Minnesota City 
WY AY NO RD 2 wis s cicalsle cap cide bei d aroha oso bi nte alien ca Meee elle alae ana a Glencoe 

GRAPES. 

1 DY cpa o) ope 2 OO) qn hee nn rae Sconce crm CMA Son Si Mankato 

AU \BRACRETD: Sivec, leds cltcds ajxniethe swede. ois 8 este hua leete eann Minneapolis 

3 es fal OF au ws yh poe en Oe ee AMES Pe MANN is Ce Suc S Howard 

SMALL FRUIT. 

(Strawberries, raspberries, blackberries, cranberries, etc.) 

Mi PRAR OB: o.oo selke be ood wih eee ah ln Pe Pe eae eee Chowen 

LRG § UB, \'6 6 001 0). CR RAPA UPS AR URES Hastings 

Be Ave SA ITPSON c's och ee cc bin elec at aac alin oid aw ee teeter ne ee oe alee Excelsior 

Mins; A.A. <KENNEDY 2h olonieestiwace (6 anos tae eee eee Hutchinson 

FRUIT BLOSSOMS. 

GOB GERIBEN oii os ok So ns ee aioe aaa acto emererenia . St. Anthony Park 

Te FO WILCOX. 6 io. feiss be Blas Gees oO yids ote tte eel Hastings 

COP WraH. HRETDEMANS: oo si oie Sociale slevel ane ohebstale lets Cate Eee New Ulm 

FORESTRY. 

Gia PE ULLER 6 03 eRe aac aie alo rap csietatelelate cawlenes ee eee Litchfield 

eT ¢ THUDLOW i225 a Seo Re ares aot entadg a lal ee Worthington 

RBs)... BROWN«. owe. tigate Boe va) OER ocd ged Sie S) dine Oat Wecalighe ea Lac-qui-parle 

DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS. 

TR ON OWR Ss o.oo cls s.0'dae oa wo aad Ge ase aey ROR Malia sofa Dell tee ar Montevideo 

BRAUER PO VOLE VY ELAND «0 os p< is 5 ar los ules 221 Second Ave. S., Minneapolis 

WU Ms WEA GRIN, (os dco) cvole’s Wie. win, Rategers si opo Dehathis srailovele tetas: Maurer s isle! een Faribault 
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COMMITTES. 7 

-EVERGREENS. 

Es PINPIOHETOUTA GE sera c vache oi sista taatee oes ciei a ats ‘ovalela a oracle see aes Northfield 

Re eC MPRGRE ITI TES 255.040 oe ate Ur niclas (ale win)vicidin ees o'ag ee wae Sleepy Eye 
( HEATED OSI GT OTR) DY 4 gaia Nee da) eo Pag ee Albert Lea 

OUT-DOOR HERBACEOUS PLANTS. 

(Native or exotic.) 

ERNE PaB NACE ESED Ee ape a pd iP ta cove tig A eee RA avatar nga Bes Slavdio o sotane aide Montevideo 

Nee REN VT OMFG RS EUIORM 1 onda Gr Gis tte crack haere etalon wine are eile ad ol cighsleree Idlewild 

PemeaEEy A Md ACVIVI . MVIEASREINPEINN GoD lc 3 dyed SM etla deen de ote ate mate wmatee ae Lake City 

HOUSE AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 

LL ABE GLINUTILTD eer REE eet Ae acho Oe AUR ae a a tee ea Ra WG oY Excelsior 

aw nT AEM QUITS I, 8 ooo. 2 oe watt a bisa gers ip wine Bawls siele ae » ....Minneapolis 
eM AC IGEN TOGE.« 232.5 2. ck he ap, 8 wot omlacertels saad Bios ole dare beeen Langdon 

VEGETABLES. 

AON OWING is po ck ok dae Gwe eine ae Beds Pedals eeb ok Hutchinson 
DEH IUACRADE AVR Sea o j.a ccs te Selcia tent a crea nla Blew dia Gis sears Miefetie vrs Red Wing 

NARUC LE AGN DONA Ea 64 ol 295.01 a ahrpintat et Soe Wate ed otelane Sg dare, ectaheacots sM Minneapolis 

PRE EL DEIR ge Melgar, Srins/ Pals oho Sods s ve w 0% ale aco Vines a a ma hie e ae oN sie Red Wing 

AEGAN Eisen Fe cee ale aN ts ay abe eee oR ev! osaiia iness ... .- -Chowen 

WIMem DP AINUE ORTEGA cece ete TIL LAS ae ok wets era A ns Gent Se aia aes Red Wing 

NOMENCLATURE AND CATALOGUE. 

De RSIS DAT eo OS 4 os 8 A a re i te URRY La Crescent 

12s 1B UTS) BY AT EU Gd DAC Bet fang? ce Bee a ae Ne ROA) ee meee ae CTA aie Owatonna 

REMERON GA oth coy RTE Rie cco SOE eh Sion omens Oman St. Anthony Park 

HORTICULTURAL STRUCTURES AND IMPLEMENTS. 

TISISE Gi. Gein a tales a an a ti OANA pees betabrl ak ha AST iicLN ok iar Pa Minneaolis 

AMES CUVOEENSON shin tiicl colin. aioe Seen ne ee ae eee pee ia eee he St. Paul 

COOKING AND PANTRY STORES. 

Mrs. ANNA B. UNDERWOOD By chorea ty Re Uolageise aes setae to ties atale aie Lake City 

FRVMIR icy pone Nyx Es HIE Ni epee Vo dea ic ee ieee eens Gramiatee? Gee ...5t. Anthony Park 

APICULTURE. 

LOR PVA [a 8521 09 Cad Oe, ge oR a a ce A Leech Lake 

ESN Us GAG KoWANIaE ice kb. Gs ae rie te a ea tne ce oiele ee baci Alexandria 
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- 
| ; ORNITHOLOGY. | 

. Bicheno fs. BULBS. gx 7 ecko ness. Sa ee ee Winneba 
4 = 

ae é 
het” Mus. G. F."BENSON. ©. 5... ..- been e eee eeee cece nese essen ess nt wide 
he POATBERT. LANO).,. cod. ctudae.- 2... 0.) ono 9 tae oo ake oe ete 
yarn \ : : f . 

a ENTOMOLOGY. oe 
tb o 

ry o ELATRIS Aiea heiee aon ets eee ee HE Bae 

hy LA 

Dr. M. M. FRISSELLE,..... 2-220 e esse ees ee eee e eee r eer etner ences 

LIFE MEMBERSHIP. 

MG AR. TRAN: okt. Sods oe es 5 SST ao neis ChE 4 Oiler 
yey x 

POM WAM Pe os iin dBi bet deo ciate Sioa 
Brews We TAN SRS cs We Gs as ube cpatkd y 05.5 ROI 
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wae * La 
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\ J. H., SEEVENS. ? fcc. Fp. eo iene ns de 
WYMAN, HL LiO?. oie. 020. Ok ses cg ae so 
PEG GOULD, Jia. bets ky vied esn +s ale alee 20 stele oan eae 

METEOROLOGY. ee 
PHOF. C..W; HAT. 352 lous) colecn er 
He MACK OSEY.«., «isseos eee Bitinle') ¢ cele s& eiloleral elas bitte aaa 
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ANNUAL MEMBERS. 9 

ANNUAL MEMBERS. 
irae PE: TSO DS. 5 Aas eeueat Nets Los cece cae th ciece uaphieny on Faribault 
RSMO VSO 2a. « seoce ce tien tpl cians bly eels wis: b%m ae ne Hales Red Wing 

Sem Mea MPa MENG MS ORE caret 7a aces ary ia tapo ries baa eyiy sn ace Sav ala, 0) Ba etggatel wi Leola, Dakota 
IMAL IAW Le LOO oreo echo apache aida ny crs%wgis sisie? 2 ree en ae Hardy, Montana 
LAE Tca LOO 2. lsiotes 1 eae eta capa meats Sone oi o's aihiar Sieja she MiSs es Lake Park 

POMP ITOR er, Cy 4 AOD, oes Hh sia dn oh seapeidhdians alate a slele as apa efea yes Morristown 
ete Tee VIE Cs ROO Ce care vic ose ae NG ala olelwiets Sieia: waking « wiageea Gabd'w ocove vans 3 Newport 
ais Hide Gea a Oise Sai tances siete 2S diayemlelonaioNelelis. aeFe vais wleian aie. gees ecatals Hamline 

EMCI L EG NSO id race ole oene ee ~atota) Made Donel opelsialaccherare bre /sfvatec ese wustee s Richfield 

MAO Ue Gs LOD eal otin Ae siaten! cle) c fa eet. ¢ atoie/avpipitoe ml apeoraly emanoaabie io Browns Valley 

Prater, MOGI iim igtack, t's ais sate au, ereittens Arete A en ns ee Excelsior 
TET at OL Oe oto one e NAS les tae ala» Arete cdabnee wv nded oa yaoe kiaveat Laake St. Peter 

Pe Me DADE LQ sod chal ase-nvebycla. ce Wad. « Syahe'eelinralalaive aictahe a evar eiadeiee op arutg Mankato 

ERO CRIN ss ie gO wos o'acedam daa aya ables Sieielere ths,asue se eth airs aN Minneapolis 

RSOMMIVelLADITS A MNIG, ASOD. .is'ts, 2 aplas wele Selce,c,acucte veh ees ables Alutchinson 
Paso VATA TOO (a.4 0 2 sta eciate alata np iayet ort aiciaikon sists ible Belmont, Manitoba 
MEET RESO crt: wie a sais aleve Breet ta theaters ohare’ giatern Mase eae Tate 6 Minneapolis 

EECA MIO is faier ofa is« 5 Spee lapis ee tite + eae ais eraser « Minneapolis 
Reser Ue Vernet TSO Dare woe Bia, sss 5 abe: sfese, oh abuteieng moh aac oie ahehaiieemiey siaiorela/s Excelsior 

NRE MA PRN Seca cL Dhoesis ch sat ceed nse scatten in UAW g/did vwslioryriis Winds Boletos St. Louis Park 

MU Reem RSS TAOS (hitb ieiyie Saat as, we eeagc Geeks milcuatn ely mance Col aaee Sci Sea Tracy 
Epeeleet de Ae Ele, 1 SO2 vk tin ele ataae tree wee sben on nalts s Mabesleies Minneapolis © 
Dee terles rN te LOO oS Wie ae. s «area eratahore ee bin ke Mikes wee ce syprainieatererasd eevee Stillwater 

Jesh e) fetes 702 Koy 2 a We) 1 A oh) ee ac Minneapolis 

LOOM wren Ccancas LA srs. Put as Sr eieles stew yaa sei AyoihUhs, e che eee ayabeeees share oN TAM Cae od oso Perry, lowa 

Moen SEY ABEL ASO BO SSID a) av aty cig o> Miah hey, & soya 'g ep hteee aboRa cthe. aa ee Long Lake 

ASME WAELCTS, Bg eivg§ POOL. 3 S..ccsesace ss loleun « Hage eterna eae Great Falls, Montana 

PSII VU TIM MPUL DON teh a Ls Saw iofio e GG Kiwis miele onstansinaewie Sand Coulee, Montana 

PR Le MOOT MOOT Sais nots sic aaah Miaidaren wimie anglais at Helena. Montana 

CT PAUIUE CW: LOO Me. fies cag nat alone cioiaceiana eetulescageteeioh: aatdie cB Waconia 
PME AERO EUS bee O Ui eis gis nae om wn aBAAETS co cihabia & digas ee oehel tone Kandiyohi 

ENV SOMIg NEES SOAs OOo Wh jes 9/2s bic nla, fase Sia ai atinve a aieie > wis “inv bteebme me ano Owatonna 

Buck, Willard, 1892 ..... Pei tala test 3 atte tiar Steer sie trates oe ai Sr Nara nae eRe Alexandria 

ene IEOL IN... WW rv 1 ca te, Ye elaie elas dcw) sin love f clin &ceniain es ote ei dievsuewbe n eeeMeee ge Clearwater 

Peta DIeE Pek CONNTN, LSD: ce oat) orcs enate ayoherc\a ising seus’ ste iad ee AOE ala Mets ak tae Soe Madelia 

TONES) AV J OG) SSS Fat 2 ea one a ae eae Qa aes art HLTA SL Truly, Montana 

REP RERMA S VN i SOIL ws gies obs a 5 chavader vi Meeseual chet antce ante, one atau goa dh ee Rochester 
PI AIMLNIE TROD Gece ho. cla sper areicikce Mayon or oie aaNet ah eee Sumter 

CymmernWA 1892 foo os coe aa Hssex and 27th Av. S. E., Minneapolis 
RPM ATAON caidas STU AE ae LOO to ta cic closeasla i Srastale. coatecatelmtviny aca, t alese niles © Le als alee Sumter 

ESTA PR lial OR (8 V2 Sa en UPN yaar et Farmersburg, lowa 
ARIEL ece Bee, LOO mie Sei, oss caw okie toca's bares Mls cae Dah wee eee Minneapolis 

Ree eM WVELITIS LEB OOK aay iat atic ate Nok cows eee me Me Bote ae ato tate tts Windom 
CORDS UES 0 che oy IBV fe PR ie ae AER ge AURORE nel ee Hastings 

ERR VPLS ee ME ABO DN a salasgit ct vitce teas aaeih ok ore tosteniskenea, Sain ae eeeaias Sauk Rapids 

UETISRESS Shes W089 cos PA RNAS ta a ad a on AGE PREPS vor Olt SPE OPO 8 Excelsior 

CTA Cg MBO eh ent co NN he Coaeon ee heeraie ewe a ote ee Watertown, S. D. 

ele y Mice ay PaO ois, 4 he 4 bs kis peated uns Oe ere RCo on ee lee Vermillion, 8. D. 
handler MGihoert. L892 ec decide ie ssn mcs sais chi elbw reece ation Minneapolis 
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Cronlser, Hi.) By, DAB ee ale. . 4 8's ele tee aaa Minneapolis 
Crooker, Mrs. E. B., 1891....... Cid ee ls Hentealeeics Reena aa Minneapolis 
CimMmilfigs) J.B, 1808 5. 2e ey ie da co's dels ods Seer te a ele ee Eden Prairie 

TBE, FONT. 1808 a eis eae ce oo ob, cans Ome of ae Howard Lake 
Was well; As Ms TRO 2 ii enw oe cs Seeiete bate one is ne Litchfield 
Case, J Fs, WAG eas ada e eco. och eee oe Eau Claire, Wis. 
Gilrag;: THos.C.5 T80R Src ie fice. cacveie whe) dade na Portland, Ore. 
Oraig, FY: Wi: ASO cies ace ee Dies ooo bal orate ls bisa eee rr St. Paul 
Chiagetit, J. B:, 1ISObs... oe eo el age oe 0 oe Sr Hastings 
Christenson, P. H., 1891....... savelacislad Wales shales 0435/5 ae Manannah 

Cavtis, WE: Mis, 1892) cis ess sac este’ wielelalefaw sien v'elglt)s stele a Marshall 
Mnueen, ©.) FE, LSO2s esi ook aid case cialallntinte oc la ys 2 Mae Owatonna 
GHANTED, SO, A. D892 6.8 5, care gb ate seo teillene ys siedodete ORM Kilbourne City, Wis. 
Garleson-O: Es) VOD. ute noel acess woes oc 927, 14th St. S., Minneapolis 
Curran. Wi 11. 1892 2.6. ie aed 406, Lumber Exchange, Minneapolis 
WAY MDG, TS92). 3 os efile eee Sapste, a3e Shad aie 015.01 8 oo eo Farmington 

Days DP Ws, 1892. 6 2 on Meee eee tig eo tie s a ale ahclt oie a eee Farmington 

Doughty, J. Cole, T9205 deca 's bie net ot Ores cee ae ee ee Lake City 
Danforth; Wiz, 1892)... cde bes. ost ddwled dtenvae es ae Red Wing 
eS, A. Bs. L6G wis 4s wena hcce Caen abate CEE Ree eee Cedar Rapids, Iowa 
DICK, ME TANGIS, USOD eo .. Ls wah hikialslole scedeon s dein ges lelyt are elt Relea ne eae Afton 

meevrag, Gs Ws; 1802) 6e Fo Rea Nai ctale seieeceee rotekone Fort Benton, Montana 

Penson; Win, 101s ac oe es ba eee Minnetonka Mills 

WIOV IG, W Wi, USOT occ s ciate stele Oe bine 6a, 01v dlerwieletntala ik eee ea Red Wing 
PRN HAE, CO. S24 WSO s vice iced oe aye see a's se mo win Stor wee dade ee rr Banks 
Warne, Tt ML. 5 TBO. es is Aafia aor sw) ecole aicve diene Sa Alexandria 

EM er GW: U8OL ns cca oie oe tacasld oe bd oa een Litchfield 
Prisselle “Dre Mi Mi. 1892. oe ose cise chee alld e's ole le a 0. 'e ae Cine Excelsior 
Bredlerj Fo Hi, L802 a aise a ale ala ale aaa a ee ccnp ed biniel ss ee Perham 

Tg ae As DM Ct! A Pa EM OLE Ee ne ye *....Madelia 
Heatherstone; J. 'S., 19h e356 eee). cs bbe ope eee eee Hastings 

Merruson, J. Asi OV G6 Fk oy sae 6h eh Ae as elas eee Minneapolis 

Featherstone; A. Hy, 1890s 5S. 2a as ois i Se ee re ee ee Red Wing 

French, W.'S., 1892-98.10. oo aetna cskwaldenled a nea en Slayton 
TOU. T1802 esi Diets siz ahh yee Smee te Rahs oes Woke a one Blue Earth City 

Fallet;:Dennis, 1891... yyiie sore pions 5 steel oid ote ts eae a Hastings 

HWleckten, Victor, 1891s... eas eke eas ots alee ee Kandiyohi 

Word} IS We, VS92 oo 58s cence s Fa ais Fe alee eink «shelley ee Owatonna 

WOPG, Hs H. | 1892.6. 5.0 ciao soo veinie egpayeie cla Doles ate le ala tty, gt ane Glencoe 
Oma Mir. W'G..5) USO os oiije safe acd We ob ois, 0 0's ene teks ee Excelsior 
Grime Ts WS USO se Veniwes sides isin! t eye a gabie cholo leben e theta eee an Richfield 
PAV We So, W89L case cactieie ss AL eS ote tad fallen acl ee Minneapolis 
Gl Ber hy Aly TSOD 52 ais aie S cbiatern: a wlauelel dls Sane labels ate ola Beardsley 

Gustatson, Charles, 1892) ¥ 3. . sth ssa dss aisle 6 u's Wa saree ee Worthington 

Green, Prot: 8) Big W802. cs sa sowie debe dobalse! semaaete wees dee St. Anthony Park 

Gilfillan? C.0..,/ 18920. 3 plese cay cc dais Wine @ 014) « nie 8 Slot teen Morgan 

Giles Ge Wey LOD ale iciils cok vB seu wleh wate lle cclalae [ct enn Zumbrota 
NOON TCM Gr oF, 4 EOS vidiess seats wca-vcaeuw, pals alepater atase a esebehe Great Falls, Montana 

MFO CLOZ E ee TBD 52's. choles ays sau & Pade olaleiitlarccele codta: Gb anaes neem Mountain Lake 
GEE Tis) SEER UB 2a cis oho rors ek ei sitoarm tie, ec eopae pr aa evoley saan St. Anthony Park ~ 
Gladser; TACO SOL. hse AF nial the ctarare rapa shears elite ea Owatonna 
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Goodell, UTM PoE TL Siac cl c)-nr scrote ata east obec ’e e tw’ sla W'a!'n GSE Nae Chie Owatonna 

ee TEE INCSO ML CNV soy LOO. os, ye ie sietaleres ws aft aig chases W abe. b aS te, aia wae eas Hamline 

Piawietison, Charles, 1892.5, 5 02... ect alee oleae sie be Box 495, Minneapolis 

Re OE LSD car's onstrates eke wigs oid chalet ect aiats Sat a \/aPalal stain La Crescent 
MRE OOP ee pe USN 0-36 5.25. Biecaleee lebe eb GA Siedere eee OE LAS Sade wade La Crescent 

DUR ENT CA aU Vis pe 1 O04 vere! analate Wheres clcinrsRarm evle oa, a hibj'e Borate A's oe aie sine Minneapolis 

PRP TEE 95 3e EP sg WOOD eo shojs)s nkeecterNetatele © vi cipi sida Se cinigis alu lsieuebela © oles Minneapolis 

PRM EAN COS Wish beg POO 2 ea cca 28 yelerc oh ila’s woe o.8!e)sye arabovg etna eeela'y New Ulm 

PREM ey Seo PROD., Aiaicu Ca oas agit oh a gsaie'sic te Mamate wat widegele'> Se Hendrum 

ERE CEM D Re SOL 5.6 25. aco"s 1c dasa 4 3 ptintalx cP ctaletacu elo alete’stepe Shaveters't Brooklyn Centre 

Cea S07 BN Oat fC DS ye Bee ae 414 3d av, N., Minneapolis 

EM Vesa G WV eel COR eae Salata oepete av ctave etels ote Bintan aha MRR Ie sc Subtets, Ovate Glencoe 

Rees POL. TV 6) iy PSO rm tks ois. biewhw Deidre. «Ua 2 RaW ove Fargo, N. D. 
URE T TO, eee 1 GO tt «: ons teiaie sn cdi chele dt o(d drole pd ei state ey Aavwl oes 4 WON eS Island Lake 

EMEC MUNSON VIN CEM 18 Olestes ete tiscs Bale ne Gace Sieve Save ayers sie eteisevee aes Red Wing 

PMAGRCH: MECAR, L002: - 50s od wh iasas ® eho als 6 leas 816 1ith av. N., Minneapolis 

MMM RIOR ES, LOOM. «chp: snivslatclocs oe Balas gp wiebip nid dele mneees vc eae ee eiees Mankato 

RP MMMM SUNY vy EL LOOT.’ . 5 a 2hc\uave adic he alatenahas sich ella eine et Pete wea reye ooh Caledonia 

PCED GIO. VOOM os oe . nn aioe tare adem scale’ Wet, te wry eae Anoka 
RM IOU NAL LOT: (Gre Diny BOON is ois tba tee A vine eda vase ciee o webuco age Were ua Tue! = a Hastings 

ie PEIRCE EE, NSO DN AY 2 rs ack Jo Caine olaleywheie 'S oalea w/in e Slip ala Bete Norabe Adrian 
FESR ee ENG PEN sarah Seda costs tat cles ore: As sie ales. Sl aie ow othe. eters were sta te Reacaludd poke wan Lydia 
PACES SAMA C 11 GO2: |, 5 ciate aa sea ass bab ct Meelee le wai waist Udo oe Beles Waseca 

MPa TIN NP 5s haa sie i sas. k a oparererooat te seuss Wis em ae ier ns oe Albert Lea 
BRAGS RNG: Gye EAS. SODS Pesce bh edeoates ben tel OR Winnepeg, Manitoba 
Paoe Himes iis Wee, 18928 ie eV dcin nies peeecce aloes Grand Forks, N. D. 

LEI Gk) Us epg) ta 277 Regt Aas east hs ee RR Ie aa Par Elbow Lake 

EPIC SHEN EL, SPOOR sco! Caen ht ehatcins Walaa atia es 6 is Davenport, Iowa 

ANMENGCIOO EN cs Pur T O02 orhe poe ese ein oe ge es ee pte Las Sioux Falls, 8. D. 

Hillstrom, Theodore, 1892...........:.... Migetan Ee aS Ore East Union 

AMUN AI Na ele LOO oa has corso sig hin 3 clase a whe altel ool Oe eek prac Poielo alaueete go tae Hastings 

JES, SUSE Io ) OE Se ee a RAR TEP eS a ec ot Bel Maple Glen 

iimersone Mes “Compnia Av 1802.8 05 teas seats the aie we ee are St. Paul 

ES MTR Cheese Oars Chan aera /Sis ENG oe ke ie ale SERS e Le Lb ae ee ee Tracy 

PERANES Tos Bes PEON ame UG hs sr Ah aoe Mlle Zab te A orl Mike uae Willmar 

SRE OAR TOM, 1SS2: Aoi cei s ales bee new see te ee eet She heels Canova, S. D. 

eMisve is, OHATICS, 1802 oui ae Avales ee tte aids cade aaees Bon See Owatonna 

MPMI cA Nts 1 GOs ia. aa hdidine nee Bale do Sis ss heb ene eae Winnebago City 

RCIA a PSO. oes 2's als oh. a's San ee sieoree Ue areas gle ele eee Tordenskjold 

We UMIBE RY PPM 5/5) BOOM yore a), «oS ed iste Mom nistiie, lariat ars Hee a ie Re La Crescent 

PEA MEIAS LMG OI DN, 1892 52.5256 a eat cane be eats uc wae aaa Bees St. Paul 

La SALE, ahs BN 8 ER 6S Oia IP Bi RO aie Lea Rt aR MA pa Morristown 

Beermety. : Nets. Atl 1802) OSS tS ci/ los cielo 2 prance oe mae Cae: Hutchinson 

PRONG MRIAG AHN OE BOE fapeinis Gos 2 eae, aS coon apace eh ieee A eo ee Lakeville 

SUE ad OCEAN) (CU. 8 (iat 2 Sein Pana Hari os coe oi UIE al ok RMR Boe RIC A ee Rochester 

TES oA A Td 1 ERE a A IR MOE © pe On de Marshal] 
Be Ey Sy ee ee Sar ei SAF Noe Weise toed oete ae nse Princeton 

KMoempeh Hramic1SOb. ss oc. k ude ts co daleaduance 775 Marshall Av., St. Paul 

enced. HAG eS Deck nie coc ieee ok Sue Sle dees meek Plainview 

SPUTTERING MESO: ae PLES Sw a deae: odeuclek cee eR I deat cas MSE 

PARISI VV HT. ASO Le it ag latalpa us ee anata 2924 Clinton Av., Minneapolis 
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Ards M., TOR 50) Peas See eae Minnesota City 
Libbey Howand, LSSL: 0128s cajecse viele o's os ele ge ea Red Wing 
Dttle,SJobn; 189. 2.090. ks cise onletls Fe aie vices tities ate Granton, Ontario 
TOQUY AAs ASP 1892 ion coon cree ode eo mare's os ausalo ek os ele Maple Ridge 
MeN Wall, NelSOme BON ois weer avesteie viet scene cat eterno Bozeman, Montana 

TLongsdort, “W-. Hy 1802 oo). ceisiacgieisela ie eteie's Sip tivin ote fol ornate ne Lake City 
Levens, (©. Wi, V6GL. ie cieciste So he oes od). sods e tail eee Albert Lea 
Dong, A. Gi; 1692 Shear ies cc siced odes ve bin eel oees «cr Excelsior 
EivOnS; Miss. Mathie. BOD sires into eis'. sis as ole epee 2924 Clinton Ay.,Minneapolis 

Tayman, ELAM: 1892 6.2 oo. cdcis pes alee oh aves tole aly Se rr Excelsior 

Lafot, Wd ward, GSO cs a) sieie io oe na ove the 2 ete) e bless, 00,010, s, elope Shee aan Lakefield 
PAPA Grades AGO a eats eee ciel eaiaiacy pecans aA alee velar Chippewa Falis, Wis. 
Padlow, Hied.; 1892. oe Sea aes seine Sak, ce as elehentete ner Worthington . 

Miy ANG oLsiars; TSO... iat le vec dhstas! Le esis abe 80 anes oie s, < ee .-Elbow Lake 

Eaicknow;; Charles, 1892... 0.\-5.:00(. «cies sie ote pase ais oles ote Minneapolis 

aeh man, Charles, V892 = tt sae 4 sine twjetovsin'a ettate totale uate ete eeenene Mound Prairie 

McKinstry, As W., U892)) <0. scr. a stele ols’ ete aile de cite a & steele gape amen Faribault 

MoKellips Oe D., VS92 i ioia. gies «cya alee slate al a e's nee ee re Faribault 
Millis, 1b: Dey Iolo. mic wlt'c inva\'s ebgva lsd divse lode nate Oe Cee ee Garden City 
Mackintosh, “WW iy.9 1892). 36.0 cise «Viste eae so Kier ae ee _. Langdon 

Mackintosh Rr 5) 1892..y 0 oe at eee dole Pe sw gate site ee Langdon 

Merrill, (Dy DajVeO Qe Poli ey loco aidigial ates he gts ota ake enn St. Paul 
Moyer, : Lis Bi, AB92F e's hPa La vee ee dee sila sae: er Montevideo 
PAY, a. La ASOD 8S ee ee casita ale elle NS alae viet olan ce th St. Paul 

Morris, W. H., 1892........ WeS sic ccmialovcione oho’ Eavate eYae ole arp erecele sae Excelsior 

WEUYTAY, Fis Wes ABOD 6 eas ois Se By ose data a elem cbnnsalte php no 0, ee Excelsior 

Mest GUSb | LB92 6 fot clea ocknalapoe wen ree Fair Oaks, Minneapolis 
Myers; DD; Hie, 1892's nals abe = else Fe piel stage cetera} aes er St. Cloud 

Mendenball, HW ., 189. ise 6 esis silee oe elas So lievad wey Ni keer Rapidan 

MVS. We Bip UBS 2 ects tapes andes sai’ 1820 Nicollet Av., Minneapolis 

Mrs; Med; T8ON o.oo n sek es ols le shee 63 ee!s eels iar Minneapolis 

Morea My: RaGiy PROB, oa Foie cc's cies oye ore ale alee she’ osaly ph eetnta anno Goodhue 

MeMillan, Di, TSO ds cach Se oe Nemed ne eve ey esetetarre teres ene De ete nes ee Edna 

McCool, John, 189} ai05 0 Oecd. sees Me as oe vi ee Barry 

MceRastio,; Mrs. J. EAs) ASOD 6. 's5 si) ssn sahar coe ales als lorete tia tia) <a Owatonna 

Moore, G. WW. 1892) .ocag) eine a aes dee es a Buffalo 

Marston Perrin, 1892) oc. ssiiets sos si staiecon ats ahevoulien We che, 2he anche Winnebago City 

Mrailcolim gH, aw ag18 926 oe Ee ashe aiiesa ial eon atl sete de octet ae Minneapoiis 

Mitchell} Timothy, 189255 ois Seite sine ei wo ato « telat pce eine enn Hastings 

Marschall, Peterg 1892. ii5 4c saul slats Up wilde de elope] Smunan ae sea - Hastings 

Murdock, Dr. Fre IM VID: A cess croc) ots se et aiacets ms ee New Richmond, Wis. 
INOTGUISH: Holi wl892) VE aed ack ietaele costal uo senerscleresete eterna Red Wing 

Marswing,: KB VSO wesc tse & warelere b-nleWenbe ap oval Mk ore acetate ee Holden 

Mordquist, ‘OA... USO cae she ws sere ats Wee x's Mote, quere 2 /eisige St. Paul 

Meson sRros. USOl ssa cots ee ale view Leelee ute SNe aoa Great Falls, Montana 

Moehl, ToOhm 89 so sace ieee Rie sielevardietttegste mere dieses 2 dean eee Kasson 

Met. A. W892 T 2 SP APU e i. Sots Wile he aiaie sels! lel) oa oy ot ean rr Holden 

CHsan sR. Mio, VSO 6. set aietnee oc 0, alee om stay praleinyal x ste ate sean Bratsberg 

QUASr COA. V8O1 wi. eels oo orien hinted wale otltn'es aes tate Luverne 

Ofstedahl; Rev. IN. A. 1892. s..6i ee 2s. o.oo epalelele cians Oviedo Holden 

Ofsteda hil, evs A..,: 1892... oasis’. vue e eelpnie e apwlot ode a ei ota oinie ea Fertile 

COLOT, ee ORAS IE oo Sie his etiam hae ates = SRE 7 ta agi ten Coe Rare New Richland 
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GREEN, POL «Bis MOS LSOT oie sec cyare mine see ee ae Ran Columbia, Mo. 

rr STOR LOO ari itics tea Sis chcle dine chateh etal ela 0'S)« ynie, orale wena oa-e GPs nis wp le tom Red Wing 
ieee NN toe LS GE eras «joka eval cckattapareie sachet one eh one's atti club caters pai ats ghals ats Farmington 
EO MNT = iad NOD. 2c theilate gievichenvn disks oa leisidM tie clr ajale aioe Soft e @ SEURGL ES LATE 

BETAINE AMES) pS RENN CLECs) oo 5 che whaltalacsravavaderayale’ ofehaladard aa wiciaig’s intn Gacagmtntels sha mre Hamline 

SATS OS ED OLSIVY WW sg AGO sways riahsce! «chats cetgche's o8.e! lei ral tcele’el ever 2s Hutchinson 
RPM EPEC OWS LO Oary sie ateletic meritless « slarejels! Wiehattidne tors s St. Anthony Park 

Meer eeNb La, FROO Oe) e 3. coc Weictatha dialslcuvederate cine avi iafeiates tera, aiai ele! # isle Bloomington 
PACES OLS NO HO SOih samy nl aceon ey Ai La taleralchatenatletcratemia an ebels Bestel Gl Lester 

Ea ny IVLe SLAs 5 chars Saas coals wie euidopehe' oy 55d irae pave Dials Glenwood, lowa 

PRC Na RSQ Neonates aie Seis iu atetaerhd deisdd ow se semblonte # alean St. Peter 
RMP LTS ya EL Ete sa scyss chants oFs's ves Bia ateonnany tlavet bhai) opeiehate peered. lal tng Red Wing 
TEATS ORT DGID Vo 0 ie 0) sin ot LP Ane eo ALLEGE Oi 3 Long Lake 

SE ECOASG! AW EL oN TOO Leche rie rosa aid tare seve lsiciods oi dievaie erebatapandioharetare wi@eta Bloomington 

MEP EIGHIRS V Visti ey LEON i Meith sraiatt o's eee ae wale gresceeis .-Camden Place, Minneapolis 

Marry wOu Wis. BOD. 2: ji)n\2 ds. frei cie 523 Guaranty Loan Building, Minneapolis 

PUR Hae e180 2 ee Sian laaie wis ree ans 02 117 Main St. S. E., Minneapolis 
Prescott, G. Hy TIE SLS VAR BEIM FW ROE Bi. ASR ol Ames Oa IR 9 Albert Lea 
Perry, P. H., 1892 BUR. > She eactien Alte yO ate Gt 5c re Cale ahaa av oR ake RE Excelsior 

EEA PRUE ASOD sxe rcisu) & olel n cietaferehudevetscohel leh al'g Fiche Nid Traber aah ktiescamton eae Dexter 
PPPECMOMey (Peer LS OO oii c asd vhs os Golda ah kuteiaa oid oinls piearnts Hite ee Odebolt, Iowa 

LENDETOLACT SYS US EAD Read [2 Poe Sl ee a A Oe eC a CR UK DA SS Excelsior 

EC EEEEOM Si rg P92 o eciiicsee. ork sie leiece ie bine wave pies wails ed Fair Oaks, Minneapolis 

eA TRG isk ts Pea ies Stag her santa Scher otra cahabs:akerar siete) xis aioe" ctetalnra aie iw coa atv ee aNe Mankato 
ipicnardsone ©. Dy. W920. tak. <et cence =o BUY peer tia es Winnebago City 
BRED ee LS Wh Laat cat g a cid (olor ain! cap MuliarahsfCCa esa voters 'stara ab atanarctial ela” brxlapshie ede Stillwater 

Papers ri Ais OC. A8O2... sei0 25 o5 MOTE to Ree Se RRR i, Leet Nan, Chae Faribault 
eC DeTOsON. Vd Bee 1802 ee Sos Ry Sw eR ald opiate cues ced y Winnebago City 

eC ilgh COTAS, BOD oc) oiciciatas) a°s bse wide dw d, Wik nisePa) @ Cheyedo’ w/e waves Minneapolis - 

COLIN ce ny LOO te hts Visio: ae! Srsndyclc ie elke eye wot wlscbveka. tow ¢ 439 Clinton av., St. Paul 

PMU OME SLBA ies sad ala elee'e scale awieiare s Ee es One Burr Oak, lowa 

RUROMIMRN SG UN GP ROE Mic Siei sale tie ack ate seen MMe el coe nla einpelsraraver Stas ttale Mecha antee Markville 

eM EM UVETI Na CIA coral ake ‘essa Rio Aaraoaboten avatar aval ccu le ataligladeisy saya ately adhe lapel Viola 

GO IEMEER GN Cg ALCO Mey SOD a 0.6 es. kaceee gre le aioe sialane “etaeiaiche coe Mane Halstad 
SSDNA os AN ai b OO bets foie alate. a's bats. oie ectidl olor dgte'ee tawid 77, 7th St. S., Minneapolis 
SS PEW.OLT Ole wl SOR aoa Sad cccke 3 ou. atwi glam teva Sure of Sas are eR Trysil, Dakota 

RGR NRr TAN N i CRS TOO sce coe tigi 0) ata bniate elavocotutats nda lass ote oar Winnepeg, Manitoba 

RMU Dg hah WV ag SOE vin sterisresers'acacdosclelaipin tale Sue Glare taal s aera pane ts, ofa Excelsior 
pe MRPRIACNIN Why Alt eT, <2: sy Doleiini w soaicini o 4, Olatao cor ay opened w Instat ete tl nel Meera cine Excelsior 

SECM IME A sh LSE Vor, So !cinp sarein)t votads syatgiene Mayans clade SPRINT thatare, Mave Sia a meRS Ur Alden 
ARCHES OU AU ECON Sei oiaisial «ara eitersle caiee's Sees ektsrs usta aaa Red Wing 
SHPO CES CO). CAN TODD o.0's. + sia eval wenastalsic sid Bikers Sues Sere: CULE Worthington 
DGS VY, 3 TO VL BOE i cr sfeiase nin mlete ts: nsole micie eimai teeraisiav ee alte a dnt aNulah ays Viola 
Paibeet le MPM rn INI sr POU DD Gs, H's. cule wis Wad Siahe Gey aie mane daa meatal dale Vhaaes Minneapolis 

STO Vil wey Mune atte. «are Sierielei as Stine a sereiet aims a ale, Se dba rarer RRO dale ahaee Viola 
Bowe P Mrs Leb Os 1802 i.e Ch ea we datnwle ects waidelten ued St. Anthony Park 
Sprague, Mrs. D. W., 1891.......... .... 1116 Hawthorne Av., Minneapolis 

CIM AGSy shdiy EBON. oe lice iaiyisteelaa ad mavarcwis anes ees oh eek ear ... Lake City 

SUS EG OSE 8 TON he) ARS EE A op fo A eR NEE MP COO Zumbrota 
SUT OMRON ARE SE) Tic, da 5h hiciay tiataBeal ces ahoucio mat cairo eave Rate haut ee eee Red Wing 
I MAUOUGs DET Ke rein ASOD. fo ag ova sporeuunu wh Scie iis sickle sl tie Uae c honk. Cheney, Kan 

SUCHIN SPRTATOSN ASO re Sera ts Oi tenes ahh ayaa kone Sots as A Brookings, S. D. 
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menultez, Tis. 18O] os oe sein ssic cows eve pcs paltin eleie n'y aco cleans Meena aoa Sutton 

Sackett D. By, 1802 06s ag sede ans cee stn db ee so ye tienen Fairmont 

Syiith, Mrs: O, Aj, 1602. soos es ss o'e's min weg pusjnsh a sess 91 oe Owatonna 

Smith Ge ESB Bey aco och on vies peeks ys 0055.5 ern Long Lake 
Scherlig, H.-A.) 1802. oo: |. 2. es asieisinie -e tlehe 018. he nle't ype aii ee a Dundee 

Sexton, C: W., 1892...... 5 OBIT GEA sir 13 Washington Av. N., Minneapolis 

SSG VOHSON SA caltayt RODS oe cb -cau calcu baie Mo eieialsie aaa Nelson, Manitoba 
Simmons, By iA. 1802... ... - gence ee Usa od warns ae pee Hastings 
Tiphetts,: Mey Tu. WOU. so. ogee ES Ree Se oh oles oR Dover Center 

TParnhuld, TOW USOQs . ots ict inven ee Bae oS lls a0 0 eee La Crescent 

Taylor; Barnett, 1802. ...ci24 24> nis wees epee we 0 eb ele vi eo Forestville 
Tanner, !Wi:,* 1801. sos... scales ti 2 ea aicels 0.0.0 pints siete aera Cannon Falls 

Merry, Aled, 18O2. wicis scceame eats sc wisps aivio ele pb o.ohe,> hae en Slayton 
MhayenaMrs.se- As, LBW ios cas pepe s «Asean een Sauk Rapids 
Wrembiaay AN ody; VOOR 4 Nei Ss oc a oa 0 tea, bate vc beets ure eee Alexandria 

Purmer, John, 1892.55.05): as oe wns fae ay bsg are ser Shakopee 
Taylors Fewell;: W890. 267.0 this cc wc ans weirrey ocean ieee Forestville 

MDaylor, Joseph, AS0P st.) . aires Fairview and Lincoln Avs., St. Paul 
PRhatny J: (Gy PSO. Ges vin ty oh cs Vals virca aetna Highwood, Montana 
PAV LON, Wee Tay SU BOD  re o oie. aaid oe 0S Se Samewine chee enemas hoe ee Litchfield 

Prot, Hanty 1602s. 2 oes ain oye s nine oleate thay +o Farmington 

amin: BS, PA BOD eS S oie oe kia wis lese wi cie sammie are ere re ee Owatonna 

PORTA AAs UGB os ci fate «wd, wh Oe pid, oooh eens» aan Shelden, lowa 
‘-EHompsnn, Flarvey, [BORE toc. Pode ae sitet die eats ae er Windom 

Taughtes, MMs O., 1808 se). ori. ciga «4 ses alc ello le oie, shalt ele eee or Hastings 

Widder wordiid Me, W802. 6 5 sab case ois Nmale ashe’ as oe Lake City 
Underwood, Mrs; Anna, B:,:1892)(.0 05 cs vias oss one ole ee Lake City 

BRT Et Pept. © © Pee aan ARE eI PU ey AST 2520 Bryant Ay. N., Minneapolis 
Man Asien GeO VBO1 68 os. 3 .citiscleies copies «ees «ae Owatonna 

W ach lin, With; 1892) eis oi eke pet eis evn bo cle eia o's oes er Faribault 

Wedge, Clarence, 1892.5... 26.08 ines os ere sielesie e aclale Eee Albert Lea 
WY ards WY VEDY icin sie aici nig wiaie'ne bininie Sie'd «0's «0! che, anna ... Sumter 
Wileex, Li: Bi, 1802...0cca<.. epee ke paaletye eb. «arene eee Hastings 
Wiekersheim, Wd 3); 18920). 0 S220 Sin Sine cs «one be nee ee Idlewild 

Weston, Gl As, $GOR sea. oc eie a ael sh aae teen oes, oof ota omen Faribault 

Walton: As Lisp-1891; vcs 4's « wicesibcaeine'e sare ala my eral Wabasha 

Wing, Henry, T8906 wi. gs sot weenie wae apnea ne. 0) e's ee Aspelund 

Wieiland, Theodore, 1891s... oi... 2e°. ies wy. bi » o10'o pia, top epee Shakopee 
WOE) Bi, 1892... oe heed inte csepe ovina v elelee wine bic yee) eel (oleae ates anes Iona 
Wyman, Guy A., 1891..... A Pree PI Goro Ao cet Minneapolis 

WT ands WO? LSD asians Syelsi gis ose toa,ee lay p bon elo oe ee ee Bismark, N. D. 

MV ELIGONGs WI.) BOD ieee os aes cet wrote kScidie b'oje tals Weiaces bial acm ghee Canton 
Wane, mugenie, 1808 oe'.4 tse acs one 3 « «ine vie, oletere in alates be’. eee Owatonna 
Wide isons Cs: Bic TSO2 cc 5.n1e 05 lala e's 2 dive os ois ale 6 6i, 0 Gla '....Owatonna 
Wiad! J OSephi,-1892.., p40 sta « eee tae s unlae se Ces Gh Windom 
Mentworth; David, 1892). <5.< sic. sedoie cae sip biejsaiets 6b sae Hastings 

Weasel PD, ABO Dice's rae de dalemscctore 13 Chamber of Commerce, St. Pau! 
Wrailifard TW, 18926. Sos oe iw ovine hm aloiar ered "sea ahd Canton 

PWemneenr sey. Oy, ASOD. 0.5% aletesistd se awit sh o/a eins She mnt’ e: ohn tn, SRO eet eee Edna Mills 

ZADUORSATOND pias ais, BOD sc. cu dewiaied pw cee aoe ety eaten eee Spencer Brook 

ZPIVGWOCE elOUel 1 Se vel Snead phais bean pieanae pul tg on eat ae ace .. Caledonia 
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LIFE MEMBERS. 

RIO ECU UD ten wes Det kicks Aoi de Maia e Swale. where Quen ae Fhe bobs Chowen 

UCR TE ARON Aa yer cz t's, sx. Ate aiceig renee «Gale tise > Gils plaka @ Short Hills, N. J 
MUTE URED G/aicoeicidt sieve’. se tals escape ev bs sre 1118 W. Lake St., Minneapolis 
(OS LEE MIN LD "5 SAREE a Sag aap alae FEN en AC Morris 

HONORARY MEMBERS. 

HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS. 

ES PRR IO LORS ch LT re th Na screech LAS wie svcd pee aimee on Pd ie SNR NS SFR ele oe Ames, la 
Peat U pe TAR AVL NS souks ttcatat bia ete istains cared cro4%e-c) 0) toe MMe aie SARIN, Sy iolaie & Minneapolis 
BarePRLEN RC Fee Hara av feskinn Ov ate fate te cic isons my ee oy cialis aia gue ee oo At erniare Faribault 
1S SESE EV EVR 3 (61 CPB GI IPAS CaS gM St. Louis, Mo 
ele VETTE SEO EEE: WY a) Sneieicte sjeseie ee Gels et oe eek ne deka tals Minneapolis 

ROG NISMS shee chi pele ake Stn Rte alien anc ald cowlaeitee a Roldan ceteet aie Hammond 
PRE GEMM EAE S210 ah fasZiois’o, 01s apalierateis Mora ales. argivnie eaves MERA a empla nied hej Owatonna 
HU SC) adh fig CC: UBS SA aos sya eh alaars ve cians ecole Minneapolis 
PERM E reve riers aloe sia 'elase iahcions 9 EEN cteicin slalatelens Maree oe ee donate San Diego, Cal 
LCRAIURE S53 ake Sg ok SA ee aS eR To 3209 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis 
CeO EOS Sak Sere Nourse ute e wiaee es Fak ote Samat sate Mes Excelsior 
Eri PTDI Spee Der COENEN c-Myc 0c choc chc ssi ahetlalal Shove Qloveiehe vale ort aretuceie hs tid bon oe Ramsey, 8. D 
Pere RIE ee g eo Ca EOS” Tops Gel ax ane in ose oid Saeed s Seat Mahoks Ps CO EL ea wie ae Cat eile Excelsior 
ER AMEIRM S cE Peete Boys ie ase Sects since os ii bia aM arb es alia, Saereioke, Renee & oa: La Crescent 

MAGE YAMA Noa e inte ettjore cs dials bieyele' st Soba Aaktom so ot iere ema ane Fort Benton, Mon 

MOO PRINS eC, lod ence visas ss Oe SL ssIe melas wok 6 FR eee ee Mets See G oe Carver 
AeCN SEMA COTW 5 al ho Siw Sie toa, os clave die 2 blo'n afelt lla rere aed aE bine bre Excelsior 

PPIPMIAERRER ScD AA VV othe droichs os oie v the sp B's. at vis cdo vata, ah oe Mon Moen ouae Boston, Mass 
MMMM IA AWESOME ON ay NY Sardis aes i8'< sos sitin ls sicbeluin) cit vinta tg ay Gants ad eee Boston, Mass 
HUME POPPE UNV VERS Diez (tna.c ciatecc a's, s cle’ tie via wie.o amimieein tier scale vig reece t Minneapolis 

AUN OMUR AR EF re VETS) SMTA EY os ios nva)y a-a Soe'h s ovelarere ihe almeret clave wielese vred te eles Lake City 
Ee ROO estates ity ae IPAS 2 a aia. oie eA wate ete Soke ote oes aS Pewaukee, Wis 

PR SURIEUMD SreBeat ire ehh nrcie Vs, 2 nha. dee, he are t atagetavele- 8, @ Sie tate oid lag ake TM CE Milton, Wis 

Mea TAUNS, UH RRP PUR eye. aiicth: « alarehe x ssetn oa eitye bru iiatestccw «ohare pas Oates Delavan, Wis 
PEsed eC NVLEG ON WVINE Wo beabctrcsrs w hcrdalbiahs cla’ apsss a ey Ministers ord witdenealebs karte onere woes Hersey 
MECN grec Haileiate oe GR Vali nies Gerda aide hile, ak Ohare Tha ien hala as oY» maltkcats ala'tits te CLTUNSED 
CRS EMOM MATIC TO Wisc. se dis oehhaistes apne aclerbiabele le cReeiare cis sitvattion, ot uee beeee re Waconia 

SERENE EIT 50 cv is ces eatdiging © eau clautdn cunt oes aoe is Set ae St. Paul 
BIDEN Tee Ib isceiia s octhis,si a, tes level apse verbal Mcleepite Siele tia co abe Ms cowie, Green Bay, Wis 
Ree TIN AION. rae E RSs Grete, aco Sib ic: Pevceaasetenerein ing alaie sin MRE dor Nvn gaa ce Minneapolis 
RMMEEU A POULIN YEE CIES, foes a b.c.'c sade si b'a'sle oreia, Wi oatenatie ceagyint 4 oS ae DIee Uy Gal 
ras Ae, WW 2)? wesoiane OSE NIST FPR Pie I RO AS SA a A ee A Pueblo, Cal 
PROMOTE Os Dasara Ue Mats eleva) cherate Mc at Lie Cie. slates acta cig ehatiahe. Hip ak Minneapolis 
Seeker eeetat y NUTS as Bled Boia te ots isielctare cniclatee ed reste: Oma eatin coat Edda es -. Lake City 
BRR Ver Ats Mecn seme nae sta ae rors ss Gt w-ctate aie ldls Say Setnat ea ale bia aie eda la Baraboo, Wis 
ET ISTON a dia yaa (C6 Fe) OARS 29 aS A oR Ps cas ri ae er West Salem, Wis 
AEC LEN Cyrene: CeO) sire we deal cava semis a eons ene 603 SE 5th St., Minneapolis 
BU VAIN GS (OKA MU riatarete ete Olsy Sober au cats cto cllars hese to, aleraloeeaiereietcialolelnemndie ee La Crosse, Wis 
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HONORARY MEMBERS FOR ONE YEAR. 

DS ELILWELL) Zi52B path uk «as coiscnain Mee es > ee aie a eee ae Eau Claire, Wis 
AGG) alia’ Wire ciafentew- care fx tee es, ns Pele co ie pie alee eee Eau Claire, Wis 
Culbertson, Wade iit ces csths net. ask en Wiiee een Eau Claire, Wis 
Sperry, MIS. We As in tae 6 sicire eae a,5!e3 viipse.s © Sp nite on er Owatonna 

MecRastie,; Mrs. Ji-Bh sis coktiss sole ia 5 ae Sele p 0 eR eaten Owatonna 

Roberts, Dr, Da Fhe ceovel es ove. oe ded be tos a Owatonna 

HONORARY MEMBERS FOR FIVE YEARS. 

J. S, B..’ Thompson; elected 1888.0. ce 2:2 aad) ye ele ene Grundy Center, Ia 

Miss Edith A. Kellogg, elected 1888.............+ccse.tee- Janesville, Wis 
Prof.-W..41. Ragan, elected:1889....: 5... i. sue sense Seana Greencastle, Ind 
Mrs. V;.H. Campbell; elected 1889. 32 ../2. sist ste career Evansville, Wis 

(Awd Phillips: ‘elected. 1889)... 5% .\.6 d- siv.a/c0)«/hon ou he aaa West Salem, Wis 
Himer Reeves, elected 1889.05.25... 500, sin MOS ae enate ee eae Waverly, Ia 
Thos. Frankland, elected 1889...........csseseeeeses seeee Stonewall, Man 
C. C. Bell, elected 1889........ ik, ora Siasaee aye bree Bae Renna ean Booneville, Mo 
Frank Burnett, elected: 18902 ..0. 2.62. sos» oitiee + inle pines hima Glenboro, Man — 

Mrs: Frank Burnett, elected: 1890 .....0 5 ...0.0 5 ities cle men stele Glenboro, Man © 
Hdson Gaylord, elected 189). 05. o . os Sco. eeieere ln he coe Nora Springs, Ia 

Prot.:C..B. Waldron, elected ‘1894. ci. oes. lacie vee eee ae Fargo, N. D 

MM; A... Thayer;.elected: 1891 2 s-.2..066 sieje'ss dene sien oe pee eee Sparta, Wis 
G. J. Kellogg elected 1891. . 2.0220 ook wen coin ole oo optielaaene naan Janesville, Wis 

J... Be Mitchell, elected 1892. 25... 3... ac oe daie «0:0 oon atene eaee Cresco, la 

GO. H. Hamilton; elected: 1892 ..\'65.7..4.)04 Se 0 ie clea as tere Ripon, Wis 
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LIST OF PAPERS ADVERTISING THE WORK OF THE 
SOCIETY IN 1891. 

The following newspapers run a notice gratuitously, for 

from one to three months, calling the attention of the public to 
the work of our society. Most of the newspapers solicited 

complied at once with our request. 

Dodge Co. Republican, Kasson, Minn. 

Farmington Tribune, Farmington, Minn. 

Mankato Free Press, Mankato, Minn. , 

Barnesville Weekly Review, Barnesville, Minn. 

Dodge Co. Record, Dodge Centre, Minn. 

Blue Earth City Post, Blue Earth City, Minn. 

Northwestern Agriculturist, Minneapolis, Minn. 

Douglas Co. News, Alexandria, Minn. 

The Aitken Age, Aitken, Minn. 

Sauk Rapids Sentinel, Sauk Rapids, } Athan. 

Rush City Post, Rush City, Minn. 
Carver Co. News, Waconia, Minn. 

Sleepy Eye Dispatch, Sleepy Eye, Minn. 
Mantorville Express, Mantorville, Minn. 

Advance, Springtield, Minn. 

Moorhead Weekly News, Moorhead, Minn. 
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“OFFICERS 

OF THE 

MINNESOTA STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

FOR THE YEAR 1892. 

PRESIDENT. 

JP aS Ui Sky, oreierts eee a ek oe eee St. Paul: 

FIRST VICE PRESIDENT. 

COD 6d pwd SDE VEINS 22 oe tcy . a= Lach sce eth ate Minneapolis. 

SECOND VICE PRESIDENT. 

HDD SS WERPAGV BUR as caeee rpen hic iticte: dane at ones RAMP Ee ea NEM Se Cin Mankato. 

SECRETARY AND GENERAL MANAGER. 

Wav: IGROSSe ih raee Ne wens e be 5 Peas eon tel Ar Red Wing. 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY. 

SAM OPARTRITDGB. fcc. oo oes bo ote os eke eee Hamline. 

TREASURER. 

EVAN AK ae WLI COX ut cal nt Leto ae eee Pa &.* Northfield. 

BOARD OF MANAGERS. 

CLARK: CHAMBERSY.. 2. co Se ae Owatonna. 
COmNesCOSGROWV BE ..cs eee cea Ea. dno be Staal: GOS ee Le Sueur. 

Went VD LT GGA TD eee ae encore. os emia oh so eee Benson. 

Jes EUIRLON Goh ee a ee Austin. 

WR STAN NER: epee See ya Moorhead. 

JOE BE TSON. ecko ce be te lee SE IC Alexandria. 

*.* The State Fair for 1892 will be held on the grounds at Hamline, 

September 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10th. The management pledge themselves to make 

and invite the co-operation of agriculturists, horticulturists, and others 

to help in making this year’s tair the best ever held. Liberal premiums 

are Offered in every department. For any information address the Secre- 
tary, Hamline, Minn. 

Sen 
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CONSTITUTION 

OF THE 

MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, 

ARTICLE 1. 

NAME. 

This society shall be known as the Minnesota State Horticul- 

tural Society. 

ARTICLE II. 

OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY. 

The object of this society shall be to improve the condition 

of pomology, horticulture and arboriculture, by collecting and 

- disseminating correct information concerning the culture of 

such fruits, flowers, trees and other productions in horticulture 

as are adapted to the soil and climate of Minnesota. 

ARTICLE IIT. 

MEMBERSHIP. 

Any person may become a member by paying to the secretary 

or treasurer an annual fee of one dollar, or a life member by 
the payment of ten dollars, provided that life members may pay 
the fee of ten dollars in two equal annual payments of five dol- 

lars each. 

Local or county horticultural societies aud kindred organiza- 

tions may become auxiliary to this society by sending three 

delegates to the annual winter meeting, who shall be entitled 

to all the rights and privileges of membership upon furnishing 

to the secretary of this society a list of members of their society 
and a report of the proceedings thereof. 

Honorary members, for a time stated or for life, may be 

elected at any annual meeting by a two-thirds vote of the so- 
’ ciety. 
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ARTICLE IV. 

OFFICERS. 

Its officers shall consist of a president, one vice-president from 

each congressional district, a secretary, a treasurer, an execu- 

tive committee of five, and a librarian. 

ARTICLE V. 

DUTIES OF PRESIDENT AND VICE—PRESIDENTS. 

The president shall preside at and conduct all meetings of | 

the society, and deliver an annual address, and in his absence 

the vice-presidents, in their order, shall perform the same 

duties. They shall also have a general supervision of the 

horticultural interests in their respective districts, and make a 

written report to the society at its annual winter meeting; in 

consideration of which the society shall pay their traveling ex- 

penses to the same. 

- ARTICLE.VI. 

THE SECRETARY. 

The secretary shall record all the doings of the society, col- 

late and prepare all communications, etc., for the public press, 

and pay over all moneys received from members or otherwise 
to the treasurer on his receipt; receive and answer all communi- 

cations addressed to the secretary, establish and maintain cor- 

respondence with all local, county, district and state horticul- 
tural societies, and secure by exchange their transactions, as 

far as possible; aid the president as an executive officer in the 
dispatch of business relating to the meetings of the society, 

take notice of horticultural and similar meetings of general in- 

terest, and report to the annual meeting of the society an ab- 

stract of the matter that has come into his possession, which, 

with its approval, shall become part of its transactions of the 

current year. 

ARTICLE VII. 

THE TREASURER. 

The treasurer shall collect and hold all funds of the society, | 

and pay out the same only on the order of the ‘president, count-. 

ersigned by the secretary. He shall make up a report of all 

the receipts and disbursements of the society and present the 

same at the annual winter meeting, or at any other time when 

called upon to doso by the executive committee. He shall give 
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bonds in such sums as the society may direct, to be approved 

by the president and secretary, and the bond when so approved 

shall be filed with the state auditor. 

ARTICLE VIII. 

ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

The officers shall be elected separately and annually by ballot 

and hold their offices until their successors are elected. 

ARTICLE IX. 

MEETINGS OF THE SOCIETY. 

The society shall hold annual sessions on the second Tuesday 

of January, and other meetings at such time and place as the 

society may direct. 

ARTICLE X. 

THE LIBRARIAN. 

The librarian shall have charge of the library and report its 

condition at each annual meeting. 

ARTICLE XI. 

AMENDMENTS. 

By-laws and alterations of the constitution for the purpose of 

meeting the future wants of the society, may be enacted by a 

vote of two-thirds of the members present at any regular an- 

nual meeting, and on one day’s notice of the same being given. 
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BY-LAWS. 

1. The president, at each annual meeting of the society shall 
appoint a general fruit committee, consisting of two members 

from each congressional district in the state, and it shall be the 

duty of each member to make a written report annually upon 

the fruit crop, and a limited list of fruits best adapted for gen- 
eral cultivation in their respective districts. 

2. The president, secretary and treasurer shall be members 

ex-officio of the executive committee, who shall have charge of 

all matters pretaining to the interest of the society. 

3. The executive committee may call a meeting of the so- 

ciety at any time they may deem advisable, giving at least 

thirty days’ notice through the public press. 

4. The executive committee shall appoint a committee on 

seedlings, on nomenclature, on forestry, on fruit blossoms, on 

Russian apples, on gardening, on small fruits and on floricul- 
ture. 

5. The five members of the executive committee, not includ- 

ing the president, secretary or treasurer, shall be a committee 

on finance, and it shall be their duty to audit all bills before they . 

shall be ordered to pay by the president and secretary. 

6. The executive committee shall see that a program is 

issued for each meeting of the society, at least one month be- | 

fore the winter meeting and ten days before the summer meet- 

ing. 

¢?. Every member shall be entitled to one copy of the trans- 

actions as often as published, on which postage shall be paid; 

but in distribution of all other copies the party receiving the 

same shall pay the postage. Where several copies are sent to 

auxiliary societies it shall be discretionary with the secretary to 

pay the freight. 

8. Muorum.—A quorum shall consist of nine members of the 

society, or a majority of the executive committee. 
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RULES FOR NAMING FRUITS. 

RuueE 1. The originator or introducer (in the order named). 

has the prior right to bestow a name upon a new or unnamed 

fruit. 

RuLE 2. The society reserves the right, in case of long in- 

appropriate, or otherwise objectionable names, to shorten, mod- 

ify, or wholly change the same, when they shall occur in its dis- 

cussions or reports; and also to recommend ‘such changes for | 

general adoption. 

RuLE 8. The names of fruits should preferably express as 

far as practicable, by a single word the characteristics of the 

variety, the name of the originator, or the place of its origin. 

Under no ordinary circumstances should more than a single 

word be employed. 

RuLE 4. Should the question of priority arise between dif- 

ferent names for the same variety of fruit, other circumstances 

being equal, the name first publicly bestowed will be given the 

precedence. 

RULE 5. To entitle a new fruit to the award or commenda- 

tion of the society, it must possess (at least for the locality for 

which it is recommended) some valuable or desirable quality 

or combination of qualities, in a higher degree than any pre- 

viously known variety of its class and season. 

RuLE 6. A variety of fruit, having been once exhibited, ex- 

amined and reported upon as a new fruit, by a committee of 

the society, will not thereafter be recognized as such, so far as 

subsequent reports are concerned. 

Suggestion:—That Rule 6 shall not be construed to mean that a new 

seedling variety, having been exhibited, examined and reported upon, 

shall not be eligible to compete for any special prize offered by this society 

that requires two or more exhibitions before the final award is made. 
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RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS OF THE EXECUTIVE 

COMMITTEE, FOR THE YEAR ENDING JAN. 22, 1892. 

RECORD OF MEETING HELD IN MINNEAPOLIS, JAN. 28, 1891. 

Meeting called to order by J. M. Underwood, Chairman, all 

the members being present. 

Messrs W. Elliot, L. H. Wilcox and F. G. Gould were ap- 

pointed a committee to attend to all legislation in the interest 

of the Horticultural Society. 

The following was adopted:—Resolved, that we recommend 
the committee on legislation to use their efforts to secure the © 

printing of 20,000 copies of a book of about 100 pages, to be 

called ‘‘Hand Book of Horticulture in Minnesota,” the material 

for such book to be selected from the reports of the Minnesota 

State Horticultural Society. 

Moved and adopted that the next meeting of the executive 

committee be held at President Elliot’s office in Minneapolis, 

February 24, 1891. Adjourned sine die. 

A. W. LATHAM, Secretary. 

RECORD OF MEETING HELD FEBRUARY 17. 1891, AT THE OFFICE 

OF WYMAN ELLIOT. MINNEAPOLIS. 

Meeting was called to order by the chairman, J. M. Under- 

wood, at 10 o’clock aA. M. 

Present at the opening, Messrs. W. Elliot, J. M. Underwood, 

J. S. Harris, O. F. Brand, D. Day and A. W. Latham; M. Cut- 

ler coming in an hour after. 

The minutes of the last meeting were read and approved. 

The committee on legislation reported pene and was 

continued. 

The following regular committees were apace for the 

year 1891: (for tzese committees see printed report of 1891.) 

Moved and carried that the committee on library shall collect 

books etc.. for benefit of the library and report at next meeting. 

Moved and carried that the appointments of superinten- 
dents of experiment stations be made by a committee consisting 

of S. B. Green, W. Elliot and A. W. Latham. 
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Meved and carried to recommend the appointment of Mr. C, 
M. Loring of Minneapolis as commissioner to have charge of 

the exhibit from Minnesota at the Columbian Exposition. 

Moved and carried to recommend the appointment of A. W. 

Latham, of Excelsior, as Superintendent of the horticultural 

department of the Minnesota exhibit, at the Columbian Expo- 

sition. 

A committee consisting of J. M. Underwood, Wyman Elliot 

and F. G. Gould, was appointed to urge upon the proper authori- 

ties the adoption of these recommendations as to appointments 

for the Minnesota exhibit at the Columbian Exposition. 

The secretary and treasurer were instructed to examine S. 

D. Hillman’s accounts with the society and report. 

It was decided to hold the summer meeting for 1891 at the 

State Agricultural Farm, and at that time to bring up for dis- 

cussion the advisability of changing the -nethod of holding 

summer meetings. 

The president, W. Elliot, was instructed to send a telegram 

to Geo. R. Davis, Director General of the Columbian Exposition, 

recommending the appointment of J. D. Reynolds as superin- 

tendent of the horticultural department at that exposition. 
Moved and carried that the amount to be expended for pre- 

miums at the coming summer meeting be the same as last year, 

and the arrangement of the premium list be left to the president 

and secretary. 

The following bills were audited and allowed : 

No. 53, W. Elliot, Expenses of annual ene WR ie ee on Me $5.00 
NOn na LICE ShOsa: © Pin bine Toray.) \ ee Si Reh eee ae 4.00 

No. Fe INGE: inane Co., Expenses for annual meeting 5.00 

No. 56, Drennen & Co., ‘ e si e erie 

No. 57, A. W. Latham, Secretary’s supplies....... ........ 13.18 

No. 58, J. S. Harris, Expenses at meeting of Executive Com. 7.00 

No. 59, D. Day, a iS yi x 2.29 

No. 60, O. F. Brand, xs ee os oS 4,24 

No. 61, M. Cutler, a sf es a 3.75 

No. 62, J. M. Underwood, Fe ef ch 4.50 

Adjourned sine die. 
A. W. LATHAM, Secretary. 
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RECORD OF MEETING HELD JUNE 4, 1891, AT MASONIC 

TEMPLE, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Meeting was called to order at 12M., by the chairman, J. M. 

Underwood, all members being in attendance except L. H. 
Wilcox. 

It was decided to hold the annual summer meeting at the 

State Agricultural Farm, July 15, 1891; this date, however, to 

be subject to change, at the discretion of the president, sec- 

retary, and Prof. S. B. Green. 

The president and secretary were instruced to draw upon 

the treasurer for an amount sufficient to pay for the use of 

Masonic Hall for the American Association of Nurserymen. 

The president and secretary were authorized to revise the 

premium list for the summer meeting, adding to it raspberries, 

currants, gooseberries, and blackberries, and submit it to the 

members of the executive committee for approval. 

Adjourned sine die. 
A. W. LatTHaM, Secretary. 

RECORD OF MEETING HELD SEPTEMBER 11, 1891, AT THE 

STATE FAIR GROUNDS. : - 

The members were all present. J. S. Harris was appointed 
delegate to the annual meeting of the American Pomological 
Society to be held at Washington, and $50 was appropriated 

for expenses. 

It was decided to hold the next annual meeting at Owatonna, 

provided the citizens of that place furnish the usual entertain- 
ment. 

An office for the use of the officers of the society was rented 

of Wyman Elliot, at $5.00 per month, located adjoining the 
office of Mr. Elliot, on Nicollet Avenue, in Minneapolis. * 

The president and secretary were instructed to fit up the 

office. 

The president and secretary were authorized to prepare a 

program and premium list for the annual winter meeting, with 

the active co-operation of the eects. committee, and ptblish 

it with their approval. 
It was decided to allow the Bee-Keepers Association the 

use of one evening during the annual meeting. 

Adjourned sine die. 
A. W. LATHAM, Secretary. 
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EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. al 

RECORD OF MEETING HELD JANUARY 21, 1892, AT OWATONNA, 

MINNESOTA. 

The meeting was called to order at 9 A. M., all members 

being present. It was decided to adopt the report submitted 

by the secretary in regard to the claim of Ex-Secretary Green 

versus Ex-Secretary Hillman, and the secretary.was instructed 

to send a copy to 8S. D. Hillman. 

The secretary was instructed to procure a photo-engraving 

of Ex-Secretary J. W. Harkness, to be published in the next 

- annual report, in connection with that of Ex—President J. S. 

Harris. Mr. J. S. Harris tendered three old records relating 

to horticultural matters, which the secretary was instructed to 

have bound and placed in the library. 

It was decided to offer the following recommendations to the 

society: 

First.—That the Secretary be allowed a short hand reporter 

at a cost not to exceed $100.00 per annum. 

Second.—That the constitution be changed, convening the 

annual meeting the second Tuesday in January. 

Third.—That W. A. Manda, Short Hills, Néw Jersey, A. S. 
Swenson, St. Paul and E. Nagel, Minneapolis, be made life 

members. 

Fourth.—That a permanent committee be created on life 

membership. 

The following bills were audited: 
re REIS (PALA LOGE) cits d535 ais cece sels Reed Kiniseie res daie's tell eee $26.00 
No. 1. M. Cutler, expenses at the meeting of ex. com............ 6.70 

‘* 2. J. M. Underwood, expenses at the meeting of ex. com.... 3.20 
‘« 3. L. H. Wilcox, expenses at the meeting of ex. com......... 5.00 
‘« 4. O. F. Brand, expenses at the meeting of ex. com..... .... 1.54 
‘** 6. Dewain Cook, expenses as delegate to S. D. Horticultural 

SLOTGH COLI Bos his oi es eae Std AE NIE aetioeaeid Rerrch atte RO Rta ot 1 19.53 
Waied an Oe Metcalt, desi for Librartiy ot sei o Mint: sale cto Suite a iahe 10.00 
‘9. ; Wyman Elliot, express'on reports, tC... 2... 2c. tence ari 
‘* 10. J.S. Harris, expenses at meeting of ex. com.............. 19.64 
** 11. Ditus Day, expenses at meeting of ex. com................ 4 00 

Adjourned sine die. 

A. W. LATHAM, Secretary. 
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SUMMER MEETING. 

NOTICE. 

SUMMER MEETING OF THE MINNESOTA STATE HorTICcCUL— 

TURAL SOCIETY TO BE HELD AT THE STATE AGRICULTURAL | 

FARM AT ST. ANTHONY PARK, MINNESOTA, FRIDAY, JULY 

10, 1891. 

The raspberry season has been selected as the time of this 

annual summer gathering, and it is hoped a large number of 

the members and friends of the society may be present to enjoy 

the occasion (not forgetting to bring along the ladies of the 

family to share in the pleasure and profit of the day). 

The forenoon will be occupied in examining the grounds de- 

voted to experimentation, renewing acquaintances, etc. At 

noon a basket picnic will be served, to which each is invited to 

contribute, not forgetting to bring a liberal supply of any fruits 
that are in season. 

In the afternoon the society will hold a session devoted to 

short papers and talks upon subjects pertinent to the season, 

in which all are invited to participate. 

Members who have short papers to present at this meeting 

are requested to notify the officers as soon as possible. 

It is suggested that this will be a favorable opportunity to 

exhibit specimens cf insects, fungi, etc., and to secure practical 

information from the State Entomologist, Prof. Otto Lugger, 

who will probably be present. 

Arrangements will be made to meet trains arriving at St. 

Anthony Park during the forenoon and carry those in attend- 

ance to the State Farm. 

For further particulars address 

A. W. LatHam, WyYMAN ELLIOT, 
Secretary, Excelsior. President, Minneapolis. 
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PREMIUM LIST. . 

{Articles exhibited must be grown by the exhibitor.] 

FLOWERS. 

Ist Prem. 2d Prem, 

SOUSGSHONFOL CIT TOW.ETS. as cd Morera He teet ae eee oh arate, ie $5.00 $3.00 

PONE CHOMIO 1 CUGTOSES: cas ieee erect ee bids esas alamane Glee 3.00 2.00 

MeO HIOM: Oly Cl PANSTER a we o-6 5 ctetemyajeinis jose Sibys-ovsalnrs vs ye wickets wlvays 3.00 2.00 

CONlECHOMOLMGIh CAaEnabIONSs: io okc ce ne tos eee octet a eee 3.00 2.00 

PANO UEMCLOR TONES, cg etic ees ettaG Ma ele Wale ne Me ape ao eas iste ware nate 5.00 3.00 

Pete AR CTULGL MOG 55s are seplea tt Shaves halt Son wo tsgs. s ajoR athe Selon Sat 2.00 1.00 

FRUITS. 

RASPBERRIES.—Collection of not less than three named 

VAMIEbles» OME QUATUONCAGH yet oats saseielte ae alam Mae arelaienalees $3.00 $2.00 

Largest fruit of any variety, one quart.................... 2.00 1.00 

Minnesota seedling, not before exhibited............ ...., 2.00 1.00: 

A premium of $1.00 will be awarded for the best quart and 50 cents for 

the next best quart of each variety of merit exhibited. 

BLACKBERRIES.—Same as for raspberries. 

CURRANTS.—Same as for raspberries. 

GOOSEBERRIES.—Same as for raspberries. 

VEGETABLES. 

Wollectiom not less: than Gkinds) i e2 igs ek ee ales eas $3.00 $2.00 
PAM IS. OLEECE DUGG ss. 2 5 2'a4< ries terete, tiane vie olay Morals Chia cass 1.00 . 50 

TBST SING ik De eee a ie PIN OR RS SIE et 0s RQ SERPR porkg ROY etre Ua Mg ele 1.00 50 

PETERS ER Cepia oe rn EaLN cai ca ar ChE Od LR GL 1.00 50 
MOTNT OTT TNH wale tee patie shay atic ose et apacetenthaye te sites Meet comma et yaa gears gre 1.00 50 

OSE CISTS ESTES bag EST a Pa ae ER PSS Nes Mine ei tah ee BS 1.00 50 
Le ULE DSS ee Ea eC Te ee eM Re 1.00 50 

ITPro Gel ICS Ke PS rai ie clues bilgteg: shel tN Sa Sali 1.00 50 
MOU CEPT RMUTCAU Sens slain ieint'd d.gse we mtaicee acabebonme Red acy aah eee 1.00 50 
REM Me SULT R OR LAS tr te 'atp fie oo Shale ee social, t eh onal Me WE «a Sialalg adele 1.00 .50 
SMO Wer; Three EAS. Voss eis Neds ale lee ee Sale oa 1.00 50 

Pe CCTM ASG. Ke dailies Statics satiate ne wig 4 dyste «ol MOP el der Nad alate 1.00 50 
per AEMALeAN WL CUTTS) sO NIC A 7 5 sige Ae debe Sepa Meare ole le Sah a tee a ate 1.00 "130 
ARIA UA ECCS HOP S70 hin ok voceel NU OTA Bala bic he soe R erate raat detec ilar 8 1.00 50 

TL ELNIES) OUST RSCG 0. ANU hge ed ees ie an toe MOM 08, ele Aca ES a St 1.00 50 
PMPMOTUSGIVISMASIR At alo te Oe Sean Weis Maite ble a oe elas 1.00 50 

RULES. 

The awarding committee shall complete its work and report to the so- 

ciety at twelve o’clock mM. It will have power to recommend special pre- 

miums for seedlings, and articles of special merit, fruits, flowers or 

vegetables, not provided for in the schedule of premiums. Premiwms will 

not be awarded to articles unworthy of exhibition, even if there is no competition. 

Competition will be open to all, but the annual membership fee of one . 

dollar will be deducted from premiums awarded to persons who are not 
members of the society. 
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RECORD OF SUMMER MEETING. 

Pursuant to notice, the summer meeting was held at the Ex- 

periment Station, St. Anthony Park, July 10, 1891. An unusu- 

ally large number, about seventy-five, were present, and the 

exhibition of flowers, fruits, and vegetables was unexpectedly 
fine. The forenoon of the day was occupied in examining the 

buildings and grounds of the Experiment Station, in social con- 
verse, and in interchange of friendly greetings. 

At the noon hour the members gathered around the picnic 
board and discussed a very interesting lunch, including most of 

the varieties of fruit on exhibition. 

Atone o’clock p. m., the formal summer meeting of the society 
was called to order by the president, Wyman Elliot. 

J. O. Barrett, from Brown’s- Valley, Secretary of the State 
Forestry Association, read the following paper. 2 

CLAIMS OF THE FORESTRY EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S FAIR. 
J. O. BARRETT, BROWNS VALLEY. 

Although forestry and horticulture are inseparable in uses, it is bet- 
ter that each organization work on its special line. We who are members 

of both have so determined. We should therefore plan for the success of 

both at the World’s Fair. In a popular sense forestry is the weaker of 

the twins: it’should therefore in justice have some extra attention from 

the sister that is stronger, and that has so faithfully carried her brother 

in her fostering arms. At least the Horticultural Society should relin- 

quish to forestry all that legitimately belongs to it. Allow me to define 

where I think the line of distinction should be drawn as to what is for- 

estal and what horticultural: 

| By forest flora I mean not only timber trees for timber purposes, but all 

trees that naturally grow in and belong to the native forest. This is not 

all. The shrubs, vines, flowers, grapes, ferns, ‘‘ Reeds and rushes, O,” and 

all other wild vegetations that live in companionship with forested trees 

belonging in the category of forest flora, should be handed over to the 

Forestry Association, The horticultural fruit plants had their origin in 

the forest, or were the derivitives of the wild. Culture has developed the 
“fittest.” Horticulture is entitled to all the cultivated plants and fruits 

for exibition, but nothing wild from Minnesota. There now! IMorticul- 

ture is the more exalted, more advanced, more enriched phase of forest 

flora. I will concede to her the right to Eden occupancy, and there she 

must stay and not steal anything that the nymphs and naiads possess in 

the native woods outside. Let mistress horticulture be modest and hon- 

est; she has no chance for glorification over the wild and native so long 
as her highness has to fall back to first germinal principals when her 
civilizing process has educed diseased conditions. 

If now we understand each other, let me in brief outline the forestry 

exhibit at the World’s Fair. We propose to have specimens of all the 

principal timber and ornamental trees of Minnesota, an ample supply of 
each specimen and variety—some in rough blocks, some polished and all 

tastefully arranged. As suggested to me by C. L. Smith, we had better 
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have some rare pieces of furniture, such as center tables, floral stands, 

bureaus and the like, composed each of different specimens of our woods, 

polished across and with the grain, and thus glued together for variegated 

surfaces. To this end we shall need to enlist the co-operation of all the 

lumbermen, furniture manufacturers, pulp men, veneering men, and 

other wood factory men in the state, to help furnish something practical 

and beautiful, with personal credit to the donors, of course. It occurs to 

me that we could have thin sheets of our different woods cut into book 

leaves and handsomely bound. Animprint can be made upon the pol- 

ished side of each leaf, descriptive of its corresponding wood and its prac- 

tical use. After the Fair, these should be tendered back to the state to be 

preserved safe fcr generations to come, in ourlibrary archives. Also, that 

we have two monuments, say fifteen or more feet high, constructed from 

blocks of our woods, carved and polished, round or square, glued or riveted 

upon each other in perfect monument Style, one dedicated to Columbus, 

lettered with his dates and discoveries, the other dedicated to the pio- 

neers of Minnesota, their records engraved or printed on them, beginning 

at the base with the first explorer and thence upward—Nicollet, Catlin, and 

their contemporaries, Renville, Riggs, Joe Brown, Gen. H. H. Sibley, Col. 

John H. Stevens, and so on to the end of the chapter; each in his order, 

each block symbolic of character as near as possible. This would be a 

valuable and venerable monument to be kept in the House of Represent- 

atives as a perpetual reminder of the early days of valor and sacrifice. I 

also suggest a unique cabinet made of our woods in which to exhibit 

specimens of our forest leaves, flowers, seeds, etc.; also a miniature of 

Minnehaha Falls. 

Aside from all these exhibits, we can have wild vines arching over drip- 

ping caves and grottoes; a brook babbling over bright pebbles and mossy 

rocks, with lilies and minnows in the little pools, groups of young living 

trees, budding, leaving, blossoming, fruiting; birds and birds’ nests: in 

the rear perhaps a miniature log cabin, with its wierd and uncouth en- 

vironment. These are but some of the ideal scenery to be added to and 

varied as the space and privileges may allow when we get there. As sug- 

gested by President Elliot, we also propose to have a large map represent- 

ing the zones or belts and groups of our forest flora—something to study 

and admire —something to study in the future. Fora hand book we pro- 

pose a neat pamphlet, descriptive of the forest flora of Minnesota, in- 

cluding our water system as a factor of growth. It is difficult to putin 

words what artistic hands can do in this exhibit to make it equal to that 

of any other state, if not excelling. Let me mention here the three trunk 

trees which Minnesota is to furnish for the grand colonade to the Forestry 

Building. These are to be mighty pillars of ash or maple, oak and pine, 

and when you pass them to the Minnesota forestry exhibit, doff ‘your hat 

in joyful reverence. This will be the royal way of entrance to our native 
woods at the Columbian Exhibition. 

One thing more—the Forestry Association has just doubled its exhibi- 

tional price, soliciting $10,000, and is willing to concede to and work for 

the Horticultural Society to the tune of $15,000, with $25,000 in hand, and 

we all must help raise it, with a co-operative energy, we cao scientifically 

and practically advertise our Minnesota before the world, and demon- 

Strate that in forest flora and horticultural excellence she takes the prize. 
Je OD BARRED, 

Secretary of the Forestry Association. 
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Col. J. H. Stevens, of Minneapolis, made an eloquent plea for 

the co-education of sexes at the State Farm School, urging that 
the same privileges that have heretofore been accorded to boys 
be provided for the girls of Minnesota. 

Prof. E. D. Porter of Columbia, Missouri, formerly director 

of the schools, made a few happy remarks, reminiscent of the 

founding of the Farm School and along the line pursued by 

Col. Stevens. 

Remarks were made by J. S. Harris, of La Crescent, on the 

same subject. 

Upcen motion of Col. Stevens, the president and secretary of 
the society, together with J. S. Harris, were appointed a com- 

mittee to correspond with the regents of the State University, 

urging equal privileges for both sexes at the State Farm 

School. 

Mr. F. G. Gould of Excelsior, offered the following resolu- 

tions on the horticultural exhibit at the World’s Fair, which 
were unanimously adopted, viz: 

To the Directors of the World’s Columbian Exposition. 

Ata meeting of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society, held at St. 
Anthony Park, July 10, 1891, the following preamble and resolutions were 

unanimously adopted: 

“WHEREAS, In opposition to the urgent requests of the combined hor- 

ticultural interests of the country for a representative man as chief of 

that department one has been named and awaits confirmation who in no 

sense represents American horticulture; and 

‘“WHEREAS, The present classification of this department has been 

indorsed by the National Commission, and with the support of a partisan 

chief is likely to remain unchanged ; and 

‘‘WHEREAS, This classification, giving eight separate eee for wines 

and brandies alone, with but four to horticulture proper, outrages the 

better sentiment of the American people, and is unjust and unsatisfactory 

to the horticulturists of the entire country; be it 

‘Resolved, That in the event of the confirmation of William Forsyth, 

or any other non-representative man, and especially one pledged to the 

above unjust classification, we are without hope of making in the main 

building a representative exhibit of American horticulture, and we will 

use our influence in every possible manner to confine those exhibits to our 

state building, and will invite our sister states to do likewise, as we can- 

not and will not destroy the prospects for an enthusiastic exhibition of 

fruits, flowers and plants, with their grand seasonable shows, by indors- 

ing a man aud a Classification which connects horticulture with and 

makes it subordinate to displays of wine and brandy.” 

The secretary was instructed to send a copy of these resolu 

tions to the directors of the World’s Fair. ~* 

Dr. M. M. Frisselle, of Excelsior, read a report on the‘‘Fruit ° 
Prospects at Lake Minnetonka.” (See index. ) 
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A report on fruits, from Dewain Cook, of Windom, was read 

by the secretary. (See index.) 
C. L. Smith, of Minneapolis, then read a paper entitled 

“Small Fruit Interests.” (See index.) 
Prof. C. D. Smith, the new Director of the State Farm, was 

introduced to the meeting, and spoke pleasantly of the State of 

Minnesota and of his work, especially dwelling upon his in- 

terest in the work of the Horticultural Society, and of its 
importance to the public. He expressed a strong interest in 

the movement to furnish accommodation in the school for the 

. young ladies of the state. 

The following resolution was unanimously adopted: 

Resolved, That this society recommend to the Regents of the State 

University the importance of establishing an additional department in 

the Agricultural School for the education of the farm girls of our state on 
an equal basis with the boys. 

J. M. Underwood, of Lake City, offered the following: 

Resolved, That this society heartily recommend the appointment of 

J.S. Harris to the position of special agent of the Division of Pomology 
for the Department of Agriculture. 

This was adopted, and the secretary was requested to trans- 

mit a copy to the proper U. S. official. 

The matter of library location was discussed and referred for 

decision to the library committee. 

The thanks of the society were unanimously extended to 

Professors C. D. Smith and S. B. Green for the hearty hospi- 
tality tendered to the society in the entertainment of the day. 

The summer meeting then adjourned sine die. 

A. W. LatHaM, Secretary. 

LIST OF PREMIUMS AWARDED AT THE SUMMER MEETING. 

FLOWERS. 

Miss Mattie Lyons, Minneapolis— 

EP ALCL EHO ELOY WG ie as ctatnyeiey sie ou! nfeys 182 a/c nara wel dios iecctersina lett Second, $1.00 
WallechionlOL CUP MOWELS:)<%/). . sora clea ieraja ieee sey Gielen o's Second, 3.00 

R. S. Mackintosh, Langdon— 

Collection of cut pansies.................. "ind Gann Second, 2.00 
EK. Nagel & Co., Minneapolis— 

VAAL TSEVRR CTE is tA A ta 9 AGS Nee clecie la lta an late cla av date First, 2.00 

OPA GSI NE oc alates a to's  Gnis so Sale ager ere ee ate ak First, 5.00 
Callection\ of cut flowers...) 5652. Jo ws aalcele ele heats First, 5.00 
Mollechion Of Cot CAamMAtIONS! 0.622% <)ee ees. woken First, 3.00 
COUECHOM OT CUE TOSES: «5 5:o)c)s ide Gimsleleiahelo werene cleatloe: Second, 2.00 

=o 
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F. G. Gould, Excelsior— 

Collection of Cut \CaTnahionss 222: «7. ci. slut eae Second, 

Miss Ida C. Sewall, St. Anthony Park— 

Collection. of cut. TOse6 6 7225 62%. ss fv nie open ee First, - 
J. G. Bass, Hamline— 

Collection: of cut pinks..:.%,.°.)..!..)./... 5. oseaeeee Special, 
Collection of cutpansies.*® . 0. i... 22. santies oo pees First, 

SMALL FRUITS, &C. 

Raspberries. 
Wm. Lyons, Minneapolis— 

COVECTIGH fon 0 Fo foo ae PAee as Si oe ate eae a First, 
Cnt h Punta. oiii65) 5 BAR ee ae First, 

CH AGMSN. o'2 5 5s ania ote seeks o/h, a oliate witty. «eat eNtisacl aan First, 
Philadelphia si... se veh ois scat» welt peo fa are > wg First, 

Carolinas... cas cu tts <4 gb cee ¥ selala bias alee First, 

J. M. Underwood, Lake City— 

CHUL Us sic sn.6s ies ciemectin ao nt: ot inane Vee er Second, 
POCHLAGILGT. «<0: do's Seiad or ro aig hie ashe Sine >a a Second, 
GREG et ica che eee Be els Ne Ree os ae ie ee Second, 
Doolittle (05) yA he aco is o.2 toatl Oo pele ee First, 

GRAD 5 /<-j pris aiels hiviesicigyhieys watipe 6 oplod dikes Geena First, 
J.G. Bass, Hamline— 

TPOLNELS 23.02 Nee AS PE Ae oles cee eae Oe First, 

N. J. Stubbs, Markville— 

GEOR De ois ote vod ee eld OF rin ea niv esis es ee First, 
Marl Dono: ih Gie Bere ee Co lee ane eee First, 

D. V. Plants, Long Lake— 

Best quarts. 2:4 esse. weatate hac ee me apie sdb ten 
PUPAE ATH sb, b hin aha ete Saicinin yale a0 hopacs «nis Whelndahal ee First, 
HMailbar Nes, Je see Pa he eat et ee ooae os 0 ae anna First, 

M. M. Frisselle, Excelsior— 
Second-pest: Quart 26). 5.5% Saye aiade. eg oc Abie oe eee 

R. P. Lupton, Excelsior— 

Collections: 335 3528 ck he Ses Sa ee eee Second, 

Currants. 
N. J. Stubbs, Markville— 

White Grapensin sigs tela icn.gw ote ees once ae ce First, 

White Dutch. p508S. So Sk ee Gertlc ae aaah Lees First, 

Stewart's Seed lilig 5.2 | ssl ete ale ee First, 
Victorias. iis sls soos 3 oie oie 'enb clon sel eee First, 

J. F. Gilmore, Richfield— 

Collections eet o3 .ut oee chee ue Cains ass,00 alo First, 

M. M. Frisselle, Excelsior— 2 

Cherryiiseaeseincteetoes gece ects eee ee este essence eens First, 

Stewart's Seedling. 2 0-5 2020s a eee cae Second, 
: Bed Duten wip opaaee Gales beat foe Upabolte sae eee Second, 

J. M. Underwood, Lake City— 

OOMlEShON s voi h5c ss ee hae ne ee ne he Vee aba) eee Second, 
J. G. Bass, Hamline— 

i Tai be Mata pe ss ee 0). Ssls «ceed am yee tele ep er ie he, Second, 

FROM ID UBM oid cece: sf aanceets ig Be we PAtelaakg arate apetanar ete es Rae et tere First, 1.0U 7 
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Gooseberries. 

C. L. Smith, Minneapolis— 

Houghton....... Be ides Sk, CAd eSe IRORITIE RAE Pece eter srs Mets First, 
J. F. Gilmore, Richfield— 

PEMA CATONE Da Enis clos at sc share patna a areas ech tne Dat awe First, 
J. M. Underwood, Lake City— 

IRIAN GRA: ol oid ted cote nte H Sabina Betas » palele:d heats « Second, 

Strawberries. 

C. W. Gordon, Long Lake— 

DVR ISOEE htc) ail wid catche arb aye rasehiet ace earene tee pu ste, ws eh First, 
TSC OM Bre We cise steele eiatal nenniel oschb sage ates ave Sua Uha shee) Balas First, 

Cherries. 

C. W. Gordon, Long Lake— 
Wariety Un KROWD 2c ec.0 2s te as APR F Ori ele eran e First, 

VEGETABLES. 

Wm. Lyons, Minneapolis— 

BTSs DUATE arc rsirats oie Ue c wiess oop Saws aio ae ayes NS owe Ome hel ele ae First, 
PARTE BPA Nenvetels Eile cisarsient a's ais bls talus aa ain ry & Mey e eaten ce First, 

J.G. Bass, Hamline— 
GRIME ACAI fe. eis Fin cate vicrels $2 brouithe Zee wes Sa eNels First, 
ROPSTEGSTE GS recat iss aig tak sore ANS NAGA gh ooo o bete ouaae oath _+ee. Second, 

PAU LOCC AIe Mees eine sie bes aed Steady e Og Se Dae oa hit First, 
G. Chandler, Minneapolis— 

EMU DAEGU S OAS Sess acento ten erroins Ha weisslstedetreckctects,« First 

COA A ES ao ctl we screaeraNe wine ee oh ss wraaein’e cee ainaie eye diate First, 
Rk. P. Lupton, Excelsior— 

PMG ERTS sc. fuh-rcta Vista, Sie edt ars-Siena Gie' alata sie to-o. Bye Ree Bdge Second, 

STS NaS eh tect tetactte oekar ROSS hal & Clete Rieke! ait Memeo epee Sterile First, 

CO TTO LSS yes MTS ay ate) Sra alors toe eee La Sa tree ce adh age First, 

MOTIOMS (2. cei. tg we ene io. sar ig ay shore are dic SAA FUN see ee First, 
ReMi Revels ce yminl-tnteraisi oj atals in ane San apel ae eMenreh Serica First, 

PORE ERUAIS Pier enS cloves ala Ae Safe Gig? a GRY be we co eutee s, das nas First, 

ENS UAT eae eae ed ete tn stieeels ope ets bt taetin a REE s hehe Second, 
AREEEUCCR A spe e Rh tres sg ae. chine Ne vs aOR See rey ate et Second, 

RAND IRLD Gc iaks, Seid sigur ty ayeey wy acide ctw al disc ar e oe eabar aoetak See sah an Second, 
GANTT O WET scene charter a icue ine nosis lie Saaees Hegieente lacunar hanats First, 

PEROCTIA CASS 2h 1s tm sont sais Caieatan p aime etal e sna a ae ote First, 
RPTL UIEATIG 22a lo. Lie ura nig ee gpodpeyne atest eee etna rel athe ate eens Second 

New potatoes........ i BR aedeact hoch eral Serer eaten MORN eka First 

J. R. Cummings, Eden Prairie— 

PENT: PIG UOE SS rake ances Hino ality i) Gln Gin Bimtanehetereia ce sual ato wicks Second, 

35 

$1.00 

3.00 

50 

$1.00 
1.00 

$1.00 
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ANNUAL WINTER MEETING. 

PROGRAM OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING 
OF THE MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL 

SOCIETY. 

TO BE HELD IN OWATONNA, MINN., TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, 

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 20, 21, AND 22, 1892. 

By invitation this, the quarto-centennial meeting of our soci- 

ety, is to be held in the city of Owatonna. 
Located at the crossing of the C. & N. W. R’y, running east 

and west, and the C. M. & St. P. R’y, running north and south, 

and about 70 miles south of Minneapolis, this place is very ac- 

cessible for such a gathering. 

The citizens of Owatonna extend to our society their hospi- 

tality and all delegates and members in attendance will be en- 

tertained by them free of expense. 

As the societv has increased in membership during the past 

year over 50 per cent. and the interest in horticulture both as 

a pursuit and a recreation is rapidly increasing, a meeting of 

unusual profit may be expected. 

The twenty-fifth annual gathering, marking the close of a 

quarter century since the organization of the society, makes it 

an anniversary, a point at which to pause and, reviewing our 

achievements and failures take new courage for the work. It 

is hoped that at this meeting the members will be present in 

full force and especially those who, now in the decline of life, 

having borne the heat and burden of the day, have the more 

right to celebrate this re-union, assist in the review, and lend a 

hand in dedicating the society anew to its career of usefulness. 

The usual reduction to one and one-third rate for the round 

trip has been made by most of the railroads in the state. To 

avail themselves of this reduction, persons must call for a ticket 

to the horticultural meeting at Owatonna at the depot of de- 

parture and obtain a certificate thereof, and this must be done 

at all depots of connecting lines where tickets must be bought. 

These certificates, when signed by the secretary of the society 
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upon presentation to the ticket agents, willsecure tickets for a 
return at one-third rates. 

Premiums are offered for fruit, flowers and vegetables. and 

attendants are requested to bring specimens for exhibition and 

especially new fruits or flowers. 

Prof. O. Lugger, the entomologist of the State Experimental 

Farm, will read a practical paper, and at that time opportunity 

will be given for discussing means of suppression of insects, 

CECE. 

Discussion will follow the reading of each paper and all 

means will be used to make the exercises interesting and val- 

uable to all concerned. 

A question box will be provided to be opened at the begin- 

ning of each session and all are requested to avail themselves 

of this means of obtaining information. 

The time of the session has been divided among the different 

branches of horticulture and as far as practicable the papers 
and discussions of each branch will be confined to the session 

allotted to it, so that persons specially interested in any sub- 

ject may plan to be in attendance at that time. The classifica- 

tion will appear in the program. 

Bountiful harvests and fair prices for agricultural products 

put it within the means of any one interested in horticulture 

(who is not?) to attend this meeting. The only expense is the 
reduced railroad fare and one dollar annual membership fee, 

which entitles to a bound copy of the transactions. 

Come and bring along your wife and enjoy the good things 

in store for you here. All are invited. 

Friend Dartt says ‘“‘bring on your hosts,” but not to over- 

whelm such kindness, every one who intends to avail himself 

of this hospitality should notify E. H. S. Dartt, of Owatonna, 
not less than one week prior to the meeting. . 

Papers publishing this program or calling attention to the 

meeting and sending a marked copy to the secretary, will re- 

ceive free by mail a bound copy of the transactions when pub- 

lished. WYMAN ELLIOT, President, 

Minneapolis. 
A. W. LATHAM, Secretary, 

Excelsior, Minn. 
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PROGRAM. 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 19. . 

Morning Session, 10 o'clock. 

Prayer, by Rev. W. R. Weaver, Owatonna. 

General subject Forestry, including Evergreens, &c. 
{ J. O. Barrett, Browns Valley. 

Report of committee on forestry. } a pee Riggs i 
. L. Smith, Minneapolis. 

C. F. Miller, Faribault. 
Report of committee on evergreens. Wm. Somerville, Viola. 

G. W. Fuller, Litchfield. 

Foresting the Great Plains.—B. E. Fernow, Washington, D. C. 

Influence of the Rocky Mountains on Food Plants.—K. D. Ensign, Hot 

Springs, Col. 

Forestry the Remedy for our Climatic Ills.—Prof. Chas. A. Keffer, 
Brookings, S. D. 

The Proposed National Park in Northern Minnesota.—J. O. Barrett, 

Browns Valley. 

Some Notes on the Trees, Shrubs and Flowering Plants of the Upper 

Minnesota Valley. Lycurgus R. Moyer. Montevideo. 

Afternoon Session, 2 0’clock. 

Question box. 

General subject, Apples and Plums. 
( Wm. Somerville, Viola. 

Report of committee on Russian apples. +; A. Peterson, Waconia. 
| J.S. Harris, La Crescent. 

The Hibernal and Lieby.—Clarence Wedge, Albert Lea. 

Russian Apples.—A. Peterson, Waconia. 

Orcharding.—Wm. Somerville, Viola. 
Drawbacks to Apple Growing.—J. G. Brown, Perry, Ia. 
Orcharding in Southern Minnesota.—-R. C.- Keel. Rochester, Minn. 
Report of committee on seeding fruits.—J. S. Harris, La Crescent. 

Dr. J. R. Walker, St. AnthonyPk. 
Report of committee on native fruits] J.S. Harris, La Crescent. 

Prof. C. B. Waldron, Fargo, N.D. 

Report of committee on general fruits. — 

F. H. Fiedler, Fergus Falls. S. H. Kenney, Morristown. 

L. E. Somerville, Viola. Sidney Corp, Hammond. 

C. F. Miiler, Faribault. L. R. Moyer, Montevideo. 

D. K. Michenor, Etna. Clarence Wedge, Albert Leas 

M. Pearce, Chowen. J.C. Kramer, La Crescent. _ 

R. C. Kee], Rochester. H. J. Ludlow, Worthington. 
Condition of Fruit Growing in Central Minnesota.—G. W. Holmes, 

Glencoe. 
Beyond the Forty-ninth Parallel.—Thos. Frankland, Stonewall, Man. 

Successful Fruit Growing in Western Minnesota. —W. J. Wickersheim, 

Idlewild. 
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Evening Session, 7 o'clock. 
Music. 
Address of Welcome.—Hon. L. L. Wheelock, Owatonna. 

Response to Address of Welcome.—J. M. Underwood, Lake City. 

President’s Address.—Wyman Elliot, Minneapolis. 

Music. 

Annual report of secretary. 

Annual report of treasurer. 

Annual report of librarian. 

Reports of vice presidents. 

Reports of local societies. 

Appointments of committees on fruit list, award of premiums, final re- 

solutions, obituary, &c. 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20. 

Morning Session, 9 0’clock. 

Prayer by Rev. R. N. Avison, Owatonna. 

Question box. 

General subjects, Small Fruits and Grapes. 
M. Pearce, Chowen. 

Report of committee on small fruits. 1 M. Cutler, Sumter, 
Dewain Cook, Windom. 

Small Fruits in Southwestern Minnesota. —Dewain Cook, Windom. 

Blackberries in the Big Woods.—S. Cutler, Excelsior. 

A Woman’s Experience with Small Fruits.—Mrs. Anna B. Underwood, 
Lake City. 

Strawberry Culture.—John Little, Granton, Ont. 

Raspberry Farming.—P. H. Perry, Excelsior. 

Business Management in Small Fruits.—M. A. Thayer, Sparta, Wis. 

M. M. Frisselle, Excelsior. 
Report of committee on grapes. J.S. Featherstone, Nininger. 

J. S. Sewall, St. Anthony Park. 

Grape Growing in Minnesota.—M. M. Frisselle, Excelsior. 

An Amateur’s Success with Grapes.—Samuel Doughty, Lake City. 

Grapes.—Daniel Buck, Mankato. 

Report of committee on grape insects and diseases.— 

J.S. Harris, La Crescent. 
A. W. Latham, Excelsior. 
J. Norquist, Red Wing. 

Afternoon Session, 2 0’clock. 
Question box. 

General subjects, Floriculture, Landscape Gar dening, ce. 

Report of committee on house and greenhouse fiowering plants — 

{ A. 8S. Swenson, St. Paul. 
F, G. Gould, Excelsior. 

le Nagel, Minneapolis. 

In What Way can the Florists ae the Horticultural Society be Mutually 
Beneficial?—A. S. Swenson, St. Paul. 

Our Native Shrubs.—Miss Sara M. Manning, Lake City. 

{ Miss Sara M. Manning, Lake City. 
Reportof com. on native flowers. ~ Prof. C. McMillan, St. Anthony Park. 

l Mrs. Jennie Stager, Sauk Rapids. 
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Report of committee on out-door flowering plants.— 

Gust. Malmquist, Minneapolis. 
1 Mrs. A. B. Underwood, Lake City. 
Miss Ida C. Sewall, St. Anthony Park. 

Report of committee on ornamental deciduous trees and shrubs.— 

§ Samuel B. Green, St. Anthony Park. 
( Wayland Steadman, Rochester. 

Hardy Shrubs.—J. M. Underwood, Lake City. 

Parks for Small Towns.—Prof. H. W. 8. Cleveland, Minneapolis. 

The Planting and Care of Ornamental Trees and Shrubs.—W. M. Berry, 

Superintendent of Parks, Minneapolis. ‘ 

Some New Taings of Value.—Prof. S. B. Green, St. Anthony Park. 

Report of committee on new flowering plants.— 

M. C. Allison, Minneapolis. . 
1 EK. A. Venzkee, St. Paul. 

C. A. Smith, Minneapolis. 
Red Spider in the Greenhouses.—F. G. Gould, Excelsior. 

Progress of the Florist Business in the Last Decade.—A. S. Swenson, 
St. Paul. 

Evening Session, 7:30 o’clock. 

To be held at the Pillsbury Academy. Aninteresting program has been 

arranged by the management, consisting of music, recitations and ad- 

dresses. Amongst those who will take part are Dr. J. W. Ford, Principal 

of the Academy; W. Elliot, President of the Horticultural Society, and 

Hon. Geo. A. Pillsbury, of Minneapolis. 

THURSDAY, JAN. 21. 

Morning Session, 9 o’clock. 

This session will be under the management of the Minnesota Peekeep 

ers’ Association. For order of exercises see their program, printed here- 
with. 

Afternoon Session, 2 0’clock. 
Question box. 

Report of committee on award of premiums. 

Beport of committee on president’s address. 

Report of delegate to American Pomological Society. 

Report of delegates to Wisconsin and South Dakota Horticultural So- 
cieties. 

Report of executive committee. 

Election of officers. 
The Horticultural Exhibit from Minnesota at the World’s Fair.—A. W. 

Latham, Secretary. 

Discussion. 

Reports from experiment stations: 

Prof. 8. B. Green, Supt. of central station, State Experimental Farm 

St. Anthony Park. 

Superintendents of sub-stations : 
E. H. S. Dartt, Owatonna. O.M. Lord (plums and small fruits), Min- 

nesota City. 

I’. H. Fiedler, Fergus Falls. 
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B. F. Jenness, Willmar. C. W. H. Heideman (plums and small fruits), 

New Ulm. 

Dewain Cook, Windom. D. E. Myers, St. Cloud. 

Clarence Wedge, Albert Lea. H. M. Lyman (apples), Excelsior. 

Chas. W. Sampson (grapes), Excelsior. 

Evening Session, 7:30 o'clock. 
Music. 

Horticulture in the Farmers Institutes.—O. C. Gregg, Supt. of Farmers 

Institutes, Minneapolis. 

Lights and Shadows of Horticulture-—M. Cutler, Sumter. 

Twenty-five Years in the Minnesota State Horticultural Society.—Col. 

J. H. Stevens, Minneapolis. 

Communication and poem, from J. T. Grimes, Minneapolis. 

Reminiséences.—Ex-President A. W. McKinstry, Faribault. 
Five minute talks by old members. 

Music. 

Review of Horticulture in Minnesota.—J.S. Harris, La Crescent. 

The Future of Horticulture in Minnesota.—-S. B. Green, St. Anthony 

Park. 

Music. : 

FRIDAY, JAN. 22. 

Morning Session, 9 o'clock. 

Prayer by Rey. J. A. Chamberlain, Owatonna. 

Question box. 

General subject, Vegetable Garden and Pantry Stoves. 

Joshua Allyn, Red Wing. 
Report of committee on vegetable gardening. G. Chandler, Minneapolis. 

R. P. Lupton, Excelsior. 

Culture of Asparagus.—Joshua Allyn, Red Wing. 
Onion Culture.—R. P. Lupton, Exceisior. 

Outlook of the Sugar Beet Industry.—Prof. W. M. Hays, St. Anthony 

Park. 

Celery Growing in Marsh Land.—J. A. Sampson, Excelsior. 

Drainage in Minnesota.—Prof. W. M. Hays, St. Anthony Park. 

Report of committee on pickles, preserves and canned goods.— 

( Mrs. S. B. Green, St. Anthony Park. 
Miss Mary Grimes, Minneapolis. 
Mrs. A. Bonniwell, Hutchinson. 

Canned Fruits and Pickles.—Mrs. A. Bonniwell, Hutchinson. 

Report of committe on bread and cake.— 

Mrs. O. C. Gregg, Minneapolis. 
) at Clara S. Hays, St. Anthony Park. 
Mrs. G. W. Shuman, Minneapolis. 

The Cooking of Fruits. —-Mrs. Clara 8. Hays, St. Anthony Park. 

Afternoon Session, 2 0’clock. 

Question box. 

General subject Entomology and Ornithology. 

Prof. Otto Lugger, St.Anthony Pk. 
Report of committee on entomology. R. J. Mendenhall, Minneapolis. 

J.S. Harris, La Crescent. 

The Injurious Insects of the Season.—Prof. Otto Lugger, St. Anthony 
Park. 
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¥F. J. Harris, La Crescent. 
Report of committee on ornithology. ; Otto L. Bullis, Winnebago City. 

B. L. Wilcox, Hastings. 

Report of committee on the fruit list. 

Report of committees on obituaries, final resolutions, &c. 

Closing exercises. 

Adjournment. 

PREMIUM LIST. 

Exhibitors competing must be or become members of this society, and 

growers or makers of the articles exhibited. The fruits, flowers and veg- 

etables exhibited must have been grown in Minnesota. All exhibits 

must be in place by 2 p. m. of the first day of the meeting. Each exhibit 

of fruit or vegetables must consist of five specimens. 

APPLES. 
Ist Prem. 2d Prem. 

Collection (including crabs)................ 3d prem. $3.00 $8.00 $5.00 

WGAIBIY oie cicle dis sjateace slaeiaid Go bY 2 balsa hed be oe ee 2.00 1.00 
Winter apple—any Varicby: ..i2 0. oes e peel eee 2.00 1.00 

Collection of Russian apples......... pitt vee ee es Sena 3.00 2.00 
Russian winter apple—any variety............... ....6- 2.00 1,00 

Seedling apple never before exhibited................... 5.00 3.00 

Seedling crab never before exhibited .................... 3.00 2.00 

GRAPES, 

Collection.) Obadiah ee gtna set oelGxee alee cine a ee 5.00 3.00 
late Olay Varlebyr\nsiot wc cuetke acts poste oe haa eee 5 3.00 2.00 

CRANBERRIES. 

DMS CELON raj ne csies Uoties co ce haar sa, 6 Tajo, Sea td gy aon ea 3.00 2.00 

PLANTS IN POTS. 

The citizens of Owatonna are invited to bring out their flowers. 

Collection of ornamental and flowering plants .......... 5.00 3.00 

H3050 At; DIOGO «2 «650.50 nies aiets ata sites S sce ao eee ae 2.00 1.00 

Geran IN PlOOmM's 7 wise cakes po ce eek eeleee ae hee 2.00 1.00 

Any. single plant in DOOM, <.%:,.),.:.'20 tam «4's /0e ule tees haeeeee 2.00 1.00 

PSCSODIA . 03). p ie 62g pee cays ow osu 0 toa afhigs see xO aerate eee 2.00 1.00 

Pesonia: Rex! 3 i514. Gi Asta o sade sou ay elale na eae ee 2.00 1.00 
Parnation,, 5.365255 RAE aks Nc oe eateloles Ueice Ae ee ee 2.00 1.00 

BEASTS ox 3 Sie. ssala’S Seta k oete ies oon Cae Nara etc el eae ee aes 2.00 1.00 

CUT FLOWERS. 

LOT AL GESIOM 3. od ge bc botdn waa al Mtoe eee tae 5.00 3:00 

Gowection OL LOSS we Ceti hl sce ae ede Oe LR ten oe 3.00 2.00 

Collection: Of Garnations ss otsLi kA toe Dl eeiele ask tee , 3.00 - . 2.00 

PRADIE WOULD: 4). <.cle soci sekswic co tae bee ah fe Maines erent 3.00 2.00 

BASKeh OL OWES: cicictecce ee tate nee ny ese eee 3.007 2:00 
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: VEGETABLES. 

Collection—not:less than ten kinds...................... $5.00 $3.00 

REE RY gPVOGCU LOGS 2 cts ack aie se cies sha ien alate a ShandINGs WIN asst DB agers Sie ele lb 1.00 50 

WG He TEER DOES 2 itis) esis art Ue erateteerain cbs ale Se eG we byeod nieueisteye 1.00 50 
ODA TASTER ote roo dient RIS uae weeds SOME Moet Mohs bin Shale cece 1.00 50 

SRRBPRABUTAS. hd whe, Saisie » ofs< Lene cigae Sloe ENS A tieae sath see Siateee 1.00 50 

J BLEEC BS TR aN AAA ee AAS 1.00 .50 

EARMUNSRURIS SE Ri at cha ete Sig awe Chap eae ENED SMO ee ied als hale ghotehye 1.00 00 

ULSD S te | MS CR aL RY AS eR ao PP a 1.00 50 
Hubbard squash—one specimen............... 2.2.0.0 1.00 50 

(CI UICT EYES SI She SAS sa tree Par ee Py ot A ers ibe? Geyer i tee a 1.00 50 

Dubopee—One SPeCiMeR) \\. 0). Foes ase a teland wale apse ooo eee 1.00 50 
Caulifiower—one specimen ..............--e eee enone aids 1.00 50 

PANTRY STORES, PRODUCT OF 1891. 

Coiicetion of canned: fruits to. std Shek, evan aoe ede ols 3.00 2.00 

Pr REOTICOT JOMTER cs. Tic vrapierere oe Sek pins eth ale ave 8 wae nt 2.00 i.00 
DeroranOncot (MGIES, (0.2). 5050) het een ees c aiee o wcatbie Br atie 2.00 1.00 

VT TE a a Ae SG a he ee Me elena Ream Setar bd 2.00 1.00 
RE BMIOMS TERN «deo atts Fv cig wereRN ya Meee aes acieaies ie ateate 2.00 1.00 

PRIS INE AG a cotta aa o'e sake Poe ae a ee ae he ee 2.00 1,00 

CGT ION EY ecco es oleae See eer Sie atthe bik Le biceps Bn Eee 5.00 3.00 

EU TTVGL ag IMG V 0s 02) ae ey Citar Oe A UO ee a pee 3.00 2.00 

A special premium of twenty-five dollars is offered for the best display, 

if satisfactory, of fruits and vegetables canned by a process that preserves 

in a clear liquid the shape and natural color of the article, accompanied 

by a full description of the process used. 

fn 

AWARD OF PREMIUMS AT THE WINTER MEETING OF 1892. 

APPLES. 

R. C. Keel, collection of apples, Ist premium...,.................-. _. $8.00 
Wm. Somerville, collection of apples, 2nd premium................ 5.00 

ieee Keel! Wealthy, let premium... 6.2 sc. vise es aha mate en nines 3.00 
Clarence Wedge, Wealthy, 2nd premium.............. Raditeses acy Se 1.00 
R. C. Keel, winter apple, (Melinda), Ist premium.................. 2.00 

Wm. Somerville, winter apple, (Red Queen), 2nd premium.......... 1.00 
R. C. Keel, collection Russian apples, Ist premium................. 3.00 

R. C. Keel, Russian winter apple, (Repka), Ist premium............ 2.00 

R. C. Keel, seedling apple, described as follows, Ist premium....... 5.60 

A sprout from the root of a Wealthy that had died. ‘Tree, five to six 

feet high; first crop, 15 apples; shape, conical; size, small to medium; 

color, yellow and green; ground, russet; stem, slender; in deep cavity: 

calyx, half open, in narrow and shallow corrugated basin; flesh, firm 

grain; core, medium: flavor, sub-acid; quality, good; season, January to 

March. 
GRAPES. 

M. M. Frisselle, collection of grapes, Ist premium............... ... $5.00 

Hib veorane, MUCheSs, ists PrengMimne. s!c.,.< shige s alee ste basis tee Shoe 8 2 3.00 
Mie Oe SHSSeLLe: | LON, ANG DISMUIUMR. .\. im eee aieaieie’e swteels.« Ss clande wiepieles 2.00 
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FLOWERS. 

Mrs. H. M. Goodell, collection of plants, Ist premium............. 

D. H. Roberts, collection of plants, 2nd premium.................- 

Mrs. J. H. McRastie, collection of plants, 3rd premium............ 

Mrs. H. M. Goodell, geranium in bloom, Ist premium.............. 

E. Nagel & Co., single plant in bloom, Ist premium............... 

Mrs. Charles Jefts, begonia in bloom, Ist premium....... 

J. W. Ford, carnation in bloom, 1st premium.............. + ae 

Mrs. H. M. Goodell, cactus in bloom, Ist premium................ 

Mrs. Charles Jefts, cactus in bloom, 2nd premium................. 

E. Nagel & Co., floral design, Ist premium.................-.«00.e- 
F. G. Gould, collection cut roses, Ist premium...................-. 

F. G. Gould, collection cut carnations, Ist premium................ 

E. Nagel & Co., table bouquet, Ist premium....................... 
F. G. Gould, table bouquet, 2nd premium................,----++0. 

VEGETABLES. 

W. L. Parker, early potatoes, Beauty of Hebron. Ist premium..... 

W. L. Parker, late potatoes, Rural New Yorker, Ist premium.... 

Ei: Ware; turnips, ist premium, ...’2.,.\.-.'.!o aes sacs ee eee 
J. A. Sampson, turnips, 2nd premium.................... 5 eae 
E. Ware. beets, 1st, premium <.. ).24% 2402 «10. vices > Bees ee 

J. A. Sampson, carrots, lst premium............... Yop het eaeeaeas 

E. M. Chandler, Hubbard squash, Ist premium...............+....- 

J.\A. Sampson, celery, lst. prentium. -./.05..5200.. 0: seeweulie be: bee 

PANTRY STORES. 

Mrs. C. A. Smith, collection canned fruit, Ist premium............ 

Mrs. A. Bryson, collection canned fruit, 2nd premium.......... .. 

Mrs. J. H. McRastie, collection canned fruit, 3d premium.... ... 

Mrs. A. Bonniwell; collection of jellies, Ist premium.............. 

Mrs. A. Bonniwell, collection of pickles, Ist premium............. 

W. L. Parker, maple syrup, st premitim... <...':/...4..2e1e. oon eee 
Mrs. J. H. McRastie, maple syrup, 2nd premium..................+: 
W. L. Parker, maple sugar, Ist premium............... 4,2 hae 

M. Cutler, comb honey, 1st premium. .,.,... 5.2572. «. Jeeablee eae 

C. C. Aldrich, comb honey, 2nd premium................-.s«seee: 

J. W. Murray, extracted honey, Ist premium......................- 

Mrs. A. A. Kennedy, sorghum syrup, Ist premium................ 

_ 
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RECORD OF THE TWENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL MEETING 

OF THE 

Minnesota State Horticultural Society, 

HELD AT OWATONNA, MINNESOTA, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, 

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY, JANUARY 19, 20, 

21 AND 22d, 1892. 

FIRST DAY. 

MORNING SESSION, TUESDAY, JANUARY 19. 

Promptly at 10 o’clock the meeting was called to order by 
the First Vice-President, Clarence Wedge, of Albert Laa, 

Minnesota. 

Vice-President Wedge: We have met under rather adverse 

circumstances this morning, being denied the valued services 

of our esteemed president, Mr. Elliot; and also by reason of 

the inability of the Rev. W. R. Weaver to be present with us 

and open our meeting with prayer, according to our usual 

~ eustom. So we shall have to do the best we can under the 

circumstances and proceed to a consideration of the subjects 

contained on our programme. The first subject is that of 

forestry. We would be glad to hear from Mr. J. O. Barrett, 
the chairman of the committee on forestry. 

Mr. J. O. Barrett: Mr. Chairman, before reading the paper 

to which I shall call your attention, I wish to explain that I 
wrote to Mr. E. D. Ensign for the paper which he promised, 
but as he met with an accident and was therefore unable to 

write it, he appealed to his friend Mr. Edward L. Berthoud, 

an engineer, of Golden, Col.—a very scholarly man. 
The following paper was then read by Mr. J. O. Barrett: 

“Climatic Influence of the Rocky Mountains upon the Agri- 

cultural Products of Minnesota and Dakota,” by Edward L. 

Berthoud, Golden, Colorado. (See index. ) 
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Mr. Barrett: I also have here a paper by Mr. Eggleston, 

which I will now read. 

The following paper was then read by Mr. Barrett: ‘‘For- 

estry and Arbor Day,” by N. H. Eggleston. (See index). 

Mr Barrett: I will also read the following communication 

from Mr. H. D. Ayres. Mr. Barrett here read a paper 
entitled ‘‘The Forest Reserve of Minnesota,” by H. B. Ayres. 

(See index. ) 

After a short discussion Mr. Barrett read the following 

paper ‘‘The Proposed National Park in Northern Minnesota,” 

by J. O. Barrett, Browns Valley. (See index). 

A committee consisting of J. S. Harris, H. J. Ludlow, J. M. 

Underwood, L. H. Wilcox and J. O. Barrett were appointed a 
committee to prepare resolutions on the subject of this paper. 

An interesting discussion followed. 

The following paper was then read by the author: ‘‘Some 
Notes on the Trees, Shrubs and Flowering Plants of the Upper 

Minnesota Valley,” by Lycurgus R. Moyer, Montevideo, 

Minnesota. (See index. ) 

A long discussion ensued. 

Vice-President Wedge: As our time has arrived to adjourn, 

we will be obliged to close the discussion on this subject. We 

will now adjourn to meet at 2 o’clock this afternoon, 

Mr. Barrett: When at Washington, I pledged myself, ' with 

other gentlemen, to raise a sum of money for the Forestry 

Association. The delegates from New York said we will do so — 

and so, and my state pride was aroused, and I said I will do 
better than New York. I pledged myself to raise fifteen mem 

bers from Minnesota. The fee is $2.00 each. I must carry out 

that pledge, and I ask you gentlemen to become members. 

The meeting was here adjourned until 2 P. m. 

AFTERNOON SESSION, TUESDAY, JANUARY 19. 

The meeting was called to order at 2 P. M. by Vice-Presi- 
dent Wedge. 

Vice-President Wedge: The first thing on the program this — 

afternoon is a report of the committee on Russian apples. I 
understand we have a report here from Mr. Andrew Peterson, 
which will be read by the secretary. 

Secretary Latham: I have a report here from Mr. Andrew 
Peterson of Waconia. He consented to write a paper on 
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‘Russian Apples,” and in this report, he embodies that paper 
and also his report on the Experimental Station work. I will 

read it at this time. 

The paper was then read by the secretary. (See indew. ) 
Vice-President Wedge: Perhaps it would be well, before 

discussing this paper, to listen to Mr. Harris’ report on the 

same subject. 

The following was then read by the author: ‘‘Report of 
committee on Russian apples,” by J. S. Harris, La Crescent, 

Minnesota. (See index). These two papers were then dis- 

cussed briefly. 

Vice-President Wedge: If there is no further discussion on 

this point I will read a paper which I have prepared for this 

meeting. 

| Mr. Wedge then read the following paper: ‘‘The Hibernal 

and Lieby,” by Clarence Wedge, Albert Lea. (See index). 

The secretary then read the following paper: ‘‘Orcharding,” 

by William Somerville, Viola. (See index.) 

Vice-President Wedge: The next paper is written by a man 

who grows thousands of bushels of apples, and who is one of 

the largest, if not the largest grower in the state. 

Mr. R. C. Keel then read the following paper: ‘‘Orcharding 
in Southern Minnesota,” by R. C. Keel, Rochester. (See 
index.) A short discussion ensued. 

Vice-President Wedge: We will now listen to the report of 
J. S. Harris on seedling fruits. 

Mr. Harris then read his report of committee on seedling 

fruits. (See index.) On motion of Mr. Brand the report was 
accepted and the recommendations contained in it were 

adopted. 

The report of committee on native fruits was next read by 
Mr. J. S. Harris. (See index.) 
Vice-President Wedge: The next thing on the program is 

the report of the committee on general fruits. 

Mr. S. H. Kinney, of Morristown, Minnesota, then read his 
report as a member of the committee on general fruits. (See 
index.) The reading was followed by a discussion. 

Mr. Keel here read ‘‘A report on general fruits,” by R. C. 

Keel, Rochester, Minnesota. (See index.) This was also dis- 
cussed. 

' Vice-President Wedge: The next thing on our program is 

the report by Judge L. R. Moyer, of Montevideo, Minnesota. 

(See index.) ’ 
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Vice-President Wedge: We will next hear the report of Mr. 
H. J. Ludlow of Worthington. (See indez.) 

Vice-President Wedge: We have just received the following 
interesting telegram from our president, who is on his way 

home from California: 
WOODLAND PARK, Col., January 19, 1892. 

A. W. Latham, Secretary Minnesota State Horticultural Society. 

Very regretful I am prevented meeting the friends of horticulture. 

Pass strong resolutions endorsing the forest reserve system. Expect to 
be at my office Saturday. WYMAN ELLIOT. 

The telegram was received with applause by the members. 

The secretary then read the following reports: ‘‘Report on 

General Fruits.” (See index), and ‘‘A Report on Experimental 
Stations,” both by M. Pearce, Chowen. (See indez.) 
These reports were listened to with attention. 

The secretary then read the following paper: ‘“The Condi- 

tion of Fruit Growing in Central Minnesota,” by G. W. Holmes, 
Glencoe, Minn. (See indew.) 

The secretary next read the following paper: ‘‘Beyond the 

49th Parallel,” by Thomas Frankland, Stonewall, Manitoba. 

(See indea. ) 
The secretary then read the following: ‘‘A Report on 

General Fruits,” by C. F. Miller, Faribault, Minn. (See index.) 

Secretary Latham: I want to say before we adjourn that I 

have prepared a register of membership of the society, and I 
wish members would examine it and see if it is correct as far 

as their names are concerned, and also the names of others of 

whom they know. Of course such a register will not be 
entirely correct, for mistakes will creep in, in both names and 

post office addresses. It is my desire however, to have it as 

correct as possible and I ask the assistance of the members 

present, in perfecting it. 

I want also to call the attention of the members to the 

beautiful display of fruit on this table. These oranges were 

sent to the society with express on them pre-paid, by our old 

friend and fellow member, Truman M. Smith, of San Diego, 

Cal., who was for so many years, president of this society. 

He has also written a letter which will be read tomorrow even- 

ing to the society. 

The secretary then occupied a few minutes in exhibiting and — 

describing the fruit donated by Mr. Smith. 

Vice-President Wedge: If there is no objection we will now 

adjourn until 7:30 this evening. 

The meeting was here adjourned. 
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EVENING SESSION, TUESDAY, JANUARY 19. 

The evening was called to order at 7:30 P. M., by Vice- 

President Wedge. 

Vice-President Wedge: The first thing we have on hand 

this evening is the address of welcome by the Hon. L. L. 

Wheelock. 

ADDRESS OF WELCOME. 

BY HON. L. L. WHEELOCK, OWATONNA. 

Ladies and Gentlemen of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

We are glad that you have come here and we hope that you are, and 

trust that you will be happy when you go away because you have been so 

well treated at our hands. When this pleasant duty of bidding you wel- 

come to our beautiful city was assigned to me, I do not suppose that it 

was generally known how important a part I played in the organization 

of this association. In fact, I did not know it myself until I read it 

from the books. (Laughter.) 

A quarter of a century ago last September I came to the State of Min- 

nesota fresh from the orchards of western New York. When I arrived in 

Minnesota there was no such thing in existence as the Horticultual Soci- 

ety—no, not even the Fruit Growers Association. But on October 4th, 

1866, before I had been in the state six weeks, this society was organized, 

and that, too, I presume, without any knowledge on the part of these 

pioneers, such as Col. Robertson, Mr. Harris, and Col. Stevens and others, 

that I had arrived. (Laughter.) So you see how our silent influence goes 

up and out and around. 

If I were to state how I became the god-father of the Bee-Keepers 

Association I fear that I should be(e) keeping you here to long, and so merit 

a stingins rebuke, so I won’tsay anything aboutit. (Laughter.) But, 

seriously, my dear friends, we are glad to have you among us because you 

have done so much for us; because you have done so much to make our 

homes and their environments pleasant and beautiful; homes that are 

calculated to make good neighbors and reliable citizens. Twenty-five 

years ago, aS we remember—those of us who have been here so long and 

longer—when we looked out upon these prairies we saw the cabins and 

dugouts in their desolation without a shrub even to protect them. At 

least this was the general rule. Perhaps some settler more fortunate 

than the others had located his cabin in a grove of scrub oaks or poplars, 

and possibly some few early settlers were cultivating with a good deal of 

difficulty a grove of Lombardy poplars. I need not say to you what time 

has wrought, or what we now have about our dwellings—trees and flower- 

ing shrubs in almost all varieties, flowers and small fruits in abundance. 

We have not made that progress that we are going to, and that we would 

have liked to, in raising apples and pears, plums and cherries, and such 

other fruits; but we are more of a fruit growing state than many of us 

believe. In 1885, at the great Cotton Centennial at New Orleans, I was 

particularly interested in the fruit display. I was looking out for some 

country where I could locate, in which I could get plenty of delicious 

—4 
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fruit. I went to that part of the building that was assigned to Oregon, 
the land of the big apple, and to other states to view their displays. 

Well, I found on the table some withered specimens that looked very for- 

lorn. I went around to Minnesota and fonnd there upon the table the 

most beautiful fruit I had ever seen. It was fruit that was admired by 

every one who saw it. Now, it was stated to me by some one from Ore- 

gon or elsewhere, that their fruit had been on the table all winter and 

that Minnesota fruit was kept in cold storage and brought on fresh as it 

was needed. However, that may not give us any trouble because we have 

as much cold storage in Minnesota as we have apples. (Laughter and ap- 

plause. ) 
A year ago last fall an old friend and schoolmate of mine, who is a 

fruit commission merchant in the city of Philadelphia, wrote me, saying 

that the fruit crop in western New York, Virginia, Maryland and some 

other fruit growing sections upon which he had been accustomed to rely, 

had been a failure, but he had seen from the papers that Minnesota had 

au abundant crop of fruit; and he wished I would put him in correspond- 

ence with some of our commission merchants so that he might supply his 

customers. I did the best I could. (Laughter.) So you see how our fame 

as a fruit growing country has gone out, and all by reason of what these 

gentlemen have done. (Applause,) 

You have done well. We appreciate that fact, and we are glad you are 

here with us. We are not going to make you vain by giving you all the 

credit for what has been done. But I think you are entitled to the 

biggest Share of the glory, and as you have earned it, we will let you 

have it. Weare glad of two things; that you are entitled to the biggest 

share of the apples, and that you have brought them with you. 

We want you should come to our homes while you are here, and make 

yourselves at home and partake with us of the good cheer which we have, 

such as the dried apple pie, and other delicacies of the season which you 
have enabled us to have. Make yourselves perfectly at home, and if you 

don’t see whatyou want, whyask forit. (Laughter.) Justcomerightin. 

Now, I have been told, and I think on good authority, that this other 

association has not been ‘‘wasting its sweetness on the desert air,” but 

they have been demonstrating to us that the time has come when we 

should ‘‘be(e) keeping” ourselves with greater sweetness, not only of 

temper but in all other ways. 

I understand that one of the secrets of success in your business is the 

proper selection of a queen for the hive. I. may be misinformed, but if 

this is true, I will tell you, gentlemen, that you could not have come to a 

better place. You can study their habits while you remain with us, but 

do not take any away with you. (Laughter and applause.) Just make 

yourselves at home, and we hope that you will be treated with that cour- 

tesy and that consideration which will induce you to come again. 

Now there is one thing that I was going to say—I want to say some- 

thing that may be beneficial to you. As I have traveled on the Pacific 

coast, and in other arid sections of the country where the subject of irri- 

gation is a great subject, I have had pointed out to mea little plot of 

ground that raised such a fabulous amount of produce, and I have in- 

quired to ascertain how much fertilization, cultivation and irrigation was 

required to produce this fabulous amount. And I have wondered if we 

ete 
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could not do that Can’t you put us on to something in that line? I 

would suggest, however, that if you gentlemen are going to experiment 

in this matter of irrigation while you are here, knowing our friend Dartt, 

as we all do, I would advise you to confine your experiments exclusively 

to tue city water. (Laughter.) 

Now, as I said before, make yourselves at home. If there is any thing 

that we can do for you we will do it, and if you see us running off just 

halloo and tell us that you want us. Again, I will say that we are glad 

that you are here, and we hope you will come again. (Applause.) 

RESPONSE TO ADDDESS OF WELCOME. 

BY J. M. UNDERWOOD, LAKE CITY. 

In behalf of the society I return you our sincere thanks for this cordial 

welcome. I am very glad of the earnest request on your part that we 

should make ourselves at home, and that it did not end up as the old 

lady’s did. She had some company come to see her one afternuon—some 

lady friends, and when they came in she said: ‘‘] am delighted to see you, 

I hope you will make yourselves at home. I am at home, and I wish you 

were.” (Laughter.) We have come here from our several homes, scat- 

tered over the state of Minnesota, for the purpose of renewing our ac- 

quaintance with one another, and also to report to this association our ex- 

perience during the past year; to counsel with each other how we may, if 

possible, avoid any mistakes that we have made in horticulture. When 

your invitation first came to us ‘‘on the wings of a Dartt,” we were not 

very swift to accept it. We were occupying a very pleasant situation on 

the lap of Miss Minne-Apolis, and as most of us are rather fond of female 

‘society we were rather loth to leave that situation; and then, too, your 

Honorable Representative from Owatonna has always occupied a very 

conservative position in our society, and has generally been found sitting 

on our coat tails when we were getting too giddy, and we thought it was 

an idea of his that we were getting too familiar with Minne. However, 

we are very glad to be here. I find that we have come to a bright and en- 

terprising city in which the interests of horticulture have seemingly been 

well cared for as evidenced by your well appointed lawns and parks, cov- 

ered with a fine growth of shade and ornamental trees. I have learned 

that Owatonna derives its name from the Indian word ‘Owatonnah,” 

signifying straight, and I conclude that you are a straight, upright class 

of people, and that it becomes us as horticulturists to conduct ourselves 

in a straight and becoming manner. It seems fitting, that to a commun- 

ity of this character, the large educational interests located here should 

be entrusted. On this occasion we pass the 25th mile post of our exist- 

ence aS a society. I am reminded forcibly that many of our earnest and 

most efficient workers in horticulture have been called to their long rest, 

and that many others have moved away out of the state. Many of us are 

growing old with the cares and burdens of life. It is our earnest desire, 

in meeting here with you, that the citizens of Owatonna and the sur- 

rounding communities should feel free to come in and participate in our 

deliberations and become interested workers in our society. Anticipat- 

ing a very pleasant and profitable meeting with you I again return you 

our thanks. (Applause. ) 
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Vice President Wedge: The next thing on the program 
is the president’s address. 

Secretary Latham: It has not been received yet, but in all 

probability will be here to-morrow. 

Vice President Wedge: The.next thing to be considered 

is the secretary's report. 

The secretary’s report was then read by the secretary, A. 

W. Latham. | 

SECRETARY’S REPORT. 

Mr. President, and fellow members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society,— 
I have the honor to present you with my maiden effort as the editor of 

a book, viz., the nineteenth annual report of the deliberations of your body. 

It contains imperfections of which I am and you also by this time are 

aware, but itis theresult of an honest effort to put a large amountof valu- 

able horticultural matter in such shape that the reader may get the most 

of such kind of material as he is in search of, with the least amount of 

labor. An innovation which it presents is a grouping under general top- 

ics of the papers and discussions so that, as nearly as possible, all the 

matter relating to any topic is to be found in one place. thus doing away 

with the necessity of examining an entire volume in search of scattered 

references to one subject. 

The report has been reduced in size somewhat by printing the discussions 

and general deliberations only in long primer, and putting the essays and 

papers which make up a Jarge part of the book in brevier. This curtail- 
ment was the result of an arrangement with the officer in charge of the 

public printing by which the saving to the state, on account of the de- 

crease in size, was expended in binding in cloth an extra thousand copies. 

Of the issues of 1891 only 1,500 were paper covered, the remaining 2,000 — 

being cloth bound, some in blue or brown, but mostly in black. 

As to the character of the material contained in the report, it compares 

well with that of previous numbers, and ranks fairly with reports sent 

out by sister societies. Of the 3,500 copies printed, the 1,500 with paper 

covers were early placed in the hands of members of the society and 

others willing to be responsible for their distribution. 

As far as can be learned, these have all been put to good use. About 

three-fourths of the cloth bound copies have also been distributed to or 

through our members, old and new. to members of the legislature, and 

others as required by law. Large numbers of the surplus issues of 

previous years have also been distributed. The value of these reports to 

the public, depends largely upon their early distribution among those 

who will make practical use of them, and this I have earnestly enneay 

ored to accomplish. 

QUARTER CENTENNIAL. 

This year rounds out the quarter century since the founding of the so- 

ciety. While the progress of horticulture in the state has not heen a 

record of continuous success, this cannot be said of the society itself. 

From the beginning earnest and intelligent workers have labored to- 

gether faithfully and cheerfully in building up the interests of the so- 

ciety. Few organizations can boast of so many years of self-denying 
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work, absolutely without jarring or unpleasantness. Such unanimous 

effort has laid deep and broad the foundation of the Minnesota State 

Horticultural Society, upon which, in the years to come, is to be builded 

a superstructure which will bea suitable monument to the labors of its 

founders. 

The condition of the society is largely representative of the condition 

or horticulture in the state, and both present at this time, a most satis- 

factory outlook. Our society numbers for the year 1891, 221 annual mem- 

bers, 33 life members, and 18 honorary members for five years, making a 

total of 272 members. This number is largely in excess of that of 

previous years and is a good index of increased interest in horticultural 

pursuits in Minnesota. The principal source of the prosperity of our so- 

ciety is to be found in the self-sacrificing spirit shown throughout the 

entire membership. From our honored President Elliott, who has given 

willingly years of toil, down through the whole line of officers and the 

entire rank and file of the membership,—all have shown willingness 

to give of their time and divide with others the results of their labor and 

experiments. While such a spirit prevails, what can prevent the growth 

of the society and the spread of its important work ? 

REGISTER OF MEMBERSHIP. 

I have prepared with some labora register of the membership of the 

society during each of the twenty-five years of its existence, with the 

thought that it would be interesting material to publish entire in the 

next annual report. 

The register shows that the total number of different persons who have 

belonged to our society is 846, of which 797 have been annual, 40 honorary 

and 48 life members. The total is 39 less than the sum of these three 

- items because of duplication in the annual and honorary lists. The 

membership of the first year, 1866, as nearly as can be ascertained, was 9. 

That of the last year, 1891, is 272, and the average membership for each 

year of the quarter-century is approximately 34. An effort is being 

made to ascertain who of our membership are now deceased, and a place 

is provided in the register for such record. The register will also show 

as far as possible the present post office address of those members still 

living. 
LIBRARY. 

The president and secretary, as authorized by the executive committee, 

rented of Wyman Elliot for the nominal price of $5.00 per month a 

room adjoining Mr. Elliot’s private office on the second flour at No. 427 

Nicollet avenue, Minneapolis. The room is well lighted and heated, and 

is admirably suited fora library. It has been fitted up with the necessary 

furniture, a large table, chairs and a writing desk, with movable shelves 

filling one side, upon which have been placed, in order, a quantity of 

each issue of our annual reports, together with at least one copy of all 

the exchanges that have come to the society, as well as much other 

valuable material. 

A full list of the books in the library, including the reserve stock at 

Pillsbury Hall, where the great bulk of our reports are stored, will be 

given in the report of the librarian. 

It is the purpose to use this office as a general head-quarters of the so- 

ciety, especially as an office for the secretary and librarian and possibly 
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for the superintendent of the horticultural exhibit at the World’s 
Columbian Exposition, in which work the society has a special interest. 

At this point, I take the liberty of suggesting that the compensation of 

our librarian is quite out of proportion to the labor, much of it manual, 

which devolves upon him. The reception and distribution of reports by 

express, freight and mail, to which the assistant librarian, Mr. HB. A. 

Cuzner attends, involves much work and he is much underpaid by the 

$10.00 voted for librarian fees iast year. 

ADVERTISING. 

The experiment has been tried the past year, to a limited extent, f 

getting the assistance of the press to advertise the work of our society. 

The effort has been reasonably successful, about one-half of the papers 

approached having run our notices from one to three months, the only 

compensation being a cloth bound copy of the last report. A large number 

of calls for reports, enclosing postage, have come from thissource as well as 

several new memberships. Along the same line was the distribution of 

printed letter heads and envelopes to the various officers of the society. 

The expense of this was small and the results satisfactory. 

Might it not be a good plan to furnish the members of committees with 

a limited amount of society stationery as a continual reminder of the im- 

portance of the work which is placed upon them? 

COMMITTEES. 

The various committees to whose charge is given a very important work: 

much akin to that of the experiment stations, were appointed last year by 

the executive committee soon after the annual meeting. Immediately 
after their appointment notices were sent out to the appointees and an 

effort was made to secure a formal acceptance of the appointments. 

This was partially successful, only one or two refusing the appointments, 

although a large number failed to respond. 

Doubtless often the members best adapted and most willing to work 

on these committees are not selected and if some plan could be adopted 

through which the executive committee might be more fully informed 

as to the preparation and willingness to perform the various branches of 

committee work, it would greatly assist the advancement of the object 

of the society. Perhaps an invitation to the members to suggest the 

lines along which they prefer to work would bring about the desired 

result. ‘ 

EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 
A new departure has been taken this year in regard to the experiment 

stations connected with the society, in the direction of centralizing them 

for the purpose of connecting their work directly with that of the central 

experiment station. 
The central station is located at the University Farm,under the charge 

of Prof. S. B. Green, under whose directions also are the ten sub-stations, 

fairly well scattered over the southern half of the state. An effort will 

doubtless be made to locate stations farther north to cover all of the 

settled portions of the state. 

Much practical good is expected to result from the systematic efforts 

now being made in this direction, especially in connection with the work 

of the various committees who are making reports from what are practi- 

cally experiment stations. 
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- Full information as to the present condition, probabilities and possi- 

bilities of horticulture should be found in the reports of our society. 

At this point, I wish to say a good word for the professors of the State 

Agricultural School. Their werk lies largely along the lines occupied by 

our society and their earnest and hearty co-operation with us is adding 

much to the interest and value of our meetings and the efficiency of our 

work. 

HORTICULTURE IN THE FARMERS’ INSTITUTE. 

- A good work in horticultural education is being done, as heretofore, 

‘in the Farmers’ Institute and even more attention is being devoted to 

this branch of agriculture than in previous years. 

These institutes should be the medium of making the agriculturists 

of the state better acquainted with the horticultural society, its objects 

and the means used of accomplishing them. A reference to our society 

by the lecturer on horticulture, as opportunity offers, would do much in 

this direction. 

Mr. O. C. Gregg, the manager, is just publishing a new manual in which 

an increased amount of space is devoted to horticultural subjects. 

Although it was spoken of last year, nothing has yet been done in re- 

gard to a fruit manual for general distribution. Gotten up in book form 

and neatly bound in cloth, such a work would be in great demand and do 

a vast amount of practical good. 

DELEGATES.’ 

J.S. Harris was appointed by the executive committee a delegate to the 

American Pomological Society held at Washington. His report will ap- 

pear in the regular order. 

There is no record of the appointment of delegates to any horticultural 

societies. With the sanction of President Elliot, I wrote to Mr. Dewain 

Cook, of Windom, a gentleman residing in a part of the state near to 

South Dakota, requesting him to attend, as a delegate from our society, 

the annual meeting of the horticultural society of that state, to be held 

at Yankton. He complied at once, although with some inconvenience to 

himself, and his report will be rencered in the regular order. 

“Aiter the adjournment of that meeting I received notice of the appoint- 

ment of Prof. Chas. A. Keffer, secretary of their society, as a delegate to 

our annual meeting. 

It is always a great pleasure to entertain gentlemen who come as visit- 

ing delegates, from sister societies, and their presence adds much to the 

interest and value of our meetings. Likewise our members visiting the 

societies of neighboring states, return to us with an enthusiasm and a 

treasury of new thoughts, which more than repay the expenditure required. 

Would it not be well to empower the president, if he has not already 

ex-officio the authority, to appoint delegates to the annual meetings of the 

societies of Wisconsin, N. lowa and N. and S. Dakota, wheresuch appoint- 

ments have been overlooked by the society or executive committee? 

STATE FAIR. 

The horticultural hall at the state fair, was rearranged the past year, 

allotting to the fruit display, the centre of the south half of the hall, and 

placing the vegetable exhibit along the sides. New tables were con- 

structed upon which to exhibit the fruit, intended to show it to better 

advantage. 
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The display was an unusually fine one, and the results fairly satis- 

factory to the management. 

A booth, or office, for the use of the Horticultural Society was con- 

structed, opposite the fruit tables, and utilized in connection with the 

exhibit, somewhat as the spider uses his web; at least we succeeded in 

catching in this way, during the fair week, 15 new members, besides 

stirring up numberless others to increased good works. 

The exhibit demonstrated the fact that there are plenty of the hand- 

somest kind of apples, plums and grapes in our state, and if the manage- 

ment of the Agricultural Society want a bigger show of fruit, all they 

have to do is to increase the premium list. 

WORLD’S FAIR. 

An exhibit of the horticultural products at the World’s Fair is one of 

interest to our society. As I enlarge upon this subject in a separate 

paper, I will make no further reference to it here. 

LEGISLATION. 

The work which this society is doing fairly entitles it to a right to ask 

of the State Legislature a much larger appropriation than is now allowed. 

It would be difficult to find a use to which an additional $1,000 or $1,500 

could be put, and give better returns, than in allowing our society the 

means of extending its field of operations. As the next legislature con- 

venes some weeks before our next annual meeting, would it not be advis- 

able to appoint a committee who should have this matter especially in . 
their charge ? 

FINANCIAL REPORT. 

I have the honor to submit herewith my financial report for the year. 

Receipts. 

Membership Leese ei wad een 231) i $155.00 
Received from treasurer! oi. «eo ee as de ee 88.18 

$243.18 
Disbursements. 

OSU C aie stares vn weeps we lesbee dbiay kiwis Ral Olactatk ee en $84.76 

Stationery; printing, 6c. 223. asees 22d oon cl ce oly 67.85 

Express and freight on reports received and sent............. 59.26 

Packing material \.).% o's. << uisvie Pea ve use wa eure le 8.98 

Photo engravings e005. eh La stant onl ae Ge 5.00 

DUEL ICS. dria 6 Gees <iaresnce Sew Sipician 0S he cae Ooo chy MOC 16.60 

Balance due the treasurer.:..:s 4.063 . oc. 0 os dub Se ee ee 73 

$243.18 

CONCLUSION. 

The experience of a year as secretary of your body impresses me with the 

importance of the work devolving upon that office, and a faithful dis- 

charge of the duties and obligatlons that naturally accumulate about it, 

will tax, to its full extent, the time and ability of the person occupying it. 

Such an officer should not be content, to do merely the routine work of the 

office, but should be seeking in all directions, how to widen and extend 
“She society’s field of usefulness. 

om 
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Bringing into the oftice some zeal, though littleexperience for this kind 

of work, it has been my earnest effort to carry out the spirit that it seems 

to me should animate the labor of the secretary. If T have been fairly 
successful it is due in large measure to the kindly criticisms and assistance 

of my fellow officers and members, who have ever shown a hearty sympa- 

thy in my work. Itis a pleasure toserve those who appreciate your efforts, 

cheer your successes, and kindly overlook ) our errors. 

A work arousing so profound an interest, as does the work of our society, 

within its membership and in the general public, with such unanimity 

of effort on the part of all concerned, furnishes assurance of a grand future 

for our organization and for that interest for which it exists, the horti- 

culture of the state of Minnesota. 

Respectfully submitted, A. W. LATHAM, 

Excelsior, Minn., Jan. 19, 1892. Secretary. 

On motion of Mr. Harris it was referred to a committee to 

consider the recommendations contained in it, and report ata 

future session. 

Vice-President Wedge: I will appoint on that committee 

J. M. Underwood, M. M. Frisselle and Judge L. R. Moyer. 
The next thing will be the report of the treasurer. 

The report of the treasurer, Ditus Day, was here read by 

himself and accepted by the society. 

ANNUAL REPORT OF DITUS DAY, TREASURER OF MINNESO- 
TA HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY, FOR 1891-2. 

1891. ,RECEIPTS. 
erro PAPILLA TECE SONNET g goncrs cuacee chosen eek e ens wee abn Some kia $28 .53 

fed.) KNECELVEd from, State: TYeASUTED . oi ch os sae tien we bee osee 500.00 
«22. Samuel B. Green, hal. from membership fees, 1890... 45 54 
** 23. Membership fees paid to Samuel B. Green for 1891... 45.00 
** 23. Membership fees paid treasurer.................-0.-- 6.00 

June. Membership fee, Mrs. A. Bonniwell.................. 1.00 
< Membership fee, Mrs. A. A. Kennedy. .............. 1.00 

July. Received from state treasurer one-half annual appro- 
PITDIOMe ses Seas ee Nee SE oe Ase Gelale cies, xopaleee ehanentaate 500 00 

sf Received from A. W. Latham, membership fees..... 155.00 

DISBURSEMENTS. $1,282.07 

Jan. 23. J. M. Underwood, expenses as eX. COM............... $2.50 
** 23. Mrs. A. Ronniwell, expenses to Horticultural Society 2.35 
faeo Geo. id. Welch, janitor OF tallt sf. hss vet a oo, 2.00 
i 23. A. W. Latham, expenses uf eX. COM....5....000.c000- 8.43 
** 23. Geo. J. Kellogg, expenses as delegate..... .......... 5.00 
anos Wl, tds, FATTIS; OXPENSeS, AS*EX./ COM. 5yacke sp < ee tose 13.95 
ny ete Nyman, HOt, printing, C&C. vid. ar cms c sie sn sake ela 10.00 
aed tL: DAY, CS PEHSES AS OX. COMM... Lsathkt wake koa mite we ae 2.00 
eee das tl. WilCOX 6X PCnSER AS CX. COMM. cite bots Zeke ase 4 60 
seueo. M: Cutler, expenses ‘as 6X. COM... ).5 0s et nce Selle 2.80 
Poles, On: brand, €Xpenses. as EX. COM. s+... 250! 254s 2.56 
“23. Wyman Elliot, salary as president................... 25.00 
Pl eet. .Witus Day; Salary: as treasurers: 25% idee. 6) of ke 2 25 00 
“23. Moffit & Thurston, printing programs............... 4.00 
** 22, Mrs. A. A. Kennedy, fare to annual meeting........ 2.30 
*; 23. Ditus Day, expenses to com. meeting at St. Paul... 7.33 
eo On. YOUN &-O0.; Prantiny.<. o6 ie ae sak on bee 10.00 
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Premiums awarded at winter meeting of 1891. 
pd oe! Bes Es. LUDEOD. wha NA eo oat 2+) 00 hae nee $12.50 
3. JOSHRATATUH | Ste ne ok cad wir he bee 10.00 
BS FWiltte LIVGRS: Sect ca te tas te es dels Soe ee eee 11.50 
DSi) Gris BASS reece iene eae ocke- ce haa eee 4.50 
Py Ds. GR OLE a cg. Toes ws 3 5 os Ste ae ia 2.00 
23. G. Chandler So. SOUS. 05201... (« «snd acl vine oe 1.00 
23,: MrsA. BORDIWEH 5. 55s! 200k vow oes se eee 2.00 
23.) Mrs; iAGoAs Menneg yin sc. ic asses hte eae 1.00 
Sa RE CCR CF ie oe Sek noe Sa 9.00 
23;. Wiad Seniérville: 2s... '\4.'. 2h. eee eee 4.00 
QS Si AELATTIS «oss ies aber tieiee 2 mists Poise een ae eee 8.00 
2s. Ce WAG OTAOR | 2 onda, ty Bas 6,2 ce eo ee 6.00 
Pa One y COLD. 2.5 Bi. os ods woke costes Dee 3.00 
23. O: ho Brand : (oa oi chee ad at) oa oe ee 3.00 
D3. AT AW: Auathamcs } ss... ccessars ose sence eT 8.00 
28:28. GoGOuldes Sc) v220 Jac senee Rae e eee 4.00 
Ped.) Las AY WCORT acibles fc artoeutcelec.: ote ene 4.00 
OS. ls Raul <tc ota <a Seat ae 2.00 
23. J: .S. Wea therstone.” 0! %s.2 0s+-a/e 2 te ee ee 2.00 
Das Wir MUTTAY fesislcdcatens case ti Gant See eee 3.00 
23. R. J. Mendenhall..... ciifajare\ ere, date atch, ace ee 16.00 
23: / Hh. Nagel & Co0..8. sss i eb. so 3 ee 14.00 
23. Wessling & Hartman) .....°.05.. .2 222.) > eee ' 6.00 
Amount of premiums at winter meeting........ ———__ $136.50 

. 24. A. W Latham, secretary’s supplies.......... $13.18 
17. Ditus Day, expenses as ex. CcoOm.......... ... 2.29 
17.-M.-Cutler,/expenses' as’ ex. COM. .\5%:. 2. esis oe 3.15 
17. J. S. Harris, expenses as ex. CcOM............. 7.06 
17. New Eng. Furn. & Carp. Co., rent of chairs.. 5.00 
LP rice Bross, (OLimbingss ays ac'a\sncmioeirs leet ae 4.00 * 
17.’ Drennan: & Co., rent'of dishes... ..° 1. 2.42 1.72 
17. Wyman Elliot, cleaning hall................. 5.00 
17. O. F. Brand, expenses-as ex. Com........... 4.24 
17. J. M. Underwood, expenses as ex. COM. ...... 4.50 
5. First quarters salary, secretary ........ ht 125.00 

Premiums awarded at summer meeting. 
1O} Wii VOUS siccc fonin co Reel nt ee ere eee 9.00 
10: Je Minder woods i: hiitries et eens he ere 6.00 
10:3 Gs Rags 2 2 F255.) sees tive ates vi eh ee oe 9.00 
40. N: J. SOUDEEC: vx, 32a 2 Se6 ie heels se eee 6.00 
10! DV Plantes) 48 capes) fs eae en ee ee ee 4 00 
10: Miss Wriss@le!2t/crcuiao aotaekiete seteccee see ee 3.00 
10... P. Lipton ys. . fe. 32a dae ae ieee eee 12.50 
10:--G; Chandler. .2:>: 30.2 eos oe Saat oes ene 2.00 
40: TARY Gilmore® Sue Res. A eee ae ee oe 6.00 
10. (C1: Simitiliss 3 oo So a asia nds vied ee termes eo 1.00 
c0. °C. W- - Gordon: .3s5.2>-2o0se + > the cee eee eee 3.00 
1OF Mattieuby Ins 25. 22:5. okes silt pees eee 4.00 
10; Se Mackintoshe ess setae s «0 cnt oeken eee 2.00 
10; Wael 85 Coss ese eae Paso eee 17.00 
TO. Bs Ge GOmehe oc tote sas hate aeie ys epee wa Fiaowee 2.00 
12. Mrs: idaiOr Sewall sso. S20 ben casein ei ceaiee 3.00 

Total premiums at summer meeting....... ——-—— $89.50 
10. Masonic Temple Ass’n, rent hall Nurs. Ass’n 50.00 
15. A. W. Latham, 2d quarters salary........... 125.00 

.21. A. W. Latham, postage on reports........... 50.00 
29. A. W. Latham, postage on reports........... 25.00 

. 16. A. W. Latham, 3d quarterssalary............ 125.00 
17. J.S.Harris, exp. delegate Amer. Pom. Society 50.00 

. 5. M.C. Burr, book boxes and shelves ......... 26.00 
. 20.°92. A.W.Latham, secy’s supplies, postage, etc 154.27 
2 balance On Nanda. ¢.clecismree les tia eraser erent 145.30 

$1,282.07 
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The secretary then read the report of the librarian, Mr. A. 

W. Latham, and on motion the same was accepted. (See index.) 
Mr. Harris: At a meeting of the executive committee last 

year there was a committee appointed on the library, and also 

there were delegates appointed for other societies. As such a 

delegate I have been collecting some material, a list of which I 

will read. (See index.) 
Mr. Harris: In my library at home I have over 300 volumes 

already on subjects of interest to horticulturists, and I am add- 

ing to it every few days. I have some pretty rare books. Now, 

I do not want to give you the benefit of all this while I am with 

you, because I can talk about the things which we meet here to 

discuss enough to make you tired; but I hope that when I get 

through with you that some man will step into my shoes with 

the same amount of enthusiasm, and that he will keep up his 

efforts until you have as good a library as they have in old 

‘Massachusetts; until you will be the best organized and most 

wide-awake society on the American continent. Now, to be a 

large society you must have a library, and I intend to leave you 

my library when I die. (Applause.) Now, why can’t we by 

putting forth a little effort raise the membership of the Horti- 

cultural Society for the year 1892 to 1,000. I believe there are 

2,000 men in the state of Minnesota that are anxious to be in- 

vited to put in their dollar and have their names placed on the 

roll of the book that is to come out. Now, if the rest will take 

hold I will do my part, and we will have our thousand. It can 

be done. Now, let us doit. (Applause. ) 
Vice-President Wedge: We will have Mr. Harris continued 

on that committee. 

The society then listened to the reading of the ‘‘report of 

Vice-President Dewain Cook, Windom, Minn.” (See index. ) 
Vice-President Wedge: We will now listen to the report of 

Vice-President L. R. Moyer. 

Vice-President Wedge: Owing to the lack of time we shall 

be obliged to cut this discussion short. Our secretary will now 

read the reports of the local societies. 

The secretary then read ‘‘Reports of Local Societies.” (See 
index. ) 

The president here announced the following committees, viz: 
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Committee on Legislation.......... L. H. Wilcox, 
{rn Elliot, 

F. G. Gould. 

J. S. Harris, 
Committee on Fruit List......-.... kK. AH. S. Dartt: 

C. L. Smith. 

M. A. Thayer. 
H. J. Ludlow. 
Dewain Cook. 

J. M. Underwood. 
Dr. on oe Frisselle. 
L. R. Moyer. 

Committee on President’s Address. 

Committee on Secretary’s Address.. 

Committee on List of Evergreens, 
Forest and Ornamental Trees. 

L. 
O. 
J. 
J. 

on Apples, Grapes, Vegetables, < J. . Harris. 
and Pantry Stores. H. L. Crane. 

D 
J.M 
M 

ns M. M. Frisselle. 
. Doudna. 

rs. A. Kennedy. 

Committee on Award of Premiums 
on Plants, Flowers and Honey. 

A. W. Latham. 
Prof. Samuel B. Green. 
L. H. Wilcox. 

_( L. BR. Moyer. 
Committee on Final Resolutions... 1 C. L. Smith. 

Col. J. H. Stevens. 

Committee on Award of eee 

Committee on Publication......... 

Committee on Obituary............ 
Col. J. H. Stevens. 

Mr. Harris:—I move that we make a provision for having a 
paper read at our next meeting on planting fruits to feed the 

birds. Motion seconded and carried. 

Mr. Barrett:—I would like to call the society’s attention to 
the following resolution: 

Resolved, That this society recommend the green and white 
ash as the most reliable deciduous trees for planting on the 
open prairie. 

Mr. Harris:—I move to amend that as follows: By sub- 
stituting the words ‘‘one of the most reliable trees” for the 

words ‘‘the most reliable tree.” (See index, ‘‘Discussion on 
Ash.’’) 

After considerable discussion the resolution was adopted as 
follows: 

Resolved, That this society recommend the native green ash as the 

most reliable of the deciduous trees for planting on the open prairies. 

Vice-President Wedge: If there is no objection, we will 
now adjourn until 9 o’clock in the morning. 

Adjourned. 
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SECOND DAY. 

MORNING SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20. 

The meeting was called to order at 9 o’clock by Vice-Presi - 

dent Wedge. 

Vice-President Wedge: We will commence the session with 

' prayer by the Rev. R. N. Avison, Owatonna. 

Rev. R. N. Avison then offered prayer. 

Vice-President Wedge: The first thing on the program this 

morning is the question box. (These will be found under their 
appropriate heads.) 

Vice-President Wedge: The next thing on the program is 

the report of the committee on small fruits. 

The society then listened to Mr. M. Cutler, who read a re- 

port on grapes by E. Crandall, Sumter. (See index.) A dis- 

cussion followed. He also read a report on small fruits, by 
M. Cutler, Sumter. Minn. (See index.) 

* Vice-President Wedge: If there is no further discussion on 

this subject of the bees puncturing the grapes, we will go on 

with the reports of the committee on small fruits. 

The society then listened to the reading of the ‘* Report of 

~ Committee on Small Fruits,” by Dewain Cook, Windom, Minn. 

(See index.) Some discussion ensued. 
The society then listened to the reading of the following 

paper: ‘Small Fruits in Southwestern Minnesota,” by Dewain 
Cook, Windom, Minn. (See index.) A discussion on grapes 
followed. (See index. ) 

Vice-President Wedge: We will now listen to the reading of 

a paper by Mr. Cutler, of Excelsior. 

The following paper was then read by thesecretary: ‘‘Black- 

berries in the Big Woods,” by S. Cutler, Excelsior, Minn. 

(See index.) An interesting discussion followed. 
Vice-President Wedge: We have present with us to-day, as 

an accredited delegate and representative from the Northern 

Iowa Horticultural Society, Mr. J. B. Mitchell, of Cresco, Iowa. 

He is a nurseryman, and a Russian apple man, and if any of 

- you want to be informed on any of these points you will 
have achance to hear from him soon. 

The next thing on the program is a paper by Mrs. Anna B. 
Underwood. 

Mr. Underwood : On account of the unavoidable absence of 

my wife, occasioned by her illness, I will read the paper which 

she was to read. 
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The following paper was then read by Mr. Underwood: ‘‘ A 

Woman’s Experience with Small Fruits,” by Mrs. Anna B. 
Underwood, Lake City. (See index. ) 

Mr. Sampson: I move that a vote of thanks be extended to 
_Mrs. Underwood for her very interesting paper. 

Motion carried. A discussion then ensued. 

Vice President Wedge: We shall have to cut this discussion 

short and go on with the program. We will now listen to the 

reading of a paper on strawberry culture, 

The secretary then read the following paper : ‘‘ Strawberry 

Culture,” by John Little, of Granton, Ontario. (See index.) 

The following paper was then read: ‘‘Raspberry Farming”; 

by P. H. Perry, Excelsior, Minn. (See indez.) 

The society then listened to the following paper: ‘‘ Business 
Management in Small Fruits,” by M. A. Thayer, Sparta, Wis. 
(See index.) 

At the conclusion of this long and interesting paper Mr. 

Thayer was heartily applauded. A long discussion followed. 

Vice President Wedge: I am pleased to note such an inter- 

esting discussion on this subject, andif there is nothing further 

to be said, We will pass on to the next subject on the program. 

The society then listened to the reading of the following 

paper: ‘‘Grape Growing in Minnesota,” by M. M. Frisselle, 
Excelsior. (See index) 

Mr. 8. Cole Doughty: As my father is unable to be present 

with you, he has asked me to read the paper which he has pre- 
pared for this session. 

Mr. Doughty then'read the following paper, ‘‘An Amateur’s 

Success with Grapes,” by Samuel Doughty, Lake City. (See 
index. ) 

The paper was listened to with much attention. 

Mr. Harris: I move that the paper by Mr. Daniel Buck, 
Mankato, on ‘‘Grapes” be received and filed for publication. 

Motion carried. (See index.) 
Mr. Harris: I will file my report on grape insects and dis- 

eases for publication. (See index. ) 

Mr. Sampson: I wish to offer the following resolution in re- 
gard to the size of strawberry boxes and grape baskets. 

Vice-President Wedge: The society will please listen to Mr. 
Sampson’s resolution. 

Mr. Sampson: Itis this: ‘‘Resolved, that the society recom- 
mends the adoption of a uniform size in berry boxes and grape 

- 4 AS hee 9 de ie 
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baskets, all growers and dealers in the United States to be gov- 

erned by the same.”’ 
Mr. Harris: I move the adoption of that resolution. It isa 

good thing. 

The motion was seconded and duly carried. 

Vice-President Wedge: As it is now,our usual hour of ad- 
journment, we will close the discussion and adjourn, to meet 

again in this hall at 2o0’clock. 

The society here adjourned. 

AFTERNOON SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20. 

The meeting was called to order at two o’clock by Vice-Pre- 

sident Wedge. 

Vice-President Wedge: The question box is the first thing 

on the program this afternoon. (These will be found under their 

proper heads.) 

Secretary Latham: The next question is, ‘‘“Should the Min- 

nesota State Horticultural Society adopt the Director System, 

as practiced in lowa?” 
Mr. Dartt spoke at considerable length upon this question, 

and concluded by moving that the president appoint a com- 

mittee to take the matter into consideration and report some- 

thing definite before the close of the session. He suggested 

that a committee of three be appointed for that purpose. The 
motion was seconded and carried. 

The secretary then read ‘‘A Report of the Committee on 

House and Greenhouse Flowering Plants,” by A. S. Swenson, 

St. Paul, Minn. (See indevw.) 

The society then listened to an interesting paper and report 

on the same subject written and read by E. Nagel, Minneapolis, 
Minn. (See index.) . 

_ Vice-President Wedge: Mr. Nagel is the gentleman who is 

showing us these beautiful flowers, which are from his green- 
houses in Minneapolis. 

Vice-President Wedge: The next in order is a paper by Mr. 
Swenson, of St. Paul. 

_ The following paper was here read by Secretary Latham: 

‘‘In what way can the Florists and the Horticultural Society be 

Mutually Beneficial?” by A. S. Swenson, St. Paul, Minn. (See 

indea. ) 

Vice-President Wedge: We will now have the pleasure of 

istening to a paper upon that subject written by Miss Sarah 
M. Manning, of Lake City. 
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Miss Manning then read the following paper: ‘‘Our Native 

Shrubs.” (See index.) 
A vote of thanks was tendered to Miss Manning for preparing 

so able a paper. 

Vice President Wedge: We will now listen to a paper by 
Professor S. B. Green. 

Prof Green then read the paper, ‘‘Some New Thingsof Value,” 

by Prof. S. B. Green, St. Anthony Park, Minn. (See indew.) 
This paper gave rise to a long discussion. . 

Vice-President Wedge: I will now announce the committee 

that Mr. Dartt suggested be appointed to consider the change 

in the system of organization: Chairman, Prof. S. B. Green, 

J. S. Harris, J.M. Underwood, L. R. Moyer and H. J. Ludlow. 

Secretary Latham: If the society will give me its attention 

I will read an interesting paper by Prof. Cleveland. 

The secretary then read the following paper ‘‘Parks for 

Small Towns,” by Prof. H. W. 8S. Cleveland, Minneapolis. 

( See index. ) 

Secretary Latham: I have here a paper that is full of 
information, written by Mr. Berry, Supt. of the Minneapolis 
park system. (See index.) 

The following paper was then read by the secretary: ‘‘The 

Planting and Care of Ornamental Shrubs and Trees,” by W. 
M. Beiry, Minneapolis, Minn. (See index.) 

Vice-President Wedge: The society will now listen to a 

paper by our fellow member, Mr. Underwood. 
Mr. Underwood then read the following paper: ‘Hardy 

Shrubs,” by J. M. Underwood, Lake City, Minn. (See indez. ) 

Vice-President Wedge: We will now listen to a paper on the 

red spider by one of our members, Mr. F. G. Gould, of Ex- 
celsior. (See index. ) 

Mr. Dartt: I have an announcement that I would like to 

make at this time. There is to be an entertainment at the 

Pillsbury Academy this evening to which the society is invited 

by the faculty. 

Mr. Underwood: Mr. Chairman, I move that the society 

accept Mr. Dartt’s invitation and attend the entertainment this 

evening. Motion carried. 

Secretary Latham: I will now read the following paper by 

Mr. Swenson. 

The secretary then read a paper entitled: ‘‘The Progress 

of the Florist’s Business in the Last Decade,” by A. 8. Swen-- 

son, St. Paul. (See index.) 
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Mr. Underwood: I see that we have present with us today 

a gentleman, Mr. Mitchell, a delegate from our sister society 

in Iowa. I think the members of the society would be very 
glad to hear from Mr. Mitchell. 

Mr. Harris: I would like to have Mr. Mitchell tell us some- 

thing about the Russian apple. (See index.) 

The society here adjourned, to meet at 7:30 at Pillsbury 
Academy. 

EVENING SESSION, WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 20. 

At 7:30 P. M. the society met at the Pillsbury Academy, and 

were tendered the following entertainment: 

PROGRAM: 

Prayer. 

Address of welcome, . . wpa sd eid +7) aw OS.) Mee Sha 

Piano solo—Kammen-oi- ee 4 af bs soe ey UbInsShem: 
Lillie P. Masks 

ranon—ATDIbTAbION Ge ie SS oe. bee) uke eva Gis CG Porter: 
Anvil chorus—Dumb Bells. 

GEA SOlOM Raireen s ot Mig eee tr ee De tears S00) Ale, We OREN ba 

Declamation—In the negree hi etniet Anse ie a eee a alten: BUCKSene 

Club swinging. 

Vocal solo—I am a Watrior Bold, . .. ... . . . Mendelssohn 
Prof. W. A. Shedd. 

Meclamation—The:Rebel: Yell, °.. . 2! »4 <)\...s > «> Chas Spratt. 
nical BOlO— LOVE'S SORLOW (5.05, 6 a, aie Be asl ie She et ww eee 

Arthur Aldritt. 

Recitation—The Kitchen Clock, . . + +e a ag) Eh Meise Aiaver: 

Address of W. Elliot, Esq., . . . . Réad by Vice-President Wedge. 

MORNING SESSION, THURSDAY, JANUARY 21. 

This morning was devoted to a union meeting of the Minne- 

sota Bee-Keepers Association with the State Horticultural So- 
ciety. (See report of Bee- Keepers Association. ) 

The Bee-Keepers having adjourned, and the Horticultural 

Society was called to order by Vice-President Wedge. 

Vice-President Wedge: The first thing on the program this 

morning is the president’s address, which I will now read. 

The president’s address was then read to the society, and was 
received with much applause. 

15) 
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PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS. 

WYMAN ELLIOT, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: : 

What a vastness there is in ourtheme. Whatan amount of centraliza- 

tion of mental and manual effort is being put into every department of 

horticulture! Did your ever think how many hours of effort of mind and 

toil of body have been devoted to developing one of our commonest fruits 

from its native habitat into the improved variety of the present day? 

The present perfection of the useful trees, fruits and flowers of our orch- 

ards, gardens and conservatories has not been brought about without spe- 

cial attention to the development of all the essential featuresand marked 

peculiarities of their structures. 

Take, for instance, the king of fruits, the apple. How many billions of 

thoughts and hours of labor have been devoted to the perfecting of this 

one fruit for hundreds of years in the past, and still we are only in the 

infancy of its development, in point of hardiness. Its distribution is 

being extended each decade and a wider breadth given to its usefulness as 

a food product. 

The wonderful adaptability of this fruit tree to climatic changes itis 
not been brought about without a vastamount of labor, toil and drudgery 

by the diligent, industrious workers in pomology. This transformation 

has been a gradual growth through a series of progressive changes, point 

by point; difficulty after difficulty has been overcome; and at the present 

time we have great hopes of extending its limit of growth and fruitage to 

much higher latitudes on our continent, that are now considered uncon- 

genial to its successful cultivation. 

These improvements in hardiness and productiveness of trce, and qual- 

ity of fruit, have been largely wrought by specialists who have given their 

time, talent and money, without stint or reward, with the true spirit of 

devotion to a noble cause. 
Extend the range of perspective vision still further, and gather in all 

the different fruits, large and small, in all their varied forms, and then 

you may have some conception of what it means to have a society whose 

purpose is to give fostering care to all the various industries that cluster 

around the prospective growth of horticulture in our state. 

It is said, ‘‘Necessity knows no law;” where there is a will, there is a~ 

way to overcome the tantalizing disappointments that have marked our 

efforts in the past. Many times we have had the problem of fruit-tree 

raising, as we thought, almost solved, but like a Phrygian king in fabu- 

lous history, who was condemned to stand up to his chin in water, with 

a tree of fair fruit over his head, both of which, as he attempted to allay 

his hunger or thirst, fled from his approach, thus always the unexpected 

has happened to blight our hopes. 
In no other calling is there greater need of combining science with 

practice, than in horticulture, and to-day those who are counted among 

our most successful cultivators are those who have conducted their ex- 

periments the most carefully along the lines indicated by the true prin- 

ciples of science. 

It is a good rule for all young, and for that matter, old people to adept, 

‘Never be afraid or ashamed to ask questions, and be ever on the alert te 
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seize upon favorable opportunities, which, -:ke fruit, should be plucked 

before they are too ripe.” 

Horticulture, like small children, must be carefully cared for in infancy 

if it is expected to thrive and prosper in a climate like ours. 

LOST OPPORTUNITIES. 

I once heard a good pastor say that hell was paved with lost opportuni- 

ties. Neglect always runs before ruin; waiting for best opportunities 

never made any man rich. ‘Do for yourseif, and wait for no one to per- 

form for you what you can yourself do,” should be the maxim of every 

young person in the beginning of life. One effort successfully made, helps 

to a more successful oue the next time. Seeking, searching, endeavoring 

to do something, effects more in the battle of life than any one other 

thing. Inquiring, courageous minds and willing, skillful hands, working 

together, overcome many of the obstacles that beset every ambitious 

man’s progress in life. Prompt, ready, expeditious,—-these constitute real 

worth in pursuit of any business. 

Slothful, neglectful, dilatory methods never execute or accomplish 

much or place any one on the right road to success. Judgment; not the 

kind that Shakespeare speaks of when he says, ‘This judgment of the 

heavens that makes us tremble;” but that kind that discerns, penetrates, 

discriminates, or tends toward successful management? in the prosecution 

of any kind of employment or occupation, should be early and zealously 

cultivated. To illustrate: When I see unclean crops of any kind, over- 

grown with weeds, I think and say, ‘‘There is a lost opportunity for an 

abundant crop;” when I see neglected farms and gardens, ‘‘There is a 

lost opportunity for success;’’ but when I visit a place and everything 

shows tidiness, cleanliness and neatness, I at once have a feeling of confi- 

dence that every opportunity is being cared for and improved to the utter- 

most. 

Faith, courage and ability to accomplish whatever is undertaken, are 

the most essential elements of every person’s success. Without these, 

there is a vague uncertainty surrounding every important or lesser trans- 

action. The success of any enterprise depends more upon the energy and 

foresight exercised by the person in charge than upon the inherent 

qualities of the business itself. Wise management and skillful man- 

ipulation are cardinal factors that must be continuously adopted that 

the best results may be reached. 

The above should be indelibly impressed upon the mind of every young 

person embarking in any business career. 

RECIPROCAL IN THOUGHT AND KNOWLEDGE. 

To derive the greatest amount of mutual benefit from discussions and 

papers read, we should be reciprocal in the interchange of useful, helpful 

ideas, and information. Each should strive to bea bureau of mutual 

exchange of considerate, thoughtful intelligence upon the best methods 

and means of economical production and sale of produce. We should 

strive to cultivate the closest intim acy and fairness in all our relations 

and dealings one with the other. We should deal honestly with the 
land, returning a proportionate amount of enrichment, to supply the 

place of that abstracted in the growing of crops. Many times it is not 

the sterility of the soil that needs fertilization, but {successful remedial 
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treatment should be applied to the great centre of sensation and percep- 

tion (the brain) by more thorough application and cultivation. Too 

often it is not the unproductiveness of the soil that is the cause of un- 

profitable crops and returns, but the lack of the proper attention at the 

right time. 

The old saying, ‘‘Anything that is worth doing at all, is worth doing 

well,” should be a characteristic trait with all true lovers of horticulture; 

for of all the industries that occupy mankind, those dealing with the 

sensitive structures of living organisms should be most enlightened, 

thorough and careful in whatever they undertake. 

It is a notable fact that all are human, and horticulturists, like other 

men, inclined to do their work the easiest, shortest way, regardless of 

consequences. The choice of will, under certain restrictions, is given to 
every person, but with most people, circumspect penetration, sagacious 

judgment can only be attained by long years of practical experience, 

and where the variations of seasons and soil are so great that no 

systematic or fixed rule of procedure can be arranged, these must become 

cardinal factors in every kind of tillage. 

DEPENDENCE OF SUCCESS. 

I wish to impress this One fact upon the minds of all the members of 

our society,—that the permanence of its prosperity, financially, socially 

and instructively, will be in proportion to their unwavering, constant, 

loyal devotion, with energetic personal efforts, and anxious, watchful 

care for the present as well. as the future prosperity of the horticultural 

industries of our state. The success of our society in helping solve the 

intricate problems that a northern climate presents, does not depend so 

much upon its officers as the individual efforts of its members, 

working as specialists, in their several lines of work. Unforeseen 
obstacles may, for a series of years, bar our pathway to success 

in the pomological development of horticulture, but ultimate success 

like a river will find its way to the sea, in spite of every opposi- 

tion, if we but use our energies of mind and hands properly in studying 

the causes and effects governing tbe characteristic natural laws of pro- 

duction. We may theorize, speculate or conjecture what is the cause of so : 

many failures in growing of the larger fruits, but after all we have to fall 

back upon practicable means for producing fruits under such adverse 

circumstances as are to us continually presented. 
OVER-PRODUCTION, ETC. 

We often hear the cry from fruit and vegetable growers that ‘‘over- 

production is the true cause of prices being less than the cost of raising 

and preparing for market.” Asa whole, there never has been, for a suc- 
cession of years, enough of fruit and vegetable produce tu supply what 

the people of our land demand. It is concentration of large quantities at 

certain points of distribution; that gives this impression, and when 

we have studied the most economical methods of even wider spread dis- 

tribution, there will be no complaint of over-production. There is no 

farmer’s, mechanic’s, artisan’s or laborer’s table but what should be sup- 

plied with all the ripest, richest of mother earth’s bounteousness. When 

our people learn true wisdom, in consuming more fruits and vegetables, 

and less sweetmeats, adulterated confectionery, and fat meats, their doc- 

tor’s bills will grow less, and physic will not be so much in demand. 
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A thought for the future is what most cultivators lack. In all, their plan- 

ning, they do not look far enough ahead, or close enough, to see what the 

markets in the future will demand. At all tim:s, certain unforeseen con- 

tingencies should be provided for and overcome. if possible. 

Many think because crops are very abundant and low-price1 one yeir 

that they always will be, but such is not the fact. A good rule for the 

energetic, industrious horticulturist is to always have plenty each year: 

then when there is a scarcity, good, round prices will be obtained, and he 

will reap his reward, to offset the years of abundance and low prices. 

COST OF PRODUCTION. 

How many of our horticulturists can tell how much the different crops 

cost to produce ready for market? All growers, whether of fruits or 

flowers, should be so well posted that they can make an accurate estimate 

of the profit received from each variety grown, thus enabling them in 

the future to guard against possible loss. This can only be done by keep- 

ing detailed accounts with each crop grown, which can be done with a 

little time and care, expended each day through the growing season. 

Many a man, adopting this method, would thus be enabled to stop the 

leaks and losses and show a better balance sheet at the end of the year’s 

operation. 

This has been a phenomenal year for large crops. The records of some 

are world beaters. Yield of wheat from a measured acre, 62} bushels. 

Yield of potatoes on the farm of C. H. Bullock, Northfield, was 1,129 

bushels, of the variety known as Potentate. They were sold for $336.00 

at the low price of 30c. per bushel, Mr. Bullock is not a novice in potato 

raising. but has given it his close attention for years: hence his success. 

Red raspberries—Mr. E. T. Warner, Grant, Minnesota, near White 

Bear Lake, from one-fourth acre of Turner, red, picked 1,500 quarts that 

averaged him 14%c. per quart ($220.75). A record was kept of every day’s 

picking and sales made, so there was no guess-work. Season’of picking, 

from June 27th to August 3d. 

Who says that farming and gardening does not pay when conducted in 

an intelligent ana energetic manner? 
From all the information gathered, the fruit crop of 1891 has been 

unusually large in nearly all sections. Small fruits were very productive, 

and extremely fine in quality.. Plums were more plenty than has been 

known for several years. Grapes have been very prolific: apples, pears 

and peaches have borne most abundantly in almost every section where 

cultivated. 

Many new fruits have made their first appearance with us this year. 

Some of the new imported fruits have stood the test of our climate ex- 

tremely well. Among them, the persimmon, from Japan, is reported to 

be hardy enough for this latitude. We will know better on further trial. 

An extract from the Agricultural Report of 1891, is: 

“One of the problems in pomological circles is, how to secure a Class of | 

apples for the northwestern states, that can endure this northern climate. 

It is claimed that while much good is accomplished by cultivating the 

Russian apples, it is found that they do not prove as successful as was 

hoped. 
“Can we sanction this, by our own experience with reference to the best 

Russian varieties, or are there not many kinds that will prove quite an 
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acquisition to our list of hardy apples? Shall we not, in the near future, 

pay more attention to propagating new varieties of the apple, by cross- 

fertilization of the best Russians with our own new and native seedlings, 

experimenting in selecting and sifting, continually, the best, until really 

valuable varieties may be obtained.” 

By many of our most experienced pomologists, it is claimed that the 

most valuable apples that we have were developed on our own soil, in the 

way above indicated. It is well for us to push all lines of experimenta- 

tion in apple-growing with native seedlings and imported varieties from 

all lands where their climatic condition is similar to ours, and by this 

means we shall eventually produce varieties that will be hardy and 

adapted to our soils and climatic changes. 

The experimental stage of horticulture will never end as long as there 

is a new plant to be cultivated or anew theory to advance. Experience, 

that great teacher of facts, reminds us that attention should be given ~ 

to the subject of furnishing new and helpful information which would be 

valuable to our members (and the great mass of uneducated) in their 

work of growing trees, fruits and flowers of all kinds. We should seriously 

consider how can instructive horticultural literature that will afford the 

ereatest benefit, be put into the hands of the masses in the most econom- 

ical manner. A new method has been suggested recently by means of a 

leaflet containing condensed, reliable information on the best methods ot 

specific and general cultivation, giving the names of species and varieties 

that are best adapted to being grown in our latitude; their habits, time 

of fruiting, keeping qualities, the most economical modes of use: to- 

gether with the most recent discoveries, and directions on planting, 

cultivating, pruning, protection, etc. These lists should be applicable, as 

far as possible, to all the northwestern states, and should include only 

varieties possessing the most estimable characteristics of quality, fer- 

tility, productiveness, growth and hardiness, according to the past exper- 

jiences of our most successful cultivators. These leaflets should go with 

another prepared by our secretary, seeking information from every citizen 

of our broad commonwealth, requesting the name of every person that 

cultivates a square rod of ground with fruits of any kind; also the name 

of the varieties, as far as known. 

These two folios should be drawn up by the most experienced experts - 

in every line of horticulture, embodying a compendium of questions and 

jnformation such as has never been presented to our rural population. 

This information can be classified and made very useful in the campaign, 

for seeking all the best varieties of fruits, and other products, for the 

Columbian World’s Fair Exhibition. 
WORLD'S FAIR. } 

The preliminary arrangements by our society, for taking part in the 

horticultural department of that great exhibition of products, should be 

attended to in detail, at this time, if we expect to properly represent the 

bounteous productiveness of our soil and climate. This whole matter 

should be put into the handsiof a competent committee, who should act 

immediately, in co-operation with our State Superintendent of World’s 

Fair Exhibits. We should also recommend and urge the appointment 
very soon of some person to take full charge of the industries that this 

society represent. The interests of every citizen call upon him to lend 

assistance as in his power lies. 
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In the words of John Thorpe, taken from a paper read before the Hor- 

ticultural Society of Chicago, October 3d, and printed in the American 

Florist of October 8th. ‘‘Let us do everything on a scale equal to the 

magnitude of the undertaking.” He further says: ‘‘I venture to suggest 

_to our society (and not only to it, but to all state societies, all other horti- 

cultural societies and to all florists’ clubs) a plan to raise funds for special 

purposes, to create and maintain meritorious displays from different lo- 

calities. State societies could, through assemblymen, ask fora special 

appropriation of a good round sum from their legislatures. Horticultural 

and florists’ clubs could collect subscriptions from those interested in flor- 

iculture (and kindred industries.) I suggest that a certain portion of the 

funds thus obtained, be set aside for the obtaining, collecting, transport- 

ing and maintaining of such exhibits, which may be collected for the 

World’s Fair; the greater portion, however, to be distributed in gold and 

silver medals, or such other premiums as may be decided upon.” 

Now, this plan, as suggested, may be feasible, but to prosecute it to a 

successful issue, much time and money must be spent in its accomplish- 

ment, and the large amount of detail work will be burdensome to many. 

We have been requested by our own State World’s Fair Commissioners, to 

state for what purpose we expect to use so large a sum of money as we 

have desired, namely $15,000, or one-tenth the sum that is expected to be 

raised for exhibiting all the fruits, native and cultivated, and all vegeta- 

bles used in truck gardening, floriculture, and the manufactures used or 

products derived from these industries, or immediately connected with 

them. At the proper time our secretary is prepared to present a very 

complete approximate estimate of what it will cost to make such an ex- 

hibit as would be of value, that our state may derive the benefits from 

judicious advertising of the possibilities of our various resources. 

AMERICAN NURSERYMEN’S MEETING. 

One notable event of the past season was the assembling at Minneapolis 

of the American nurserymen from, all parts of the United States, and 

some foreign countries were represented, They came here to our state, 

upon invitation being extended to them by this society. There were over 

- one hundred delegates present, many of them accompanied by their wives 

and daughters, or friends. They were much pleased with the cordial re- 

ception and attention extended to them by the members of our society 

and citizens of our state, in showing our fine buildings, manufacturing 

industries, parks, boulevards, drives, etc., thus giving them some concep- 

tion of the possibilities of our new northwest; and on our part we very 

much enjoyed their short sojourn and acquaintance. On the whole, we 

think our mutual relations have been rather benefited than otherwise. 

The following is from president Emery’s letter: 

LAKE City, MINN., June 9, 1891. 
Mr. Wyman Elliot : 
DEAR Str: Yours of the 8th received, and you got the start of me, as 

I intended to write you the first chance I could get, and endeavor to ex- 
press to you my appreciation of all you did, together with your friends, in 
the interest of the meeting just had. I can truthfully say that in my ex- 
perience with this association, dating from 1883, nine consecutive meet- 
ings, that we have never had so enjoyable a time, nor so interesting a 
session. This feeling is not_ common to me, but is the universal expres- 
sion of every one who was at Minneapolis. The final resolutions will tell 
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the story. (See proceedings of the 16th annual meeting of the American 
Association of Nurserymen, held at Minneapolis, June 3, 1891. Page 118, 
Report of Committee upon Final Resolutions.) You ought to have suffi- 
cient copies to deliver to ali the people especially interested. Thanking 
you for all done, I am, Yours truly, 

S. M. Emery. 
ORGANIZATION OF CLUBS, ETC. 

Organization of horticultural and kindred societies, for the dissemina- 

tion of improved methods and information that will be beneficial to every 

tiller of the soil, is what should be considered of the utmost importance 

to the members of our society. It would be the means of giving us an 1n- 

crease in membership and influence, such as no other method would. 

Every school district throughout the length and breadth of our state 

should have its farmer’s and gardener’s club, where the farmers and their 

wives and boys and girls could come together every week or 

month, and interchange ideas and methods for more economical manage- 

ment of all the various industries in which they are interested. Papers 

could be prepared, read and discussed as to the most important means of 

securing a condition of improvement upon the farm, garden, and in the 

household; and once in three or six months, or oftener, if they choose, 

some talented person, specially skilled in some industry, could be pro- 

cured from abroad, to enlighten with practical wisdom the home talent, 

thus increasing the knowledge which everyone in this day and age so 

much needs, to keep step with the rapid progress and development of eco- ' 

nomical living. This class of education will help round out and bring 

into action the special endowments of each individual that takes part in 

these short debates upon familiar home topics. Every school district 

possesses talent and intelligence enough among its population to furnish: 

a first-class entertainment semi-occasionally, if they will only get to- 

gether in a business-like manner and do a little systematic planning. It 

simply requires one or two energetic, enterprising people to lead off by 
taking immediate action in forming a club, and the rest will follow, as. 

one sheep follows another over the stone wall. 

Hereafter. in holding our summer meetings, let it be one of the condi- 

tions that the people desiring us to come to their place of residence for 

this purpose, shall organize a horticultural society in their town, to be 

auxiliary to and co-operate with the State Horticultural Society; the 

sume conditions to hold good with reference to our winter meetings, ex- 

cept the years when the legislature is in session. 

A meeting in joint session, of the presidents, secretaries and executive 

committees of the State Horticultural Societies of the several adjoining 

states, the Dakotas, lowa, Wisconsin, Manitoba, should be advocated, the: 

time to be arranged by the secretaries. This, in connection with the cir- 

f 

cular letter received from T. T. Lyon, should be acted upon by our 

society. 

FORESTRY. 

Col. Thomas W. Knox says, ‘‘Let every boy bear in mind that the 

forests are our best friends; that they prevent drouths, or greatly miti- 

gate them, and have the same influence upon floods.’’ Also see ‘‘Forest 

and Garden,” Vol. 4, page 574. 
‘The forest crop is the great agricultural crop of the country, most im- 

portant in itself, as also in its relation to other crops. The problem is 
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confronting us: How shall this crop be maintained in adequate measure 

when consumption is increasing, while the area of ground occupied by 

trees is decreasing, because of the demands constantly made upon it for 

tillage purposes?” 

It is a very grave question we are called upon to consider, the relation 

of trees and their effects upon climate, to the whole business of agricul- 

ture, and one that should receive the attention of those most skilled in 

deforestation and preservation. Meteorologists should study what will be 

our climatic conditions when this vast area of forest growth that skirts 

the northern boundary of our state and tempers the cold winds that 

sweep down from the north, shall all be laid low by the woodman’s ax. 

If we ever expect to derive any benefits in the far future from a reserva- 

tion of any extent or magnitude, it must be set apart now and at once, 

before the onslaught of tree vandalism has taken possession. We shouid 

reserve large portions of this area, with such restrictions to govern its 

care and management as will conserve the best interest of the present as 

well as the future generations of mankind. We should usea little fore- 

sight in matters of so great importance to the future agricultural in- 

dustries of our state. “It is no use putting up the bars or locking the 

doors after the horse is stolen,” will apply to this question of forest pre- 

servation very well. I will ask where is there a more appropriate place 

for an extensive experiment of forest growing under government control, 

than in the northern part of Minnesota, and one where there is so great 

need of preserving the ameliorating effects of climatic conditions. We 

should bury selfish local interests out of sight, when we consider them be- 

side one that will be of such great benefit to the future generations that 

will occupy the territory of agricultural lands to the south and west of 

this large area. Cogent, convincing resolutions should be passed by 

every industrial organization that professes to be in touch and sympathy 

with the conservative interests of the larger portion of our population and 

the future widespread prosperity of our great state. 

LIBRARY. 

The library of any society or organization is the receptacle of recorded 

thoughtful expressions, experiences and successes, and thoughtless failures. 

A society without a typical literature is also without a history, and des- 

titute of hope and aspiration. Our annual reports from the beginning 

constitute the golden chain that binds the past, present and future gene- 

rations of co-workers together. It is truly said, ‘‘Civilization received its 

most powerful impulse when the thought of a library was first born into 

arace. Ptolemy Soter, the Egyptian monarch, lives forever enshrined in 

the affections of mankind as the founder and builder of the Alexandrian 

library, while Caliph Omar’s name will descend in ignominy to the latest 

generation, as the destroyer of this invaluable collection of the utterances 

of men.” 

The man who writes or utters a new fact, principle, practical experience, 

trial or observation, or causes a useful book to be printed, becomes the 

benefactor of his fellows forever, and the benefits of his pregnant labor 

increase and grow strong as time progresses. 

There is no reason why a person having intellectual capacity to compre- 

hend, with proper application, should not be thoroughly acquainted with 

the best books relating to his avocation. Natural inclination is not inher- 
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ent in all men, but like every other accomplishment, a taste for reading 

may be cultivated and acquired, and iwhen a person has decided what 
his ideal employment fora livelihood will be, and becomes thoroughly 

enamored with his work, the more good hooks he reads, understandingly, 

the better qualified he will be for accomplishing whatever is undertaken. 

- Every horticulturist and farmer should have his family library. The 
substantial foundation of every man’s success is in possessing the most 

recently developed information of useful facts relating to his calling. 

Public libraries are excellent as public aids to culture, but can never take 

the place or have the economical helpfulness of the ever-ready, well-se- 

lected family collection of books and papers, giving specific information 

upon facilities, inventions and verified facts, for promoting intelligence 

in their special industry. 

The true basis of usefulness and prosperity to the members of our 

society, is the formation of a horticultural library of recorded accumu- 
lated information that will ever be added strength and intelligence in 
moulding the thoughts, progressive growth and characters of its members 

and their children. It will be the cementing friendship, love and mutual 

‘helpfulness that will bind them together with common interest and be 

the uplifting of all horticultural progress. 

It is truly said, ‘‘Books are to be made useful accessories in the dis- 

charge of life’s duties, amusing companions, partners in the failures and 

triumphs of existence.”’ That mature or immature man or woman has 

lost the best aids and helps of earth’s pilgrimage who has not courted 

their friendship and won a victory over the habit of disinclination to in- 
vestigate the natural and scientific laws of production and sustenance. 

A wise man once said, ‘“‘It is not how much we can read, but what kind 

we read, and how we read, that gives us the greatest beneficial worth, the 

most intellectual development.” The great object should not be how 

many pages can be run over superficially, but read for the purpose of re- 

taining in the memory that which will be of use as helps in our peculiar 

employments. 

The best investment for a farmer or gardener is to take a good agricul- 

tural and horticultural journal. Time wasted in reading New York Ledg- 

ers and yellow covered literature. could be put to more profitable use, if it 

was spent in reading that which would be of value in helping us gain an 

honest, manly living. 

RUSSIAN. 

As yet it isa mooted question in the minds of many horticultural physi- 

ologists, what value will be derived from commingling the foreign fruits 

with our own native varieties, where we have contending elements to bat- 

tle against, as here. Andrew Fuller in his ‘‘Propagation of Plants,” says: 

( Page 132.) 

‘‘We may, among fruits, secure size, color, texture, in fact, all the good 

qualities known to belong to or exist in certain species, and still these will 

be of little value unless the plant itself is adapted to the soil and climate 
where it is to be cultivated. In fact, adaption is all that issought or can 

be credited to what is termed acclimatizing of plants and animals, for it 

is scarcely to be supposed that the constitutional characters of the indi- 

vidual plant or animal can be greatly or permanently affected by a re- 

moval from one climate or condition to another. One variety of plant 
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may be more hardy, and safely endure many degrees lower temperature 

than another of the same species, but no amount of nursing or moving 

about will ever change a tender plant or animal into a hardy one. But 

by introducing new elements, as in cross-fertilization, we multiply the 

causes for wide variation through the different hereditary characteristics 

of both parents. Then by selection and propagation of such cross-bred 

varieties as are worth preservation, we are often able to secure those 

adapted to widely different conditions, as seen among allof our long-culti- 

vated and widely disseminated plants. Why the seeds from a plant should 

yield both tender and hardy varieties, can only be accounted for upon the 

hypothesis that each possesses transmitted hereditary characteristics, but 

of the nature of the laws that contro] this transmission, we know little or 

nothing. 

‘““However well informed a person may be in regard to the structure 

and habits of plants, and extended his experience, and perfect the con- 

trivances for propagation, he must likewise possess skill and patience, and 

exercise great care and watchfulness in every operation, if he will become 

a successful cultivator and propagator of plants in general. A person may 

know just how an operation should be performed, and still lack the neces- 

sary skill for its execution.” 

The efforts of these pioneer fruit growers will be a leaven that will stir 

the souls of the future generations of tillers of the soil to grander, nobler 

endeavor, because we believe them to have been honest, sincere, earnest 

and true to the cause they espoused and so nobly defended; they spoke the 

truth and lied not, and theseed they have planted will ripen into a gener- 

ous fruitage. 

Vice-President Wedge: We will devote the remaining 15 

minutes of this morning’s session to forestry. 

Mr. Barrett: This paper is in response to the request of our 

president and the friends of forestry throughout the state. 

Mr. Barret there read the following resolutions drawn up by 

the committee appointed on ‘‘The Forest Reserve.” 

RESOLUTIONS ON THE FORESTRY RESERVE. 

‘‘We maintain that our public woodland in the northern part of our 

state should not be monopolized for personal gain to the injury of the peo- 

ple at large, but should be reserved for the continuance of our lumber and 

agricultural industries, for protection against the polar winds, and for a 

great reservoir to feed our rivers and lakes, which are now fast drying up. 

We therefore respectfully urge the essential claims of the proposed forest 

reserve known as the Minnesota National Park, with the necessary modi- 

fications of its boundaries, and under these provisions: 

1. That, besides the land agent’s service, a board of forest reserve com- 

missioners, who are posted in scientific forestry, should be appointed by 

the national government to inspect the public woodlands in Minnesota, 

their land configuration, water bearing strata and capacity for dense for- 

estation to conserve evaporation, and locate a public timber reservation 

in compact form, or in large, separate compact tracts at and around the 

water sources, mainly of the Red, Mississippi and St. Louis rivers; to 
which should beadded all poor lands of publicdomain which are officially 
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pronounced unfit for profitable agriculture, and that the whole area of 

said reserve should not, in our opinion, be less than 2,000,000 acres, and as 

much more as in the judgment of the commissioners is practically neces— 

sary to secure the objects here stated, and make their report to the presi- 

dent for final action. 

°2. That all other woodlands of the public domain in Minnesota which 

are officially pronounced agricultural should be open to settlement. 

3. That prospecting for and opening of mines and railroads into and 

through said reserve should not be restricted; that the reserve timber 

should be cut only by the government or parties licensed by the govern- 

ment, under strict and equitable laws, and the manufacture of wood 

material should be permitted and encouraged in said reserve. 

4. That we urge the immediate organization of a competent forest ad- 

ministration, equal in efficiency to that of Germany, having soldiers of 

the United States army for police forces, under a scientific corps of fores- 

try officers, whose duty shall be to exclude trespass and fires, and super- 

vise the cutting in an economic way of the valuable varieties of woods, 

which by proper culture shall be kept vigorously growing, so the head- 

waters will be protected, the demands of our people continuously supplied, 

and a perpetual revenue secured from land which under the present sys- 

tem does not pay taxes.” 

After a short discussion the resolutions were adopted by vote 

of the society. 

Mr. Smith: I move that the secretary of this association be 

instructed to forward a copy of these resolutions to the differ- 

ent boards of trade and other organizations interested in the 

subject of forest reservation, to our representatives in Congress; 

to the President of the United States; to the Department of 

Agriculture, and the Secretary of the Interior. I do not mean 

that he should wait until our forthcoming report to do this, but 

that it should be done as soon as practicable by the secretary 

of this association. And I move that the secretary be in- 

structed to forward a copy of the resolutions to the above 

named parties and to such others as it would be deemed advis- 

able to send them to. Motion seconded and carried. 

Mr. Dartt: I am authorized to extend an invitation to the 

members of this society to visit our State Public School some- 
time during your stay here. I hope the members of the 

society will accept this invitation, as I am sure the visit would 

prove very interesting. 

Mr. Underwood: I move that the society accept the invita- 

tion, and attend in a body at 4 o'clock. I also move that we 

convene at 1 o’clock instead of 2 o’clock in order that we may 

get through our program in time to make the visit. 

After a short discussion the motion was carried. 

The society here adjourned to meet again at 1 o'clock P. M. 
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AFTERNOON SESSION, THURSDAY, JANUARY 21. 

The meeting was called to order by Vice-President Wedge 

at 1 o'clock. 

Vice-President Wedge: I believe the first thing on the pro- 
gram is the Question Box, ( These will be found under their ap- 

propriate heads. ) 

Vice-President Wedge: The society will now listen to the 
report of the committee on award of premiums. (See indew.) 

Mr. J. S. Harris then read his report as a delegate to the 
American Pomological Society at Washington. (See indez. ) 

Vice President Wedge: We have with us this afternoon, 
Col. J. H. Stevens, one of the founders of this society, who by 

reason of circumstances over which he has no control is not 

able to be with us this evening. So the society will now listen 
to the address which Col. Stevens had prepared for this evening. 

Col. Stevens then read the following paper which was 

listened to by the society with much attention: 

TWENTY-FIVE YEARS IN THE MINNESOTA STATE HORTI- 

GULTURAL SOCIETY. 

COL. J. H. STEVENS, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

The mile post of a quarter of a century is reached since the organization 

© our society. We trust our labor has not beenin vain—patience and per- 

severence has been our motto. We celebrate this anniversary under favora- 

ble auspices. The Minnesota vine produces many varieties of grapes. The 

quality of this fruit is superior to that of a more southern product. We 

have great hopes for the future apple. True, we have met with many sad 

disappointments in its culture,but already we are assured of the success of 

a few varieties, and trust that through the efforts of our organization the 

future list will be greatly increased. Should the pyrus malus fail us we 

have only to fall back on the Siberian, which is impregnable. 

We produce prolific crops of small fruits. Our strawberries, currants, 

raspberries, gooseberries, blackberries and blueberries cannot be excelled. 

We have not made the progress we hoped for in plums; nor can we boast 

of our cherry, but still those of a native birth of the former and the Rus- 

sian of the latter, promise a fair supply of each. The peach and pear in- 

dustry still baffles our ingenuity, but we do not despair. The v_ eran 

pomologist, Peter W. Gideon, of Excelsior, has defied our hyperborean 

climate in relation to the product of the former and as usual we fall back 

on the Russian, with hopes for the future in regard to the latter. Much 

attention is bestowed to the shrine of flora. Flower gardens and lawns 

are common; magnificent climhing vines, scarlet lilies, fragrant roses, the 

royal dahlia, the fuchsia, double petunia, geranium, heliotrope, hyacinth, 

pelargonium, gladiolus, verbena and _ kindred varieties of flowers 

abound. Spring is welcomed by the lilac and the crocus, followed by the 

honest dandelion. As summer approaches, the country is full of choice, 

delicate, beautiful flowers. 

a / 3 
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The labor of the society in relation to transplanting shade and ornamen- 

tal trees has been crowned with success. The maple and elm so beautiful 

in New England are not less soin Minnesota. Then the linden,hackberry, 
coffee tree, the white and golden birch, skirt our fields, fill our yards, the 

home of singing birds; the mountain ash, the green-boughed pine, cedar, 

spruce, balsam and other evergreens adorn our homes, which, with orna- 

mental shrubs, the flowing almond, the acacia, barberry, snow bail, 

spireas, Syringa and holly-leafed shrubbery makes the rural life as near 
perfect as can be reached by most of us. 

The society had a great work to accomplish. The mission was not 

simply the propagation of fruits, but to add comfort and beauty to every 

fireside in the commonwealth. At the commencement it was determined 

as far as possible, to make every home cheerful and happy; to banish 

weeds and ragged grasses from every door yard, and substitute, in lieu 

thereof, damask roses, green lawns, climbing vines, blooming asters, ever- 
greens and other pleasant things to our homes. 

Have we succeeded ? I hope so. We all have worked hard for the bene- 

fit of the present and future generations of the state; worked without. 

money, without price. We do trust that our efforts are appreciated by the 

present people, and hope our labor will be beneficial to those who are to. 

follow us. 

Many of our primitive members have crossed the silent river, some have 

moved to other lands. The few of us living who were charter members, 

are now old men. Our work will soon be finished, but we will never cease, 

while we are of this life, to labor with all our strength for horticulture, 

and all that appertains to it in Minnesota. 

Mr. Smith: Some of us can appreciate the interest that 

Colonel Stevens has in this horticultural society by the fact 

that he has come from his home to-day under the circumstances 

that he has, to meet with us for only so short a time. I know 

that every one of us has enjoyed this most excellent address 

he has read, and that we appreciate the lively interest he has 

always taken in the work of this society. Asan expression of 

that appreciation, I move a rising vote of thanks to Colonel 
Stevens for this paper, and for his attendance here to-day. 

Motion carried. i 

Colonel Stevens: Mr. President and fellow members of the: 

State Horticultural Society: I feel deeply gratified at this ex- 

pression of the society. I expected to be here at the com- 

mencement, but other matters over which I had no control pre- 
vented me. I have never shirked my duty, and I never intend. 

to. As long as I am alive I certainly shall be with you on 

every occasion. (Applause. ) 

After a short discussion it was voted that the reports of the 

delegates to the Wisconsin and South Dakota Horticultural So- 

cieties be placed on file and printed in the annual report, lack 
of time rendering it impossible that they be read. (See indezw.), 
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Vice-President Wedge: The society will now listen to the 

report of the executive committee, by Mr. J. M. Underwood, 
chairman of that committee. 

Mr. Underwood: ‘The executive committee are happy to re- 

port that they found the accounts of the treasurer correct, and 
that the books are in a satisfactory condition. They have the 

following recommendations to make: first, that there be a com- 

mittee appointed on life memberships—a permanent committee 

to which all matters referring to that subject shall be turned 

over. Second, they recommend a change in the time of hold- 

ing the annual meeting to the second Tuesday in January. 

They would like if possible to prevent our society meeting at 

the same time that the Iowa state society meets, and they have 

discussed the matter-very thoroughly, and considered various 

times at which it is possible to hold a meeting. December 

seems too early, unless it comes at the holiday season, and 

February is too late for us. It is the opinion of the committee 

that the second Tuesday in January would be the best time for 

the society to hold its meeting. 

The committee recommends also the election, as recom- 

mended by President Elliot, of Messrs. E. Nagel, Minneapolis, 

A. S. Swenson, St. Paul, and W. A. Manda, Short Hills, N. J., 

as life members of our society, in consideration of their display 
of chrysanthemums at the chrysanthemum show held at Minne 

apolis last year, where, among the various premiums offered, 

were three life memberships in the State Horticultural Society. 

It is the opinion of the executive committee that our Society 

should vote these three life memberships to these three gentle- 
men, and the committee so recommends. Fourth, that the ex- 

ecutive committee be instructed to audit a bill for a shorthand 

reporter, not to exceed one hundred dollars annually. In other 
words, that the society appropriate one hundred dollars of its 

funds—not more thanthat—for paying the reporter, so as not to 

require the secretary to pay for that work out of his salary. 

Vice-President Wedge: You have heard the report. What 

will you do with it? 

Mr. Smith: I move the acceptance and adoption of the re- 

port. 

The motion was seconded and carried. 

Mr. Sampson: Does that $100 raise the secretary’s salary 
that amount ? 

Vice-President Wedge: Thesecretary has been paid a cer- 

tain salary, and out of this has been obliged to pay the short-- 
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hand reporter. Now the shorthand reporter is to be paid a 
certain amount, not to exceed $100. 

Mr. Barrett: I think the motion is a just one, for the salary 
of our secretary ought to be double what it is now. I hope for 

one, that the committee to which is assigned the responsibility 

of procuring of the legislature more of an endowment, will see 
that their duty is faithfully discharged. I most heartily en- 

dorse this proposition. , 

Vice-President Wedge: I have a letter here from H. EH. Van- 

Deman, of the United States Department of Agriculture, Wash- 

ington, which I will read: 

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE, 
DIVISION OF POMOLOGY, 

WASHINGTON, D..C., January 16, 1892. 

John S. Harris, La Crescent, Minn. 

DEAR SiR: In reply to yours of the 8th, I will say that it would afford 

me the greatest pleasure to be present at your meeting next week, but this 

is absolutely impossible. JI have long desired to attend one of the Minne- 

sota meetings, but every year something comes in to preventit. I am 

now very busily engaged in trying to get the work upsoI can fulfill my 

promise to meet with the Pennsylvania Horticultural Society next week. 
The annual report is just done, and your letter, with others, has been 

awaiting my attention. Please remember me to the many friends in your 
state, and rest assured that Minnesota is not forgotten. 

Very truly, 

H. E. VAN DEMAN, Pomologist. 

Mr. Barrett: As President Elliot has served the society for 

several years in a most satisfactory manner as a president, and 

a member, we offer the following resolution: 
Resolved, That our hearty thanks be tendered to Mr. Wyman Elliot 

for his unfaltering efforts in promoting the fruit interests of Minnesota, 

and his faithful discharge of the trust reposed in him, as one of our 

pioneers in horticulture and forestry, and we avow our purpose of keeping 

his good example before us, in advancing his work for our successors to 

take up and enjoy. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried. 

The society then proceeded to the annual election of officers. 

The following tellers were appointed: Charles S. Sampson 

and R. S. Mackintosh. 

Mr. J. M. Underwood, of Lake City, was elected president for 
the ensuing year. Being called upon, he spoke as follows: 

Fellow members of the State Horticultural Society: I assure 
you that I appreciate the honor you have conferred upon me. 

It is a great honor to be chosen president of this association. 

I feel, however, that the responsibilities of the office are such 

that I would be very much more pleased if they had been con- 
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ferred upon some one else. I know that my predecessor has 

been such an able and successful officer of this society, that it 

must necessarily be a critical and arduous task for any one to-day 

to pick up the work where he has left it. I accept the position, 
with the full and clear understanding of the responsibilities that 

devolve upon me, and I shall necessarily need your sympathy 

and cordial support, which I trust will be given to meas freely 

as it has been given to Mr. Elliott. lI again thank you for the 

honor you have conferred upon me. 

On motion, the secretary was instructed to cast a ballot for 

the election of Mr. Clarence Wedge, as first vice-president of 

the society. Mr. Dewain Cook was elected second vice-presi- 
dent in the same manner. 

Mr. L. E. Day was elected third vice-president in the same 

way, and Mr. Roger S. Mackintosh was elected fourth vice- 
president. 

Mr. Harris: I move that the secretary be instructed to cast 

a unanimous vote of this society for Col. J. H. Stevens as vice- 

president for the 5th district. 

The motion was duly carried and the secretary cast a unan- 

imous ballot for the election of J. H. Stevens as vice-president 
of the society for the 5th district. 

The secretary then cast a ballot for the election of Mrs. 

Jennie Stager, of Sauk Rapids, as sixth vice-president. 

Mr. J. O. Barrett was elected seventh vice-president in the 
same way. 

Mr, A. W. Latham was re-elected secretary by unanimous 
ballot cast by the president 

Mr. Ditus Day was re-elected treasurer. 

The following executive committee was then elected: Wyman 
Elliot, J. S. Harris, S. B. Green, O. F. Brand, L. H. Wilcox. 

Prof. Otto Lugger was then elected entomologist, and 

Secretary A. W. Latham was re-elected librarian. 
The society then listened to the following paper: ‘The 

Horticultural Exhibit for Minnesota at the World’s Fair,” by 
A. W. Latham, Secretary. 

HORTICULTURE AT THE WORLD’S COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION. 

A. W. LATHAM, EXCELSIOR. 

All the arguments that can be advanced in support of a general exhibit 
of the resources of our state at the Columbian Exposition about to be held 
at Chicago, apply with equal force to that portion of it embraced by the 
term horticulture, and besides all of these, there is a further reason why 
the state should make extra efforts to get together a fine display of its 

—6 
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horticultural products. Making an exhibit to call attention to our wheat 

fields, our pine forests, our iron mines, our fertile farms, our fine dairy 

products and our wonderful cities, seems almost a work of supererogation. 

Who that reads the press of the day has not heard of these things that 

make the giant state of the great northwest so well known throughout 
the world; but of its facilities for horticultural pursuits little is known 

outside our own limits. 

The fruit grown here, however superb in quality and abundant in yield 

is marketed altogether within the state and is absolutely unknown be- 

yond its limits. Even many of our own citizens are altogether ignorant 

of our striking success in this direction. An intelligent resident of Hen- 

nepin county, an old citizen as well, remarked lately in regard to the 

amount asked for the horticultural exhibit, ‘‘What fruit are we growing 

here any way? We have nothing to exhibit—not ten bushels of apples 

raised in the state this year.”” While on that very day Minnesota apples, 

the Duchess, had overstocked the market and were selling at 50 cents 

per bushel. 

Those whose duties require their attendance on the fruit tables at our 

state fair have opportunity to note the continuous expressions of surprise 

and delight at the beautiful fruit on exhibition. ‘‘What! Grown in 
Minnesota! I didn’t know we could raise fruit here!” etc., etc.; until in 

weariness and despair at the never ceasing monotony of endless surprise, 

the attendants replied mutely by pointing to the sign ‘‘This Fruit is Grown 

in Minnesota.” A display in the field of horticulture as broadly covered 

by the work of our society would include many things which will proba- 

bly be classed in other exhibits. Sugar and sugar culture, apiculture, 

forestry, and possibly entomology, ornithology and pantry stores, will 

probably be found in classes by themselves. 

The exhibit in forestry, it is understood, will cover all of the natural 

forest growths of the state, including not only native trees, vines and 

shrubs, but also native flowering plants as well. 

Cutting out these various classes from our list reduces the horticultural 

exhibit to a display of fruits, vegetables and cultivated shrubs, vines and 

flowers. J. M. Samuels, the chief of the horticultural department at the 

Columbian Exposition, has written requesting that the subject of the 

horticultural exhibit on that occasion be Giscussed at this meeting. It is 

not my intention at this time to go much into detail, but rather to make 

a few suggestions intended to precede and draw outa discussion, in which 

it is hoped the best views of the members of our society will be presented. 
An exhibit of fruits may consist of fruits shown in glass cans, models of 

fruit in wax, or fruits exhibited fresh upon the tables during their various 

seasons and thereafter by preserving them in cold storage. The same plan 

will apply in the main to an exhibit of vegetables. 

An exhibit of cultivated shrubs, trees, vines and flowers would have to 

be made on a tract of ground set apart for our state, adjoining the horti- 

cultural building. 

In response to a request from the secretary of the the World’s Fair Com- 

mission of Minnesota, President Elliot and myself prepared a rough 

estimate of what might constitute an exhibit of fruits and vegetables, 

and the probable cost of the same. A brief summary of this estimate in 

which details are omitted is here presented. 
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FRUITS. 

Shelving to hold 500 glass cans and 1500 plates of fruit. The cans to be 

filled with specimens of all kinds of fruits. Fresh fruits as follows: Straw- 

berries, 300 plates; raspberries, 300 plates; currants and gooseberries, 100 

plates; blackberries, 200 plates: plums, 100 plates; grapes, 500 plates; 

cranberries, 50 plates: blueberries, etc., 50 plates; apples, 500 plates: 

crabs and seedling apples, 200 plates; cherries, pears, etc., etc. Wire work 

for fruit pieces. ‘Total estimate cf cost for fruit exhibit, $6,700. 

VEGETABLES. 

Shelving, same amount as for fruits and; 200 glass cans. Exhibit of fresh 

vegetables. Total cost of vegetable exhibit estimated at $2,375. Labor 

and incidentals, $5,925. Total estimate for horticultural exhibit as sub- 

mitted, $15,000. 
This estimate was submitted to the commission with the following ex 

planations, ‘‘It is impossible to make anything like an accurate estimate 

of the expense of this exhibit. It involves an infinite amount of detail 

to get together from all parts of the state the great number of varieties 

of fruit and vegetables for canning and for exhibition in a fresh condition 

during the exposition, all of which means outlay which cannot be counted 

beforehand with any exactness. 

‘Still in our judgment this amount will pay the expense for an exhibit 

that will do us credit and make a satisfactory showing of the really 

superb quality of fruit and vegetables grown in our state. With 

strangers there is a general belief that ours is an arctic region, well 

suited to the growing of wheat and the storing of ice. The display in 

full variety of our splendid horticultural products, most of which can 

really be grown upon every farm of the state, is certain to arouse more 

interest than the display of other very important agricultural products 

more generally known to be raised, and will exercise a great influence 

in creating the favorable impression towards Minnesota as a home, 
which is largely the object sought in making an exhibit on this occasion. 

‘““The money put into this exhibit will be sure to bring large returns and 

we trust your commission may see fit to give us the opportunity to make 

a display that Minnesota will not be ashamed to place alongside that of 

any other state in the north.” 

On Dec. 30th, at the request of Secretary Reeve, I drew up a formal 

application for 3.600 sq. ft. of Space in the horticultural building, to be 

used for an exhibit of fruit and vegetables. This was accompanied by a 

sketcb of a possible division of the space, which upon farther study it 

may seem best to change in part or entirely. The sketch provides for a’ 

tract 60 ft. square with walks around the outside,and walks 10 ft. wide 

through the centre in both directions. It allows fora stand eight ft. 

in diameter for a fruit piece in the center where the walks cross and in 

each of the four quarters of the tract as sub-divided, an arrangement of 

shelving sloping gradually upward from the center so as to show.at a 

glance all our entire exhibit. Arches thrown across the entrances might 

be inscribed with appropriate mottoes like the one so useful at our state 

fair ‘‘This Fruit was Grown in Minnesota.” ‘The details of this outline 

plan have not yet been worked out. 

So far, no space has been applied for outside the horticultural building 

for an exhibit of shrubs, trees, flowers, etc., and perhaps it may be 

thought best by the commission not to make such an exhibit. 
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As far as the disposition of the commission towards a liberal allowance 

for the horticultural exhibit is known, it appears favorable to the success- 

ful carrying out of the wishés of the society. But there are many other 

interests in the state clamoring for large representations, and it would 

be well for members of our society, and others interested in horticulture, 

to seek opportunity to impress upon the board of commissioners the 

paramount importance of this department. 

In getting together the large and comprehensive display desired the co- 

operation of every member of our society is needed. All parts of the 

state should be represented in the exhibit, and it should contain every 

variety of fruit or vegetable that is or can be grown successfully in any 

part of the state of Minnesota. With your assistance, which is sure to 

be willingly given, Minnesota may put upon exhibition a display that will 

be second to none in the country in the kind and classes represented, and 

that will do much to redeem us from the generally believed charge that 

ours is not-a fruit producing state, and the Horticultural Society of Min- 

nesota may come home from the World’s Exposition gaily decorated with 

the blue ribbons and silver medals that by good right shall be ours. 

The paper was listened to with close attention. 

Vice-President Wedge: Is there any discussion on this 

subject ? 

Mr. Barrett: On my return from Washington, where I 

had been attending the meeting of the Forestry Association, 

I went out to Chicago and was introduced by one of the officers 

of the forestry department to the gentleman in authority at the 

grounds where the buildings are to be located. They showed me 

a great deal of courtesy because I was from Minnesota, and as 

they carried me from point to point, I observed particularly 
the building that is to be provided for horticulture. There is 

no building on the grounds that is more beautiful, or more 

favorably located than the horticultural building. Itis charm- 

ing in every sense of the word. It is a large building and its 

architecture is superb. Of course, when I came to look it over 

I asked myself, how will Minnesota be represented? I know 

the feelings of the friends of horticulture, and I came to the 

conclusion that we would be well represented, and I am certain 

that the request of the horticultural society for $15,000 is none 

too much, under the circumstances. I hope that the proposi- 

tion of the secretary will be endorsed, so far as the financial 

part is concerned. One word further. I went around to the 
various departments, and among them I noticed the forestry 

department, which is located down by the lake, very near the 

agricultural building. It is to be very rustic—one of the mosti 

attractive buildings in that quarter of the ground. Iknow what 

the demand of the forestry association is. It is for $10,000. 

We give to horticulture the leadership, in respect to the fund, 
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and it is entitled to it. I think the proposition from the Fores- 
try Association is favorably entertained by the State World's 

Fair Commissioners. Now let us work together to help these 
two grand exhibitions of the growth and progress of Minnesota. 

The secretary here read a letter from J. M. Samuels, chief 

of the department of horticulture, Washington: 
WORLD’s COLUMBIAN COMMISSION. 

OFFICE OF THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL OF THE EXPOSITION. 
DEPARTMENT OF HORTICULTURE, J. M. SAMUELS, CHIEF. | 

CuicaGo, Ill., U.S. A., 19th Jan., 1892. | 

Mr. A. W. Lauiham, Secretary Minnesota State Horticultural Soziety, Owa- 
tonna, Minn. 

DEAR Srr:—We have sent you to-day a lithograth of the official hird’s 

eye view of the grounds, a few cuts, etc., of the buildings, and some other 

information that may be of interest to the members of your society, but I 

regret to say that we are not yet in a position to send you copies of our 

pamphlet giving classification, general and special rules, etc.: but the 

questions that are delaying its issue will be settled in a few days, and we 

will then distribute the information as widely as possible. 

The interest being shown in the department is wide spread. and appli- 

cations for space are being filed by many of the most prominent firms and 

individuals in the country: and we also expect a representative exhibit 

from each state interested in horticulture, and what state is not? 

Our building is, without exception, the finest ever erected for a horti- 

cultural display, and the floor space is larger by many thousand square 

feet than the combined floor areas of the horticultural buildings at Phila- 

delphia, New Orleans and Paris; the dome is 113 feet high on the inside 

and the building is planned. in its different parts, to fit the requirements 

of the different branches included under the heading of horticulture. 

We have had assigned to the department about twenty acres on the out- 

side grounds, including all the space available for horticultural purposes 

on the wooded island, round which all the great buildings are grouped. 

and which is one of the choicest locations on the grounds. 

We are now perfecting plans for planting a large part of this area the 

coming spring, and consequently we will be very busy for the next few 

months, and it is imperative that we receive as many applications as pos- 

sible before spring, our plans depending to a certain extent on the needs 

of intending exhibitors. 

We will commence in a week or ten days toerect temporary greenhouses 

of considerable size, for bringing plants to their greatest state of perfec- 

tion before being placed on exhibition, and for storing them after their 

season of beauty has passed. 

Propagating houses and frames will be built, and large numbers of plants - 

will be grown for use on the grounds to be laid out by this department, 

and for filling out groups that may be deficient. 

As it is essential that plans for exhibits be prepared as soon as possible, 

we hope this question will be well agitated at your meeting, and that all 

members join heartily in the endeavor to make your display one of the most 

complete, and one that will be worthy of the great state of which you are 
a member. * 

Wishing you a very profitable meeting, I remain, yours respectfully, 

J. M. SAMUELS, Chief Department of Horticulture. 
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Mr. F. G. Gould: I think it would be proper for the society 

to take some action upon the different branches of that subject. 

First, upon the question whether this society will endorse the 

recommendation that that amount be appropriated for this ex- 

hibit. I hope that will receive the endorsement of the society; 

and second, if the society will pass upon the question as to 

whether the state should make an exhibit of shrubs, or any 

other exhibit outside of the agricultural building. 

Mr. Sampson: I appreciated the secretary’s article very 

much, and I think the amount asked for should be granted. I 

would further recommend that the state allot the space to the 

different towns that would take part in the enterprise, giving 

special attention to their individual exhibits, as being from a 

particular part of the state. It would create an enthusiasm in 

enterprising towns to show forth their industries and abili- 

ties, and give a greater impulse to the general movement. 

Mr. Underwood: This is certainly a subject that we need 

to take positive action wpon, and I think the recommendations 

that have been read to us, supplemented by the earnest desire 

of President Elliot that we emphasize this subject, should re- 
ceive particular attention at the hands of the society. We 
should do our utmost to secure these privileges which belong 

to us. The question of out-door decoration has not received 

enough attention from me to be able to talk intelligently upon 

that subject. It has not been brought to my notice before. A 

great deal could be done in that line if we get the appropria- 

tion. I think it would be well to act upon the suggestion of 

Mr. Gould. And I would move that we endorse the secretary's 

recommendation asking for a grant of $15,000. 

Mr. Harris: I think, Mr. President, that that sum would be 

as small as we could make the proper exhibit of fruit upon. I 

believe that if we are up and doing, and are pretty thorough in 

our work, that we can have an exhibit of horticultural products 

of all kinds, fruits, shrubs and fiowers, that will astonish some 

parts of the world. I think it will be quite a surprise to many 

people who believe that Minnesota is but one step removed 
from the north pole. There is a great deal more fruit raised 
in Minnesota than most persons outside of the thorticultural 
society are aware of. Since the disastrous winter of 1885, | 

there have been a great many thousands of trees planted that 
promise to come into bearing in time to make their exhibits 

upon that occasion. I hope that, as a horticultural society, we 
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will put ourselves together and work shoulder to shoulder for 

the credit of the society and the fame of the north star state. 

Mr. Heideman: I will state for the information of the soci- 

ety that the World’s Fair Commissioners are governed by cer- 

tain restrictions which prohibit them from spending one single 

cent except in certain well defined ways, and our request should 

be made that they set aside that amount, or appropriate that 

amount, for such and such display. 

Mr. Gould: In order to get the matter in better shape, I 
would move that the chair appoint a committee of three to 

make such recommendations as are thought to be wise and 
proper, and that this committee report at the evening session. 

I would further move the committee act upon the appointment 
of a superintendent of the exhibits at the world’s fair, and 

that the report of the committee be submitted to the meeting 

for action thereon. 

The motion was duly seconded and after a short discussion 

was carried. 

Vice-President Wedge: We will now take up something 

which we laid aside a little while ago, that is the report of the 
committee appointed on president’s address. 

Mr. Thayer: As chairman of the committee, I will submit the 

following report: 
To the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

Your committee to whom was referred the president’s annual address 

would beg leave to report, that we commend the address entire as a val- 

uable document for all horticulturists and others in our own state. 

The question of our production is forcibly stated, and if the remedy sug- 

gested can be applied, will result in removing one of the greatest difficul- 

ties in the business of fruit growing in our state. 

The Columbian Exposition is without doubt one of the most important 

‘subjects for our consideration. All the nations of the earth propose to 

bring their best products almost to our very door for examination, and 

we inexchange should feel proud to meet them with some of the products 

representing the immense resources of our great state. 

The time is short and now is the time to act. 

The organization of local horticultural societies and clubs cannot be 

too strongly commended. They would be to the state society what the 

Sunday school is to the church, what the public school is to our colleges, 

and would be one of the greatest factors in building up horticultural edu- 

cation throughout the entire state. 

Forestry, the library and many other topics are certainty worthy of 

special mention and we trust the address will as a whole be considered 

worthy of special attention and used accordingly. 

Respectfully submitted, M. A. THAYER, q 
H. J. LupDLow, + Committee, 
DEWAIN Cook, \ 
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Mr. Harris: I move that we accept and adopt the report of 
the committee on president’s address. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried. y 

Mr. Thayer: I wish at this time toemphasize more strongly 

one department in your horticultural work. It is the formation 

of more local societies. I believe that it is one of the most im- 

portant factors that you have for building up horticultural 
knowledge in this state. We have adopted this plan in Wiscon- 
sin, and we are organizing new societies there all the time. 

We find it is of very great benefit to us. The horticulturists, 

in these days, need what every other business. needs—that is, 

organization. The farmer needs it, and the horticulturist 

needs it. 

To show you some of the benefits that could be derived from 

the organization of local societies, I will give you the following 

illustrations: Let half a dozen people in the same neighbor- 

hood adopt a simple constitution that may be written on a sin- 

gle piece of paper no larger than your hand; have their 

regular meetings and pursue the subjects as recommended in 

your president’s annual address. In Wisconsin, our society 
furnishes those short constitutions and by-laws for the govern- 

ment of the local societies. A society of that kind can be or- 

ganized, and they can subscribe for papers and get all of the 

reports and form a small library for general use. Another ad- 

vantage of such an organization, even if there be only ten per- 

sons in it, may be found in the making of a purchase for the 

entire neighborhood. I have in my pocket a price list from an 

eastern nurseryman, according to which it would cost $52.50 to 

plant a farmer’s garden, as recommended in this illustration of 

mine, of the best way to plant a quarter of an acre. Now by 

organization—allowing the secretary of the society to order the 

plants for the entire ten members, they can get them of any 

responsible nurseryman or fruit grower in Minnesota for $12, 

for each garden—a saving in one society of ten members of 

more than $400. Now that is only one of the benefits to be de- 

rived. This is the twenty-fifth anniversary of your society, and 

it is a good time to start areform of this kind. Iwill make you 

a proposition that looks towards the establishment of your local 

societies. If this society will adopt some means by which the 

subject of horticulture can be brought to the attention and put 

in practice by the young people of the state—by the children of 

the state, I will promise to donate to the first 1,000 children 

that can be interested in that way 6,000 strawberry plants from 
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my grounds, to be given and distributed to the children, gratis, 

with the understanding that they should care for those plants 

and do the best they can to cultivate them. I am induced to 

make this offer for another reason, and that is, that in my own 

state I was invited on last Arbor Day to address the children of 

our high school. During the exercises I made the following 

proposition to them: ‘‘I will give to every child that will come 

to my farm to-morrow morning,either six strawberry plants or 

two raspberry plants, you to take them with the understanding 

that you shall set them out at once and cultivate them and make 

them grow if possible, and learn all you can about them. The 

next season those of you who make them grow will be entitled 

to twice as many. I will double the donation to the successful 

ones.” At that time I supposed that perhaps fifteen or twenty 

would be up there the next morning, but before seven o’clock 

the following morning the children commenced to come, and 

before six o’clock that night over 400 pupils from our public 

schools had been out there and back again—it is over a mile— 

for those plants. 

Well, from that time to this, all through the summer every 

child that I met would have an expression in their eye, and 

they would meet me so often and tell how those plants were 
prospering, and how some of them had died, and others had 

drooped, and how they had watered them—and probably killed 

them with kindness—but the expression upon their faces, was 
wonderfully surprising tome. It suggested to me that if our 

state societies, by some means, could inaugurate a free distri- 

bution of flowers, or evergreens, or a half-dozen strawberry 

plants, or something of that kind, they would be laying the 

foundation for horticultural work in this state that would be of 

immense benefit to you in a few years. I made this same pro- 

position at the meeting of the Northern Iowa Society, and 

the members immediately said ‘‘we will add one thousand to 

that donation. We will give three or five plants, as the case 
may be.” We raised enough there for about 20,000 plants of 

that kind. Now, there is no way of distributing these to good 

advantage except by the organization of your local societies, 

and I would like to see that started and would be most happy 

to contribute half a dozen plants to be distributed in that way 

to each of the first thousand children that can’be induced to 

grow those plants. I have no selfish motive in making this 

offer, because banking is my business, I am connected with our 

State Horticultural Society in Wisconsin for glory, and I am 
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raising berries for my own amusement. (Laughter and ap- 
plause.) I have issued a little pamphlet on the growing of 

small fruits that includes a description of this farmer’s quarter- 

acre garden. I will be very happy to send this report to any 

member of this society, free of charge, on receipt of his ad- 

dress. There is one more thing I wish to say. As president 

of the Wisconsin Horticultural Society, I extend you a cordial 

invitation to visit us at Madison. We should cultivate those 

fraternal feelings more and more, for our interests are almost 

identical. I have attended your meetings and have enjoyed 

them very much, and I want you to come and visit us. (Ap- 

plause. ) 

Mr. Gould: I move that we tender Mr. Thayer a vote of 

‘thanks for his liberal offer to donate to any member of this 

society that report which he referred to. I know that it must 
‘be valuable. f 

Mr. Harris: I second that motion, and would amend it in 

this way; that the society adopt it by a rising vote. 

The motion was duly carried, and Mr. Thayer was tendered 

a rising. vote of thanks. 

Mr. Sampson: I do not want the society to lose the benefit 

of Mr. Thayer’s address. Uis talk has brought the thought 

into my mind that the additional fees collected by the organ- 

izer would in all probability pay the costs of the organization. 
I think that we can put an organizer in the field and will make 
the motion that a committee of three be appointed to select an 

enterprising organizer who understands the business, and who 

will push the work. The organizer would organize these local 

societies, and the members of the local societies would become 

members of the central society. 

Mr. Thayer: We are limited very much in our appropria- 

tion in Wisconsin, and so we have not been able to place an in- 

dependent organizer in the field. We have therefore worked 

to a great extent, in connection with the farmer’s institutes, 

where we have been granted a portion of the time. You could 

organize a society in that way with very little expense. 

Mr. Wilcox: How many local societies have you? 
Mr. Thayer: Sixteen. They send representatives and 

report to our main society each year, and it is customary for 

us to pay the expense of the delegate provided they give us a 

paper on some topic. 
Mr. Gould: I move that this matter be referred to the ex- 

ecutive committee for final disposition. 
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The motion was carried. 

Mr. Harris: Now that I think of it, I would move that we 

extend to the delegate from the Northern Iowa Society the 

usual courtesy that our society has been in the habit of extend- 

ing, and make him an honorary member for the usual term of 

five years. 

The motion was duly seconded and by vote of the society 

Mr. J. B. Mitchell, of Cresco, Iowa, was elected an honorary 

member of the society. 

Mr. Wilcox: I understand that Mr. C. H. Hamilton, Ripon, 

Wis., is a delegate from the Wisconsin Horticultural Society, 

and I move that we extend the same courtesy to him. 

Motion duly seconded and carried. 

Prof, Green then submitted the following: ‘‘Report of the 

Superintendent of Central Station, State Experimental Farm, 
St. Anthony Park.” by S. B. Green. (See index.) 

The following reports were submitted by the superinten- 

dents of the substations. ‘‘Reports,’” by Clarence Wedge, 

Albert Lea; D. E. Myers, St.Cloud; F. H. Fiedler, Fergus Falls; 

Dewain Cook, Windom; C. W. Sampson, Excelsior; H. M. Ly- 

man, Excelsior; Andrew Peterson, Waconia; O. M. Lord, Minne- 

sota City; C. W. H. Heideman, New Ulm. (See indez. ) 
Mr. Harris: I move that this society extend a vote of thanks 

to the superintendents of these different sub-stations for the 

valuable work they have done, and for these reports that they 

have submitted. 

Motion was duly seconded and carried. 

Mr. Harris: If there is no objection I will now submit my 

report asa member of the committee on nomenclature and 

cataloguing. (See index.) Iwill also ask you to adopt these 

‘‘Rules for naming fruits,” which I will read. (See index.) We 

ought to have some guide in finding names for these new fruits, 

and I move that we adopt these rules which were presented to 

the American Pomological Association in 1883, and which were 

most thoroughly discussed, and received their hearty approval. 

I move their adoption and publication in the transactions. 

A lengthy discussion followed this motion, after which the 

society voted to adopt the same. : 
An adjournment was taken until 7:30 P. M. 

EVENING SESSION, THURSDAY, JANUARY 21. 

Vice-President Wedge: Before leaving you this evening I 

wish to say a word or two. I have had a very pleasant time in 
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presiding over you, and I wish to thank you for your indul- 

gence. I now introduce to you your president, Mr. J. M. Un- 

derwood, of Lake City. (Applause. ) 
President Underwood: Ithink if I have reputation for any- 

thing, it is as a worker rather than a speaker. You will know 

better a year from now how you will like me as a presiding 

officer. I think I may count on your assistance, and without 

any further remarks, we will proceed with the program. 
Mr. Wilcox: I move that we extend the thanks of this so- 

ciety to Vice-President Wedge for the ability with which he 

has conducted the deliberations of the society. 
The motion was seconded and carried by a rising vote. 

President Underwood: The society will now give its atten- 

tion to the reading of a paper by Mr. Cutler. 

The following paper was then read, ‘‘Lights and Shadows 

of Horticulture,” by M. Cutler, Sumter. 

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS OF HORTICULTURE. 

M. CUTLER, SUMTER. 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 
I will begin with the shadows, not shadows general but shadows spe- 

cial, as applied to Minnesota horticulture. When the first settlers came 

here from their eastern homes, their hopes and desires were to surround 

themselves with fruits and flowers, and as they beheld the rich virgin soil 

of these boundless prairies and extensive forests, and saw such fine wild 

flowers, wild grapes, and occasional patches of wild raspberries, goose- 

berries, and blackberries, their hearts were filled with hope, ‘‘ that best 

boon to mortals given.” Scarcely was the virgin soil uprooted ere the 

apple seed and tree were planted. The eastern tree agent, ever on the 

outlook for new fields to conquer, heard of this goodly land and hastened 

to it, where he found the people only too willing to listen to his requests 

for orders. Quite extensive orchards were set out, several mild seasons 

followed, and the trees and seeds sown made a good growth. Itseemed 

as though fond hopes would soon be realized. We began to hear reports 

of farmers bringing apples to market by the wagon load. When suddenly 

a dark shadow appeared on the horizon. Old Boreas bore down with a 

heavy hand, so heavy that ordinary thermometers could not tell the weight 

thereof. 
Reports of blight, disease and death in our orchards began to be re- - 

ceived and continued to come until fond hopes were crushed, and a great 

shadow had fallen o’er our land. Again the festive tree agent appeared 

on the scene, claiming that rdvt-grafting was the principal cause of this 

great shadow, and if the confiding populace would only buy their budded 

trees, apples, and even prunes and peaches could be grown in abundance. 

Hope again beamed from the countenance of many a poor ruralist, to be 

followed by another shadow, for Albaugh’s great budded trees soon gave 

up the ghost and were food for the flames, while the author of the swin- 

dling scheme was made the idol of the tree dealers’ craft. We have 
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known farmers to get the strawberry fever, buy a lot of high priced plants, 

set them out, and perhaps get one or two good crops; but a shadow came 

o’er their dreams. The price obained would hardly pay expenses, weeds 

would grow while they were haying, help would be scarce, and they would 

soon be in the shade. 

With great expectations, some of our horticultural friends have pur- 

chased high-priced grape vines, apple: trees, etc., only to have a shadow 

flit across their pathway. You haveno doubt heard some big stories of 

big crops of fruit grown the past season. Our people are enthusiastic, 

and like to look on the bright side of their profession, but I tell you there 

is not an old horticulturist in Minnesota but what has had many a 

shadow flit across his pathway. 

We will now change the scene and attempt to discern the beacon lights 

along the pathway of Minnesota’s horticulture during the past twenty- 

tive years. When Peter M. Gideon made a display of that beautiful apple, 

the Wealthy, and told how he had obtained it, the old veterans like Har- 

Tis, Stevens, Sias, and others felt like shouting ‘‘Hureka! we have now 

found the pathway along which we shall succeed.” This was one of the 
brilliant lights. Again, I have seen a poor farmer, struggling against 

poverty, obtain a big crop of berries and get a high price for them, which 

made the eyes of mother and children glisten with joy, and gave them 

many comforts that they would have been otherwise deprived of. 

Visit brother Latham’s vineyard in autumn when the vines are loaded 

with luscious grapes, or brother Frisselle’s currant patch, or friend Busch’s 

greenhouses, filled with fine cucumbers, lettuce, tomatoes, etc., fresh and 

crisp in the dead of winter, or the greenhouses of friends Mendenhall, 

Nagel and Gould, and see the beautiful flowers, and then say in your 

heart if you can, there are no lights along our pathway. To these we 

may add the great chrisanthemum show, the grand display of fruit at 

the state fair, and the capture of the grand prizes at New Orleans and 

Philadelphia. But to the old veterans in this work who are with us to-day 

the brightest beacons of light have been these annual gatherings, where 

they have met to compare notes and encourage each other in this good 

work. When I first attended these annual reunions, it seemed as though 
the blight had struck the society as well as the apple trees. Scarcely a 

young man was present, and the burden of theirsong was: Whatis blight ? 

How can we stop it? and where did it come from? Brother Harris 

would get up, and, casting a forlorn look over the small audience, express 

a desire to have some plan devised for getting the young people into our 

society. But this is all changed now, aud these old heroes who have 

fought so long and valiently begin to reap their reward. Looking into 

the future, they can safely predict that the day is not far distant when 

this will be a land of fruit. Long live the memory of those who, in the 

midst of poverty and privation, blight and destruction, lifted and dis- 

pelled the shadows, and once more let in the light of hope and success. 

The president then read the following communication and 
poem from J. T. Grimes, Minneapolis, which was received with 
much applause: 
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MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Dec. 5, 1891. 

Mr. A. W. Latham, Secretary Horticultural Society: 

My DEAR Str: President Elliot requested me to furnish some hort - 

cultural literature te present before the meeting of the society at Owa- 
tonna this winter. ; 

I love the society, and my heart is with you all; but my age admonishes 

me that iy work is done, and that I should retire from active duties. So, 

likely, I shall not be able to be with you at that time. 

Having nothing new to communicate, either in theory or in practice, I 

am left with no alternative but to fall back upon the glorious memories 

of the past. Mr. Elliot assigned me a subject to enlarge upon, but I 

have not the ability to handle it. I believe it is the common practice 

with nurserymen, when they have not the stock in hand to fill out an 

order, to substitute something equally good. It gives me great pleasure 

to avail myself of this privilege. My little piece is dedicated to the Min- 

nesota State Horticultural Society, and is entitled ‘‘Long Ago.” 

Yours truly, J. T. GRIMES. , 
LONG AGO. 

J. T. GRIMES, MINNEAPOLIS. 

In long ago. when Time was young, 

Some fanatics, (twas said or sung) 

In horticulture “ganged agee,” 

Like possums up a ’simmon tree, 

With nothing more or less to do, 

Than pluck the fruit that nature grew. 

Some tree peddlers, with smiling looks, 
Came fruitin’ round with picture books 

And trees to sell—who’d have us know 

Just what to plang, and how to grow. 

“The good die young.” alas! ’tis told; 

It was a sell, and we are sold. 

Then Harris said *twould never do 

To man our boat with such a crew 

Of scalawags of foreign mien; 

A fraud! Atramp! A go-between! 

We've crabs enough for ail our needs, 

And Gideon was plantin’ seeds. 

In long ago, I know it well, 

We formed our plans. and thousands tell 

Of blessings strewn from door to door, 

While we, ourselves, were growing poor, 

Without support—but why complain? 

We'll meet, and vote to each a cane. 

CONCLUSION. 

Successes few, and failures by the score. 

The isothermal lines could we explore, 

And learn the cause of sunscald, blight, disease, 

And all the ills that most affect our trees: 

From heat or cold, from sunshine, ice or snow, 

We know the fact, and yet we do not know, 

Who says we’re wise? to follow on.—or brave?— 
Until our heads have blossomed for the grave, 

And we, transplante d to a better clime, 
Where Eden blooms in all her pristine prime, 

Where every tree shall yiel@ her fruit.—and so, 

We all shall meet,—old friends of long ago. 
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President Underwood: We will now listen to an address en- 

titled ‘‘Reminiscences,” by ex-President A. W. McKinstry, of 

Faribault. 

REMINISCENCES. 

A. W. MC KINSTRY, FARIBAULT. 

Mr. President and Members of the Association: 

The occurrence of the twenty-fifth anniversary of the organization of 

this society offers a favorable opportunity for some review of its progress, 

and especially of matters relating to its early history. Having had the 

honor of serving as its second president, your secretary has kindly invited 

me to attend this meeting and read a paper, and very considerately 

smoothed the way for my acceptance by leaving the subject entirely to iny 

own selection. . 
As it has been many years since I have been an active participant in its. 

deliberations, during which interval my attention has been mainly en- 

grossed by other and very exacting pursuits, it appears to me that very 

little that I could say with reference to the necessities and the demands 

of the present would interest or instruct. But I have thought that per- 

haps some early recollections concerning the period of my active member-- 

ship might not prove unacceptable, at least to the older brethren of the 

fraternity. Ido not propose to go into any historical review, but simply 

to give in a desultory way some fragmentary recollections that the anni- 

versary has suggested to my mind. And first, perhaps, the question will 

occur to some of my hearers of a practical turn—and most of the Minne- 

sota horticulturists come under that head—how did you, who are neither- 

a nurseryman or a farmer, chance to be selected president of a horticul- 

tural society? A properinquiry which I will proceed to answer to the best 
of my ability. : 

My connection with the society dates from October, 1867. The days of my 

boyhood were passed in a region which has been termed ‘“‘the garden of 

New England,” being the valley of the Connecticut, in which the proxim- 

ity of the river, the protection afforded by the bordering hills from winds, 

and the alluvial soil, rendered the cultivation of the apple, the peach and 

the pear, as well as of the small fruits, a matter of little difficulty. There 

were orchards in abundance of grand old apple trees, some of them having” 

been fifty and even seventy-five years in bearing, and there were occasion- 

ally farmers who could pride themselves upon being able to enter upon 

the winter with forty barrels of cider in the cellar. Those of my hearers 

who remember the music sent forth in the early October morning when 

the wooden cylinders of the village cider mill first commenced their creak- 

ing revolutions, Summoning every barefooted urchin to hunt for the best 

straw and rush to the scene of operations to imbibe the liquid nectar 

which trickled in ruddy streams from the ‘‘cheese” into the receiving tub, 

will understand how such associations must influence plastic youth in the: 

direction of a love for fruit growing and all that pertains thereto. At the 

age of sixteen, long before Horace Greeley had thrilled the country with 

his sage practical advice, “gu west, young man,” I had acted in the spirit 

of it and found myself in one of the most favored fruit growing sections. 
of the country, on the south shore of Lake Erie in. western New York, @ 

> 
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region so highly adapted to orchard culture that trees had to grow and 

couldn’t help it; one had only to stick a seed in a-hole, or pusha twig into 

the ground and nature did the rest. There I achieved a certain degree of 
success asan amateur horticulturist, growing dwarf pears, peaches. grapes 

and the smaller fruits, and had come to believe, adopting the timber ver- 

nacular, that fruit growing was ‘‘just as easy as rolling off a log.” I need 

svarcely add that I have had some reason to revise that opinion since cast- 

ing my fortunes with the fruit growers of Minnesota. 

In the fall of 1865, when I became a permanent resident of this state, 

the fact that it was comparatively destitute of fruit did notimpress me as 

an insurmountable, or even exceedingly great obstacle. It could not, I 

reasoned, have been in accordance with the plans of the Creator, to have 

endowed this glorious land with so many of the gifts that serve to make 

a people prosperous and happy,and have withheld that one great essential 

of fruit. A numer of other men were of asimilar mind, and together 

we united in March, 1867, in organizing the Faribault Fruit Growers’ Club, 

of which I was elected secretary. 
As this club, as I conceive, had asomewhat important bearing upon the 

fortunes of fruit growing in the state, I shall venture to digress some- 

what from the line of review of tiie state society in referring to its his- 

tory. Faribault numbered among its inhabitants some of the earliest ex- 
perimenters in the department of orchard culture in the state. Its origi- 
nal proprietor, Hon. Alexander Faribault, had planted an orchard of fifty 

trees in 1859 to which he had subsequently made considerable accessions, 

besides growing several varieties of grapes. I. N. Sater had established a 

nursery of ten acres of trees. Geo. Dorrance, of East Prairie, had also 

a successful orchard, and D.W. Humphrey and J. W. Harkness were en- 

gaged in the nursery business. Hon. John M. Berry, Judge of the Supreme 

Court, was also a very enthusiastic amateur fruit grower, whose faith was 

strong in the ultimate success of efforts to supply the state with home 

grown apples. With such material for a nucleus it was not difficult to 

organize a club, of which Hon. R. A. Mott was chosen president. It was 

thoroughly cosmopolitan, welcoming everybody to membership without 

respect to residence, color, sex or property qualifications, provided simply 

that the applicant could tender the modest fee of half adollar. The club 

proceeded to cast about for some undertaking that might best fulfill the 

fruit growers’ great aim of benefitting the human race and hit upon the 

project of adorning the village square with shade trees. This had been 

once done through a ‘‘bee” of the early settlers, but the trees inserted in 

ghallow holes in the sod of the virgin prairie very naturally and unani- 

mously died. To replace them the club proposed to raise funds by means 

of a strawberry show, and thus early the interests of fruit growing and 

forestry were linked together in a co-operative movement. The show 

was fixed for the 4th of July owing to the belief that the largest number 

of visitors could be secured on that day. The selection of the day, how- 

ever, came near proving disast: ous, for the season was unusually late, and 

there was a threatening prospect that no strawberries would be ripe. The 

club, however, with the liberality that usually characterizes men devoted 

to such a broad humanitarian pursuit, had left competition open to the 

world, and as the sum of premiums offered amounted to $16, they had 

hopes that cultivators from more favored regions might come and help | 
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them out. They were not altogether disappointed. Mr. C. R. Hoag had 

a nursery at Kasson, and despite the protests of some rather ultra advo- 

cates of home protection, he was admitted. There were eight exhibitors 

in all, who presented 26 varieties. Mr. Hoag captured the first premium 

with seven varieties. It was required that the minimum quantity of any 

variety competing should be one quart, and that the berries should be 

turned over to the society. As strawberries were then selling ab thirty 

cents a quart, it will be seen that there was a very liberal drawback to 

help out on the extremely modest premium list. The ladies decorated the 

hall and furnished the refreshments, and the show proved a great success. 

Even the twin cities were represented in the visitors, Gov. Marshall and 

Hon. John P. Owens, then editor of the Minnesotian, having been present 

from St. Paul, and Hon. Cyrus Aldrich, then postmaster, from Minne- 
apolis. 

The net sum of $38.00 was realized, which was invested in plowing the 

Faribault park and setting a number of trees, of which five evergreens 

are now living monuments of what is claimed to have been the first 
strawberry show ever held in Minnesota. 

I have been thus minute in detailing the history of the Faribault Fruit 

Growers’ Club for the reason that the organization had an influential 

bearing upon the early career of the State Horticultural Society. Mr. J. 

W. Harkness was one of its most useful and active members. He was 

endowed with those qualities which eminently fit one for pioneer work. 

He had unconquerable perseverance and an enthusiasm that led him 

to make little account of obstacles that stood in the way of carrying out 
his ideas. In his prophetic vision he beheld Minnesota coming to the 
front in the future as a great fruit growing state, and he consecrated his 

life to the accomplishment of that result. He was present at the first 

organization of the State Fruit Growers’ Association in Rochester in 

1866, and attended the second meeting held during the state fair at the 

same place the following year. Neither the president or secretary were 

present, and Vice-President Chas. Hoag, of Minneapolis, presided, with 

Mr. Harkness as secretary pro tem. He conceived that Faribault, with 

its active body of organized fruit growers, would furnish a very favorable 

location for the development of the youthful society, and he planned to 

have it selected as the next place of meeting. Whether the Twin Cities 

had not then developed so strongly the propensity with which they are 

now accredited by some of their country brethren, of ‘‘going for every- 

thing in sight,” or whether, more probably, the infant was so small as: 

not to have attracted their attention, it is not essential now to discuss; 
suffice it to say, that Mr. Harkness succeeded, and carried with it the 

election of the writer as president. A more unlooked-for honor is not 

often bestowed. for I confess that I was scarcely aware of the existence of 

such an organization. I had no practical experience in fruit growing in 
the state, although I had considerable enthusiasm, which probably 

counted for more with my supporters than experience, as with more of the 

latter qualification I might not have had near as much of the former. It 

was a sufficiently clear case of the office seeking the man and not the man 

the office, to have satisfied any advocate of the most advanced ideas of 
civil service reform. 

={F 
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The selection of Faribault proved every way favorable for the interests 

of the infant society, for the fruit growers of that section adopted it 

fondly, and used every effort to strengthen its feeble footsteps. 

Of the third annual meeting held in Fireman’s Hall in our city, Jan. 

30th, 1868, I have the most pleasant recollections. The weather was cold, 

but there was a warmthof enthusiasm that would have kept the conven- 

tion in session even though the mercury had been in the bulb. There 

were no entertainments or side diversions. The members had come to- 

gether for an earnest purpose, and they attended strictly to business. 

Minneapolis, Rochester, Winona and Owatonna were represented, and 

Messrs. Elliot, Mott, Hamilton, Harkness, Jewell, Brand, and Hum- 

phrey were among those whom I now recall as active participants in the . 

discussions. One of the important measures adopted at the meeting was 

the appointment of acommittee to act with the State Agricultural Society 
in securing a fruit exhibition to be held in connection with the state fair. 

Another was a request to the legislature to make an appropriation to 

send an agent to northern Europe to secure hardy varieties of fruit trees. 

That the members, though thoroughly devoted to the purpose of develop- 

ing the fruit growing interests of Minnesota, were yet quite practical in 

their conclusions, is shown by the conservatism of their action. After 

an exhaustive consideration of a great number of varieties of apples, they 

concluded to recommend but two for general cultivation, viz: Duchess of 

Oldenburg and Tetofsky, and for sheltered localities and proximity to 

water a limited list of eight, of which all, I believe, have stood the test 

of subsequent trials. 

In the matter of other fruits the record shows that there was consider- 

able discouragement. One fruit grower resident in Owatonna was quoted 

in the discussions as having tested eight varieties of grapes and having 

come to the conclusion that but two could be successfully raised in Min- 

nesota, viz: the Clinton and the Concord. 
In 1871 Horace Greeley, whose devotion to agricultural and horticultural 

pursuits was one of the most prominent characteristics of his eminent 

career, accepted an invitation to deliver an address at an agricultural 

fair which was to be held in Minneapolis in September of that year, and 

was induced to visit Faribault en route and favor our people with his 

lecture upon ‘‘Self Made Men”. The next day after the lecture The 

Tribune philosopher wearing that historic old white overcoat which has be- 

come traditionally associated with his appearance in public, was taken 

in charge by a number of fruit growers and escorted to the farm of the 

late D. W. Humphery, Esq. to inspect that gentleman’s orchard and vine- 

yard. 
It was a good season for grapes, and the vines, laden with beautiful 

clusters of Delawares and Concords, presented an ‘object lesson which it 

was believed Mr. Greeley, who had been reputed to be a skeptic as to the 

fruit growing capabilities of Minnesota, could not fail to be impressed 

with. Hesaw and was convinced for no one could gainsay such ocular 

evidence. As he took his seat in the cars for Minneapolis in the after- 

noon, having both hands filled with clusters of luscious Delawares, of 

which he partook in mouthfuls as one would eat an apple, his mild benig- 

nant countenance glowed with satisfaction, and he discussed Minnesota,” 

its advantages and prospects, with a keen appreciation that delighted the 

listeners. . 

te eer Ay Ben eens di St ae et 
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Incidentally I would mention, that while in Faribault, Mr. Greeley vis- 

ited a corn field on the farm of Mr. Humphrey that was of great promise, 

and pronounced it the best he had seen that year, estimating its product 

at 75 bushels to the acre. Mr. Humphrey believed that it would reach 

120. When harvested, the actual yield was 110 bushels of shelled corn, 

which has pot been surpassed, according to my recollection, by any other 

field of corn in the state. , 

The first exhibit at the Minneapolis fair was a surprise, not only to Mr. 

Greeley, but to most of the visitors from the state at large. Upona long 

table in the floral hall was arranged a noble display of apples,including over 

one hundred seedling varieties, and a large exhibit of small fruits. 

Stretched over the table was a large banner bearing in bold letters the in- 

scription, ‘“‘ ‘I should like to live in Minnesota, but for one thing, you can 

never raise apples.’—Horace Greeley.” 'The philosopher, on seeing the in- 

scription, with the table underneath displaying such a manifest contra- 

diction of his prophetic utterance, declared that he had never made the 

remark attributed to him. The quotation, however, was vouched for as 

having occurred in one of Mr. Greeley’s speeches in the state in 1865. If he 

said it, the fact would have constituted no strong impeachment of his 

sagacity, for at that period the belief was quite general among our own 

citizens, that Minnesota would always be dependent upon the east for its 

supply of apples.’ 
The winter meeting of the Horticulturai Association of 1869 was held 

in St. Paul, at which time the membership had increased from 12 in the 

preceding year, to 42. At that meeting the spirit of confidence and am- 

bition had so far developed, that a resolution was adopted to collect and 

send on samples of Minnesota apples for exhibition at the American 

Institute, in New York. In January, 1871, the association returned to 

Faribault, its meeting being presided over by that veteran horticulturist, 

Hon. J. S. Harris. This meeting proved to be very instructive and profit- 

able. A new constitution and by-laws were adopted and action taken 

toward securing representation in the State Agricultural Society. The 

horticulturists had reached a point where they felt assured ofa firm foot- 

ing, and the subsequent history of the society has been one of continuous 

progress on all the lines of development covered by the plan of organization. 

A general review of the progress of horticulture in Minnesota in the 

quarter of the century covered by the existence of the association, shows 

that though the predictions of some of its very sanguine friends have 

failed of fulfillment, no question can be raised as to the very substantial 

benefit that the people of the state have realized from its existence. Its 

published discussions and its official papers have constituted a great edu- 

cating influence, preventing costly mistakes and pointing the way to suc- 

cessful effort. The area of apple culture has been enlarged, so that instead 

of being confined, as in the early day, to the vicinity of bodies of water, 

sheltered valleys, and tracts of timber, our orchards have been extended 

over the prairies on which the earlier settlers believed no trees would 

grow, even to and beyond the western boundaries of the state. Yet it 

must serve to temper our exultation over victories achieved when we re- 

member, that notwithstanding the enormous increase in the aggregate 

crop of apples annually grown in the state, there has not been that 

multiplication of hardy varieties of late keeping, fine flavored, winter 
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apples, that had been hoped for, and for which our nurserymen have made 

countless efforts and sacrifices from an early period. The expedient so 

strongly advocated by many of our early nurserymen of importing hardy 

varieties from Russia, appears to have been fairly tried, and to have failed 

of accomplishing the results anticipated. We are still largely dependent 

for our winter fruit upon the older fruit growing states, and the demand 

seems to have kept pace with the growth of our population. From a re- 

port recently published, I gather that Minneapolis alone*furnished a mar- 

ket in 1891 for 196,775 barrels of apples, 446,743 baskets of grapes, and 80,- 

611 cases of strawberries, not to mention the other varieties of small 

fruits. Never should the fruit growers of Minnesota lay by their armor 

till the demand for imported fruit has been met by a full supply from our 

orchards, vineyards and gardens. New varieties will be discovered, and 

much knowledge gained as to the special adaptation of different localities 

for different fruits. As an illustration of the change already effected in 

the ideas of our fruit growers as to the possibilities of fruit cultivation, L 

recall the fact that Truman M.Smith,who ranked among the early veterans 

as about the best authority on grape culture in the state, held that grapes 

could not be profitably grown for less than twenty cents a pound, while 

D. W. Humphrey, of Faribault, who was accounted a successful fruit 

grower, at about the same period expressed the opinion that home grown 

strawberries could not be raised for less than twenty cents a quart. 

Within the recollection of the writer, the only grapes marketed in the 

vineyard district on the south shore of Lake Erie were grown by one man 

in the township of Portland, Chautauqua Co., N. Y., who was accustomed 

annually to peddle, in the nearest villages, a few bushels of grapes and 

peaches grownin his nursery. Hissuccess finally stimulated his neighbors 

to effort in the sameline. They groped blindly for atime, for there were 

many false impressions to overcome, the prevailing ideas of grape culture 

having been drawn from European sources. The scientists recommended 

the trenching of the soil two feet in depth and filling it with old bones, : 

manure, scraps from the tan yard and any other rubbish that could be q 

- made into a compost, involving a very large expense. After many costly | 

failures, the experimenters gathered from the teaching of experience . 

that any land that was sufficiently rich to grow good corn could, with no i 

greater labor in cultivation, be made to produce good grapes, and now a 

thousand car loads of the choicest Concords, Delawares and Catawbas are 

annually sent to market from that region at a price that nets the grower 

from one to three cents a pound, and at which they still regard it the 

most profitable crop that they can raise. 

Looking back at the struggles and sacrifices of the pioneer horticul- 

turists in Minnesota, we cannot but be impressed with their hope, cour- 

age and persistent endurance. They had that quality of faith that is said 

to remove mountains. Thefarmer loses a field of grain by blight, mildew 

or drought; he is cast down, but not discouraged, for the crop has in- 

volved but the labor of a few months and within another year he may re- 

trieve the disaster. But how is it with the nurseryman? He expends 

years of labor in nursing his crop of seedlings and root-grafted trees till 

perhaps they begin to come into bearing, and with assured confidence in ° 

the success of‘his methods he shouts, ‘‘Kureka.” Then comes a marked 

change in the season. <A winter of exceeding severity, like that of 1884-5, — 

¢ 
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sweeps away the hopes of years, and the thriving orchards are converted 

into a wilderness of blackness and desolation. How completely his bark 

has been wrecked by the evil influences of blight, drought, freezing cold in 

the winter and alternate freezing and thawing in the spring, is realized 

only by the old nursery campaigner. Then there is the foreign tree ped- 

dler, with his tempting display of pictured specimens, embellished with 

all the resources of the lithographer’s art. Artful in manner, glib of 

tongue, and profuse in promises, he palms off his stock of unacclimated 

and tender varieties upon the too credulous farmer, rakes in his shekels 

or an equivalent in good negotiable paper, and goes his way rejoicing, 

never to return. Alas for the honest home nurseryman who next travels 

that way! He reaps the harvest of maledictions that was sown in the 

dishonest practices of his knavish predecessor. What wonder that the 

old timers among the Minnesota fruit growers, who have borne the bur- 

den and heat of the day, show in their furrowed faces, whitening and 

scanty locks and stooping shoulders, the effect of the arduous struggles 

from which they have not yet fairly emerged. But yet there is light 

ahead, encouraging them to advance with stronger assurance than ever 

before. There is hope that the Peerless will justify the sanguine antici- 

pations of the propagator and take rank by the side of the Duchess asa 

hardy tree for all localities, and that improved methods of protection 

will serve to add largely to the list that can be safely recommended for 

general cultivation. 

As memory recalls the early veterans whose efforts were combined to 

launch the small bark that bore the pennant of the Minnesota Horti- 

cultural Society in its early career—Robertson, Hoag, Stevens, Harris, 

Harkness, Jewell, Humphrey, Elliot and others whose names appear in 

the archives of the organization, some of whom are here to-day, while 

others having ‘‘fought the good fight” have passed on to the shining shore, 

there is awakened a feeling of mingled pleasure and sadness which only 

brethren who have long stood together in a cause that is endeared to them 

by recollections of trials endured and victories achieved can realize. When 

they are gone their memory will be perpetuated in more fitting monu- 

ments than can be raised from moulded bronze or sculptured marble, that 

speak not the language of nature but of art. The trees of the orchards 

they have planted on hillside and valley, decked in the spring with leafy 

verdure and crowned in the autumn with golden fruit, the nobie groves 

adorning and beautifying the grounds of many a mansion and affording 

shelter to choirs of feathered songsters whose music fills the air, the trim 

hedge rows and beautiful borders of garden flowers which at once charm 

the eye with their beauty and delight the senses with their sweet perfumes, 

each in its appropriate sphere will bear testimony to the lofty enthusiasm, 

the sturdy endurance, the unconquerable energy and the broad humanity 

of the men whose love of nature has ever prompted them to more intimate 

communion through the medium of tree, bird and flower. 

On motion a vote of thanks was tendered to Ex-President 

McKinstry for his very interesting paper. 

The secretary then read the following letter from Col. D. A. 

Robertson, of St. Paul, the first president of the Horticultural 

Society. 
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ST. PAUL, MINN., Dec. 9, 1891. 
A. W. Latham, Esquire, Secretary of the Horticultural Society of Minnesota. 

DEAR Sir: I regret very much that I cannot attend the meeting on 

the nineteenth prox. at Owatonna. It certainly would be a great pleas- 

ure to me to meet you all, and talk over the history of the society, 

and its good work in the past and present, but 1 dare not expose myself 

to severe cold, nor leave home this wintry weather. I hope you may have 

a large and enthusiastic attendance and will read with great interest the 

account of your proceedings in our daily journals. 

The admonitions of failing physical health warn me not to add any 

other labor to the attention required by private affairs. 

Yours truly, 

D. A. ROBERTSON. 

The secretary {then read the following communications from 

A. W. Sias, Pueblo, Colorado, and Truman M. Smith, San 

Diego, Cal., both of which were received with much applause: 

COMMUNICATION. 

FROM A. W. SIAS. 

PUEBLO, COLO., Jan. 1892. 
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen : 

By invitation from your honorable secretary we now take a hasty retro- 

spective view of your work for the quarto-centennial session. Had your 

stray member beenfin Minnesota at the time your program was made up 

he would have;made a strony effort to head off Owatonna and urged you 

all to return to your ‘‘old home at Rochester” to celebrate your twenty- 

fifth anniversary. The good people of Owatonna know just how to handle 

such honored guests—and Brother Dartt especially will make you feel that 
there is no juice of the apple, pear, plum or grape too good for you—he is 

“built that way”-—like prohibitionists generally. 

Twenty-five years ago last October at the city of Rochester, (as the nov- 

elist would say—of respectable parents) this society was born, Col. D. A. 
Robertson of St. Paul—the eminent scientific hurticulturist—said to be 

its father. Who the noble mother was we have never been able to ascer- 
tain. Some wag suggested that the mother was probably absent when 

the child was born or there would have been an official record kept of the 
members, and their work for 1866. JohnS. Harris officiated as godfather . 

and proved himself faithful to the trust. 

Historians have frequently been terribly nonplussed in compiling works 

of great public interest where carelessness had prevailed for a number of 

years, in regard to names and dates. 1f any member doubts this assertion 

he will oblige me by asking I. Donnelly to give the exact name of Wm. 
‘Shakspeare and the exact date of his birth. And to come a little nearer 

home, please ask the compiler of our first report (in book form) dated 
1873, to give the official report of the transactions of this society for 1866. 
This child of horticulture was educated mostly at Minneapolis, under the 

fostering care and tutorship of Prof. Elliot. The Professor like the late 

P. T. Barnum is ever in search of big shows, big conventions etc., etc. 

This public-spirited trait,so liberally indulged in, paved the way, if itis not 

the direct_cause, why Mianeapolis succeeded in capturing the great Re- 
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publican convention to be held this season for the nomination of a presi- 
dent of the United States. In takinya retrospective view of the society’s 

work, I’m forced to the conclusion that Col. Robertson (or we might say 

his prophetic theories as given to us 1n 1866) deserves more than a passing 

notice. He said it was ‘‘the rays of the sun that does the mischief to our 

fruit trees,” and backed up the assertion with a scientific discourse that 

was unanswerable. The Colonel was president of this society for 1866 and 

1867 and I remember that he spent a large share of his time while in conven- 

tion trying to impress the fact upon us that we should look to Russia for 

hardy fruit trees adapted to our peculiar climatic conditions. 

The best orchards in Minnesota at the present day are those that con- » 

tain the greater number of Russian varieties. And these same varieties 

in Colorado—six thousand feet above sea level—are still more successful 

than in Minnesota. The extreme heat is not so great in Colorado as in 

Minnesota, but we have more of it, and if a tree happens to have a thick 

leaf, like our native cactus that thrives so well on the arid plains, we 

shall not reject it on that account. We know what sun scald means 

here, and prefer the bush form for fruit trees. After what I have said in 

favor of the Russians, do not suppose me so ‘‘aggrieved and pugnacious”’ 

that I can see no good in other species. 

I will now ask a few questions, and you can do as you please about an- 

swering. Was it not the agitation of a good cause by the first president 

of this society twenty-five years ago that resulted in the scattering of 

almost numberless varieties of Russian trees, shrubs, and choice fruits 

all over the United States and Canada? Was it not Peter M. Gideon, the 

Dr. Van Mons of Lake Minnetonka, who did ‘‘sow, resow and sow per- 

petually,” till his good works were as apparent in the great southwest as 

at his homeinthe northwest? ‘Wasitnot A W. Latham, John S. Harris 

and a few other weil known ‘‘vine dressers” of Minnesota who took three 

prizes out of the five offered at the World’s Fair at New Orleans? Did 

not Oliver Gibbs, Jr., bring you a Wilder medal from the great Centennial 

Exhibition at Philadelphia? Did not John S. Harris obtain for the 

society another Wilder medal from the American Pomological Society 

at their last meeting at Washington, D. C.? Is not C. W. Gordon, of 

Long Lake, the Minnesota champion of the dwarf or bush form for fruit 

orchards, as practiced on the great steppes of Russia so successfully? We 

believe Mr. Gordon has struck the cheapest and best way of guarding his 

trees against sun scald, that ruins so large a per cent of trees headed in 

the old eastern style, so catch on to his bark and he will run you sa fe 

into port. Messrs. Barrett and Harris are making praiseworthy efforts 

to resurrect the Forestry Association. What move could be more im- 

portant to the state? What did Minnesota know about twelve story 

blocks with elevatcrs leading to flower gardens at the top twenty-five 

years ago? 

Before leaving Minnesota we got up a small collection of cabinet photo- 

graphs of some of the leading horticulturists of the northwest, among 

which is the modest looking face of Ex-Pres. R. J. Mendenhall, of Min- 

neapolis. Mr. M. represents the aesthetic side of horticulture, and we 

are always reminded of flowers when we look upon his face. The cult ure 

and discussion of flowers has been too much neglected in our society. 
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This society will without doubt celebrate its semi-centennial in 1917 

—but as it is extremely doubtful about my being present or even furnish- 

ing a paper—you will please to excuse me for being so tiresome on the 

present occasion. The first official list of paying members was made over 

to this society in 1867 by J. K. Kepner, and consisted of twelve members. 

Eight of these have passed over the ‘‘dark river.” Three have either left 

the state or the society, and the only working member now left in the 

state is John S. Harris. Mr. Harris is such a persistent, hard working 

old soldier in this good cause—always at the post of duty—that we would 

not like to think of his being anywhere else, during your annual and semi- 

centennial meeting in 1917, except right here with you and ready for 

business. Owing to the fact that I happened to be one of the original 

members of this society I have consented to give a rough birds-eye view of 

some of the old members, and not wishing to occupy too much of your 

valuable time, have failed to mention some of the very best of them. 

What I have said may look to some of you as uncalled for, but I have not 

gone beyond the facts, and when we know that a member has made him- 

self, by hard work and self sacrifice, a worthy example for others to follow, 

why wait for him to die before we admit it? Twenty-five years’ ex- 

perience with horticultural work has demonstrated the fact that a society 

to be successful for any length of time must haveaid from the state. So, 
as the late L. B. Hodges would say, you must keep “‘stirring up the whole 

legislative menagerie,” till that honorable body takes due cognizance of 

your just appeal, and honors you and themselves with an appropriation 

large enough to establish a good horticultural society in every county in 

Minnesota. 

I was very much interested and instructed in reading the able paper 

by Dr. Jas. R. Walker, in report of ’91, on the ‘‘Wild Fruits Native in 

Northern Minnesota.” This and Col. J. H. Stevens’ ‘‘Wild Food,” in 

book ’88 and S. M. Owen’s ‘‘Forests and Mines,’ in the same number, 

will bear close inspection. 

Many have taken it for granted, without proper investigation, that the | 

northern portion of Minnesota was too cold for successful fruit culture, 

but Dr. Walker gives satisfactory evidence to the contrary. What he 

designates as the ‘‘Itasca region,” he says is ‘‘nearly one-fourth water.” 

IT have always been known as a crank on Minnesota fruit growing, and 

the principal thing on which the strong ‘‘faith within me” was based 

was the fact that Minnesota has within her borders numberless lakes, 

hence doubtless better watered than any other state in the Union. 

Trees, shrubs and fruits are composed mostiy of water, and cannot be 

run successfully without a most liberal supply of this common fluid. 

Water keeps off the frost, as the doctor says, a month later in the Itasca 

region than at St. Vincent or Moorhead. You can’t emphasize that little 

word water too much! With a judicious use of water Colorado gives a 
higher average yield of wheat per acre for 1891 than any other state, 

(See Ag. Dept. Rep.) I notice the doctor failed to find the wild crab in 

northern Minnesota, but as it is plentiful in the southern part of the 

state, why should it not prove, when ameliorated, the best species for 

that cold climate? 
We have no desire to close these disjointed reminiscences of our society’s 

grand achievements in horticulture, ‘till we acknowledge our indebted- 
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ness to the many noble women who have contributed so much to help 

along in this good work—without which it would be lacking much of its 

present artistical importance. Among the honorary life members, we notice 

with pride such names as Mrs. C. O. Van Cleve, of Minneapolis, Mrs. Wm. 

Paist, Hersey, Mrs. H. B. Sargeant, Lake City, Mrs. Ida E. Tilson, West 

Salem, Wis., Mrs. J. W. Manning, Boston, Mass., Mrs. Wealthy Gideon, 

Excelsior, Mrs. Jas. Bowen, Minneapolis, Miss Sarah M. Manning, Lake 

City. Aside from the above list, Mrs. Anna B. Underwood, Hortense 
Share, and many other noble women, have done much to enliven our col- 

umns, and we hope it will not be long before the disgrace of disfranchise- 

ment will be lifted from woman, so she will not be obliged to help pay for 

old and expensive liquors on the table of the White House—‘‘without 

representation.” 
Censure is sometimes more useful than praise, and I wish to blame this 

society for treating our wild native crab with such cool indifference. If 

Europe, as we are told, took her little wild native bitter crab (Smaller than 

ours) and produced the Ribston Pippin, of which Downing saidit ‘‘stands 

as high in Great Britain as the Bank of England.” Then is it not reasonable 

to suppose, before you celebrate your semi-centennial, that some Dr. Van 

Mons, or Thos. A. Knight will produce an apple as good as the pippin 

from our native crab? Possibly, some wise man may inform you that cer- 

tain species already ameliorated, are as hardy as the Minnesota type of wild 

crab. Do not believe it ’till fairly tested and proven. 

Just a few words to the young men of the society, who are soon to step 

into the places made vacant by the old pioneers, and I] am done. Carl 

Von Linne, (Linneus) father of modern botany, was born of poor parents 

in Sweden, May 12, 1707. Weare told that he was apprenticed to a shoe 

maker; that he suffered much from hunger and cold; but finally, through 

hard work and hard study, became the foremost botanist of his time. 

Now this reminds me of another young man who came into Olmstead Co., 

Minnesota, quite a number of years ago, from that same section of coun- 

try, (as I have been told,) where the great botanist was born. Iam not 

able to say whether this young man is the greatest botanist in Minnesota, 

or not, but I do believe that as an orchardist, he has few, if any, superiors 

in the state. This was accomplished by many years of hard work and 

faithful service as foreman on a fruit plantation of which he subsequent- 
ly became the owner. I refer to a gentleman who needs no introduction, 

R. C. Keel. I mention these two cases for the encouragement of young 

men in Minnesota who think there is nochance to work up in horticulture 

in so cold acclimate. Hard, persistent work, intelligently applied, will bring 

success. Now let me again give you a formula for an orchard, that if 

closely adhered to, will beat the old pioneers clear out of sight. Ist, use 

ten times more water in seasons of drought than they did. 2nd, prepare 

your land for the orchard by plowing in clover, and remember that clover 

is the best plant to bring nitrogen from the atmosphere, (the best element 

of plant food.) Study hard to beat the old gents on the orchard’s envi- 

ronment. Make it the paradise for the pigs, fowls, birds and bees. These 

are all indispensible in ano. one orchard. If possible, plant ten acres of 

nut, berry and honey producing plants, on the west and southwest of the 

orchard. Sow a good, wide space between orchard and wood to white 

clover, for the bees, and to give free circulation of air to prevent blight. 
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Buy your trees of honest men and head them low. After your orchard 

begins to fruit, trust in clover, hogs and ashes. A. W. SIAS. 

LETTER FROM TRUMAN M. SMITM. 

SAN DIEGO, CAL., January 7, 1892. 

A. W. Latham, Excelsior, Minnesota: 

DEAR Sirk: Your kind and much appreciated letter inviting me to be 

present at your twenty-fifth annual meeting, from the 19-22 inst., came 

duly to hand. I would be more than glad to be present and meet once 

more not only the old friends and fellow workers in building up the State 

Horticultural Society, but the pioneers and friends and pillars of the great 

state of Minnesota. For thirty-six full years I was a resident of Minnesota, 

‘and it was there in the prime of my life that I worked with a will for the 

advancement of my adopted and beloved state. I still hold an interest 

there, my children all being there, and I can most sincerely assure you 

that I still have a live interest in the welfare of Minnesota and in the 

Horticultural Society. 
Nothing would gratify me more than to meet my old associates, and the 

members of the Horticultural Society. But I suppose that while I am 

forgotton by most, I am remembered by some, especially among the older 

members. I have read accounts of your transactions with much interest, 

and now have nearly all the copies of your reports from the commence- 

ment of their publication. 

I would suggest as topics for discussion, ‘‘Irrigation of Fruits.” I think 

you would receive great benefit from good systems of irrigation, so they 

could be applied when necessary. ‘‘The Importance of Interesting the 

Young of both Sexes,” is another topic worth discussing. 

Now it may interest some old members to hear from me and to know 

that I am still working away at horticulture, still trying to grow fruit, 

flowers, etc. I am determined not to rust out if I wear out. I would be 

so glad to meet you all, but circumstances beyond my control make it im- 

possible at this time. I hope at some future time to meet you at your ~ 

summer meeting, if I live and succeed, as I hope, in getting water for irri- 

gation. I have lost this year fully $1,000 for want of sufficient water. 

Water is king here, and I hope to have plenty after this. I have 15,%5 acres 

in the city 2+ miles from the court house and postoffice, and about the 

same distance from National City. 

I am now growing 700 orange trees, some of which are twenty feet high, 

165 lemons, some very large and full of lemons, guavas, pomegranates, figs, 

apples, apricots, peaches, nectarines, plums, limes, grapes, mulberries, 

and other fruits, besides flowers. To-day I have finished putting ina little 

over three acres of wheat, for play. While we can raise almost every kind. 

of fruit grown in temperate and semi-tropical countries, we have to work 

for it even here, for we must irrigate and spray for scale. Eternal vigil- 

ence is the price of fine fruit everywhere. 

This winter, December 7, 8, 24, 25 and 29, we not only had frost but ice 

was formed, the thermometer being down to 28 degrees, or four below 

freezing. It of course injured all tender flowers and young tender shoots 

of oranges, lemons, linves, etc. In some low places fruit was frozen on - 

the trees. I have marketed my fruit myself and oversee all, and it has 
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been more than I was really able to do; but help is high and usually poor, 

and I have been compelled to do all I could to keep out of debt;—but I 

owe no man in California. 

We have the very finest climate in the world to live in and I would not 

change it for any other. This makes six winters I have been here, and 

_ this has been the coldest. Twenty-eight is the lowest I have found my 

thermometer at daylight, and it has been from forty-two to fifty-two at 

daylight, and from sixty-four to seventy-four at noon, the last few days. 

I wish you all a good time and more success in the next twenty-five years. 

When any or all of you come to California, you must call to see me; I 

shall be glad to meet you, one and all, and will do the best I can for your 

pleasure and profit TRUMAN M. SMITH. 

Secretary Latham: I wish to speak at this time about this 
fruit, which has been sent to us by Ex-President, Truman M. 

Smith. 

The secretary then exhibited and explained the varieties of 

fruit, the gift of Mr. Smith. 

Prof. Green: I move that we tender a vote of thanks to Mr. 

Truman M. Smith for the interest he has taken in the society, 

and for his kindness in sending this fruit. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried by a rising vote. 

Mr. Gould: While I lay no claim to the rank and standing 
of an old member of the society, I will trespass upon your time 
for a few minutes. I move that we tender a vote of thanks to 

Brother Dartt and the citizens of Owatonna for the generous 

and hospitable manner in which we have been entertained. I 

make this motion because I do not expect to be here when the 

final resolutions are passed, yet [ want to share in that vote. 

Therefore, I make the motion at this time. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried. 

Mr. Harris then read the following paper: ‘‘A Review of 
Horticulture in Minnesota”, by J. S. Harris, La Crescent. 

REVIEW OF HORTICULTURE IN MINNESOTA. 

= JOHN S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

Horticulture in its fullest sense embraces pomology, flower culture, ar- 

bor culture and gardening of every type and kind. I shall upon this oc- 

casion confine myself chiefly to pomology or that branch which relates to 
fruit growing. 

Of the horticulture of Minnesota previous to the organization of this 

society but very little is known. The pioneer settlers of this state were 

largely the most energetic, enterprising and intelligent young men of the 

New England and Middle states, and of other lands; generally men of 

limited means but refined tastes, who came to the then wilderness to 

carve Out homes and surround themselves with the necessities, luxuries 

and refinements of civilized life. They came in advance of the railroad 

and telegraph. making long journeys in canvas covered wagons, contain- 
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ing the wife and little ones and often all of their worldly effects, with but 

very little money; enduring hardships, trials and disarrangements, which 

they bore with a heroism and fortitude that should command the admira- 

tion of the world. Their first work was to erect shelters for their families, 

and to put in grain and vegetables to furnish food for their future use. 

This done,they commenced hewing outand fashioning a home after a pat- 

tern of the home of their childhood which was photographed in their 

hearts. The ‘ideal home” was surrounded with trees that budded, 

bloomed and yielded up their fruits to its occupants, and the new home 

would never be complete without its orchards and gardens of trees, plants 

and vines. And now commenced the difficulties. Many of them had 

brought along seeds, but they had been saved from favorite varieties 

whose vitality had been greatly impaired through long propagature by 

modern methods, or had their origin in a climate differing very materially 

from this,and they had to plant them in the virgin untamed soil that pro- 

longed their annual growth into the verge of winter, and year after year 

they would he killed back to the snow line. Many procured and planted 

trees from the nearest available nurseries which, were far away, and the 

means of transportation soslow,that much of the stock was dead or barely 

alive before it reached its destination, and such as lived made a feeble 

growth and were of varieties that required a long season to mature their 

growth and get ready for winter, so that rarely any of them ever survived 

thethird year. Then, unfortunately, ‘‘croakers” raised the cry that Minne- 

sota was not nor ever would bea fruit state, so that at one time it seemed 

as if the oily tongued tree peddler could invent no new lies to beguile the 

unwary, and he would have to put up his plate book, fold his tent and 

depart for other shores. _ 
Still, there were among these early settlers a few would-be pomologists 

who had determined to grapple with this most difficult problem that ever 

had confronted man in any land or age of the world. Their watchword 

was, ‘‘Onward!”’ They had nailed their flag to the mast, and surrender 

they would never. It.is a pity that their names have not been written in 

letters of living light, or deeply engraved on monuments more enduring 

than granite, and the story of their persistency, self-sacrifice and heroism 

written on imperishable tablets, to be read by those generations who shall 

occupy the land when Minnesota shall be acknowledged the best apple 

country on the whole earth ; for such it will be, if the spirit of the fathers 

is inherited by the sons. 

As before hinted, of the earliest efforts at fruit growing in this region 

but few have been recorded. About all we know of the efforts put forth 

previous to the occurrence of the events that led to the organization of 

this society, is, that a few men, strangers to each other, and in different 

parts of the state, did plant and re-plant trees,and struggle against great 

odds, for many years—with trials great but triumphs few. Among the 

earliest was L. M. Ford, who started the growing of trees by planting 

seeds at Groveland between Minneapolis and St. Paul, in 1850, and at that — 
time, or soon after, began selling trees that he had imported from Iowa, 

Illinois and New York. These trees seemed to do very well, until the 

winter of 1855-56, when a large portion of them were killed to the snow 

line, and others received a shock from which they never fully recovered. 

eee | 
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This calamity caused him to turn his attention to the Siberians and crabs, 
and he never afterwards expressed very strong faith in apples. 

In the spring of 1852, John Shaw, from the state of Maine, established a 

settlement at Minnesota City, in Winona county, and caused to be planted 

a nail keg full of apple seeds that his neighbors of the eastern home had 

saved for him. Those trees were distributed among the farmers of that 

county. A great many of them survived for more than thirty years, and 

formed the starting point of a number of orchards that at one time had 

great promise. Trees from Rochester, N. Y., were sold and planted in 

that county quite extensively a year or two later. 

In the spring of 1853, Samuel McPhail, one of the earliest settlers of 

Houston county, planted a few trees and started a nursery at Caledonia. 

The same year or the year following a few trees were planted at Browns- 

ville,‘and occasionally a tree of these early plantings escaped death in 

the memorable winter of 1356-7, and yielded fruit for many years. About 

1#54, a nursery was started at La Crescent, but never amounted to very 
iauch owing to the fact that the proprietors were non-residents, and. 

in the course of four or five years the project was abandoned and the 

trees left to the tender mercies of mice and rabbits. About this same 

time, 1854, Peter M. Gideon began the planting of trees quite exten- 

sively at Excelsior, in Hennepin county, meeting with heavy losses; also 

at the same time planting a bushel of apple seeds, a peck of peach pits, 

etc. If we remember right, but one of the seedling apple trees survived 

long enough to produce any fruit and that of very inferior quality. The 

seeds of that lot had been saved from fruit grown in more southern 

latitudes, and the failure led him to try seeds produced in the state of 

Maine, trying both apple and crab. The result of this experiment was 
more satisfactory, as it resulted in the origin of the famous Wealthy, 

which stands next in value to the Oldenburg for severe climates. About 

this same date, Jacob Klein, Wm. H. Dunbar, of Houston county, and 

others started seedling nurseries and planted trees, that afterwards de- 

veloped into promising orchards that endured and fruited for many 

years, but to-day there is not a vestige of this promise left except one 

tree, the Catherine of Jacob Klein, grown from an ungrafted variety in 

Canada. Between 1855 and 1860 numerous agents, representing Roches- 

ter, N. Y., Rockford, Ill., and other points, began to find their way 

across the father of waters and considerable quantities of trees were 

sold and planted in the older settled portions of the state. Unfor- 

tunately the selections made were largely Baldwins, Greenings, Rambos, 
and such popular varieties, and but few of the trees survived long 

enough to show that they were true to name; but at this early date, 
1860, we hear of some crab apples and pears having fruited. 

The first purely horticultural meeting of which we can find any record, 

was held in the capitol at St. Paul, not far from the first of February, 

1860, under the auspices of the Agricultural and Mechanical Club of the 

legislature, with the president, our Col. John H. Stevens in the chair. 

Were the legislature of the present day composed of such men, both agri- 

culture and horticulture would be far in advance of what it now is, and 
we should not be found trembling in our boots every time they are in ses- 

sion, lest there shall be a majority of imbeciles there who would wrest 

from us the little pittance we now receive from the state to help carry on 
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our work. Three of these meetings were held; the first devoted chiefly 

to the apple; the second to small fruits; the third, fruit raising in gen- 

eral. Of those who participated in these meetings, Col. Stevens, L. M. 

Ford and O. P. Whitcumb afterward became members of this society. 

Col. D. A. Robertson, Levi Nutting, and one or two other of our early 

members belonged to that club and doubtless were present at the meet- 

ings. At the first meeting the following resolution was passed: 

Resolved, That it is the opinion of this meeting, that with proper care 
the cultivation of apples and pears may be successfully carried on in this 
State. 
The first horticultural literature published in the state was, necessarily, 

chiefly selections from eastern writers,or the writings of men but recently 

on from the east, and hence was a very unreliable guide in our peculiar 

circumstances. That I very frankly acknowledge to be the case with the 

series of articles that I furnished for publication in those early days. L. 

M. Ford published the ““Farmer and Gardener’’ as early as ...... , and the 

“St. Paul Pioneer” frequently contained some item on fruit culture. Dur- 

ing all these years pomology was slowly and surely, but almost impercep- 

tably, gaining ground in spite of all losses, mistakes and disappointments, 

but at a fearful cost of time and money in experiments conducted by men 

whose financial circumstances hardly warranted the sacrifice. It is not 

likely that the bulk of fruit produced previous to 1860 amounted to any 

considerable quantity. From the record of the meetings held in the capitol 

that winter we learn that Mr. Thurber, of Cottage Grove, had planted 

seed and in six years had pies made from the apples grown on them; and 

Mr. Pond, of Oak Grove, had successfully raised apple trees that bore fruit 

year after year. About the same time some Flemish Beauty pears 

were produced by Mr. Ford and Mr. Huff, of Winona, and we also 

heard that some of the common and larger Siberian crabs had fruited. 

The first display of fruits made at state fairs, that we have any account 

of, was made at Fort Snelling in 1860, when premiums were awarded for a 

few crab apples, and for grapes and strawberries. 

The first, display of grafted ‘ruit grown in Minnesota, that we have 

any account of, was made at Rochester, in 1866, by I. W. Rollins and my- 

self, Mr. Rollins showing about seven or eight varieties and myself about 

eighteen, and also a collection of grapes comprising six varieties. I was 

somewhat green, but managed to carry off the magnanimous prize of five 

dollars for the greatest number of choice varieties named and labeled 

grown by the exhibitor, and Mr. Rollins was awarded the second prize, 

which amounted to three dollars. Both of us were eligible to have com- 

peted in class two, but did not know it until it was too late to make en- 

tries, so that prize was given to Mr, Hurd, of Rochester, on a barrel of 

fruit containing two or three varieties of apples sent up from Whitewater, 

Wisconsin. You can rest assured that that was the last time your humble 

servant got caught in that manner, and for a few following years we filled 

all entries in both classes without ever getting left on first prizes. 

Some time towards spring of the year 1866, there appeared in the Pioneer 

a request from Col. D. A. Robertson of St. Paul for information from 

those who had attempted to raise apples in the state, and the reports 

made were soon after published in that paper, and Mr. Robertson was 

at once recognized as our pomological leader. These papers and the un- 

expected exhibit of apples made at that fair without doubt brought about 
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the organization of the ‘‘ Minnesota Fruit Growers Association,” since 

christened the ‘‘ Minnesota State Horticulticural Society.” Since the or- 

ganization of this society twenty-five annual state fairs have been held, 

exhibitors have multiplied, and at many of the fairs plates of apples have 

been shown by hundreds, and the little eight dollars offered at that fair 

has been increased to as many hundreds; and notwithstanding the 

calamity that overtook us in the winter of 1872-73, destroying trees by 

hundreds and thousands from root killing, and the worse disaster of 

1884-85, that totally annihilated many varieties, the car of pomology is 

being pushed steadily along, The advance in other branches of horti- 

culture has been truly wonderful. Grape culture has proved a grand suc- 

cess; our strawberries, raspberries, currants and blackberries lead in the 

markets, floriculture has grown to enormous proportions, and vege- 

table gardening has more than kept pace with the increase of population 

We will now turn our attention for a moment to this society. I have 

been accused times without number of entertaining impractical ideas 

on Minnesota pomology. J admit that I now and always have indulged 
~ in rose-colored anticipations in regard to the future of apple culture in 

Minnesota and to-day, I am more firmly than ever grounded in the faith. 

that the predictions I have made will come to pass,and I confidently look 

to Professor Green and the scores of intelligent members of this society, 

who are to follow me, to help bring them to pass quickly. I admit that 

when the spring of 1883 with its warm rains and life-growing suns failed 

to bring forth leaves and blossoms on our apple trees, I trembled a little 

in my boots lest all men should call me a liar; but I investigated the cause 

and planted more trees; and then, when the spring of 1885 opened and the 

fruit trees were blackened and dead with only here and there an exception, 

and I saw in the newspapers of the north-west paragraphs like this: 

‘Reports from middle Iowa say many apple orchards are killed by the 

severe winter. One farmer reports a loss 55,000 trees seventeen years old,” 

I felt a chilly sensation, but I planted more trees. 

To look ahead a quarter of a century seems afar off, but how short 

seems the one past to the battle-scarred veterans who have stood by this 

society from the beginning. Have we made any advance as a society? 

We certainly have, and that, too. against such odds as never confronted 

* the people of any other state or country. Our society was organized ata 

time when the popular opinion and public sentiment was against us; at 

a time when it seemed as if the majority of the people had determined 

that fruit, or at least the apple, should not grow here. The organization 

formed at Rochester twenty-five years ago was a Small one, only twelve 

members all told. A child was born., A wholesome diet of fruit and 

good nursing saved its life. It got safely through the measles and whoop- 

ing cough,and by the aid of a littlestate pap, which was grudgingly given, 

to-day it is a rugged youth that can neither be frozen or starved to death. 

Our membership is now nearly two hundred and fifty, and we wield an 

influence that is felt in every part of the state. Through its influence 

homes have been adorned, and the inmates made healthier and happier ; 

shade trees and lawns, orchards and gardens surround thousands of happy 

homes, and hundreds and thousands of dollars are annually saved to our 

state on the home-grown fruits that are consumed. Two hundred and 

fifty members at the end of twenty-five years is perhaps as good as some 
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of our neighbors can boast, but I believe that with a little effort on the 
part of every present member, we could come up to the next annual meet- 
ing one thousand strong. Only just think of it; a dozen men set the car 
in motion! The track before us is smooth and the grade level, and over 

two hundred wide-awake men are pushing it onward, and a thousand 

more stand ready to fall in and help as soon as invited. Yes, gentlemen, 
the day of our hopes is dawning! The rosy light is now streaking the 
eastern horizon, and victory shall be perched on our banners. 

President Underwood: I will call on Mr. Ditus Day, as one 
of the old members of this society, to give us a few remarks. 

Mr. Day: Mr. Chairman, I have been very.much interested 
in the papers and discussions that followed them, during the 
time that I have been here. Iam not much of a talker, but a 
very good listener, so I will just make a bow and sit down. 
(Applause. ) 
President Underwood: We will call upon Mr. O. F. Brand. 

Mr. Brand: I will say with Mr. Day that I have been very 

much interested in the many instructive papers that I have 
heard read here. I have not prepared any speech for to-night, 

and, as there are no doubt many other members whom the 

society would be glad to listen to, I trust that I shall be ex- 

cused. (Applause ) 

President Underwood: I am sure we would like to hear a 

few remarks from Mr. J. P. Andrews. 

Mr. Andrews: Iam not one of the old members of the so- 

ciety, and therefore do not feel like trespassing upon the time 

of the society when there are so many of the old members 

present, from whom we would all be very glad to‘hear. I can 

only say that the society has my best wishes for long con- 

tinued prosperity. It is doing a noble work. (Applause. ) 

President Underwood: Notwithstanding your statement to 

the contrary, Mr. Andrews, I find your name on the record as 

one of the old members. 

Mr. Harris: You may depend upon it, Mr. Andrews is one 

of the old members, and we will have it understood, despite 

his modesty. (Applause. ) 

Mr. Harris: I want to say something right here. [havea © 

copy of the first transactions of the society that were ever 

published; also a copy of the transactions of the horticultural 

meetings held in St. Paul in 1859 and 1860, and a copy of the 

premium list of the state fair of 1867, all of which I will pre- 

sent to the society. (Applause. ) 

President Underwood: A speech from Mr. Chas. D. McKil- 

lip, Faribault, will be very acceptable at this time. 

. 
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Mr. McKillip: Ido not consider myself one of the old mem- 

bers of the society, and so I did not expect to be called upon to 

say anything. But there is one thing that I will say in refer- 

ence to apple raising. Ido not know that I ever saw it men- 

tioned in the proceedings of any society. When I taught school 

in 1864, I was told of a man by the name of Stevens who had an 

orchard and raised some fruit. In the fall of 1864, when I was 

going along the road to Fort Snelling with a party of friends, 

we noticed what appeared to be some apples growing on trees 

there, and those trees seemed to be pretty large. Now, Iam 

aware that this is a Grand Army hall, and being an old soldier 

myself I will be very careful what I say as all old soldiers al- 

ways are. (Laughter.) But Iwill call upon Mr. Day, who is 

in my neighborhood, to say whether or not there was a man by 

the name of Stevens raising apples in that country in 1864. 

Mr. Day: Yes, Mr. Stevens did raise apples before ’64. I 
also raised apples myself about the same time, but the trees 
have now passed away. 

Mr. Harris: There were a number of apples raised, but not 

shown at the State Fair, previous to 1866. In 1860 there were 
pears, etc., raised. The first apples I had on my place were in 

1860, and I believe there were a few raised before that. 

President Underwood: We would like to hear a few words 
from Mr. C. L. Smith. 

Mr. Smith: I will say that the first horticultural society 

that I ever joined and paid my dollar for membership in was 
the Minnesota State Fruit Growers Association, at Rochester, 

in 1866. The next year I met with them under the steps of the 
amphitheatre. That year I made an exhibit of fruit and among 

other things was awarded a premium of eight dollars on grapes, 

that I have never received. (Laughter). 

Mr. Harris: And it is very likely that you never will. 

(Laughter). 

Mr. Smith: I went west then, out on the prairies in Faribault 

county. There were a few trees at the east end of the lake but 

none in sight at the west. I began tree planting on the prairie, 

but a good frost winter-killed them. I came down to Albert Lea 

and there I made another venture—another mark. The mark 

is there yet, and it is one that I am not ashamed of. Then fail- 

ing health and business matters led me to go further north and 

I went to the city of Faribault and made a little mark there. I 

could see some of that mark as I came down on the train yes- 

oS 
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terday. The trees are there, still growing. From there I went 

to Minneapolis, and I have been dabbling in trees since I went 
there, sometimes successfully and sometimes unsuccessfully. 

As Mr. Cutler said in his paper, there have been shadows as 

well as sunshine: I want tosay to-night, that as I look back 

over the work that I have done, the pleasantest recollection 

that I have of that work is the fact that I believe that there are 

many boys and girls in the state of Minnesota who can say they 

have enjoyed luscious berries and delicious fruit because of the 

talks I have had with their parents, trying to induce them to 

plant fruits and berries, and telling them how to do it. In ‘66 
and 67 I was one of those despised creatures, a tree agent. I 

tramped on foot all over the hills and prairies of Wabasha 

county in 1866, inducing the farmers, wherever I could, to buy 

the Hyslop crab apple, Doolittle raspberries and Red Dutch 
currants. Some of those crab apple trees are bearing yet. In 

the winter of 1866, I obtained some scions from a man by the 
name of Benedict, in Wabasha, and in the evenings we grafted 

a hundred or a hundred and fifty perhaps, and during the win- 

ter I finished up the grafting of those scions on some roots that 

I had raised in a garden out by the falls. Those trees, many 

of them, are bearing yet in different parts of Minnesota. Being 

situated out on the prairie I was unable to meet with the horti- 

cultural society, and I don’t suppose anyway that I could have 

raised money enough to pay the railroad fare in coming to their 

meetings. Iwas too badly crippled with the rheumatism to 

walk, and so I stayed at home. (Laughter). Idid not meet 

with the society when the records were made up and so there 
was nothing said about my name in the list. I have closely 
watched the work of the society all these years and have been 

very much interested in it, and the first matter that I ever wrote 
in a newspaper upon horticultural affairs was an article that I 
wrote for the Wabasha Herald, when Frank Becket was editor, 

telling people how to grow and care for black raspberries. I 

remember that one man, on the strength of that article, or- 

dered a thousand raspberries and planted them. At that time 

there was not a nursery in the state. [I remember the meeting 
in Rochester, in 1867. I remember the talks that we had in re- 

gard to planting different kinds of trees and how much I was 
laughed at on account of my enthusiasm over the Duchess ap- 
ple. But my enthusiasm was well grounded. Friend Mitchell, 
of Iowa, had some of the finest Duchess apple trees I have ever 
seen in the country. Well, ever since that time I have been 
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engaged in urging people in Minnesota to plant trees and ber- 

ries. I have never forgotten, in all this horticultural work, an 

injunction I received from friend Wilcox when I was suffering 

from discouragement in consequence of the failures that I had 

met with. When every dollars worth of my apple trees had 

frozen and were lost, he wrote me a very consoling letter, say- 

ing, ‘‘Don’t be discouraged. Keep right on planting, but plant 

some strawberries and raspberries to live on until you find what 

kind of apple trees will grow.” I have not believed so much in 
apple trees since as I have in berries. Inclosing, let me speak 
of one instance in many, that goes to brighten the memory and 

make the light of this world. Down in Fillmore county one 

evening a sixteen year old gir! was looking over my shoulder, 

commenting on the beautiful pictures of the strawberries in the 

catalogue that I had, and she said to me, ‘‘I have never had all 

the strawberries that I wanted to eat, in my life.” And I asked 

_her father if he was not ashamed of it, and he said that he was, 

and he was going to plantsome. Hedid plant them, and two years 
afterwards I visited that place again and they all seemed glad 

to see me, and the young lady was glad to see me. Well, I un- 

derstood it all when we went into the dining room. There was 

a dish of luscious berries sitting on the table, and when I spoke 
of their beauty, the good wife told me that they raised 900 

quarts last year. As I satthere looking into the smiling, 
happy faces of those children and thought how they must have 
revelled in the strawberries the summer before, I turned to the 

daughter, who was then married, and asked her if she had had 

enough berries to eat, and she said, ‘‘Yes, far more than enough, 
and father has promised to give some plants to John, and we 

are going to start out with them when we go to housekeeping.” 

And I thought to myself, ‘‘Well, Smith, there has: been lots of 

kicking and cuffing around for you to stand, but this pays for 
all of it, to see these children enjoy these strawberries.” (Ap- 

plause). 

Mr. Harris: In regard to what Mr. Smith says about the 
Fair at Rochester in 1866, I remember meeting Mr. Smith there 
and talking with him about the fruit that was exhibited. 

Mr. Keel: Before it is too late, I move that we extend a vote 

of thanks to Mr. A. W. Sias for the encouraging paper that he 
sent us. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried. 

The society then adjourned until $ a. M. Friday morning. 
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MORNING SESSION, FRIDAY, JANUARY 22. 

The meeting was called to order by President Underwood at 

9 o’clock. 
President Underwood: As Mr. E. M. Chandler is present, I 

would suggest that he give us the benefit of his experience in 

vegetable gardening. 

Mr. Chandler: I hardly know what to say, Mr. President, 
in regard to that matter. I have always come to these meet- 

ings believing that I could learn a good deal more than I could 

teach. JI am always ready to listen to advice. 

A Member: We would like to have you tell us how you grow 

the Hubbard squash. (See index, ‘‘Hubbard Squash, a Talk’). 
The society then listened to the reading of the following 

paper: ‘‘Celery Growing in Marsn Land,” by J. A. Sampson, 
Excelsior. (See index.) The subject was then well discussed. 

President Underwood: If there is nothing further to be said - 

on this subject we will proceed with the program: 

The secretary then read the following paper: ‘‘Canned 

Fruits and Pickles,” by Mrs. A. Bonniwell, Hutchinson, Minn. 

(See index.) 
Here followed an interesting discussion on the ‘‘Sugar Beet.” 

(See index. ) 
President Underwood: If there is no further discussion on 

this subject, we will listen to the report of the committee on 

final resolutions. 

Judge Moyer, chairman of the committee on final resolutions, 

then made the following report: 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON FINAL RESOLUTIONS. 

1. Resolved, That we appreciate the hospitable and courteous manner in 

which the citizens of Owatonna have received and entertained the mem- 

bers of this society. 

2. Resolved, That we have been pleased with the exhibition of taste in- 

horticulture shown in the parks and on the lawns of the beautiful city of 

Owatonna. 
3. Resolved, That our hearty thanks are tendered to the citizens who 

have contributed to make this meeting one of the most pleasant ia our © 

history. 

4. Resolved, That we thank the faculty and students of Pillsbury 

Academy for their most excellent entertainment on Wednesday evening. 
5. Resolved, That the thanks of this society are due to the superintend- 

ent and teachers of the State Public School, for courtesies shown. The 
thorough and systematic manner in which this great public charity is 

administered merits the approval of every citizen of this state. 
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6. Resolved, That the thanks of this society are due to E. H.S. Dartt 

for the fatherly interest that he has manifested for the care and comfort 

of each member of this society; that we recognize his great devotion to 

the cause of horticulture. 'The work of his Experimental Station we 

especially commend as that of a faithful and devoted (and at the same 

time underpaid) friend of horticulture. 

7. Resolved, That we thank the Minneapolis Journal for their full and 
fair report of the proceedings of this meeting. 

8. Resolved, That thanks of this society are due to such of the railroads 

of this state as have granted reduced fares to the members of this society. 

On motion the report was accepted. 

The society then listened to the report of the committee ap- 

pointed on the subject of the horticultural exhibit at the 

World’s Fair. 

Prof. Green, chairman of the committee, offered the follow- 

ing resolutions: 
Resolved, That the Minnesota State Horticultural Society insist upon 

the necessity of an appropriation of $15,000.00 for the horticultural exhibit 

at the World’s Columbian Exposition, as the minimum amount required 

to make such an exhibition as the interest of the state demands; and, 

Resolved, That the Minnesota State Horticultural Society heartily 

endorses the recommendation of the executive committee in the appoint- 

ment of A. W. Latham as superintendent of the horticultural exhibit of 

our state at the World’s Columbian Exposition. 

J. M. UNDERWOOD, 

F. G. GOULD, 

S. B. GREEN. 

The resolutions were unanimously adopted by the society. 

President Underwood: What will the society do with the 

motion made yesterday to change the time of meeting of the 

society to the second Tuesday in January, so as not to conflict 

with the meeting of the Iowa society? 

Mr. Wilcox: I move the constitution be amended so as to 

change the time of meeting from the third Tuesday to the sec- 

ond Tuesday of January. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried. 

- Secretary Latham: The executive committee appointed a 

sub-committee to arrange about the library at the headquarters 

in Minneapolis. The room is rented at the rate of five dollars 

per month, and I think the society should authorize the proper 

officers to draw upon the treasurer for this rent at suitable 

times. I now move that the president be authorized to draw 

orders for the payment of this rent from time to time, as the 
bills are presented. 

The motion was duly seconded and carried. 
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The following delegates were then appointed: Mr. H. H. S. 

Dartt as delegate to the Wisconsin State Horticultural Society 

and Mr. J. M. Underwood as alternate; Mr. Clarence Wedge as 

delegate to the Northern Iowa Horticultural Society, and 

C. W. H. Heideman as delegate to the South Dakota State 
Horticultural Society. 

Mr. Wilcox then introduced a resolution asking for the ex- 

tension of the work of theexperimental stations, which, after 

considerable discussion, was amended to read as follows: \ 

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed to confer with the 

Board of Regents, and urge a further appropriation of funds to assist in 

the carrying on of the work of our experimental] stations. 

The resolution was adopted by vote of the society. The 

president appointed as this committee, L. H. Wilcox, W. Elliot 
and J. H. Stevens. 

A discussion then followed upon the advisability of empower- 

ing the executive committee to respond to the letters of inquiry 

sent out by the Department of Agriculture at Washington, and 

upon motion of Mr. Cutler, such authority was granted them. 

On motion, the paper on ‘‘Bread Making,” by Mrs. O. C. 
Gregg, Minneapolis, was accepted and placed on file for publi- 

cation. (See index. ) 
Mr. Mitchell, the delegate from the Northerr Iowa Society, 

in response to an invitation by the president, made afew fitting 

remarks, thanking the society for the courtesy extended to 
him, reviewing some of the work of the society, and closed by 

expressing the belief that the efforts of the society would be 

crowned with success. , 

The report of Mr. 8S. H. Kenney on ‘‘Sorghum” was received 

and placed on file for publication. (See inde.) 
The society here adjourned until 2 p. m. 

——— 

AFTERNOON SESSION, FRIDAY, JANUARY 22. 

Mr. Barrett, I wish to offer the following resolutions on the 

Experimental Farm School. 
Resolved, That the oft repeated question, ‘‘Who shal] take our places 

after we are gone?” is answered by our Agricultural School that is so well 

fitting our boys to further advance the interests of horticulture and 

transform our yet unsubdued Minnesota into a sylvan and fruit Eden; 

and we do unreservedly commend it as worthy in every sense of liberal 

support by the state and the people. 

On motion the resolutions were adopted. 
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The following resolution in regard to the salaries of officers 

was also adopted : 
Resolved, That the salaries of the officers of this society for the en- 

suing year be as follows: President, $25.00; secretary, $500.00; treasurer, 

- $25.00; librarian, $15.00; and that the actual expenses of the executive 

committee in attendance on meetings, when called together, shall be 

paid. 

President Underwood: The next thing on the program is 

the question box. (These will be found under their proper heads.) 

On motion, the report of J. S. Harris, on ‘‘Entomology” was 
‘filed for publication. (See indez.) 

The secretary then read the following paper: ‘‘Injurious 

Insects of the Season,” by Prof. Otto Lugger, St. Anthony 

Park. (See index.) A discussion followed. 

On motion of Mr. Brand, the following resolution was 

adopted : 
Resolved, That Mr. A. R. Federman, the reporter for the Minneapolis 

Journal, be tendered a special vote of thanks for the able manner in which 

he has reported the proceedings of the society. 

On motion the reports of Otto L. Bullis and B. T. Wilcox, 

members of the committee on ‘‘Ornithology” were placed on 

file for publication. (See index.) 

Reports of G. W. Fuller and William Somerville, on ‘‘Hver- 
greens” were also filed for publication. (See index.) 

The report of the committee on the fruit list was considered 

and adopted. (See index.) 

Secretary Latham: In conversation with Mr. Harlow Gale, he 

informed me that the upper part of the new market, now being 

built in Minneapolis, was to be arranged for offices and so on, 

and I would suggest that the executive committee be author- 

ized to make arrangements for the permanent location of 

the society in that building, or elsewhere, as they deem proper. 

I understand that there is to be a large hall in the market 

which can be used by the society when desired. 

Mr. Dartt: I move that the matter be referred to the execu- 

tive committee with power to act upon the same. After some 
discussion the motion was duly voted upon and carried. 

The committee on obituaries, then made their report, which 

was accepted by the society. (See indew.) 

President Underwood: I believe that this closes the pro- 
gram for the meeting and if there is nothing more to be con- 

s idered we are ready to adjourn. 

Mr. Dartt: I reserved the right yesterday to address the 

society to-day. I want to offer an apology, as it were, to the 
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society on behalf of the people of Owatonna. Now, when we 

first came here there was a sortof chilliness about this room 

so far as our people were concerned, that I do not think exists 
now. Now, that might have been due partially to our people 

judging of you by your representative who lives here. Now, 

you know and so do they, that I am liable to get on people’s 

corns unintentionally, but I claim, that as a rule, I get on the 

corns of those people that have large feet, and large corns 

too. (Laughter.) Then, too, the chilliness was partially due 

to the grippe. Many of our people had the grippe, or per- 

haps I should say that the grippe had many of our people. 
You know that the grippe and the cold weather make a very 

bad combination. But I think there has been an improve- 

ment since then. The people have become more acquainted 
with you and they like you. They do not judge you by your 

representative. They think you are better, in fact, they know 

you are better. In case you should ever come this way again, 

I promise you we will do better by you. Years ago I used to 

invite your society to come here, and I used to say ‘‘We will 

do as well by you as any town in the state, except Minneapo- 
lis.” I could not say that we would quite equal that city. 

Last winter I said ‘‘We will do as well by you as any town in 

the state, Minneapolis not excepted.” Now, I will say to you, 

that with the new court house that we are building if you come 

this way again we will do better by you than any town in the > 
state. (Applause,) When you get out in the cold world and 
want friends, come right back to Owatonna. (Great applause.) 

I want to add one word more. I want to invite every member 

of this society to call on me whenever you come around to 

Owatonna. If you will send me word I will come down to the 
depot and meet you, and you must come and stay with me. I 

will show you the town and point out the best chances for in- 

vestment, if you want to invest. (Laughter and applause. ) 
Mr. Keel: I move that we extend a vote of thanks to 

Brother Dartt for all that he has done for us. 
The motion was duly seconded and carried by a rising vote. 

On motion, the society then adjourned sine die. 
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Mr. E. A. Cuzner, the assistant Librarian, reports 3,200 reports sent out 

this year. I have sent out by mail some 350 reports of 1891, and by freight 

and express 675 more of same year, making a total, sent out this year, of 

4,225 volumes. 
Respectfully submitted, 

A. W. LATHAM, Librarian. 
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REPORT OF J. S. HARRIS ON LIBRARY COMMITTEE, 
JAN. 1, 1892. 

To the President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society. 

At a meeting of the executive committee held at the office of President 

Elliot in Minneapolis I was elected a member of a committee on library. I 

have up to this date secured books and pamphlets as follows viz: Reports of 

U. S. Department of Agriculture for the years 1886, 1887, 1888, 1889, 1890: 

Wisconsin Farmer’s Institute for 1889; Wisconsin Agricultural Experi- 

ment Station 1888, 1890; Bushburg Catalogue of Grapes; Report of U.S. 

Bureau of Animal Industry, 1891; Sugar Beet Industry, 1890; Statistics of 

Grape Culture, 1880; Fungus Diseases of Grapes, 1886; Prize Essay on For- 

est Growing, by J. T. Allan; Report of Food Adulteration, 1890; Report of 

Root Knot Disease, 1889; Report of Association of Agricultural Chemists, 

1890; Farmer’s Bulletin No. 4, U. S. D. A., 1891; Vegetable Pathology, 

1890; Sisal Hemp Culture; Papers on Horticulture and Kindred Subjects, 

1891; What is Forestry? 1891; Special Report Chief Weather Bureau, 1891; 

Experiments with Sugar Beets, 1890; Experiments with Sorghum, 1890: 

Destructive Insects, 1891; Bulletin No. 2, N. D. Agl. College, 1891; Cata- 

logue of Economic Plants by W. Saunders, U.S. D. A., 1891; Wild Grapes 

of North America by T. V. Monson; Report Secretary of Agriculture, 

1891; Report of Observations and Experiments in the Div. of Entomology, 

1890; Report of Substitution of Metals for Wood, 1890; Reports of Ameri- 

can Pomological Society for 1877, 1879, 1881, 1887, 1889; Monthly Crop 

Bulletin of Dept. of Ag]. 
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REPORT OF DELEGATE TO THE AMERICAN POMOLOGICAL 
SOCIETY. 

BY J. S, HARRIS. 

Mr. President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

It was truly a pleasure and one of the greatest privileges of my life to 

be able to attend the twenty-third session of the American Pomological 
Society, held at Washington, D.C., as the delegate of your society, al- 

though I must confess that I felt much like a beardless youth in pomology 
as compared with the learned, experienced and successful men who largely 

comprise its membership. The meeting was held in the large lecture room 

of the National Museum, on the 22d, 23d, 24th and 25th of September, 

1891, On a special invitation of the Secretary of Agriculture, J. M. Rusk, 

to give the Department an opportunity to become better acquainted with 

the pomological workers of America, and to afford them an opportunity to 

become familiar with the workings of the Division of Pomology, with the 

view of establishing a more frequent and intimate intercourse between 

the fruit growers and the department; and further, to enlist their hearty 

co-operation in the efforts now being undertaken to extend fruit culture 

to all parts of the country by selecting and experimenting for the most ~ 

hardy and valuable for each section, and also in reclaiming and develop- 

ing such of the native wild fruits as give promise of value, and introduc- 

ing from other countries such as will be desirable additions to our lists. 

Ten o’clock A. M. found the room pretty well filled with members and the 
meeting was called to order by President P. J. Breckmans. After an elo- 

quent prayer by Rev.S. M. Newman,the Assistant Secretary of Agriculture, 

Hon. Edwin Willets,delivered the address of welcome in behalf of the De- 

partment of Agriculture. In the course of the address he gave a vivid | 

picture of the wonderful growth of pomology in the United States since 

the organization of the society. ‘‘Then, California was practically un- 

known and Florida was chiefly renowned for everglades and hostile Semi- 

noles. The orange, the lemon, the fig, pomegranate, pineapple and 

olive were essentially a luxury imported from foreign shores. The 

strawberry, always luscious, was still in a large measure sought for 

by the boys and girls in the meadows. The farmer or home 

that had a tasteful wild grape, commanded a ready market, and 

many a small boy or good housewife by no means despised the wild native 

crab apple. In these things a complete revolution has been wrought 

Since the organization of this society.” He alluded to the improved 

methods that had been brought about, the new varieties originated, propa- 

gated and introduced, the new fruits brought from other countries, the 

assiduity with which soil, climate and adaptability had been studied, the 
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genius shown in deriving new Strains of flavor and the sacrifice and for- 

tunes spent in endeavoring to make a hardy stock for the most acceptable 

qualities by the members of the society and those whom they succeed, all 

of which are recorded, and will be remembered by generations to whom 

the names of members of this society have become household words. He 

then alluded to the importance of the work that had been undertaken by 

the Department of Agriculture,four grand divisions out of fourteen being 

devoted largely to the interests which this pomological society represents. 

He concluded his address as follows: ‘It is because of our work that we 
are glad to meet the other and more numerous workers in this great field 

of fruit 2ulture, and to become personally acquainted with you. Your 

coming is an inspiration to us, and may vour leaving be followed by a 

higher appreciation of what each in his respective sphere is accomplish- 

ing, and a most hearty co-operation in the great work in which we are 

jointly interested.” C.L.Watrous, of Des Moines, Iowa, responded to the 

address of Mr. Willets in well chosen words, and the society immediately 
proceeded to business. 

At the afternoon session of this first day President P. J. Breckmans de- 

livered an interesting address in which he defined the purposes and me- 

thods of the society. He congratulated the members on the pleasant 

auspices under which this convention was being held and spoke of the 

good work the society is doing in the cause of educating the people in 

the practical details of successful fruit growing. Upon the vice-presi- 

dents he said, rested much of the responsibility of propagating the ideas 

to their several state societies, and of demonstrating the relations be- 

tween scientific pomology and practical fruit growing. Following the 

president’s address was the election of officers for the ensuing term of two 
years, which resulted as follows: Prosper J. Breckmans, of Georgia, presi- 

dent; C. L. Watrous, of Iowa, first vice-president; G. C. Brackett, of 
Kansas, secretary; Benjamin G. Smith, of Massachusetts, treasurer. Also 

vice-presidents or superintendents were elected for each one of the several 

states and Canada. The remainder of the afternoon and evening sessions 
was devoted to the reading and discussion of papers as follows: ‘‘Results 

of Experiments with Small Fruits,” by T. T. Lyon, of Michigan; ‘‘How to 

Make Small Fruit Culture Pay,” by J. M. Hale,of Connecticut; ‘‘New and 

Promising Small Fruits,” by J. T. Lovett,of New Jersey; ‘‘Recent Progress 

in the Treatment of the Diseases of Pomaceous Fruits,” by Prof. B. F. 

Galloway, Department of Agriculture; and ‘“‘Chemistry of Peach Yellows,” 

by Dr. Krwin F. Smith, Department or Agriculture. The meeting was 

opened promptly on time on the second day with a good attendance of 

members apparently ready and anxious for business. The first work of 

the morning was:revising or starring the catalogue. This being the first 

national pomological society in origin, its catalogue stands as authority 

upon all questions relating to characteristics and nomenclature of all 

American fruits. This work is being done in accordance with rules 

adopted at the session of 1888. The method of procedure is as follows. 
Some one is designated for the occasion who mounts the platform [this 

time it was C. A. Garfield, of Michigan] and with a copy of the catalogue 

in hand reads off the varieties in alphabetical order, beginning with 

Aletson’s early. Many of them pass without comment while others arouse 

considerable informal discussion, their value being told by members who 
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are most familiar with them. Some receive an additional star for certain 

districts. Othersloosea star for districts where they have been tried and 

not found satisfactory. In many cases names are stricken from the list 

on account of not having proved satisfactory or good enough to be worthy 

of perpetuation or on account of their identity with some variety with an 

older or preferable name. Then too, when some member knows a variety 

has been tried in his state, and proved a success, he would request that it be 

starred for his state. In addition, considerable progress is being made in 

reforming some of the more objectionable names in the catalogue. After 

going through with the apples and crab apples the reading and discussion 

of papers was resumed. First paper was on ‘‘Pruning,” by D. W. Adams, 

of Florida, who referred to pruning as a sort of hereditary error. ‘‘The 

present system of pruning proves that we believe in the total depravity 

of all fruit and that it can only be saved by the means of wholesale 

butchery. The first and direct results of cutting any tree is to do it a 

permanent and irreparable injury ...It lays a tree open to all sorts of 

diseases and is a defiance to all the laws of nature, &c.” This paper 
elicited a warm discussion. 
The space alotted me warns me that I must hasten along. The remain- 

der of the second day was taken up with papers of vital interest to the 

fruit grower. Such as ‘‘ Heredity and Environment in Originating New 

Fruits,” ‘‘ Fruit Districts Geologically and Climatically Considered,” ‘‘ Re- 

cent Advance in Dealing with Insects Affecting Fruits,” ‘Spraying of 

Orchards,” ‘‘ Local Pomological Problems,” and the ‘‘Propagating of Apple 

on Piece and Whole Roots.” 
On the third day a portion of the forenoon was taken up in the revision 

of the fruit lists, and after they were finished a full and profitable day 

was put in on the remaining subjects on the program. The final ad- 

journment took place on the forenoon of the fourth day and thus ended 

one of the most successful conventions ever held by the society. The 

society was organized in 1848. with the late -Marshall P. Wilder for 

president, who was continuously re-elected at every meeting and held the 

office at the time of his death, Dec. 16, 1886, at the ripe age of eighty- 
eight years. Its membership comprised such men as the Downings, 

Barry, Elwanger, and a score of the pomological giants who have 

elevated the horticulture of America to its present proud position. In 

connection with the meeting there was an elegant display of fruits com- 

prising everything in the lists from the apples, pears, plums and grapes 

of the north to the oranges, bananas and most delicate fruits of the 

south. The display was tastefully arranged in one of the exhibition 

rooms of the museum and was a very unique one, presenting at a glance 

the great resources of our country. The exhibition room was thronged 

with admiring visitors during several hours of each day. Minnesota and 

Wisconsin were the only northwestern states that had any considerable 

exhibits, and they were confined to apples that had no occasion to blush 

when finding themselves in the company of those from more favored 

states. Nothing in the whole exhibit excelled the Wealthy, McMahon, 

and a number of other seedlings of northwestern origin for fairness and 

beauty of appearance. It is customary at these meetings to award a 

limited number of Wilder silver and bronze medals to articles of especial 

merit. The committee of awards reported as follows: A Wilder silver 

cd 
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medal to the Virginia State Board of Agriculture, represented by Henry 

L. Lyman, Charlottesville, Va., for 335 plates apples, 27 plates pears, 78 

varieties grapes, 5 plates of plums; to Elwanger and Barry, Rochester, 

N. Y., for 112 plates of pears; P. J. Breckmans, Augusta, Ga., 8 varieties 

Japanese persimmons, 1 plate lemonium trifohantum, 2 plates Keiffer 

pears, 1 plate Hawaii pears, 4 varieties prunus japonica, 3 varieties figs: 

Rey. Lyman Phelps, Florida, 8 varieties lemons, 5 varieties limes, 

4 varieties Japanese persimmons, I plate pommela, and an extensive and 

highly instructive collection of citrus hybrids and crosses. 

Bronze medals were awarded to Luther Burbank, California, collection 

of seedling quinces: Chas. H. Hedges, Charlotteville, Va., 78 plates of 

grapes; J. S. Harris, LaCrescent, Minn., 28 varieties of Minnesota apples: 

Wisconsin State Horticulture Society, 39 varieties of apples; Jewell 

Nursery Company, 26 varieties seedling apples; P. S. Dinsmore, River- 

Side, 29 plates of apples; J. W. Potter, Piedmont, Va., 52 varieties of 
apples; J. L. Babcock, Tidewater, Va., 130 plates apples. 

In addition there were several honorable mentions. 

I am so favorably impressed with the importance of the work of this 

great society that I bespeak for it the hearty co-operation of our own 

State Horticultural Society and although advancing age warns me that I. 

cannot much longer hope to meet with them, Minnesota now has one life 

member of the organization. The next meeting of the society will be 
held at Chicago, II1l., in 1893, the exact date not yet fixed, 

The American Pomological Society, may it live and flourish until long 

after every fruit problem has been solved, until the fullest anticipations 

of the prospects are fully realized, and then to use the words of President 

Wilder, ‘‘May the society go on conferring blessings on our country until 

every hearthstone and fireside shall be gladdened with the golden fruits of 

summer and autumn, until the thanksgivingand perfume of the orchard 

Shall ascend together like incense from the altar of every family in the 

broad land, and the whole world realize as in the beginning the blissful 
question of dwelling in the ‘Garden of the Lord’.” 

REPORT OF DELEGATE TO THE SOUTH DAKOTA 
HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

BY DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM. 

The third annual meeting of the Souta Dakota Horticultural Society 
was held at the city hall in the city of Yankton, on the 9th, 10th and 
11th of December, 1891. 

President H. C. Warner, of Forestburg, opened the meeting on the 
evening of the 9th with his annual address, in which he stated that the 
past year had been one of encouragement to the horticulturist. 

In the southern district there was an abundant crop of fruit. In all 
portions of the central district there was a good crop of small fruit and 
plums and a few apples where trees had reached fruiting age. In the 
northern district the May frost had greatly reduced the fruit crop. He 
also stated that plants and trees had gone into winter quarters in better 
condition than for three years past, and that the prospects of 1892 were 
cheering. 
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For three years past they had been asking legislative aid to the extent 

at least of publishing their reports that the people may have the benefit 

of the experience of those who are giving their lives to horticultural 

work, but thus far without success. 

After the address of welcome by Mayor Powers, of Yankton, and the 

response by C. A. Cowles, of Vermilion, the secretary, Prof. Charles A. 

Keffer, of Brookings, read his paper “Forestry as a Government Problem.” 

The morning session of the second day was well attended. Commit- 

tees were appointed, and some interesting papers were read and dis- 

cussed. 
Delegate C. W. Young, of Concord, Nebraska, and the Minnesota dele- 

gate were made honorary members of the society. 

Your delegate was honored by a place on the awarding committee and 

on the committee revising the fruit list. 

The Russian thistle was reported a great pest in some portions of the 

state. 

Mr. T. H. Coniff, of the World’s Fair commission, addressed the society 

on the advisability of assisting the commission with a horticultural ex- 

hibit from the state. 

A committee of three was appointed to work in conjunction with Gen- 

eral Manager Gibbs of the commission. 

President McLouth, of the Agricultural College at Brookings, delivered 

the address, ‘‘ Horticulture and the Home.” y 

A valuable paper was read by Mrs. Mary L. Clark, of Drakola, on ‘‘How 

I Grew Plants in the Winter.” 

A fine collection of conifers and other trees adorned the room. A large 

collection of chrysanthemums, from the Agricultural College, beautified 

the tables. Eleven varieties of apples and some fifty specimens of canned 

fruit were exhibited. 

Mr. Gourney, of Nebraska, exhibited several cans of fruit preserved by 

the silicic acid method. Healso gave us an exhibition of side grafting 
which was considered a superior way. especially for plums and for top 

working. 

At the morning session of the third day, premiums were awarded; the 

committee on the revision of fruits made their report, and officers and 

delegates were elected. 

The following are the varieties of apples which were on exhibition: 

Ben Davis, Walbridge, Grimes Golden, Pippin, Wealthy, Seek-no-further, 

Willow Twig, Wallawathee, Bellflower, Baldwin and Perry Russet. 

The following varieties of fruit were recommended for cultivation: Of 

apples, Duchess, Wealthy, Whitney and Hibernal; for trial, Tzalletsreff, 

Annis, Charlamoff, Red Queen, and Antonovka; of crabs, Early Straw 

berry, Hyslop, Briars Sweet and Minnesota; for trial, Snyder; of plums, 

Desota, Forest Garden, Rollingstone, Wolff, Harrison Peach and best 

natives of Dakota, and the Miner for the southern district. Pears for trial, 

Bessamanka and Flemish Beauty; cherries, dwarf or sand cherry; 

raspberries; for red, Turner and Philadelphia; black, Souhegan, Ohio and 

Gregg. The blacks should be given some winter protection. Of black- 

berries, the Lucretia dewberry for trial; of strawberries, Crescent with 

Downers Prolific or Charles Downing; for trial, Warfield No. 2, Havi- 

land and Winsor, fertilized by Glendale or Mt. Vernon; of grapes, Concord, 
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Janesville, Moore’s Early, Worden and Martha; currants, Red Dutch, 
White Grape, Victoria and Long Bunch Holland; gooseberries, American 

Seedling and Houghton. 
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: For president, 

Hon. H. ©. Warner, of Forestburg; for first vice-president, L. A. Van 

Osdel, of Yankton; for second vice-president, S. S. Wentworth, of Cres- 

paid; for secretary, Prof. Charles A. Keffer, of Brookings; for treasurer, 

Mrs. Mary L. Clark, of Drakola; and also one director for each of the 

ten districts. Mr. George E. Whiting, of Yankton, was elected delegate 

to attend the Nebraska meeting, and Prof. Charles A, Keffer was elected 

delegate to attend this meeting. 

The next annual meeting was voted to be held at Yankton. 

At 12 o’clock M., the meeting adjourned. 

DEWAIN Cook, Delegate. 

REPORT OF DELEGATE TO SUMMER MEETING OF THE WIS. 

STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

J. S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

The annual summer meeting, and fruit and flower exhibition of the 

Wisconsin State Horticultural Society was held at Kilbourne City, Wis., 

June 23 and 24, and proved the most successful meeting ever held by the 

society. The program was a good one, and filled in the time both pleas- 

antly and profitably. Among the subjects discussed were ‘‘New varieties 

of Strawberries,” ‘‘Horticultural Education, or Teaching Horticulture in 

Public Schools,” ‘‘The Adornment of Home, ‘‘Gardens of Farmers and 

Villagers,” etc. 

The discussion on new varieties of strawberries was opened with the 

reading of a paper by Geo. J. Kellogg, giving descriptions and results of 

tests so far made. But few, if any, varieties fully substantiate the claims 

made for them by originators and introducers, and in the hands of the 

common cultivator many of them prove a delusion; but there are some 

varieties that are fairly good in quality, and so productive and attractive 

in appearance, that they show a marked advance in this most valuable 

fruit, and are destined to supersede many of the older varieties, that are 

now extensively grown for market, such as Crescent, Wilson and Capt. 
Jack. 

The teaching of horticulture in the public schools meets with general 

favor. The successful man will be the one who understands his business, 

and goes about it in earnest. Vegetable physiology, the art of propa- 

gating by seed, layer, bud or graft, setting, pruning and care of plants 

and trees are attractive studies to most children, and they would stimu- 

late the love of the beautiful, as well as fit the coming man for usefulness 

and success. The 

PAPER ON ADORNMENT OF HOME 

by Mrs. Florence A. Brinkman, was an able document, clear, and forcibly 
delivered. No class of people have so good opportunities for beautiful 

—o 
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and comfortable homes as the farmers. The writer showed how the 

homes of the poorest and most humble of our people may be made at- 

tractive without great expense in time or money by the planting of trees, 

shrubs, vines and flowers, and its effects in promoting love of home, 

happiness, morality and patriotism. The 

THE ATTENDANCE OF FRUIT GROWERS 

from various parts of the state was good, and the hall was well filled with 

an appreciative audience of the people of the town and surrounding 

country. Besides the state society, Wisconsin has some twenty county 

and local societies. These are made auxiliary on condition that they re- 

port direct to the state society, and send delegates to the annual meetings, 
the expenses of one for each being paid out of the funds received from the 

state, as are also the expenses of parties invited to furnish papers. This 

method is rather expensive, but adds very much to the strength, interest, 

and usefulness of the society, and sets it more on the basis of a state in- 

stitution, than when the meetings are dependent on a few leading spirits 

and the local horticulturists to carry out the program. The practice of 

holding these summer meetings at different points in the state is working 
great good to the cause. Wherever a meeting is held marked benefits 

soon follow in better gardens, more fruit, and improvement of the home 
surroundings and public grounds. : 

One peculiar and encouraging feature of this meeting was the great 

numbers of boys and girls in the audience, ranging between the ages of 

ten and sixteen years, for which President Thayer is entitled to great 

credit. It is often remarked by those who look over the assemblage of 

horticulturalists, and see none but middle aged and veterans there, 

‘Where are your successors coming from?” Wisconsin has demonstrated 

that, if you give the women and children a part in the meeting, they will 

be there. Mr. Thayer offered a prize of twenty-five Warfield strawberry 

plants to every child in Wisconsin, who would pick and arrange a bouquet 

of flowers suitable to be placed upon the exhibition tables or used in 

decorating the hall. Aboyt twenty prizes were awarded to children undew 

fifteen years of age. 

The discussions brought out that Bubach No. 5 produces the largest 

berries, but is not firm enough to endure distant shipments. Haverland 

has more bushels for a near market than any other variety, and sells well, 

although the quality is not the best. Warfield No. 2 is the best and most 

profitable variety to grow for shipping. VanDeman is the earliest variety 

that promises to have merit enough to warrant its general trial. Parker 

Earle on its first year’s trial has nearly come up to promises, and indi¢a- 

tions are that it will become a leading variety. Nichols’ Early is the most 

unpromising for Wisconsin of any variety of recent introduction. Three 

best varieties for the farmer’s garden, Jessie, Bubach No. 5, Warfield No. 

2. Three best varieties to use for fertillizing pistilate varieties, Parker 

Earle, Capt. Jack, and Jessie. Five best shipping varieties of recent intro- 

duction, Granby, Great Pacific, Warfield, Parker Earle and Crawford. 

THE EXHIBIT. 

After taking into account the extreme drouth that had prevailed 

throughout the season up to the beginning of ripening, and the many 

frosts occuring in May, the exhibition was a surprise to everyone. It was 
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the largest and most complete display of select strawberries that has ever 

been seen in the Northwest, especially of the newer varieties that are as 

yet in the experimental stage. At least a score of varieties were as large 

and attractive as select Jessies. There were 180 plates shown in competi- 

tion for prizes, comprising 48 varieties. The older varieties, such as Wil- 

son, Crescent, Capt. Jack and Downing, were poorly represented. The 

Bubach No. 5, Jessie, Haverland, Parker Earle, Granby’s Prize and Eureka 

seemed to take the lead in size, form and attractive appearance. The 

most worthless appearing variety in the whole exhibition was the Nichols 

Early. 

REPORT OF E. H. S. DARTT, DELEGATE TO WISCONSIN 

HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

Mr. President and Members: 

It afforded me great pleasure to attend the meeting of the Wisconsin 

State Horticultural Society, held at Madison, Feb. 2 to 5, 1892, as your 

representative. It was more particularly gratifying because I was a 

pioneer in that state in its territorial days of 1844, and labored in the 

horticultural field there for twenty-five years. The meeting was held in 

the senate chamber, and was well attended by genuine philanthropists. 

The old men were there for counsel, and the young men, I suppose, for 

war, but really some of the veterans seemed most warlike. The superior- 

ity of their climate was clearly shown by their magnificent show of fine 

apples. In this exhibit what are known as the Waupaca county seedlings 

were very conspicuous. Waupaca county is to Wisconsin about what the 

Minnetonka region is to Minnesota. Its sweep of prevailing winds is 

similar, passing along the valley of the Fox river, which, with its wind- 

ings and frequent expansions, and the many lakes in the region, consti- 

tutes a water surface of no small magnitude. This, and the fact that the 

altitude is not great, makes the valley of the Fox one of the best fruit 

growing regions of the state. Many of these and other Wisconsin seed- 

lings are on trial at the Owatonna tree station, and several new ones 

from this and other sections will be added as a result of this visit; and we 

may reasonably hope that a few will survive our next very severe winter. 

Not enough Russian varieties were shown to make a collection. One 
variety, however, the Repka Malenka, was of fine appearance and in per- 

fect condition, maintaining its reputation asa very long keeper. Crosses 

of this variety retaining the long keeping quality are likely to prove 
valuable to us. 

The following is part of the fruit list as reeommended: 

Apples, 1st list—Oldenburg, McMahon, Hibernal, Wealthy and Tetofsky; 

Crabs, Transcendent, Hyslop, Martha and Sweet Russet; Plums, Desota. 

Cherry, Rollingstone and Ocheda; Grapes, Moores Early, Worden, Con- 

cord, Delaware, Brighton and Woodruff; Strawberries, Warfield, Wilson, 

Crescent and Sandovin. 

The papers read were usually short, but comprehensive, and in no in- 

stance was valuable discussion crowded out for want of time. As asam- 

ple I give that of A. G. Tuttle, of Barabou, entire: 
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“SOME THINGS I HAVE LEARNED IN FORTY YEARS EXPERIENCE AS AN 

ORCHARDIST IN WISCONSIN. 

“That the extreme and long continued cold of some of our winters and 

the excessive heat of the summer’s sun, with a dry atmosphere, are the 

main causes of injury. 

‘That the best grounds for orchard planting are the elevated, well 

drained, clay lands. 

‘That trees should be trained with bodies from 4 to 6 feet, according as 

their manner of growth is upright or spreading. 

‘*That the bodies of trees should be protected from the summer sun. 

“That the orchard should be cultivated in some hoed crop. Neither 

mercantable fruit nor healthy trees can be grown with trees long in sod. 

‘That it is necessary to wage continual war against insect enemies, and 

that they are more destructive in sodded than in cultivated ground. 

: A.G. LUTTE 

I would add, that the orchard is best on a northern slope, and after it 

comes into bearing must be kept well manured, necessitating the precaution 

of planting varieties not predisposed to blight. 

Horticultural progress has not been as rapid at the University as could 

be desired. About 1870 an orchard was planted on the southern slope of 

College Hill. A little later a larger orchard of the same and other varie- 

ties was planted on the northern slope. That’on the southern slope soon 

died out, while that on the northern slope became one of the most suc- 

cessful orchards in the state, and trees remained healthy and productive 

until two years ago, when the orchard was removed because it had become 

public plunder and was of no benefit to the University. Here are point- 

ers for somebody. New plantations of nursery stock have been made by 

Prof. Goff, present horticulturist, who is doing all in his power to promote 

horticultural interests. A kicker hints that scientists are not always 

practical workers, and that by sticking too closely to their books they are 

likely to get left behind in this progressive age. It occurs to me that too 

much is required from thé professor of horticulture in our agricultural 

colleges. In the first place, he must teach and he must find means for 

illustrating his teachings by practical demonstrations. This work well 

done would seem to be enough for one man, but in addition to this, he is 

expected to carry on, or at least oversee, somewhat expensive experiments 

in the garden, the nursery, the greenhouse and the orchard, and report 

results all for the public good. All this he may possibly do in a thorough 

and systematic manner, provided he has the assistance of well skilled 

laborers in each department. This skilled labor is not always supplied, 

and then he will surely be blamed for incompetency. 

Three sub-stations were established two years ago by the State Horti- 

cultural Society, which pays their expenses, amounting this year to less. 

than $100 each. In these stations the people express great confidence. 

One man said, that had they been established twenty years ago, it would 

have saved him $1,000. If the delay has cost one man so much, the loss 

to the state must have been immense. 

One advantage of these stations is the check they impose on persons. 

who seek to boom. new varieties for-personal gain. It is safe to declare 
that there is not now nor will there be a plant, vine or tree much superior 

to the best other plants, vines and trees of its class. Ifa doubt is enter- 
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tained on this point, we have but to refer to our fruit lists, and note the 

ever changing positions of the different varieties. Circumstances and 

printer’s ink may suddenly elevate varieties and men to such high posi- 

tions that there must be a fall; but true merit, though slow in its action, 

will eventually place every variety and every man on their respective lists 

just where they belong. 

- [notice that their constitution requires them to elect one member of 

their executive committee from each congressional district. Ours is 

more liberal. We can elect the whole committee from one locality if we 

prefer to do so. 
Although papers were read on raising vegetables, yet the opinion was 

expressed that thé vegetable department properly belonged with the agri- 

cultural society. ; 

If my memory is correct, flowers were scarcely mentioned. Presumably 

members prefer to discuss things useful rather than those that are purely 

ornamental. Their motto seems to be ‘Short papers and much discus- 

sion.” In this they make a virtue of necessity, for their volume of trans- 

actions cannot be as large as ours; and in the eye of the busy world this 

is a genuine virtue, for it prefers that men’s opinions in regard to their 

particular hobbies shall be well simmered down. 

On the whole it appears to an outsider that this has been a well man- 

aged, harmonious, and very profitable meeting. 

i. HE. S., DARE ET. 
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AUXILIARY SOCIETIES. 

REPORT OF EAU CLAIRE, WIS. HORTICULTURAL ASSOCIATION 

To the Minnesota State Horticultural Society, January 1, 1892: 

OFFICERS OF THE ASSOCIATION, 

President—Peter'S. Price, Eau Claire. 

Vice-President—W. K. Culbertson, Eau Claire. 
Secretary—R. Elwell, Eau Claire. . 

Treasurer—J. F. Case, Eau Claire. 

COMMITTEES. 

Finance—M. W. Wisner, Frank Keefe, Chas. E. Hazen. 

Fruits and Vegetables—J. F. Case, Alfred Soper, G. W. Lufkins. 

Observation—O. T. Remington, Jacob Garrett, Chas. EK. Burce. 
Floviculture—Mrs. W. Sherman, Mrs. Burroughs, Mrs. R. Elwell. 

Experiments—J. F. Case, Z. B. Stillwell, W. R. Culbertson. 

LIST OF MEMBERS. 

P. 8S. Price, Eau Claire; O. T. Remington, Amy, (Dunn county); W. R. 

Culbertson, Eau Claire; J. F. Case, L. G. Stone, Chas. E. Hazen, J. C. Bar- 
land, G. W. Lufkins, Alfred Soper, Mrs. W. R. Culbertson, Chas. E. Burce 

Mrs. Wesler Sherman, Mrs. Burroughs, Mrs. L. G. Stone, Mrs. R. Elwell, 

M. W. Wisner, R. Elwell, Jacob Garnett, F. E. Keefe, Andrew Mohult, Z. 

B. Stillwell, Mrs. Z. B. Stillwell, Eau Claire. 
This association was organized on March 14, 1891, and holds monthly 

meetings on the second Saturday of each month; its place of meeting is 

in the court house at Eau Claire. 

At the meetings of July, August and September, some fine exhibits of 

strawberries, raspberries, blackberries and gooseberries were made by 

Messrs. Price, Case, Culbertson, Stone and Stillwell. 

The crop of small fruits in this section the past season was good, al- 

though the dry, hot weather in August injured the blackberry crop to 

some extent. 

The varieties of fruit grown were, of strawberries, Sharpless, Crescent, 

Capt.Jack,Mammoth, Lida, Bubach No. 5, Eureka and Haverland; of rasp- 

berries, Turner, Cuthbert, Marlboro, Brandywine and Golden Queen; of 

blackberries, Ancient Briton, Snyder, Stones Hardy, Erie and Taylor’s 

Prolific. 

Of the larger fruits none are grown in this section except the Tran- 

scendent crab, and that is badly affected by the blight. 

The association has established an experimental station for testing 

the value of new small fruits for this part of the state. These experi- 

ments are under the control of a committee of three, holding one, two 

and three years, so only one new member can be on the committee at one 

time. 

The interest in the meetings of the association is increasing; the at- 

tendance is better, and the outlook is bright for the future prosperity of 

our association 
R. ELWELL, Secretary. 
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REPORT OF PROCEEDINGS OF OWATONNA FLORAL ASSO- 
CIATION. 

At. a preliminary meeting held December 22, 1891, a committee was ap- 

pointed to frame a constitution for a floral association, and report at a 

future meeting. 
This committee reported at a meeting held at Knight’s of Honor Hall, 

December 30, 1891. 

The objects of the association will be seen by the following extracts 

from the constitution, which was adopted: 

ARTICLE I. 

This association shall be called the Owatonna Floral Association. 

ARTICLE II. 

The objects of this association shall be to improve its members, first in 

the culture of flowering plants, trees, vines, shrubbery, etc., either in the 

house, yard or garden; secondly, in the culture and dissemination of a 

proper artistic taste and tact in the arrangement of these about the home 

and other grounds. 

ARTICLE III. 

In pursuance of these objects, arrangements will be made for lectures, 

papers, and discussions, also for one or more floral exhibitions every year. 

At a meeting held January 13th, 1892, it was decided that a regular 

meeting of the association should be held on the evening of the second 

Tuesday in each month of the year. The annual meeting will occur on 

the second Tuesday in August. 

Any one may become a member of this association, by signing the con- 

stitution, and paying into the treasury the sum of fifty cents in advance. 

The present officers, who will hold office until the next annual meeting, 

are 

President—Dr. D. H. Roberts. 

V. President—Mrs. H.R. Johnson. 

Secretary—Mrs. H. P. Peterson. 

Treasurer—Mrs. W. A. Sperry. 

The following, in conjunction with the above officers, form the 

Executive Committee: Dr. J. W. Ford, Mrs. Thomas Hunter, Mrs. Liz- 

zie Goodell. 
Mrs. E. P. PETERSON, Secretary. 

LIST OF MEMBERS OF THE OWATONNA FLORAL ASSOCIATION. 

Dr. D. H. Roberts, Mrs. J. H. McRostie, 

Mrs. H. R. Johnson. Mrs. T. Hunter, 

Mrs. E. P. Peterson, Mrs. I. J. Bryson, 

Mrs. W. A. Sperry, Mrs. O. E. Parker, - 

E. H. 8S. Dartt, Mrs. B. HE. Darby. 

Miss L. Austin, Mrs. Lizzie Goodell, 

Mrs. L. L. Bennett. 
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EXPERIMENT STATIONS. 

ANNUAL REPORT TO HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY FROM 

CENTRAL EXPERIMENT STATION, ST. ANTHONY 

PARK, MINNESOTA. 

Members of the Minnesota Horticultural Society: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN: I have the honor to present herewith my 

fourth annual report of the work of the Horticultural Department of the 

Experiment Station of the University of Minnesota. It being an outline 

of the work done during the year ending Dec. 31st, 1891. 

Respectfully submitted, SAMUEL B. GREEN, 

Prof. Horticulture, University of Minnesota. 

St. Anthony Park, Jan. 18, 1892. 

APPLES AND LARGE FRUITS. 

THE RUSSIAN ORCHARD. 

This orchard is doing well. It has been planted six years and now con” 

tains about 1,300 trees, representing 240 varieties. A few kinds have been 

seriously injured by blight the past summer and such varieties will be dis- 

carded as unworthy of further trial. The varieties that blight the worst 

are the Aports, generally speaking, Red Streaked, Switzer, Antonovka and 

Anisomooka. (?) This orchard is of much interest to horticulturists visit- 

ing the station. I have purposely witheld from publishing much about it 

as conclusions drawn from the behavior of apple trees that have not borne 

several crops of fruit are of little practical value. But as a whole the 

trees are thrifty and hardy, and as promising as one could wish. The 

land between the trees has been planted to Hubbard squash for three 

years. This crop pays us well. It affords a most excellent shade to the 

ground during the hot weather and is out of the way early in the fall, 

leaving the soil exposed to the sun and thus allowing the early ripening 

of the wood. The trees are protected from sun-scald by a slight shade of 

corn stalks tied on the south side, and are banked up each autumn with 
earth. ‘ 

NEW ORCHARD. 

During the fall of last year about one acre of woodland on the north 

slope of the hill at the station was grubbed out, and last spring it was 

successfully planted to a variety of fruit trees as follows: 16 varieties of 

Russian cherries, 2 varieties of peaches, 4 varieties of plums, 1 variety 

apricots and 189 varieties of apples; in all, 360 trees. The advantages of 

this orchard lie in the northern slope and the altitude. It supplies us with 

what has been long needed by furnishing us with a favorable trial ground 

for varieties that only do their best on elevated land. 

SEEDLING APPLES. 

Probably no more important work can be undertaken by my department 

than to experiment in raising seedling apples. With this in view I have 

obtained seed from various growersin the state of about fifty different 
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varieties of apples. These are packed in sand and will be sown in the 
greenhouse early in March, by which method I hope to avoid the uncer- 

tainties attending the starting of seed sown in the open ground. Many 

of the kinds from which seed has been saved are Russian varieties of 

much promise. This I believe to be a good line of work, but with these 

seeds we only know their maternal parent and of course the results must 

be largely a matter of chance. With a view to doing better and more 

thorough work, I have arranged to dosome systematic plant breeding and 

crossing next spring in the fine young orchard owned by Andrew Peterson 

at Waconia. This will be systematic, intelligent breeding and may be 

likened to the methods employed to improve breeds of domestic animals 

and flowers. 

NURSERY. 

The nursery is in better condition than ever before. About two thous- 

and apple grafts, including many new kinds of apples, have been added 

to our stock, besides a large collection of trees and shrubs. The coming 

spring I expect to plant out the roadsides about the farm school buildings 

with trees and plants of various kinds. The time has now arrived, since 

the roads have been permanently graded, when this work can be made 

very instructive as well as ornamental. It is my intention to have all 

plants so set out labeled with their common and botanical names. 

FORESTRY PLANTATION. 

This I referred to in my last report as having made a good season’s 

growth. It is now in excellent condition, two years old and covers about 

three acres, laid out in rows eight rods long and planted with the follow- 

ing economic plants: European larch, white ash, black ash, green ash, 

box elder, wild black cherry, yellow birch, European white birch, canoe 

birch, American basswood, European basswood, five kinds of timber wil- 

low, six kinds of timber poplar, catalpa, butternut, black walnut, soft 

maple, hard maple, hemlock, red cedar, red pine, Norway spruce, black 

spruce, Douglas spruce and white cedar. The special value of this plant- 

ing is an object lesson to our students and others in forestry, for which its 

value is an increasing one. It will also furnish valuable data as to com- 

parative hardiness, rapidity and habits of growth, and the value for dif- 

ferent purposes of newly introduced forest trees. Corn has been grown 

between the rows the past season to crowd the young trees and thus pre- 

vent the formation of too heavy lateral branches. 

CONIFEROUS EVERGREENS FROM SEED. 

The introduction of coniferous evergreens on to our wind-swept prairies 

is a matter of much interest. I have carried on experiments there the 

past two years in raising seedlings of these trees, and some of the results 

obtained are of much interest and value and will be found reported on at 

length in Bulletin No. 18, of the Central Experimental Station, which you 

have all probably seen and to which I will not refer at greater 

length except to say that they seem to show the value of a few simple 

precautions, which, if followed,will enable any careful man to raise these 

plants successfully. 

Rocky Mountain Evergreens. After a careful study of these most beauti- 

ful and useful evergreens I have decided to make a specialty of raising 
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them from seed obtained from a high altitude on the eastern slope. 

With this purpose in view I have obtained seed of pinus ponderosa, abies 

pungens, abies Englemanii, abies concolor, pseudotsuga Douglasii, and 

abies sub-Alpina. Some of these kinds have already successfully stood 

six wiuters with us, among which latter are the Colorado blue spruce, 

the Douglas spruce and abies concolor. 

GRAPES. 

The grape crop has been a very good one at the station and very gen- 

erally throughout the state. Owing to the favorable season, vines were 

very free from the injurious fungus diseases which severely injured the 

crops in places the previous season. Under my directions quite extensive 

experiments have been made at Excelsior with fungicides to protect the 

fruit, but on account of the favorable season no important verifications 

of previous results were obtained. The practice of bagging the clusters to 

secure fruit of the finest quality hasagain proven desirable. Some of the 

best varieties ripen much more evenly when thus protected than when 

left uncovered. The disadvantages are that the fruit ripens a little later 

and has a more tender skin. By careful management the expense of bag- 

ging grapes has been reduced to one-fourth cent per pound. Among the 

new varieties fruiting the past season may be mentioned the Moores 

Diamond. This is a white grape of high quality and I think is destined 

to be very popular. It ripens six days before the Concord, the skin is 

thick, berries large, flesh tender and juicy with but little pulp. The 

vine is a good grower, has healthy, thick foliage, and is withal very 

productive. 

Wyoming Red is a very early red grape that is being largely planted in 

eastern vineyards, but with usitis a rather shy bearer. The berries are 

medium in size and pulpy. Itschief meritis itsearliness. It is sometimes 

referred to as an early Delaware. We have now on hand forty-six (46) . 

named kinds. Many plants of such varieties as Clinton, Bacchus, etc., 

we have grafted with better kinds with considerable success. 

The vineyard situated on the south slope of the gravelly knoll at the 

station was heavily mulched last winter to protect it from washing rains 

and from drought, which threatened to entirely destroy it. This treat- 

ment has resulted very favorably, the vines making a fine growth and 

maturiog their fruit and wood in most excellent condition, although we 

had a very severe drought in summmer. 

SMALL FRUIT. 
‘ 

The small fruit interest is yearly increasing in importance. There is 

a loud call for information as to the merits of the many new kinds in- 

troduced from year to year and it isan important part of the work of this 

department to obtain new varieties as soon as may be, and report to the 

public as soon as a reliable test can be made. Our collection of varieties 

is a large one. I do not however take any pride in having a long list of 

varieties for show,and it is my intention to discard any variety obtained as © 

soon as it has been proven poorer than those we now possess. Quite an ex- 

tended report was made upon the subject of small fruit in Bulletin 18. 

We have now on hand thirty-seven varieties of named raspberries, six 

varieties of named blackberries, forty-two varieties of named strawberries. “ 
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Tam making a specialty of raising small fruit seedlings and have now 

on hand 1,600 raspberry seedlings two years old from seed of the Schaffer 

and Cuthbert, 400 small seedlings of the Marlboro, 400 small seedlings of 

the Souhegan; 50 gooseberry seedlings from the Triumph and Smith’s 

Improved; 2,000 strawberry seedlings from Haverland and Warfield and 

qnite a quanity of blackberry seed for germination the coming spring. 

Last summer one hundred and fifty strawberry seedling fruited but as 

none of them showed more merit than many we now have they were dis- 

carded as I do not want to needlessly multiply varieties. 

PLUMS. 

Our native plum in its wild state is fast disappearing but the number 

of varieties that can be profitably cultivated is increasing. The outlook 

for improvement in this fruit is very encouraging. We have twenty-seven 

named varieties on trial. We are also making a specialty of raising seed- 

ling varieties and have some good seedlings from our best kinds. From 

these I have selected fifty of the most promising appearance for fruiting. 

Three pecks of plum pits of our best kinds were sown last fall. The 

Russian plums seem to be very hardy. The Arab is a variety of much 

excellence that fruited the past season with Mr. Dewain Cook, of Windom. 

It is of fully as good quality as the Lombard. 

RUSSIAN CHERRIES. 

These have not yet fruited at the station. Wehave had them three 

years and the most of them appear to be perfectly hardy. I consider them 

very promising. 

SAND CHERRY. (Prunus Pumila.) 

After very carefully observing this fruit I have become enthusiastic as 

to its future value. Itvaries greatly in its native state and even more 

under cultivation. In some of the most rigorous parts of our state it fruits 

regularly and heavily. The fruit is of a large size and generally quite 

astringent,but when cooked it makes a most excellent sauce. Some of the . 

fruit is of a fairly good quality to eat out of hand. <A peculiarity of this 

fruit is that it readily buds on our native plum forming pretty weeping 

trees that are very fruitful. 

TRIAL STATIONS. 

One year ago I made a proposition to you regarding the reorganization 

of the experiment stations of this society. The matter was favorably re- 

ceived and the executive committee was instructed to arrange the details 

of the plan. This matter has been attended to and the stations ap- 

pointed. The work was necessarily delayed until the season was too far 

advanced for much to be done this year, but I think the plan adopted has 

increased the efficiency of the work,and that we will in the future see 

much good resulting from a closer union of interests. Some mistakes 

have been made which we will try to avoid in the future. It has been my 

intention to establish these stations so as to cover the widest extent of 

territory and a variety of conditions. In this I think we are reasonably 

successful, but there are still two sections of the state whose peculiar 

conditions are not represented—the great northeastern portion and the 

northern tiers of counties. Trial stations will be established in these lo- 

calities as soon as suitable persons are found to conduct them. 
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Such in brief is an outline of my work in the experiment station during 

the past year. Other duties occupy much of my time; I give instruction 

in horticulture and botany in the Farm School and instruction in horti- 

culture in the University Agricultural ‘College course. The laying out 
and care of the school grounds I also have charge of. 

In closing, I wish to thank the members of this society for their uni- 

form courtesy and kindness, and the cordial support they have given me 

while in pursuit of my duties. 

REPORT OF E. H.S. DARTT, SUPERINTENDENT OF OWA- 

TONNA TREE STATION. 

Mr. President and Members: 

Another mild winter and average summer has passed and all half hardy 

trees have done well, yet the Ohio acanthus, American sycamore, catalpa 

tulip tree and the kind of Russian mulberry that I have are killing down et 

even in mild winters. 

There are now growing in nursery about 13,000 trees, of which about 

10,000 are apples, crab apples, cherries, plums and pears, comprising 

about 500 varieties: and 2,000 are evergreen trees, over twenty varieties, 

and about 1,000 forest and ornamental trees and shrubs, estimated at 100 

varities; 1,000 marking stakes are now in use. Most of these trees are 

closely planted in nursery rows, and much thinning out and transplant- 

ing should be done. The fruit trees are of so many varieties, and of such 

uncertain value, that it is not advisable to sell any of them; besides, some 

have been received under restrictions. 

SEEDLING APPLE TREES. 

No test of a seedling apple tree is complete until it has had a fair trial 

as a grafted orchard tree. 

On this account I am grafting a large number of new seedlings that 

have not yet borne fruit. Most of our trees that fail are killed by drouth 

of summer, or by freezing dry in winter, and since rank growers resist 

drouth best,and severe cold just as well, I am selecting largely of this 

class for further trial by grafting. Six trees of one kind (Seed. C) have 

made an average growth of 3 feet 8 inches from terminal bud the past 

season. Many others are of rank growth and fine appearance. 

About 4,000 root grafts, of about 200 varieties, will be made this 

winter, for planting in spring. Of these about 20 varieties will be Russian, 

100 new station seedlings, and the remainder the most valuable seedlings 

gathered from cold sections. Pedigree stock is accumulating, there being 

many promising seedlings from the most noted seedling and Russian 

varieties. 

The orchard, which now contains 500 trees, is doing fairly well. There 

are 140 varieties of apples, about equally divided between seedlings and 

Russians, 15 varieties of native plums, 5 of cherries, and 3 of pears. Of 

the 120 trees to be added in the spring nearly all will be seedling apples. 
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BLIGHT—EXCESSIVE VITALITY—TREE CHOLERA. 

An orchard cannot do well for any considerable length of time unless it 

is kept well manured. Manure produces, or at least induces, blight. 

Blight, though contagious, does not affect all varieties alike, some being 

so nearly free from it, even when subjected to high culture and exposed 

to other blighted trees, that they receive little injury, whilst others seem 

predisposed to blight to such an extent as to be of no value whatever. 

There are all gradations between these two extremes. 

The Russians are said to be great blighters; so also are seedling varie- 

ties, especially those of crab origin, and Mr. Gideon thinks we will find no 

apple hardy enough for Minnesota, unless there is in it an infusion of the 

crab. I think Mr. Gideon is right, but this crab infusion has been com- 

ing without our knowledge or consent. Every apple seedling is a cross; 

and as crab apples abound everywhere in Minnesota, and as bees are 

always busy carrying pollen in its season, we cannot escape the crab in- 

fusion. We may try hand pollenization, but here heredity may step 

in and upset our calculation. One or both parents may have been in- 

fused. The two races are mixed, and we could not separate them if we 

would, and we would not if we could, for herein is our road to success. 

We may conclude, therefore, that all our apples are liable to blight. And 

it would seem best that on all our experiment stations blight should be 

encouraged, and that all varieties showing strong tendencies in that 

direction should be consigned to the brush pile. An exception should be 

made in favor of such varieties as the Wealthy, which, though liable to 

blight, approaches perfection in all other respects except hardiness. Such 

trees should be manured but lightly in orchard if stable manure is used 

and may be treated with remedial applications when such applications 

become known. 

The following varieties have been seriously injufed by blight the past 

season, and most of them will be destroyed together with many unnamed 

seedlings: 

fussians.—Antonovka, Lowland Raspberry, Yellow Anis, Red Trans- 

parent, Orel III, Anisouka, Thaler. 

Seedlings—London Pippin, Hutchinsons Sweet, Wisconsin Chief, 

Brier’s Sweet, Tubbs Ironclad, Dartts Hyb. Seed. No. 4, General Grant, 

Meneray, Barrs Siberian, Wealthy, Beechs Sweet, Yellow Transcendent, 

Dartts Porch, Lake Winter, Homestead, Arnolds Winter, Quaker 

Beauty, Red Bark Crab. 

The Apple Question.—Since the disasters of 1884-5, our society seems to 

have turned away from the apple question to more salubrious fields, just 

as the boy in school sometimes turns with disgust from the problem he 

cannot solve. The revision of our fruit list has received but little atten- 

tion, and its discussion has sometimes been dispensed with. There is no 

way by which the merits and demerits of a variety can be so quickly es- 

tablished,and by which the most important questions relating to methods 

can be settled so well,as to bring them before a body of practical orchard- 

ists and experimenters, who know whereof they speak. 

At this time, when nine-tenths of our farmers believe that it is best to 

bring their barrels of apples around through the wheat field or hog pas- 

ture, or by way of the cheese factory or creamery, it would seem most be- 

coming for our society to dispense with enough attractive features to en- 
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able it to devote at least one full day of three sessions to the apple ques- 
tion at its next winter meeting. 

Improvements—Cut worms.—The permanent improvements of the year 

are the erection of a small building 12 x 18 feet for workshop and storage 
at a cost of $75,and the obtaining of a water supply by laying pipes from 

the standpipe, or reservoir of state school, at an expense to the station, 

including hose, of $61.55. Fully two-thirds of the total expense was 

borne by the state school board. This water supply, which is sufficient 

-for irrigation in a very small way, willbe of great advantage. I had been 

fighting cut worms in the rows of growing apple seedlings unsuccessfully. 

Had tried the placing of little bunches of green branches of trees along 

the rows, but few worms sought shelter under them. When the ground 

is wet they seek surface shelter, but when it is dry worms Seem to prefer 

burrowing in the ground and are hard to find. A little bank of earth was 

raised on each side of seed rows and water was turned on. This brought 

many worms to the surface and I have reason to think some were 

drowned. 

Surplus Stock—On the 25th of April, 1891, a box was shipped, without 

charge, to the St. Cloud Reformatory, containing 60 fruit, shade and 

ornamental trees,and a similar box, omiting fruit trees, was sent to the 

State Fair grounds. There are now many trees that could be spared for 

state institutions and experiment stations, and though no improve- 

ments of consequence are now needed, and purchase of additional stock 

may be dispensed with, yet the amount of labor required increases each 

year with the increase of stock, and if the additional expense of digging, 

packing and shipping trees is incurred, the $200 per annum now allowed 

for all expenses (except salary) will be inadequate. 

Last Report—One thousand copies of my last report were printed at an 

expense of $10. Some of these were sent out by mail but most of them 

were distributed by Mr. Somerville at the Farmers’ Institute. Supt. 
Gregg and Mr. Somerville expressed the opinion that I could not use 

$10 to better advantage than to procure another thousand copies for such 

distribution, which was done. 

Thanks are due to the following persons for contributions of trees and 

shrubs: Jewell Nursery Company, Lake City; C. W. H. Heideman, New 

Ulm; Silas Hillman, Kasson; Andrew Peterson, Waconia; A. Gates, 

Berlin; S. D. Richardson, Winnebago City. 
We are under especial obligations to A. W.Sias, of Pueblo, Col., for 

recent favors and for past liberal contributions. 
E. H. S. DARTT. 

RUSSIAN APPLES. 

A. PETERSON. 

WACONTA, MINN., Dec. 15. ’91. 

My record will mostly be about Russian apples, as I have tried Over a 

hundred varieties of them. In the first place I will tell about the hard- 

iest and those that blight very little. I begin with the Christmas apple, 

which I call a very hardy tree; the tree don’t blight; it is now eighteen 

years old. A few years ago it was sun scalded because the tree was lean- 
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ing too much to the north, but it is healing over now, and any hardy tree 

will get sun scalded when it leans too far to the north. The fruit is mid- 
dling large and keeps up to January and has a good flavor for an eating 

apple. The Plikanaff is hardy and will stand any severe winter; a late 
fall apple of same size as the Duchess, but of better flavor. The tree 

blights some, but not badly. 

The Lieby, most of you know, the trees and the fruit, too. It blights 

some on new wood but never severely, and the tree is the hardiest of all 

the Russians. 
The Hibernal, from the Department in Washington, I call the sameas 

the Lieby. If there is any one that has had the Hibernal from the De- 

partment, I should like to know it: the Hibernal I got from Prof. Budd 
is another kind in leaves and trees. 

The Charlamoff most of you know of, both trees and fruit. It is one of 

the best eating apples of all the Russians; it blights some, but at my place 

it is a good deal hardier than the Duchess. 

The Ostrekoff Glass, from the Department, is justas hardy as the Lieby, 

and the trees and the fruit are the same. I can not see any difference, 

except it keeps a little longer. 

22m; Blushed Calville, is a very hardy tree, but blights some; a good 

and early bearer with a handsome and good flavored fruit, the same 

season as the Duchess. 

The Cross apple is a very hardy tree and don’t blight any; the fruit is 

the same size as Lieby, but better flavored and keeps until January. 

No. 9m; English Barovinka: the name is a mistake, it must be 245 

Barovinka. The trees and leaves are like the Duchess and fruit the same 

but better flavored and keeps longer. I shall plant them instead of the 

Duchess. 

387, Good Peasant: this is a hardy tree and don’t blight much; the 

fruit is middling size with good flavor, keeps until January and some 

later. 
4m; Ostrekoff Glass: this is a good deal different from that from the 

Department. The tree is hardy enough for any severe winter, but blights 

some. When I mention the blighting on so many kinds, [ will say that 

I think it depends on that 1 had too deep cultivation among the trees 

for several years: because I have have had sugar beets planted among the 

trees, and they require deep cultivation; but last spring I seeded half 

of the orchard with Alfalfa clover and on that part there was hardly 

any blight last summer. 

28m; Kluevsko: a late fall apple;the tree is hardy but blights some; toler- 

ablly arge fruit with good fiavor. 

14m; Annismovka: fruit middling size, a handsome apple and of good 

flavor. Two years ago it blighted very badly, but last summer it didn’t 

blight any at all. 

5m; Royal Table. This valuable tree I am sorry to say has blighted too 
much for two years back; last summer it blighted very little but its loca- 

tion is very bad, it is south of the granary; so I shall have to try them on 

another place because this Royal Table keeps up to April and longer. 

Prof. John Craig says that it don’t blight in Canada, and according to his 

report any tree is true to the name. 
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406, Saccharine: is a hardy tree and don’t blight any; had fruit two seasons 

of medium size. The quality is good but there is no saccharine init. It 

is sour as the Duchess, so the number and name is a mistake—it is from 

the Department. 

These fruits that I now have mentioned I have fruited, so I know what 

they are and know how long they keep. 

The Grandmother, Red Ripka and 3m Lead apple: these are nine years 

old, but have not fruited them yet as they are late bearers, but the trees 

are hardy and don’t blight any. Of small trees 1 could mention about 

fifty varieties more, but it is no use, because I don’t know how they will 

come out. 

Of the five varieties of seedlings I gotfromC. G. Patten, Charles City, 

Iowa, those he called the Pattens Greening are the best. It is hardy and 

don’t blight any at all; the fruit is tolerable large with good fiavor and 

keeps until Christmas. 
Those I call the Wolfs Seedling has fruit of a middling size and the 

quality is very good, and it keeps up to April, but I am sorry to say that 

the tree is not hardy for winter, as it don’t blight any. In my judgment 

it must be a cross from Rawles Janet and Fameuse; the tree and leaves are 

Rawles Janet but the flavor is Fameuse. Anyhow, the tree is hardier than 

the Rawles Janet for winter. My own seedling has not fruited any yet but 

I hope it will next summer. 

Last spring we had a good deal of trouble with the leaf-worms (or cater- 

pillars) in our neighborhood. I took several bushels of them. I tried a 
good many ways to keep them from the trees but the best of all was to tie 

wool around the trees; they couldn’t crawl over that because they were too 

short-legged. Next spring it will be the same because the wood is full of 

eggs in the orchard. I have picked lots of eggs this fall. Another enemy 

that we are troubled with here is the rabbits; they did me a great deal of 

damage last winter. I wish our society would ask the legislature next 

session to give bounty on the rabbits the same as on wolves. 

Of the Peerless apple trees I have to say that they looked hardy. I top- 

grafted acouple of hundred of the Peerless on three year old Lieby stock 

and they grew splendidly; they didn’t mind the winter and don’t blight 

any. I think that they will be the trees for Minnesota in the future. © 

I have a few varieties of plum trees. In the spring they showed a good 

deal of fruit on them, but the caterpillars took it all. So they did with 

all the leaves on the raspberries, but they blossomed anyway and there 

came new leaves again, so we had as good crop as ever of raspberries. 

Of strawberries we had a very good crop last season. 

In Prof. S. B. Green’s report in ‘‘F. S. and Home” of Sept. 15, ’91, is a lit- 

tle mistake. He says I commenced selling apple trees in 1872. I think he 

misunderstood me when I said I planted the first Russian apple tree 18 

years ago. I commenced planting apple grafts in 1856. That spring I 

planted a thousand—bought from Neills nursery, Burlington, Lowa, the 

same nursery that I worked in before, and in 1857, 1 bought another 

thousand grafts, altogether about 50 or 60 varieties, and of all these there 

were only the Fameuse, Rawles Janetand Pumpkin SweetI could grow 

big enough for bearing, and they bore a good crop for a few years, but 

then they died. Yours respectfully, 
ANDREW PETERSON. 

“ 
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENT STATION AT ALBERT LEA. 

CLARENCE WEDGE, SUPT. 

This station was established March 20, i891, upon what is known as 

Echo Farm, one mile southeast of the city of Albert Lea, and upon the 

south shore of Lake Albert Lea. The soil is a clay loam, the geological 
formation a moraine of yellow clay with gravel and hard heads. The 

ground was originally covered with scattering burr oaks and hazel, and 

seems especially adapted to wheat, clover and blue grass. On account 

of its situation near the lake, and its elevation above the same (about 60 

feet), there isan unusual freedom from early and late frosts. The station 

was established so short a time before planting time that little was at- 

tempted the past season, and this report will mainly be a summary of 

experience since planting was begun on the premises, some eighteen 

years ago. A large and valuable list of trees ordered from the Iowa A gri 

cultural College, for planting last spring, was not received on account of 

their inability to fill orders within the unusually short delivery season, 

About fifteen varieties of apples from C. G. Patten, of Charles City, lowa 

were received, all in leaf, and were set with small hopes of their living: 

but they were severely cut back and all leaves rubbed off, and in the end 

they lived and made about as good growth as earlier set trees. 

THE APPLE. 

A complete report is given on next page of experience in the apple orch- 

ard since 1874. The situation of said orchard is moderately sheltered on 

the north and west. Among the earlier trees set were two Hyslopand two 

Transcendent, all of which grew to good size, bore considerable fruit and 

died of blight. The orchard has never been ip grass or clover, but the 

space between the trees has been used for garden and small fruits, and it 

is worthy of notice that the best trees of the Wealthy of the fifteen set in 

1880, are the six on either side of an asparagus bed that yearly receives a 

heavy coating of manure. 

In the spring of ’91, fifty acres adjoining the old farm on the west was - 

purchased and the planting of a neworchard began. The situation of this 

new orchard is on the south shore of the lake and wholly without shelter 

except from the home grounds on the east. The rows are laid out north 

and south, forty feet apart. Trees in the experiment rows are set eight 

feet apart and in the orchard rows (mostly Hibernal) twelve feet apart. 

A heavy crop of oats was grown between the rows the past season. The 

following varieties were received from Patten and set in above experi- 
ment row: 

Arabian. Muscatel Rainet. 

Peter. Haas. 

Orange Winter. Romenska. 
Tallman Sweet. Juicy Burr. 

Antemoka. Arthur. 

Melinda. Red Transparent. 

Wolf River. Howards Best. 

Romna. 

Oe 
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The Russian and American varieties were mixed as above for a com- 

parison of merit. There were also planted in the old orchard the follow- 
ing varieties: 

Peerless. Christmas. 

Cross (413). Charlamoff. 

Minnesota Crab. 

THE PEAR. 

Two trees of the Kurskaya, 392, planted in 1885, had afew blossoms last 

spring and are now full of fruit buds. The trees are in perfect condition 

and have never shown blight. Trees of Nos. 439 and 481, set at same 

time, are now dead, and one tree of 508 that was killed to the ground 

some years ago has sent up a strong shoot. 

THE PEACH. 

About 24 trees set in 1889 and 1890 have passed two winters in fair con- 

dition. They weresgenerally covered with marsh hay. This winter we 

have them covered about two feet deep with corn stalks. The varieties 

planted are: 

President, Mountain Rose, 

Waterloo, Troths Early Red, 

Amelia, Stump the World. 

THE PLUM. 

Five trees of the Desota planted in 1882 have borne excellent and 

regular crops since 1887. Ten trees of the Forest Garden set about 1885 

bore their first good crop the past season. With us they are rapid, upright 

growers; fruit moderately abundant, full as large as Desota; when ripe, 

very Sweet, juicy, soft and perishable; pit, nearly twice the size of Desota. 

A tree of native variety received from Chas. Luedloff about 1885 bore first 

crop this season; fruit abundant, ripe before Forest Garden, smaller than 

Desota, fairly firm, pit small, skin disappears in cooking, which latter 

fact constitutes its main value. Have planted in orchard the past season 

the following varieties: 

Rockford, Wolf, 

Cheney, Morrison’s Peach. 

THE CHERRY. 

Five trees of what is known as Minnesota Osthiem, set in 1885, have 

borne specimen cherries for several years. The trees are perfectly healthy, 

but the fruit of small size and low quality. 

SHRUBS PLANTED. 

Juneberry (success), High Bush Cranberry. 

Hydrangea, P. G. Strawberry Tree. 

Mock Orange. White Lilac. 

Spirea, V. H. 
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EXPERIMENT STATION FOR GRAPE VINES, EXCELSIOR, 
MINNESOTA. 

CHAS. W. SAMPSON, SUPERINTENDENT. 

Vines received in good order, except one Eaton, which was a 

poor vine. I set them out about the 10th of May and watered them, it 

being very dry. They all made a very fair growth of vine, some of them 

growing five or six feet. I set them on elevate@ ground, sloping 

to the south. The soil a sandy loam with clay subsoil. I covered them 

this fall with earth, putting straw manure around the roots. I am very 

much pleased with the growth they made this season. The following 

kinds have made a good growth: Dracut Amber, Moyer, Eaton, Mills, 

Woodruff Red, Eldorado, Green Mountain, Telegraph and Rockwood. 

T hope to make you an excellent report next year. 

REPORT OF EXPERIMENT STATION, MINNESOTA CITY, FOR 
THE YEAR ENDING JANUARY 31, 1891. 

° 0. M. LORD, SUPERINTENDENT. 

To S. B. Green, Horticulturist State University, St. Anthony Park, Minn,: 

Stock received spring of 1891. j 

Cherry trees—5 Frauend offer Weischel, 3 Orel (24), 3 Riga (109), 3 Strauss, 

3 Giotte Dumond, 3 Orel (23), 2 Brus Braume, 3 Orel (27), 2 Kings Amarell, 

3 Shadno Amarell, 3 Besarabran, 3 Riga (108), 3 Lutovka, 3 Double Natte, 

3 Sklanka, 3 Orel (25). 

Currants—2 Black Russian. 

Plums—2 Voronesh Yellow, 2 White Nicholas, 2 Richland, 3 Hungarian. 

Grapes. 2 Kansas. 

Raspberries. 1 Wineberry. 

Growing experimentally from last year’s setting— 

Two pear trees (Bessemianca) 

Strawberries. Princess, Warfield, Bubach. : 

Plums. Wyant, Knudson’s Peach, Homestead City, Bean, Heide- 

man’s New Ulm, also some scions of Yosemite, Kelsey, Botan, Sheuse and 

Satsuma. There are several varieties of native plums upon the ground 

that may be considered long past the experimental stage; also grapes, 

such as Concord, Delaware, Iona, Moore’s Early, Wordon and Agawam. 

Blackberries. Ancient Briton, Snyder, Stone’s Hardy, Taylor and Early 

Harvest. 

Raspberries. Philadelphia, Turner, Cuthbert, Shaffer,Gregg and Taylor. 

Strawberries. Crescent, Jessie, Downer’s Prolific, Capt Jack and Man- 

chester. 

All these fruits have been grown here fora series of years and have 

proved to be adapted to the soil and climate. 

After a careful and painstaking trial of four years, I have discarded 

the dewberries, as not adapted to my soil, though occasionally wild ones 

grow in this vicinity and produce abundantly. 

Apples. No apple trees have been set within the last three years. The 

leaf or twig blight has materially damaged what are standing, which in~ 
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clude a few Russians, 200 Wealthy, 100 Fameuse and G. Russet and a few 

Duchess and crab trees. 

Since the appointment of this experiment station more special atten- 

tion has been given to native plums than to any other fruit; and the re- 

sults of the last year tend to confirm the opinion that a more general 

knowledge of their character and habits is very desirable, and that they 

will bountifully respond to cultivation and well repay for all trouble and 

expense, whether for home use or for the city markets. There are now on 

the grounds fifty or more varieties, thirty of which are in bearing. With 

the consent and co-operation of the central station these experiments 

will be made a specialty in the future as in the past. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Harris: Mr. Lord first called my attention to his Rolling- 

stone plum a great many years ago, and ever since that I have 

taken every opportunity that presented itself to inform him of 

new varieties. While the Rollingstone plum is probably the 

plum that most people would prefer because of its fine eating 

qualities; still, Mr. Lord does not claim that it is the best 

variety for all purposes. I have no doubt but that it is a valu- 

able acquisition for the people of Minnesota, as from what I 

have seen of it in other places, it seems to be doing well in other 

parts of the state. : 
Mr. Lord: I would like to emphasise this statement of Mr. 

Harris in regard to its being a valuable acquisition to our native 

fruit. I have received many expressions of that kind from the 
' United States Pomologist, Mr. Van Deman; and from Mr. 

Rogers, well known throughout the United States; and from a 

man who is now dead, Mr. Gibbs of Ontario; and from different 

persons in Michigan. Also from Prof. Bailey, from Secre- 

tary C. W. Garfield of the American Society in Ohio, from 

several parties in Illinois, Secretary Regan of Indiana, and 

from numerous places in Wisconsin, Colorado and Iowa. 

Mr. Harris: This is a valuable acquisition, as I said before. 

Mr. Lord believes that we have other natives that will also be- 

come valuable. One of the most important things about this 

plum in question is the length of time it will keep after it ripens. 

Itcan be shipped from here to New York with a certainty of its 
arriving there in excellent condition. That cannot be said of 

nine out of ten of our natives. 

Dr. Frisselle: Are they better than the Desota plum? 
Mr. Lord: They are a better eating plum, but I do not sup- 

pose they are any better when cooked. The skin peels off this 

plum as easily as you would peel a boiled potato. It has more 

solid meat than any other plum, and is of avery delicious flavor. 
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REPORT OF EXPERIMENT STATION, NEW ULM, MINNESOTA. 

C. W. H. HEIDEMAN, SUPERINTENDENT. 

New Ulm, Minn., Dec. 23d, 1891. 

Sam’l B. Green, Esq., Horticulturist: 

DEAR Sir:—I herewith submit to youand through you (such parts there- 

of as you see fit) to the Minnesota State Horticultural Society areport of my 

experimentation at this station during the past year. Most of the 

experiments which I have commenced will require from 5 to 10 years 

before any definite results can be reported, and are for the most part 

rather more of a scientific nature, although as a matter of choice my 

subjects are all of a horticultural nature, and any information which my 

experiments may evolve may be of interest and value to the horticulturist 

ot the extreme northwest. 

My principal study has been and will continue to be 

First: ‘‘Acclimitization,” ‘‘Modification of plants by climate,” ‘‘Char- 

acteristics of hardiness in plants” and generally investigation and study — 
of all the phenomena relating to or bearing in any way upon constitutional 

hardiness of plants. 

Second: To determine the laws which govern the transmission of 

hereditary and other characteristics, including the laws of prepotency of 

male and female parents in transmitting and reproducing characteristics 

hereditary, or variations. i 

Third: Experiments in budding, grafting, crossing and hybridizing 

to determine the affinities of various species and varieties; effect of stock 

upon scion and effect of scion on stock. 

Fourth: Improvement by selection of our most promising native fruits, 

etc. 

The most satisfactory experiment I have yet undertaken is the winter 

protection of tender roses and other plants, generally considered too 

tender to withstand our severe winters, even with the most careful cover- 

ing. : 
I believe the discovery of much importance to horticulturists of the 

northwest, and worthy of more extended investigation and experiment 

by experiment stations, having better facilities and a more varied stock 

of plants than private individuals with only small grounds and limited 

means. 
My method is, just before winter sets in, or about the time I usually 

cover my grapes and hardy roses,to spreadan old gunny sack on the ground 

and around the plant: on this put three or four inches of locomotive 

cinders; then lay the branches on this and peg down to hold them; then 

over all lay a covering 3 or 4 inches of the cinders, carefully lapping the 

bagging to hold the cinders in place. Over this put 3 or 4 inches of 

ordinary garden soil, and the plant is reasonably secure. The object of 

the bagging is to confine the cinders where needed and to remove them 

from the bed inspring. The cinders as they come from the locomotive are 

a perfect absorbent,and this combined with their non-conducting qualities - 

make them the best of material for covering any plant which requires or 

“ieee 
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is benefited by protection from repeated freezing and thawing in fall and 

spring. By the above method I have successfully wintered out of doors, 

heliotrope, fuchsia and tender tea roses. 

Experiment will surely enlarge the list of plants now echinidereall too 

tender to winter out of doors. . 

BUDDING SAND CHERRY ON PLUM STOCK. 

For the purpose of determining the affinity between the botanical 

varieties Prunus Americana and Prunus pumila, during August, 1889, I 

inserted buds of a sand cherry which had grown on my grounds for 

several years without any sign of fruit. The buds ‘‘took” and during the 

season of 1890 made vigorous growth, and by fall were loaded with fruit 

buds, and the past vear fruited heavily. So far the union appears perfect, 

the growth being vigorous, the foliage reaching almost thrice the normal 

size and quite distinct. 

IMPROVING ASTRAGALUS CARYOCARPUS. 

This plant is frequently found on our prairies, and commonly called 

“oround plum.” In the ‘Flora of Minnesota” is found the following note 

upon this species. by J. C. Arthur: ‘‘When the pods, which are nearly 

solid, have reached the size of hazel nuts,they prove a valuable addition to 

the list of early vegetables. Cooked like green peas, they make a pleasing 

dish, intermediate in taste and flavor between early peas and asparagus.” 

I know of no native plant which offers to experimenters such oppor- 

tunities to develop its qualities, possessing as it does in its wild state 

almost every quality desirable to make it a popular and profitable vege- 

table. 

It is perennial, perfectly hardy, prolific and palatable; at least two or 

three weeks earlier in season than our earliest peas. 

I now have seedlings from selected wild plants, that already show 

improvement in size (¢ tol inch in diameter) of almost solid flesh, and 

that give fair promise to do well under garden culture. 

Respectfully, 

Cc. W. H. HEIDEMAN, 
Superintendent. 

Mr. Underwood: I hope that Mr. Heideman’s modesty won't 
stand in the way of his coming here and giving us such valua- 

ble information in the future. I shall turn to the pages of our 

annual report that contains this paper with a great deal of 

interest. 

Dr. Frisselle: Had your grounds any special protection by 

reason of forests or any thing of that kind? 

Mr. Heideman: No sir. Iam confident that this same suc- 

cess in the use of the cinders can be had anywhere in Minne- 

sota or Dakota. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Underwood: It seems to me that we ought to express 

our approval and admiration of the work that Mr. Heideman 

is doing as illustrated in his paper. 
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Mr. Heideman: I wish to enlarge upon the matter of pro- 

tection of tender plants. I have successfully wintered at least 

one dozen varieties of the tender tea roses, such as the Marshal 

Niel, and all the hybrid teas, and I have 35 or 40 varieties of 

roses. I have used these cinders as a covering and never lost 

one. Prior to that time when the season had been satisfactory 

and favorable, when we had an early snow that remained on 

the ground, and the spring opened up all right, I had wintered 

tea roses under such circumstances, without this protection, by 

_simply covering up and packing them down. A simple way of as- 

certaining the value of the cinders is to place them on a spot 

of ground before the frost sets in, and if you remove them 

after a hard frost you will find that they have acted as a non- 

conductor. Another advantage of their use is the fact that 

they give a free access of air and there is consequently no 

smothering. I have wintered the heliotrope with the foliage 

and blossoms on, and next spring they came out and went on 

blossoming. 

ST. CLOUD EXPERIMENT STATION. 

D. E. MYERS, SUPERINTENDENT. 

MINNESOTA STATE REFORMATORY, t 
St. CLOUD, MINN., Dec. 29th, 1891. 

Prof. Samuel B. Green, State Horticulturist, St. Anthony Park, Minn. 

DEAR Srr:—I hereby report to you the number of different kinds of 

plants on the grounds of this institution, most of which were set out during 

the present year. The seven thousand strawberry plants, set out a 

year ago last spring, produced five hundred and eight quarts of ber- 

ries and are in first class condition for another year. Hon. E. H.S. Dart, 

superintendent of the State Experimental Station at Owatonna, Minn., 

last spring sent me twenty evergreen and fifty apple trees. The apple 

trees are all living and doing finely, but abont two-thirds of the ever- 

greens died last summer, on account of the severe drouth, our water supply 

not being sufficient to water them properly. Next spring I expect to set 

out from three to four more acres of strawberries, also an apple orchard of 

three hundred to four hundred trees. 

I will note and report to you in my next annual report the condition of 

everything in the horticultural department, also the productions thereof. 

Respectfully yours, 

D. E. MYERS. 

PLANTS SET OUT AT MINNESOTA STATE REFORMATORY, FOR YEAR 

ENDING DEC. 31, 1891. 
7,000 strawberry plants. 

50 apple trees. 

20 evergreen trees. 
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Grape vines—20 White Ann Arbor, 20 Oneida, 5 Moore’s Diamond, 10 

Agamemnon, 10 August Giant, 30 Concord, 5 Francis B. Hayes, 20 Jeffer- 

son, 10 Martha, 30 Moore’s Early, 10 Brighton, 10 Worden. 

Raspberry Plants—2,000 Crimson Beauties, 5,000 Cuthberts, 100 Gregg, 

100 Yellow, 2,300 Cuthbert, 100 Turner, 100 Eureka. 

Currants—200 Red Dutch, 100 Fays Prolific. 

Rhubarb—12 (kind unkown). 

REMARKS. 

Prof. S. B. Green: This station is at the St. Cloud Reforma- 

tory, and is carried on by convicts. It forms one of the best 

opportunities we have for pursuing work. The location is 

most admirable, and it is a place where we have never had 
much experiment work carried on. The land is high and roll- 
ing, and is a most admirable situation for orchards. I under- 

stand that they are going to put out three or four acres next 

spring. Although the work has largely been preparatory so 

far, I think it is one of the best places that we have to have 

the work cared for. While Mr. Myers’ report is not very 

long this year and is practically confined to what they have 

raised on the place, yet the work that he is doing is valuable, 

and the outlook is very promising. 

WINDOM EXPERIMENT STATION REPORT. 

BY DEWAIN COOK, SUPT. : 

APPLES, 
Of Russians, some seventy varieties are mostly doing finely; a few varie- 

ties are beginning to bear. They are free growers and do not kill back 

any, that is those that have been set only four or five years, or since the 

hard winters, so it is a difficult matter to teli what varieties will succeed 

and what will fail. 

Of other varieties of apples and crabs I have quite a long list. My 

Hyslops and Transcendents have blighted to death leaving only a 

few specimens; the Beechers Sweet killed with blight without produc- 

ing any fruit; the Minnesota appears very hardy, and no blight; the Early 

Strawberry is a strong growerand free from blight: the Virginia crab is 

very promising, is a rank grower, absolutely hardy and thus far free 

from blight; the Wealthy and Duchess are the popular apples here, the 
Wealthy blights a little in the twigs. 

Of the newer varieties, the Okabena, two trees set spring of ’89, are 

doing finely. It makes a strong, healthy growth, has fine foliage, and is 

one of the few varieties that ripens up its new growth perfectly. The 

Peerless, set spring ’91, grew vigorously from the start; it has a large, 

healthy leaf. So far Iam well pleased with it. 
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CHERRIES. 

The Early Richmond is producing some good crops. I have quite a variety 

of Russian cherries, most of which have fruited, seeni rather poor 

growers and bear very little. The Cerisa De Osthiem is the most 

promising, but we have Russian seedling cherries that are better grow- 

ers, better bearers, and produce better fruit than any of them. 

RUSSIAN PEARS 

These are very promising, and I have about come to the conclusion, 

that, if the blight don’t take the trees, we can grow the Russian pears as 

well as we can growapples. They are very strong growers, seem perfectly 

hardy, every twig growing from the topmost bud. My pear trees were 

mostly set the spring of ’86. The Tonkevirthka, Victorina and Lemon are 

especially promising. The Bessamanka has about gone with blight. 

They were close to my Transcendents. 392 Kruskaye is the weakest 

grower of them all. The Russian Germans here are growing a pear they 

call Kruskaye. It is the wild pear of Russia and blights badly. It is 

very thorny and is altogether distinct from the 392 sent out by Prof. 

Budd. 
RUSSIAN PLUMS. 

I have several varieties of Russian plums. The Arab, Russian No. 3, 
and Early Red Russ seem to stand our recent mild winters fairly well, 

and may be of some value for our southern counties. 

NATIVE PLUMS. 

All varieties, both cultivated and wild, bore heavily. For dessert, the 

Rollingstone was in the greatest demand. The Speer is perhaps the 

best in my list for canning. The plum is undersized and is a poor dessert 

plum. The Wolf is large and fine,and very firm. The Desota should 

take first place as a general purpose plum, but it does not seem to stand 

drouth as well as some of the others. The Forest Garden is a grand suc- 

cess, is a heavy and annual bearer, about ten days earlier than the Desota. 

The fruit cracks and does not keep well after getting ripe, and for that rea- 

son I do not like it for market; flesh is very rich, and has a strong syrup fla- 

vor. Our best varieties of native plums should be more generally planted. 

STRAWBERRIES. 

I am not testing many varieties of strawberries. 'The Manchester, 

Greens Prolific, Bidwell, James Vicks Jewel, and severai other varieties 

have failed with me. If I was to grow only one variety, it would be the 

Downers Prolific. The Crescent does finely fertilized by Downers Pro- 

lific. Iam expecting much from Warfield No. 2 and Haverland. 

RED RASPBERRIES. 
I have a pretty long list of these. The Shaffers Collossal I shall dis- 

card. The canes winter kill; it is very difficult to give them winter pro- 

tection; the rootsare very near the surface and do not stand drouth well. 

The Caroline (yellow) is also a worthless berry; I can neither sell the fruit, 

nor get any one to eat it. The Turneris hardy, (as a ruleall our red rasp- 

berries rarely need winter protection here) early, and best quality, the best 

single variety for home use. The canes of the Turner seem to be infested 

more by the snowy cricket than any other variety. The Marlboro is as 

hardy as the Turner, rather a slow grower, immensely productive, of very 

large, firm, bright red berries of about third rate quality; valuable for 

/ 
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early market; season same as Turner. Superb is another bright red ber- 

ry, very large, of fine flavor, season medium. Brandywine proves very 

hardy, and a sure cropper. The Cuthbert, though not quite as hardy as 

some of the others, stands our recent mild winters very well without 

protection, and the past season was the most profitable red raspberry I 

grew. 
BLACK RASPBERRIES, 

These are more liable to root injury than the reds and should be grown 

in a location where the snow does not blow off the ground. I have tested 

and discarded several varieties so far. I consider the Souhegan the most 

valuable black cap: cane is healthy, very productive, fruit large and fine- 

flavored. The Gregg should be grown for late in connection with the 

Souhegan. It is large, fine and productive. Black caps asa rule are not 

as hardy as the reds, and should be bent to the ground in fall, and tops 

covered for winter protection. 
CURRANTS. 

Red Dutch, White Grape, Victoria, and Long Bunch Holland are doing 

fineiy. Fays is a very slow grower, fruit very large and not very productive. 

JUNEBERRY, 

or Rocky Mountain huckleberry,is perfectly hardy, and is very productive. 

Plant bears when very Small; bush grows about the size of a current bush. 

GRAPES 

Seem to require a great deal of winter protection on black prairie sil. 

The Concord is our most successful variety; the Moores Early is very 

hardy but is not very productive; the Worden is a strong grower, very 

productive and fruit of fine quality, but it lacks hardiness and must have 

more winter protection than the Moores Early or Concord; the Delaware 

I think hardier than the Worden, it is free from disease, as are all my 

grapes. Janesville is very hardy and productive but of poor quality, it is 

very early; the Champion is a strong grower, is early and productive but 

lacks hardiness; the Martha is a hardy white grape, good quality and 

hardy; Brighton is a fine, brown grape, extra quality, but rather tender. 

RUSSIAN POPLARS 

Of about a dozen varieties only one of them near equals the cotton- 

wood in growth, and that one is Pop. Pyramidillas Pastgeha. This pop- 

lar resembles the worthless Lombardy very much. There may be some 

of the Russian poplars valuable for planting on our prairies, but I doubt 

it. Pop. Bercolensis is a positive failure: my twelve trees all died in about 

three years apparantly of old age—they all root-killed. Some other va- 

rieties plainly show weaknesses that will make them worthless for this 

section. 

RUSSIAN WILLOWS. 
Iam more favorably impressed with these willows than I am with the 

poplars. Salix Argentea and Salix Vittelina Britonenses killed out by cold. 

Salix Lanifolia is a fine willow, ornamental and rapid growing, foliage 

exempt from attacks of the willow worm. Salix Aurea or golden willow 

I consider valuable; it is ornamental in winter and a very rapid grower. 

Salix Acentifolia is a fine ornamental willow with blue bloom on new 

growth; foliage free from attacks of insect enemies. 

The following table shows the tabulative data in connection with my 

experiment work: 
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REPORT FROM FERGUS FALLS EXPERIMENT STATION. 

F. H. FIEDLER, SUPERINTENDENT. 

Mr. President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 
I herewith make my annual report of the experiment station at Fergus 

Falls, of which I was made superintendent in 1891. 

The station is located four miles north of the city of Fergus Falls, on 

timber land. The natural timber consisted of poplar, red oak, burr oak, 

and birch. The land is all the way from 8 to 75 feet above the lake level. 

The soil is from 90 per cent. sand on gravel subsoil, to 85 per cent. clay 

on clay subsoil. Slopes south, north and west. 

The stock at the station was suppiied partly by the central experiment 

station, St. Anthony Park, Minn., and partly it was contributed by myself. 

All plants labelled with name and number. The first lot arrived from 
the central experiment station May 2, 1891. It contained the following | 

varieties: 2 Lady grapes, + Brighton grapes, 2Green Mountain grapes, 2 

Telegraph grapes, 1 Woodruff Red grape, 1 Moyer grape, 1 Dracut Amber 

grape, 6 Buffaloberries, 7 Golden Queen raspberries, 2 Kansas raspberries, 

3 Progress raspberries, 1 Cromwell raspberry, 4 Thompson’s ,Prolific 

raspberries, 2 Palmer raspberries, 3 Wineberry raspberries, 2 Ida rasp- 

berries, 1 Crandal currant, 2 Stewart currants, 7 Crystal White black- 

berries, 7 Erie blackberries, 7 Lucretia dewberries. 

Lot No. 2, received May 13, 1891, from central experimental station. 

Contents: 12 Daisy strawberries, 10 Oliver strawberries, 12 Haverland 

strawberries, 6 Cloud and 6 Early strawberries, 4 Gladstone raspberries. 

Lot No. 3 was procured from M. Fiedler, Sr., Perham, Minn. It con- 

sisted of 10 Houghton gooseberries, 25 Bubach No. 5 strawberries, 10 

Green Prolific strawberries, 50 Jessie strawberries, 10 Caroline raspberries, 

10 Gregg raspberries, 15 Ancient Britson blackberries, 5 Cherry currants, 

4 Fays Seedling currants, 6 White Grape currants, 5 Victoria currants, 

2 La Versailles currants, 6 Lees Prolific currants. 

Lot No. 4 was ordered of C. G. Patten, Charles City, lowa. Contents: 

50 Red Jacket, 109 Warfield and 150 Manchester strawberries. 

All the above were planted and cared for, and were growing well all 

summer until the 18th of October, when my neighbors cattle broke into 

and destroyed a large portion of the stock. Everything will be replanted 

next spring. 

_ As this is the first year that this station is established, I cannot make 

a large and interesting report this time. Next year I hope to fruit most 

of the remaining stock and be able to make a more valuable report. In 

closing, I will say that I will be glad to receive any plants, shrubs or trees 

anyone has to contribute. 

This is the only. experiment station in the northern part of the state, as 

far as I know, and although no other station in this far north has been 

a great success, I mean to make this one as much of a success as it is pos- 

sible, and I hope I can soon report good news. I received from the cen- 

tral experiment station December 23, 1891, a package containing cuttings 

of ten varieties of grapes. 
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EXCELSIOR EXPERIMENT STATION. 

H. M. LYMAN, SUPT. 

EXCELSIOR, MINN., Dec. 30, ’91. 

Samuel B. Green, Esq., St. Anthony Park, Minn.: 
DEAR Sir: As toa report, I cannot make a very full one at this time. 

As regards the stock received from you last spring, it made a fair 

growth. Some of the varieties showed some blight; No. 164 very badly. 

Regarding my seedlings, I have several hundred which appear to be 

perfectly hardy; most of them are seedlings from hybrid stock. It seems 

to me that we cannot have an apple that will stand right through a long 

series of years and not show signs of decay in this part of Minnesota, un- 

less it has some of the hardy Siberian stock in it, and then they come to 

bearing so much sooner than the common apple. I have about forty kinds 

in bearing, mostly small, generally from about the size of Transcendent up 

tosize of Wealthy; only one as large as the latter,andit nas beenin bearing 

only two years; is a long keeper, an excellent variety and seemingly very 

hardy, though of course it will take several years to determine its hardi- 

ness. Most of my seedlings have been in bearing 10 to 18 years; they 

have nearly all produced a crop of apples every year. One of them has 

borne more than 50 bushels in the last six years. Most of my Russian 

varieties, that were put out 15 years ago, are dead. Two still remain. One 

called Pineapple has fruited for the last 10 years. It is a large white 

appie; season, last of August. 

Respectfully, 

H. M LYMAN. 

ia 
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LIST OF TREES, VINES AND PLANTS, ADOPTED AT THE LAST 
ANNUAL MEETING. 

APPLES. 

Hardiest Varieties of Apples (Pyrus malus) for General Cultivation in the 
Southern one-half of the State—Cldenburg, Hibernal. f 

In Southern one-fourth of the State.—Wealthy, McMahon White, Tetofsky. j 

For Trial (Russian apples).—Charlamoff, Christmas, Borovinka No. 245. 

Native Seedlings.—Peerless, Okobena, Patten’s Greening. 

CRABS AND HYBRIDS. 

For General Cultivation.—Transcendent, Virginia, Orange, Florence : 

Martha, Gideon’s No. 6, Whitney, Pride of Minneapolis, Early Strawberry. 

For Trial.—Dartt, Greenwood, Tonka, Estaline, Gibb. > ae 

GRAPES. ‘ 

For General Cultivation. Concord, Delaware, Worden, Moore’s Early, 

Brighton, Lady, Janesville, Massasoit, Lindley. é 

For Trial.—Moore’s Diamond, Poughkeepsie Red, Woodruff Red, Early 4 

Victor, Jessica, Moyer. 
STRAWBERRIES. 

Warfield, Crescent, Wilson, Countess, Bubach No. 5, Haveriand. 

For Trial.—Parker Earle, Shuster’s Gem, Michel’s Early. 

RASPBERRIES, ae, 

Black Cap.—Souhegan, Hilburn, Ohio, Gregg, Tyler, Nemaha. 

Red.—Cuthbert, Marlboro, Turner, Brandywine, Shaffer’s Colossal. 

BLACKBERRIES. 

Ancient Briton, Snyder. - 

CURRANTS. gle ese 

Red Dutch, Victoria, Prince Albert, Long Bunch Holland, White 2% 

Grape. _& 

For Trial.—North Star. 
GOOSEBERRIES. 

Downing, Houghton. 

For Trial.—Triumph. 

NATIVE PLUMS. 

Desota, Rollingstone, Weaver, Forest Garden. 

For Trial.—Cheney, Ocheeda, Rockford, Wolf, Hawkeye. 

VALUABLE TREES, SHRUBS AND VINES. 

For Windbreaks.—Cottonwood (Populus monilifera), White willow 

(Salix alba), Box elder (Negundo aceroides), Arbor vitae (Thuja oceiden- 

talis), White spruce (Picea alba), Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris. ) : 

For General Planting.—Green ash (Fraxinus viridis), White maple (Acer | 

dasycarpum), White elm (Ulmus Americana), Burr oak (Quercus macro- Ke 

carpa), White oak (Quercus alba), Hackberry (Celtis occidentalis), But- 

ternut (Juglans cinerea), Black walnut (Juglans nigra),.Basswood (Tilia 

Americana), Hard maple (Acer saccharinum), Choke cherry (Prunus Vir- 

giniana), Black cherry (Prunus serotina). abt 
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For the Lawn.—Mountain ash, Silver-leaved poplar, Populus Bolleana, 

Cut-leaved birch (Betula alba laciniata), White birch (Betula papyracea). 
Conifer's.—White spruce (Picea alba), Red cedar (Juniperus Virginiana), 

White pine (Pinus strobus), Arbor vitae (Thuja occidentalis), Scotch pine 
(Pinus sylvestris), Dwarf mountain pine (Pinus pumilo or P. mugho), Red 

pine (Pinus resinosa), Bull pine (Pinus ponderosa). 
For Lawn Planting and Hardy Border.—Witch hazel (Hamamelis Vir- 

giniana), Purple lilac (Syringa vulgaris), White lilac (Syringa vulgaris var. 

alba), Persian lilac (Syringa Persica), Upright honeysuckle (Lopicera 

Tartarica), White upright honeysuckle (Lonicera Tartarica var. alba), Moun- 
tain maple (Acer spicatum), Berberry (Berberis vulgaris), Purple- 
leaved berberry (Berberis vulgaris var, purpurea), Stag horn sumach (Ahus 

typhina), Smooth sumach (Rhus glabra), Dwarf sumach (Rhus copallina), 

Philadelphus (in its several varieties), Shrubby cinque-foil (Potentilla 
fruticosa), Bush cranberry (Virburnum opulus), Snowball (Virburnum 
opulus-sterilis), Sweet viburnum (Viburnum Lentago), Cornel (Cornus 

stolonifera and C. sericea), Spirwas: 8. Billardii, S. Fortunii, S. Van Houtii, 

S. prunifolia, S. Sorbifolia, Ninebark (WNeillia opulifolia), New Jersey Tea 

(Ceanothus Americana), Common elder (Sambucus Canadensis), Red ber- 

ried elder (Sambucus racemosa), Cut-leaved elder (Sambucus nigra 

laciniata), Siberian pea tree (Caragana arborescens), River locust 
(Amorpha fruticosa), Amorpha macrophyllae, Shoestrings (Amorpha 

canescens), Crimson wild honeysuckle (Lonicera glauca), Yellow wild 

honeysuckle (Lonicera  Sullivantii), Salix Rosmarinifolia, Buffalo berry 
(Shepherdia argentea), Leatherwood (Dirca palustris), Burning Bush (Enony- 
mus), Silver Berry (Eleagnus argentea), Bearberry (Arctostaphylos Uva-ursi). 

For Hedges and Screens.—Arbor vite (Thuja occidentalis), Prostrate 

Juniper (Puriperus Sabina), Common berberry (Berberris vulgaris), Buck- 

thorn (Rhamnus cartharticus), Russian mulberry (Morus Tartarica), Prickly 

ash (Zanthoxylum Americanum). 
Climbers.—Virginia creeper (Ampelopsis quinquefolia), Climbing bitter 

sweet (Celastrus scandens), Virgins bower (Clematis verticillaris), Virgins 
bower (Clematis’ Virginiana), Moonseed (Menispermum Canadense). 
Hardy Flowers.—Perennial phlox (Phlox hybrida), Bleeding heart (Di- 

centra spectabilis), Decentra Cucularia, Larkspur (Delphinum), Paeonies, 

(in variety), Columbine (Aquilegia Canadensis). 
Roses, (to be protected).—Prairie Queen, Gem of the Prairie, Harrison’s 

Yellow, Madame Plantier, Princess Adelaide. 
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NOMENCLATURE AND CATALOGUE. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NOMENCLATURE AND CATA- 

LOGUE. 

BY J. S. HARRIS. 

Mr. President and Members of State Horticultural Society: 

The committee on nomenclature has not held any formal meeting dur- 

ing the year. At the summer meeting of the society I looked over the 

exhibit of small fruits before they were passed upon by the awarding com- 

mittee and found all correctly named with the exception of two varieties 

of raspberries in one collection, and the proper corrections were made. At 

the state fair I found a large exhibit of apples and a fair one of native 

plums, and also a great deal of confusion in the names. I made a pretty 

careful examination of the whole exhibit, and as far as able made correc- 

tions. I am very certain that several varieties of the Russians were not 

true to the names, in the lists of Prof. Budd, of varieties forwarded from 

Moscow, and described by Dr. Shroeder, of the agricultural college near 

Moscow, Russia. But taking into account that I am not yet familiar 

enough with the fruits of that country to be an expert, and that the de- 

scriptions made in that country might vary considerably from the appear- 

ance of the fruit as grown in Minnesota; I have not, except where very 

positive that they were incorrect, interfered with the names under which 

they were exhibited. As the varieties of fruit exhibited at the fairs and 

our meetings increases, it is becoming necessary that the committee on 

nomenclature give them more attention,and especially so asa great many 

of the trees are designated by numbers, and the planters have no means 

for finding out the corresponding names, and have since taken the name 

from some tree agent, whohad even less knowledge of them. We found 

the most confusion in the large and elegant sweepstakes collection shown 

by Mr. R. C. Keel, of Rochester. The committee exonorate him from all 

blame in the matter. He purchased his orchard from E. B. Jordan. A 

considerable portion of the orchard had been topgrafted to Russians and 

seedlings, and frequently with more than one variety in a tree. Numbers 

of the varieties perished, and no one is competent to set them right with- 

out making a very thorough investigation. In justice to Mr. Keel, he 

should have such assistance in the matter from this society as it is in eur 

power to give. 
In the matter of native plums many new varieties having points of ex- 

cellence are finding their way toour exhibitions, and the time has arrived 

when appropriate names should be given to suchas have them not already, 

and they should be described and catalogued. 

In the matter of catalogue your committee have no additions to make 

at this time. In the catalogues the size of fruit is generally designated 
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as small, medium, large and very large, terms that are indefinite. We 

recommend a system of designating the size by numbers from one to ten, 

starting at two inches in diameter and adding one-fourth of an inch for 

each number. Numbers one, two and three to represent all under medium ; 

four, five, six and seven to represent medium; and eight, nine and ten, 

large; and if any varieties exceed the diameter represented by these num- 

bers, designate them as very large. The plan will be very simple after it 

is once established, but it must represent the full average of the varieties 

" as they grow in this state. The catalogue printed in the transactions for 

; 1890 contains a number of varieties that will not ever again be raised in 

this state. It was published chiefly for future reference and need not be 

re-published oftener than once in ten years, but I believe it best for the 

2 cause of horticulture, that a catalogue of the apples and all other fruits 

4 now and hereafter grown here, should be published in each report and 

a should be revised each year as is done in the Michigan, Illinois and some 

: other state societies, and by the American Pomological Society. 

7 

= 

In 1883, the American Pomological Society adopted rules for naming and 

exhibiting fruits. With this report I submit a copy of the section relat- 

rs ing to the naming of fruits and recommend its adoption and publication 

in the forthcoming volume of transactions. (See index ‘‘Rules for Nam- 

ing fruits”). I neglected to mention that under the rules governing the 

names by which fruits are known, the American Pomological Society has 

adopted the name of Oldenburg for our leading apple, the Duchess of Old- 

enburg, and as that society is the highest authority in America on these 

: matters, I recommend that hereafter whenever the variety is referred to 

; in our reports orin premium lists, and the catalogues of aurserymen, it be 

designated by the same name ‘‘Oldenburg.” 
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DRAINAGE. 

DRAINAGE IN MINNESOTA. 

PROF. W. M. HAYS, FARGO, N. D. 

The contour of Minnesota is unlike that of any other state in the Union, 
The great sheet of glacial driftis peculiarly distributed. It is stratified 

with alternate pervious and impervious layers, and withal so piled up in 

morainic debris that lakes are very numerous, ponds are common, sloughs 

are in many hollows, large tracts are swampy; in many cases the land is 

nearly level, and sluggish streams are not uncommon. There is really a 

good per cent. of the surface of the state that is too wet for the plow, and 

this, too, in spite of the comparatively small rainfall of the state. Our 

farmers are rapidly subduing all the naturally drained lands for grain 

raising, and have begun to reclaim, for the same purpose, the moist and 

wet lands. As observed by all old residents in prairie sections, the culti 

vation of the soil, the pasturing and mowing of wild moist lands, and the 

general easier surface drainage resulting from open ditches, and a remova 

of native impediments to drainage in hollows and streams, and especially 

the removal of forest conditions in native forests, all tend to lower the 

Soil water. This is shown by the necessity, after ten to twenty years, of 

making surface wells deeper, by the drying up of moist springs, by sloughs 

becoming passable, and even by the drying up of lakes and ponds. ‘True: 

during wet cycles of years the water again partially rises to its old stand” 

ard, but it never again reaches the original point. Theaverage annual 

rainfall is not thought to have been reduced, but the amount kept in store 

on the surface and in the upper strata of earth is certainly materially 

lessened with man’s occupancy. 

We use a great quantity of the rainfall by making our arable lands 

porous and able to absorb the rain, which is again given back to the at- 

mosphere through the leaves of growing crops. The upper several feet of 

our cultivated fields thus serves as a temporary storehouse for a great 

part of the water which formerly ran off the dense native sod to become 
a part of that filling up sloughs and lakes. Our people do not, as yet, 

take kindly to drainage. They have settled down into the practice of 

using their moist lands for meadows and with a few open ditches have 

converted their really wet lands into moist meadow lands. These lands, 

too moist for the plow, they have given the name of natural meadow 

lands. Very many believe that it would be a great mistake to underdrain 

these lands. They say that these lands are their stand-bys for cheap, 

ough feeds in years so dry that arable lands cannot produce a crop. How 

much there is in this position I am not ready yet to say, for the western 

part of the state, but for the southeastern part I emphaticatly oppose the 

idea. These lands, if well drained, will not only produce hay of a better 

quality, but take the average of a series of years and they will produce 

more tons per acre of the better feed. Besides, underdraining allows these 

richest of our lands to be used for raising grains and other crops, giving 
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opportunity to change the thinner uplands more frequently to clover and 

grasses torest them. These rich bottom lands are mines of stable manure 

with which to keep the hilly lands fertile. Where is the man who, after a 

series of years of trial believes that draining so-called natural meadow lands 

was amistake? I believe in getting all lands into shape for short rota- 

tions, with two or three years to grass and as many to grain and other 

crops. Such a system is clearly more profitable than all grain on one part 
of the land and all grass on another part. Timothy and clover are our 

short rotation meadow and pasture plants and they make more and better 

hay and pasturage than do the wet land wild grasses assisted by redtop. 

WHERE TO PLACE DRAINS. 

With our comparatively small annual rainfall and our unusually deep 
pervious surface layer of soil, drains do not need to be very close together, 

and therefore to drain the wet sloughs and ponds in our undulating lands 

is not expensive. One line of tiles in the middle of a wet hollow, or if 

seepage water comes from the hills, tiles on one or both sides of the hol- 

low often makes a slough into the richest part of a large unbroken field. 

Likewise a single short tile laid so as to catch seepage water, may entirely 

cure a springy hillside. Even where large flat areas are to bedrained, un- 

less the subsoil is very impervious, the rainfall is not so great that a tile 

is needed closer than every 160 to 200 feet apart for ordinary field crops. 

Tiles pay so well in many of these places that these rich lands often produce 

enough more in one to three years to pay for the tiles and the labor of 

laying them. 

Where there is a large flow of fiood or surface water open drains are 

needed, and these serve as outlets for the main tile drains. The general 

plan of open ditches should be to make the sides very slanting and then 

sew grass seeds, like redtop, white clover and Kentucky blue grass, so 

that the banks will be preserved by the sod from washing in times of 

flood. Where the fall is five or more inches to the hundred feet, the 
grades can be roughly laid out by meansof acarpenter’s level and astraight 

edge, or by some other easily improvised means, or even by the eye if the 

grade is considerable. These drains can be graded with water or with 

some rude arrangement so made that a carpenter’s level indicates the 

grade. 

Figure A is to pull along in the graded bottom of the ditch. To make 

the grade six inches to the 100 feet drop the front end of the top board one 

inch at the point v, and then grade the ditch so that the bubble stands 

in the middle in the level at y. Figure B represents a triangle made of 

boards. When the lower board rests on a level surface, the plumb-bob 

rests on the central mark at¢. The marks toward the back of the imple- 
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ment may beso placed that for every inch rise per hundred feet the plumb- 

bob will stand one mark further back. This implement can be easily 

made and marked on a level fioor, and is handierthan one shown at figure 

A. These implements are drawn up-grade, as the digging is usually begun 

at the outlet. ‘ 
COST OF TILE DRAINS. 

Owing to the few tiles needed by most fields where parts are wet, the 

cost per acre is slight. The cost of opening the ditch, of laying the tiles, 

and of filling is, with our prices for labor, ten cents per rod for each foot 

in depth. For an average of three and one-half feet deep we thus have 

35 cents per rod forlabor. The tiles are as yet abnormally high in Minne- 

sota. There is not at present a single factory in operation, so far as we 

know. In Iowa and lllinois, where several factories in one county reduce 

the price nearly to cost, twelve to thirteen dollars per thousand feet of 

three-inch tiles has been reached. At this price, the drains cost 55 to 75 

cents per rod according to the size of tiles used. Here the cost is five to 

ten cents more per rod, to pay for freights on tiles from southern Wiscon- 

sin, or adjacent parts of Iowa and Illinois. Before long the making of 

tiles will be a feature in many of our towns, and much land will then grow 

two blades of grass where now only one grows. 

MAKING THE DITCH, 

While good drains can be made with stones, boards and poles, there is 

nothing so permanent, and in the long run so cheap as tiles. When prop- 

erly laid, with a uniform fall, there is little danger of their being injured 

by freezing. 

Directions: Stake off the line of the drain carefully. 1f inland thatcan 

be plowed, throw out the upper six inches to one foot with the plow; then 

by line throw out the ditch with ditching spade or common spade down 

to within a foot or sixteen inches of the bottom. The top of the 

ditch should be only a foot wide, or a little less, to avoid handling so 

much dirt, and should slant in to the bottom, where it is merely wide 

enough for the tiles. The last spadeful at the bottom can best be taken 

out with the round-pointed, narrow tile spade. The tile drag or hoe, 

rounding on the bottom, is the proper tool with which to clean out and 

grade the bottom of the ditch. It leaves a concave bottom in which 

the tiles may be snugly laid by walking on them. Where peat, mud or 

sand makes a soft bottom the tiles cannot be trod in place, and in some 

cases it is even necessary to lay a board down to place the tiles on. The 
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tiles should be snugly fitted together at the ends, and several inches 

of the tougher clay part of the soi] at once placed on them and tramped 

into place. The remainder of the dirt can be plowed in or shoved in by 

team with a scraper attached to the front wheels of a wagon, and so 

arranged that the team can easily back it up for a new load. 

Machines for opening tile ditches are only fairly well perfected. For all 
ordinary work the laborer is the cheapest. In large tracts where no stones 

interfere, some of the tile machines make the labor cheaper. Elliot’s 

little book on drainage, published by the Drainage Journal, at Indian- 
apolis, Indiana, is a good and cheap book for those who expect to spend | 

money in ditching. . ue j 

13 
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FORESTRY. 

THE MINNESOTA NATIONAL PARK, 

J. O. BARRETT, SECRETARY OF THE MINNESOTA STATE FORESTRY 

; ASSOCIATION. 

~ The proposition to have a forest reserve in Minnesota is no new thing. 

For ten years or more it has been agitated. In one of his addresses, our 

worthy president, Wyman Elliot, earnestly called the attention of this 

society to its importance. Gen. J. H. Baker, and others, years ago intro- 

duced in our legislature resolutions to congress, urging a reserve, but 

failed for difficulties that could not then be overcome. During the session 

of congress in 1891, the timber culture act was repealed and the present 

forest reserve system substituted, and the president authorized to set 

apart from settlement such remnants of native woodlands in different 

parts of the country, as in his judgment are necessary to save the head- 

waters of our springs and streams from extinction, and thereby preserve 

the flow of our rivers and the valuable varieties of our timberin contibu- 

ous growth. Minnesota’s opportunity at last had come. The friends of 

forestry seized upon it. Under approval of the State Forestry Association 

the writer succeeded in getting a resolution through both branches of our 

late legislature, praying the president to locate, by proclamation, a park 

on the public lands in the northern part of the state. This initiatory 

success was followed by a petition to the president to organize the present 

proposed Minnesota National Park, which, exclusive of state swamp 

lands and some personal claims, contains about 6,000,000 acres, located 

north of the great iron belt, taking in nearly al] the Indian reservations 

with the intent to cover the watersheds tv our main rivers and lakes. 

Being but an opening wedge, and crude at that, it was expected that its 

boundary lines and provisions would have to be changed the better to se- 

cure the objects sought, before final action could be safely taken. This 

petition was signed by the governor, by ex-governors, judges of the 

supreme court, state officials, editors, educational professors and other in- 

fluential citizens. At Washington it was pronounced a very strong de- 

mand for the reserve. No sooner had this foothold been gained than a 

determined opposition to the enterprise sprang up in Duluth, and in the 

chambers of commerce in the Twin Cities, and in a few other cities. 

The city and country presses largely have taken sides, mostly it is be- 

lieved in favor. Men, of course, have the right of remonstrance, but 

when the remonstrance involves a plot to monopolize the domain in ques- 

tion, the reserved rights of the people, whose claims are paramount, ne- 

cessitate a policy to benefit the opposers against their wills. But the op- 

position, though based in greed, is an eye-opener. The state is stirred up 

as it never was stirred before to discuss the merits of forestry. 
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During the heat of the agitation, I went to Washington to represent 

Minnesota at the meeting, on Dec. 29th and 30th, of the American 

Forestry Association. 'This enabled me to learn what methods should be 

employed to establish in the United States the forest reserve system. In 

a conventional body we appeared hefore President Harrison, stating our 

objects through Judge Higley, of New York. The president expressed 

his hearty sympathy with our movement, averring that the time had 

come when it was necessary to do something to save the remnants of our 

great forests from further destruction, and referred us to the Secretary of 

the Interior. We found the secretary a pronounced and determined sup- 

porter of the reserve system. We also appeared before the commissioner 

of the general land office and other officials,and found but one opinion pre- 

vailing, and that is, that something practical must be done immediately to 

protect the sources of our water systems, preserve our valuable varieties of 

' trees, and the game and fish, on which all the people depend. We discov- 

ered, to a positive certainty, that the chief hindrance to success is, not at 

Washington, but at home among the people who have been mislead by 

designing syndicates. With renewed energy the friends of forestry have 

entered upon the herculean task before us. New York takes the lead. 

If we of Minnesota are vigilant at this momentous hour,. we can have our 

great reserve without any cost to the state. New York let go her oppor- 

tunity; the Adirondacks passed into syndicate hands to the serious loss 

of the feeders to the Hudson and other rivers, and to the injury of agri- 

culture in the valleys; and now the friends of forestry there are obliged 

to besiege the legislature of New York to buy back 3,000,000 acres of those 

mountain lands at a great cost. Will Minnesota profit by the experience 

of New York, or indifferently part with her birthright to feather another 

plutocratic nest? 

But to the methods. Among the forestry papers soon to go over the 

country is this address to the press, which as you willsee, covers the work 

in hand. 
THE FOREST RESERVE SYSTEM. 

‘The object of the proposed forest reserve system set forth in the memo- 

rial recently presented to President Harrison by the American Forestry 

Association, is as follows: 

“Tt is not the object to withdraw these lands absolutely from occupation 

or use, but rather to increase their usefulness and the sum total of the 

productiveness of the territory, making each acre do its utmost for the 

benefit of our people. 

‘‘In the case of these reservations it is the purpose; 

‘To minimizethe destruction of forest areas by fires and the wasteful 

and erroneous methods of forestry use now prevalent. 

“To maintain and increase the lumber industry by a permanent and con- 

tinuous yield of forest products on non-agricultural lands which, under 

the present methods are laid waste by fires, and made less productive. 

‘To promote railroading and wood-manufacturing industries by provid- 

ing constant and increasing supplies of the raw material from cultivated 

forests ; creating a home market for labor and supplies at these manufac- 

tories. 

‘*To cultivate and develop new growths of valuable timber wherever the 

matured trees are cut for the market. 
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“To specially guard and protect the sources of our main rivers and lakes, 
and thus continue their flow for the benefit of the people at large. 

“To prevent these lands from being taken for timber only and abandon- 
ing them after cutting the best, also to secure bona fide settlements on 
the agricultural sections. 

“Nor is it the purpose to prevent prospecting for minerals, opening for 
mines, or other legitimate and rational development of these lands. 
‘To attain these objects, the American Forestry Association, urges not 

only the reservation system, but at the same time the enactment ef ad- 
ministrative laws which will secure these objects, and in a simple man- 
ner to satisfy all local wants. 

B. E. FERNow, } 
J. O. BARRETT, 
N. H. E@GuEstron, | Press Committee.” 
J.D. W. FRENCH, | 
KE. A. BOWERS. J 

Most of the proposed reserves, and they are reaching into a dozen or 

more, are located among the Rocky Mountains in Montana, Colorado, 

New Mexico,California,and one on Turtle Mountain, N. D. These cover but 

little agricnltural territory. Minnesota has no real mountains. Most of 

the region where it is proposed to locate our reserve, is comparatively 

level, but interspersed with hills, and along Rainy river are rocky ram- 

parts, wild and romantic. Agricultural lands, in sections and belts, 

extend in various directions. Theenvironment necessitates some special 

provisions for our reserve. Obviously there is no alternative left us 

but to set apart a special territory equal to the necessity, for the common 

welfare, as a permanent reserve, not to be used at all for farming purposes, 

but to be held to guard our headwaters from drying up, and to supply our 

people with fuel and lumber under a wise system of forest culture. In- 
cluded in said reserve should be all lands of the public domain within the 

borders of the state, whether at the water sources or not, that are fire- 
scourged and desolate, and pronounced unfit for agriculture, and never 

can profitably be used for agriculture; but all the other lands of the 

public domain, that are naturally agricultural, or susceptible of being 

made agricultural, should be open to settlements, and all such public ter- 

ritory be placed under the custody of the United States army as a police 
force to protect it against trespass and fires. 

Unless this orsome other policy, more applicable to the situation, be 

employea and speedily, too, all is lost—yes, all! Let me here quote the 

warning words of J. 8S. Harris, one of the veterans of this society, who is 

posted in forestry, as given to me by way of encouragement in a recent 

letter. Alluding to the proposed reserve, he says: ‘If that region should 

be denuded of trees, it would prove the greatest calamity that could befall 

us. If the whole of Minnesota were settled up and all the rough and un- 

tillable places on the public and private domain, and one-tenth of every 

quarter section besides that is suitable for agricultural purposes, were 

covered with thrifty evergreens and deciduous trees, I believe it would so 

modify our climate that the apple, pear, peach and all the minor fruits 

would flourish here. On the other hand, if the avarice of man is allowed 

to destroy those forests that a beneficent providence has placed in our 

hands, I believe the effect will be most disastrous to our agriculture, and 

we might as well fold.up our tents and move south. A few men with 
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capital could make fortunes, as is their intent, out of the timber now 

growing there. Some men make money even by highway robbery; but 

such men are of no use to the world. If that timber belt is destroyed, a 

generation of the near future will see the business centers of the north 
depopulated and the great streams of ourcommercedriedup. I maintain 

that this government should be held to its first principles—a government 

of the people, for the people, and not a plutocracy to protect and enrich 

a few at thegexpense of the many. I know the members of the Forestry 

Association will do their best to save the forest from ruin, and I am with 

you first, last and all the time.” , 

Aside from the fruit benefits of the reserve mentioned by Mr. Harris, a 
summary of it all is this: Our headwaters will be economized to feed our 

lakes and rivers and wells, our annual floods largely forestalled, our peo- 

ple protected against the terrible winds of the frozen pole, our atmosphere 

made more humid to grow our food plants, damaging frosts largely neu- 

tralized, the rigors of our climate mitigated and rendered more healthful, 

and all our industries quickened into new and continuous activity for the 

people and the people’s people of the twentieth century. 

This society understands and well appreciates all these benefits. Then 

must the State Horticultural Society come to the rescue. When L. B. 
Hodges, the first secretary of the Forestry Association died, the cause lan- 

guished; but this society, like a true sister, took forestry under her fos- 

tering care and saved it from breaking down under the ‘‘grippe” of public 

indifference. When the Forestry Association seemed to be on its ‘‘last 

legs,” C. L. Smith, my immediate predecessor, rekindled a spark of the 

old time life, and then, too, when certain ‘‘soul sleepers” refused to fur- 

nish fuel. The present administration of the Forestry Association occu- 

pies the ground for which the veterans of forestry fought, and now that 

the battle engaging its patriotic courage is getting up to a white heat, the 

association appeals to her horticultural sisters to take the front again, 

both societies side by side in this grand fight; and the appeal will not be 

in vain. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Barrett: Now in conclusion let me say one word further. 

At our forestry meeting yesterday, which was a splendid wide- 

awake one, there was present the chief spirit of the opposition, 

Mr. S. A. Thompson, of Duluth, the secretary of the chamber 

of commerce of that city. Notwithstanding the fact that he had 
done all in his power to defeat the motion, we treated him with 

marked courtesy, which neutralized all his combativeness. He 

made a very able speech that covered the ground admirably 

from his side of the house, and we went so far as to make Mr. 

Thompson a member of the executive committee. Next Mon- 

day we are to prepare an address to the people of this state, 

and I would like at this time to lay this statement before the 

society for consideration. I do not ask you to accept it now, 

because it needs some little attention given it by a committee. 
, 
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(At this point Mr. Barrett explained, by means of a map 

which he exhibited to the society, the nature and extent of the 

territory which it is proposed to include in the proposed 

national park. ) 

Mr. Underwood: I would like to ask Mr. Barrett if he can 

state the points made by the opposition. 

Mr. Barrett: There is no question but that the main point 

of the opposition is that of greed. Personally I do not in- 

criminate anybody, but evidently the object is to so manage 

that territory as to accumulate wealth into the hands of a 

few, reckless of consequences. Mr. Thompson raised the 

objection that the laws were inadequate to meet the demands, 

and we have conceded that point. Prof. Fernow, at Wash- 

ington, canvassed the situation in a public speech, and stated 

that congress would have to reconsider our land laws, on an 

occasion similar tothis. And there is no doubt but that the 

matter will have to run that gauntlet, to its peril, and laws be 

enacted which will be adapted to the situation. Another objec- 

tion that is raised is, that we interfere with the mining industry. 

Now you will see by the paper which I read that we encourage 
mining and all other industries. So we meet every objection 

thus far raised. Ithink that behind the claim of the opposition 
there is undoubtedly a secret, monopolistic scheme to obtain 

possession of our woodlands. Now I have a communication 

from persons in Montana interested in the reserve system, who 

state that there is opposition there, and it is solely because 

there is lumber there which these syndicates are determined to 

have. It is the same way in California. 

Mr. Wilcox: Perhaps for the information of Mr. Underwood 

and the committee, I had better state one or two points in 
opposition that struck me more forcibly that it did Mr. Barrett. 

_ One point which they emphasized in particular was the fact 
that under the laws in reference to the park or reservation, 

like that under which the Yellowstone Park was created, the 

lands are absolutely set apart with no provision for allowing 

railroads through the reservation, except by special act of 

congress. Mr. Thompson states that certain railroads have 

tried to get across the corner of the Yellowstone Park, and the 

right has been refused to them; and he holds that in the devel- 

opment of Duluth and the northern regions of the state, that 

such a provision would be injurious, and says, that already 

there are lines of railroads planned which will necessarily cross 
this forest reserve, and that such an act as that which governs 
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the Yellowstone Park would practically shut off these railroads 
and the developments which would naturally grow from them. 

Another point which he emphasizes quite forcibly, is the fact 

that the present laws are entirely inadequate to secure what 

the Forestry Association is seeking to secure. I will say right 

here that in_the preamble of his speech he stated, that with 

certain modifications, the chamber of commerce, of Duluth, 

would heartily join with us in securing what we desire. He 

also threw out the hint that we are working in the interest of 

the pine ring. We met that suggestion by placing Mr. Thomp- 
son on the committee of the Forestry Association and asking 

him to present at our meeting next Monday, a plan that might 

meet with the approval of the chamber of commerce of 

Duluth. For my part, I am willing to concede anything that 
will accommodate Duluth, that we can concede without destroy- 

ing our forest reserve. ‘Those were the main points of his op- 
position, and I am greatly in hopes that we may meet with some 

plan that will be more satisfactory, and that will do away with 

a large part of this opposition. 

Mr. Barrett: Now, Mr. Chairman, we want to be exceeding- 

ly careful, for this society has great influente in Minnesota. 

This society has worked and sacrificed up to a point of positive 

infiuence. This society is stronger than the Forestry Associa- 

tion, and whatever we do let us do it with the utmost prudence 

so that we won't be obliged to take any back steps. I would 

not want anything to appear in any statement or resolution to 

the public that contained anything technical orambiguous. Let 

everything be simple and plain, indicating that we look for the 

general interests of the state. 
Mr. Harris: I did not make any preparations to take any 

part in the discussion of forestry, but it is certainly a very 

important question to us who are striving to follow horticulture 

for a living. The extract he made from my private letter to 

him expresses my views on the forestry situation. There are 
two elements, and both of them must exist and are essential . 

to successful fruit culture, and to many branches of agriculture 

also. These are plenty of water and plenty of forests. Now if 

we could have a large basin of water located in that region that 

was known as the Great American Desert when some of we 
older men were boys, this vast extent of water would charge 

the winds with moisture as they came from the mountains, and 

when they reached us in Minnesota they would supply the 

dews and rains that we need, and we could get along with very 
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little timber for tho fruit trees themselves. But we cannot get 

that condition, and the next thing to do is to get the trees, and 

let them draw moisture from deep down in the earth, and 

discharge it in the atmosphere. The more of these trees 

that we get, the more we will realize that this is a good country 

for fruit raising, for farming, and fora home. I have studied 

this question for years, and I have sometimes thought 

when those great blizzards come down from the north, that if 

that country was denuded of those great forests which our wise 

_ Creator has placed there; that if man became such a vandal. 
and grew so selfish as to destroy that great wind-break, that 

this country would become in a very little while just what we 

supposed that region in Nebraska or Kansas to be when we 

were boys—that is, unfit for the home of civilized man, and fit 

only for the buffalo to roam over in summer, and from which 

even they would flee to seek winter quarters in the recesses of 

the mountains through the cold winter. 

Now it seems to me, that the people of Minnesota, if they 

would only stop in this mad career after wealth, are intelligent 

enough, and can get up energy enougb in the state to bring 

something to bear upon our law-makers, that will compel them 

to enact the laws that will preserve these forests, and also per- 

petuate forests all over the western country. For a good many 

years I was of the belief that the climate of southeastern Min- 

nesota was growing worse and worse. And why? Simply be- 

cause the farmers that went upon the land were cutting off the 

timber on their farms and burning itup. Nowitis not over ten 

or fifteen years since I viewed acres and acres of log heaps 

burning just. as they used to burn in Ohio. It was simply a 

robbery of the forests. But they have stopped that now, and 

the timber is getting more plentiful, and for the last five or six 

years, we, down at La Crosse and in that region, do not feel 

the cold weather as we used to. We think we get more rain 

and that things are improving, but if we, here in the State Hor- 

ticultural Society, could get up enough zeal to induce every far- 

mer in this country to put out trees on every little barren patch 
on his farm, and persuade the government of the state to set 

aside the barren places that nobody will ever take up, the im- 

provement would come about a great deal faster and better. 

Down in Ohio, where I was born there has been in past years a 

reckless cutting off of the timber. But now Ohio has awakened. 

to the danger, and there is a great deal of interest being mani- 

—12 
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fested there in the forest reserve. As soon as they cut out so 

much timber their crops grew less, and the trees, that were 

left, more or less of them died, and now they feel the need of - 

forestry. I believe we are on the right track when we encour- 

age it, and I don’t believe that these men are interested in hav- 
ing that timber cut off or being harmed in any way; and es- 

pecially so with reference to the mining industry. What would 

the lead mines of England be today if the government had not 

stepped in and forested those hillsides with the larch tree, and 
then taken control of it? They do not allow a larch tree cut 

down until they have a permit from certain societies. If it ~ 

were not for the government aid and supervision they could not 

carry on those mines at all. It is impossible to carry on mining 

successfully in any country without a great deal of timber. It 

would be for the interest of a mining country to, protect the 
timber, therefore, and not allow a single tree to be cut unless 

authorized by some society. Again, we of this generation have 

no right to rob our children. There is no man who possesses 

the right to eat up the bread that a future generation wants. 

He has no right to destroy the forests that favorably influence 

the climatic conditions of our time, and thus make it impossible © 

for our successors to till the soil. He has no right to deprive 

the succeeding settler of the timber with which to build his 

homestead, and the time is coming when the young man who: 

starts out to make a home will have a hard row to ‘hoe, I tell 

you. The coming young man who starts out to put up the 

buildings to shelter his family and stock will have a fearful ~ 

time if we allow the men who are so greedy for the almighty 

dollar to cut this timber. 

Mr. Barrett: I suggest that Judge Moyer be asked to give 

his views on this question. 

Judge L. R. Moyer: I will say briefly, Mr. Chairman, that I 

think that it is a mistake to allow that timber to pass into pri 

vate hands. It is my belief that the timber ought to be kept 
and owned either by the state or general government. I think 

there should be a police force enlisted to guard that timber 

against fires, and instead of allowing the land, as you might 

say, to run riot, it would be well to cutacertain portion of 

it periodically. The trees ought to be cut in such a way that 

the brush and tops and chips could be taken care of, so that 
they would not be an encouragement for fires. The state 

makes a great mistake in selling any of its timber land. I 

think that the state of Minnesota ought to hold on to its school 
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lands, and on to its swamp lands, so unwisely granted to differ- 

ent railroads. Of course, this question is one that the Ameri- 

can people are slow to wake up to. We have inherited certain 
traditions that run clear back to old England, that makes every 

man feel that he ought not to be interfered with in regard to 

his own estate. I suppose that we got that idea from the fact 

that the common people of England were so greatly enraged at 

the time the Normans came into England and made such large 

reservations for game purposes, and we have felt that it is 

wrong for any body of men to interfere with our rights to cut 

down our timber. However, it seems to me that laws ought to 

be passed at this time for that purpose. 

Mr. Underwood: It seems to me that one of the serious dif- 

ficulties, which arises in protecting forests, is that of fire. I 

have experienced some such difficulty in the little forests 
that we have around our place on the high bluffs along the 

Mississippi river andon Lake Pepin. There is a good deal of 

land there that is not valuable for agricultural purposes, that 
is really of no benefit at all to anyone, except for growing trees, 

and they seem to sprout up there naturally. We would have a 

good forest of trees there, but the fires are set every year and 

rage along these bluffs, and sweep the trees down before them. 

Now, is there not some way to stop people from setting those 

fires? There should be some severe penalty, or a police force 

to control it. I think that is one thing that the Forestry As- 

sociation ought to attend to. 

Mr. Barrett:—I would suggest that Mr. Underwood’s idea is 

excellent, but I am impressed that we must not cover too much 

ground at this time. Let us get one essential thing done. Let 
us take one step ata time. Then later on we will take another 

step. Some time ago I sent out a circular containing twenty- 

six questions, among the people of the state. One of the ques- 

tions was ‘*‘ How much waste land have you got in your county © 
that would be more profitable for tree raising than for agricul- 

tural purposes?” I have these statistics and they will be pro- 
duced in due time. By them, I see there is a large territory 
indeed. Now, we can work the state by and by, when we have 

taken the initial step in reference to public domain. I will 

suggest. gentlemen, that we confine ourselves to the public do- 

main at present, and by working with determination we will 

have a reservation. 'Then after we have made a success of this 

we can take up this other matter at another time. Now, just 
a word about our convention at Washington. We had there 
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Senator Dawes of Massachusetts, and he drew a picture of the 

condition of the forests of the famous Berkshire Hills, and 

said that the rivers were drying up and agriculture was suffer- 

ing in consequence; but he said that lately an influence to pre- 

serve those forests had been started, and interest evoked, and 

they are re-clothing those mountains, though only to a small 

degree; he said that already they are reaping benefits from 

that course. 

Mr. Wilcox:—There is just one thing more that I think 

should go down upon our records. While the beneficial infiu- 

ence of large bodies of water, as mentioned by our friend Har- 

ris, is well recognized and its modifications of the climatic 

conditions on the eastern and southern shores of our great 

lakes enable those situations to become prominent as fruit pro- 

ducing regions, the opponents of this park system declare that 

there is no well established data to show that large forest areas 

serve to modify climatic conditions in a similar way. Well, 

there are many of us who believe the statement to be true, 

which was made by an eminent professor, that the leaves 

of an oak tree, that is large enough to have two hundred 

thousand square feet of leaf surface, on a sunshiny day 

will evaporate fifty barrels of water. This is a field in which 

there has not been enough scientific investigation carried on, 

but we all know that trees evaporate large quantities of 

water through their leaves, and that as far as the root surface 

extends we find the moisture of the soil almost entirely 

absorbed. Now, if it is a fact that the leaves of trees throw 

off a great quantity of moisture, that moisture certainly goes 

into the air; and it is my belief that a forest, through its 

leaves, gives far more moisture to the air than the same area 

covered with water would furnish. 

fa, Sed 
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THE FOREST RESERVE. 

, 

H. B. AYERS, WASHINGTON, D. C. 

Before taking such a step as the reservation of a large area of land for 

the purpose of cultivating timber, it is well that there be opposition, in 

order that there may be a thorough consideration of what results are 

likely to follow; and if, in this paper, I can point out some of the more 

direct and easily comprehended possibilities, I shall be content to leave 

the more abstruse to be expounded by those, who, by their training in 

European forest schools, may venture into dissertations that are difficult 

for one accustomed to think the growth and the cutting of timber a 

simple matter. 

To the woodsman this question is one of vital economy. All know th 

value of the forest. All know that a well timbered forty-acre tract is 

worth from $500 to $4,000, while the best forty of wild agricultural prairie 

or brush land in the state is hardly worth over $400. 

- We also know that, as things}go now, our great natural stores of timber 

are being cut,and little else than brush and blackened snags are to be 

found in their place on the old stump land. These stump lands, away 

from towns, are valued from $5.00 per acre down to nothing. 

If the obvious suggestions of the least common sense were carried out, 

fires would be prevented and our timber would grow up again of itself, 

furnishing a second crop in from 20 to 60 years. 

This crop would not be of the best; crooked and defective trees would 

predominate, but it would have many times the value of such iand as we 

now find along Snake river, Pine river, the upper Mississippi river near 

Grand Rapids, and, in fact, on all of the poorer land that has been lum- 

bered and burned over. 

It may be as well to come at once to the root of the evil, which is this: 

By the present system of disposing of the public timber lands, a bounty is placed 

on the destruction of the forests. 
The system operates in this way: the Federal timber is open to claim- 

ants at a nominal figure and the timber, when secured, is quickly sold, 

often at a gain of $100 per acre; all the marketable timber is then cut 

and floated down the stream, and the land is abandoned to the fires, that 

usually kill all or nearly all of the remaining growth. 

The loss is the people’s, a loss of resource. I do not refer to the timber 
that has been cut, for that has been used; but our loss is greater than the 

total loss of the standing timber would be. It is the loss to the state of that 

enormous amount of timber that is prevented from growing on lands that 

are producing nothing else, and which on the present forest area of the 

state should be 4,752,000,000 ft. B- M. per annum; to this must be added 

the amount of marketable timber destroyed by fire, which is estimated by 

some as nearly equal, during the past 30 years, to the amount that has 

been cut since lumbering began, or nearly 20,000,000,000 ft. B. M. 

The more one dwells on this subject, the more the losses appear, swell- 

ing the amount to enormous dimensions, seldom fully appreciated. 
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The effect of fires upon hardwood lands, those that will in time be 

needed for arriculture, is not in Minnesota, as seems to be presumed by 
many, a benefit by diminishing the growth and reducing the cost of clear- 

ing. The facts are that, the better wooded land in Minnesota is, the 

greater value it has—and it may be well, also, to remark, that usually the 

well grown forest of hardwood costs less to clear, after the wood is off, 
than brush land. 

Some of the evils of the present system are: 

(1) Loss of the timber and fuel destroyed by fire. 

(2) Prevention of an annual growth of 4,752.000,000 feet B. M. 

(3) The giving of a bounty to the timber land grabber and speculator. 

(4) The reduction of the bounty to the agricultural pioneer, by de- 

stroying without utilization the valuable growths of timber on agricul- 

tural land before it is claimed by the settler. 

Until 1889, the United States timbered lands of Minnesota were open 

to homestead, pre-emption, scrip, and cash entry. 

Under these privileges no difficulties were presented to capitalists or 

speculators in securing title to any vacant land they might desire, ata 

nominal figure. In the prairie and hardwood regions, but little land was 

taken except with the view of making a homeonit. The non-agricul- 

tural pine lands, however, have been sought under every privilege, and 

very often under the false pretense of settlement. The pine thus ac- 

quired is, as arule, immediately converted into money. This money is 

virtually a bounty on the destruction of the forests and an incitement to 

fraud. 

Here, also, we touch the vital reason of the present apathy concerning 

the forest fires. The simple fact is, that usually it is not necessary to 

fight fire; and in other cases it is impossible to controlit. The lumber- 

man, whom the uninitiated would expect to carefully guard against it, is 

the one who really cares least, for with his broad perception, he masters 

difficulties or avoids them. He discovers that pine killed by fire will 

make good lumber if cut the next winter, and so before deciding where 

to cut, he waits until the fires have stopped running and takes thein- - 

jured parts first. 

Thus we see that,under the present system,the lumberman,who only of 

those living in the woods has capital enough to fight the fire, cares noth- 

ing for the young or succeeding growth for his own use, and his patriot- 

ism, like our own, is likely to end in words. 

The nation’s stores are thus being wantonly burned up, merely because 

the state fails to comprehend the situation, and stands idly gaping at the 

big fires, hardly feeling a twinge of conscience to suggest that it should | 

hustle and put themout. Nodoubtour state government serenely dreams 

that in making laws against fires her dutyis ended. Should we not puta 

longer brad in the goad stick, and at our legislature again? Our pros- 

perity is in danger and these fires must be put out, or our lumber industry 

will dwindle from the present $35,000,000 worth of raw products to the 

paltry work of threshing engines here and there picking up snags and sap- 

lings. 

We will have no place for our big boys to work in winter. 

Our market for grain and vegetables will be reduced. 

There will be less demand for our cattle and horses and beef. 

pm 
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Our taxes will increase because a larger part of our area will be lying 

non-productive, and because we will not have the lumbering and manu- 

- facturing plants to share the burden with us. 

Our merchants will no longer have those remarkably long bills to fill 

out by the car load and the sled load, and to foot up with such satisfac- 

tion 
Our hotel keepers and ranchmen will sell out to squaw-men, while in- - 

stead of troops of woodmen passing up and down our rivers and roads, 

hunters, berry pickers, and squaws will follow the desolate old route and 

ford at the old crossings, as the bridges rot away. 

Farms that paid well when the lumbermen were at hand to buy oats, 

vegetables, cattle and hay, are now growing up to brush, the roofs of the 

stables have fallen in, the walls are foul with frogs and mice, and the 

porcupines may be heard gnawing in the deserted houses day and night. 

Such was the condition of all the borders of the Adriondack woods in 

1884, after being lightly culled of spruce, and pine, and hemlock, and 

ravaged by fire. ; 
The clearings made by the fire were tempting spots to the poor farmer, 

and many were lured to attempt the impossible, and were forced to 

abandon their cheap farms, that would have been profitable if the lumber 

industry had been left active to furnish a market for the hay, oats, vege- 

tables and cattle; but the tracts of such land being far apart, and far 

from market, the expense of maintaining roads great, and taxes high on 

account of a sparse population, these settlers were driven almost by 

necessity to timber stealing, hunting, and berry picking to eke out a 

living, and finally gave up hope and moved away. 

In very many respects the Minnesota woods resemble the Adirondacks; 

and, in so far as itis possible, we should take advantage of experience 

there. ; 

In the beginning, and above all, the people of Minnesota should place 

the matter in the hands of men who can be trusted to do not only what 

seems right to them, but who are well informed on the subject; men who 

know at least the principles of forestry as most successfully practiced in 

Europe, and who are especially endowed with American sense and 

are capable of taking thoughtfully and wisely the few simple steps that are 

necessary. 

The enormous expense and complications attending the work in the 

Adirondacks should be avoided by timely action, and to this end the 

following suggestions are offered to Minnesota: 

1. To prevent forest fires. 
2. 'To begin before the land passes into private ownership. 
3. To avoid the cry of the enthusiastic but ignorant city people for 

‘ta park for recreation.” 
4. To seek the greatest good of the greatest number of people of the 

whole state. 
5. 'To avoid injuring any established industry. 
6. To promote and increase every possible industry making use of 

forests products. 
- To encourage the settlement of all the land that would be more 

profitable as farm than as timber land. 
To prevent misconceptions of aims and methods. 

9. To prevent entry of land for timber only. 
10. ‘To provide at once an efficient management of the reserves. 
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Towards accomplishing these objects we have accumulated sufficient 

experience to enable us to say that, after the forest lands have been deeded 

to individuals, the loss of jurisdiction by the government is so great as to 
fetter effectiveaction to such a degree, that any attempt to do anything 

will be useless until the lands be bought back by the government. 

H. B. AYRES, 
Agent of the Forestry Division, Department of Agriculture. 

Washington, D. C. 

FORESTING THE GREAT PLAINS. 

BY B. E, FERNOW, CHIEF OF FORESTRY DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF AGRI- 

CULTURE. 

In responding to the invitation of your secretary to prepare a paper on 

“Foresting the Great Plains,” I shall not attempt to discuss at length any 

technical questions connected with the subject. 

Even if we had sufficient knowledge and experience for such a discus- 

sion, it could hardly be done satisfactorily within the scope of a brief 

paper, and what I may have to say in regard to that part of the subject 

may be read in my reports,and especially in Bulletin No. 5, of which I 

send copies for distribution. 

I propose in this short paper to address myself to the economic aspect 

of the question, and especially to the position which you, as an associa- 

tion, should take toward it. 

Without meaning to reflect upon your body, with whom I have but 
slight acquaintance, except through your worthy president anda few of 

its members, it has occurred to me, that we have too many associations to 

talk and too few to act. 

It is now well understood that associated effort secures with less ex- 

penditure of energy what private endeavor can hardly accomplish. 

While the discussions and the mutual exchange of experience, which 

such meetings as yours bring with them, are certainly a stimulus and an_ 
aid to the advancement of those who participate and read the transac- 

tions, yet the sphere of an association like yours should go beyond this, 

and be extended to such action as will advance horticultural pursuits in 

those directions, in which concerted associated effort can be most suc- 

cessfully applied. ; 
Forestry, to be sure, is not horticulture; since, however, as I under- 

stand it, your association embraces forestry among its subjects, I wish 

to point out that and how your associated effort can and ought to do 
more for forest planting in the prairies and plains than to merely talk 

about it.. 

Horticulture and forestry as represented in your association, I take it, 
are only discussed in their relation and as adjuncts to farming or agricul- 

ture in general. This, at least, would be the case with forestry, for I 

suppose that, as yet, nobody is engaged in the forestry business by itself. 

The relation of forestry to horticulture is that both have to deal with 

trees, but the objects and the methods of these two branches of arbori- 
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culture differ widely. Inthe one it is the individual tree, planted for 

fruit or ornament, with which we have to deal; in the other it is a mass 

of trees, planted for cover or for timber. = 

The relation of fcrestry to agriculture is that both have to do with the 

soil for the production of a crop; in the one case, however, the crop is 

utilized from year to year, in the other only after an accumulation of 

many years’ growth. The planting of the crop must, therefore, be done 

with a knowledge of the changing conditions through many years, the 

changing relations of the different parts of the crop, and the behavior of 

the trees toward each other during their growth. 

There is another relation of forestry to both horticulture and agricul- 

ture which pertains most specially to the prairies and plains of our west- 

ern country. Itisits protecting influence against injurious winds and 

its capacity to produce climatic amelioration. 

I need not, before you, discuss at length this first influence. Everybody 

living on the plains and prairies knows the effects of the windbreak or 

can test it readily. That the compacter mass ofa grove or forest-belt is 

even more efficacious in breaking the force of the wind—and thereby its 

evaporative power—and fora longer distance. can also be readily under- 

stood. But it seems not so readily understood in what manner climatic 

amelioration beyond that of a windbreak may be expected from a forest- 

belt, and a few words are necessary to elucidate this. 

I cannot insist urgently enough upon the proposition that climatic ef- 

fects must be mass effects; tnat only masses, dense and large, of foliage, 

large areas covered with tree growth, can have appreciable effects upon 

the local climatic conditions of the area lying to the leeward ofthem. For 

such climatic effects are produced in the main by difference of temperature, 

and thereby of humidity, in large air columns within and without the 

forest growth. 

It is well known that the temperature of the air is derived by radiation 

from the ground, that the sun first heats the soil, and the soil heats the 

air. 

If we were to cover therefore, a large area of ground with a blanket 

some distance from the ground, or else with a dense leaf canopy, thus 

withdrawing it from the rays of the sun, the soil under this protection 

would not warm as readily as that outside; in consequence the air below 

the cover would remain cooler, and with the impeded evaporation it 

would retain more moisture. The effect of such a cooler and moister 

area would naturally extend some distance above and beyond the protec- 

tive cover, and any winds or currents of air traveling through this cooler 

and moister stratum must necessarily be modified in their temperature 

and humidity conditions, and impart these modifications to the open area 

beyond. 

That this difference in temperature and humidity under a forest-cover 

actually exists has been well established by experience not only, but by 

careful, systematic observations for many years at stations specially 

established for the purpose, a discussion of the records of which will pres- 

ently be published by the Forestry Division. 

It stands to reason, that if the soil area thus withdrawn from the in- 

fluence of the sun be small as compared with the surrounding open 

country, the amount or volume of air with such a difference of tempera-— 
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ture and humidity will be small, and an exchange of the conditions of the 

two air columns, the one outside and the other under the cover, will take 

place rapidly, and the effect will be inappreciable. 

Hence it would be foolish to expect climatic changes from the small 

plantings, which the single farmer is apt to make on his homestead. It 

would be like expecting to heat a large room with a single gas flame. 

Wind-breaking effects, to be sure, he will realize, in the nearest neigh- 

borhood to the grove, but no perceptible modification of his climatic con- 

ditions. 

Yet many small gas flames, properly distributed, will be quite effective 

in the heating of a room, and similarly many smaller plantations, each 

being sufficiently large and dense so as not to permit a too rapid exchange 

of conditions with the outside, will effect climatic changes. 

The ameliorating capacity is simply a question of volume or mass of 

two air strata of different conditions, to be placed in counterpoise like the 

balancing of scales. And as here we know that a longer lever will allow 

a smaller weight to exert more force, so one manner of placing our timber 

belts will be more effective than another. 

Let it be wel! understood that there is nothing small about the forces 

that produce climatic conditions, that, hence,to exert any influence upon 

it, the means must be proportionate to the antagonizing forces. 

Hence forest areas, to serve as climatic factors, must be large, and they 

must be dense. Success in forest planting is best attained in a dense 

stand, anyhow not less than 8,000 to 10,000 seedlings to the acre, most of 

them not to develop into trees of size, but to serve as cover to the soil to 

prevent evaporation, and to be of any inferior kind that keeps a dense 

foliage, for in’ climatic effects success is attained if proportion to the 

success of shading the ground. 

If then it is proposed to ameliorate the climate of prairies and plains by 

forest planting, I want to impress you with the fact that such can be done 

only by planting in masses, properly disposed; that it is not the tree which 

influences the climate, but masses of dense foliage, withdrawing large 

areas of soil from the rays of the sun. Forest planting of this kind is ex- 

pensive in the start, especially since returns cannot be expected soon. 

Good results in the shortest time, then, can be expected only from a sys- 

tematic, well-directed and associated effort, and here your association can 

find as fruitful a field for action as in any direction, in devising plans for 

co-operation in ‘“‘Foresting the Great Plains.” 

The elements of such a plan would seem to be as follows: divide that 
part of your state which needs it, into re-foresting districts, according 

to configuration or other natural conditions, or else proceed by counties; 

ascertain in each district, by correspondence and otherwise, where 

the poorest lands, that can be most advantageously devoted to tree 

growth, are situated, especially on the higher portions; ascertain also 

the situation and extent of existing groves and their condition; then 

determine upon the desirable location of an interrupted series of timber 

belts running in their greatest breadth north and south, or nearly so; 

each 5 to 6 miles in length and 1 to2 miles in width, and so disposed as to 

cover from 20 to 30 per cent. of the area. 

To secure the planting and to have it done in proper manner, organize 

a co-operative forest credit bank, somewhat in the manner of the build- 
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ing associations, in whichevery landholder who chooses, may become a 

stockholder and obtain the necessary funds for forest planting, to be done 

under such conditions as may be agreed upon between him and the tech- 

nical advisers of the bank, so as to secure the result sought. 

In addition, establish nurseries from which seedlings may be secured at 

lowest rates, in large quantities, of such kinds as are best adapted for 

such wholesale use, and as far as possible have the planting done under 

expert advice. The money to be loaned at lowest per cent. of interest 

and to form a lien upon the plantation until ready for the axe. 

Such a plan may sound chimerical to you, and perhaps the time has not 

yet come when it is practicable. Yet I can imagiue that it would be 

quite feasible to inaugurate some such movement in some of the better 

settled portions of your state, especially if it were possible to engage the 

interest of the state government and the state credit in such a work of 

internal improvement. 

In conclusion, I cannot let the opportunity pass of directing your at- 

tention to another part of your state where another phase of the forestry 

problem awaits solution. 

While we are discussing here the re-foresting of the plains at great ex- 

pense, in the northeastern parts of your state you allow the irrational de- 

vastation of natural forests, by which thousandsand millions of acres are 

turned into barren brush and waste lands. 

As long, therefore, as the association does not see its way clear to in- 

augurate a re-foresting plan, it would be well to support a plan by which 

to prevent deforesting where it can do no good, but infinite harm. I 

therefore make a plea for the Minnesota National Park for which your 

association should use its best efforts immediately. 

CLIMATIC INFLUENCES OF THE ROCKY MOUNTAINS UPON 
THE AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS OF MINNESOTA 

AND DAKOTA. 

BY EDWARD L. BERTHOUD, C. E. 

Your question for discussion as to “‘The Climatic Influence of the Rocky 

Mountains on the Agricultural Products of Minnesota and Dakota,” is a 

very complex problem. It requires the collection of a numerous mass of 

facts obtained by observation: and generalization of the effects of all, 

which makes a very compiex equation, so to speak. Some of these can, 

however, be stated as forming part of the equation to be solved. 

First—The presence, for the major part of the year, of vast snow fields 

on the Rocky Mountains, and its numerous branches or offshoots. 

Second—The effect on temperature and air currents by the melting of 

these snow fields, and the drainage to the east and northeast of vast 
bodies of water of low temperature through the treeless plains, extending 

from the mountains to the Missouri River, and the Red River Valley. 

Third—The effect on vegetation of prevailing westerly winds deprived 

of their humidity. 

Fourth—The influence of the excessive radiation of heat at night on 

vast surfaces under a cloudless sky, at altitudes varying from 6,500 to 
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1,200 feet; when the air is deprived of its humidity, and dew a phenome- 

non from its rarity—all this taking place with an average temperature 

in summer of 66° to 75° during the day, with a fall at night as low as 40°. 

Fifth-—Another climatic influence in Minnesota and Dakota is the open 

nature of the region northward to Hudson Bay and the Arctic Circle: with 

no high mountain range to shield from the cold winds, or prevent the 

drenching rains of an atmosphere saturated with the chilling evaporation 

of vast bodies of cold water, which are only overcome and combatted by 

the dry warm westerly winds originating in the Rocky Mountains, with 

the winter climates that prevail occasionally from southern Colorado to 
the Arctic Circle. 

Sixth--The slightly modifying influence of latitude, coupled with de- 

creasing altitude as we go eastward to the Missouri and Red River valleys, 

an influence that exerts itself plainly in arboriculture, and seems to offer 

a barrier to their extension westward, although the thermometer appears 

fully as favorable as in lower altitudes elsewhere, where the same grow 

without impediment. 

The Rocky Mountain range from the 36° to 49° N. lat. has a westerly 
trend from the 105° W. long. in Colorado to the 115° W. long. at the Brit- 

ish American boundary. 

East and northeast of this range, the open, treeless expanse of the 

plains of the Missouri valley are in ‘ersected by a multitude of large 

rivers, and their affluents, whose main sources are in the Rocky Mountain 

snowfields, whose abundant supplies of icy water are finally precipitated 

into the Mexican gulf, surcharged with the abraded matter of our high 

mountains and table lands. 

This immense amount of precipitation is not derived from the Pacific, 

for the California, Oregon and Washington coast ranges cut off the Pacific 

Ocean humidity, while the humidity gathered in the Great Basin, and 

western Colorado is retained by the Wahsatch Mountains first, then by 

the Rocky Mountain range, thus arresting the moisture-laden clouds on 

their western slope. Hence our mountain supplies are obtained from the 

evaporation of this enormous treeless region, together with the evapora- 

tion of the Atlantic and Hudson Bay. 

The excessive dryness of the atmosphere over the region indicated is 

not very favorable to the culture of maize and sorghum, plants that require 

rain on their abundant leafage to come to their maximum perfection, 

which irrigation cannot supply. This condition rules likewise in Colo- 

rado, and is independent of the question of temperature, for in western 

Dakota, and even as far north as Helena, Montana, excellent corn is 

raised in Jefferson Park on the Missouri River without irrigation, when 

planted on the low bottom lands of that river; while the cactis, a more 

southern plant, has been found as far north as Winnipeg Lake. 

So we can safely say that the agriculture of the region extending from 

Red River to our Rocky Mountains, will be largely limited to herbaceous 

plants and under-shrubs, and to fruits that, in addition to their capacity 

to resist the high, dry temperature of our open plains in summer, must be 

fitted to withstand the excessively cold nights of a-continental climate, 

such as prevail in Minnesota, Dakota, Montana, Colorado, Wyoming, 

Idaho and Utah. 
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FORESTRY AND ARBOR DAY. 

N. H. EGGLESTON. 

Some one has said, ‘The true basis of national wealth is not gold, 

but wood.” This declaration may be startling to some persons, but noth- 

ing is more true. There is nothing which so enters into the daily life of 

all classes and conditions of people as wood in some form. We are in- 

debted to it for shelter from storms, and from cold and heat. We are de- 

pendent upon it, in its natural condition, or in the form of coal—which 
is only the stored-ap wood of former ages—for the fires which warm our 

houses, cook our food, and impel the engines,which move the machinery 

of our almost innumerable factories, or transport us over the continents 

and oceans on our errands of business or pleasure. Our houses are filled 

with conveniences constructed of wood. Innumerable articles of orna- 

mental character are made of the same material. Indeed, turn where we 

may in our daily life, we meet the evidences of our dependence upon this 
material, wood. From the child’s rattle to the old man’s staff, from the 
cradle to the coffin, it is our almost constant companion and need. 

Gold has no such use or importance. Nations have lived and flourished 

without it, and they can do so again. This precious metal, as we are so 

accustomed to call it, is a convenience as a medium of exchange, but we 
have devised, in these latter days, other things which will serve this pur- 

pose as well. Gold is valuable also for ornamental purposes; but other 

things can take its place in this respect. It is not a necessity, as wood is. 
Without wood mankind could not live. Were the trees to be entirely ex- 
terminated, the human race would soon be exterminated. To be de- 

prived of them in any considerable measure would lessen greatly the 
comfort of living and send us back, as a nation, from our present condi- 

tion of civilization to a barbarous or semi-barbarous state. This condi- 

tion would come, not simply as the result of the lack of so much wood 

product ready for consumption in houses, factories and engines, but also 

of the lack of living trees in masses, the extended forests on the hillsides 

and mountains, which cause the snows of winter to melt gradually and 

the falling rains to ooze out slowly from the spongy leaf-soil, instead of 
rushing down the slopes to create sudden and disastrous floods to be fol- 
lowed by empty river beds and distressing drouths. It is the forests 

which by their shade and coolness temper climates, mitigating the in- 
fluences of heat and cold, and thus rendering the labors of the agriculturist 

more pleasant and profitable—thus promoting the welfare of all. since all 
are more or less dependent upon the rewards of husbandry. 

Spain is a standing testimony to the immeasurable value of the wood 

product of the earth, and the calamity which attends its loss in any con- 

siderable measure. Four hundréd years ago Spain was the foremost 

nation of Europe. Flourishing in arts and arms beyond any of its con- 

temporaries, she gave laws and dictated terms of peace or war to the 

nations around her, as France did under the first Napoleon. Writing of 

this country, Mr. Emil Rothe says: o‘‘Under the reign of the Moorish 

Caliphs the Iberian peninsula resembled a vast garden, yielding grain 
and fruit of every known variety in the most perfect quality and in enq- 
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less abundance, and was thickly populated by a highly cultivated people. 

But then the sierras and mountain slopes were covered with a luxuriant 

growth of timber, which was afterwards wantonly destroyed under the 

tule of the kings. * * Now nearly all the plateau lands of Spain, being 
fully one-third of its entire area, are desert-like and unfit for agriculture 

because of the scarcity of rain and the want of water. Another one-third 

of its territory is covered with worthless shrubs and thorn bushes, and 

affords a scanty pasture for the merino sheep, the number of which is de- 

creasing from year to year. The average depth of the fine rivers that 

cross Spain in all directions has greatly diminished.” 'The ‘*Encyclopedia 

Britannica” says, also: ‘The evils of denudation are, perhaps, nowhere 

more signally exemplified than in Spain. Rentzsh goes so far as to 

ascribe the political decadence of Spain wholly to the destruction of the 

forests.” She lost that prestige which she had on the sea in the days of 

her ‘‘Invincible Armada,” when her forests had been so far destroyed that 

she could not rebuild her navy, and now she is only a third or fourth rate 

power among the nations. 

Other nations of the old world might be mentioned which, also have 

declined in population and power as the result of the reckless destruction 

of their forests. Once the basin of the Mediterranean Sea was the center 

and seat of the world’s population and wealth. The shores of that sea 

were bordered with great cities, and the surrounding country abounded in 

fertile fields, which sustained a dense population. ‘There the arts flour- 

ished,and wealth was ample. Great empires there had their seat and dis- 

played their power. Now those cities are either lost to sight, or have 

mostly sunk to insignificance. 
Speaking of the part of Europe here alluded to, Mr. George R. Marsh, in 

his well known work, ‘‘The Earth as Modified by Human Action,” says: 

“Tf we compare the present physical condition of the countries of which I 

ain speaking, with the descriptions that ancient historians and geo- 

graphers have given of their fertility and general capability of minister- 

ing to human uses, we shall find that more than one-half of their whole 
extent—not excluding the provinces most celebrated for the profusion 

and variety of their spontaneous and their cultivated products, and for / 

the wealth and social advancement of their inhabitants—is either 

deserted by civilized man and surrendered to hopeless desolation, or at 

least greatly reduced in both productiveness and population.” And 

again, this distinguished author, speaking on this same subject, says: 

‘‘When the forest is gone, the greatreservoir of moisture stored up in 

its vegetable mold is evaporated, and returns only in deluges of rain to 

wash away the parched dust, intc which that mould has been converted. 

The well wooded and humid hills are turned to ridges of dry rock, which 

encumbers the low grounds and chokes the water-courses with its debris, 

and--except in countries favored with an equable distribution of rain 

through the seasons, and a moderate and regular inclination of surface-— 

the whole earth, unless rescued by human art from the physical degrada- 

tion to which it tends, becomes an assemblage of bald mountains, of 

barren, turfless hills, and of swampy and malarious plains.” 

Gradually the European nations became sensible of the fact that their 

deteriorated condition was the result of their own carelessness and mis- 

conduct, and they began to take measures to arrest the downward pro- 
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gress and to restore, partially at least, the former favorable conditions. 

Careful investigations have been made in regard to the infiuence of 

forests upon climate, upon rainfall and water distribution. Laws have 

been enacted for the protection of forests. Forest schools or colleges 

have been established for the purpose of investigating and teaching the 

laws of tree life and reproduction, and the best management of forests in 

order to secure their highest productiveness and greatest benefit to the 

country; and the forests owned by the governments have been placed 

under such management. In France, since 1860, more than $30,000,000 

have been expended in reforesting portions of the country from which 

the woods had been stripped, and it is estimated that more than $30,000,- 

000 more will be expended for this purpose before the necessary work will 

be completed. 

The reckless destruction of our forests, especially in the mountainous 

western regions of the country, threatens to produce consequences as 

disastrous as those which have afflicted France and called for such 

a large pecuniary expenditure. Wherever the forests are swept from 

the mountain sides occasional torrents are produced by heavy rains 

or the rapidly melting snows,which year by year increase in their destruc- 

tive effects, tearing the ground up for great distances, and carrying down 

masses of rocks and stones to cover the arable landson the lower levels, 

and destroy their value for agricultural purposes. At the same time 

irrigation works are destroyed or made impossible of construction, because 

of the unimpeded flow of the water from the mountain heights, no longer 

held back or checked in its speed and force by the spongy humus of the 

forests, and the interlacing roots of the trees. The rapid destruction of 

our forests has been invited hitherto by the profitableness of the lumber 

industry,and the liberality and folly of the government in giving its lands 

freely, or at a merely nominal price, to whoever would take them, at the 

same time making no account whatever of the timber,which might be 

growing upon them, and which often has been worth ten times, oreven a 

hundred times the value of the lands themselves. The natural conse- 

quence has been that persons, greedy only of gain, have got possession of 

the government timber lands for the simple purpose of cutting off the 

timber,and then have abandoned the lands as worthless. No regard has 

been had to the future use of the land,or to the present or future benefit 

of the public. To make money out of the trees converted into lumber, 
has been the simple and sole object of the lumbermen, and the public and 

the officers of the government, not understanding or not foreseeing the 

ultimate evil results of this reckless use or misuse of the forests, have al- 

lowed the evil work to go on without protest or hindrance of any sort. 

But at length the lessening streams in some places, and the alternate 

floods and drouths in others, and the changed climatic conditions, have 
caused some attention to be given to the warnings,which have come from 

the experience of other lands and from the few among us,who have been 

carefully studying the condition of things at home. 

We are sweeping off the forests twice as fast as they increase by natural 

growth. Our great tracts of white pine are being cut at such a rate,that 

white pine lumber will hardly be seen in the market a few years hence. 

The cry is also going up that the oak, the poplar and other woods are be- 

coming scarce. It is evident that something must be done to bring the 
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consumption of the forests within the limits of their annual increase by 

growth, or we cannot much longer draw from the forests the $1,000,000,000 

of products which we now do, and which have more than ten times the 

value of all the gold and silver taken from our mines. It may not then 

continue to be true that the wealth of the country is not its gold, but its 
wood. At least, the proportion of the two will be greatly changed, and 

for the worse in all respects. 

What is wanted is a system of management which will use the forests 

economically and so as to keep up a perpetual growth, and therefore a 

perpetual supply. This we may easily have, if we will. This system of 

management ought to be applied to the forests which are owned by the 

nation,as such. No more public timber land should be sold, but only the 

timber which is growing upon it; and this ought to be sold at its fair 

market price, and should be cut under such government regulations that 

the trees will not be taken indiscriminately, large and small, but only as 

they attain good size and are ripe for the best use; and they should be cut 

and removed in such a manner as not to injure the smaller trees around 

them. The limbs and all portions not valuable for lumber should also be 

removed for fire wood or some economical use, and not left in the forests 

as such portions now are left, to become dry,and thus the ready means of 

starting fires that may sweep with destructive effect over thousands of 

acres of timber. 

To accomplish this result we need to arouse public sentiment every-- 

where in favor of the trees; to awaken in people everywhere a sense of 

their great value, not only in a material and pecuniary point of view, but 

for climatic, domestic and ,also even esthetic reasons. We need to teach 

all that the trees are our best friends, our most valuable material posses- 

sion; so that all will be disposed to use them in the best manner for the 

general good; to preserve them where they now are, using them as they 

grow, but allowing others to succeed them, and planting trees on the open 

and arid plains,from which they have been removed by causes which per- 

haps we do not know. 

Among the means adapted to accomplish this desirable tate Arbor 

Day deserves to be mentioned, that new institution, as it may be called, 

which had so commended itself to the good common sense of our peoul 

that it has spread, with a rapidity unparalleled, throughout almost our 

entire country; and now that it has become so generally observed by our 

schools, it has taken on the character of a national holiday. More than 

this is true, for Arbor Day has made its way across the Atlantic and be- 

come established in several of the European countries, as well as in 

northern and southern Africa; and now, as I write, comes the announce- 

ment, that an earnest plea is being made for its establishment in New 

Zealand. 

Some may think that when it is estimated that ‘‘*Twenty-five Sisiecaaed 

acres of woodland are consumed by the railroads, the manufactories, and 

the houses of the United States every twenty-four hours,” to say nothing 

of the ravages of forest fires,—when 80,000 feet of timber are swallowed 
up daily by the Anaconda mine in Montana, (well named Anaconda), and 

at the smelting works owned by the same company 180 cords of wood are 

used daily, or 65,700 cords a year, and. that the company scorn to make a 

contract for less than 40,000 cords,; and when again it is estimated that 
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it would take the entire tonnage of the world to convey the amount of 

timber annually consumed in the United States from any foreign lumber 

port,—I say, with these figures before them, some may think it: savors 
somewhat of the ludicrous to talk of Arbor Day as an instrument for 

checking the destruction of our forests or making amends for their loss 

by planting new ones. 

But the use and value of Arbor Day do not consist in the number of 

trees which may be planted on a single day of the round year by these 

voluntary tree planters, whether adults or school children, but in the 

sentiment, the feeling which they serve to create. We have been a na- 

tion of tree destroyers, at first, necessarily such in many parts of the coun- 

try, because the trees were so abundant that they had to be removed to 

make room for agricultural pursuits; afterwards, our rapidly increasing 

population, calling for the products of manufacture, and spreading west- 

ward-to the prairies and plains destitute of trees, made a large demand 

upon the existing forests for lumber. The profitableness of the lumber 

industry has often produced a supply outrunning demand, while reckless 

and improvident methods of lumbering have made a fearful waste of the 

forest wealth. Thus trees have, in the past, been looked upon as things 

in the way, and so to be got rid of in the most speedy manner, or as good 

for so much money, and so to be gotten into the market as soon as possi- 

ble. The ulterior and higher uses of trees were for the most part un- 

known and of course unthought of. Now that their climatic effects are 

known, their influence upon the distribution of the rain fall and the flow 

of water courses,and their various beneficial effects upon human industry, - 

and human health and comfort—what is wanted is the diffusion of this 

knowledge and some public recognition of it, which shall teach by exam- 

ple,and create what may be called a tree sentiment or feeling,which shall 

take the place of the indifference and ignorance,which have so long pre_ 
vailed among us, and lead us to be tree-preservers instead of tree-destroy- 

ers, as we have been. 

In this view of the matter, Arbor Day has an important place, and its 

observance deserves to be encouraged everywhere among us. Especially 

is this the case since its observance has been so generally connected with 

the schools. There is a proverb current in Europe to the effect, that 

what you would have appear in the nation’s life must first be made to ap- 

pear in the nation’s schools. Acting upon this, several of the European 
nations make the study of trees and tree culture a necessary part of the 

studies of the school room, and they provide grounds in connection with 

the schools, sufficiently large to allow of the planting of trees and their 

cultivation by the pupils, under the instruction of the teachers, whose 

ability to give instruction of this sort is made a necessary qualification for 

the charge of a school. We ought to have a similar instruction in our 

schools, as has recently been recommended by the American Forestry 

Association at its annual meeting in Washington. The elements of tree 

growth should be taught in the common schools. The pupils should here 

learn to distinguish readily the trees that grow within their sight. This 

even quite young children will do with a little help from a competent 

teacher, and it will surprise many persons of mature years to see with 

how much interest the children will pursue the study of trees. They will 

not only study them in the school room or on the school grounds or in 
ake 
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books, but by the wayside as they go to and from school and wherever 

trees are to be met with by them. And so while Arbor Day, as it now is, 

deserves to be cherished and its annual observance will do much to inter- 

est the young in trees,and tend to produce a generation soon who will be 

their protectors and guardians. The observance of the day would be of 

still greater value, if it came as the culminating exhibition and object 

lesson of the botanical studies of plants and trees pursued in proper meas- 

ure and proper manner during the annual course of public instruction. 

Plant the knowledgeof trees in the minds of the children at school, and 

they will soon become the planters and preservers of trees for the nation. 

DISCUSSION ON ASH. 

Mr. Harris: There may be sections in this state where the 

ash will not grow, but where the box elder would. Now the ash 

is one of my favorite trees, and although it is not so beautiful 
as the elm, yet, it is a very thrifty growing tree. Still, as I 

said before, there may be localities in which some other tree 

would do better. 

Mr. Barrett: I would like to hear Mr. Church on the ques- 
tion of the ash succeeding when planted on the open prairies. 

Mr. Church: I have had very little experience with the ash 

tree, but I have grown a great many box elders. I noticed five 

or six years ago that those, who had planted the ash trees, were 

plowing them up and throwing them away. I know of a num- 
ber in Brown Co., S. D., in the vicinity of Aberdeen, where 
I have resided during the summer seasons for ten years past, 

who have done thisvery thing. I have planted and raised from 

twenty-five to thirty thousand of the box elders, sol think that 

I can substantiate what I say, that I have had as good success 

in growing box elders as any man in the state. I have known 
of a number of instances where the ash tree has been planted 
instead of the seed. I should think the trees were two or three 

years old. I have noticed during the past two years, when I 

ride around in the various parts of the county—I have farms 

twenty or thirty miles apart, and in going to those dif- 

ferent farms of course I pass by a great many tree claims—that 

those trees that were transplanted have not died. I have not 

seen an ash tree transplanted from the nursery in the past two 

or three years that has not done well, and I havemadeupmy - 
mind that these trees are superior to those raised from the seed. 

I haveseen a number of farmers’ tree claims within the last two 

years, and I don’t know as I have seen a dead ash tree among 
them. If they will grow in that part of Dakota, I think they 

will grow almost anywhere in the world, for we have had three 
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or four dry seasons with hardly enough rain in many localities 

to wet the ground. Iam inclined to recommend the growing 

of ash trees, because I know that they have done well in that 

part of South Dakota, where tree growing has generally been 

considered a failure. I have made a success of the box elder 

myself, because I have been out there every summer and kept 
the weeds out and the trees pruned. I have kept them as nicely 

as you would keep them in a park—free from grass and weeds 

—yet last year I lost 1,500 or 2,000 trees. 
Vice-President Wedge: Were they box elders? 

Mr. Church: Yes, sir; and I am unable to state what caused 

the loss. I think, however, it is probably owing to drouth, and 

perhaps partially to the fact that we have had very inclement 
weather. In the month of April we have most always a few 

days of warm weather, which causes the buds of the trees to 

swell until they are almost ready to burst into life, and then a 

speil of cold weather comes on in which the water in the 

watering trough freezes several inches thick; and as a conse- 

quence of this cold weather a great many of the trees, that have 

budded out, ultimately die. Last year a great many of those 

trees, that died,threw out long shoots. I sawed off some of this 

dead wood, and those trees came out as fine as any Ihave. At 

some future time I will give you amore detailed account of that. 

Mr. Cook: Is not the ash more subject to being destroyed 
by fire than any other kind of timber? 

Judge Moyer: We that live in western Minnesota and Da- 

kota know that the green ash is well adapted to the prairies. 
Ido not know anything about the white ash, as the only ash 

that we have in western Minnesota and eastern Dakota is the 

green ash. In 1873 I was out in Dakota near Watertown ex- 
amining land, and I noticed around the little lakes in that coun- 

try, that the only tree that grew there was the green ash. I 

noticed also at the south end of the Wahpeton and Sisseton 

reservation that the corner post was a green ash tree. The 

tree is a success in that country. 

DISCUSSION ON TREES. 

Prof. Green: The red pine is one of the finest pines that we 
have in the state. It is one of the best trees to stand the 

drouth, especially in, sandy locations. It is a difficult tree to 

obtain, however, in large quantities. 

Mr. Smith: Does it bear transplanting? 

Mr. Green: Yes, I think it does, 
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Dr. Frisselle: In planting trees we select some kinds for 

their value as timber, and we plant others for their value as 

things of beauty. Again, we plant trees for their fruit, and I 

wish to remind the society that in some countries—and I think 

it is practicable to do the same thing here—in ornamenting the 

streets by planting shade trees along them, those trees are 

planted which will be of some practical value. There is a 
jaw in Spain that the streets shall be planted with fruit trees, 
and that the fruit of these trees shall be free to everybody. 

Those that eat the fruit are required to plant the seed or stone 

as they go along the street, and the result is that all through 

many parts of Spain the streets are lined with fruit bearing and 
nut bearing trees. They not only make a beautiful shade, but 

furnish a good deal of nutritious food for the people. Are 

there not some such trees that we can plant in this state—such 

as the black walnut—its fruit is of value and so is its timber. 

Vice-President Wedge: Itis a difficult matter to find a nut 

bearing tree that will stand the rigors of this climate. The black 
walnut will not doit, but Ido not know about the hickory. 

Mr. Richardson: I have seen black walnut trees, where I 

live, standing for 25 years without injury. 

Dr. Frisselle: The sugar maple can be planted in this coun- 

try and is a valuable tree. 

Mr. Ludlow: I have not lost a black walnut tree yet in 

my experience, and they have been out 16 years, and bear 

nuts every year. This is in southwestern Minnesota. I also. 

put out five years ago a lot of nuts that, came up and made a 
very fine growth. There is nothing to protect them from the 
winds that blow across our lake. 

Mr. Smith: I believe that the largest amouut or quantity 

of black walnuts grown in any county of the state is raised 

in the county north of this, and I have never known the trees 
to winter kill, though the young trees will sometimes kill back 

a little; but they recover readily, and old trees bear walnuts 

quite freely. 

Mr. Cutts: The white butternut grows very readily in 
Wright county. 

Mr. Harris: The shellbark hickory has been found in three 

or four counties, but it is not hardy. It ranks just about with 

the apple, what we used to call the ‘‘Iron clads.” It would | 

would not be safe to plant it after you get through the tri- 

angle of counties commencing at Wabasha county. 

Prof. Green: The prickly ash is a hardy shrub and is com- 

mon through the state. It makes a nice hedge. 
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EVERGREENS. 

REPORT ON EVERGREENS. 

WM. SOMERVILLE, VIOLA. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: 

Being requested to write a short paper on raising, planting and care of 

evergreens, I will try and set forth a few points necessary to success. 

This has to be an individual enterprise on the part of the farmer, if suc- 

cess is insured. I do not believe it possible for a farmer, that only wants 

a few hundred trees, to try to raise them from seed, as they grow slowly 

for two or three years, and require more care and labor than the ordinary 

farmer is willing to give them tomakea success. Plant small trees—if 

shipped from a distance, from 12 to 18 inches—raised in a nursery and by 

responsible parties, once but better twice transplanted. By transplanting 

when young they have more fibrous roots,and when planted are more 

likely to grow. Keep the roots as much as possible from exposure to sun 

and wind. Dig holes 12 inches deep and 2 feet square. Set the tree in 

this ground,made loose by digging,two or three inches deeper than it stood 

in the nursery row. Tramp the ground firmly around the tree, then 

mulch with wet straw from the stalls.. If cared for in this way they will 

soon make a wind-break, and if set eight feet from each other around 

buildings and orchard it will beautify the home, and in a degree protect ¢ 

both family and stock from the howling blasts of winter, also give them 

the cooling shades of summer—aninvestment you will never regret. I 

have had thirty years experience in setting trees in Minnesotaand from ex- 

perience and observation, find different soilsand different locations require 

different varieties of trees, but the same care and attention is applicable 

all over the state. Here in the southeastern part of thestate we can plant 

successfully any of the spruce or pine family, they all grow well; but in 

the northwestern part of the state;the pine appears to be more at home. So 

it is in my opinion the safest to plant Scotch Pine and White Spruce in that 

part of the state. I draw my conclusions from experience and observa- 

tion, as I have ron asmall evergreen nursery for the accommodation of 

my neighbors for the last fifteen years, and occasionally would ship a few 

to different parts of the state,and with care have noted results. In 1873, 

74, 75, Mr. Hodges was employed by the St. Paul and Pacific R. R. Co. to 

set parks on their newly located town sites, especially at Morris, Benson 

and Wilmar—I also taking a part with him. We planted Scotch and 
Austrian Pines,also Norway and White Spruce; and last summer in visit- 

ing those towns with the institute, I found nearly all the Scotch Pines 

we planted grown to be fine trees. The White Spruce stood next best, 

while there were but few of the Norway Spruce living. We also se? 
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o¥er 500,000 white willow and cottonwood cuttings along the line of road, 

but they have grown well only on damp ground, or where they were 

cared for by mulching. In the villages the best success was achieved by 

planting white and jack oak acorns. They are now trees from twenty to 

thirty feet high, large enough for fence posts. If on the tree claims they 

had planted acorns in place of cottonwood and willow cuttings, there 

would be greater bodies of timber over the prairies than there are to-day. 

The interest Mr. Hodges took in trees, and carried the same out on this 

line of R. R., and indeed over the state, has built for him a better 

monument than could be made of marble. 

REPORT ON EVERGREENS. 

G. W. FULLER, LITCHFIELD. 

Of the value of evergreens little need besaid. Whether as windbreaks, 

hedges, ornamental clusters, single trees, or scattered among other trees 

in a forest, everywhere and in every way they do a work no other tree 

can. They are not only bright and joyous all through the summer 

season, but when winter comes and strips the leaves from all other trees, 

and scatters them on the ground, the evergreen laughs old Boreas in the 

face, still waves her green mantle in the breeze,and sings her song to all 

who will listen, and prophesies of the coming resurrection and reign of 

spring. 

At this day every man and woman should know the value and beauty 

of evergreens, and should need no urging to set them out largely and 

at once. 

The real practical questions to be considered are what kinds to set, 

when and how to set them. And first, what are the best varieties? In 

answering this and the other inquiries, I give only my own experiences in 

the centre of this state. Ido not pretend to say what would be best else- 

where and for others. 

The Black Spruce is not one to choose for any purpose. It is very 

pretty for a few years, but soon develops into what it really is, the 

Black Jack of the swamps, and yet millions of these have been sold under 

the name of White Spruce,or more recently, American Spruce, by men 

who know and ought to do better. It is cheating the purchaser out of 

more than the inere money he pays for the trees, for it disappoints and 
frustrates his purposes for the future. For instead of having a fine 

growth of beautiful evergreens after a few years, he has nothing, but a 

lot of unsightly scrubs. 

Neither is the Austrian Pine suitable, it will not stand the climate; 

the Norway Pine is better, and a few should be set. ' 

The White Pine is perfectly hardy, and of firm shape and color, but 

rather light in foliage to make the best windbreak. 

The Scotch Pine is the most rapid grower of all of the evergreens and ~ 

for large windbreaks the best, especially if alternate rows of Spruce are 
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setin. Thisin fact would be my ideal windbreak, Scotch and White 

Pines, Spruce and forest trees, set sufficiently far apart, so as not to 

interfere with each others growth, or with the design of cutting out the 

forest trees for wood or timber. 

The Norway Spruce stands well as it has in the past, and must in the 

future, as one of the best for general purposes. It is objectionable for 

ornamental purposes on account of its sunburning while it is young, 

especially for a year or two after being transplanted. But it is tenacious 

of life and recovers itself wonderfully. My oldest Norways, twenty to 

thirty feet high, have shown no blight for years. But the evergreen lam 

growing now, more than any other, is the White Spruce. I mean the 

the genuine thing, not the Black Spruce or American Spruce under 

that name. This tree is as symmetrical in shape as the Balsam Fir, re- 

tains its color the year round, and is not affected by early spring frosts. 

Standing side by side with the Norways and Balsams, it stands perfectly; 

while the Norways will be red all over, and the Balsams killed down by 

frost. I speak of trees under three feet from one to three times trans- 

planted. Afterreaching alargesize both the Norways and Balsams stand 
better. But I have had the first growth on my largest Balsams killed by 

a late frost; they start their growth very early in the spring. Were it 

not for this the Balsams would be, and is now, a favorite ornamental tree. 

The Arbor Vitx is of course the plant for small hedges or single 

trees to be trimmed to suit any taste. 

As to the time of setting evergreens, I begin as soon as the frost is out 

of the ground sufficiently to dig them. I transplant my smallest trees, 

and keep at it until my largest are moved just as they begin to grow, that 

-is when the buds begin to swell—and in this I have excellent success. My 

next best success is in August when the trees have completed their 

growth I have tried fall planting and fall heeling-in for the winter, 

enough to satisfy me that I can have no success in that direction. As to 

’ manner of setting I will only say that the chief points, after thorough 

and solid setting, is the clean and thorough cultivation of small trees and 

the thorough and heavy mulching of the larger ones; so thorough and 

heavy that the ground under it about the tree will not dry out the whole 

season. 
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DECIDUOUS TREES AND SHRUBS. 

THE PLANTING AND CARE OF ORNAMENTAL SHRUBS AND 

TREES. 

W. M. BERRY, SUPT. OF PARKS, MINNEAPOLIS. 

I have been asked to explain the method of tree planting which I have 

used, and which has proved so successful with the trees in the parks of | 

Minneapolis, that their health and vigorous growth has excited general 
remark and admiration. 

In reply I have only to say that I have no new discovery to reveal, and 

my success in planting has been solely due to the careful observance of 

such directions as are given in every treatise on tree culture, and are well 

known to every nurseryman who understands his business. 

These are: First, the proper preparation of the ground, with abundant 

room for the roots to spread, and a supply of rich earth to feed them; 

second, a careful selection of the trees, the all important point being that 

they have good roots and abundance of them. 

Amateurs, in selecting trees from a nursery, for the most part, are gov- 

erned in their choice chiefly by the appearance of the stem and branches 

of a young tree, which are of little consequence in comparison with the 

roots. If the latter are abundant and healthy, they insure such health 

and vigorous growth, that any trifling lack of symmetry will disappear 

long before the tree arrives at maturity; but if they are poor and insuffi- 

cient, no treecan makea healthy growth. Nurserymen know this fact 

perfectly well, but if they try to convince an ignorant purchaser of it, 

he thinks they want to impose some poor stock on him, and insists 

on a Straight stem and a good head. 

I am always careful to have the ends of all large roots cut off smoothly 

on the under side, and in planting to have all the roots spread out to 

their full extent and fine soil worked into the interstices; and also to have 

the head cut back correspondingly to the roots,so that the demand shall 

not be beyond their power to supply. 

After planting have every tree carefully mulched to a depth of five or 

six inches, and for a space considerably beyond the spread of the roots. 

Finally, I regard this as merely preliminary work. The tree is a mere 
infant,and must be carefully nursed and tended for several years after 

planting, giving it abundance of water in times of drought, and directing 

its growth by pruning, thinning or heading in the branches to make sure 

of its forming a symmetrical, evenly balanced head. 
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All these directions may be found in any good treatise on tree culture, 

but amateurs will rarely take the trouble to study them out, and still 

more rarely to practice them; and moreover, in nine cases out of ten, they 

buy their trees and ‘have them planted on contract—a system which is 

fatal to the hope of satisfactory results. Care and labor in selecting, 

planting and nursing are essential to vigorous and healthy growth, and 

there is no economy in trying to escape it, or flinching from its cost. 

My success has been solely due to the observance of these rules, and no 

one who neglects them need hope to attain it. 

TREES, SHRUBS AND FLOWERING PLANTS OF THE UPPER 

MINNESOTA VALLEY. 

LYCURGUS R. MOYER, MONTEVIDEO. 

Geologists tell us that at the close of the glacial period, a vast lake cov- 

ered all that part of northwestern Minnesota and northeastern Dakota 

now known as the Red River Valley. The outlet of this lake was to the 

south through what is now known as Lake Traverse, and then southeast- 

erly through Big Stone Lake and the Minnesota River valley to the Mis- 

sissippi. The melting ice sheet supplied enormous quantities of water, 

and a mighty flood poured itself through the channel of the ancient 

river. When this great Red River Valley lake began to find an outlet to 

the northward, the stream dwindled away to something like its present 

proportions, but the valley of the old glacial river remained. The level- 

ing hand of time has now been smoothing out and washing down the 

bluffs for thousands of years, but the valley of the old-time river con- 

tinues to be the most marked topographical feature of western Minnesota. 

The surrounding country is anelevated plateau of rolling prairie through 

which the valley is pretty sharply cut. The valley itself will average a 

mile in width and is from 100 to 200 feet deep. 

The flora of this region presents many interesting features. In the 

river bottoms proper there are, in some places, quite large bodies of tim- 

ber resembling the river valley timber of eastern Minnesota. The uplands 

are usually all prairie,and the flora for the most part is similar to that of 

the other prairie regions of the state. The bluffs, however, have a flora 

of their own, characterized by many immigrants from the western plains. 

The study of these peculiar plants is an inviting field for the student of 

geographical botany. 
The question might arise: How did these plants from the arid regions 

of the far west get down into Minnesota where we find them? The an- 

swer might be that the seeds were brought from the far west by the great 

river before referred to. 

But let us return to the trees. The original forest of this part of the 

state has mostly fallen before the axe of the settler. In some places the 

forest has been cleared away for the purpose of adding a few acres of corn 

land to our already almost unbounded expanse of prairie. This seems to 

be due to the destructive instincts of our American settlers from the 
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(once) timbered regions of the east. The short-sighted folly of this pro- 

ceeding is calculated to make a lover of trees sick at heart. Our Euro- 

pean settlers do better. 

The most important tree in the original forest here was the Bur Oak 

(Quercus macrocarpa). It isa grand tree. Sending its long tap-root far 

down into the bosom of mother earth, it is proof against drought and se- 

cure against storms. In the full glory of its mid-summer foliage, its 

broad shining leaves flashing in the sun, it is a noble sight. In England 

it is regarded as the grandest of the oaks, and is treated as a choice 

exotic. Here. like some of our other common blessings, we do not appre- 

ciate it. Last summer I saw a woman having the Bur Vaks grubbed out 

of her door yard,so as to have Box Elders planted in their place. On the 

bluffs this oak makes a noble fight against prairie fires, and often bears 

the scars of battle. On the bottoms it attains magnificent proportions. 

A noble specimen cut down at Montevideo at an early day showed by its 

annual layers that it was an acorn atabout the time that Columbus dis- 

covered the new world, and that it was not a very large tree at the time 

that the pilgrim fathers landed at Plymouth. No other oak grows in 

western Minnesota. It is rarely planted; but it ought to be. 

The White Elm (Ulmus Americana) is a more common tree on the bot- 

toms.than the Bur Oak. It is oftener planted, too, and makes a fine shade 

tree where the soil is not too dry. The spreading branches of a well de- 

veloped specimen would shelter a company of men: and, while it has the 

strength to defy the storms and winds of a century, its long pendulous. 

branches are swayed by the gentlest breeze. 

Less common than the White Elm,but a fine tree in every respect,is the 

Red or Slippery Elm (Ulmus fulva). In the early settlement of the 

country, it was the trunks of the red elm, left peeled by the Indians, that 

furnished the best fuel. The large leaves of this tree when growing in 

rich ground give it an almost tropical appearance. 

A rare tree in this part of the state is the Rock Elm, ( Ulmus racemosa) 

with corky wings on its smaller branches. It seems to do well under cul- 

tivation. 

Closely related to the elms is the Hackberry( Celtis occidentalis),a common 

tree on the river bottoms and on rich hillsides. Planted and cultivated 

on the lawn it is a tree of great beauty, and it seems surprising that it is 

so rarely planted. : 

Growing along the river banks,and sometimes reaching great size,is the 

White Maple (Acer dasycarpum), commonly called soft maple. So far as IL 

know, this is the only native maple found growing in the upper Minne- 

sota valley. I have looked for the Red Maple (Acer rubrum) but have not 

succeeded in fiuding it. The Sugar Maple grows on the headwaters of the 

Redwood river southwest of Marshall, and on Lake Whipple near Glen- 

wood. 1 have never seen it in our part of the Minnesota valley. Some 

of the best artificial, groves in Chippewa county are largely planted with 

White Maple. It succeeds admirably on the prairies. 
Closely related to the maples is the Box Elder (Negundo aceroides), per- 

haps the most thoroughly at home and omnipresent tree in this region. It 

springs up from seed everywhere and always grows, making a fine shade 

tree sooner than any other species. It sends it roots deep down into the 

earth and rarely succumbs to drought. It is our ideal for hardiness and 
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vigor, and when we get an apple tree that will grow like a BoxElder, ap- 

ple growing on the prairie will begin to make some headway. 

The American Linden or Basswood (Tilia Americana) is found in moder- 

ate supply throughout our timber lands, where the soil is not too low. 

Probably the temperate zone does not produce a finer tree anywhere for 

beauty of flower and foliage. The bees love it, andit is very rarely that 

our prairie planters give it any attention. 

An important tree in these woods is the Green Ash (Fraxinus viridis), 

and it is probably the only ash found growing here. Next to the Bur Oak 

its wood is the most valuable. It is an excellent tree for prairie planting, 

perhaps one of the very best. It seems to me that a mistake is often 

made in recommending the White Ash for prairie planting. The White 

Ash is out of its natural habitat on the prairies, while the Green Ash 

ranges far westward. I have seen it growing around small lakes in cen- 

tral Dakota, where it was almost the only tree. 

Along the river banks, where it can dip its feet into the water, the 

‘Cottonwood (Populus monilifera) is found and grows to be a magnificent 

tree. When planted on dry prairie it grows with great vigor for a few 

years, but is not a permanent success. The Quaking-Asp (Populus tremu- 

loides), and perhaps another poplar, are rather rare here. 

Willows of several kinds, the species of which I will not attempt to 

name are found on the river banks. One of these in cultivation makes a 

fine shrub, almost equal to the Laurel-leafed Willow of Europe. One or 

two species of upland willows are also occasionally met with. 

The Ironwood { Ostrya Virginica) is occasionally found on rich hill sides. 

I am told that it is a good lawn tree. It holds its leaves through the 

winter. 

On high rocky ridges is found the Red Cedar(Juniperus Virginica),the only 

conifer of this part of the state. It succeeds admirably in cultivation. 

On timber margins and in thickets everywhere is found the wild Plum 

(Prunus Americana) in all its innumerable varieties, ranging all the way 

from the equal of the Desota to specimens bitter and astringent enough 

to make a pig squeal. The best varieties of Prunus Americana remain 

our most promising fruit. 

A comparatively rare shrub is theWild Red Cherry( Prunus Pennsylvanica). 

We find it only on ridges of granite rocks. It is beautiful in flower, but L 

have never seen its fruit. I suppose the birds take it all. 

Much more abundant,and an elegant shrub when in bloom,is our Choke- 

cherry. I suppose botanists would call it Prunus Virginiana, but it does 

not agree very well with the discriptions given in most botanies. I am 

inclined to think that our Choke-cherry approximates to the descriptions 

that we have of Prunus Demissa, the Choke-cherry of the far west. It 

blossoms in long racemes, and fruits abundantly, and the fruit is of very 

good quality, too, much better than the fruit of the traditional Choke- 

cherry. i 

I have never seen the Black Cherry or the Sand Cherry here. 

Perhaps the most striking shrub of this part of the state is the Sweet 

Viburnum or Sheep-berry( Virburnum lentago). Whether we view it in the 

spring,when literally covered with its broad cymes of white flowers, or in 

the height of summer, when its thick, broad, tropical looking leaves 

glisten like wax work in the sunshine, or, in the fall when it ripens its 
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load of pleasant flavored black fruit, and when its foliage takes on the 

gorgeous tints of autumn, it is alikeinterestiny. It succeeds admirably 
in cultivation and I firmly believe it to be one of our best lawn shrubs. 

Its near relative, the Downy Arrow-wood ( Virburnum pubescens) is some 

times found but is very rare. 

Twoor more Juneberries (Amelanchier Canadensis and Amelanchier alnifo- 

liajadd interest to our shrubberies. Beautiful in foliage and in bloom, and 

producing a pleasant fruit, they are worthy of cultivation, at least from 

an ornamental point of view. One of our farmers here cut down and 

rooted out his lilac bushes because they did not produce a crop that he 

could convert into dollars and cents. The Juneberry might not suit him. 

Wild Black Currants, Gooseberries and Black Raspberries are found in 

the woodlands, some of them of fair quality. 

The Red-berried Elder (Sambucus racemosa) is not uncommon and pos- 

sess great merit as an ornamental shrub. The common Elder (S. vulgaris) 

is quite rare. They both do well in cultivation. 

A Bush Honeysuckle (Lonicera glauca) is found on rocky ranges, and 

does extremely well when transplanted to the lawn. 

A fine shrubby Spiraea (S. salicifolia) is found on the margins of sloughs, 

and the Wild Rose ( Rosa arkansana(?) is everywhere. 

The Wolfberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis) borders the edges of timber 

everywhere. It spreads all the time and enlarges the boundaries of the 

forest. Cattle are not fond of it, and where it obtains a foothold it 

usually persists. In depressions of the prairie, especially where pocket 

gophers have loosened the sod, the Wolfberry springs up. It is the fore- 

runner of the forest. A vegetable humus gathers around it, and in its 

protecting shade the seeds of trees take root and grow. If forestry ever 

succeeds on the prairies so that trees grow in a natural manner, per- 

petuating and reproducing themselves, it will be by the aid of such 

shrubs as Symphoricarpos Occidentalis. It would give to our tree planta- 

tions a proper forest floor, without which they cannot permanently suc- 

ceed. 

The Burning Bush (Huonymus atropurpureus) iscommon. Were it scarce 

and difficult to raise, it would be considered an ornamental shrub of great 

value. Its blossoms are very inconspicuous, but its bright red berries in — 

the fall are very beautiful. The same is true of its near relative, the 

climbing Bitter-sweet (Celastrus scandens), one of our best climbing vines. 

Wild grapes of two or three species grow rampantly and luxuriantly 

throughout all our timberland, producing some seasons great quantities 

of fruit. The closely related Virginia Creeper (Ampelopsis quinquefolia), 

perhaps the best climbing shrub that we have, is common, too. Its 

noticeable purple fruit, and the remarkably brilliant hues of its autumn 

foliage are its strong points. Many people, however, are unacquainted 

with it, or look at it with suspicion, or openly call it ‘‘pizen.” One of 

my neighbors sent to Rochester and paid a dollar for his Ampelopsis, point- 

ing it out to his neighbors as something to be proud of. His pride was 

proper enough, for it isa plant worthy of being proud of, but the poor 

man did not know that it grew wild within forty rods of his door. 
The Moonseed ( Menispermum Canadense) and the Virgin’s Bower (Clematis 

Virginiana), both beautiful vines, are too common to be appreciated. 

Amorpha Canescens is the common ‘‘Shoestrings” of the prairie. Amorpha 
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Macrophylla is less common and more beautiful, while Amorpha Fruticosa 

our common River-locust, isan ornamental shrub greatly valued by our 

eastern landscape artists. 

I cannot do more than refer to our Cornel (Cornus sericea(?), the Kinne- 

kinnick of the Indians. Its bright red twigs make it a marked feature 

of the winter landscape. 

Ihave left myself scarcely any space to speak of the peculiar herbaceous 

flora of this region. Outside of the timbered bottoms, where the flowers 

are those familiar to the dwellers in the eastern part of the state, the 

most striking feature of the flora is the comparatively small number of 

different species represented. 

With the earliest spring time,when the bellowing of the prairie-chicken 

begins to be heard, the American Pasque-flower (Anemone patens, var. 

Nutalliana) opens its pale blue petals on every hillside, to be succeeded 

later on by the feathery tails of its elongated styles. Other anemones 

follow—especially the Pennsylvania Anemone with its large white flowers, 

and Anemone Cylindrica, with its long fruit heads. The Carolina Anemone 

has a rather aristocratic and exclusive beauty of its own. It is a rather 

rare plant here. Buttercups of many species follow, and among them the 

Seaside Crowfoot (Ranunculus cymbalaria) on the borders of alkaline 

marshes. 

Everyone who has been on the prairies knows the Ground Plum ( Astra- 

galus caryocarpus). The early voyageurs, it is said, cooked the unripe 

fruit pods instead of green peas. Of late years, however, these fruit pods 

have nearly all been infested by insects and no one would care to eat 

them. 

Astragalus Adsurgens, a form from the far west, forms dense cespitose 

masses on dry hillsides. Its globular flower heads strikingly resemble red 

clover. 

Astragalus Hypoglottis, another western form, grows on flat alkaline 

prairies, and is said to range northward to the Arctic Circle. It is a 

delicate plant with pale blue fiowersin a globular head. Astragalus Flex- 

uosus has been found occasionally, and another astragalus, probably new 

to the fiora of Minnesota, that Prof. MacMillan has determined as 

Astragalus Newberri. 

Closely related to these is Oxitropis Lamberti, with its silky pinnate 

leaves, and long spike of showy purple or violet flowers. It is one of the 

most beautiful of our immigrants from the far west. 

Not uncommon on rich prairies is the Wild Liquorice (Glycyrrhiza 

lepidota), its root greatly resembling the Asiatic liquorice of commercé. 

Another immigrant from the far west, often found on the Minnesota 

bluffs is Pentstemon Albidus. It is new to the flora of Minnesota, and a 

flower of more than botanical interest. 

I must close here. The subject is too large. The peculiarities of the 

herbaceous ffora of the upper Minnesota valley would require another 

paper. 

Vice-President Wedge: I wish that Judge Moyer would ex- 

plain the difference between green ash and white ash. 

Judge Moyer: Iam not enough acquainted with the white 

ash,as it grows in the west,to be able to explain the difference. 
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There is considerable difference, as Iremember it, in the seeds. 

You know the ash seed has a long feathery wing to it. In the 

green ash it grows from the end, and on the white ash I think © 
it grows more from the sides. There is a great difference in 
the young limbs, too. The young limbs of the green ash are 
much thicker than those of the white ash. 

Mr. Underwood: They have a longer leaf and are greener 

in color. 

Vice-President Wedge: Is the timber equally valuable? 

Judge Moyer: It is about as valuable, though the tree does 
not grow as large. 

Mr. Underwood: I have noticed that the ash seems to thrive 

well even on poor soil. I know of some that were planted 
several years ago on a sandy patch of ground that was dry as 

anything could be. So far as I have noticed there have not 
been any failures, though the trees were planted on the road- 

side and received no care at all. Yet they seem to be develop- 
ing into handsome trees. I consider the ash one of the most 

valuable trees we cultivate, and I like them in the yard better 

than theelm. The elm is not as handsome a tree,and the winds 

break it to pieces more than the ash. If I had to sacrifice one 
or the other, I would give up the elm and save the ash. 

Vice-President Wedge: That is precisely my Own experi- _ 
ence. We have hard maple, soft maple, box elder and ash in 

our yard, to say nothing of the nut trees, the black walnut and 

the butternut. We also have the white elm. I presume our 
ash is the green ash. They were taken from the woods, any- 
how, and I value them considerably above any other tree that 

we have. These drouths that we have had of late years have 

been very hard on the box elder, especially. In the city of 

Albert Lea there are many dead box elders, hard maple, soft 

maple, butternut and some walnut—I think the butternut is the 
worst of the two nut trees—but the ash, though planted close to 

the street and in more unfavorable situations, have grown ad- 

mirably. I have heard some objection offered to them on ac- 

count of their foilage dropping early in the fall, but they color 

up a beautiful yellow before that takes place. 
Mr. Barrett: I wish, Mr. Chairman, that we might all em- 

phasize the value of the ash. In the region of country where I ~ 

live, way out at the head of the Minnesota river, we have green 

ash growing naturally. Wetransfer them to the prairie, and 

find by experience that the green ash will thrive in the grassy 

sod, although it has a struggle. Still, it lives when other, 
- 
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trees die, and | think that we ought to emphasize its real merit. 

Our native green ash sends its roots straight down into the soil 

to find the moisture, and in consequence it is a hardy and beau- 

tiful tree. Our people have learned by experimentation the 

real value of the tree,and the demand is increasing for the ash. 

Mr. Ludlow: Irise for information. I have some ash trees 

that have been growing eight years; that is, I transplanted 

them eight years ago, and to-day some of them are not more 

than two inches in diameter. They grew crooked, something 

liké the’ Early Strawberry apple tree grows. The limbs in 

starting out grew straight out and then dropped down, and I 

thought it was better as an ornamental tree than anything else. 

Now, six years ago last spring, some seed dropped in the yard 

next to mine and an ash treecameup. I have trimmed it twice, 

and noticed that it is not the same shape as the others. The 

bark is of a lighter color than the ones I first spoke of, which 

were greenish looking. 

Vice-President Wedge: Perhaps it is the black ash. That 

has a greenish looking limb and the smaller branches are 

smooth. It also grows slowly. 

Judge Moyer: Ihave no doubt but that these trees are all 

green ash. Prof. Archer, in his report on the botany of Iowa. 

says that nearly all the ash trees in Iowa are green. The same 
is true of western Minnesota. I will say that I have observed. 
that ash trees which grow from the seed are better and straight- 
er than those that have been transplanted, and I think the same 
is true of the box elder. 

Mr. Harris: I know that the black ash will not do very well 
on dry ground. 

Vice-President Wedge: No. They grow very slowly indeed. 
Mr. Harris: The white ash, where it grows in a sunny lati- 

tude, is considered to be a more valuable tree than any other 
ash. I believe the green ash is considered to be next to it. 

We know that on this soil it grows very rapidly, and soon be- 

comes a large thrifty tree. There is no doubt but that it will 

soon become the most valuable tree, that we can plantas a farm 
tree. If we get too much of it we can use it for fire wood, and 

to repair our tools with, for the trunks of these trees make 

pretty tough timber. I have some trees on my place now that 

would make good fork handles or rake handles. That kind of 

timber you will always find valuable, but of course, to get such 
timber you must have it planted on rich soil. 
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Mr. Wilcox: In regard to the white ash of our New England 

hills, I would say that the shrinkage in weight just about cor- 

responds with the shrinkage in dimensions. A foot of ash 
lumber, green, weighs about five and a half pounds, and a foot 

of it dry, weighs within a few ounces of the same. There is 

practically no shrinkage in weight in the white ash, but from 
what I have observed, I think there is considerable variance in 

the green ash. 

OUR NATIVE SHRUBS. 

MISS SARA M. MANNING, LAKE CITY. 

Let us seek a few of the shrubs of our state in their homes, for to those 

who love the wild flowers, nothing is more fascinating than studying 

them in their native haunts. 

In earliest spring the Service-berry blossoms along the streams; its 

clustered flowers are snowy white; its leaves are coated with a fine white 

wool, as though to protect it from the still lingering cold. 

At about the same time, the Leatherwood is covered with a profusion 

of clear, yellow flowers, soon to be followed by the light green leaves. 

This shrub grows in a dense globular form. While rather rare in many 

parts of the state, it is common in the forest to the northward. 

With it, in the cool northern woods, and occasionally throughout the 

state, is found the Leather-Leaf, a little shrub which opens a raceme of 
pure white flowers, from the tiny buds formed the previous autumn. It 

has thick, brownish evergreen leaves and slender, declining branches. 

In the damp moss of the meadows, a trifle later, are beds of Labrador 
Tea. The underside of the yellowish green leaves has a brown, woolly 

covering, the branches are thickly strewn with small bunches of white 

flowers. 

Another shrub of the bogs is the Wild Rosemary, low growing, with 

narrow, glaucus, green leaves, and showy clusters of pink and white 

fiowers. In autumn the leaves become a rich, red purple, and, remaining 

all winter, make a pleasing contrast to the snow-covered ground. 

Again, in the cool, dark shade the green moss is studded with the white 

flowers or scarlet berries of the Wintergreen, or, in dryer places, a creep- 

ing mat of Prince’s Pine wreathes the ground, its flesh-colored flowers 
violet-anthered. These dainty little evergreens come near being herba- 

ceous plants. 

We must not forget the shy Arbutus, for where in all the wildwood is 

another flower so sweet? How it always awakens memories of the old 
home in New England, as we find it creeping about beneath the shelter- 

ing pines, with its red-brown, hairy leaves and rose-tinted blossoms. 
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A dense, prostrate shrub of the rocky hills is the Bearberry. The bell- 
shaped flowers are bright-rose or white, the berries, which appear in 

August and remain all winter, are deep crimson. The festoons of dark 

green summer foliage turn to shades of purple in winter. 

Along the shores of the northern lakes is the Sweet Gale, its showy 

flowers, sweet-scented, blossoming in advance of the leaves. 

On the sterile hillsides is the allied Sweet Fern, an aromatic shrub with 

fern-like foliage. 

The Shrubby Cinque-foil is found along the rocky shore of Lake Supe- 
rior. It has brown stems, leaves very silky on the underside, and yellow 

flowers borne in continuous succession from June until September. 

A unique shrub of the Red River Valley is the Silver-Berry, the bark, 

leaves, flowers and fruit being cuvered with small silvery scales. 

The Buffalo-Berry is similar, with silvery leaves and scarlet fruit. 

Frequent near the streams and in the thickets farther southward are 

the Cornels or Dogwoods. The Red Osier Dogwood is attractive in sum- 

mer,with corymbs of white flowers, but more noticeable in winter because 

of the brilliant red bark. 

The Silky Cornel has purple branches, silky, dull green leaves, flat 

cymes of white flowers, and pale, blue fruit. 

The Panicled Cornel has grey branches, numerous panicles of white 

flowers and also white fruit. 

The dainty Dwarf Cornel, with creeping underground stem, is some- 

times found about shaded rocks. It is conspicuous either because of the 

large flower-like involucre or the bright red fruit. 

Many beautiful shrubs of the Honeysuckle Family are scattered all 

through the woods and copses of this more southern part of our state. 

First of all may be mentioned that little favorite to be found now and 

then on the mossy carpet of the forest, the Twin Flower. It is a delicate 

trailing evergreen with a pair of nodding, fragrant flowers. 

Several of the Arrow-woods,to which genus the Bush Cranberry belongs, 

are fine shrubs; especially so is the Withe-rod, with glossy. green leaves 

and white flowers. 

The Maple-leaved Arrow-wood is striking in its autumn coloring of vari- 
ous shades of purple. * 

The Common Elder is a shrub which occupies considerable space. 
The dark green, massive foliage makes a beautiful background for the 

broad cymes of white flowers or the great bunches of purple berries. 

Almost as showy in flower is the Red-berried Elder, while the scarlet ber- 

ries mingled with the leaves make it much more so in fruit. 

On the rocky bluffs of the Mississippi river are the Crimson and Yellow 

Honeysuckles, with their bright flowers and pale, green leaves thrown 

into relief by the darker greens about them. 

Herve, too, where all sorts of wild things grow in reckless luxuriance, 

are clumps of Mountain Maple, with broad leaves, deep crimson twigs 

and large clusters of seed vessels. Near it is the Bladder-nut with pin- 
nate leaves, drooping bell-shaped flowers, or inflated pods. 

In damp, cold ravines is the Mountain Holly, with purplish bark, 

smooth, oval leaves and pendulous, crimson fruit; also the Winterberry 

or Black Alder, its close-clinging scarlet berries half hidden by the leaves 

—14 
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in summer, but making the brightest touches of color in the winter 

landscape. 

Where the bluffs near the river, we find the Burning Bush. The small 

flowers are dark purple. It is particularly ornamental in the autumn, not 

only for the abundance of crimson, drooping fruit, which remaing fora 

long time, but also for the bright colored leaves. 

More common on the river banks is the Nine-bark, with white flower- 

clusters or purple seed-pods scattered along the branches. 

The Button-bush isa moisture-loving shrub, since we always find it 

near streams. It has balls of white flowers hanging by a short stem, 

among the glossy leaves. 

Then there is the Shrubby St. John’s-wort, the yellow flowers borne in 

late summer. 

The False Indigo is another shrub of the river banks, and though com- 

mon, it is beautiful in foliage and in flower. It has pinnate leaves of 

dark green, and rich purple flowers, which are peculiar in having also 

purple anthers. 

The Lead Plant is a dwarf shrub of the prairies. The violet purple 

flowers with their golden anthers are a pretty contrast to the whiteness 

of the closely crowded leaflets. 

The beautiful Wild Roses of the different species are everywhere. 

A shrub which seems to thrive well in all soils, even the dryest, is the 

New Jersey Tea. 
One of the most rare shrubs of the state is the Witch Hazel,that mystic 

plant whose fringe of yellow petals appears in late autumn after the fall 

of the summer foliage. These feathery winter blooms ripen the follow- 
ing summer, when the seeds are discharged in a peculiar and forcible 
manner. / 

The Sumachs are all attractiveshrubs. The Staghorn is often almost 

tree-like in its tropical appearance. 

The Smooth Sumach is much smaller. It holds the great bunches of 

red seeds all winter on the brown branches. But they are more noticed 

because of the gay hues which add so much to the autumn scenery. In 

this respect, the Dwarf Sumach is perhaps the finest, making striking 

points of color, when the fern-like leaves of scarlet are richly massed 

against dark backgrounds. 

Our native climbers make every woodland scene more beautiful. The 

Wild Grape and Woodbine clamber up the tree trunks, draping the 

branches in a luxuriant mass of graceful festoons; or the Bitter-sweet, 
by its clinging grasp winds itself about some shrub or tree, hanging its 

racemes of scarlet and orange pods from boughs, where all winter they 

remain, making little patches of color among the more somber shades, 

Then there are the interwoven tangles of the Common Virgin’s Bower, 

which trails over shrubs with its multitude of white flowers or plume-like 

fruit. 

A much more rare Virgin’s Bower climbs about the shady rocks of the 

bluff-sides. It has trifoliate leaves, and sinyle, large purple flowers; the 

fruit is plumose. } 3 

Here too the Greenbriar, supporting itself by a pair of tendrils to 

each leaf, sometimes reaches the top ofa tree. The leaves are smooth 

and shining, the umbles of flowers are greenish, the fruit is blue-black. 
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A dicecious vine which grows abundantly about lakes and ponds is the 

Moonseed. It is a rapid grower, often covering a shrub or tree with its 

ivy-like leaves. It has loose panicles of white flowers: the fruit is black, 

covered with a bloom. 

There are many other shrubs in the state equally worthy of notice, but 

surely enough have been mentioned to show that these natives have a 

distinct beauty of their own—from the spring time when leaves of tender 

green, olive or bronze, begin to clothe their branches, and buds burst into 

bloom, to the autumn with its various colors of foilage and fruit. Even 

in the winter, how the snow gives added value to the tints of gray or 

brown, while here and there bright-hued twigs or berries make a bit of 

brilliancy which pervades everything around. 

It is a pleasure to know that there is, among landscape gardeners, an 

increasing interest in native plants, and that they are being more and 

more used in the laying out of public parks and large private grounds, 

producing fine landscape effects. 

Let one only go out with his eyes open, and without being prejudiced 

against anything which did not come from abroad, he will doubtless be 

surprised at the diversity and beauty of the native plants which adorn the 

uplands and the lowlands, the forests and the prairies of our state. 

LIST OF SHRUBS MENTIONED WITH THEIR BOTANICAL NAMES. 

V irgin’s Bower, Clematis verticilaris; Common Virgin’s Bower, Clematis 

Virginiana; Moonseed. Menispermum Canadense; Shrubby St. John’s-wort, 

Hypericum prolificum; Staghorn Sumach, Rhus typhina; Smooth Sumach, 

Ethus glabra; Dwarf Sumach, Rhus copallina; Wild Grape, Vitis cordifolia. 

or Vitis riparia; New Jersey Tea, Ceanothus Americana; Bitter-sweet, 

Celastrus scandens; Burning Bush, Euonymus atropurpureus; Bladder- 

Nut,- Staphylea trifolia; Mountain Maple, Acer spicatum; False Indigo, 
Amorpha fruticosa; Lead Plant, Amorpha canescens; Nine-bark, Physo- 

carpus opulifolivs; Shrubby Cinque-foil, Potentilla fruticosa; Wild 

Rose, Rosa humilis and Rosa blanda;  Service-berry, Amelanchiev 

Canadensis; Witch Hazel, Hamamelis Viryiniana; Dwarf Cornel, Cornus 

Canadensis; Silky Cornel, Cornus sericea; Panicled Cornel, Cornus pan- 

iculata; Red Osier Dogwood, Cornus stolonifera; Twin Flower, Linnea 

borealis; Yellow Honeysuckle, Lonicera Sullivantii; Crimson Honeysuckle, 

Lonicera glauca; Common Elder, Sambucus Canadensis; Red-berried Elder. 

Sambucus racemosa; Withe-rod, Viburnwm cassinoides; Maple-leaved 

Arrow-wood, Viburnum acerfolium; Bush Cranberry, Virburnum opulus; 

Button-bush, Cephalanthus occidentalis; Bearberry, Arctostaphylos Uva- 
ursi; Trailing Arbutus, Epigea repens; Wintergreen, Gaultheria procum- 

bens; Leather-Leaf, Cassandra calyculata; Wild Rosemary, Andromeda 

polifolia; Labrador Tea, Ledum latifolium; Prince’s Pine, Chimaphila 

umbellata; Wiuterberry, Ilex verticillata; Mountain Holly, Nemopanthes 

canadensis; Leatherwood, Dirca palustris; Buffalo-Berry, Sherpherdia 

argentea; Silver-Berry, Eleagnus argentea; Sweet Gale, Myrica Gale; Sweet 
Fern, Myrica asplenifolia; Greenbriar, Smilax rotundifoliu. 
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SOME NEW THINGS OF VALUE. 

BY PROF. SAMUEL B. GREEN, ST. ANTHONY PARK. 

FRUITS. 

Arab Plum.—This is one of the Russians of the S. domestica type 
I found fruiting at M. Cook’s place near Windom. The fruit is of large 

size; oval; skin tough; flesh sweet, melting and juicy. It reminds me of 

the Lombard, though of rather better quality. 

Pennings No 1 Plum.—This is without exception by far the finest native 

plum I have ever tasted. In many respects it is superior to most plums 

of Eastern origin, and reminds me more of a hot house nectarine than of 

a plum. It issaid to have come from a mixed lotof seed from Weaver and 
Miner. It has never been offered for general distribntion. To me its 

great value is as an augury for the future. I do not believe we have yet 

nearly reached the limit of improvement of our native plums by selec- 

tion, although I believe we will make our fastest progress through 

hybridization. 

Sand Cherry.—The most promising of our neglected native fruits. . It is 

already successfully cultivated in some of the most rigorous sections of 

our state, and is known as a reliable cropper, to be depended on when 

everything else fails. I am experimenting largely with it with very 

promising results. I reported on it at length in Bulletin No. 18. 

Moore’s Diamond.—Is a new white grape,that I think has come to stay. 

The bunch is large shouldered; skin tough; pulp melting and sprightly. 

The vine is a strong, healthy grower and very productive. The fruit 

ripens six days before the Concord. 
Triumph Gooseberry.—A very prolific, large fruiting kind: vigorous and 

healthy; very promising. 

SHRUBS. 

Golden Elder (Sambucus nigra var. aurea.)—Valuable for its showy golden 

foliage. It kills back a little, but starts so quickly and vigorously in the 

spring that it soon outgrows any injury. Very desirable for livening up 
shrubberies. In blossoms, too, it is very pretty. Propagated very easily 

either from long hard wood or from soft wood cuttings. 

Cut-Leaved Elder (Sambucus nigra var.)—Not so pretty, but more vigorous 

than the above. Valuable for its pretty habit and foliage, very hardy, 

easily propagated. 

Mountain Fleece, (Polygonum cuspilatum.)—This has proven perfectly 

hardy. Itis a vigorous grower and is loaded the last of August with a 

great abundance of panicles of white flowers; very desirable perennial 

herb, growing 4 ft. high. Propagated easily by suckers or from cuttings 

of the new wood taken off in July. 

Rosa Rugosa.—This is sometimes called the Japan rose. Prof. Budd 

thinks the Japs got it from Siberia. It is very hardy—I think perfectly 
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hardy. Its beauty lies in its beautiful foliage, which is always perfect; 

in its very large single tlowers, which are produced all summer and are 

pretty either in bud or full bloom; and in the conspicuous large bright 

scarlet fruit which succeeds the flowers. There is a semi-double variety 

offered in the market, but the single are far prettier. It may be propa- 

gated from seed or by cuttings from its underground stems. There are 

two varieties, the white and pink, and both of them should be in every 

collection. 

Bocconia Cordata.—This is a hardy herbaceous plant; grows seven feet 

high and is very ornamental for the border. Has large green leaves, 

light-colored bark, and in August is surmounted with a panicle of pretty 
white flowers. 

Pyrethrum Raceum.—These are beautiful, hardy herbcaeous plants in a 

variety of colored daisy-like flowers. It is not new, but it deserves more 

attention than it receives. 

Caragana.—The caraganas are pretty low trees or shrubs with yellow, 

pea-like blossoms. They are very hardy. One kind I saw last summer 

was trimmed as a low hedge surrounding the flower beds in many of the 

gardens of the Mennonites. They were kept sheared off square on top, 

and reminded me of the hedges of box along the garden walks in many 

Eastern homes. 

Lillium Triginum Floraplena.—This is a double form of the old tiger lily, 

and I think is an improvement on it. 

Abies Pungens (Colorado blue spruce).—Perfectly hardy at the station; 

and I believe as hardy, and perhaps hardier, than any evergreen we have. 

Of pretty form. It varies much in color; many are arich, bright green, 

while about one in every four will show some blue markings, and one in 

every ten will be of a most exquisite light blue color. This evergreen 

brings the highest price and is, I think, the most beautiful of any grown. 

It succeeds in the dry, cold climate of the foothills in Nebraska, and is 

found native in the higher altitudes of the Rockies. 

Pseudotsuga Douglasii (Douglas spruce).—This is also a Rocky Mountain 

evergreen. It is avery rapid grower. Prof. B. E. Fernow says ‘‘he never 

on earth saw such a burden of lumber to the acre as that produced by this 

tree in the west.” It too, as well as the A. pungens, is noted for its varia- 

tion incolor. It is highly recommended for grove planting. With us, 

perfectly hardy. Its chief value is, however, as a timber tree. 

Abies Concolor.—This is another Rocky Mountain conifer. It is of 

spreading habit when young, but later takes an upward start and makes 

a pretty tree. Not so desirable as the A. pungens, but it is very pretty,and 

some specimens have a soft, yellow color that is wonderfully pleasant. 

Populus Bolleana.—A most beautiful poplar of the Alba type. It 

grows in a close fastigiate form like the Lombardy poplar, but unlike the 

latter, it is a long-lived tree and very beautiful on the lawn. It can now 

be had of nurserymen at reasonable prices, and is, I think, destined to be 

very popular. 

Populus Certinensis is a timber poplar that is coming to the front for tree 

claim and ornamental planting. 

Salix Acutifolia.—This isa willow with a small, bright, hard, glassy 

leaf, which resists the attacks of insects more than any other kind. I 

found it doing well in Cottonwood county, where the white willow is seri- 
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ously injured by saw fiies, and it makes a fine specimen on the grounds at 

the station. 

Salix Aurew (Golden willow).—This is another of the Russian willows 

which is very pretty, and a rapid, healthy grower, making a large tree. 

Its chief beauty is in its golden bark, which is very beautiful during the 

winter and spring months. 

Salix Lamsifolia (Laurel-leaved willow).—Very beautiful with its bright, 

glossy, dark green leaves. It is attractive on the lawn, and valuable for 

street or timber planting. 

Douglas’ Golden Arbor Vitae—Not new, but not much planted. It is 

very hardy, and the most beautiful golden kind we have. : 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. C. L. Smith: I call to mind some investigations made 

this last summer, and I thought that while this paper was 

fresh in mind that it would be a good time to refer to them. 

Mr. Nagel also referred to the fact that many things were 

bought because they were high priced, and that brought my 

experience of last summer into my mind also. During the sea- — 

son I had occasion to drive several times each week from my 

home in Minneapolis to my home at Lake Minnetonka—beyond 

Lake Minnetonka—and in doing so I would sometimes go one 

road and sometimes another, and in fact would hardly drive 

over the same road twice in succession. I was familiar with 

the plants growing on the grounds and cultivated around the 

homes on the different roads, and I want to say that for our 

uses here in Minnesota, that our native plants are worth more 

than all the plants we can bring in from anywhere else. Now 

I call to mind in partieular one place, where I have no doubt 

hundreds of dollars have been spent by the owner in the plant- | 

ing and cultivation of the grounds with high priced novelties, 

very largely from Eastern nurseries, and yet, with nothing but 

native shrubs, and plants and vines, and no cultivation except 

that given by a few cows and pigs, there was a finer landscape 

effect right over in the pasture beyond his door yard, than you 

got in his door yard. And more than that: during the latter 
days of September I drove with a party of Eastern friends 
about the parks of Minneapolis, around the lakes Calhoun and 
Harriet,and then out by one road,and back by another to Excel- 

sior and Wayzata. Some of my friends were ladies and gen- 

tlemen who had traveled quite extensively in America and in 

Kurope. Among them all there was no’ dissenting from this 

opinion, that for landscape effect the native plants, shrubs,and 
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trees and flowers,—those growing naturally—seen during that 

trip, were finer than any they had ever seen anywhere else in 

the world. AndI want to say here, to the members of this so- 

ciety, that after twenty-six years’ experience in the state of 

Minnesota, giving attention each year to these natives, and to 

those new things that come out each year, I believe one dol- 

lar’s worth of labor spent in the propagation and cultivation of 

those kinds of trees, plants and shrubs that grow naturally 

here in Minnesota will produce better effects, and give better 

results and satisfaction than ten dollars invested in any of the 

foreign trees or plants. In our haste to get something that has 

a great name we overlook these little things that grow right at 

our doors, Again, there has been spent in the city of Minne- 

apolis in the last eight or ten years, every year, thousands of 

dollars for the various kinds of climbing shrubs. Yet, let a 

strangef come in there, one who knows nothing about even the 

‘names of these vines or shrubs, and let him drive about over 

the city. There are hundreds and hundreds of porches, 

trees, arbors, and trellises covered by bitter-sweet and the 

common ampelsopsis, that grow naturally here in the Minne- 

sota woods, and they will attract the attention of these people. 

But it is very rarely that you see one of those other vines 

growing in sufficient strength to attract any attention. If you 

have one, and want a vine for your porch, or door, or 

lawn, before you invest one single nickel in some plant coming 

from somewhere else, just look around the groves, and woods, 

and banks of the streams near to you,and see if you cannot find 

growing naturally, a tree, shrub or plant that will answer the 

purpose better than any you can buy. 

Mr. Gould:—As a matter of fact, in the summer time, along 

the roadside around Minneapolis, there are to be seen some of 

the most beautiful shrubs and plants I have ever seen in the 

world. I pass there most every day. and I always sit next to 

the window of the coach and look out at them, and admire the 

beautiful picture. Now the hand of man has done almost 

nothing to bring this thing about. It is, as you might say, the 

natural condition. There has been little if any change in that 

respect since the time that this part of the country was first 

settled. But while these plants are well worthy of transplant- 

ing, itis a question as to whether or not they will bear it. I 

am unable to say myself whether they will bear transplanting 

into gardens, and make equal progress, as they do now. 
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Prof. Green: I want to make a little criticism on Mr. Smith’s 

remarks. In the first place, Mr. Smith cannot name a single 

desirable shrub or flower, that cannot be obtained of the nur- 

serymen. The nurserymen are very glad to buy anything, that 

they can get hold of, that is at all desirable. Then I want to 

say another thing. We have not a native rose that compares 

in foliage, flower or fruit with the cultivated ones, and the im- 

proved ones are about as hardy. We have not a native weep- 
ing tree that will compare with the weeping birch for pretty 

effect upon the lawn. That is a foreign tree. I admit that 

some of Mr. Smith’s remarks are true about the tendency of ~ 

people to buy high-priced plants, etc., in preference to some of 

the beautiful flowers that are cheaper. But it is better to buy 

of the nurserymenu than to go into the woods. One reason why 

the simple plants seem to do better in the woods than upon 

our lawns is that the conditions for their well being is better in 

some respects in the woods than upon the lawn. That is one 

reason why they grow better. I am very much interested just 

now in the introduction of the Rocky Mountain evergreens. I 

believe that that is a field,in which there is a great opportunity 

for developing and bringing out plants, that will be of special 

interest to us here. The climate there is fully as severe as 

here, and I see no reason why the experiment will not be a 

success. Now, while I agree with Mr. Smith in the most of 

what he says, yet we want to get all the plants,and shrubs, and 

trees that we can. We want all the variety that we can have. 

I think when purchasing, it is a good plan to consult a good 

catalogue, and be guided in some degree by the suggestions 

that it contains. 

Mr. Smith: Ido not want Prof. Green to misunderstand me, 

I said that before they go and buy these high priced things 

that are said to be so very nice, they should look around and 

see how much better effect they can produce with our native 
plants and shrubs. I have growing in my yard now a native 

elm, an almost weeping tree, and I would not exchange it for 
all the weeping birches I ever saw. 
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HARDY SHRUBS. 

J. M. UNDERWOOD, LAKE CITY. 

It can be safely said that in the deliberations of our society, this subject 

has not been much discussed, and anything we shall now say will at least 

be new. 
The time has come in the development of our state when interest is 

being taken in the embellishment of our surroundings. I was forcibly 

impressed with this fact one day last summer, by a drive of eighteen 

miles into the country on the Crystal Spring road in Wabasha county. 

Nearly every farm house had flowers growing in profusion around it, 

showing that their thoughts were not wholly absorbed by the wheat and 

barley, the cow and hog. “But what most pleased me was the care 

bestowed upon the roadside. Instead of being allowed to grow up to 

thistles and other noxious weeds, to scatter their seeds broadcast over the 

fields,the ground was plowed and cultivated to some crop or seeded down, 

and closely mowed and raked clean. Even rented farms had an air of 

tidiness that was refreshing. How easy it is to cultivate the beautiful, 

and cover up the unsightly. Let the good seed grow, and speed the day 

when farmers’ homes will be as attractive as the tradesman’s. Com- 

mence this spring. Move the hog pen back, put the barnyard at the rear 

of the barn, and if you have an unsightly place which you cannot get rid 

of, hide it by hedgerows of lilac, honeysuckle or sumach. I shall not 

attempt in this article to speak of all the shrubs that may be grown. 

There are many new andrare sorts, that are of interest to a professional, 

but not necessary to the wants of the general planter. 

VARIETIES. 

1. ALMOND (Amygdalus nana) is the common Flowering Almond. 

There are two desirable varieties, the pink and white. They area low 

growing skrub, and the branches are covered densely with beautiful 

double flowers in June. , 
2. BERBERRY (Berberris Canadensis) is a native variety and can be 

planted for a hedge or as a Single shrub. It has yellow flowers in May 

and June, followed by beautiful red berries that remain on very late 

which are prized for making jelly. B. Vulgaris is of European origin. It 

has yellow flowers in May and June, followed by orange and scarlet fruit. 

B. Purpurea is covered with beautiful purple foliage and fruit. Very 

showy as a shrub or in a hedge. 

3. BUCKTHORN (Rhamnus catharticus) is of European origin, 

foliage dark green, flowers white with small black fruit. Desirable for 

hedging. 

4. DoGwoop (Cornus sanguinea.) A native shrub. Is ornamental 

in winter, when the bark is very red. 

5. ELDER (Sambueus Canadensis). Black-berried Elder; blossoms 

white and very sweet. The fruit is good for sauce and pies. S. pubens 

A valuable ornamental shrub with bright scarlet berries. 

6. HYDRANGEA. (H. paniculuta grandiflora.) It is the best of this class 

of shrubs; it is a native of Japan. Very beautiful, grows six to eight feet 

high. Perhaps this is the most desirable ofall shrubs. It is covered in 
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September and October with large white panicles of flowers that change 

into beautiful colors as they mature. Even the skeleton bunch which 

hangs onto the bush late into the winter is pretty. ; 

7. HONEYSUCKLE. (Lonicera Tartarica) or Tartarian Honeysuckle 

has pink fiowers with beautiful red berries. Itis a strong grower and 

very desirable. (ZL. var alba.) White Tartarian Honeysuckle. Similar in 

growth to the Tartarian; blossoms white with yellowish fruit. 

8. Linac (Syringa josikuea.) Fine in growth; dark, shining green 

leaves and purple flowers. (S. Persica) or Persian Lilac. <A very desirable 

free bloomer. |S. vulgaris,) common Purple Lilac. (S. var alba,) common 

White Lilac. The lilacs are too well known to need describing. Plant 
them freely and enjoy their fragrance. 

9. SuMACH (fhus cartinus.) Purple Fringe or Smoke Tree. It has 

a curious biossom that looks a little way off likesmoke. (&. glabra var 

coccinata.) Cut-leaved Sumach, odd in growth, with fern-like leaves; first 
discovered in Pennsylvania. 

10. SNOWBALL (Viburnum opulus var sterilis.) An old and favorite 

shrub with large globular clusters of white flowers. 

11. High BusH CRANBERRY (Viburnum opulus). Hardy and orna- 

mental. Its fruit hangs on the bushes well, and is very showy. 3 

11. SyRINGA: (Philadelphus.) A well-known and beautiful shrub with 

creamy white blossoms resembling the orange blossom. 

13. SPIREA or Meadow Sweet. These embrace a large number. Among 

the best of them are: 

S. Billardi, rose colored, a constant bloomer. 

S. Fortunii Alba, a dwarf white spirea, very pretty and in flower all 

summer. 

S. Douglassi, rose-colored. 

S. Reevsii, flora plena, fine double white. 

S. Sorbifolia, ash-leaved; long spikes of white flowers, vigorous. 

S. Prunifolia, a beautiful shrub from Japan, one of the best. 

14. STRAWBERRY TREE (Euonymous  atropurpureus) is a native 

shrub, exceedingly hardy,with beautiful and snowy fruit that remains on 

the bush into winter. . 

15. WEIGELIA. There is a large list of these beautiful shrubs, 

but I will only mention W. Rosea. It originated in China. It has fine 

rose colored flowers in great profusion in June. 

There are a great many varieties that could be added to this list, that 

would be successful, if they were protected by laying down and covering 

in the winter; and this is so easily done that when you have gotten used 

to it, you won’t mind it at all,but will be glad to do it for the additional 

beauty that will repay you the following season—but I am writing for the 

benefit of the farmer on the bleak prairie who wants things to thrive 

easily. 

How to plant and care for them. Asa rule I like grouping these shrubs. 

Put across and between the front and back yard, so as to hide the wood 

pile from the road, a row of Purple Lilacs. Then on the corner farthest 

from the house plant Honeysuckles, and in front of them some Syringas. 

The highest growing shrubs should form the back ground with the lower 

in front. In another corner of the yard plant Snowball and High Bush 

Cranberry, and in front put Hydrangeas. In fact, plant a Hydrangea or 
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two in every group, and wherever you can finda place for one. Their gor- 

geous blossoms are a joy, and you cannot have too many. 

On the east side of a groupof evergreens, the Purple Fringe does well. 

Tt is just the right protection. Where an ornamental hedge can be used 

the Purple-leaved Berberry is good. It should be in the sun however, as 

in the shade the leaves do not color well. On the drive to the barn, plant 

a row of Sumach. Their odd growth is interesting, and the foliage colors 

up beautifully in the fall, which, together with the fruit, make it very 

handsome. Ina shady, moists oil, the Red-fruited Elder grows well, and 

when the red berries are on,it is a flame of fire. The High Bush Cranberry 

with its beautiful red fruit, and the Strawberry Tree with its odd berries 

are very desirable and should be freely planted. If you want a shrub that 

grows easily to hide an unsightly place, plant Spirea Sorbifolia. It has a 

beautiful foliage and the blossoms are pretty. Of course, the sweet 

Syringa with its fragrant orange blossom you will want near your bed- 

room window, and near by it put the Weigelia Rosea. Then keep watch for 

the humming birds, and see them fill themselves almost to intoxication 

on the sweets of the flowers until they are quite tame, and will almost 

forget to fly when they see you looking at them. The Tartarian Honey- 

suckles should be made a great deal of. ‘They are vigorous, hardy and 

ornamental. They can be trimmed into an archway over one of the gates 

with pretty effect, and so it is with all the varieties I have mentioned. 

Each has its own peculiar charm. Do not plant them too close together. 

The larger growing kinds like the Honeysuckle, Lilac, Snowball, etc., need 

ten or twelve feet of room, except when used for hedges; the smaller kinds 

six or eight feet. Plant as you would anything else, in good soil, and give 

good cultivation. Prune after they are done blossoming. New growth 

will then start out and make wood for the next year’s blossoms. Late 

flowering varieties can be pruned early in the spring. Cut out any super- 

fluous and dead limbs, head them back a little to stimulate a new growth, 

spade around them every year, and mulch with green grass. If the soil is 

poor, manure them. You can wellafford to follow up this line of 

ornamentation for it brings sure and permanent returns, and while the 

rose may rival them for sweetness, they have the stability of the oak. 

QUESTION BOX. 

The following question was then read by the secretary: 

1. ‘*Prof. Green says that the privet is not hardy and Mr. 

Dartt in his last report, says itis hardy. Who is right?” 

Prof. Green: Ido not think that I ever put myself on record 

as saying that the privet was not hardy. Still, if anybody 

should ask me if the privet was hardy, I would say that it was 

not. There isa Polish privet that has proved itself hardy. It 

is the Polish privet that I got from Professor Budd. 

2. ‘Is the common privet more hardy than the California 

privet?” 

Prof. Green: Yes, it is hardier than either the California or 

Chinese privet. Neither of them are of much account here. 
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BEYOND THE FORTY-NINTH PARALLEL. 

T. FRANKLAND, STONEWALL, MANITOBA. 

As many of the members of the Minnesota Horticultural Society are 

aware, experiments with a view to practically test the hardiness of the 

Russian importations and Northwest seedlings have for the last five 

seasons of growth been conducted here. Through the cordial] co-operation 

of Profs. Porter, Green, Budd and Messrs Chas. Gibbs, Sias, Harris, Dartt, 

Barrett, Pearce, Luedloff, Peffer and others who supplied the trees and 

plants, these tests were made possible. A few remarks from me may 

therefore be of use at your annual meeting (which I am sorry I can- 

not attend) especially as part of your state is situated in the Red River 

valley. Mr. Probstfield, of Moorhead, seems to take a rather pessemistic 

view about Red River orchards, but as hein a private letter states that 

Stonewall may be a more favorable location, permit me to give a few of 

the results of experiments so far. The trees planted in the spring of 1887 

were root grafts of one and two seasons’ growth and, on high latitude 

principles, were allowed to branch as near to the graft union as possible 

—apple and other bushes are better than no trees. Trees that have been 

kindly donated with bare trunk three to five feet high have been scalded 

badly, and all have had to be decapitated to save their lives; and while a 

few of the others have shown sun scald at limb junctions their vitality 

does not seem to have been so much affected. Hay rope, gunny sack, 

evergreen, earth’ blanket, tar paper or other protection has not been 

practiced, neither have the pets been unduly stimulated to unnatural 

growth, from eight to eighteen inches each season being thought satisfac- 

tory—hence the tallest trees are not more than six feet. Shallow weeding 

and mounding up about a foot or eighteen inches is all the trouble I have 

taken in cultivating. Between the 12 feet rows the first two seasons veget- 

ables were grown,and gooseberries,currants,etc.planted in the space(12 ft.) 

between trees. The third season strawberries were planted between the 

rows and allowed to pretty well cover the ground. While the crop of straw- 

berries has not been so great as it would have been if thinned out, etc., 

the young orchard has had the advantage of being seeded down to straw- 

berries instead of red clover,which does not do well here. There has been 

some little trouble to get out rank weeds, but if these are prevented from 

seeding they can be got rid of. Situated about 20 miles from Lakes Man- 

itoba and Winnipeg the precipitation is somewhat greater than in some 

other parts of the northwest, hence in very rare instances neither at 

planting nor afterwards have I mulched the trees or used water to settle 

the roots, etc. There are about five hundred apples now in orchard rows 

and over a thousand plums (in thicket form) besides a few cherries, From, 

seed of Russian apples and pears 40 two year olds have entered the lists 

for coming seedlings, and this year north central Swedish cherry as well 
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as a few Russian pits, Desota, Rollingstone, hybridized, Dakota and Man- 

itoba plum pits have been carefully kept with the chance of producing 

seedlings that can at least grow side by side with Desota, Rollingstone, 

Cheney, Hawkeye, Owatonna, etc., and may bring the possibility of 

raising cultivated plums and cherries in Manitoba nearer success. Of the 

apple trees longest planted quite a number are showing fruit spurs, and 

I am promising myself the pleasure of bringing some specimens to your 

annual meeting in 1898. Over 80 plums and cher ries( Ostheim) blossomed 

the past season, but late frosts and hail left only a few samples. 

The varieties giving most promise of success are: 

Crubs —Tonka, Cherry Red, Martha, October, Florence, Red Lake; 
Whitney, Childs, Dartts, Greenwood, Gibb, Transcendent. 
Apples — Liehy, Red Gheeked, Rubetz Naliv, Charlamoff, Koursk Anis, 

Red Repka, Pointed Pipka, Antonovka, Hibernal, Arabian, Victor, Os- 

trekoff. 

Plums — Desota, Cheney, Rollingstone, Luedloff’s seedlings, Owatonna. 

Cherries —Ostheim, Cerise, Besarabian. 

Northern Iowa and southern Minnesota experimenters, where winter’s 

cold extorts the cry, ‘‘ Frost is King,” and summer’s heat is said to be 

semi-tropical, seem to call for Steele County elevations and subsoils loose 
enough to permit the roots of trees to penetrate subterranean springs to 

supply the moisture excessive evaporation would otherwise deprive them 

of. In this, the basin of the extinct Lake Agassiz, which Professor Bryce 

informs us has for ages been receiving on its rock bottom the drifts ffom 

the higher elevations, until now its shores are contracted to the deeper 

depressions of lakes Winnipeg and Manitoba,thus changing water courses 

and even, as he asserts, deflecting the flow of the Red River from the Mis- 

sissippi to Lake Winnipeg. In all this there seems to me the right forces 

at work, when we know howto apply them, tosolvethe problem of horti- 

cultural possibilities in the near future. It may be that what applies to 

northern Iowa and southern Minnesota as to elevation, air, drainage, etc.;, 

would have to be modified here about 800 feet above the sea level; but from 

the fact that many of the varieties of apple, plum, etc., reported and 

recommended as almost worthy of general planting, have done as well 

here as with you; and as the northern portion of your state, in similar 

surroundings to ours, should have the benefit of y our deliberations, I have 

penned these rather rambling remarks in order that a general discussion 

may follow that will be beneficial not only to beyond but beneath the 

49th parallel of latitude. 

Mr. Barrett: I had a conversation with Mr. Frankland aif 

the time he made us a visit two or three years ago, in reference 

to the environment of his locality, and he informed me that. a 

vast forest extended north of it. It is doubtless due to 

the very fact that there is a vast forest there that protects 

him from the frozen winds of the north that he will probably 
be as successful there in that northern region, as they are in 

Russia on the same parallel. I throw out this thought by way 

of calling attention again to the necessity of our giving more 

attention to forestry. 
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SUCCESSFUL FRUIT GROWING IN WESTERN MINNESOTA. 

W. J. WICKERSHEIM, IDLEWILD: 

Small fruits, crabs and the Duchess apple are successfully grown in 

Lincoln County by a half dozen farmers. Several farmers grow small 

fruits for themselves, neighbors and the home market. All of these apple 

‘trees that were heavily loaded with blossoms in 1890, bore but few blos- 

soms last spring. Yet the dozen or more trees in our orchard that bore 

blossoms, yielded eighteen bushels of crabs. Two Duchess trees (we have 

but five) bore a few blossoms and yielded One-half bushel of matured 

fruit. Judging from the blossoms, we did not expect many crabs, but as 

a great part of the fruit matured, the yield was a fair one. We sold eight 

bushels of crabs at $1.25 to $1.50 per bushel, and besides gave a few bush- 

els to neighbors, and from the proceeds we have bought a full supply of 

apples for the winter. Consequently we have not only grown our own 

early crabs and apples, but a full supply of winter apples in our Mich- 

igan orchard (?). But in time we hope to grow here in Lincoln County 

on this dry, windy prairie, enough winter apples to supply ourselves and 

the home market. Last spring quite a number of Peerless apple trees 

wére planted in this county, introduced here in the fall of 1890 by Mr. O. 

F. Brand of Faribault. I have seen the most of them the past summer, 

and from their appearance and growth, I feel that they must be adapted 

to our climate. I certainly have never seen so remarkable a leaf on an 

apple tree. Its leaf, together with its extreme northwestern origin and. 
record of a quarter of a century, makes me think that we now have a 

winter apple for western Minnesota. 

A farmer residing near Lake Hendricks, about 1900 feet above sea level, 

has a small orchard, principally Early Strawberry crabs. All of the last 

named trees were well loaded with fruit. As my work took me to every 

part of the county last spring and fall, I had a good opportunity of see- 

ing fruit trees, and I did not find an Eariy Strawberry over seven years 

old, and with some protection from the hot winds, that was not loaded 

with fruit. The Prices Winter Sweet, Brier’s Sweet, Whitneys No. 20, 

Meader’s Winter and Orange crab bore fairly well in 1890, but last spring 

the blossoms were too few for a crop. 
I find that those orchards that are located on level ground, or on land 

sloping toward the north and protected by windbreaks on the south and 

west, are doing well, where the trees are hardy and prolific, while those 

that are on high ground and unprotected from the hot south and south- 

west winds are in every case a failure. 

Hon. John Hanson is quite proud of his young orchard. A few of the 

‘older trees yielded several barrels of crabs this year. To protect his trees 

from rabbits and sun scald, every November he places eight pointed laths 

within six inches of the base of each tree, thus forming a cylinder about 

the trunk, and then ties the laths together at the top with a cord. 

This forms a cone-shaped protection. He also protects the limbs of the 

young fruit trees in this way by gently bringing them within the cone. 
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On my ‘‘Idlewild Farm” there are a half dozen or more plum and choke- 

cherry thickets. In 1890 there were about ten times as many choke-cher- 

ries as the birds could eat, and our neighbors and their children ‘could 

destroy. We also had enough good plums for our own use. Last year we 

picked about 25 bushels of plums for the home market and our own use, 

and as many more bushels were picked by the neighbors. We planted 

about 100 plum trees in 1879. We cultivated them one or two seasons and 

mulched them twice, and no further attention has been given them, yet 

they have borne heavily about every other year for the past eight years. 

Our plum trees are loaded with blossoms every spring, but as the condi- 

tions for pollenization are not always favorable, the yield is sometimes 

very small. On account of the very dry weather the past years, the 

plums were of an inferior quality. We have about a dozen varieties of 

wild plums belonging to the species prunus Americana. 

The yield of native and cultivated gooseberries was very large. We 

picked about 25 bushels of gooseberries for the home market. 

In western Minnesota, the orchard should be located on low ground 

instead of the bighest ground on the farm, and, if possible, on land slop- 

ing toward the north or east, protected by a good windbreak on the south 

and west sides, if not all around. The trees should be planted at a suth- 

cient distance from the windbreak to avoid all danger from being broken 

down by the snow, and the roots of the trees should be covered with mulch 

in the fall and winter. It may be well to place a box about the trunks 

of the young trees, and to fill them with earth, although our trees appear 

to be healthy and are doing well without ever having had this protection. 

The branches on our trees are quite low, some of them when loaded 

with fruit having their tips on the ground. Those trees that have the 

main part of their foliage on the south and southwest sides have the 

healthiest trunks, grow and bear the best. 

Now the fact that small fruits, crabs, and Duchess apples are success- 

fully grown in Lincoln County, by persons with little experience in fruit 

growing, on a location and soil not best adapted to orcharding, and with 

the smallest rainfall and highest altitude in Minnesota, demonstrates 

conclusively that fruit can be successfully grown in western Minnesota. 

CONDITION OF FRUIT GROWING IN CENTRAL MINNESOTA. 

G. W. HOLMES, GLENCOE. 

Myr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—I have thought it best to confine 
my remarks to my observation in the counties of Sibley, Renville, McLeod 

and Wright. It has been claimed by many, and even by some members 

of the Horticyltural Society, that we could never grow apples successfully 

in our part of the state. In order to disprove such statements I shall 

give a detailed list showing individual trials and success, together with 

name. date and place. Ido this, believing that individual effort plainly 

shows what our country is capable of and what can be done in the line of 

fruit growing. I have lived in the vicinity of Glencoe for the past twenty- 

seven years and my own success, in a small way, confirms me in the opin- 
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ion that in our part of the state we shall not only grow an abundance of 

small fruits, but that every farmer may, with little expense, provide 

his family with all the apples needed. 
This district is pretty far to the north and west. In fact some of the 

persons that I mention live north of the line that marks half way from 

the-equator to the north pole. For that reason I have thought it best 

to mention but one instance of peach growing and this one instance I 

mention out of regard for our old friend, Col. Stevens, as they are grown 

not far from his old home. We all know the colonel would not live in a 

country that could not grow peaches. 

SIBLEY COUNTY. 

Martin Brandlin, Arlington, Minn., has Early Strawberry, Hyslops and 

Transcendents bought in 1867, still in fair condition. Mr. Brandlin 

states he has had what apples he needed for his family nearly every sea- 

son for the past eighteen years. 

Wm. Hamilton, one mile south of New Auburn, has one Duchess that 

bore five bushels the past season. It has borne eight crops,and he says it 

bids fair to live forty years. 

Daniel Munroe, one and one-half miles southeast of New Auburn, has 

a few fine old trees, also a number of evergreens. Mr. Munroe set six 

Peerless in the fall of 1890 and reports the remarkable growth of three feet 

the first season. Has set Duchess and Faribault the past fall. 

John Rose.section 26,New Auburn,has six Whitneys, and a few Hyslops 

that are free from blight and bore a fine lot of apples in1891. Mr. Rose 

waters his trees in dry weather and thinks trees will not blight if ground 

is kept moist. 
Mr. Sully, section 36, New Auburn, has a fine garden and his one Duchess 

has done quite well, the tree being fifteen years old and still producing. 

Transcendents, Hyslops and one or two others are in fair condition. In 

the season of 1890 he sold ten bushels of Long Bunch Holland currants, 

and says they have proved the best that he has ever had in that line. Of 

raspberries the Marlboro has done the best; of black caps he thinks 

Souhegan good enough for him. Of several varieties of grapes he thinks 

the Concord and Champion the best that have borne fruit. 

Martin Kutzway, section 36, has a seedling that looks perfect, thirteen 

years old and has borne several crops. It is a fine, sound looking tree 

and has never had blight nor killed back. , Its fruit is medium size and 
fair keeper. He also has one-half acre of currants and gooseberries and 

tells me they pay better than anything else he has tried. He thinks 

Long Bunch Holland and Fay’s Prolific currants and Houghton gooseberry 

good enough. 

Adnat Shadniger, section 5, has Minnesota crab that seems to stand the 

climate all right, but is a shy bearer and fruits every three or four years. 

The Concord grape seems to do well with him. 
Eli Drew, section 4, has six Transcendents, and two Hyslops; crop in 

1891 fifty bushels; set in 1867; average crop for past fourteen years, thirty 

bushels per year. Trees in poor condition. 
L. E. Wolf, section 3, has five Transcendents set in 1866 that look per- 

fect, do not blight and bear every year. In 1891 he picked eleven bushels 

from one tree. Same tree produced ten bushels in 1890. He had Duchess 
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that bore eight crops but last July a wind blew it down. It was well 

loaded with fruit. Mr. Wolf prunes very close, allowing no sprouts to start 

on the limbs, and thinks cause of blight is due to too much top for root to 

support. Whether correct or not he seems to have good success in a 

smallway. Being anxious to grow apples he drove 170 miles in Septem- 

ber, 1890, to see the Peerless apple tree. Beiny greatly impressed with its 

value he has planted all he could buy of them. 

Fritz Lewis, Sec. 36, McLeod County,Town of Glencoe,has two Wealthy 

that were sprouts from the roots of the original trees, bearing fruit and 

they seem to stand better than the old trees. He also has a few 

Transcendents set some fifteen years ago that are in a fair condition. 

C. F. Wilson,has a few fine Early Strawberry trees which he values very 

highly. They bear regularly and Mr. Wilson says they have done well with 

him. When asked if the trees were still sound he replied: ‘‘I don’t know 

about that,but do know they still bear fruit,and when they show signs of 

failing I shall set more.’’ Mr. Wilson is one of the substantial farmers 

of McLeod County, and his opinien is worthy of notice. He lives on prairie 

west of Big the Woods. 

Wm. Johnson, six miles west of Glencoe, has Early Strawberrys. They 

blight some, but still bear a fair crop. Jie has a few nice evergreens 

which are doing well. | 

J. F. Crosby three miles north of Glencoe has a number of old trees and 

says he has raised some fruit for the past sixteen years. The old treesare 

dying out but he set some thirty young trees in fall of ’90. Among them 

he has Peerless and one Catherine Kline sent to him by O. F. Brand for a 

trial. It made a fair growth in 1891, and the wood seemed to ripen fully, 

and it has gone into the winter in good condition Mr. Crosby states that 

Peerless did remarkably well also. Has fuur peach trees which have borne 

two light crops, but failed to ripen. Trees look thrifty,and I presume 

grow too fast to allow fruit to mature. He protects them in winter by 

building a fence around them, and filling in with straw, etc 

Herman Banks, Section 18, Winsted Town, has five Transcendents that 

- pore 45 bushels in 1890, and 60 bushels in 1891. They bear every year— 

slightly affected by blight. Location, bigh knoll, north slope; cultivates 

each year, plows close to trees, breaking many roots, but they seem to 

thrive on that treatment. 

~ John White,Town of Winsted,section 18, has twenty Transcendents, set 
in 1873; they are troubled some with blight. Mr. White has had some 

_ fruit every year. The past season had about 80 hushels. Location, high 

land, eastern slope. 

Mr. La Mot, near Mr. White’s, has a few large healthy looking” Trans- 

cendents. Show some blight. He mulches heavily with chip manure 

each fall. Has fair crop each year. 

Christianson, Town of Bergen, section 22, has twelve Transcendents 

twenty years old; do not blight; prunes close; carry very small top. He 

claims thatby keeping the top small, watching and rubbing off all sprouts 

we will avoid blight. Crop of 1890, 40 bushels; of 1891, 35 bushels. Also has 

a fine line of small fruits. Reports Turner and Marlboro raspberries as 

fruiting finely. Houghton gooseberries and Fay’s Prolific currants doing 

well. Location, high, sloping gently to southeast. Also has a fine lot of 

, arbor vite and white spruce. 
—15 
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WRIGHT COUNTY. 

Andrew Oarlia, Town of Franklin, section 8, has 800 bearing grape 

vines, heavily loaded in 1891. Concord, Worden, Brighton, Lady and 

Champion are among the varieties. Also has six Duchess apple trees 

bearing in 1891, ten years old. 

Mr. Robah, three-fourth miles west of Montrose, has twenty-five ever- 

greens fifteen years old. Four rods east he has six Duchess sixteen years 

old, that bear every year. In 1891 he had 26 bushels. Condition, fair 

South of the evergreens he has one row of seven Transcendents 18 years 

old; perfect condition, no blight; bore heavily in 1891... Mr. Robah says, 

“They bear every year.” Also has two Hyslops standing with evergreens 

and they look fine. Three years ago heset a young orchard, one hun- 

dred Whitneys,and fifty Hyslops, some 100 feet south of evergreens and old 

orchard. They are all alive and have made a remarkable growth. Quite a 

number of Whitneys had fruit this last season; also one or two Hyslops. 

They have a fine, perfect trunk of about five feet, with compact head and 

show that Mr. Robah is no amateur in the business. In line of plums the 

Weaver and Desota do the best with him. He has a fine lot of small 

fruits consisting of Concord, Worden, Brighton and Delaware grapes, 

Long Bunch Holland currants, and Houghton gooseberries he thinks good 

enough for his use. Altogether he has the finest young stock that I 

have seen in Minnesota. This shows what a man may have who has the 

energy and perseverance of Mr. Robah. Inaddition to this he has a farm 

of 160 acres to look after. 

S. Ferrell, seven miles southeast of Montrose, has a seedling 18 years 

old. It has borne several crops; also has three large trees set 26 years ago. 

One measures 61 inches in circumference and is 30 feet in height. He 

calls them Siberian, but I think them Simons’ Crab. Mr. Ferrell says he 

set the trees three feet deep, the roots resting in subsoil, and filled in level 

with surface soil. Set about fifty treesat the same time. They were do- 

ing well but a wind storm broke them down three years ago. 
Mrs. G. W. Moore, near Buffalo, has a fine young orchard of twenty-four 

trees set four years ago, all doing well; hada number of grape vines that 

fruited last year for the first time; also has a fine lot of raspberries, all 

doing well. 

RENVILLE COUNTY. 

Hon. D. S. Hall, 6 miles northwest of Stewart, has a fine young orchard 

of apples and crab trees. 

Ferdinand Wolf, two miles east of Hira Island, nas some 25 trees set 
fourteen years; a few Duchess that have done quite well; Hyslops and 

Transcendents in fair condition, but have been troubled with some 

blight. They have not produced much fruit. Location, level ground 

south of a cottonwood grove. Mr. Wolf thinks he made a mistake in 

setting his orchard and will set another lot north of the grove as an ex- 

periment. Mr. Wolf has the finest line of mulberries I have ever seen. 

He raised them from seed sent him from Washington. 'They seem per- 
fectly hardy and produce abundance of fine large berries each year. 

They are quite different from the trees that have been sold for $1.00 each 

in the vicinity of Glencoe. I made arrangements with him for a few 

young trees and will report more fully on them at some future meeting 
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Wim. Wolf, one and one-fourth miles south of Olivia, has a few fine 

trees set eight years. They have not produced much fruit, neither have 

they been troubled with blight. He also reports Desota plums as doing 
well at his place. Inline of small fruits he reports the Turner, Marlboro 

and Caroline raspberries as doing splendid; Houghton gooseberries and 

Fay’s Prolific currants complete his list. He says he has lost no money, 
as he raises all he needs for home use. 

One-half mile south of Mr. Wolf’s, I found a fine young orchard of 75 

trees, all looking well. Location on high land, with east and north 

slope. The folks were not at home, hence I could obtain no information. 

Should judge the trees had been set five years. They have very low trunks, 
not more than two feet high where they branch; have a low, broad head 
on top. 

I spent one night with Mr. Chas. Kenning, six miles northeast of Bird 
Island, and was surprised to see what he had accomplished in a few 
years. Mr. Kenning’s location is nearly level, slight descent to the north 
I think. As I took no notes, I will write from memory. He has the 

finest young orchard, including small fruits, I sawin Renville county. 
There may be better, but if so I missed them. Weaver and Desota 
plum trees look very fine and bear fine crops. Mr. Kennedy informed 
me that he raised more than he could use each year. He mulches small 
fruits heavily each year. I much regret that I did not spend more time 
at his place and take a few notes, which I should have done had JI any 
thoughts of writing an article for the meeting, at that time. ; 

Seattered all over the four counties named, in every neighborhood, are 
young orchards. And the number of trees planted within the past two 
years indicates. that faith in fruit growing is growing stronger as the 
knowledge of the wants and capabilities of our section increases. A 
better knowledge of how to care for trees will without doubt produce the 
most gratifying results. 

REPORT OF M. PEARCE, CHOWEN, MINN. 

Mr. President and Members of the State Horticultural Society: 
» I will not be with you this winter. Will send you a report of my experi- 
mental station a little out of the usual form. Just imagine you are on 
“my 15-acre lot on the east side of Lake Minnetonka, and we are about to 
take a stroll over the ground. Before starting take a general view from 
the house. A public road on the north, beyond that heavy timber, on the 
west a heavy grove of hard maple. Here, on the east. is a row of Russian 
mulberries that grew from cuttings, which fruited the third year. They are 
some 3 feet apart, all branched from the ground, 5 and 6 branches to each 
cutting; from 2 to 6 inches in diameter, and 12 to 14 feet high. If those 
cuttings had been 18 inches apart, stock of any description could not get 
through them. From what I know of the Russian mulberry,I think I am 
correct in saying that cuttings set 18 inches apartin afew years will make 
a good and substantial fence and produce abundance of fruit that makes as 
good pies as the blueberry and continue in fruiting for weeks. Birds will 
not molest other fruit as long as the mulberries last. Here you notice a 
little east of the mulberries are three rows of evergreens from 12 to 14 feet 
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high, beautiful beyond description,standing 12 feet apart. They consist of 

Norway spruce, white spruce and some balsam. They are a grand wind 

break and so ornamental. The history of those evergreens is as follows: 

I bought 1,000 three-year-old seedling evergreens, put them out, trans- 

planted twice, sold 800—here are the other 200. I have no recollection of 

losing a tree. The moral of those evergreens is this: Any intelligent 

farmer that lives on the prairie who will invest $10 in good evergreen 

seedlings, 3 years’ old, put them out in nursery rows, give them good 

cultivation two years, then transplant them around a 5-acre iot on which 

his buildings are, in rows 12 feet apart, trees 12 feet apart in the rows, in 

a few years will have almost perfect protection from the intense cold, 

wind and blizzards, and, in addition to this, will add hundreds of dollars 

to the value of his land. 

‘‘Variety is the spice of life;”’ it is nourishment for the bedy, thought 

for the mind, and joy to theeye. ‘The same kind of shade trees on 

the street becomes monotonous and tiresome. 

Nothing is more attractive and pleasing to passers-by than a con- 

stant change. For that reason, to please myself and the public, I set out 

this row of white birch on the street. They are beautiful. More than 

twenty times the question has been asked me apparently in good earnest, 

how often I whitewashed them to keep them so white. 

The hard maple is a native of Minnesota and is found in large quanti- 

ties in different parts of the state;the trees are handsome, timber very val- 

uable. Here is a grove principally of hard maple, put out 4 years ago, 6 

feet apart each way, has never been cultivated; mulched with cornstalks, 

when put out, two inches deep over the whole ground, and each year since. 

They have made as good growth as the box elder on the same ground. 

For a few years after a hard maple grove is set out it shouid be mulched 

over the whole ground and not cultivated. As soon as the tops com- 
pletely shade the ground the trees will make an upward growth like 

weeds. Nothing is so destructive to hard maples as bare ground and 

tramping over the roots. Adjoining me on the west 40 rods away isa grove 

of hard maple 14 years from the seed, that are now from 30 to 40 feet. 

high, and from 8 inches to a foot in diameter a foot above the ground. 

The great value of the hard maple as a timber tree is not appreciated by 

the people of Minnesota. , : 
Here are some old and new varieties of fruit trees: here is a tree from 

the root where the graft died; it is now 8 years old; has never been in- 

jured by blight, drouth, or cold; has fruited three years; ripens in 

August; quality of fruit first class; double the size of the Transcendent; 

sub-acid; color when ripe light green. I am growing this variety exten- 

sively to supply the lake trade. Jt has no name. 

Here is a row of 25 Lieby that were grafted on the crowns of seedlings 

3 years old in the ground; the cions made a growth of 4 and 5 feet the 

first season as straight as a candle. They were dug in the fall and buried, 

set here in the spring, have been out three years, made splendid 

growth, and are as sound as silver dollars. 

This is the Tonka, a cross between the Cherry crab and Duchess. It 

possesses more gvod points than is rarely. found in any one kind. It al- 

ways roots deep; if there is any moisture in the ground it will find it,hence 

is seldom,if ever,affected by drouth; will live, flourish and keep sound on 
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the most exposed ground, where most other varieties kill or badly injure. 

The fruit is good, a bright red or scarlet color, and sells the quickest of 

all crabs. The vigor and vitality of this variety is seldom equaled. Be- 

sides growing this variety for fruiting I also grow them to top work the 

‘Wealthy and other hybrids on. Here is one four years old, an inch and a 

half in diameter at the butt, which I grafted with the Wealthy last 

spring—seven grafts in all. You see they madea growth of four feet or 

more in one season. I am top-working all my Wealthys on this variety, 

grafting in the limbs a foot from where they branch, and expect to grow 

Wealthy trees that will last as long as the Duchess Time will tell. 

Here are two Duchess that are grafted with cions taken from a Minne- 

sota seedling six ‘years old that grows apples as good and that keep as long 

as the Baldwin. We think theseedling is hardy. It is covered with thorns 

three inches long from the ground a foot up the trunk of the tree. 

Above that the wood and leaves are very smooth. We shall keep quiet 

until we know more about the hardiness of this tree. 

Here is a row of Lieby eight years old. They stand like iron fence 

posts. You can tie to them every time and they will not go back on you. 

The next tree is a new sweet hybrid six years old; a free grower: has never 

blighted or injured in any way: very prolific; as large if not larger than 

any other of the sweet hybrids: color red; quality very good. 

Here is another hybrid 14 years old that has been pretty thoroughly 

tested in the Northwest, has never blighted or injured in any way; is the 

heaviest fruiter of any variety I ever knew; a little larger and later than 

the Transcendent; light green, sub-acid, very good, keeps a long time, 

not water-cored. We anticipate grand results from this variety. I call 

it the Arctic. 

‘We have over forty varieties of apples and seedlings we are watching 

with much interest—but time will not allow us to pursue this subject 

further at present, as we have other thiags which we deem of interest. 

By the way, here are seven rows of Cuthbert raspberries running east and 

west, 40 rods long, 7 feet apart, hills 3 feet apart in the rows. In looking 

along these rows on the north side you notice stakes in the rows about 20 

feet apart and three feet high, leaning to the north on an angle of about 

50 degrees. On the upper side of those stakes, about 30 inches up, you 

notice a No. 12 white wire stretched and attached to each stake with a 

staple just tacked in sufficient to hold. 

Resting on those wires you notice the canes that fruited last season: on 

the other side of each row you notice the new canes for fruiting next 

year are laid down and covered with earth. We find it a great improve- 

ment to reverse from one side to the other; by so doing the old canes can 

remain till spring. They catch and hold the snow, which is a protection 

to the roots and laid-down plants. In the spring with a heavy, sharp 

hoe the old canes can be cut close to the ground about as fast as a person 

can walk. We handle the black caps and blackberries in the same way, 

with the exception of the stakes and wires, those we no not use. 

We mulch under the canes on the side they were laid down and let them 

remain as near the ground as possible; cultivate the other side. In this 

way we greatly increase the crop of each, also the quality. 

We are now Satisfied we can grow peaches and have the same success 

we do with the raspberry. with but little more labor, and shall plant out 

several hundred in the spring, life and health permitting. 
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REPORT OF H. J. LUDLOW, WORTHINGTON. 

Mr. Ludlow: I have no regular report, Mr. Chairman, but 

I will give you a short synoposis of what has been done in my 

vicinity this year. I grew about two hundred bushels of apples 
and they did well; I have a patch of blackberries, probably 

three acres, and I supposed they were going to be a success, but 

we havehad four years of very dry weather. The first year the 

vines were very fine. They were so high you could not see the 

horse’s head from one end of the row to the other, but the dry 

weather has affected them materially. Regarding varieties I 

would say that the Snyder is a little earlier than the Briton, but 

buttons down so-as I call it—that I think it is almost useless 

to cultivate it at all. It only lasts about, two weeks, while I 

pick from the Ancient Briton about six weeks, and last fall I 
picked and took to our fair a quart of berries in which thirty- 

two berries rounded up a good full quart. My experience is 

that they are the only berries for me to cultivate. With rasp- 

berries, I think for black caps the Gregg is the best, but it 

needs winter protection. I plant them three feet apart in the 

row, and I plant the rows seven feet apart. Before the dry 

seasons came on they did well. I have plowed up the Phila- 

delphia entirely for they proved a failure during the last three 

years. Idon’t know whether it was the weather or something 

else. I have found the most successful red raspberry to be the 

Clark. It is the hardiest, and the fruit is as large again as the 

Turner, while it does not sucker so bad. In caring for my 

raspberries I put them seven feet apart, that is, the rows are 

seven feet apart, and they are three feet apart inthe row. I 

cultivate them with a large plow drawn by one horse, and in 

the spring I wait until the suckers get up nearly as thick as 

weeds and then I turn a big furrow between the rows and keep. 
going around and around and by setting the plowl can get 

within two inches of my row. When I came to Minnesota 

the only experience I had in fruit culture had been in 
grapes. I came from New Jersey where I was quite successful 

in raising grapes. I came here and tried some of Mr. Hender- 

son’s methods, but I find that I could raise five times as much 

fruit in New Jersey as I can in Minnesota. And I can raise 

five times as much wood in Minnesota as I could in New Jersey. 

I think that my grape culture is a failure as far as money is 

concerned. I find I can grow more grapes on one vine on the 
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southeastern side of my house, where it is protected, than | 

can on ten vines out on the trellis. I have a little five year old 

Delaware on the southeast side of my house and on it I grew 

150 pounds of grapes in one summer. Now, I thinkif I get ten 

pounds on one of my vines on the trellis I am doing pretty 

well. 

I paid a pretty good price for Russian mulberries. I got 

them from the Mennonites. They were recommended to me 

as a nice shade tree, and I tried them as such. I believe the 

Lord intended them to grow silk worms on. They grow very 

fast on our soil. I have taken off sprouts nine and a half feet 

long that grew in one summer. In the winter they freeze 

back almost as much as they gain in the summer. [ 

tried for years to get them to grow up and got dis- 

gusted, and two years ago I took a saw and sawed them off 

at the top of the fence that I had built along there—it was a 

wire fence—and on the sides, leaving them only a foot wide 

and just about three feet high. When they began to throw 

out those sprouts I would go along before breakfast with a 

grass hook and trim them up, and now I have as fine a hedge 

as you could see. This year I marketed a hundred bushels of 

very fine plums at two dollars a bushel. The varieties were 

the Desota and the Ocheeda. The Ocheeda came from the 

banks of the Ocheeda. IT saw them a few years ago and was 

struck by their beauty and size and pleasant taste. I saw them 

in the garden of a gentleman and was so struck by them that I 

engaged all he had. I have been cultivating them since, and 

they are really the finest plums that I have had by far. This 

is the one that Mr. Harris spoke of as taking the first premium 

at the state fair. It is a native plum which originated on the 

banks of Lake Ocheeda, and I named it the Ocheeda, myself. 

One peculiarity of it is that there is not a small plum on the 

trees, and every one of them is loaded, too. They come a 

little later than other varieties, and do not sucker as 

much. 

A Member: Have you ever sprayed your plum trees? 

Mr. Ludlow: No, I never have, and I have never seen a 

curculio on my plum trees. 
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REPORT ON GENERAL FRUITS. 

CLARENCE WEDGE, ALBERT LEE. 

The crop of apples the past season in our section was very light, and 

the price offered for summer home grown fruit unusually high; which, 

taken in connection with the heavy crop and low prices of the preceding 

year is a strong argument against allowing trees to overbear. A mode- 

rate crop each year, which might have been secured by thinning the 

fruit on the over-laden trees of ’90, would have been of double the value 

for home use or market. Thecrop of ’90, if thinned, would have been 

enough larger and more saleable to have made up for the loss in quantity; 

and every bushel offered on the market this year would have brought at 

least a dollar. The Wealthy, wherever bearing, is giving great satisfac- 

tion as a fruit; as a tree it is doing finely in some places: Was much sur- 

prised to find in an orchard near Geneva Lake two Wealthys, 19 years 

old, and measuring 22 inches around the trunk, that were perfectly 

healthy trees; their location did not seem particularly favorable, and the 

trees had been liberally manured. The Briar Sweet crab is much prized - 

wherever it is fruiting, and seems to be very free from blight, and hardy. 

The Early Strawberry crab is also about as well regarded. The Malinda 

is beginning to fruit in a number of places in our county, and is attract- 

ing considerable attention. Ihave not had time to look up the state of the — 

trees with care enough to make a fair report of their condition. 

Plum trees, both wild and cultivated, bore an extra heavy erop. 

Thinned the fruit on my Desotas to about half the amount set, and 

still the trees were much overloaded, the fruit undersized, and all pros- 

pects for a crop next season ruined. These undersized Desotas were, 

however, so much superior to the wild plum, that they readily brought 25 

cents per peck. when the wild were going slowly at 25 cents per bushel. 

Grapes are a great, success with the few who cultivate them. It was 

one of the few seasons that ripen the Concord to perfection; sold my Con- 

cords to the dealers at 5 cents, when New York grapes were retailing at 

same price. For a table grape and for market I am inclined to prefer 

Moore’s Early. Its fine size and quality always command a quick sale. It 

is the only variety that has never failed to ripen with me. Buta grape 

of its quality and earliness, that bears as well as Concord is greatly to be 

desired. The Lindley has always been a good grape with me, and this 

year did unusually well. We put away some twelve baskets of this varie- 

ty for winter use. The method tried had the merit of simplicity, and the 

fruit, although shriveling some, retains much of its excellent flavor. 

Common grape and market baskets were used, a layer of excelsior put in 

the bottom, then a layer of grapes, a layer of excelsior, and a layer of 
grapes, until the baskets were full; over the baskets was tied a newspaper 

to keep out dust, and the baskets hung on nails in the cellar ceiling. 

Next time we shall try wrapping each bunch in tissue paper, hoping 
thereby to save evaporation and flavor. 

> 
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Home grown grapes for Christmas and New Year’s are not to be de- 

spised, and are clearly within the reach of every one who has a warm, 

sunny place in which to set his vines. 

A demand is springing up among the farmers for evergreens for wind 

breaks. It is an auspicious omen. If carefully and honestly met and 
fostered it means shelter, warmthand beauty about multitudes of homes. 

It is strange that the nakedness of our dreary winter landscape should so 

long have gone unclothed, when the whole verdure of the pine and spruce 

lay as well within our reach as did their mighty trunks. But the day we 

trust is coming when the resinous odor, the cones and needles, and the 

towering walls of green, shall be about the homestead of every Minnesota 

farmer. 

REPORT ON: GENERAL FRUITS. 

F. H,. FIEDLLER, FERGUS FALLS. 

Myr. President and Members of the State Horticultural Society : 

Cl am very often asked the question, ‘‘Why do people up in your country 

not make more efforts to grow fruit?” ae 

In this, my jreport as'member of the general fruit committee, I will 

also make it an object to answer all such questions in as brief a manner 

as possible, to do the subject justice. 

Some twenty-five years ago this portion of Minnesota was a vast wilder- 

ness, inhabited by roaming bands of Indians, semi-barbaric to savage in 

their habits, who subsisted on the abundance of fishes in the lakes and 
rivers; who chased the deer, elk and moose through the then seeming in- 

exhaustable forests, and over rolling prairies. No houses, fields and towns! 

No sign of civilization! One vast wilderness! For centuries it was thus, 

until the hardy pioneers, the forerunners of civilization, found their 

way to this park region of Minnesota, and made their homes, amidst 

almost indescribable hardships; changed the prairies and timber open- 

ings to farms of great fertility, fitted to take the first rank among the 

agricultural countries of the world. 

Soon after the sturdy pioneers were about settled down and had some 

patches cleared for fields, the first tree peddler made his appearance, 

with a bounteous plate book and a museum of monstrosities preserved in 

alcohol, selling northern grownnursery stock raised in Indiana and Ohio. 

Everybody was eager to raise fruit, and the oily-tongued stranger 

asserted it was easy to grow not only apples and pears in this dry, healthy 

climate, but also peaches of long keeping quality, such as cannot be 

grown in the peach districts further south, not mentioning the numerous 

varieties of smaller and unimportant fruit. Well, to make a long story 

short, this public benefactor and promoter of horticulture (?) had no 

trouble in getting large orders for stock everywhere he came. 

In due time the trees arrived, were carefully planted, grew well until 
fall, some even grew again the next year, and a few were four or five 

years old when they died, but soon the last trace of all of them was gone. 
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Peddler No. 1 was soon re-enforced by No. 2. This man represented a 

St. Paul nursery establishment. His samples and preserved monster fruit 

by far excelled those of his predecessor. He talked, and talked, and showed 

his beautiful plates, and at last left the country with as many orders in 

his books as there were farmers on his route. When the stock ordered 

arrived, the happy owner had to pay express charges from Missouri. The 

success was about the same as with the former order. They followed 

one another to the brush pile. 

The same swindle was rep23ated over and over again, until people 

got tired of it, and the newest schemes failed to work well. People had 

become discouraged, and, one by one, they stopped buying trees, and the 

tree agents were very lucky when an order could be booked. Then a law 

was enacted by our legislature prohibiting trees from other states being 

peddled out in Minnesota. This put a stop to the nuisance for awhile, 

but I notice the old swindle is taken up again, but without much success. 

This is the situation as I see it. No doubt in the last twenty-five years 

this part of God’s footstool has undergone a great change. Where once 

the wigwams of the Indians stood, now stand fine farm houses, massive 

barns and well filled granaries, prosperous towns and cities, connected 

with railroads over which iron horses draw immense loads with the 

greatest ease and regularity. Telegraphs flash their messages with the 

velocity of thought. Where once the deer, bear and moose had their 

feeding grounds we now find herds of blooded stock and thoroughbred 

horses. Where the Indian youth played their savage games, we have 

erected schoolhouses, to teach our boys and girls those elements which 

they must possess to grow up enlightened men and women. Great are the 

changes that have taken place here. Civilization has worked wonders. 

Only one thing we lack here, good home-grown fruit. 

Are we doomed to forever eat the shipped-in strawberry, apple and 

grapes? Will we ever grow our own fruit? So far we have not had any 

great success; but this does not prove that we shall not succeed in the 

future. In the past we have bought southern grown, unhardy trees and 

plants, and tried to grow them on the southern and eastern plan, and have 

very often failed. 

We must introduce northern grown stock, or we must originate varie- 

ties adapted to our climate, and then we will succeed. 

Now, Iam elected a member of the general fruit committee and am 

supposed to tell you, at the anuual meeting of the society, what varieties 

we grow here, how many bushels, cases, quarts, etc., we raise, etc. Mak- 

ing such a report correctly, giving accurate information, is a very difficult 

undertaking, considering that five-sixths of all trees and plants are hay- 

ing names attached to them which do not exist; for instance, there were 

some apple trees sold at Perham, this county, some ten years ago, under 

the name of Hill’s Northern. These trees turned out to be five or six 

different varieties of crab, some of them undoubtedly Transcendent. I 

know of another lot of crabs sold as Duchess of Oldenburg; and so you see, 

under these circumstances, it is almost impossible to give correct names. 

I never saw a standard apple grown in this county. Before 1885 we had 

quite a number of crab orchards, but since that fatal winter most of them 

have gone to the brush pile; yet, there are some fine orchardsin the towns 

of Maine,Clitherall,and some other places. The crop in 1891 was very good, 
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Small fruits are grown with more success every year. The weather was 

rather too wet in the flowering season of strawberries, but in the eastern 
part of the county the crop was fair. 

Currants and raspberries had abundant crops everywhere. 

Grapes, blackberries and gooseberries are not grown here yet. 

Native fruits fruited abundantly. 

s 

REPORT BY L. R. MOYER, MONTEVIDEO. 

Judge Moyer: I have not prepared any written report. 

Perhaps I can give you in a few words a general idea of the 

condition of the fruit industry in our region. We do not 

succeed in raising many apple trees. A good many years ago 

I purchased some apple trees, but I think most of them have 

died. There are a few left yet with a few limbs living on the 

northside. Thecrab apples havealldied but one ortwo. The 

name of one of them is lost and the other I think is the Maid 

en’s Blush, and that gives us some very fine crab apples. We 

have not been quite successful with our plums out there, 

although some of the improved varieties have done pretty well. 

Last year we had a very large crop of currants, but our straw- 

berries have entirely failed for two years. I raised some rasp 

berries. Some of us have tried planting them in hills seven 

feet apart and laid them down, and taken care of them. A 

good many more have let them run wild, and my observation is 

that these latter people got a good many more berries. I don’t 

know that there is anything further that I can think of. I 

noticed at Minnesota Falls, a few miles from our place, that . 

the mulberry that was planted a few years ago seemed to be 

developing into a small tree. By the way, I will say in closing 

that I raised some grapes last year and they ripened very well. 

Mr. Sampson: I want to say one word in regard to Judge 

Moyer’s statement that the raspberry that runs wild yielded the 

largest quantity of fruit Ido not think the society ought to 

let that statement get out without the remark that the next year 

the yield would not amount to anything. 
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REPORT OF C. F. MILLER, DUNDAS. 

Mr. President and Gentlemen: 

I have been a resident of this county hangin 28 years. A partial review 

of-the attempt at fruit growing for the last quarter of a century 

might be fitting and possibly of interest to some, at least. It is inter- 

esting to compare the present with the past once in a while. 

From 1864 to 1872, there seemed to be quite an interest in planting 
apple trees, with some pears, cherries, etc. In one orchard about 900 

apple trees had been planted in 1857. They had commenced bearing 

about the time of my advent to this state. Other orchards also, ef from 
100 to 500 trees each, were put out in those early years. 

Of the varieties that lived to bear considerable fruit were the Red 
Astrachan, Early Joe, Duchess, Keswick Codlin, Saxton, Fameuse, Golden 

and Perry Russett, Tolman Sweet, Winesap, Ben Davis, Haas, Plumb’s 

Cider and some others. 

The Flemish Beauty pear and the Karly Richmond cherry were fruiting 

to some extent in 1872. 
The spring of 1873 found nearly every bearing apple tree dead excepting 

the Duchess of Oldenberg. But few of those varieties that succumbed to 

the behest of the great Frost King in that memorable winter of 772 and 

°*73, were ever planted again in Minnesota. But the Duchess stood the 

pressure of that trying time most nobly, and some of the best of those 

Duchess which were planted out 20 years since, are still bearing, and 

promise fruit for a decade yet to come. 

What was to be done? Was everybody discouraged? Many were, but 

we would try again, but this time with much more caution. Smaller or- 

chards were set. The varieties reset were principally Duchess, some Haas, 

Tetofsky, Price’s Sweet, Wealthy, Utter’s Red, Malinda, Plumb’s Cider, 

Peach and others, with a long list of the Russians. The most of these 

varieties did well till the spring of 1880, when it was found that Sax- 

ton and Utter’s Red, with some of the Russians, were badly injured. A 

warm wave in October the fall previous, with 46° below zero Christmas 

morning, had done its work. The varieties left bore a good crop in 1882. 
The following winter being avery severe one did great injury to Price’s 

Sweet and the Haas. They were practically dead when the spring of 1883 

dawned upon them. Peach and Plumb’s Cider, and the Wealthy were 
much injured but not killed. Thesummer of i884 was a very fruitful one 

and everything that could bear did bear. With the Wealthy it was 

mostly their first or second crop. Late in September or early in October 

there came a hot spell, followed by unusual cold through December 
and January, and by the next spring (1885) all bearing trees excepting 

Duchess and Tetofsky were gone to the shades. 

A Mr. J. G. Miller, of East Prairie, (no relation of mine) had a few 
Duchess seedlings that were in good condition, though they had borne for 

several years. I had myself said that I would not set out any more apple 

trees in Minnesota, but an opportunity came for getting some of his seed- 

lings, which I then embraced, and in that spring (1885) I set of his seed- 

lings two varieties,and some of the Whitney No. 20,Strawberry, Longfield, 

Duchess, Wealthy, Meader’s Winter, Sweet Russet, and some other hy 
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brids, making something near an acre of anorchard. It began to bear 

in 1890, the fruit being fine. Last year it bore more heavily. Some of 

the trees were loaded with apples whieh sold readily in Faribault at 40 

cents per peck. My trees are nearly all low-headed, the limbs coming out 

close to the ground. I find it more difficult to protect them from rabbits 

headed low in this way, as they cut the smaller limbs off and bark 

them, and thus so mutilate them that the limbs do not shade the tree 

so perfectly, sometimes, as they would when leftintact. But still,for all 

this,I should train in this manner even if I had to fence them out. What 

is the sense in a long trunk that you must ‘“shade,” or ‘‘box,’ and fool 

with in other ways, which is as useless as a tail on a toad anyway. Your 

tree is, after being ‘‘boxed,” just as vulnerable to injury by sun scald 

aS mine is without being ‘*boxed.” The Wealthy apple is of such fine 

quality and a fair keeper that I shall raise some of them if the tree is half 

hardy. One trouble with it is—which makes it shorter lived —its tendency 

to overbear. I am experimenting a little and I think perhaps I am ‘“‘get- 

ting on to it” to keep it back from its overbearing proclivities. It isa 

fact that apple trees, when grown in a partial shade, will not bear so well, 

neither will they kill out so much. Ihave some Wealthys in the shade, 

on the north side near to my Scotch pine wind break, which are ten or 

twelve years old, and are all sound and healthy, and bearing lightly every 

year, and they now look asif they would live many years longer. 

In the fall of 1890,I procured some of the Peerless, after having examin- 

ed several thousands of them growing side by side with the Russians and 

other varieties such as we all are planting; the Peerless were on the 

same stocks as the others. I saw no touch of blight on the former, not 

even one top bud that I examined had failed to grow, while many of the 

others were injured more or less. I can see around here that many have 

set out a few of the Peerless, and I learn that a very considerable many 

farmers throughout our county are setting out this promising variety. 

Last summer, when apples were nearly at full size, there came a fero- 

cious wind from the south that blew off nearly all the Duchess, and the 

larger apples. As my orchard was well protected on the south by two 

heavy rows: of Scotch pines, the apples were all on the trees after the 

wind, while one of my neighbors said that it blew off every apple from 

his Duchess trees. If we wish to raise fruit, we must have some sort of 

a protection to break the force of these howling fierce winds, especially 

on the south and west sides of our orchards, for it is as necessary in sum- 
mer as in winter. 

The past attempts at fruit culture have indeed been most disastrous 

and discouraging in a superlative degree, almost enough so, seemingly, 

to dishearten everybody; but we never can and never will judge the 

future by the past. The faint heart never wins the fair lady. The good 

work of producing thousands upon thousands of new seedlings by hun- 

dreds of intelligent experimenters, by cross fertilization, has gone on till 

now we have in our possession an almost countless number of new young 

nursery trees that we think we can almost know will succeed here in our 

high latitude. 

It cheers our hearts as fruitgrowers to ‘‘hear this tread of pioneers,” of 
orchards “‘yet to be’’. 
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REPORT ON GENERAL FRUITS. 

BY R. C. KEEL, ROCHESTER, MINN. 

My. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—I find that the interest in horti- 

culture inthe southern part of Minnesota is increasing more this last 

year than inany previous year. The plantsand bushes came through last 

winter in good condition, and we would have had a grand crop of small 

fruit if the late frost in the spring had not destroyed a large amount of 

the strawberry blossoms and some of the blackberry blossoms on low land: 

but after all we had a fair crop and good prices. Of strawberries we have 

tried nearly everything, but have for the last few years been growing 

mostly Crescent and Bubach, fertilized with Cap. Jack and Jessie. 

The Jessie was hurt more by frost last spring than any other variety, but 

it is one of the best fertilizers we have and will pay to plant, even if we 

don’t get any fruit from it. However last spring there was more land set 

out to Haverland and Warfield No. 2 than any other sorts. Those planted 

the previous year of these two varieties bore an abundant crop of fine 

fruit. Mr. M. W. Cook, of our city, who is cultivating about fourteen 

acres of strawberries, is planting more of these varieties than any other, 

and I do not think that anything better can be grown. Of black rasp- 

berries we have the Ohio, Tyler, Doolittle and Gregg. The Doolittle is 

the best in quality and as productive as any of them, but the berries are 

small and do not sell as readily as the Ohio; hence we are planting more 

of the Ohio than any other. The Gregg are the largest of them all, but 

is too tender to grow without winter protection and does not turn out as 

well as some of the other varieties. Our crop of blackberries was good, 

except on the low land. The Ancient Briton are doing better than any 

other, but to lengthen the season we have the Snyder and Stone’s Hardy. 

Currants were so plenty that they sold for five cents per quart. Grapes 

were the best crop we ever raised, both in quantity and quality, and all of 

them got ripe before we had any frost to destroy them. The varieties we 

are growing are mostly the Delaware, Concord, Worden and some of the 

Rogers. The Worden and Delaware are the most productive. My 

grapery contains five acres but has never done very well as yet; for while 

almost any man can grow strawberries and other small fruit, I find that for 

growing grapes lots of experience and skill are required. All my vines are 

twelve or fourteen years old, but have never been trimmed the way they 

ought to be. Last fall I started new vines, and shall train and trim them 

in a proper way. I have a row of Mulberry bushes that are fourteen or 

fifteen years old. They seem to be very hardy and make a good windbreak; 

have borne fruit for the last four or five years, but the fruit is not worth 

picking. 
Of red raspberries we have Turner, Brandywine, Philadelphia, Cuth- 

bert and Shaffer’s Colossal. The Turner has for a number of years been 

our old stand-by, but the Brandywine are now gaining ground, and are 

considered the best and most productive. The Shaffer’s is a good berry 

‘and very productive, but on account of their color they don’t sell well. 
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The apple crop was, in many orchards in our county, a good one. As 

to my own orchard, the yield was not over a half crop. Most cf my 

Duchess trees took a rest and made a good growth, and are full of fruit 

buds for next year’s crop. Duchess, Wealthy, Longfield and Malinda are 

the kinds mostly cultivated; and of crab apples we have an abundance. 

Transcendent, Hyslop, Orange, Virginia, Florence, and others of 

the Gideon family are the best. Each year we ship from our town hun- 

dreds and hundreds of barrels of crab apples, mostly to Dakota and Min- 

neapolis. When handled and shipped in good condition they bring a good 

price, from 75 cents to $1.00 per bushel. 

The rules for growing small fruit are as simple as those for growing a 

crop of corn or potatoes. For strawberries a southern slope of sandy soil 

well manured is to be preferred, but any kind of soil will produce a crop. 

In planting I use a line as a guide to get the rows straight. For the last 

couple of years I have used a spade for planting. Insert the spade close 

to the line 4 or 5 inches deep, work it back and forth once or twice, having 

a boy with the plants ready; as soon as hole is made the boy will hold the 

plant crown even with the surface till the man again puts the spade in 

the ground, pressing it gently toward the plant, putting his foot between 

the spade and the plant. This is the quickest way of any I have tried, 

and can be done as well as when planted by hand. Strawberries should 

be planted 34«feet between rows and from 12 to 18 inches in the row. 

Plant 3 rows of pistillate, then one row with perfect flowers; cultivate at 

least once a week, using a fine tooth cultivator, and keep the rows clean 

by hoeing or weeding; pick off all the blossoms the first year. In the fall 

when the ground is frozen enough to hold up a team, cover them with 

clean straw, rye straw if possible, and the work is done for the first year. 

In the spring when all danger of frost is over, rake off most of the straw 

leaving it between the rows. If the bed has been well attended the first 

year. no more work is required till after picking season is over. Black 

raspberries and blackberries should be planted 3 feet apart in the row, 

and 7 feet between rows. Dig the plants when they are a few inches 

above the ground and plant them. the same way as strawberries. The 

first year a’ row of strawberries or potatoes can be planted between each 

row. When the young vines are about 18 to 24 inches above the ground 

pinch theendsof them off, to make them grow stocky and produce more 

laterals; these laterals on black raspberries should again be cut back in 

the spring to a length of 12 or 18 inches. 

The blackberries should not be trimmed in the spring at all. The black- 

berries sprout freely and will become troublesome if not cut down and 

treated as weeds. They should be covered during the winter with earth; 

it should not be done till the ground is about to freeze up. To do this 

loosen the dirt on the north side of the plant with a potato fork, bend the 
tops over towards the ground, and cover with earth. It is not necessary 

to put on a great deal of earth, just enough to hold them down. After 

danger of hard frost in the spring is over, the bushes should be taken up. 

This is easily done by putting a fork under the plants and lifting them 

gently up. From my own experience, I find that blackberries can be 

grown with profit on poor land. I have a blackberry patch on a stony 

side hill that would not raise a crop of corn or potatoes, and I get more 

berries from that patch than from those planted on a deep loam. 
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Red raspberries should be planted in rows four feet apart and 3 feet in 

the row. The tops of them should be pinched off when they are 18 or 

20 inches high, but no further trimming should be done, except removing 

the old wood in the spring or fall, leaving not more than 5 or 6 new canes 

in a hill. The Turner and Philadelphia will stand-our winters without 

any protection, but the more tender varieties, such as Shaffer’s, Brandy- 

wine and Cuthbert, should be covered the same as blackberries. 

In a country so well adapted to small fruits as Minnesota, it seems as 

though every farmer should raise all his family could use—it requires 

but a little piece of ground. The good work that our Institute did last 

winter helped greatly to improve the interest taken in this line of ‘horti- 

culture. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Harris: I would like to know why every man that ever 

gets up or reads a paper on this subject sets the rows three and 

one-half feet apart? Now, in order to pick them right, you 

must have an alley in between these rows of a certain width. 

They can just as well take a six inch wider space and make 

it four feet when they plant them. Yet, every book and 
speaker and everybody else says ‘‘put the rows three and a half 

feet apart.” Now, I put them four feet and sometimes four and 

a half feet apart. I can then run the cultivator and put it 
in once or twice more by so planting them. 

Mr. Wilcox: It seems curious that an old horticulturist like 

our friend Harris should recommend planting them four feet 

apart, because that seems to me altogether too near. In our 

modern methods we are always making some improvement on 

the past. This recommending strawberries to be planted three 

or four feet apart—varieties that under favorable conditions 

will throw out runners that will cover the ground the first sea- 

son—is undesirable. I also criticise the recommendation to set 

raspberries four feet apart. I would not set them nearer than 
seven feet apart, and I think if he would leave at least six or 

seven feet between the rows, that he would get a more satisfac- 

tory crop. 

Mr. Keel: In regard to Mr. Wilcox’s suggestion I would say 

that I only plant my red raspberries three and four feet apart; 

my black raspberries I plant seven feet apart. I think I can 

grow a good crop of red raspberries by planting them three 

and four feet apart. 
Mrs. A. A. Kennedy: I plant my rows seven feet apart,and 

when in bearing we cannot get through between them without 

knocking the berries off. 
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Dr. M. M. Frisselle: My raspberries are planted six by 

six. Ithink Mr. Keel’s recommendation to plant them as he 

does is altogether too near. 

A Member: What varieties do you recommend? 

Mr. Keel: I recommend the Turner and Brandywine. IL 

have grown the Philadelphia but do not recommend them. I 

think the Brandywine is the best. 

Mr. M. A. Thayer: My custom has been to plant red rasp- 

berries seven feet apart, and I do not find any too much room 

between them then. I plant them about three feet apart in the 

row and the rows are seven feet apart. 

REPORT ON GENERAL FRUITS. 

SETH H. KENNEY, MORRISTOWN. 

This is a memorable period of a society which has probably experienced 

more failures than successes, but whose out-look in some respects looks 

brighter now than it has at any time during the past. As long as good 

orchards are an exception, we shall be assured that there is abundant 

work for the horticulturist in Minnesota. Much of the experimental 

work with many varieties is over, and new seedlings are coming to the 

front. As far as my observation extends, there seems to be more con- 

fidence in planting orchards, and a great many have set out trees the 

past year. 

One year ago Jast October I became convinced that I could raise an 

orchard by boxing trunks and filling the boxes with earth and letting it 

remain there. I planted out very late that fall four hundred trees of the 

Duchess and Wealthy. Now for the result: All but one of the trees are 

alive and bid fair.to make an orchard. Part of the trees I mulched; 

part were without any mulching. I noticed the trees mulched made the 

best growth. Wishing to learn the real difference, I measured the best 

growth on one row of mulched trees, which numbered 26 trees; the average 

growth was 19 inches, while an equal number of trees not mulched ave- 

raged 134+ inches, making a difference in favor of the mulched trees of 52 

inches. Of the trees that were boxed, not one of them has been molested 

by rabbits, although the tracks show that they have been among them. 

I am well pleased with the boxing, believing it will keep the trunks ina 

healthy condition, and think with the mulching we will see good results; 

believing if the roots and trunks are both protected, the limbs will take 

care of themselves. 
For a great many years I have grown raspberries. I haye had better suc- 

cess with Shaffer’s Colossal than with any other berry. They area large 

GS 
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red variety, or rather purple, rather soft when ripe for market, but excel- 

lent to can. Very rarely a productive one propagates from the tips, but 

owing to dry seasons I have not been able to get plants. Plants are best 

secured from plants set the first year. A few years since I bought 100 
plants of the Windom dewberry. Perhaps I do not know how to grow 
them. They were planted out in rows 3 feet apart, I never have had any 

berries from them, and I hope some one will tell me what is the matter. 

I had the pleasure of looking over the experimental station at Owa- 

tonna the past year. I havea great deal of confidence in the work that is 

being done there. Some of the seedlings have showna remarkable growth» 

and if some of them do not show up well I shall be disappointed. 

In company with John P. Andrews of the Faribault nursery last fall, we 

visited the Peerless apple tree growing on the farm of J. G. Miller in the 

town of Richland. We gaveit a very careful examination. One of the 

lower limbs had been sawed off close to the tree. Another limb just above 

the one that had been cut off was so near dead it might as well be cut off, 
as it is kept alive by one-half inch of live bark. We are ready to endorse 

the committee’s report, that was given in the winter of 1889, that ‘“‘it is 

not a sound tree,” but we consider it a valuable tree, with the exceptions 

made, and I think it the best tree of large apples that has borne well so 

many years that I know of. If it willdoas well grafted on other roots, 

it may prove of considerable value to Minnesota. 
Mr. Miller has a large healthy crab tree that we both admired. He said 

it bore heavy crops of excelient fruit and never blighted. This tree was 

beautiful in form and perfectly sound. We did not see the fruit. 

DISCUSSION. 

Judge Moyer: I would like to ask if anybody has had suc- 
cess with the Windom dewberry or any other dewberry? 

Mr. J. A. Sampson: I will say that Mr. O. H. Modlin, of | 
Excelsior, has grown the dewberry. I have seen the berry 

on his premises, and it is a very nice fruit. They were put up 

on trellises and seemed to be quite abundant and of good qual- 

ity and size, but I cannot speak as to the profitableness of their 

culture. 

Mr. Harris: I would like to ask Mr. Kenney if he took any 
of the boxes off the trees this summer and examined the trees 

inside the boxes. ; 

Mr. Kenney: No, sir, I did not. I will state, however, that 

over a year ago when I took the banking away from some of 

the trees that there were no roots started out at all and that is 

what gave me the confidence to box the trees as I did. 

Mr. Harris: Now, if the earth being on that tree during the 

summer would not have a tendency to cause it to throw out 

roots, itis a grand thing. Itis an honest fact that the trees 
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that I banked grew better than some trees that | have in the 

same lot that were treated after my usual custom. I think 

that these trees that were boxed made double the usual 

growth, and I think it is a good thing. I believe that if 

people would practice it, at least until their trees got so large 

that the trunks would be shaded by the top, that their or- 

chards would succeed a good deal better. 

Mr. Dartt: I believe that the box will take a great deal of 

labor—lots of it—and that it won’t make trees hardy; that 

when they get up and grow away from the box, the tops of 

them for instance, that the hard winters will kill them just as 

quick as though they had not been boxed. I have no doubt 

but it will be a protection for a season, but you must have the 

hardy tree or else there is no use in bothering with it. 

SUGGESTIONS AND FRUIT REPORT. 

BY M. PEARCE, CHOWEN. 

Mr. President and Members of the State Horticultural Society: 

I am one of the committee on small fruits, alsoon general fruits andam 

expected to say something as vice-president. As they allcoverabout the 

same ground I will group them allin one paper. I am ata loss to know 

how to make a correct report. Could make two reports on the same sub- 

ject and think they would both be right, and as different as good is from 

bad. ‘To illustrate this, take the soil and locations around Lake Minne- 

tonka. They are naturally adapted to growing fruit of nearly all kinds. 

The people around the lake are mostly engaged in growing fruit of some 

kind. There are those that have good crops of all they try to grow, from 

the strawberry up to the apple and peach, while others with soil and lo- 

cation just as good, make perfect failures. These two classes of fruit 

growers are found in all countries. The latter largely predominates in all 

sections, but more particularly in a country where successful fruit grow- 

ing requires the greatest care and attention, such as Minnesota. In our 

common and graded schools, where we have good, honest and conscien- 

tious teachers, and I am pleased to say we have many such, to all dull or 

backward scholars they give extra help between school hours. They 

often become the brightest and best of their classes. 

It is our duty as a state institution of horticultural teachers, to bestow 

the same acts of charity on individuals of the less fortunate masses 

of the agricultural districts. To accomplish this we will make the fol- 

lowing suggestions, and hope the members will see it in thesame light 

and be prompt to act: Take horticulture out of the farmers’ institute— 
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it has plenty to look after without horticulture. Establish a horticultural 
school at each institute, the same as the cooking school last winter. 

Have those to teach that understand Minnesota horticulture. Let one 

take trees of all descriptions, one small fruits and flowers. In this way 

an immense amount of good can be accomplished. 

If any one makes objection to the suggestions we have made, please an- 

swer the following questions: In this railroad age. how long would 

a church live without a Sabbath school? How long would the churches 

hold their influence over the human race without the aid of the Sabbath 

schools and the Young Men’s Christian Association? We occupy the 

same position as do the churches. To accomplish our ends we must keep 
up with the times. A school of horticulture would greatly increase the 

attendance at the institutes. 

Now the small fruit report. Strawberries that were not mulched and 

taken care of, as a general rule were a failure on account of late frost and 

unusual drouth. Some careful growers had good crops of fine fruit. On 

my own ground out of twenty or more varieties for standing the drouth 

and producing a very large crop of fine large fruit, the Warfield beats all 

other varieties badly. The Warfield, Crescent and Bubach I consider 

three of the most valuable varieties for Minnesota; for fertilizess, Michels 

Early and Wilson. 

The raspberry crop was good. Plenty of rain before the fruit was in- 

jured. Of the reds, we think the Hansel the best for very early and me- 

dium; Cuthbert for late. The Hansel is far ahead of the Turner in every 

particular. Black caps—Souhegan for early, Ohio for medium, Gregg for 

late. 

The blackberry crop was good. The Snyder and Ancient Briton take 

the leaa. The Ancient Briton has not been doing as well as usual. It is 

becoming very subject to fungi. On my own ground two-thirds of the 

fruit did not ripen. The foliage of the Snyder is perfect and fruit fully 

up to the Snyder. 

GRAPES. 

The crop was the largest and finest that was ever grown around lake 

Minnetonka. Owing to the dryness of the season the leaves were compa- 

ratively free of disease. Nearly every variety is grown. All have some 

good qualities. The Concord has the most and takes the lead by far in 

market. The Delaware is a fine grape for eating and meets a ready sale. 

Fruit trees of all kinds are doing well with the exception of the blight 

among thecrabs. But {little fruit the past season. Trees did not blos- 
som. 

bie 
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REPORT ON GENERAL FRUITS. 

M. C. BUNNELL, ST. PAUL. 

To the Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

My report will be brief. Iam sorry that I cannot be with you at the 

- quarto-centennial meeting, which, no doubt, will be interesting to all 

horticulturists. I think we can look back since the organization of our 

society and see that there has been great advancement in horticulture in 

Minnesota. 
The growing of standard apples has been discouraging to many, owing 

to their lack of knowledge regarding right location and _ soil best 

adapted to them, and the consequence is, they stand ready to condemn 

Minnesota as an apple-growing state. 

My experience has led me to believe that a north slope is the best. 

If you can’t get a north slope, select an east slope. What we want is to 

prevent the flow of sap too early in the spring. Then I would recom- 

mend a heavy clay soil in preference to any other, so as to give the tree 

a steady growth, so the wood may ripen well before winter closes in. If 

one has not a hillside, then mulch the trees heavily and keep the frost in 

as long as possible. 
’ Now, as to the blight, it is a mystery what causes it. Various opinions 

are formed relative to it. A Mr. Masterman, of Oakdale, Washington 

Co., tells me that trees whose roots run close to the surface blight worse 

than those whose roots run deep into the ground. If that thought be 

correct, then I should think good heavy mulching would prevent it ina 

great measure. My idea would be to have the orchard located on high 

ground with a clay soil and a good circulation of air. The trees would 

not then be so likely to succumb to the ravages of the blight. 

The Transcendent seems to suffer worse than other varieties, although 

I have noticed the blight among the Whitneys and Wealthys. The 

Duchess still takes the lead as a hardy tree, and in many locations in 

Washington and Dakota counties they produce well. The Early Straw- 

berry is appreciated by all those acquainted with the fruit. The planter 

wants a few among his varieties. Some Minnesotas are planted. The 

Okobena is being introduced, and the farmers are trying a few of them. 

Mr. Adam Saches, of West St. Paul township, Dakota Co., reports to 
me picking 123 bushels of crabs from twelve trees, mostly Transcendents. 

He marketed them at St. Paul, receiving from $1.00 to $1.50 per bushel. 

His Duchess brought him $1.00 per bushel. I don’t see how any one can 

claim that it does not pay to plant fruit trees in Minnesota. 

Herman Kernkamp, of Woodbury, Washington Co., reports his Wealthy 

trees bearing well the past year; his Whitney blighted some. His Desota 

and Weaver plums bore a fair crop and brought him a fair price, notwith- 

standing the abundantcrop. I noticed the little green lice infested some 

of the trees. 

The warm weather we had in September ripened the grapes so that 

there was a very good crop. 
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Currants were prolific with some. The Smith Bros., of Inver Grove, 

Dakota Co., marketed 175 bushels at St. Paul, at an average price of $2.00 

per bushel. They give their plantation good cultivation, and while 

others had their crop destroyed by the worm, they attended to biggi a by 

applying some remedy. I should judge they had an acre. 

Raspberries and strawberries produced very well, the latter especially 

being much better than two years previous. The Jessie and Bubach are 

being planted to some extent, though the Wilson and Crescent are the 

leading berries. 

Blackberries and dewberries are planted some. 

The planting of evergreens is receiving more attention every year 

among the farmers, as is also the planting of deciduous trees and shrubs. 

Judging from what 1 can see, I think the citizens of Washington and 

Dakota counties are on the right road to enjoy the luxuries of fruits and 

flowers, blessings given to us by an All-wise Being. Let us be steady 

workers in horticulture, for it helps to promote wealth and happiness. 

REPORT ON GENERAL FRUITS. 

J. C. KRAMER, LA CRESCENT. 

I hope you will not be discouraged by my short and feeble report. In 

regard to fruit, my report is as follows: The crop of apples was splendid 

on most high lands where the open air could strike them, but in the val-_ 

leys it was poor. On Caledonia Ridge there was a full crop of apples. 

The show of apples at the Caledonia fair was very fine. There was one 

plate of apples which was called a seedling, that attracted great actten- 

tion. They were a grayish colored apple of perfect form, some four or 

five inches in diameter. After inquiring of the young man in charge of 

the exhibit, I am unable to learn its origin, but understand that the tree 

is healthy and thrifty. I will report upon it further at some later time. 

I have the promise of a few scions from the tree. 

On my own place I have five seedling apple trees, crosses of the 

Transcendent with the Tolman Sweet, bearing for the first time this 

year a fruit beautiful in form and color, some of which is yet in my cellar. 

From the same planting of seeds I have also four trees bearing sweet apples, 

one the size of the Transcendent and the others about double the size, 

perfectly hardy and thrifty trees. 

Plums were plenty in market this year, some of excellent quality. All 

my wild plum trees bore well. The Emerson plum did not produce much 
fruit. When in blossom they were attacked by mildew and an insect that 

curled up the blossoms and leaves, so that the trees were naked of leaves 

for about two weeks. Will some one please tell me in the next report 

how to prevent this mildew and the ravages of these insects? 

A good many of the young seedling apple trees from the Excelsior ex- — 

periment station are doing finely, and others ought to be grafted, as these 

trees are very healthy to graft on. 
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Blackberries were a fair crop without extra care, and raspberries were 

unusually fine. The Ohio is with me the best of the black caps. 

Strawberries did not turn out as well as was hoped at the blossom time, 

as the weather was too wet. I have about four acres of the Princess for 

next year’s bearing and plenty of young plants on hand. 

VICE-PRESIDENT’S REPORT FOR THE SECOND CONGRESS- 

IONAL DISTRICT. 

DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM. 

The season of 1891 was one of encouragement to fruit growers of this 

district. The strawberry crop was almost nothing, owing to late spring 

frosts. Currants, gooseberries and raspberries, both red and black, were 

far better than usual, with market prices very satisfactory. Blackberries 

are but little grown here,but wherever they received proper care, the Sny- 

der variety produced very fine fruit the past season. The blackberry 

is not one of our profitable fruits. 

Grapes were a light crop, owing in a measure to spring frosts destroying 

some fruit buds, and later on taking much of the bloom. But where 

plenty of wood was left, the crop was fine. 

Plum trees were unusually full of bloom, at which time we had several 
frosts, and it seemed as though we should get no plums; but the frost did 

no harm to the plum blossoms whatever, and we had an extraordinary 

crop of both the wild and cultivated varieties. 

The yield of apples and crabs was very good, the Wealthy and Duchess 

giving the best satisfaction. As to the prospect of the coming season’s 

fruit crop, I will say that at the time most of us were setting out our 

strawberry plants, the ground was very dry and a large per cent of the 

plants refused to grow, and it is very probable that the crop will not be 

over-abundant in this section the coming season 

Raspberries, both red and black, are promising. The canes made a 

stronger growth than usual the past season, with but few marks of the 

snowy tree cricket or other insects upon them. I think the plum crop 

will necessarily be light the coming season. As to apples, I can hardly 

say, but with the favorable winter we are having, the prospect is certainly 

cheering. 

The interest in horticulture is increasing. There isa greater demand 

for fruit trees and plants than ever before, and we hardly ever hear the 

stereotyped expression, ‘‘You can’t raise fruit in Minnesota.” 

REPORT OF VICE-PRESIDENT L. R. MOYER, MONTEVIDEO. 

Judge Moyer: I have not very much of a report to make, 

In regard to the fruit list I would say that I believe that it has 

already been made. If desired, I might make out a list be- 
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tween now and to-morrow. Iam glad to report that there is 

a growing interest in horticulture in my section of Minnesota, 

especially in the direction of small fruits. I have made some 
study of the small fruits of that region and my ideas upon 
that subject have already been presented, and the same 

subject has been fully covered by Mr. Harris in his report. I 

was interested in what he had to say about the choke cherry. 

I believe the choke cherry has a promising future before it. I 

received from Prof. Budd last spring a number of plants 
which I understand are the choke cherries of Europe. I don’t 

know whether all the members of the society know how it 

grows or what fruit it bears. 

REPORT OF VICE-PRESIDENT J. O. BARRETT, BROWN’S VALLEY. 

J. O. Barrett: We have a pretty hard struggle to get along 
in our section. We have to contend with the fierce wind from 

the polar region, and the simoon from the south. And teh 

difficulties are increased because of our lack of forests. Next 

spring, our neighbors, the Indians, are to open their reserva- 
tiou, and if any of you want to capture some of the best land | 

in the Northwest you will have the privilege of doing so. I 

do not know that I can give you any positive information re- 
garding our success in the line of horticulture. We have a 

number of people who are interested in fruit raising, and we 

are in hopes to accomplish a great deal in that line in the 

future. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Kenney: Can any member tell us something about the 

sand cherry? 
Mr. Barrett: Iam somewhat familiar with the sand cherry. 

It is a bush—a shrub—about three feet high. Some of miné 

are three or four years old, and are about an inch and a half in 

diameter now. They are very prolific bearers. In the 

spring, when they are in blossom, they are very beautiful. 

The flowers look like so many plumes waving in the wind, and 

are very graceful and beautiful. I think it is a beautiful 

shrub to have on the lawn. The berry is of a somewhat oval 

shape, and its color bears upon the black. They are very 
juicy and some of them are as large as acommon size grape, 

I have noticed that they are very palatable, even when eaten 4 

raw. s 

Vice-President Wedge: Does it succeed on sandy soil? me 
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Mr. Barrett: Well, we have the best soil in the country 

where I live, but it grows on any soil. 

Mr. Harris: The Buffalo-berry has been talked of a good 

deal in the northern districts as being a hopeful candidate for 

improvement. I think it must be hardy because you find it 

very plentiful as far north as Bismarck and all through there. 

The fruit is about the size of the Red Dutch currant, and it is 

sour; perhaps I should say, at the seasons that I have seen it. 

There is beginning to be considerable inquiry about this plant, 

as it is also excellent when used as a hedge. It will turn stock 

when it gets as high as your head. I would like to ask Mr. 

Barrett if he knows of any nurseryman that has the trees for 

sale. 
Mr. Barrett: I do not. ' 
Mr. Harris: The trouble with the trees when dug up wild is 

‘largely one of pollenization. I think that it ought to be placed 

in our experiment station, and different methods of propaga- 

tion tested as far as possible. 
Mr. Barrett: I understand that it can be propagated from 

cuttings. Of course the soil must be moist in order to have it 

succeelél. 
Judge Moyer: I would say that John Louis Child, of Long 

Island, offers to sell the plants at the rate of three for seventy- 
five cents. He does not sell less than three at once, because 

he says that they are not of any use unless you have at least 

three. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NATIVE FRUITS. 

NOTES ON THE NATIVE PLUM AND OTHER NATIVE FRUITS BY J. 5S. HARRIS. 

The subject of the wild native fruits of the Northwest was so ably and 

concisely presented at our last annual meeting by my colleagues. Dr. J. R. 

Walker, of St. Anthony Park, and Prof. C. B. Waldron, of the North Da- 

kota Agricultural College, that 1 have but very little of interest to add to 

what has already been reported. I am glad to note that the interest in 

these fruits is growing and that they are considered of enough importance 

to attract the attention of the United States Division of Pomology, and 

that of many of the most learned horticulturists of the older states. Per- 

haps the native plum is receiving more attention than any other one of 

them. Since our last annual meeting I have had opportunities to become 

better acquainted with some of the varieties before reported upon, and 

to examine several newer varieties and seedlings. 
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THE GAYLORD PLUM. 

I saw the Gaylord plum in bearing on the fruit farm of O. M. Lord at 

Minnesota City. last season. It was the second or third season that it 

had fruited in thisstate. The trees are vigorous growers of a spreading, ir- 

regular habit. They were loaded with fruit to their fullest capacity and 

some branches were breaking down under the weight of the fruit. The 

fruit is of a large size, many specimens measuring one and one-half inches 

in diameter. They are smooth, round, oval in form; when ripe the color 

is yellow, more or less blotched with carmine red, flesh golden yellow, 

rich, juicy and pleasant flavor; skin rather thick, but not acrid; belongs 

to the cling-stone class; origin, Floyd Co., lowa: ripe last year from 

August 25 to September 5. 

At the state fair there were in the Brown County exhibit three varie- 

ties shown as Penning’s Seedlings. No.1 was a large, round plum one 

and three-eighth inches in diameter; color, dark purplish red, deeply 

specked with small, gray dots; flesh greenish yellow; flavor sprightly good; 

shows a distinct suture on one side; is a cling-stone. 

No. 2, large, oval, polar red, specked with gray dots; flesh green, good 

consistency; flavor good; stone rather large and nearly free. 

No. 3, large, one and one-fourth inches in diameter; form nearly round; 

color yellow and red; fiesh greenish orange, juicy, pleasant acid; stone 

rather large,thick and round; a cling-stone. Should judge that the condi- 

tions under which they had been grown had not been entirely favorable. 

In the Anoka County exhibit, E. S. Rogers showed two plates of plitms that 

were said to be seedlings of a California variety. The fruit was large, 

round oval in form and of dark red color, flesh thick meated, rich plum 

flavor, stone rather large, flat and nearly free. Wm. Staples, of the same 

county, showed a variety, medium to large in size, round, color yellow, 

‘shading to bright red, flesh meaty, flavor good. On the second day of the 

fair, Miss M. H. Morrison, of Rosemont, placed on exhibition about one 

half peck of Morrison’s Peach plums. It is a large, round, dark red plum 

with orange colored, very meaty flesh, of Sweet, peachy flavor. It is nearly 

free-stone and when fully ripe the skin is easily pealed from the flesh. It 

is said to be superior for cooking and canning. 

The Ocheeda plum from Nobles County, was also shown at the state ~ 

fair and entered in competition for the best single variety of cultivated 

native plums, and was awarded the first premium, as being the best on 

exhibition. The fruit is larger than the Desota, and of excellent qual- 

ity. Trees thrifty and abundant bearers. 

Besides the above there were sent me by mail and express samples for 

examination from various places in Minnesota and South Dakota. Many 

of them were very fine, but none of them apparently superior to those al- 

ready mentioned, and as my paper is growing too lengthy to be interest- 

ing, I will defer making notes on them until some future time. However, 

I will improve this opportunity to express my thanks and acknowledge 

my obligations to C. G. Patten, of Charles City, lowa, Joseph Anderson, 

Renville, Minn., Dewain Cook and S. O. Taggert, of Cottonwood County, 

H. J. Sutlow, of Nobles County,and many others for the aid they have 

rendered me, and to W. A. Reed, of Fergus Falls, for samples of eight 

varieties originated from seed of the Chickasaw plum. 
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At two or three different times during the season H. Knudson, of 

Springfield, Minn., sent me samples of native gooseberry and choke- 

cherries (P. Virginiana L). One variety of the cherry had stems from 4 to 

5inches long and containing about thirty fruits. The fruitis early in ripen- 

ing and the most pleasant to the taste of any Ihave seen, being al- 

most nearly free from astringency peculiar to that fruit. Another variety 

which he says is a cultivated seedling, has a short, compact bunch with 

much larger berries, (some half an inch in diameter) and very good for 

eating from the hand, although not quite as smooth in flavor as the 

other. I also found one tree in Houston County producing large fruit of 

a quality much superior to the common. An ex-soldier, who had seen 

considerable of northern Minnesota and the Dakotas, tells me that he 

frequently came across better than the ordinary types of this fruit, some 

of them being of large size and better quality than the best of the sand 

cherries. How shall we say that it is not susceptible of improvement or 

that it is not destined at no very distant day to occupy a prominent place 

in our pomology? In October I received from B. A. Mathews, of Knox- 

ville, Iowa, a specimen uf the native American crab apple that measured 

two and one-half inches in diameter, finer in texture and more beautiful 

in appearance than the Soulard. I do not expect that the coming dessert 

apple will be a descendent of this specie, but I do believe that it can be 

domesticated and ameliorated so as to become a desirable and useful 

fruit. It is both wise and prudent for us to test all fruits that the 

specialists of past ages and other climes have sought out and improved as 

food for man, and cherish and cultivate and strive to improve yet more 

all of them that can possibly be grown here. It is laudable in this fast 

age to search throughout cold Russia and other lands for fruit trees that 

for ages have been inured to cold, drouth and extreme changes, to pro- 

duce fruit for our immediate wants. Butshail westop there? Wherever 

man resides we discover that nature has planted nutritious fruits that are 

adapted to the situation. We find scores of them indigenous to this 

Northwest. What are we here for? It is the province of the amiable ge- 

nius of horticulture to explore and find these treasures, and to sow and 

plant, prune and propagate by selection of seeds, crossing, hybridizing, 

grafting, budding, cutting, layering, &c., &c.; and thus transform the 

oftimes acrid wildlings into rich, luscious fruits for the food and enjoy- 

ment of civilized man. If we of Minnesota are up to the advance of the 
age we will not hold back while others do this work, but will at once en- 

ter upon the work for all there is in it. 

REPORT ON FRUIT BLOSSOMS. 

O. M. LORD, MINNESOTA CITY. 

April 28th, a few blossoms were to be seen on wild plums. 

May Ist, the Cheney plum, under cultivation, partially bloomed, and a 

high wind occurring the pollen was nearly all destroyed. 

May 2d, wild gooseberries aud currants were in full bloom. 
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May 2d, the Ostheim cherry just beginning to bloom, but was not full 

till May 7th. 

May 8th, Rollingstone plums were nearly full; the Desota and Miner 

just opening the buds. 

May 9th, Luedloffs, Taylor, Cottrell and Rockford in full bloom. 

May 9th, strawberries blossoming: also a few apple trees. 

May 12th, blackberries and raspberries quite full. 

REPORT ON SEEDLING FRUITS. 

J.S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

Mr. President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

The last season was not a favorable one for conducting the observations 

required of this committee, first, for the reason that in those portions of 

the state where the most promising seedling trees are located, it was an 

off year in their fruiting, some trees not bearing a single specimen and 

others producing sparingly. The little fruit grown on a tree in an off year 

is not generally sure index of the value of the variety and is more liable to 

show injury from insects, scab, etc. Second, because the winter of 1890 

and 1891 was so mild and favorable in all respects that even the most 

tender varieties endured it well and no points could be made on their 

relative hardiness and adaptability. 
Taking those circumstances into consideration, I concluded that I would 

not be justified in making any great expense to the society for travel and 

exploration. However, I have kept the work continually in mind and 

endeavored to keep in correspondence with such parties as have seedlings 

of any promise, and on the alert for any others that might be discovered. 

The results of such observations as I have made are respectfully sub- 

mitted for the consideration of this meeting. 

THE PEERLESS. 

The original tree produced no fruit last season. It is reported as hay- 

ing made a good growth and promising a large crop the coming season. 

So far as I can learn, no young trees of the variety have yet borne fruit, 

but all of the young trees I have seen or heard of look promising and 

show no signs of blight upon them. In the nursery it is a prosperous 

grower and has a good root system. 

The Patten Greening or Patten’s Duchess Seedling No. 3, has not 

fruited as heavily at Mr. Patten’s place as it did in 1890, but he informs 

me that both the bearing trees and the nursery stock are looking remark- 

ably well. Such trees as I have seen of the variety have been entirely 

free from blight. It fruited with Andrew Peterson last season and he 

speaks very favorably of it. The specimens of it in his exhibit at the last 

state fair were even finer than I saw at Mr. Patten’s place the year pre- 

vious. Although it has never been given a boom, it appears to be grow- 

4 
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ing in favor on its own merits and is being so widely disseminated that 

we shall soon be able to form a correct estimate of its adaptation and 

work. 
I examined the original tree of the Avista, owned by A. J. Phillips, 

of West Salem, Wisconsin. It was carrying a good crop of fine fruit the 

last season, and considering the age of the tree, the many years it has 

fruited, its present condition and the appearance of younger trees just 

commencing to fruit, I should consider that it ought at once to be put 

on trial in all of our experiment stations. The Catharine (Kleine’s Houston 

Co. seedling) did not bear very much last year. The tree is looking well, 

and the thirty bushel crop of 1890 does not seem to have impaired its 

vitality, although it is growing in timothy and clover sod. The Okabena 

fruited with me; trees are all doing well. It takes so well grafted or 

budded on Transcendent stocks, that if it proves hardy it will be very valua- 

ble for top working on that variety, where too many of them have been 

planted. A few varieties of seedlings of fine appearance were shown at 

the state fair of 1891. Andrew Peterson showed the Wolff and Anderson’s 

seedling from Carver County. I haveseen the tree of Wolff and should es- 

timate it to stand in hardiness with, or a little better than the Weal- 

thy. The fruit is very fair and will probably keep later. 

Anderson’s seedling is a fruit of medium size, flat-round in form, of a 

paie green color striped with dull red, flesh white and fine grained, flavor 

a pleasant sub-acid. Two varieties of seedlings were placed on the tables 

by J. M. Underwood, of Lake City. They were from John Murdock, of 

Wabasha County. Both varieties were of full medium size and fair 

appearance. No.1 is nearly round in form, color yellow with blush cheek, 

flesh yellow and fine grained, flavor pleasant subacid, stem short, set in 

medium deep, broad cavity. Season, October. No. 2 approaches oblique- 
oval in form, color yellow, striped and blotched with pale and deeper red, 

flavor pleasant acid; the stem is long and slender, set in a rather deep 

cavity. Season, November or later. Besides the above, seedlings or un- 

known varieties were shown in the sweepstakes collection of Mr. Gordon, 

but I was not able to learn where or by whom they were originated,as Mr. 

G. was enjoined not to divulge secrets that might prevent some nursery- 

man from getting them for exclusive propagation—to corner the 

market—a great mistake on the part of the would-be propagators, for the 

day has passed when a boom can be raised on an unknown variety. 

Some beautiful varieties were shown by Mr. Keel from the old Jordan 

orchards, whether seedlings or Russian I was not able to decide. At the 

Houston Co. fair a variety was shown that created a great Sensation. 

One specimen weighed exactly two pounds (I did not see the fruit). On 

my return from the meeting of the A. P. society, I proceeded to hunt up 

the tree, but did not get a sight of the fruit (there were only seven speci- 

mens of it), as it had been used up. The tree looks to be about 10 or 12 

years old and stands in a highly cultivated vegetable garden and shows 

no visible marks of having ever been injured by cold or heat. The crop of 

1890 when gathered was one and one-half bushels. After another fruiting, 

if it proves to be a seedling and any ways promising, I will get it into our 

experiment station for trial. The work of hunting up seedlings and new 

ruits,and getting them into our experiment station for trial is a very 

important one. In my-opinion, the coming apple for the central North- 
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west will hailfrom Minnesota. It must be along keeper,as large and good 

as, or better in quality than the Wealthy, as hardy as the Oldenburg, and 

vie in beauty with the fresh, clear complexioned, rosy cheeked, fairest 

maiden of the North Star State—a fruit fit for the gods. 
Every laudable means should be used to hasten its advent. It should 

not be left alone to individual enterprise or to a committe of this State 

Horticultural Society, unless our legislature should place more money at 

our disposal to bring it out. Its advent will be a boon to the state 

and nation, and it seems to me to be of sufficient importance to warrant 

us in asking of the Secretary of Agriculture the appointment of a special 

agent of the U. S. Division of Pomology for the State of Minnesota. I 

would recomniend that this society memorialize Secretary Rusk and ask 

for the appointment of such an agent, the same to be a practical fruit 

grower of long experience, in harmony with the horticultural societies 

and experiment stations of this and adjoining states. 

We should be allowed to select the man—not a man whose influence 

would count something in politics—not a broken-down nurseryman, or 

professional horticulturist who is out of a job, because he has made a 

wretched failure of every one he has undertaken; butone from among our 

soundest and most practical horticulturists, who has had a broad experi- 

ence and made a successin biisiness. One who is thoroughly imbued with 

the spirit of progressive horticulture, and is earnestly desirous of ad- 
vancing the interest of all fruit growers and fruit consumers, a leader in 

horticulture. The appointment would be no advantage to the man. Finan- 

cially he is better off without it. We should get him appointed and then 

stick by him as the Irish stuck by Parnell. 

FRUIT PROSPECTS AT LAKE MINNETONKA. 

DR. M. M. FRISSELLE, EXCELSIOR. 

(Read at the Summer Meeting.) 

The winter of 1890-91, though mild comparatively, was not in regard to ~ 

some of the small fruits as favorable as many were led to believe. Though 

strawberries generally came through in fair condition, raspberries were, 

in many cases, badly winter-killed. The Turner, though considered iron- 

clad, was, in one or two instances that I have noticed, completely de- 

stroyed. In one case where the Cuthbert was laid down but not com- 

pletely covered they were much injured, many of the canes dying after 

they were in partial leaf. 

The strawberry crop has been better both in quality and quantity than 

in 1890, though the dry weather in May came near ruining it; but the 

timely and abundant rains did wonders in bringing forward a very fair 

amount of this delicious fruit. Sofar as I have been able to learn, black- 

berries are promising well, but the amount cultivated I believe falls far 

short of the demand. Currants are abundant, the crop being proba- 
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bly larger than has ever before been grown in the state; but the larger 

portion of this fruit is both inferior in size and quality, with prices to 

correspond, the best selling at $3 per bushel and the poorest at $1. 

We cannot, under the most favorable circumstances, say much for the 

general apple crop about the lake, and this being the off year for this fruit 

comparatively few will be gathered during the coming autumn. 

With regard to our native plums, we can only say that early in the sea- 

son the trees gave great promise by their abundant bloom, but the crop 

did not set well and consequently the gathered crop will be small. 

The crop of grapes will be the largest and best that has ever been grown 

about the lake, unless some unusual disaster befalls it. The vines seem 

to have fully recovered from the exhaustion consequent on mildew. and 

the large crop of fruit they vainly tried to ripen three years since. 

Asfor the prices of strawberries and raspberries, they have been and 

are fair, in spite of the large amount of fine fruit shipped into our market 

from regions further south. As a promise of a large harvest of grapes 

comes to us from all sections of the country, both south and east, it is not 

probable that Minnetonka fruit will bring as large a price as it has during 

years past, but if we have a favorable season for its ripening and it be 

placed on the market in attractive and honest packages, it will doubtless 

bring remunerative prices. 

REPORT FROM DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM. 

(Read at the Summer Meeting.) 

I send you ashort report from this place this season. 

Strawberry crop was about nothing, owing to late spring frosts. 

The currant and gooseberry crops are fine. Grapes are promising. 

The raspberrry crop is going to be large in spite of the snowy-tree cricket, 

selling at 15 cents per quart; will probably not go below 123 cents. 

Cherry trees-are bearing some; Early Richmond doing finely. 

The Russian Kruskaye (wild pear), grown by the Russian Mennonites, 

are, I am told, loaded with fruit. 

The Russian mulberry is a suré cropper, and as usual are loaded, but the 

fruit is of value except as bird food. 

The apple crop promises to be a fair one. 

Tho plum crop is immense, both wild and cultivated. Some trees are 

unable to hold up under the load, and are breaking down. Ihave braced 

up many trees, but it is probable that many trees will bedestroyed. I be- 

lieve the Wolff plum, taking size into considration, is bearing a little the 

heaviest of any. I also have some Russian plum trees that are bearing a 

few plums. The plums are very large. 

We are having rain in abundance; field crops are looking good. 

Garden truck was mostly taken by cutworms. 
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ORCHARDS. 

THE HIBERNAL AND LIEBY. 

CLARENCE WEDGE, ALBET LEA, 

The fact that the Hibernal is the only winter apple on our list for gen- 

eral planting, and that the variety is almost unknown to the average 

planter, has led me to think that a paper that would bring together the 

experience of those who have given it and its close relative, the Lieby, the 

longest trial, might be of value to the society. The confusion of names 
which exists, however, detracts greatly from the value of this experience, 

and I have been in doubt whether it would be best to present anything 

on the subject at this meeting or to wait until a comparison of tree and 

fruit would enable me to clear up some of this confusion, and write a 

more accurate and reliable paper. But hoping that the reading and dis- 

cussion of my present material might contribute to this end, I have 

thought best to proceed. 

Mr. Peterson, of Waconia, has two trees of Hibernal and two trees 

of Lieby, which are identical in tree and fruit, set nineteen years. With 

him the variety, whichever it is, has proved much hardier and healthier 

than the Duchess, and as free from blight,a vigorous grower,and a regular 

and heavy bearer of large, beautiful apples, which keep till January or 

February. Prof. Green reports Mr. Peterson as saying, ‘‘It is far hardier 

than Duchess. If we can’t raise the Lieby, we had better quit the 

business.” 

Mr. Latham, of Excelsior, has one tree of the Lieby, planted fifteen 

years. It began bearing at four or five years; does not bear as much as 

Duchess, but fairly well; has blighted more than Duchess, but aside from 

this, isas hardy and healthy. In his opinion, it would not be a valuable 

market apple. 

Mr. Sias, of Rochester, bas had Lieby top-worked on Transcendent and 

Hyslop for about eighteen years. They made a perfect union, and were 

hardy and productive with him. 

Mr. J. B. Mitchell, of Cresco, Iowa, reports as follows: “I know of no’ 

one in Iowa who has had the Russian apples as long as I have (since 

1872). The Lieby is as free from blight, with me, as the Duchess, and 
more hardy; bears as prolific; a better keeper; as good a culinary apple; 

rather astringent for eating from the hand, but, when properly ripened, 

not as bad as it has been said to be. Lieby is the hardiest Russian. Lieby 

and Hibernal are practically thesame.” (See North Iowa Report, 1890, 

p. 47.) 
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Mr. Tuttle, of Baraboo, Wis., reports to me as follows: ‘‘Have had 

three Hibernal in orchard fifteen years; they frequently bear two years 

after planting; they bear better than Duchess, my trees in orchard having 

borne good crops nine years in succession; do not blight more than Duch- 

ess, and are much hardier—probably the hardiest Russian; they keep till 

mid-winter; a better cooking apple than Duchess; have never grown the 

Lieby, but have seen the fruit, and think they are the same as Hibernal.” 

With the exception of three reports which will be given farther on, 

these are all of the older planters that I have been able to hear from. 

The following are from those whose experience and observation should be 

of value. 

Prof. Budd writes: ‘I have looked over our ledger record from many 

trial stations, and find both the Hibernal and Lieby, and four or five oth- 

ers of this family, perfect in tree, and regular and full bearers on varied 

soils, from the 41st to the 44th parallels. In sheltered spots, in low black 

soils, they have shown blighted twigs, but they are less subject to the 

disease than Duchess or any of the old list. Many do not agree that they 

are only fit for culinary use; if picked early and stored in a dark, coo] 

cellar, they are better in quality than Ben Davis in January, if the some- 

what astringent skin is removed. The proper rendering of the Russian 

name is Recumbent, and not Lieby, as given in the government list. The 

Am. Pomological Society has adopted: the name Recumbent, and we 

should unite on this name. The name is appropriate, as the tree when 

of bearing age is peculiarly recumbent in habit, while the Hibernal has 

amore rounded top. In fruit, the Recumbent differs in having more 
color, and many think it better in quality, and a better keeper at the 

North.” 

William Somerville, of Viola, Minn., writes: ‘I am thoroughly con- 

vinced that the Russian ay ples are what we shall have to depend upon in 

Minnesota. Our trees of the Hibernal are seven or eight years old. They 
do not bear quite as well as Duchess, yet are good bearers; do not blight 

more than Duchess, and I believe are more hardy and healthy; its good 

keeping quality will amply make up for its poor eating quality. I hold it 

as one of our best winter varieties. I think the Lieby a Jittle higher 
colored apple, and quite a little more acid than the Hibernal.” 

Mr. J. 8. Harris, of La Crescent, writes: ‘‘My knowledge of the variety 

has been gained by observing it with others rather than by actual exper- 

ience. In years past it has been almost impossible to get the trees, and I 

suppose the reason is because it does not make a nice nursery tree. In 

fact it is the hardest variety to make grow upright of any I ever got hold 

of. The Hibernal usually bears at six or seven years from root graft; do 

not think it as much inclined to overbear as Duchess, but from what I 

have seen of them I think them liberal bearers; they do not blight more 

than Duchess; and all the trees-I have seen are more hardy and healthy. 

I think they will be profitable as a market apple. The Hibernal and 

Lieby may be distinct varieties, and I presume they are, but most of the 
Lieby I have seen I believe to be Hibernal.” 

Prof. Green, Experiment Station, St. Anthony Park, writes: ‘“‘Our trees 

of Hibernal were planted in 1887; have not borne fruit; have never 

blighted. I think they are hardier and healthier than Duchess; we have 

Ne 
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no Russians that appear hardier. I think the Hibernal is not quite as 
rampant a grower as the Lieby, but they resemble each other.” 

Mr. Patten, of Charles City, lowa, who has had many Russian varie- 

ties on trial since 1877, reports the Hibernal as probably the hardiest of 

all. (See lowa Report, 1890, p. 212.) 

Mr. Haviland, Ft. Dodge, Iowa, reports a list of varieties blighting, 

and a list of varieties free from blight, and hardy, among the latter being 

the Hibernal. (See Iowa Report, 1890, p. 209.) 

At my own place, near Albert Lea, three trees of the Hibernal, set in 

1887, have been free from blight, and hardy, while the Barloff, adjoining 

them, and the Transparent, near by, have blighted seriously and fatally. 

The trees have been vigorous growers, and bore considerable fruit the 

third year, which, with care, will keep till January. 

The above reports, it will be observed, are substantially in anion 

and indicate the same or closely-related varieties on trial. ‘The three fol- 

lowing, which, with the foregoing, embrace ail I have so far obtained, 

are so much at variance with each other, and with the above, as to lead 

to the suspicion that they have been trying a different variety or varie- 

ties. 

Mr. Keel, of Rochester, writes: ‘“‘Have three Liebys, planted sixteen or 

eighteen years; began bearing at six or seven years; do not bear quite as 

well as Duchess, but are good bearers; neither Duchess or Lieby blight 

with me; on some locations they are as hardy and healthy as Duchess; on 

moist land they are not; it is a slow-growing tree, that spreads out more 

than any other apple tree. The young trees of Hibernal are not like my 

Liety at all; they are more upright, and grow faster. My Lieby is a good 

winter fruit, that will keep till spring or later; it is not a large apple, is 

a flat apple, yellow in color, with a good deal of russet around the stem. 

From this time till spring they are a good quality and a good looking 

apple, that would sell well, and is of better flavor that Northern Spy.” 

Mr. Dartt, of Owatonna, writes: ‘‘Planted about 100 trees in nursery 

about fifteen years ago; they are called Lieby; did not yet them for that, 

but at state fair they said the apple was the Lieby;.one tree bore one or two 

light crops; did not blightany to speak of; donot know the causeof their 

death. The one that bore was probably killed in winter, but was not 

quite dead till summer; died six or eight years ago.” 

Mr. Brand, of Faribault, writes: ‘*My trees were the Lieby, from the 

Dep., 1873; died with blight when about eight years old, but think they 

had previously been injured by winter; did not all die at once; think the 

winter of 1879 injured them badly.” 

It will be observed that Mr. Keel reports an apple different in size, 

color, quality and keeping, from that reported as Lieby by Peterson, 

Latham or Mitchell; that Mr. Dartt is by no means certain that he had 

Lieby; that Mr. Brand is the only one that reports the loss of a tree by 

blight. 
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ORCHARDING IN MINNESOTA. 

WM. SOMERVILLE, VIOLA. 

Our first experience was with the varieties grown in the Eastern states. 

They were acclimated to a damp atmosphere, and had a longer period 

from the first frosts which come in the fall until winter, giving the wood 

more time to ripen and get ready for winter. The change was too great 

to be made all at once to such a climate as we have in Minnesota with 

its dry atmosphere, hot summers, beautiful falls, and winter setting in 

frequently without much notice in the way of frosts. with the trees still 

growing and the wood not ripened. They would frost-bite the same as a 

corn stalk, the sap turning acid, and this circulating through the trunk 

of the tree would cause black-heart, and the tree would die. 

Such winters as we had in 1884 and ’85, with the cold wind from the 

north for three or four weeks in succession, the thermometer indicating 

from thirty to ferty degrees below zero, froze to death all trees that had 

not been accustomed to such severe tests for generations past. I had a 

small nursery at that time, perhaps 10,000 trees, but they were all killed 

to the ground and cousigned to the brush pile, except a few of the Rus- 

sian varieties that were but slightly injured and some of them not at all, 

and to-day are in the orchard bearing fruit. The trees that I consigned 

to the brush pile were those, the scions for which I had cut from the best 
seedlings I could find that had stood the test for fifteen or twenty years. 

Some of the trees I cut scions from are yet living and bearing fruit, while all 

the young trees have perished. This proves to me that we cannot depend 

on any one tree of any of our American kinds as a parent to give us the 

fruit and hardiness of tree that we want. It requires more than one gen- 

eration of trees to acclimate them to our climate, soil, and season. Take 

the seeds of Duchess and plant them, and if hybridized or crossed by a 

crab or hybrid, it lowers the standard and reduces the size. If crossed by 

any of our common apples of the American kind to retain their size, it 

loses hardiness of tree, which is very essential. As we may yet have Min- 

nesota winters for years and years, the seedling business has been agi- 

tated by nurserymen and others, and what have we got to show for the 

trouble taken to get them? ‘True, we have the Wealthy and a few other 

seedlings. The Wealthy isa freak of nature, as understand. Mr. Gideon 

says it was grown from the seed of a Siberian crab, and yet it is not as 

hardy as we would like it. There are other individual seedling trees 
recommended very highly, but we know very little about them, 

until the young trees come into bearing over the state, and we have had 

atest winter. Then it will prove the fact that one generation of trees is not 

sufficient to acclimate them to our climate, no more than to expect a crop 

of corn the first season from Illinois seed. Then where are we to expect 
our apples for Minnesota? For the present, any person seeing the amount 

of fruit on exhibition at our state fairs, can readily see where our ap- 

ples are to come from. Take away the new Russians and truly the ex- 

hibit of seedlings would make but a poor showing at the state fair, 

but with over 150 varieties of new Russian apples, our exhibit of fruit 
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compares favorably with that of any other state. But as there are over 

one thousand varieties of Russian apples in cultivation, with scions col- 

lected from different parts of that country, we can not expect them all 

to be perfect. The fruit of some of them is worthless, others blight badly, 

while a large per cent. of them are perfectly at home in our soil and cli- 

mate, and bear beautiful crops of fruit that will compare favorably with 

any of the Eastern varieties. I think it was a godsend for us when Dr.Regal, 

in 1868, sent to our experimental ground at Washington, the first importa- 

tions of scions, and in 1876 scions were distributed throughout our north- 

western states for trial. Soon the tree peddlers learned a few of these 

names and sold hundreds of trees marked as Russians, that perhaps 

were biought from some Eastern or Southern nursery. They were not 

Russian trees at all but tagged to suit the name they sold under. Tosome 

extent the same thing is practiced at the present. A few days ago in con- 

versation with an agent or tree peddler, representing a nursery in this 

state, I asked him what varieties of trees he was selling. He answered; 

‘Russians mostly.” I also asked him what he was selling for winter varie- 

ties. Hesaid he was making arun on the Yellow Transparent for the 

best winter apple. In this way many farmers are imposed on and fre- 

quently get a hybrid or Siberian, or worse some Eastern tree that is sure 

to winter kill or not bear the kind of fruit that was represented. | 

Now with the experience of the past and what we have at present, what is 

our future hope? Ibelieve our present can be bettered. Iam glad to see our 

experimental stations taking hold of this in the right direction by plant- 

ing seeds of the most hardy Russians, that have been fertilized by other ~ 

hardy Russians, so as to retain hardiness of tree and size of fruit. I be- 

lieve there can be a great improvement in such crosses, also acclimating 

them more to our soil and season. I believe if farmers take hold of this 

and get trees of the right kind by corresponding with reliable nursery- 

men for such of the new Russians as they can recommend, they will 

be satisfied with their investment, and we shall at least be able to sup- 

ply our home market. Now to have fruit we must plant trees, for we can- 

not gather grapes from thorns, nor figsfrom thistles. The first thing to 

consider is the kind of trees we want, then send to some responsible nur- 

seryman in the state, inquiring if he has such trees; if he has not, then 

the right belongs to me to send to Iowa or Wisconsin and get them. Ido 

not believe that it detracts anything from the hardiness of trees in one 

generation, if they are hardy to start with, especially with such a small 

difference in latitude. My experience has proved that fact with the Duch- 

ess, as they are Duchess, whether they are raised in Wisconsin or Minne- 

sota. I believe we ought as much as possible to patronize our own 

nurserymen. 
Now I will give you the names of a few varieties that I can recom- 

mend, that have fruited on the farm, or of which I have seen both trees 

and fruit on Mr. Keel’s farm. There may be a great many more varieties 

that may be better than those I recommend, with so many varieties to 

select from. For summer: Red Duck, Glass Green, Yellow Transparent, 

Boravinka and Charlamoff. For fall varieties: Red Anis, Kourk’s Anis, 

White Pigeon, Zuzoff, Enormous and Getman. For winter: Antonovka, 

Red Queen, Longfield, Cross Apple, Silken Leaf and Ostrekoff. This list 

might be increased with others of equal merit. Now, how-are we to make 

our trees successful? Not by first exposing the roots to wind and sun for 

two or three hours after all other work is finished in the spring, and dig- 
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ging a hole in the grass six or eight inches square, and then thrusting the 

roots in the hole and tramping some dirt over the roots, and then leaving 

them to grow; and if they die, which is most likely, curse the nursery- 

man for selling such trees. We might as well expect to put a pig in the 

pen and neither give it water or feed,and expect pork from that pig. If 

“we expect to raise apples in Minnesota we must give the trees the care we 

do other things on the farm. If intending to set out a new orchard, 

first prepare the ground the same as for corn, then mark it off both ways 

with the plow, the furrowssixteen feet apart,and at every cross set a tree. 

I believe in setting them as close together as they will grow, so the limbs 

will not come in contact with each other when the trees are large. They 

then are a protection to each other, shading the ground and preventing 

evaporation from the earth. Now at the crossing of these furrows make 

a hole with the spade sufficiently large to receive the roots in their natural 

shape. The depth to set trees depends altogether on the nature of the 

soil; on light soil I should set them tenor twelve inches deeper than they 

stood in the nursery row; on clay soilI should not set so deep—on light 

soil the surface dries out more readily by evaporation than on clay soil. 

By setting trees deep in light soil the surface may get dry but the roots 

will still be in damp ground. In setting out trees if the ground is dry, it 

is better to have water at hand. Set the treein the hole you have dug, fill 

in some surface soil and then put in some water, lifting the tree up and 

down a few times so the mud will get on all the roots; then fill up with 

dry earth,leaving adeclivity around the tree. Mulch with straw or slough 

hay as soon as possible. In setting trees be sure and put the strongest 

roots and the most branches to the southwest, also lean the tree the same 

direction—say, towards the sun at two o’clock—and keep them growing at 

that angle, and they will not be liable to sun-scald on the southwest side. 

Also keep them in that position while growing for two or three years and 

they will remain so. The sun striking the tree in an oblique direction, it 

has not the heating power to cause scald that it has when the tree stands 

perpendicular or leans over to the northeast, as is almost always the 

case. The prevailing winds in the growing season come from the south- 

west. I tie acord of wool twine to the top of the tree and drive a stake 

in the ground at the angle I want, and keep it there. 

Now you can plant potatoes, beans, or any hoed crop so as to keep the 

ground clean, except corn that makes too much shade. and the tree is not 

so healthy. Cease working them by the tenth of July at the farthest, so 

as to let the wood ripen for winter. Cultivate shallow for three years, 

not forgetting to mulch around the trees as soon as the ground freezes. 

As the trees grow larger apply more mulch. When cultivated three years 

mulch heavily, asit stimulates the growth of the tree by retaining the 

moisture in the ground, and keeping the ground from freezing so 

hard in winter. Let the hogs run in the orchard; they destroy the 

grubs and worms that injure the trees. Ring the large ones and they 

willdo no harm. With this care, and proper selection of trees, including 

the Duchess, it will be but a few years until every farmer will have 

apples for his own use without buying them. For fear that I was over- 

estimating the worth of these new varieties of Russian apples from the 

experience I have had with them for the last fifteen years, in the early 

part of this last summer I visited Mr. Tuttle’s orchard at Baraboo, Wis. 

He has over 200 trees of new Russians that have stood the test winters 
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for 14 or 16 years, or more, and a more vigorous and healthy set of trees it 

would be hard to find in any of the Eastern states, while the Eastern va- 

rieties of trees set in the same rows and at the same time are all dead. I 

also saw a number of other orchards in the same neighborhood. and of the 

same class of trees, all healthy and doing well on different locations and 

different soils. oe 
Again in August I visited the experimental farm at Ames, 

Iowa, and had a pleasant visit with Professor Budd. His meth- 

od of doing business is an honor to the state and a blessing to the 

northwest. Here I saw pears, apricots, plums, peaches and cherry trees- 

It being after the season for cherries, I did not see the fruit, but he said 

that it was very fine. He also has a great variety of trees and shrubs, 

both useful and ornamental, that he brought from Russia, which I 

believe will be valuable here. After viewing these grounds, we then 

paid a visit to what he called hisold orchard. Ido not know the number 

of trees, but there are several hundred that have stood the test winters 

of the past 10 or 15 years, and a more healthy and vigorous set of trees it 

would be hard to find. Then the most profitable as well as the most beau- 

tiful part of it was, that the great majority of them were loaded with 

fruit. This orchard is composed of new Russian trees, but when set, 

Eastern varieties of trees were set in the same orchard, but they have all 

disappeared, or nearly so. As for location it is but little over two degrees 

south of Owatonna; as for soil, if I ama judge, it is far from the best. It 

is just such soil as Prof. Green’s young orchard stands on at St. Anthony 

Park. So it is not favored by an extra location, but it is because he has 

the right material in the form of trees to work with. I cannot leave this 

subject without speaking in praise of our own experimental farm, espe- 

cially the part I take the most interest in i. e. the horticultural depart- 

ment, superintended by Prof. Green. His experiments with fruit and 

fruit trees, together with Mr. Dartt’s, at Owatonna, will enable farmers 

to buy trees, and such trees as will live and bear fruit, by their reeommen- 

dation. 

ORCHARDING IN SOUTHERN MINNESOTA. 

R. C. KEEL, ROCHESTER, MINN, 

Mr. President and Members of the Minnesota Horticultural Society: 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN—I have been requested by our secretary to 

prepare a paper on orcharding. I do not know as I can say anything on 

this subject but what has been repeated so often. 

In starting an orchard, I should, if possible, select a high and dry north- 

ern or northeastern slope, because in the spring of the year, when our or- 

chards are suffering the most, the sun would not have the power to thaw 

out the ground as early as it would on a level or asouthern slope. A 

sandy soil mixed with clay and a clay subsoil would be preferable. IL 

should prepare the land as well as I would for a corn crop, and dig the 

holes in the fall of the year, large enough so that all the roots of the 
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"young trees could be laid Gut in their natural position and from 12 to 16 

inches deep. I think that a great many trees are lost by farmers because 

of their shallow planting. It is a well-known fact that the deeper we 

plant a tree the less it will grow the first year or two; but after it once 

gets started it will, ina few years, be way ahead of those planted shal- 

low. Three-year-old trees, I think, are the best, and in planting them I 

should slant them about 15 degrees toward the southwest, which will pro- 

tect the trunk from the hot rays of the sun, and cause the tree to get the 

heaviest topon the southwest side. I should plant the trees about 15 or 

20 feet apart each way, and branch them 12 or 16 inches from the ground; 

trim them as little as possible—one limb helps to protect another: 

While the trees are young, and the bark tender, they should be pro- 

tected from rabbits and mice, by wrapping them with tarred paper or 

some kind of cheap cloth; gunnysacking is about the best, and will last 

for years. 

The first few years some hoed crop or small fruit may be grown success- 

fully; care should be taken to keep up the vitality; and they should never 

be cultivated later than July 15. I should, in plowing and cultivating, 

work the ground gradually toward the trees, both ways. 

In a dry season, after cultivating is over,it is a good plan to mulch with 

some rotten hay, straw, chip dirt, or any other refuse, and apply it in 

liberal quantities. Do not put it against the tree, but leave about six 

inches of bare ground around the tree—let the mulching extend back three 

or four feet in every direction,and make it thick enough to hold the mois- 

ture in the ground. Ido not recommend watering except in a very dry 

season, when it would be wel] enough to turn a pail full.of water on the 

mulching. 
After the trees have commenced bearing, the orchard should be seeded 

down to clover and used as a hog pasture. If hogs or sheep are not de- 

sired in the orchard, the best way is to seed it down with mammoth 

clover, which keeps the ground loose and mellow. It should be mowed 

once each summer, put around the trees and used as a mulch. 

At the time of planting the orchard plant a wind-break, if it is 

not already protected by a natural grove. An evergreen windbreak 

should be secured, if possible, on account of its superiority in winter over 

any other kind, aad its beauty at all times of the year; but where ever- 

greens cannot be afforded or be grown, we have other trees, such as maple, 

soft and hard, box elder, willow, cottonwood, mulberry and others 

that will help to beautify the homes, and do good service to the orchard 

and buildings. 

Iam anxious and I hope to see the day, when by every farm house in 

Minnesota there will bea nice row of evergreens planted around a little 

orchard and fruit garden, thus creating a little paradise where the child- 

ren will spend hour after hour in peace and joy: and when childhood is 

past, and the children have wandered away from home, they then can 

stop and think back to the old Minnesota home, with its little orchard, 

that grew the best apples they ever tasted, and the strawberries that 

were better than any other—for no fruit is as good as that which grows in 
one’s own garden. 

As to varieties I will name a few, that from my own experience and 
careful observation are doing well in our part of the state. For summer 
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we have Yellow Transparent, Tetofsky, Duchess, White Pigeon, Charla? 

moff, Peach, and others. For fall and early winter, Wealthy, Noble 

Red Streaked, Autumn Streaked, all of the Anis family, Enormous and 

Gilbert. For winter, Longfield, Red Queen, Repka, Silken Leaf, Anto- 

novka, Lieby, Malinda, and others. I would not hesitate a moment to 

put out any amount of any of these varieties, on favorable locations, as 

far as hardiness of the trees is concerned, but in regard to profit they 

differ greatly, both in productiveness and quality. Of the summer vari- 

eties, the Duchess. Yellow Transparent and Gilbert are among the best 

and most productive; and of the fall and winter, the Longfield, Wealthy 

and Malinda are about the best I am growing. The Longfield is my fav- 

orite—it bears young and at least one-third more than any other apple 

tree, and at the same time makes a good growth. 

I have a row of this kind top-worked on Orange crab stock 10 years ago, 

that for the last five or six years have been loaded with fruit to their ut- 

most capacity, and are again loaded with fruit buds for another crop. It 

is a good market fruit that will always bring a fair price. 

The winter of 1884-85, that wrought so much. destruction to the orch- 

ards all over Minnesota, was without doubt one of the hardest we ever 

had, or we hope we ever will have, and yet the apples that you see before 

you in my collection, were all picked from trees that came through 

those winters and are every year bearing me a paying crop. 

We have,according to my Opinion,some varieties that have been neglect- 

ed--for instance the Malinda--and I am glad to see that our Lowa brothers 

are taking it up and giving it the attention it deserves. I have some 

Malinda trees in my orchard that are 25 or more years old; they are yet in 

good condition, and are each year giving me a good crop of winter fruit; 

last season I picked about fifteen bushels from each tree. The majority 

of my apple trees are top-worked on some hardy crab stock, and I find 

that they are healthier and hardier than rcot-grafted trees. In the spring 

I shall be prepared to plant out a little orchard for experimenting with 

the new and old Russians and some seedlings. They will all be top-worked 

on some of the hardiest crab apple stock such as Virginia, Whitney, and 

Transcendent; a couple of trees of a kind. I have now about 160 varieties 

of scions for that purpose, and would like to have some more if I knew 

where to get them. 

In conclusion I will say, that I see no reason why every farmer in Min- 

nesota should not have an orchard that would furnish his family with a 

supply of apples,at least six months of the year, with the varieties we now 

have at our command; and with the good work our experimental stations 

are doing, we can, and ought to raise our own apples, better in fact, than 

those we now get from eastern and southern states. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Dartt: I would like to ask Mr. Keel if we understood 

him right when he said that he recommended the use of tarred 

paper wrapped around the trunks of his trees? 

Mr. Keel: Yes, we use it a good deal down there, but we use 

cloth more than anything else. We use a kind of a gunny- 

sacking. 
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Mr. Dartt: I asked the gentleman the question if he recom- 

mended tarred paper to bind around apple trees, because my 

own experience has taught me that it is injurious. At least, [ 

have lost quite a number of valuable apple trees by binding 

them with tarred paper, and my explanation is that the dark 

color together with a tarry or oily property in the pa- 

per worked together in certain hot days in winter to attract 

the heat and thus injured the tree. I therefore abandoned that 

practice long ago and now make use of building paper, or any 

kind of paper that is white, that I can bind around the tree, and 
which will afford sufficient protection against mice and rabbits. 

Mr. Keel: I will say that I have used both the tarred paper 

and the cloth, and I don’t see any difference; nor have I learned 

the tree is injured in any way. But on the most of my trees I 

use gunnysacking. It is the cheapest, and it will last for a 

good many years'if it is taken care of. 

Vice-President Wedge: I think that the idea of wrapping 

with gunnysacking is very valuable. Mr. Patten, of Charles 

City, lowa, has very strongly recommended it. My opinion is 

that it ought to prevent sun-scald. 

Mr. Ludlow: I would say for the benefit of those farmers 

whose trees are injured by rabbits that I have a simple, certain 

remedy. Set common rat traps in the orchard in their runs, 

and go to them at dusk. . Do not leave them until morning, for 

if you do the leg will freeze, and a very slight movement will 

break it and let the rabbit escape. But, if you watch your 

traps at dusk, you will very soon clear your orchard. I have 

tried it and find the plan a perfect success, having killed all the 
rabbits in my orchard in that way. 

Mr. Harris: I rise on the question of tarred paper. I have 

traveled over the country considerably and seen some of the 

trees that were claimed to have been injured. Down in south- 

western Iowa I saw two instances of the danger of using this 

black tarred paper. If it touches the trunk of the tree and is 

left on it long enough, you are bound to have a dead side on the 

tree. 1 also found a man who, after an experience of that 

kind, used common white cotton cloth long enough to tie 

around at the ground and wind up to the forks of the 

tree. He claimed that if you take them in the spring and 

lay them away, they will probably last as long as any man will 

want to use them. So much for their durability. He also 

claimed that it is a perfect protection against sun-scald, and 

said he did not have a sun-scalded tree in the orchard. 
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RUSSIAN APPLES. 

J. H. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

Mr. President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

As far as my experience, observation and inquiry have extended, no in- 

jury whatever occurred last winter toany of the Russian varieties of apple 

trees that are being grown in this and the adjoining states of Wisconsin 

and Iowa. The same is true also of all American varieties that are 

considered reasonably hardy, and the trees of both have generally made 

a vigorous and healthy growth this last season, and entered the winter 

apparently in good condition. The only advantage that I can discover, 

favoring the Russian over the native, is that the warm weather of the 

autumn did not cause the buds to start very materially, while on some na- 

tive varieties they enlarged considerably. Upon my place they have been 

fully as free from blight as any others. In the partS where the older 

orchards are located the crop of fruit was generally light, often nearly a 

total failure, so the opportunity for making observations on the 

quality and value of the fruit has been limited. A considerable number 

of varieties were shown at the last Minnesota state fair, by Andrew 

Peterson, Wm. Somerville, R. C. Keel, and others, that were as fine in, 

appearance and good in quality, on an average, as an equal number of the 

American varieties that can be grown here. The short time that these 

varieties have been under careful systematic experiment, in a few places, 

makes our knowledge of them so limited, together with their mixed-up 

and uncertain nomenclature, that we will not be justified, as a society, in 

recommending more than a few varieties for general trial, and those only 

in limited quantities. But we should not discourage the people who 

have the time and facilities for doing so, from aiding our experiment sta- 

tions in prosecuting the tests with the greatest possible dispatch, so that 

their merits or demerits may be most quickly learned. 

With our present knowledge of them we have no right to set up any 

particular variety and say that it is hardy under all conditions and adap- 

ted to growing in all parts of our state. The country where they origin- 

ated has at least as great a diversity of soil and climatic conditions as 

will be found between a line running east and west through southern 

Iowa, and another through Manitoba. Many of the varieties are en- 

tirely local, being confined in Russia to very narrow limits, so that we 

can hardly expect that all or any considerable number of them will thrive 

in every section of the country. There will doubtless be found some ex- 

ceptions that will come as near doing so as has the Oldenburg. In 

the list proposed for general trial I would suggest the Hibernal, Lieby, 
Ostrekoff Glass, Cross, Charlamoff, Christmas, Borovinka and perhaps the 

Antonovka, Zoletoreff and the Arabian of Mr. Tuttle’s collection. The Hi- 

bernal and Lieby are probably the hardiest in tree. and the fruit is of 

great value for the kitchen. If carefuly handled they will generally keep 

until midwinter. The Borovinka, in size, form and general appearance 

resembles the Oldenburg, but is less acid and will keep a month later. 

The tree can scarcely be distinguished from the Oldenburg, but is a 
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‘little stronger grower wherever I have seen it. The Ostrekoff and An- 

tonovka are with me vigorous growers, producing fruit of excellent qual- 

ity that keeps well into winter, but thus far they have not fruited as 

heavily as I could wish. In the second list I will not at this 

time name varieties, but would suggest such as are promising the best 

on the grounds of the state experiment station at St. Anthony Park. 

In the exhibits at the fairs we find them shown under the names by 

which the growers received the trees (or possibly by names attached to 

cover all the varieties on which premiums are offered), and many times 

as only Russians, and consequently half the value of the exhibit is lost. 

As soon as possible the names of varieties should be corrected and each 

variety, before being eligible to a recommendation by this society or to ex- 

hibition for special premiums,should be catalogued and correctly described. 

From the fact that numbers of the trees make aslow and feeble growth in 

the nursery, I am inclined to the opinion that the stocks generally used 

in their propagation are not congenial, and that we may get better results 

by growing the stocks from the seeds of Russian varieties produced in our 
own state. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Brand: At the beginning of that report he says that he 

saw that no evidence anywhere of any injury to Russian apples. 

I wrote an article some time last spring for the ‘‘Farm, Stock and 

Home,” in which I said I would be glad to show people the dif- 

ference in hardiness between Russians and other varieties, 

where there were thousands of them to be compared. The block 
that I had reference to was a block of yearling trees. I had 

mulched along the rows for perhaps ten rods, and as far as the 

mulching went the Russians, and the Lieby especially, showed 

no injury whatever; but, just as quick as the mulching stopped, 

any bodycould tell by the appearance of the trees where it stop- 

ped. There was a great deal of injury done where the trees were 

notmulched. This was also true of a number of other varieties 

that I received from Mr. Somerville, which were supposed to 
be his best varieties. They were all root-killed. There were 

other varieties near them that were not injured. A year ago 

last summer, when I was at Mr. Peterson’s place, he said he 
should never plant another Russian apple tree, on account of 

the injury done to them by the blight; but ‘‘time heals all 

wounds,” and people are liable to forget the unpleasant things 

they have passed through, so I presume we shall go on plant- 

ing Russian apple trees. However, we shall not be able to judge 

of them thoroughly until we get another winter like that of 1884. 

Mr. Harris: Mr. Chairman, I have contended all along that 

we don’t know anything about Russian apples. We don’t know 
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anything about Russia,only by hearsay. We know that it is a cold 

country and extends a good ways north of this—that it is a very 

large country. We know that in some portions of Russia they 

are able to raise peaches and apricots, and the finest kind of 

sweet cherries. In other portions they can only raise the very 

hardiest of apples and pears, and that in a latitude so far north 

that trees twenty-five and even fifty years old are only 

shrubs. Now, it seems to me that if we can get varieties from 

that country and try them under the same conditions as those 

under which they originated, if we can get samples from those 

districts similar to our own and give them a trial, we can at 

least plant the seed and go on with a good prospect of getting 

something that will flourish here. We never ought to have 

recommended any Russian apples for general cultivation. We 
have recommended a good many other apples since this society 

was organized twenty-five years ago, that we ought not to have 

recommended, and it has frequently set us back. Fortunately 

we are not now obliged to throw out feelers all over 

the country, and try and induce farmers to experiment, as we 

were in the beginning. This is largely due to the influence of 

this society in the agricultural experiment stations. We had to 
bring a great deal of effort to bear to enable us to reach the 

position we now occupy. But, while we have donea great work 

there is much yet to be done; and I am in favor of not only hav- 

ing state stations, but also sub-stations in every county. It may 

cripple one class of nurserymen, but it wont hurt the nursery- 

man who carries on an honest business. 

RUSSIAN APPLES. 

A TALK BY J. B. MITCHELL, CRESCO, IOWA. 

I do not know, gentlemen, that I am able to tell you very 

much about the Russian apple. I hardly know what you want 
to know about it. Itis true that I have had experience with 

them for some time. As early as 1872 I obtained my first scions 

from the Department, and right here let me say that I have 
never tried any of the later importations, that is, those that are 
being tried at the College Farm, and I have something like 

about 100 varieties. Until ’84 and ’85 I didn’t have so much fa- 

vor for them as I have had since. At that time I was growing 

other varieties that were apparently doing very well, but those 
winters tested them very severely, and many of them were in- 
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jured. Inoticed that all this time the Russians, as a general 

thing, appeared to be getting more hardy. The winter of ’84-5 

left me with nothing but the crab apple, the Duchess of Ol- 

denburg and my Russian apples. Iam south of you and per- 

haps I am ina less trying position, but from reports that I 

have seen of the varieties that you have grown in Minnesota, 

farther north than I am, I have sometimes thought that per- 
haps I was in an extraordinarily trying locality. Yes, I think 

Tam. The Early Richmond cherry was grown just over the 

line in this state, while I could do nothing with it. The Rus- 

sian apple did well when even the crab apple failed, and that 
led me to go into the subject to some extent, and from that 

on I have been an earnest advocate of the Russian apple. Now, 
I notice that you recommend the Wealthy. Well, until 1884 

the Wealthy did well with us, and I considered it as hardy as 
the Duchess, but after that winter there was not a tree remain- 

ing onmy ground, or for that matter, in the county. But 

for all that, I am again propagating them. We find 

that thereare different degrees of hardiness in the Russians as 

inthe American apples, but there are some 15 or 20 varieties, 

that I have tried, that I class as hardy as the Duchess, or more 

so, and the one that I consider the most hardy of all is No. 240. 

I have always called it the Lieby, and it was so reported in the 
government catalogue. 

Vice-President Wedge: I would like to ask you about the 
color of that apple. © 

Mr. Mitchell: Well, itis variously colored. You can get 
almost any color from red to russet. They are not highly col- 

ored, but are perhaps half striped with a dull red, and around 

the stem it is always golden, even when the apple is highly 

colored. 

Vice-President Wedge: Mr. Charles Patten tells me that he 

thinks that you have the true Hibernal instead of the Lieby. 
Mr. Mitchell: I think that I have them both. I obtained 

them both and I don’t think there is any difference between 

them—practically no difference. In the tree they are ap- 

parently one and the same thing, and in the quality and appear- 
ance of the fruit they are identical. I have always exhibited 

the fruit at the fairs in the state and, while some of the most 

knowing men will pick them out as the Hibernal and Lieby, 

they are just as apt to get them twisted around asnot. As for 

myself I think there is no difference. Mr. Patten clairas that 
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there is, but I think he is wrong in that as wellas in some other 

things. 

Vice-President Wedge: My Hibernal is quite different from 

the Lieby that Mr. Patten has. The apples are not very 
highly colored, with the exception of «a few specimens that 

have hung inthe sun. Now Mr. Patten’s Lieby, as I have seen 

it, bears fruit nearly as bright as the Duchess. 

Mr. Brand: You may find green and colored apples on the 

same tree, but they all have a golden russet color on the stem. 

Prof. Green: Is there any noticeable difference in the length 

of time that they will keep? 

Mr. Mitchell: I cannot see that there is any difference. I 

will say further that I have seen them as grown by other par- 
ties—by Prof. Budd, Mr. Charles Patten and a number of 

others—they have had them at our state fairs and winter meet- 

ings, and they are apparently just like mine. I think the 

time will come when it will be admitted by all, when the fruit 
becomes a little more plenty, that the two are identical. 

Vice-President Wedge: One further question. Were your 

Liebys bearing heavily before that severe winter of ’84-5? 

Mr. Mitchell: Yes, sir. I had trees that were bearing be- 

fore ’84 and ’85. I have noticed that a tree will suffer more 

the first winter after it has been transplanted than it wil] at 

any other time. 

Mr. Harris: That is correct. 

Mr. Mitchell: In the spring of 1884, in my last orchard of 

original trees, I took from my first grafting some four or five- 

year-old trees and transplanted them into the orchard in rows, 

and they came through that winter of ’84 and ’85, while the Duch- 

ess was killed back some inches. 

Mr. Harris: How about the blight? 

Mr. Mitchell: They are as free from the blight as the 

Duchess. 

Prof. Green: Does the Lieby blight at all? 

Mr. Mitchell: Well, I am under the impression it does. 

Prof. Green: Mr. Peterson says that the Lieby blights a . 
little on the new wood. 

Mr. Mitchell: Well, I am quite sure that I have seen some | 

blight on it. 
Prof. Green: How about the Charlamoff—how does it com- 

pare with the Wealthy for hardiness? 
Mr. Mitchell: Well, I should say there was not much differ- 

ence. 
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Vice-President Wedge: We are very glad indeed to have 

Mr. Mitchell with us, and I am sure we are all very grateful to 

him for his interesting and instructive talk. 

Mr. Smith: Iam running about over the country nearly all 
of the time. Last October I noticed Mr. Mitchell’s trees, and 

I may say that I was very happily disappointed in them when 

I came to see them. I believe they were the finest looking lot 

of trees that I have ever seen in the northwest. I had always 
been a little skeptical so far as the Hibernal is concerned, un- 

til I visited his grounds and saw his treés, but I now consider 

him justified, after examining the trees, in recommending them 

as he has. Some of the trees were sixteen years old. and more 

than that, it would seem almost incredible to some of you if 

gou were told what an unfavorable location they were placed 
in, on the side of a hill sloping to the southwest. SolIhavecon- 

cluded that Mr. Mitchell was justified in so highly recommend- 

ing those trees. It would pay any of you who are interested 

in this matter, if you can do so, to visit his grounds and see 

those trees, for they are well worth looking at. 

Mr. Underwood: Was the orchard cultivated or not? 

Mr. Mitchell: Part of the orchard has been in a horse pas- 

ture since 1884. That winter killed out the trees there in that 

nursery, and I discarded it for that purpose and let it run into 

a horse pasture. Part of the trees are in there and the others 
are now standing among the six year-old trees. Some of them 

stand on-sandy loam and some on limestone sub-soil, and the 

trees in the north end stand on a light colored sandy soil with 

a quicksand under it. 

QUESTION BOX. 

1. Isa tree on its own roots hardier than when grafted? 

Mr. Brand: There are numerous instances where grafted 

varieties have done better than the original seedlings from 

which they were grafted. I refer, in proof of this, to the 
Wealthy and the Minnesota. The original tree of the Minne- 
sota never produced more than one bushel and a half in any 

one year, while there are numerous instances of grafted Minne- 
sotas producing as high as three or four bushels in a year. 
The original tree of the Wealthy, developed under the most 
favorable conditions during a period when we were raising 
Flemish Beauty pears, and more than one hundred varieties of 
grafted apples, never produced as much fruit as grafted trees 

of the Wealthy, developed under less favorable conditions. 
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Mr. Harris: The fact that the Wealthy and Duchess are 

more productive as grafted trees, does not conclusively prove 
the superiority of a grafted tree over the other. 

Mr. Dartt. It is well known by men who have had long ex- 

perience that the fact that an original tree does well and bears 
‘big crops, is not conclusive evidence that its progeny will be 
successful. 

Mr. Brand: I claimed in my article, which I read before this 

society last winter, that the original trees developed under 
favorable conditions did not conclusively prove their superior- 

ity over grafted trees. There was a long term of years 
during which the conditions were favorable, and those trees 

were able to reach an age at which they could take care of 

themselves. They attained a growth which enabled them to 

resist a great deal more than younger trees that were growing 

in the nurseries, and had not attained the proper age to resist 

extremes of heat and cold, and other adverse elements. 

Mr. Dartt: I would like to hear from Prof. Green on this 

subject. 

Prof. Green:. There can be no question but there is a ten- 

dency for exhausted vitality to reproduce itself. There is hardly 
a question about that, and for that reason, if the roots of a tree 

that is tardy in bearing be trimmed a little or injured in some 

way,it will run to fruit. Apple trees have often been girdled to 

make them fruitful. Ihave noticed that the Wealthy apple graft- 

ed on the Virginia crab stock is greatly improved in longevity. 

Tt makes the finest union that I know of. The Wealthy tree is 

especially weak in its trunk, and the Virginia crab is strong 
in this point. Thus the tree is made to livea longer life. Ido 

not know whether a tree is longer-lived on its own roots or 

when it is grafted, but I would prefer a tree on its own roots. 

Mr. Charles Downing has said that seedling trees have proved 

very deceptive as to their real value, when tried in the orchard. 

Mr. Harris: You can put a tender variety on a hardy stock 

and thus prolong it. 

Mr. Brand: The trees I refer to were all root-grafted trees, 
and they have done better than the original trees. 

Mr. Mitchell: I would like to make a suggestion, to offer a 

theory of my own, that the best and quickest way for the peo- 

ple of Minnesota and northern Iowa to get apples would be to” ~ 
have the farmers plant seed, and when the trees are one or two 

years old, transplant them into rows in an orchard. Then cul- 
tivate them for a few years, and they will do better on their 
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own roots, and come into bearing sooner, and produce better 

crops of fruit, than if they were grafted. 

2. Which is the most promising Russian cherry to experi- 

ment with on the western border of the state in latitude 45? 

Mr. Cook: I cannot recommend any, even for trial. Some 

of them have proven quite hardy, but they make a slow growth, 

being now only two feet high. I know of none that I can recom- 

mend for trial. 

3. What is the best Russian pear for planting in 45 degrees 

north latitude? 

Vice-President Wedge: The best pear I have is the 392 

Kruskaye. 

Mr. Cook: I have a few varieties at my place. I have four 

or five varieties I think are as hardy as the 392; among them 

are the Tonkevitcha, Victoria, Gascova and the Lemon. 

4. Are two year old seedling mulberries worth trying to pro- 

pagate for the fruit, and if so, how would you transplant and 

cultivate? 

Mr. Ludlow: It is a question in my mind whether any kind 

of mulberry is worth propagating for the fruit. My experience 

has made me a little doubtful. My first fruit was about the size 

of dried peas, but gradually they have grown larger, until last 

year I had some trees that had some fruit half an inch long on 

them. They bore so heavily that when it dropped off the fruit 

was at least half an inch deep all over the ground, and I had to 
turn the hogs in to clean it off. The mulberry is more valuable 

to feed birds than anything else. 

Mr. Cutts: What time of year did they ripen? 

Mr. Ludlow: About the same time as currants. 

Mr. Cutts: Then they would not help the grapes any? 

Mr. Ludlow: No, but they help the cherries and fruits of 

that kind. I think they are more valuable as a hedge plant 

than anything else. I thought I had lost money enough on them 

when I had spent $25 to get mine started, but I have a hedge 

alongside my lot that I would not take $100 for now. They 
grow very rapidly. 

5. Is the European Prunis patis a better fruit than our 
choke-cherry? 

Prof. Green: I think not, if you mean by the choke-cherry 
he black choke cherry 

18 
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GRAPES. 

GRAPE GROWING IN MINNESOTA. 

DR. M. M. FRISSELLE, EXCELSIOR. 

The high latitude of this state has given rise to the impression that the 

vine cannot be successfully grown here. Because more southern and 

warmer regions have seemed to be the natural home of the grape, and be- 

cause the culture of many varieties has been found profitable in such 

sections, the inference is natural that high latitudes are uncongenial to 

this fruit, and that here it is unwise to undertake its culture as a 

means of profit. 

That this impression is erroneous,and that the inference is not justified 

by the facts, can easily be demonstrated. 

The vine (vitis), like many other members of our flora is indigenous to a 

wide range of latitude. It is found growing wild in the extreme south- 

ern states, and as far north at least as our Canadian border. : 

This certainly is a hint that grape growing may be successfully pros- 

ecuted throughout most of this wide range, and even the comparatively 

limited production of grapes in Minnesota is evidence that its more ex- 

tended culture is possible. What has already been done in this directiou 

is certainly sure ground upon which to stand in indicating what can and 

should be done in the near future. 

So far the greater portion of the grapes grown‘in the state have been pro- 

duced in the immediate vicinity of Lake Minnetonka. For more than 

twenty years this section has been noted for producing some of the choic- 

est varieties in great perfection, especially the Delaware, which has in- 

variably commanded better prices in the market than any other grown 

east of the Rocky Mountains. 

The season of 91 was unusually favorable for the culture of this fruit. 

No late frosts of spring nipped it in the bud, or early autumnal cold hind- 

ered its ripening. Theseason of blossoming was favorable for the setting 

of a large crop, and the alternating periods of aridity and humidity were 

such as to be unfavorable to the growth of the downy mildew and kindred 

fungi, but were especially conducive to the development and perfection 

of the fruit. The month of September was unusually dry and warm 

without hurtful frosts, thereby securing complete ripening of even the 

late varieties. 

During the month of August I visited many of the vineyards about 

Lake Minnetonka, making note of their particular location, manner 

of planting and methods of pruning, treatment of sod, etc. Most of 

the vineyards gaye evidence of being well cared for, being clean, well 

trimmed and generally in good condition, and all giving abundant prom- 

ise of a remunerative harvest, which the subsequent vintage more than 

fulfilled. It gives me great pleasure to make mention of the special feat- 

ures of some of the vineyards visited, as they were models worthy of com- 
, ‘ 
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mendation and imitation. Among the vineyards visited was that of Mr. 

Modlin,which is located southeast of the main body of Lake Minnetonka, 

and has been in bearing at least adozen years. The chief varieties grown 

are Delaware, Concord and -Iona, though the Delawares are the most 

numerous. This vineyard has the best of treatment, being most carefully 

and intelligently trimmed, and the entire ground kept free from any en- 

cnmbrance. The vines were well laden, but not as heavily as some others 

visited. The vineyards of B. F. Beardsley, Mr. Crane and Mr. Stoddard, 

are inthe same neighborhood. That of Mr. Beardsley is located ina warm 

nook, surrounded mostly by woods which protect it from winds, thereby 

favoring a more humid atmosphere and the greater tendency to fungous 

growths. This vineyard of about 800 vines is in full bearing, and mostly i 

of Delawares, and I noticed that much of the fruit had been bagged. 

This vineyard does not ripen its fruit quite as early as some that are lo- 

cated on higher and more airy ground. The vineyard of Mr. Crane has not 

long been in bearing, and I noticed that manyof the vines were Muore’s 

Early, and were heavily loaded. The finest clusters of this variety, that I 

have ever seen, were in this vineyard. 

The vineyard of A. W. Latham, which I believe to be the oldest in the 

neighborhood, is located on a steep southern slope and is composed largely of 

Concord and Delaware, though a small corner is devoted to testing a num- 

ber of yarieties. This vineyard was in its usual excellent condition and 

well laden with fruit. The vineyard of C.W. Sampson, though not large, 

is favorably located on the south side of the upper lake. It ripens its 

fruit early and was in tolerably good general condition. The vineyard of 

G. W. Jones, located near the latter, consists of 1,200 vines in bearing, di- 

vided about equally between Concord, Moore’s Early and Delaware,with a 

fewlonas. This vineyard is leased and consequently does not receive the best 

of care. The vineyard of Prof. H.W. Malcolm,adjoining the latter,consists 

of about 800 Delaware vines that were in the most superborder. So far as 

care and general treatment are concerned, this vineyard was in the best 

condition of all visited. It was truly beautiful and worth visiting as a 

model. The vineyard of A. D. Leach, located some distance south of 

Lake Minnetonka and near Lake Minnewashta, has for years been noted 

as one of the best cared for and most productive of all in the region of 

the lake. It is located on high ground on a southeast slope to which the 

sun and wind have free access. The varieties grown are mostly Dela- 

ware and Concord, the latter being preferred. I have never seen a 

more abundant and beautiful exhibition of grapes on the vine than this 

vineyard of about 500 vines afforded. The summer pruning had been 

thoroughly and judiciously done, and the show of fruit was superlatively 
fine. 

On the north side of Lake Minnetonka there are quite a number of 

flourishing vineyards, among which is one of 3,000 vines owned by G. 

Bone, which is well cared for and productive, and another of 800 vines, 

mostly Concord, owned by August Brusch Weilder, and one of 1,000 Con- 

cords owned by George Stafford. Mr. Ethan Stubbs, of this section, is the 

possessor of a fine vineyard of 3,500 Delaware vines, whose fine fruit has 

an excellent reputation in our best markets. There are many other vine- 

yards of considerable size in good condition, that I only know by the 

excellent reputation they bear. Those of Louis Reel, G. Morris and Mrs. 

@ 
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Erwin, situated near Christmas Lake are among the best. With regard to 

my own Vineyard of 1,400 vines, 1,200 of which are in bearing, I will only 

say that it has been five years in fruit, and this has been its most produc- 

tive season, yielding 1,350 pounds. As far as I have been able to estimate, 

there are in the immediate neighborhood of the lake about 35,000 vines in 

bearing, yielding the past season not less than 250,000 pounds, or 126 tons of 

grapes, which at the low price of 4 cents a pound were worth $10,000, making 

an important item of income to the fruit growers of this immediate region. 

Besides these there are many thrifty and productive vineyards in the 

towns along the river, largely owned by Germans. These vineyards are 

mostly devoted to Concord, Moore’s Early and Janesville, on account of 

their early ripening qualities, though the Brighton, a much better grape 

in all respects, is fast coming into favor. The crop of grapes in these 

towns along the Mississippi River was this season very large and of excel- 

lent quality, finding a ready market in the convenient cities and villages. 

Ata local fair of considerable magnitude in St. Peter, I noticed an ex- 

hibit of about four quarts of grapes of very indifferent appearance, but I 

could not give them a fair examination, as they were located in the center 

of a wide table and very carefully protected from either view or handling 

by a substantial covering of netting. The fact that grapes had been grown 

and were here on exhibition was at least an encouraging sign. 

There can be no doubt but there are many other localities of which I 

am not informed where grapes are cultivated, and there does not appear 

to be any insurmountable obstacles in the way of extending this industry 

throughout a large portion of the state. Most of our farmers largely con- 

fine themselves to the growing of cereals, grasses and root crops. Very 

many, perhaps nearly all, are under the impression that it is of no use for 

them to try to raise grapes. The reason for this conclusion is that they do 

not know how. They do not know the requirements of soii, exposure,etc., 

nor do they know the varieties best adapted to this latitude. 

The region about Lake Minnetonka has become famous for its vine- 

yards simply because a few persons not many years ago tried the experi- 

ment of raising grapes, and found that the Delaware and some other 

varieties could be produced here in perfection. There are only twoor 

three conditions required to make this or any other section favorable 

for the culture of the vine, and no doubt these same conditions abound in 

most other portions of ourstate. These are a rich soil well supplied with 

humus, witha clay subsoil, and having a gentle slope to the south or east, 

with the genial influence of a considerable body of water near by. The 

protection of a forest on the north side of a vineyard is desirable, but the 

influence of a large body of water in the same relation is better, as it re- 

tains a considerable amount of heat during the early autumn, which 

greatly modifies the frosty northern winds. As our state is nofed for its 

numerous lakes of all sizes, it is but reasonable to suppose that there are 

many locations that would prove equally favorable to grape culture as 

those on the shores of Lake Minnetonka. In view of all the facts tribu- 

tary to this subject, there appears to be no valid reason why Minnesota 

farmers, and especially all fruit growers, should not give some earnest at- 

tention to the cultivating of this desirable, delicious fruit. To this end 

it seems important that the superintendent of our farmers’ institutes 

should emphasize this important department of his valuable work, and 

4 
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thus provoke some right thinking on this matter.which would naturally 

be followed by corresponding action. This society,that has already done 

so much to encourage horticultural work, would and should do much 

more by offering premiums on growing crops, as is so generally done by the 

more enterprising and advanced societies at the East. Our present prac- 

tice of giving the largest premiums offered to persons exhibiting the 

largest number of varieties of grapes,for instance,only stimulates persons 

to planta vine ortwo of a large number of kinds without regard to their 
value,simply for the premium;and besides our society allows premium hun- 

ters to scour thecountry for fine specimens,which added to those grown by 

themselves, enable them to carry off the large premiums offered. Such 

practice may have been proper and perhaps was best in the infancy of 

fruit growing here, but in the present advanced state of this industry can 

hardly be commended. 

If our society would offer a liberal premium on the best quarter or half 

acre of strawberries, raspberries or blackberries, or on the best 500 

dred or 1000 currant bushes or gooseberries, or on the best vineyard 

of 500 or 1,000 bearing vines of two or three of the best kinds of grapes, 

&c., it seems to me that the real cause of horticulture in our state would 

be materially advanced. Of what value is it to the community thata 

person exhibits twenty kinds of grapes, when not a half dozen of them 

can be safely recommended for general cultivation. It is not difficult 

to secure by extraordinary care and culture a few quarts of strawberries, 

raspberries, currants or any other fruit from a few highly fertilized 

plants, for exhibition. But how does such an exhibition help those who 

may desire to grow these fruits for family use or for market, compared 

with a half acre or more of these vines in actuai bearing, showing the 

method of planting, trimming, general care, etc.? Of how much more 
practical value to the practical fruit-grower is a visit to the experimental 

gardens at St. Anthony Park, with explanations and suggestions from 

Prof. Green, or a visit to the grounds of any successful fruit-grower 

where he can see and hear by what steps the success has been achieved, 

than a few quarts of fruit on the exhibition tables? I would by no 

means wish to be understood as advocating the abolishing of premiums 

on fruit exhibited at our fairs, but I would humbly suggest that our pre- 

mium list be so modified as to offer less on number of varieties and add 

to the list a few liberal premiums on growing crops. 

AN AMATEURS SUCCESS WITH GRAPES. 

SAM’L DOUGHTY, LAKE CITY. 

In 1865 I first began the cultivation of grapes, planting and pruning in 

the conventional manner laid down in the books of the period. Close ob- 

servation, however, soon convinced me that the best fruit was invariably 

found pearest the ends of the canes. I soon abandoned the usual practice 

of pruning to the third bud, and began to increase the length of the bear- 

ing wood till the canes were from six to ten feet long, depending upon the 

vigor of the roots and the mature condition of thecane. ILalso found,that 

if I would have fruit each year with a reasonable degree of certainty, I 
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must provide some kind of a winter protection for the vines. To cover 

them with earth was a slow and laborious process, and the wind frequently — 

disturbed a straw covering. ‘To obviate that and with a view to conveni- 

ence, I began to move the soil up to my vines, making ridges where the 

plants grew and corresponding depressions between the rows. I found 

this a great improvement, and I also discovered that where the sun’s 

rays struck the ridges most directly, there the vines threw out many new 

fibrous roots, and both vine and fruit were benefitted. As the canes be- 

came old and stiff, I found it difficult to bend them down without injury, 

so I began to encourage the growth of young canes, and when these came 

into bearing, I cut away the older ones, replacing them with young, plia- 

ble vines that could be readily bent without injury. I soon had my vines 

growing on high ridges with only young fruit-bearing canes 

I was not long learning also,that I could control the lower part, or body of 

the canes, so that it was not necessary to replace the old ones so often. My 

plan is this: I take a young cane, train it up to the trellis, and keep all 

leaves removed from the stalk, up to the height where I desire it to branch. 

I then permit the cane to put on as many branches as I desire, keeping all 

foliage pinched off below the branches. By this means, the main stem or 

body of the vine remains small and pliable, and can be readily bent down 

for covering. 

As the result of my experiments I would advise those without experi- 

ence as follows: } 

Use strong two-year-old vines, and plant in rows running north and 

south, about twelve feet apart. The vines should be set on ridges eigh- 

teen to twenty inches high, and about ten feet apart on the ridge. Fora 

trellis, I use posts about five feet out of the ground with a piece of 2x4 

scantling about four feet long nailed to the top at right angles with the 

row, boring two holes through the posts, one about two feet from the 

ground and another eighteen inches above that,and three holes in the cross 

piece, one at each end and one in the center. Now, run your wires through 

these holes, coupling them together between the posts, so they can easily — 

be uncoupled and drawn out, allowing the vines to fall to the ground. 
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The vines can then be pruned and arranged in the trenches between the 

rows, where they can readily be covered with stalks or straw for winter. 

The snow collects on the straw, and thus they winter perfectly. 

In pruning, never allow any old or stubborn wood to remain, but man- 

age to have a young sprout ready to take the place of any old cane that 

may need to be removed. Always retain enough fruit-bearing wood to 

fully cover the trellis. Don’t be afraid of too much wood, but make the 

root carry all the young, thrifty wood it can nourish properly. My prun- 

ing consists principally in removing old vines,and cutting back and thin- 

ning out the terminal limbs. I donosummer pruning as I find the excess 

of fruit-bearing wood requires all the foliage I can grow. My cultivation 

consists entirely in mulching the ground heavily with rotted manure, and 

removing all weeds and grass. The above plan will enable the amateur 

to secure most excellent results with a small investment and a minimum 

of labor. 

I have known the early frosts to catch fully one-third the crop, after 

the grapes were set, but in the system above explained, the vines 

were brought up to the sun and moisture, the fibrous roots lay near the 

surface of the ridge and received the full warmth of the sun, and as a re- 

sult, a second crop of bloom was developed in ample time to ripen, which 

I attribute it to the high,shallow system of surface cultivation. I cannot 

lay too much stress upon the manner of growing the wood. When the 

young cane is long enough, tie it up to the first and second wires in suc- 

cession, then pinch off the leaves, beginning next the ground, and follow 

up until your vine is long enough to reach the upper wires; there you may 

permit it to branch, after which?do not allow a single leaf or bud to ap- 

pear below the branches. This keeps the canes small and pliable, and 

also permits a free circulation of airand sunlight beneath the trellis, and 

will be attended with the very best results, if fruit is your desire. I have 

a trellis twenty feet long, seven feet high, and eight feet wide, covered 

with the canes from one root, which has borne over 300 pounds of fruit in 

one season. This is of the Concord variety, but equally good resu]ts may 

be obtained from any other equally good growing variety. 
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On the southeast side of my walk I planted one vine about 1871, and 

first tied it to a pole, but as it spread and increased in size and number of 

canes, the idea occurred to me to convert it into an arbor. I built a trel- 

lis about eight feet wide, twenty feet long, and seven feet high, then laid 

down several canes, covering them slightly with earth, and as the sprouts 

appeared, I trained up such as I desired to use, at proper intervals, cut- 

ting off those between. In this way, I have succeeded in securing a most 

grateful shade, so thickly covered with foliage, that no inconvenience is 

ever experienced from the brightest sunshine. The top of my trellis is 

constructed of cross strips at intervals of six and one-half feet, and these 

again intersected by strips running lengthwise about one foot apart. 

When the vine isin full fruitage, the clusters hang below the trellis where 

they are fully exposed to the light and air, and except in case of extremely 

early frosts, seldom fail to ripen. I am convinced, also, that having the 

protection of the foliage above the fruit, affords considerable protection 

from frost. It also facilitates gathering, and enables the picker, also, to 

select the ripest fruit, leaving the bunches on the vines that are not ma- 

tured to ripen fully. The vine has produced over 300 pounds of grapes in 

one season. . 

GRAPES. 

DANIEL BUCK, MANKATO. 

I write this article at the request of your secretary; it is not prepared 

for the professional grape grower, but for the farmer, laborer, or busi- 

ness man who has not a great deal of time to spare, but who can raise 

plenty of grapes for his own household, if he will give the subject a 

little time and attention. A man need not understand Latin and Greek, 

nor spend months in studying the technical terms and phrases used by 

some of the writers on grape growing, in order to have a good supply of 
this healthy and enjoyable luxury. I have been engaged in raising grapes 

for twenty-five years, without any instructor to teach me, and following a 

few simple rules have raised each year heavy crops of grapes. I have over 

thirty varieties, but never sold a grape or vine, and have none for sale. 

My garden is on the second bench seventy-five feet above the Minnesota 

River, facing northwest, with soil very rich and formerly covered with a 

heavy growth of timber. Grapes do well along our valleys and river bluffs, 
and especially around our lakes and in the timbered lands. Iam not pre- 

pared to say just how well they will do on our prairie soil, but do not see 

why they should not succeed there, if the soil is well drained and thor- 

oughly cultivated. Standing water in a clayey soil is death to the grape 

vine, for grape vines are like people, they suffer from wet feet. 

PLANTING. 

The ground should be thoroughly plowed or spaded, and worked deeply 

aS it can be conveniently. Dig holes twelve or fifteen inches deep and 

have the holes large enough so that the roots can be spread out nicely 

without cramping. Fill in three or four inches with fine earth, upon 

which place the roots,and then fill in with very fine earth among the roots, 

and press this earth down so that it will be firm. The roots should 

that 4 
eee 
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be thoroughly wet before they are placed in the hole. People generally 

do not plant vines, fruit trees, or shade trees deep enough in this state, 

and the result is failure. In the Eastern states the clay comes nearer the 

surface than in Minnesota, and the manner of planting there is not a safe 

guide for us. When the hole is nearly full of dirt pour in a pailful of 

water, and then put on two or three inches of fine soil so that it will not 

bake or harden. Donot plant when the soil is very sticky, and do not dig 

the holes any faster than you plant,and keep the roots of your plants wet 

with a carpet or other covering over them, so that they will not get dry 

before setting. Be careful and not place any manure next to the roots or 

in the holes. If you do there is danger of the roots drying up, or fungi 

may attack them. Old and well-rotted manure is beneficial to enrich the 

soil, but should not come in contact with the roots when first set out, and 

fresh manure should not come in contact with the roots or vines at any 

time. The vines can be set seven feet apart in the row and the rows 

eight feet apart. They do wellin garden culture for many years set much 

nearer than this. The vines should be two years old or a very strong one 

year old. 

CUTTINGS. 

Vines can be bought so cheaply now,that those who desire early results 

should not wait for cuttings to bear. Of course, if one is growing vines 

for sale, or to enlarge his own vineyard from choice varieties which he al- 

ready has, then the planting of cuttings may be desirable. Cuttings 

may be taken from the vine at any time after the frost has killed the 

leaves, and generally at almost any time during the month of October in 

this state. The short-jointed kind should be cut with three buds, and 

the long-jointed with two buds. They should be cut close below the 

lower eye, at right angles with the slope of the lower bud, as the roots 

form more readily just under an eye. The upper cut can be made an inch 

or two above the upper bud at right angles with it, and slanting upwards 

so that the upper point is on the same side as the bud. Of course roots 

will start from each eye placed under ground, but if there are several buds 

so placed, the roots will be more scattering and generally not.so strong as 

those where only one bud is under ground. The cuttings should be 

buried in the ground ten or fifteen inches deep in a dry place. As soon as 

the ground is fit to work in the spring, take aspade and open a space 

as deep as the cutting is long, leaving the side against which the cutting 

is to be set slanting at an angle of 45 degrees, so that the upper bud comes 

even with the top of the ground; or if there is danger from cut worms, 

leave the upper bud sufficiently above the surface of the ground so that the 

worm cannot reach it. Set the cuttings two to six inches apart along the 

slanting side of the excavation and fill in with soil half way to the top of the 

ground, and then with your foot stamp the earth against it as compactly 

as you can, and then fill up and stamp again against the cuttings as they 

stand on an angle. Cuttings do much better if placed in a partially 
shaded place, as on the north side of a fence or where the soil is rather 

moist, or if protected from the heat of the sun by putting a board on the 

south side of them slanting a little over the cuttings. In dry weather 

they should be thoroughly watered two or three times a week. 

I have never been able to make a cutting grow which was set in the 

fali in the ordinary manner, and I advise against the experiment being | 
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madeinthisclimate. The cuttings from some varieties grow more readily 

than from others. Eldorado and Roger’s Hybrids are grown very easily 

from cuttings, while I have never been successful with cuttings from the 

Delaware, although one grape grower here has been very successful with 

cuttings from that variety. 

VARIETIES. 

The different varieties have been so fully described in your horticultural 

reports that I will try and be brief in what I say in regard to them. The 

following do well with me: White—Antoinette, Belinda, Duchess, Eido- 

rado, Martha, Pocklington; black—Concord, Janesville, Worden, Rogers 33; 

red—Brighton, Delaware, Rogers Nos. 3,.9, 15, Wyoming Red and Wood- 

ruff’s Red. 
Antoinette and Belinda are similar, except the latter is a few days the 

earlier. Both are seedlings of the Concord, hardy, large. productive, de- 

licious and free from disease. Eldorado is my favorite, the earliest and 

best grape which I have, and the vine is a rank grower, Planted in the 

vicinity of staminate varieties it does firstrate. Duchess is superb,and a 

good keeper. Martha is a fine grape, sweet and productive. Pocklington is 

good in dry seasons. Rogers Nos. 3, 9 and 15, are the most productive 

grapes which I have; large, showy grapes, good quality, long keepers, and 

hang on the vine well. No. 3, however, loses its flavor after three or 

four weeks. Everybody knows the Delaware. Wyoming Red is early, pro- 

ductive, hardy, good quality,medium size.and a beautiful red. Brighton is 

a good grape, of the finest quality, productive and has beautiful bunches. 

Concord needs no description from me. Worden is very much like Con- 

cord, but a trifle earlier. Janesville, hardy,productive; quality, second or 

third rate. Rogers 33, large, early, showy, productive,compact bunches, 

good quality. The following varieties have not proved satisfactory with 

me, viz: Rogers 44, Champion, Lady, Hartford, Moore’s Early, Early 

Victor. Whoever plants Eldorado, Brighton and Rogers No. 9, with 

Belinda and Antoinette to fertilize them, can have a royal feast on grapes, 

if they are properly cared for. 
TRAINING. 

The first year let one cane grow without any trimming except pinching 

off any side shoots or those which may possibly start out near the crown 

of the roots. Nor do I allow but one cane to grow the second year, yet, if 

it is a vigorous vine, I pinch off the end when it has reached four or five 

feet. After the second year I train the vine horizontally along the lower 

wire of the trellis and the laterals,which grow from the upper side of the 

cane, are trained to the upper wires. The buds on the lower side of the 

main cane are rubbed off or cut out. Of course this main cane is not al- 

lowed to run beyond the end of the trellis, but is either pinched off or 

turned upwards and trained to the post or upper wires. The laterals are 

cut back each fall to one, two, or three buds, according to the number of 

laterals or the strength of the cané. Each bud will generally produce 

three bunches of grapes, and ordinarily twelve or fifteen buds producing 

36 to 45 bunches are enough. 
FALL PRUNING. | 

I think the best time for fall pruning is soon after the leaves have 
fallen. The remaining canes and buds seem to continue to absorb nutri- 

ment through the roots, and a large part of the canes having been cut 
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away,this nutriment gives strength and vigor to the canes and buds which 

are left,which thus start earlier and with more force and life in the spring. 

Now, while close fall pruning is one of the secrets of the grape growers’ 

success, yet I have serious doubts as to whether we do not cut back too 

closely some of our fast growing varieties, like Rogers Hybrids. Would 

it not be better to leave on more wood, and if too many bunches of grapes 

appear then thin them out? May it not be possible that the reason that 

some of the vigorous and rapid growing Rogers Hybrids have bunches 

which are lacking in compactness, is owing to the fact that they grow so 

fast that they throw their fruit,as well as to a want of self-fertilizing ca- 

pacity. And these fast growing varieties often throw out many side 

shoots which should be taken off, as they sap the very life blood of the 

bearing canes? Be careful in pruning not to cut’too close to the bud, as 

it may thereby dry out. 

I do not believe in the system of training vines with two arms extend- 

ing in different directions. They look well, both in pictures and on the 

trellis, and may be commendable for a warm climate, but the experiment 

brought a loss to me of several vines, which invariably split in two when 

I attempted to lay them down for fall covering. The renewal system of 

pruning undoubtedly has many advantages, but as those for whom I am 

writing will probably do as I have done, never practice it, I shall not dis- 

cuss it, Simply saying that I raise good crops of grapes each year by the 

method I have adopted. 
SUMMER PRUNING. 

Here I shall be brief, tor with all my experience I don’t feel certain as 

to the best course to pursue. During the season of 1891 I had the best 

fiavored and largest grapes which I ever raised and did not prune any ex- 

cept I pinched back a few of the most rampant growers. I also had a 

heavy crop. The quality surpassed those of anv other season. I believe 

that good crops of grapes can be raised yearly with little or no Summer 

pruning. Of one thing, however, I feel certain, that the leaves should 

not be picked off. They are the lungs of the vine, and its life depends 

upon the leaves. Without leaves the plant would die. Pick off the 

leaves and the fruit will not ripen. And the fruit needs the shade of the 

leaves. The leaves need sun, but not so with the fruit. The finest and 

best fiavored grapes hang in shaded places and where the hot sun cannot 

scald them. It is the greatest folly to remove the foliage of the grape 

vine. No matter who practices it, it is pernicious. If ever allowable it is 
only when the leaves become very thick and mildew sets in, and air and 

sunshine are admitted to get rid of it. 

LAYING DOWN AND COVERING. 

Vines can be laid down immediately after fall pruning, or at any time’ 

before cold, freezing weather. If left till the vines are frozen, they will 

break, and so they should be laid down while the vine is pliable and will 

bend easily. Thevine should be pressed down close to the soil and fast- 

ened with staples driven in across it or held down by a stone, brick or 

stick of wood, placed so as not to mar the bark of the vine. If, when 

the vines are first set out, they are placed at an angle of 45° in the row, 

and in the direction they are to be laid down, it will be much easier and 

safer bending them to the ground than if set out perpendicularly. The 

month of November is a good time to cover vines. This climate is too se- 
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vere to leave vines uncovered, and it will pay to cover them either with 

dirt, manureor slough hay. Straw with chaff or grain left in it attracts 

mice. Cover with dirt or manure 3 to 6inches. Fire-fanged or heated 

horse manure makes a good covering, but unheated horse manure should 

not be used as a covering: it is liable to heat around the buds and start 

them prematurely, and thus kill or weaken them. Do not uncover too 

early in the spring, and especially do not tie to the trellis until danger 

from frosts is past. When the new canes first start from the bud they 

are very tender, and the canes should be tied to the trellis before they 

have grown too far, or they are liable to be broken. off. When vines are 

covered with manure it can be left on the ground,and thoroughly working 

it into the ground is beneficial. Grapes will do well on our rich western 

soil, but they do better if ¢he ground is heaviiy manured with thoroughly 

rotted barnyard manure, or ashes. Grapes are great feeders. 

TRELLIS. 
Were it not for the manner in which the vine grows, when trained to a 

stake, spreading out in all directions, making it difficult to lay it down 

flat on the ground for the purpose of covering it for winter, I should 

think favorably of this mode of training it. It isa cheap and convenient 

way of training and has many advantages, especially allowing a free cir- 

culation of heat and air, and the swaying of the vines when the wind 

blows prevents germs of mildew from finding a lodging place so easily. I ae 
PCC 
Reni ac. 

aave wapIer 
suggest a kind of trellis which I think has many advantages. It is 

divided into sections of nine feet each. Each section has two posts nine feet 

apart, six feet high, with a slat two inches wide connecting the posts on 

top, with four wires fourteen inches apart, the lower one fourteen inches 

from the ground and fastened with small staples to the posts. The slat 

keeps the posts in position and the wires tight. The sections are five 

feet apart in the row and the rows eight feet apart. Two vines seven 

feet apart are set in each section one a foot inside of each post, and 

trained towards each other. This arrangement permits thorough 

cultivation between the rows lengthwise, and crosswise bétween the 

sections, and the airand heat can circulate freely in all directions. In 

ale Pa 
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picking grapes and trimming vines it is convenient, and the two vines in 
one section can be laid side by side for the purpose of winter covering. 

The rows should run north and south, if conyenient, because the vines 

then get the forenoon and afternoon sun; whereas if the rows run east 

and west only the south side of the vines get the sun. There is another 

advantage derived from this kind of a trellis. I have learned from ex- 

perience that some vines like the Eldoradc, Brighton, Lindley, (Rogers’ 

No. 9) and some other of the Rogers vines, need fertilizing from the pol- 

len of other vines like the Duchess, Pocklington, Belinda, -Antoinette 

and Concord, and by planting one of these vines at one end of the sec- 

tion, and then the Eldorado, Brighton or Lindley at the other end, let- 

ting the two vines run together, we get very satisfactory results, the 

bunches filling out well and compact. 

I suggest to some of my grape growing friends to try this kind of a 

trellis and report results. It is not expensive,and can be enlarged or 

lessened in size, and still retain its form and convenience. 

HARDINESS OF THE GRAPE. 

A great deal has been said and written about the hardiness of the vine, 

but I have never read any statement in regard to the hardiness of the 

fruit or grape itself. For several years I have watched this point, and 

find that the Duchess grape will stand 8 to 10 degrees lower temperature 

than the Concord or Worden. The latter grape is very thin-skinned and 

is more easily exposed to frost than any other variety which I have. In 

the fall of 1891, with a temperature of 24° above zero, the Duchess was 

not seriously affected. Agawam and Lindley are nearly equal to Duchess 

in this respect, and are quite good after rather severe frosts. The same 

may be said of the Delaware. With all its merits the Worden is unfit to 
eat after our first frosts. 

This is quite an important matter,and I hope careful tests wil] here- 

after be made and full reports given. A grape that will withstand most 

of our frosts until the fore part of October, is certainly much more valu- 

able than one that is seriously injured by the frosts that sometimes come 

in the fore part of September. What have other members of this society 
to say upon this question? 

DISEASES, 

For mildew use sulphur freely, and for black rot I cannot say, unless it 

is the mixtures recommended by the Agricultural Department at Wash- 

ington. In seasons of hot, muggy weather mildew has appeared upon 

Brighton and Rogers 3, 9, 15, and seriously affected them. Only in three 

seasons has the black rot appeared, and then upon Concord, Rogers 33 

and 15. It was partial on Rogers 33 and 15 in the season of 1891. [I re- 

moved the grapes affected as soon as this disease appeared, and a fair pro- 

portion of the other grapes on these vines ripened well. Mildew seems to. 

be freely developed during frequent showers or where there are heavy 

dews and fogs. Certain spores or germs of fungi then seem to rise from 

the ground and, floating in the air, lodge on the leaves, berries and young 

shoots, and develop and spread with great rapidity, if where rain or 

moisture comes in contact with them. It seems to be a well established 

fact that vines and grapes grown under cover are never attacked with 

mildew. The trellis which I have described in this article could be 
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easily covered with boards or cheap cloth, and thus the injury from this 

pest averted. If I am correct that the germs or spores of mildew are gen- 

erated in the ground or on its surface, then would not any substance 

that would cover the ground, and in which germs or spores could not gen- 

erate, be a preventive of mildew? Covering the ground with lime or 

ashes, or having a thick crop of grain growing upon the grounds a few 

inches high, just before these germs are generated, might also possibly 

prove a preventive. 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON GRAPE INSECTS AND DISEASES. 

J. S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT. 

Gentlemen and Members of Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

It is evident that Minnesota contains many of the best sites for grow- | 

ing many of the hardy native grapes, and her soil and climate bring a 

larger size, brighter color, and sprightlier flavor, than any other portion of 

the American continent; and that the vines are more nearly free from rot, 

mildew, and the ravages of injurious insects, than in any other part of this 

country; still, we do not always have perfect immunity from them. In 

some seasons, there have been cases of mildew, and brown and black rot, 

but generally it has appeared only in vineyards that were neglected, or 

that were so located that they had imperfect air circulation, or in some in- 

stances where too severe or late Summer pruning had been given the pre- 

vious year. The most troublesome insect hus been the little steel blue or 

grape vine flea beetle [Graptodera chalybea, Ill.] The beetle is small, 

measuring less than one-fifth of an inch in length. Its color is dark steel 

blue. The characteristic which is at once noticed, is its habit of jumping 

like a flea. The damage done by the mature beetle is by eating into the 

buds in early spring, and later gnawing holes into the leaves. 

Later in the season the brown, sluggish larva appears upon the upper 

sides of the leaves, eating holes in them, and frequently skeletonizing 

them. ~ 

The adult beetles pass the winter under the rough bark of supporting 

posts, under the outer bark at the base of the older vines, in the crevices of 

wooden trellises, joints of adjoining fences, and under sticks, stones, and 

other rubbish upon the ground,or in any place that will afford them shel- 

ter. During the first warm days of spring, as the buds are beginning to 

swell, these pests leave their winter quarters, and in the middle of the 

day find their way to the nearest vines. They have voracious appetites, 

and atonce begin gnawing unsightly holes into the buds: and in vineyards 

where they are numerous dozens of buds upon every vine are thus de- 

stroyed. Upon one side of my own vineyard I have had the damage so 

great as to reduce the following crop of fruit one-half, and I have heard 

of some instances in this county (Houston), where the damages were so 

great as to cause nearly a total failure of the fruit and serious injury to 

the vines. 

After their first hunger is satisfied the beetles pair, and as soon as the 

leaves have unfolded the females begin to deposit their eggs. The eggs 
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are laid in irregular clumps of four or five, more or less, upon both the up- 

per and under sides of the leaves. The larve hatch from the eggs ina few 

days, and begin voraciously feeding upon the upper sides of the leaves, 

eating irregular holes through, and gradually skeletonizing them down to 

the mainribs. Entomologists say that they require from three weeks to a 

month to attain their full growth. After attaining full growth they drop 

from the leaf, and work themselves into the ground an inch or two and 

transform to pupae. In this state they remain two or three weeks, when 

the perfect beetles emerge. It is not positively known that more than 

one brood is produced in a season, but it is very probable that there are 

two. . 

The only remedy I have noticed is the following in the report of the 

entomologist of the United States Department of Agriculture, 1879, page 

215, viz.: A strip of cotton cloth, three by six feet, kept open by cross 

sticks at the ends, is thoroughly saturated with kerosene and held under 

the vine, while the supporting post is struck a sharp blow with a club. 

The beetles fall readily by the jar, and contact with the kerosene sooner 

or later destroys them. With this simple apparatus, three boys can go 

over a large vineyard almost as fast as they can walk. and if this be done 

every day for a week, in an infested field, the beetles will be quite thor- 

oughly destroyed; after striking the saturated sheet, the beetles show no 

disposition to flyor jump. Precautionary measures can be taken that will 

tend to keep the vineyard comparatively free from the pest. First, a close 

watch should be kept for the eggs and larva, and they should be promptly 

destroyed; second, bark on the posts, splinters on the slats, the pruning 

and other rubbish should be cleared up, raked off and burned at the 

beginning of winter. Itis said that the larve may be effectually destroyed 

by syringing the vines with a solution of whale oil soap—two pounds of 

soap to fifteen gallons of water. The last season, our vines have been un- 

usually healthy, and the fruit and fruit stems virtually free from rot or 

mildew. Thecrop of fruit was above average in quantity, and the quality 

was the very best. 

REPORT ON GRAPES. 

E, CRANDALL, SUMTER. 

Perhaps what is ef the most importance at this time is the subject of grape 

disease. Thepastyear my vines were entirely free from any disease what- 

ever, either fungous or insect. The only damage to the fruit was from 

bees, Italian hybrids, regular maffia; and on a few vines that were in the 

way fromchickens, hybrid White Leghorns. I don’t think a regular honest 

brown bee would attack a sound grape, bowever ripe and sweet, but the 

hybrid Italian will, for I have seen them doit. At first one fellow makes 

a pinhole in a sound grape, then others come to the feast and enlarge the 

hole till they can get their heads in; soon the grape is but a mere empty 

shell with a round hole and the seed in it. 

Ihave about 275 grape vines in bearing, or just beginning to bear, 

trained on wires in rows running north and south. Of these 100 are Con- 

cords, 90 Salems, 60 Wordens, 15 Brightons; the others are Moore’s Early, 

Prentiss, Vergenes, Hartford, Lady and White Ann Arbor. 
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My grapes were laid down in the fall and covered with soil. Sometimes 

I cover them with very coarse manure. Last spring I uncovered them as 

soon as the ground was all thawed out. They put forth leaves and blos- 

soms in time, and late enough to escape the hard frosts (they sometimes. 

suffer about the last of May) and were in prime condition, that is, healthy 

and well advanced on the 4th of July. 

The very cool weather in July and August alarmed me lest frost should 

overtake them at the usual time for frostin September. They were late, 

but the frost was still later—later than usual. Wordens commenced to 

ripen September 4th, and Hartford, Concord, Brighton, Salem and White 

Anh Arbor came in succession up to the first of October. Salem ripens 

better after a frost has killed half the leaves than any other kind and 

has a good flavor. Concords color after a part of the leaves are killed, 
but aresour. I marketed about 1200 pounds, besides all we could use in 

the house for jelly, for canning and eating. The wholesale price was 

four cents per pound at home and six cents at retail. 

I must say that drouth has less affect ona well cultivated vineyard — 

than on any other kind of small fruit grown here. By well cultivated 1 

mean that in times of drouth the ground should be stirred with the 

horse cultivator as often as once ina week. I have neverin the dry- 

est times had grapes fail from drouth with frequent cultivation; whereas 

without such cultivation, frequently from lack of moisture the stems 

dried up and were unable to supply nourishment—in fact were dead before 

the grapes ripened. WhenI had only a few vines I used to put paper 

bags on the clusters, which gave them a cleaner appearance, but it was. 

too much labor for anything but experiment and was a help to the night- 

thieving cowards who are too lazy to raise their own fruit. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Murray: On the question of the bees puncturing 

and destroying grapes, I may state that I have been 25 years 

in the bee business, and that I can keep my bees as near my 
grapes as I am to these gentlemen here, which is about 
four feet, and they do not harm the grapes. I have read a 

great deal on the subject, and watched closely, and I would say 

that the gentleman makes in his paper one statement that con- 

tradicts his own assertion. He says the bees take the grapes 

and suck out the juices until there is nothing left but the skin, 

in which there is alittle round hole. It is not the bees, but the 

yellow jackets that make those punctures and cut those little 

round holes. I have frequently found that to be the case. It 

is well known by those who understand this juestion that the © 

yellow jackets dothis. The yellow jacket makes that puncture, 

and then the bees, after the grape is cracked or punctured, 

either by the yellow jackets or in any other way, pitch 

in for their share of the juices. But that does not occur 

until after the skin is broken. That is what has given the 
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gentleman the impression that the bees did it. But the fact 

that that little round hole was left there proves to me that the 

' yellow jackets made it, not the bees. 

Mr. Wilcox: I believe that it has been well established that 

the honey bee cannot puncture the skin, or the little film or inner 
skin that surrounds the grape. This has been demonstrated 
in our society by overwhelming evidence. 

Mr. Cutler: I will state that when the material for honey 

was very scarce last summer the bees came and settled in 

swarms upon my raspberry bushes so thickly that a lady could 

not go in there and pick thefruit. I know that they punctured 

the cuticle of the raspberry. They did not touch my grapes, 

although they were within two rods of my bee hives. 

Mr. Wilcox: I will state the experiment of Prof. McLean, in 

which he confined colonies of bees in a glass house and took 

their food away from them so as to bring them into a starving 

condition, and hung bunches of grapes of different varieties all 

around inside of the house, and even hung bunches of grapes 

inside of the hives, and kept them so confined until the bees 

died of starvation. There was not a single grape injured by 

them. But as soon as grapes were punctured even with a 

needle, so as to penetrate the epidermis, then they went in 

and cleaned them out entirely. That is the entire basis of 

these charges against the honey bees., It has been my experi- 

ence that whenever any bird or insect once punctures the skin 

of a grape, then the bees take possession and clean out the 

grape. But they have no biter by which they can penetrate 

the skin of asound grape. This fallacy is one that the bee 

keepers of this country have been obliged to fight for years 

and years, and yet it has many times been proved to be wrong. 
Mr. Harris: Ido not believe that the honey bee injures the 

grape, that is, the sound grape. 

DISCUSSION ON THE JANESVILLE, &C. 

Mr. Sampson: I would not like to have it go out that the 
Janesville grape is the best grape, because I do not believe that 

itis. Ihave grapes that I consider very much better than the 

Janesville. 
Mr. Cook: What are they? 

Mr. Sampson: Well, among others I will name Moore’s 
Early and the Delaware. We cannot sell the Janesville. 

Ute 
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Dr. Frisselle: My experience has been that the Janesville 
grape is an abomination. Noman nor woman buys it more than 
‘once. It looks well, but it is not fit to eat. As the last speaker 
remarked, there are plenty of others that are much better. 

Mr. Harris: I shall still recommend the Janesville. How- 

ever, I think thatthe Early Victor would be a good substitute for 

it as a table grape. I think, in the country where Mr. Cook 

resides, the best system of raising grapes would be to train 

them on short sticks. 

Mr. Ludlow: I will say that with that kind of training I 

don’t think you could get through the field. I have known 

that kind of a grape to grow twenty feet in one summer. I 

have had to pinch mine off from three to five times in order to 
.get through the trellises, because they grow so fast on our 

rich prairie soil. The Clinton with me acts about the same as 
the Janesville. It is asour grape but needs no covering. 

Mr. Cutts: I grow the Janesville and its twin sister the 

Champion, on account of their extreme hardiness, vigorous 

growth and abundant yield. I would say that this matter of 
taste is largely one of fancy. A year ago I received a visit 

from a farmer who has raised a great deal of fruit, but never 

had much to do with grapes. It was somewhat early in the 

season, and while we were going through my grapes I handed 

him a bunch of Champions. He ate them with apparent relish 

and said that they were fine, and stated that if he could raise 

grapes like that he would be perfectly satisfied. I then took 

him down a few rows further and gave him a bunch of Moore’s 

Early. ‘‘Well,” he said, ‘‘I had no idea that there was that 

difference in grapes.” So I came to the conclusion that people 
are satisfied with the Champion and Janesville, . 

Dr. Frisselle: In regard to the ripening of the Clinton I no- 

ticed that the gentleman made a statement that he could not 

ripen his grapes very well until the frosts had destroyed the 

leaves on the vines. That statement might give some- 

body the impression that if he could only get the leaves off from 
his vines in some way or other, it would accelerate the ripening 

of his fruit. This isan error. I knowaman who acted on this 

supposition and stripped off the leaves from his vines. He waited 
and waited for his fruit to ripen, and I guess he is waiting yet. 
(Laughter.) The fact about the Clinton being ripened by the 

frosts is this: the Clinton is a wild grape and the frosts sweet- 
en it. 
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SMALL FRUITS. 

REPORT ON SMALL FRUITS. 

DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM. 

Small fruits are not extensively grown in this section, there 

being no one growing them for market except myself. 

The currant, strawberry and EO do admirably well 

on our black prairie soil. 

Of strawberries the Crescent aid Downer’s Prolific have 

proved the most profitable with me. There is.a variety, said 

to be the Hovey, that has found a place in some of our farm 

gardens for a good many years. Itis very hardy and produc- 

tive. It is late, very small and soft, and produces wonderfully 
even in grass and weeds. 

The Juneberry is at home here; it is perfectly hardy,and very 

productive, but I don’t think it will ever rank very. high as a 

market fruit. 

The currant is probably grown more in our gardens than 

any other one fruit, and is very popular. The Red Dutch, 

White Grape, Victoria and Long Bunch Holland are the varie- 
ties mostly grown. 

Of raspberries, the Turner is the only variety that has got a 

foothold among farmers here. It is deservedly a very popular 

home berry, but I have discarded it for market, mainly on ac- 

count of its fruit being soft,and difficult to gather,and it is also 

rather small. The following varieties I find profitable for mar- 

ket: Marlboro, Superb, Brandywine and Cuthbert, for reds; 

Souhegan, Ohio and Gregg, for blacks. 

As to grapes, the Concord takes the lead. A few of our rie! 
sian and German neighbors are growing it for wine, but it 

sometimes fails to ripen perfectly on our heavy, black soil. Very 

many of our early and hardy varieties of grapes will succeed 

fairly well here, but it is probable that grape growing for mar- 

ket will never be a leading industry with us. I consider the 

Concord, Worden and Champion the three best varieties for 
market. 

The blackberry does not grow to perfection here; it is likely 

that if we could grow them in partial shade, and give them 

winter protection, that we could grow them, at least for home 
use. 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Underwood: I would like to have Mr. Cook inform us 

about the productiveness of the dewberry? 

Mr. Cook: Ihave introduced the dewberry and sent it around 

pretty widely. Among other varieties that I have tested are 
the Baratelle and the Mammoth. After considerable trial I 

now think that they are not as profitable to the beginner in 

fruit growing as some of the other berries. I think he had 

better first grow the strawberry, and then the raspberry, and 

then if he wants something in the blackberry line let him take 

up the dewberry. It will stand our dzy winds better than the 

blackberry, but where the blackberry can be grown success- 

fully it is useless to try the dewberry. I have grown some. 

very fine dewberries this year in the shade, where it was so 

dense that I had to hunt for the vines. - It seems to need the 

shade. : 

Mr. Underwood: Does it need covering? 

Mr. Cook: I have found that it does. 

Mr. Harris: Do you cultivate the dewberries? 

Mr. Cook: I have used a cultivator but I am now trying 

them without, by letting them grow in the long grass. I let 

them go about two years and then plow over again. 

Mr. Sampson: Do you prune the dewberry? 

Mr. Cook: No, sir, I do not. 

Mr. Perry: I wish to take exception to the expressions in 
regard to the Turner. I think the Turner is the standard ber- | 

ry for Minnesota. There is one thing more I want to note— 

you must keep down the suckers thoroughly. 

Mr. Sampson: The Turner mildewed with me, but perhaps 

it was because my soil is too rich. 

Mr. Thayer: Is your raspberry patch on wet ‘mecteae 

Mr. Sampson: No, itis on very dry ground on the eastern 

slope of a side hill. 

Mr. Ludlow: The only nice Turners I ever grew were in the 

shade of my black walnut tree. Where they are put out in the 

sun they dry up with me a good deal worse than some other va- 

rieties. I find that the Clark has done the best with me. 

' Mr. Richardson: I have tried the Clark some twenty years, 
and I could not make it succeed because it always winter 

killed. My experience has been that the Turner is far ahead 
of it. I got my Clarks of Mr. Knox, of Pittsburg, Pa., so they 
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were certainly true Clarks. My experience has been more 

satisfactory with the Turner. 

Mr. Thayer: I have grown the Turner for ten years, and 

have never had any trouble with the mildew. 

Mr. Ludlow: I have four rows of Clarks on the north side 

of my patch next to the lake, where it is as bleak as it well can 

be, and I have never seen one Clark frozen back. The next 

seven rows are Turners and they invariably freeze back. 

Mrs. Kennedy: I have three-quarters of an acre of Turners, 

and they are on a western slope on sandy ground. I have 

never failed to raise a crop. They are perfectly hardy. I 

think, however, that a difference in the soil may make a differ- 

ence in the flavor. I raised sixteen hundred quarts on three- 

quarters of an acre this year. Although it was very dry, they 

were not mulched. 

Vice-President Wedge: The Turner has proved the most 

reliable berry with me. 

REPORT ON SMALL FRUITS. 

M, CUTLER, SUMTER, THIRD CONG. DIST. 

To the Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society:—The first part 

of the past season was very dry and discouraging to the novice in horti- 

culture, as well as to the expert who wished to extend his plantations. 

Thousands of costly plants were purchased, carefully set, watered 

and nursed, only to wither and die. The earth was as a bed of dry ashes, 

carried hither and thither by the high winds. Surely he who can invent 

a plan for setting out plants during such an unfavorable time will confer 

a blessing on the average small fruit grower. 

AS an experiment we tried setting two rows of strawberry plants about 

ten rods long, asfollows: We dug holes in the dry dirt and poured in 

about one pint of water. Taking the plants from a pail of water we 

placed them in the holes and firmly pressed the earth about them, then 

covered with a little hay, leaving it on about a week. The experiment 

proved entirely satisfactory. Plants set about the same time without 

being covered, nearly all died. I set about one-half acre of strawberry 

plants after the rains came the last of May, that made a good growth and 

went into winter quarters in good condition. 

Strawberry plantations that bad been well cared for produced a fair 

crop that sold well. Turner and Cuthbert raspberries that had been well 

cared for produced a large crop of fine berries. I had one-half acre of 

Cuthberts that were very nice. They were mulched with barn-yard litter. 

Tyler, Souhegan, Ohio and Gregg blackcaps bore a good crop of fine fruit. 

Average price of raspberries 124 cents. Currants that had been properly 

fertilized and cultivated bore a large crop and were in good demand. 
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Owing to the ravages of the mildew and worms, gooseberries are nearly 

extinct. Such grapes as Concord, Worden, Moore’s Early and Brighton 

will do well in most parts of our district, and produced some fruit the 

past season. So far as known, grape vines have not been affected by 
disease in my county, and this fine fruit should be found in every farm- 

er’s and villager’s garden. Crab apples and wild plums were not very 

plenty. Judging by the reports we hear of the success of tree agents in 

our county, it will soon be a veritable garden of Eden. 

SMALL FRUITS IN SOUTHWESTERN MINNESOTA. 

DEWAIN COOK, WINDOM. 

In presenting this paper, it is not my object to tell what we have in 

the way of small fruit, but what we should and what we.can have. The 

varieties and methods recommended are not intended for the horticul- 

turist who aims to grow fancy berries for market, but rather for the 

farmer who would like to grow cheaply and with certainty an abund- 

ance of small fruits in their season. 

Our soil is mostly black prairie loam. The plowed fields are generally 

bare of snow the entire winter, and plants are more subject to root injury 

and root killing than in a timbered country, and the methods that bring 

the best results in the older horticultural districts often have to be 

greatly modified, if not altogether changed, to meet the requirements of 

our different conditions. 

One of the drawbacks to horticulture is the farmer buying the new ~ 

high-priced varieties of fruits,when perhaps he has not any of the standard 

varieties. When he buys he wants the best there is, and since he buys his 

plants as he buys his machinery, with the latest improvements, he is 

about sure to fail with them. A high-priced variety means a variety not 

in general cultivation. JI would say to the beginner, buy no high-priced 

variety of fruit plants. 

The strawberry is at home with us. The Crescent and Downer’s Pro- 

lific are varieties that make a good combination. For those who want to 

grow only one variety, I know of nothing better than the Downer’s Pro- 

lific. The plants should be set in the spring, in rows about four feet apart 

and the plants about eighteen inches apart, growing them in matted 

rows, keeping well cultivated and free of weeds the season set. In early 

winter the strawberry should be covered with a mulching of straw, straw 

manure or other coarse litter. In late spring this covering should be 

raked off the plants into the alleys between the rows and left there 

This bed will need no more care, and will furnish fruit for the family for 

three or four years. Strawberries will do better if set where the wind 

will not blow the snow from off the plants. 
Red raspberries as a rule are hardy with us, needing no winter protec- 

tion. They should be set in rows six or seven feet apart, with the plants 

about twoand one-half feet in the row,and kept free from weeds the first 

and second season. After this the plants will choke the weeds out. Let them 

grow in matted rows a foot or so wide, and don’t worry about the old dead 
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canes,as they do no harm and help catch the drifting snow. Red raspber- 

ries will succeed in almost any location, but I sometimes think that the 

best place for them is out in the open field,where they will drift nearly full 

of snow, about the first snow that falls. I give the Turner first place on the 

list for home use, and for late raspberries I would recommend the Cuth- 

bert, though I sometimes think the Brandywine should have that place 

of honor. j 

The Dwarf Juneberry is perfectly hardy and should have a place in 

every home garden; it nicely fills in the gap between strawberry and 

raspberry. 

All the standard varieties of red currants do well here. They are per- 

fectly hardy, and for best results should be set in very rich soil, in rows 

about six feet apart, and about five feet apart in the row; the old wood 

should be pruned out; where cultivation is kept up, we have but little 

trouble with the currant worm. 

The gooseberry also does fairly well with us, and every garden should 

have a few hills at least. 

The grape is rarely fouud in the garden in thissection. Itdemands 

greater care in the way of winter protection than any of the fruits above 

enumerated, but with a little care every farmer and every lot owner in 

southwestern Minnesota can have an abundance of grapes in their season 

and far cheaper than he can buy them. Grape vines should be set, if pos. 

sible, near the south side of a windbreak, where the vines will be deeply 

covered in winter by the drifted snow. It is useless to plant the vine in 

any other than a protected locality. Cover the vine in the fall with 

coarse manure, uncover in late spring, and tie to the trellis. The various 

systems of pruning have but little application to our needs, the main thing 

here being winter protection. When the vine gets so large that it isdifficult 

to give it sufficient winter protection, then cut out the largest canes. The 

science of pruning is a bugbear that deters many of our farmers from 

planting the vine. The Janesville and Concord, early and late, are the 

two varieties that anyone can hardly fail to succeed with. 

Here we have a succession of fresh fruits from early in June until late 

in the fall, and every land owner can have them with certainty and with 

but little trouble—and why not have them? In the journey of life, why go 

by the way of the desert when the other road abounds in fruits of various 

kinds, more especially with small fruits. 

MY EXPERIENCE IN RAISING BLACKBERRIES. 

S. CUTLER, EXCELSIOR. 

I commenced about eight years ago with fifty Snyder blackberry plants, 

and have been experimenting with blackberries of different sorts ever 

since. J now have one acre in bearing. 

During these eight years I have learned a good deal about the blackberry. 

The first thing is to get a good variety to start with. Do not take any 

kind of a bush that you may chance to spy in some fence corner and set it 

out with the expectation of making a success with blackberries, for you 
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are almost sure to fail—but go to some reliable nurseryman and get plants 

that have been thoroughly tried in the latitude in which you live, and are 

of a good variety. If I were torecommend any variety it would be the 

Ancient Briton,as preferable in many respects to most of the others. It 

is a hardy plant, and being of medium growth makes it quite easy to lay,it 

down in the fall, and the fruit when properly ripened is all that could 

be desired in a blackberry. Itis an abundant fruiter,and as it is a little 
later than some of the other sorts, thereis a good demand for them at 

a good price. 

Blackberries need plenty of moisture, and it will not pay to plant 

them on the top of some dry knoll, for the fruit will not grow to 

perfection in such dry places, it will be hard and sour. Choose a place 

where the ground is of good quality and where there is plenty of moisture. 

Prepare the ground thoroughly by piowing and harrowing before plant- 

ing, and make the ground mellow, down quite deep, where you set the 

plants. You cannot be too particular in this respect—remember you are 

setting them out for profit and not simply to see whether they will grow 

or not. I think they should be set about four feet apart one way, and 

eight feet the other way. Keep the ground loose by constant cultivation, 

and the sooner you can get a good large busb, the sooner you will get fruit, 

and keeping the ground loose will help to keep it moist. 

When the bushes get quite well started (say three years after they have 

been set), it will be some trouble to remove the old brush; this I do in the 

following manner: I take a hooked knife, with a handle attached which 

is about five feetlong. The knife is made from a piece of old file welded to 

a hoe shank in such a way that the knife stands at right angles with the 

handle. With this kind of a tool I cut the brush out of an acre in eleven 

hours, and as I cut them I pull them out of the row with the knife, so 1 

can gather them easily. I next hitch a horse to the side of one-half of 

a two-horse harrow, and drive over the brush with the horse and harrow, 

which draws them together into piles, and,if in a dry time, the harrow 

will break the brush so there will not seem to be more than one-half as 

many of them after being harrowed as before. 

After the brush is piled, I hitch the horse to a sled made of wood with- 

out any shafts, and with four stakes in it to hold the brush on; with this 

I haul the brush out of the field. I think-the old brush should be taken 

out as soon as practicable after they have fruited, as it keeps the new 

shoots from making as good a growthas they otherwise would, if left in. 

Rlackberries, to be grown successfully, must be covered in the 

fall; if not covered, they should be put close to the ground and fastened 

there till spring. I commence to put them down by digging the dirt 

away on one side so as to let the bushes over; then I stand on the opposite 

side, and with a fork, which I place in the top of the bush, I commence to 

push with the fork and at the same time push with my foot against the 

stump of the bush; with this method I have no trouble in getting the 

bushes down, when they should be covered with enough dirt to keep them 

on the ground. I do not think itis of much advantage to entirely cover 

them with dirt, especially when there is plenty of snow. I think as a 

general thing, the bushes should be taken out of the ground as soon as 

the frost is out deep enough to allow of it, as being alate bloomer, 

there is not much danger from frost. It is better not to stand the bushes 
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erect, when taken up, asthose left near the ground bear the nicest berries. 

Mulching the ground with wild hay, straw, corn stalks, etc., adds greatly 

to the growth of the plant and size of the berry. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Hamilton: The subject of blackberry raising is one that 

has had much attention paid to it throughout the country. Per- 

haps it might be of some interest to you to know something 

of the starting point of the Ancient Briton. The Ancient 

Briton was brought over to this country in 1852 by a man 

named Guy, who lived in the town of Ashland, Dodge County, 

Wis. Upon receiving this bundle of roots he thought he would 

throw them away, and not bother with them. But he left 

them out on the ground over night, and the next morning re- 

penting somewhat of his decision, he took them and _ set 

them out in the ground. I have heard that he made the state- 

ment afterwards, that this was the only variety that ever repaid 

the pains he took in cultivating them. This same variety of 
Ancient Briton was afterwards distributed throughout the coun- 

try by aman named Robert Haskell who lived in the same town. 

I will say, coming down to the present time, that we have 

found nothing in our locality that compares with the Briton. 

I think that the verdict of the people in our_ town is, that the 
Briton is the main variety, because in the 125 or 150 acres of 

blackberries that are growing in our vicinity, you will not find 

any other variety grown besides the Ancient Briton, except the 

Snyder. I would say that I have tried Taylor’s Prolific and it 

was not satisfactory; neither was the Early Harvest. 

Mr. Wilcox; Has there been any other blackberry masquer- 

ading under the name of the Ancient Briton? Mr. T. T. Lyon 

gives the origin of the Briton as Arkansas, and some of the 

descriptions of it do not agree with the descriptions of the 

standard Wisconsin berry. 

Mr. Hamilton: I have been told, in traveling over the coun- 

try, by different berry raisers, that they had the genuine An- 

cient Briton, but I am sorry to say—believing that we have the 

genuine Ancient Briton—that those so called Britons were not 

the genuine Britons. In fact, I know that Snyders have been 

sold before now as Ancient Britons. I know some of the par- 
ties who have done that, but I don’t think they did it knowingly. 

There are a great many acres of the so-called Briton plants, 

that I claim are nothing but the Snyder. 

Dr. Frisselle: Where were they originally brought from? 
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Mr. Hamilton: From Wales. 
Dr. Frisselle: What is your opinion of the Snyder? 

Mr. Hamilton: I think that it is a little hardier than the 

Briton, and in some respects it is a better berry than the 

Briton for the farmer, because it is almost impossible to 

get our farmers to take any care of the blackberry. I 

think the chances of the Snyder living through the cold weather 

is better than that of the Briton. I would be glad to find a 
blackberry that is perfectly hardy. 

Mr. Wilcox: Is the Snyder productive on sandy soil? 

Mr. Hamilton: Yes, sir, it is. 

Mr. Ludlow; I find that the Briton holds the size all through 

the season. The Snyder gets very small along towards the 

last. 

A Member: I think that must be owing to the dry weather. 

I have never noticed anything of the kind with my Snyders. 

Mr. Ludlow: That may beso. The first year I put them 

out they did not grow small as in later years, and I remember 

now that first year was a wet year. 

A WOMAN’S EXPERIENCE IN RAISING SMALL FRUITS. 

MRS. ANNA B. UNDERWOOD, LAKE CITY. 

Experience implies failures as well as successes, and these are not al- 

ways pleasint to contemplate or rehearse. The thought of a failure, even 

in review, has a depressing effect, and toa great extent modifies the keen 

pleasures of success; still failures are lessons and, if followed by improve- 

ment, are profitable. Continuous good crops, just think how monotonous 

it would be! Always good crops! How tiresomely dull as compared with 

the excitement of an occasional bad year, the delightful uncertainties of 

every year until the crop is harvested, and account of stock taken and 

balance struck, and you know whether it is on the Dr. or Cr. side. The 

old trite saying ‘‘Variety is the spice of life,” is true with regard to the 

‘small fruit” industry. Why, there would beno earthly need of horticul- 

tural societies, if there were no failures to recount! And just think how 

much we should miss! Really we must admit that failures are useful, 

necessary and entertaining—to others. 

To give a detailed account since 1884, when I first took up the work, 

would fill too many pages and take up too much time; and I take it, that 

to give methods of procedureduring the past eight years, would be simply 

reiterating what has been said, and so well said, over and over again at 

the yearly meetings of the Horticultural Society, and embodied in their 

reports. 
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The subject, perhaps, had better be handled in a general way, giving an 

idea of the estimated profits of the years taken together, and not of single 

years. 
Beginning with strawberries: The main idea of taking up small fruit 

culture, was to raise all that was needed for the house, and sell the bal- 

ance, if any. Gradually this idea was enlarged upon, for it soon became 

apparent that it would take but little more labor to increase the plant 

and so supply the home market, and at the same time make it profitable. 

Of course, the first year in strawberry growing was all expenditure, 

nothing coming in, and ever after that one or more beds were in that con- 

dition; then some years, owing to drouth, the yield would be short; other 

years, heavy rains just at the blossoming period would give ill formed ber- 

ries, many blasted—and again short crops; then as last season, heavy 

rains would give beautiful large berries, but so soft as to melt down ina 

day, being worthless for shipping,and taking lively manipuiation and 

planning to dispose of them before they were a shapeless mass. Now 

take these years and allow two full crops, and the average for the seven 

years will be half of a crop for each year. 

Has this paid? Yes, for the amount invested, and land occupied, 10 to 

15 per cent. has been cleared over and above all expenses, and withal the 

pleasure of having berries, the finest of the field, on our table three times 

a day in unstinted quantities. 

Thave always done well on berries sold in the home market, but the com- 

mission men,they aim to send you just enough to pay for picking and box- 

ing, and sometimes fall short of even that. 

RASPBERRIES. 

Red raspberries are in greater demand than the black, but owing to the 

fact that it costs one cent more per quart to pick them, and their having 

a bad habit of settling in the box, they are not as profitable as the black. 

It is also impossible to get any more per quart, therefore the profits on the 

red must be estimated‘ at from 2 to 24 cents less per quart. 

The black raspberries and blackberries are the most profitable of all the 

small fruits; still, after footing up the cost of the plant, setting, cultiva- 

ting, training, clearing, covering and uncovering, posts, wire, manuring 

and rent of ground for three years, and then picking, boxing and han- 

dling, the profits are not stupendous—simply moderate. For, as with 

strawberries, the elements have to be considered. Drouth or heavy rains 

during the blossoming, lessen the yield greatly. One year a hail 

storm struck the growing canes about four to six inches from the ground, 

and fully one-half were broken off entirely; of the balance about one- 

half were injured so that in covering them they broke off. The result of 

this havoc was, of course, only one-fourth of a crop for the following year. 

Twenty per cent. on the amount invested is not an under estimation of 

the profits accruing from raspberry and blackberry culture. 

Currants and gooseberries, when covered up, have yielded well. Ihave 

not a very large plant, as the market has not warranted much effort in 

this line, so many home gardens raising more than the owners need, and 

neighbors supplied for little or nothing. So far it has cost about three 

cents per quart to pick, box and handle, and five cents per quart was all that 

could be obtained; so that after counting labor, money invested, &c , there 
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has not been much left but the fun of raising them, and feeling that you 

have had a succession of fruits. 

Grapes: Last, but not least, comes grapes. There are about 1,000 vines 

in my vineyard, of about twenty varieties, mainly Delaware, Moore’s 

Early,Agawam,Concord, Brighton and about fifty vines of different kinds of 

white. I amgradually lessening the number of yarieties, for although - 

pleasant to havea variety for home use,and for shipping and general market 

purposes a few well chosen varieties are better. The most profitable are, 

first, Brighton and Moore’s Early; second, Delaware and Concord; third, 

the balance if they ripen. My greatest trouble with grapes has been frosts 

at both ends of the season. Grapes being a good shipping fruit, pay better 

for this purpose than for distribution in the home market, as that isspoiled 

by the immense quantities of Concords shipped up from below, which re- 

tail at twenty-five cents and less per basket. ‘The wonder is how much 

the shippers net after commission and express charges are paid. Froma 

few bits of ‘‘commission” experience that I have had, they have only the 

satisfaction of knowing that their grapes did not rot on the vines. 

During seven years there have been two total failures of crop by freezing 

on the vines before ripening. One year my Delawares blighted badly, and 

what little fruit there was, was worthless. The Moore’s Karly and Bright- 

on have failed in bringing in good returaos. ; 

So many are engaged in raising grapes in the small villages and towns 

along the river, and willing to take anything for their fruit, that it ruins 

the market. For profit on grapes, I think five per cent. net would be a 

fair average for the past seven years. It must be remembered that two — 

of these years were growing years, no returns whatever in fruit. 

To sum up, in what has been said it must be apparent to everyone 

that there has been a good deal of experimenting, and that perhaps the 

next seven years will mark a greater advance in profits. In one way L 

know it will showa gain, and that is, inthe number of bowes of fruit raised. 

For years, to give honest quart measure has been my aim; but when 

cases come into your market filled with boxes holding a little over a pint 

of rather mussy berries, that will sell readily at ten cents,while your hon- 

est quart, heaped up with fresh assorted berries, goes begging at twelve 

and one-half cents, you begin to wonder, and finally resolve that if the 

dear people want to be humbugged, it must be done. 

A few large fruit growers were visited last season and interviewed on 

this subject. They all used ‘‘scant quarts,” and all said that there were 

sO many unscrupulous growers using the ‘“‘short” or ‘‘scant’’? boxes and 

selling at lower prices, and as the public would take them in preference to 

an honest measure at alittle higher price,that to protect themselves, they 

had to take up scant measure; quieting their conscience, as one assured 

me, by thinking ‘‘we sell by the box and not by the quart.” 

Perhaps it is all right. 

The same with grapes—9 pounds in a 10 pound basket won’t bring any 

more than 7 pounds in an 8 pound basket. ‘‘A basket is a basket, no 

matter about the size.” 

Now, as to the advisability of women entering this fieldof work, small 

fruit culture. If awoman has to do her own work and sewing, she has 

all the physical exercise and responsibility she is capable of, and to take up 
more to do would be ruinous. If she can be relieved of the work and 
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care of the house, simply directing others, and give her time and strength 

to small fruit culture, she can make it profitable. Of course, there must 

first be a natural adaptability to that kind of work; she must love to be 

out of doors, she must love to work, must feel an enthusiasm that will 

prompt her to go out in all kinds of weather to watch and learn, ready to 

weigh carefully all innovations, and where worthy grasp and put in prac- 

tice. Go slow and steady, not venturing too much in any one direction. 

It requires as close management in this as in other avocations to make the 

profit desired, and it takes time and experience to develop all resources. 

Of course, close proximity to market or a shipping point is indispensible, 

particularly for berries, as carrying even a mile on smooth roads with a 

spring wagon, is apt to take the freshness off, if ripe and ready for table. 

DISCUSSION. 

Mr. Ludlow: Mrs. Underwood’s experience in trying to sell 

honest quarts has been mine exactly. I will relate a little inci- 

dent in point. I broughtover a lot of strawberries to town, and 

tried to sell them. The hotel keeper asked me the price, and 

as they were very nice berries indeed, I told him 20 cents a 

quart, but he said that he could get them for 15 cents. I told 

him that my quarts were larger and, therefore, just as cheap. 

“Oh,” he said, ‘‘you can’t fool me that way.” I went on and 

sold them elsewhere. I afterwards learned that he told around 

that I was trying to beat him out of five cents a quart, when 

the facts of the case were that two quarts of mine would have 

made. three of his. 

Dr. Frisselle: I think that honesty is ihe best policy. I 

think that if this gentleman will only keep his course of action 

- up long enough, he will come out on top. I do not believe in 

selling short quarts or short measure for full measure. 

Mr. Thayer: I wish to commend the full quart measure, for 

I believe it is best. I have one instance right in your own 

state. I received many letters saying, ‘‘We are getting berries 

at about two cents less than yours. Can’t you make yours 

lower to meet these prices?” Of course, we didn’t doit. A 

gentleman in Jackson wrote to me and made that request and 

we refused to grant it. ‘‘Well,” he says, ‘‘send them along, 

and send us some empty boxes with them. I find I can take 

your berries and manipulate them, and get more out of them than 

Ican out of the others. They are really a better berry than 

we get from the south.” My experience is this, that good meas- 

ure and even quality throughout the box will pay you better 

than any other portion of your work. (Applause. ) 
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Mr. Perry: The question of boxes came up a year or two 

ago. Now, what we call the short box to-day is the very box 

which is shipped all over the country. It is not dishonest to 

use that box because it is the commercial box by universal 

agreement. There is no other box used to any extent. Of 

course, when parties are dealing in local markets, where they 

are selling by the quart, there is nothing to be said. But if 

you are selling to commission houses right along, you will find 

the short quart is the commercial quart of to day. No other is 

now used. I have got some of the large boxes stored in my 

cellar that I sent south for and could not use, because I could 

not get the crates to ship the boxes in. 
Dr. Frisselle: I have hada little experience in this short 

box business myself, and have made some observations among 

the commission men in the city of Minneapolis. My experience 

is quite the reverse of that of the gentleman who last spoke. I 

have heard commission men say over and over again, ‘‘Here is 

aman (calling him by name) whose fruit is always to be de- 

pended upon. It is the same in the bottom of the basket and 

box as it is on top. His boxes are always full, and we only need 

to have his name on the crate in order to sell the fruit without 

looking at it.” Thatis the kind of a reputation for a man to 
have. I know of other men who have the reputation of giving 

scant measure always; and I also know that they have difficulty 

in marketing their fruit because it is scant and poor, and put 

up with an idea of humbugging the people and making them 

believe that they were getting good fruit, when they were not. 

I know that that kind of a reputation is not a profitable one, 
and I hope that nobody will -be encouraged to do that sort of 

work. 
Mr. Perry: I think the doctor is a little at fault. He has 

introduced a subject that I did not discuss. Thatis the quality 

and the filling of the boxes. Iwould ask Dr. Frisselle where 

he got his boxes last year—his berry boxes? 
Dr. Frisselle: I bought them of Mr. Smith, in the city. 

Mr. Perry: Then in that case you got the short boxes, as 
we call them. 

Mr. Harris: I have had considerable correspondence with 

different box makers, and they say that they do not send out 

the old boxes any more. Now, in regard to using the short 

boxes I would say that I kept up the practice of sending out 

the old boxes until this season. When I figured up the hund- 
reds and thousands of dollars that I have given the dealers in 
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the past, by the use of the old boxes, I concluded that the old 
boxes had gone by. 

Mrs. Kennedy: We buy our boxes of Wells & Co., and I 

have taken my berries down to the store, and have noticed the 

store keepers empty them out and have compared our boxes with 

some of the other boxes in the store, and two of our boxes 

would hold as many berries as three of the others. 

Dr. Frisselle: I would say, in answer to Mr. Perry, that 

when I order standard boxes I expect to get standard boxes. 

If I should order wine measure boxes, I should expect to get 

short boxes, but I do not order them. I order the standard 

boxes, that hold full quarts. 

Mr. Perry: Ihave used Mr. Smith’s boxes and Mr. Chand- 

ler’s for several years, and they are just the same. In regard 

to the large boxes, I will say that you cannot get the crates to 

ship them in. 

STRAWBERRY CULTURE. 

JOHN LITTLE, GRANTON, ONT., CAN. 

Our past experience has been our teacher, and after years of study we 

have come to the conclusion that good returns cannot be realized unless 

high culture is put in practice. 

It may seem useless to cultivate each week oraftera rain, as soon as 

the soil is in fit condition to work, but if you will follow this practice you 

will find much better returns. 

The following plan you will find successful: Never plow sod for berries, 

but use soil free from weeds, that has been worked before. 

In choosing soil for growing this fruit you should select moist clay, 

loam or sandy soil. Very few strawberries do well on light soll, they re- 

quire moisture, and by thorough cultivation, with plenty of manure, you 

can retain thi8 moisture in the soil. It is useless to try to grow fruit on 

poor soil, unless heavily manured. As a fertilizer we have found stable 

manure the best, and it heads the list; this should be made as fine as pos- 

sible; but if you desire to use any commercial fertilizer use bone meal, 

which stands at the head of the list. Remember that to get the best re- 

sults froni this it has to be applied one year before it acts as a plant food, 

so that it can be decomposed. Cow manure (separately), should not be 

used for strawberries. as it causes grubs, which destroy many plants. 

A remedy for the grub is plenty of manure, and if this is used you may 

expect very little trouble. This was very thoroughly tested some 

time ago, and where little or no manure was used, there was where the 

plants were destroyed. We believe that the best results can be obtained 
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by spreading mapure on the soil after it is plowed. Plow deep and have 
every foot turned; then the manure should be spread from two to three 

inches deep, and should be worked in with the cultivator and harrow. As 

the roots of the strawberry do not go into the ground very deep, we think 

this the best way, as they should not have to hunt for fertility, but have 

itathand. You cannot have your soil in too good a condition;it should be so 

fine that all things favorable are at hand. Much has been said in regard 

to hill and matted-row systems, but I believe in a compromise between 

the two. Hill culture does not yield enough fruit and the matted-row 

makes the fruit small, but the compromise gives you good sized fruit and 

a good profit. High culture, plenty of fertilizers, witha moist soil will 

produce good results to the grower. 

Every year I plant less or more of the new varieties, and this year I got 

Gov. Hoard, Martha, Middlefield, Lovett’s Early, Boynton, Shuster’s Gem, 

Parker Earle, Barton’s Eclipse, Bessie, Jefferson, Regina, Westbrook, Au- 

burn, Gillispie and Princess—also all the old stand-bys. I have two 

Canada seedlings that I have found none to excel, namely Woolverton 

and Saunders: Parker Earle will never be a profitable market variety— 

it has the failing of the Jewell, it does not produce numerous enough nor 

is it large enough. 

RASPBERRY FARMING. 

AT HIGHLAND FRUIT FARM AND VINEYARD, EXCELSIOR, MINN, P. H. 

PERRY. 

Introduction. —In this short paper we shall advance no theories to be ex- 

ploded, nor give you a history of the many theories of old horticulturists 

that we have exploded; but simply give the practical methods employed 

by us in the cultivation of the raspberry on a large scale, where we are 

growing every thing from a strawberry toa standard and Russian apple 

—also the celebrated Minnetonka grape. 

VARIETIES. 

The red, for early, the Turner; for late, Cuthbert. The black, for early, 

the Doolittle; for late, Gregg. 

LOCATION." é 

An elevated well drained location is preferred; and if at any time on 

the plantation water is found to stand, an open or under drain should be 

put in. 
SOiL. 

Any soil that produces a good crop of corn, will grow a full crop of ber- 

ries; although I have grown very fine crops of very large fruit from soil 

that would not produce more than half a crop of corn. 

PLAN. 

Lay out each plantation as nearly square as practicable, and on all four 

sides leave eight feet, upon which to turn the horse when cultivating. 

Plant in check rows, that is, the same distance each way. By this plan 

we have each variety by itself and keep it perfectly pure. 

nue Aad 1 
Beant donde 
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PREPARING GROUND. 

Thoroughly cultivate in corn or root crop for at least one year; then 

plow deep and use sub-soiler if you can. 

PLANTING. 

Plant with team,plow and an extra man. Set stakes eight feet from the 

_ Side of the plantation and then run a furrow perfectly straight, and, if 

planting Turners, set the next row four to four and one-half feet from the 

first,and furrow out uniformly until within eight feet of the opposite side of 

the piece to be planted. Next take stakes and a strong cord, and set the 

stakes eight feet from the end of the plantation, and set with plants al- 

ready heeled in at the side of the plantation. The two men will make 

short work of planting one,twoor fiveacres. Thesecond row is planted the 

same distance from the first as the furrows are from each other. Of course, 

you will plant in the open furrow, and by planting two plants to the hill, 

you will be surer of a complete success. If planting Cuthberts or 
black caps, line out from five to six feet, and stop when you get within 

eight feet of the opposite end of the plantation. With this method you 

have an eight foot street on all four sides, on which to turn or drive 

around the piece. 

CULTIVATION. 

Cultivate with a horse and corn plow the same as corn, and continue up 

to near picking time; also in the fall, keeping the ground free from 

weeds and suckers. 

PRUNING. 

Pruning a new plantation: Pinch when canes are from twelve to eigh- 

teen inches high—old plantations from two to three feet high. To re- 

move old canes, suckers, etc., use a straight-bladed corn knife with the 

blade shortened about one-third, and by selecting from tour to six canes 

and putting them to one side all the old bush and surplus canes can be 

cut away by one or twostrokes. A good man will clean out an acre daily. 

PICKING. 

Each picker is furnished with a crate, and when filled it ismarked and 

stored in the fruit house and another taken; and at the time of shipping 

or at the close of the day’s work, each picker is to identify his crates, and 

settlements are made each day in cash. With our method we inspect 

each picker’s work at every time of settlement, and in that way know the 

quality and amount of the work done by each; and in all cases when the 

work is not satisfactory or the amount not up to the average, we notify the 

picker to improve, and if he does not do it we dismiss him. With our 
method settlements are made with 30 or 40 pickers in a very few minutes. 

MARKETING. 

We pick each plantation three times a week, and with care that no 
ripe fruit is left on the bushes, and in that way we avoid the too common 

mistakes of having over-ripe fruit mixed with fresh fruit,and spoiling the 

whole. All raspberries are picked and marketed by us in pint boxes—not 

picked into quart boxes and then turned into pints, as this crushes the 
fruit more or less. We have shipped to the trade direct and also to all 

—20 
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the leading commission houses. Some have been slow in making settle- 
ments, and prices very unsatisfactory. Others have been prompt, and a 

check mailed with account sales and prices very satisfactory. When you 

find a firm that knows the difference between poorly picked, soft and in- 

ferior fruit, and fine, fresh picked, sound fruit, and knows enough to 
ask and get good prices for good, fresh stock, thatis the house to tie to. 

We have found that it pays to be very careful,and have each package 

well filled, and sent in fresh new crates and boxes, and to forward to the 

market as soon as possible after being picked. 

COVERING. 

To put down the canes, use a spading fork to loosen around the hill,and 

lay them down close to the ground all one way, and with a plow cover as 

much as possible. 

YIELD. 

My Turners have always given a fine crop without protection; the 

fruit being large, to very large. 

My Cuthberts have been laid down and have been a sure crop of extra 

large fruit. The yield of both Turners and Cuthberts has been from 
5,000 to 8,000 boxes per acre. 

OTHER VARIETIES. 

We have only mentioned the four leading market berries, though we 

have others worthy of mention. 

Carolina; a beautiful amber, perfectly hardy, very prolific, a cap, fine 

flavor and rather soft. 

Marlboro; a fine early red, not as hardy as Turners, season the same; 

suckers badly, fruit very large, fine flavor and fine color. 

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT IN SMALL FRUITS. 

M. A. THAYER, SPARTA, WIS. 

Mr. President Ladies and Gentlemen:—The success or failure in growing 

small fruits for profit, in these days of close competition and distant 

markets, depends almost entirely on the business methods employed. 

Great success in banking is attained only by exact business methods 

and absolute accuracy in all accounts. 

The merchant succeeds best, who knows the wants of his customers 

and the most attractive way of displaying his goods. 

The manufacturer’s success is found in producing the largest amount 

of best goods, at the lowest cost. 

The commercial man’s study is to distribute products to the best ad- 

vantage, and reduce rates on his shipments. 

In the management of small fruits, you should possess the accuracy of 

the successful banker, the tact of the prosperous merchant, the close 

economy of the thrifty manufacturer, the courage and energy of the com- 

mercial man. Yes, more. You should thave a love and respect for the 

business; you should appreciate the dignity of labor: you should feel that 
\ 
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there is no more honorable calling than that of tilling the soil. You 

should take a just pride in standing at the door of nature’s great store- 

house, to hand out these forms of health and beauty. 
The first requisite in a Successful fruit-growing community is the for— 

mation of a society which shall include and unite all in this line, and in- 
duce them to work for mutual good. 

The meeting of its members should be frequent, with a free interchange 
of ideas, opinions and experiences. 

The society should be supplied with horticultural books, papers and re- 

ports for general circulation among its members. 

All purchases of books, papers, plants, boxes, etc. should be by the 

society, thus saving much in freight, commissions and other expense. 

The varieties grown, the packages used, and the manner of growing, 

trimming, picking and packing should be as uniform as possible. 

The sale and distribution of all products by an authorized agent of the 

society would save much time, trouble and expense. My own society in 

Sparta is doing much of its work in this manner. 

IN LAYING OUT A PLANTATION 

the rows should run the longest way of the land (north and south pre- 

ferred), and if fields are large, cross alleys should be made every ten or 

twelve rods for convenience in manuring, mulching, trimming, gather- 

ing, etc. 

In growing small fruits I make no iron-clad rules to govern in all minor 

details. 

The selection of a location, the quality of the soil, the varieties to set, 

the manner of cultivation, trimming, mulching and many other things 

must be determined very largely by circumstances and your own good 

judgment. 

There are, however, certain essentials which cannot under any circum- 

stances be omitted without great loss, if not positive failure. 

The ground must be rich and well prepared. 

The plants must be vigorous, hardy and suited to your wants. 

The roots must be well spread in setting, and the earth firm about 

them. 

Cultivation must be frequent, and weeds must not be allowed to grow. 

A heavy mulch of green clover cut in the blossom will hold moisture, 

prevent weeds from growing, fertilize the soil and keep the berries clean. 

Winter protection for most small fruits is an absolute necessity in this 

northern climate. 

Follow these suggestions in the main, and by close attention and good 

judgment in pinching back, trimming, wiring, etc., you are pretty sure 

of a good crop. 

PICKING, PACKING AND MARKETING. 

Now comes picking, packing and marketing; important factors in the 

growing of small fruit profitably, and they often determine the success 

or failure of the business. 

To small growers with a nearmarketit is not so important, but with 

large productions and long shipments it is necessary to adopt thorough 

business methods, and maintain strict discipline in every department. 

Especially is this so in the management of pickers working by the 
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box—many of them without experience or judgment, often damaging 

the sale of fruit several times the value of their labor. 

A person who will not pick fruit clean from the vine, clean in thg box, 

without bruising and without stain or dirt should be discharged at once. 

If fruit growers would in the beginning insist on thorough systema- 

tic work, pickers would soon become educated to do their work well, and 

many dollars thus be saved. 

There are various methods of keeping accounts with pickers. In ord- 

inary plantations tickets representing the number of boxes are given as 

the boxes are brought in; others adopt the plan of a card representing 100 

or 500 boxes, punching out to correspond with the number of boxes filled. 

Uniform prices, as far as possible, should be paid to pickers, and one 

thing bear in mind, large fruit can be picked for one cent per quart, easier 

than inferior fruit at one and one-half or two cents. ; 
Therefore, good varieties in good soil, well trimmed and cultivated, 

will save you money in picking. 

I will give you my method of managing pickers, which has proved very 

satisfactory. 
A person wishing to pick signs the following agreement: 

“THAYER FRUIT FARM. 

SPARTA, WIS. 

All persons employed to pick berries must conform to the following 

RULES AND REGULATIONS. 

The boxes must be free from stain and contain no leaves, stems or dirt. 

All ripe fruit must be picked clean from the vines. 

Green, imperfect or soft fruit must not be put in the box. 

All fruit must be picked carefully without jam or bruise in any way. 

Fruit must not be picked when wet with rain. 

Fruit must not be allowed to stand in the sun. 

PRICES: 

One cent per box, payable in tickets, to be redeemed when presented in 

sums of even dollars. 

One dollar extra premium will be paid every person picking 1,000 boxes 

under above rules. 

I hereby make application to pick berries, and if accepted will conform to all 

Rules and Regulations, and will give at least three days’ notice before quitting 

the job. 

TRAE, sSBATO; WSs a sion o hess altte Stns a 

cece eecesee ee eeeseeesresrseeesreeeeesesee se eee 

This application if approved is placed on file and numbered with name 

of applicant. 8 

Tin cases holding a single quart box are provided each picker and 

‘strapped around the waist, leaving both hands free. A wooden case or 

carrier holding six boxes is also provided for each picker, and all cases are 

numbered to correspond with number’ of applicant. When ready for 

business all pickers, having their own numbered cases and carriers, are 

formed in military lines of twos, the order ‘‘ forward march” is given, and - 

all are marched to their wor. 
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As the rows of fruit are reached each couple takes a row, one on each 

side. When the six-box carrier is filled the picker calls his or her num- 

ber, ‘‘52” or ‘‘56,” as the case may be. One of the menin attendance takes 

the case, delivers at packing room, fills with new boxes, and returns with 

check for the amount, providing the work has been well done. 

These checks are all numbered and bound in books, and like bank 

checks are used but once. They cost but ten cents per thousand boxes, 

and being numbered we can tell every day, or any day in the season, how 

many bexes have been picked, and as boxes brought in must agree with 

checks issued, neither picker nor attendant can deceive you. Each picker 
having a recorded number, and this same number being on the carriers 

brought in for examination and packing, you can always tell who is doing 

good work, and who not; returning word to the careless picker, ‘‘boxes 

must be filled better,” ‘‘too many green berries,” etc., etc. 

PACKING FRUIT 

is comparatively easy, provided the picking has been well done, and the 

packer is himself honest. The fruit grower must be prepared to handle 

his fruit promptly, and know just what to do with it. All boxes and 

cases must, he prepared beforehand, and help engaged, for there should be 

no delay. Your boxes and cases should be well made, clean and neat, 

without stain or dirt. By all means use a stapling machine for making 

the boxes, instead of tacks. It is much cheaper and better. Let your 

boxes be well filled, and don’t put poor fruit in the bottom. Select out 

all imperfect, soft or green fruit and throw it away. Always give good, 

honest measure, and a uniform quality throughout the box. Whether 

prices be high or low, the purchaser rich or poor, make it a rule never to 

market poor fruit, and your reputation in a few seasons will be worth 

many times the value of all poor fruit lost. 

FRUIT FOR LONG SHIPMENT 

should be picked before fully ripe, and not when wet with rain. If 

the weather is hot, leave in a cool place for some time before packing in 

cases and shipping. Cases should be neatly directed on both ends, and 

your own stencil on the sides. Having long shipments to market, it is im- 

perative that onlysuch varieties be grown as will reach their destination 

in good order. Ship fruit on commission only to responsible parties in 

large cities; ship to small places only on regular orders and at agreed prices. 

Having found a good house, ship to no other in that city. It is important 

that every fruit grower should thoroughly understand the following facts: 

That choice fruit is always in demand at good prices, and the market 

never overstocked. 

That poor fruit never sells well, brings low prices,and the market is 

easily overstocked. 

That it costs as much to raise poor fruit; that it costs more to pick poor 

fruit; that it costs as much to box and case poor fruit; that freight and ex- 

press chargesare just as high on poor fruit; and when sold it is after good 

fruit is gone, and then at half price. 

This being the case, the intelligent fruit grower will understand, at 

once, that in selecting varieties, in choosing locations, in preparing the 

soil, in selecting the plants, in hoeing, in mulching, in trimming, in 

picking and in packing he is performing an important part in the busi- 

ness management of small fruits. 

’ 
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DISCUSSION. 

Mr. H. J. Cutts: Do you use that box you spoke of for 

strawberries? 
Mr. Thayer: It is not so convenient for strawberries, be- 

cause itis apt totip up. We have had some discussion here on 

the question of boxes in which to ship our fruit. Now, the 

wine measure quart box contains 57? cubic inches, and the dry 

measure quart contains 671 cubic inches. We use a box that is 

called the scant quart. This one that I show you is one of 

them. Now, youtake that box level full and it holds 60 }?ths 
cubic inches; more than the wine measure and less than the dry 

measure quart. If you will notice you will see that it is a diff- 

' erent shaped box from that generally used. I have it made es- 
pecially for my use. It is broader and not so deep as the ordi- 

nary box, and [ think this is an advantage. Now, I take that 

box, and instead of making it just even full, I take and round it 

up a little, so that when it reaches the market it will be a little 

more than even full, and I am assured by dealers all over the 

country who have used them, that it gives very much better sat- 
isfaction than the old way. By this method of filling, you get 

a full quart in the box as it leaves the farm. We know it be- 

cause we have tried it many times. 

(The box described by Mr. Thayer was here examined by diff- 

erent members of the society. ) 

Mr. Hamilton: I have sometimes thought that it would be 

a good plan to put the names of the varieties of our berries on 

the cases that we ship them in. I would like to hear from Mr. 
Thayer on that subject. 

Mr. Thayer: As an educational measure I think it would be 

a very good thing. I have investigated the subject somewhat 

by diligent inquiry among commission houses in Chicago, Min- 

neapolis and St. Paul, and the commission merchants do not 

seem to think that it makes much difference. They say that 

there is not one buyer in ahundred that ever knows or cares what 

the variety is. Still,I believe it would bea good plan to put the 

name of the berry on each box as suggested by Mr. Hamilton, 

and I think the public would soon become educated to under- 

stand the different varieties of berries in the same manner that 

they now understand the different varieties of apples. And in 

time they would want to know the name of the fruit they buy, as 

well as they now do the names of many other things they pur- 

chase. Isee no reason why it is not just as important in the 
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fruit business to designate the smaller fruits by name, as it is 

the larger ones. 

Vice-President Wedge: What variety of strawberries do you 

prefer? 
“Mr. Thayer: In my opinion the Warfield No. 2 is the best 

berry. 

A member: Name the five best varieties for market pur- 
poses? : 

Mr. Thayer: Well, to start with, I will tell you that you are 

asking a good deal. Situated as I am in Wisconsin, with no 

home market, my aim is to select the berry which is nice look- 

ing and firm. That is the berry that gets there in good condi- 

tion, and takes the public eye. That is why I believe in the 

Warfield as being the best berry for shipping to a far market. 

I have used the Jessie as a pollenizer, but its shipping gualities 

are notso good, unless itis shipped before it turns red very much, 

For near markets there are the Bubach and Haverland. The 

Crescent is an old standard for near market, and I have found 

it a good berry. If I were to select for myself I would take the 

Warfield, Jessie, Bubach and Haverland, and like everybody 

else I am skirmishing around to find a good pollenizer. We 

have a fine pollenizer in Michel’s Early. I am quite well 

pleased with the Sandoval. I think that makes a very good 
combination when used with the Warfield. I have tried the 

Candia, andit does pretty well. While the quality of the berry 

and its yield are not satisfactory, still, it gives us a few at the 

last of the season, that are very attractive and nice. I have 

found it hard to get a staminate variety that is as prolific as the 
pistillate. 

.Mr. Cutts: How do you find the Bubach for market? 

Mr. Thayer: The Bubach is a very nice berry for market. 

Mr. Barrett: Have you ever observed any difference in the 

hardiness of the staminate and pistillate varieties? 

Mr. Thayer: That is one great advantage of the Warfield, 

and one great objection to the Jessie.. It is not so much in the 

flower itself as in the way it grows. The Jessie gives us a 

large, beautiful flower, standing clear above the foliage, and it 

is just in time to catch any frost that comes along. The War- 

field, on the contrary, has a little delicate blossom that hides 

under the foliage and is protected by it from the frost. 
Mr. Keel: Itis just about like the Crescent in that respect. 
Mr. Brackett: What do you use for covering in the winter 

for your strawberries ? 
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Mr. Thayer: Well, I have used various things. I am now 

using rye straw because it is easier for me to get. I used pine 

boughs one year quite successfully, and I remember it made a 

very nice covering. I have also used marsh hay and corn- 

stalks. 

Mr. Ludlow: I have been very successful in using corn- 

stalks. One winter I used coarse hay there was no foul 

seed in. That winter there was a great deal of ice and snow 

and sleet, and it formed on this matted hay and seemed to 

smother everything under it. That same year I had a portion 

of the patch covered with cornstalks. Those that were covered 

with the cornstalks came through all right, but the others suf- 

fered very much. 

Mr. Thayer: Of course it is hard for us to tell just the con- 

dition under which fruit will and will not succeed. For instance, 

last season we had a remarkable thaw early in March, and it 

flooded nearly half an acre of my strawberries. Then it turned 

off cold, and they were covered with ice six or eight inches 

thick, solidly frozen, and I supposed, of course, that I should 
lose all my fruit that was under that ice. but it made no differ- 

ence whatever. Now, I had the same experience with raspber- 
ries and blackberries, but with them it turned out the other 

way—it killed them. 

Dr. Frisselle: Do you cover raspberries entirely with dirt, 

or do you use hay or straw? 

Mr. Thayer: There is where you get the benefit of mulch- 

ing. If you use the hay, it packs down, and in the fall of the 

year it lays like a mat, close together. Now, as you bend your 

canes over, you can take that, and with about one third of the 

dirt usually required you can cover them very nicely. I con- 

sider it a great assistance. This past season our clover was a 

failure, and this year I bought a large amount of straw. I 

shall mulch with that next season, and use it in the same way 

in covering. 

Vice-President Wedge: Supposing that a person did not 
have the clover, what could he afford to pay for it, and cut it 

and haul it? 

Mr. Thayer: Well, I have had just that experience, and I 

paid $6.00 an acre forit. I cut it myself and hauled it, but I 

will say that it was adjoining my own plantation. 

A Member: Was it the first or second crop you cut? 

Mr. Thayer: That was the first crop when it was in blossom. 

That seems to me to be just about the right time. By putting 
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that on and cultivating between the rows, it keeps the black- 

berry root in just the right condition. 
Mr. Curtis: How about planting your berries an equal distance 

apart each way and cultivating them both ways—does that pay 

you? 
Mr. Thayer: No, I do not think it does. It requires too 

much ground and is too expensive in supporting them. I prefer 

to plant in rows near together. My raspberries are planted 

two and a half feet apart, and my blackberries three feet apart. 
Then they are supported on each side by wires. I believe I 
have stated that my plantation is about eighty rods long, and 

every twelve rods I have a ten foot alley, and at the end of each 

row I put a post to which my wires are attached. These wires 
rest on nails driven into stakes placed between the posts, and it 

keeps them up in close compact form for mulching, harrowing, 
cultivating and picking. You see, they are all up out of the 

way. 
Mrs. Kennedy: How high do you put the stakes? 

Mr. Thayer: My stakes are usually five feet long. I drive 

nails in them according to the height of the plants in that par- 

ticular row. Some canes will be two or three feet high, and 

some only a foot or two high. When wired on each side, it 

keeps them up in shape, and we can work under them and get 
under them and dig very nicely in that way. I use a post at’ 

each end of the row. My rows are twelve or thirteen rods 

long, and between these posts I use nine stakes, four on the 

west side and five on the east side, in which nails are driven. 

The wires rest on these nails. 

Mr. Sampson: Will it make any difference at which end you 
commence to lay those plants down? 

Mr. Thayer: It is very necessary that you commence at the 

north. We always commence at the north end of the row, and 

move the dirt from the north side. Ihave a four-tined fork 

which I made by taking an ordinary fork and removing the 

two center tines, and one of my men takes this fork and places 

it down near the base and raises it up, and thus gathers all the 

laterals in together, while another man with a spading fork in- 

serted right near the root turns it over with very little break- 

age. In seasons where it is as dry as we had this year, | think 

this way is a decided improvement. 

A member: Do you turn the first hill to the north and then 

lay the next one on top of that? 
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Mr. Thayer: Yes, turn the first to the north and lay the 
next three feet further, lay it just to the west of the preceding 

hill, so that the top of this hill will protect in a measure the 

other from the west, and so on in succession. 

Mr. Harris: What is your object in laying to the north 

every time? i 
Mr. Thayer: Well, you see, Hamilton is my great grand- 

father in the berry business, and he told me that in laying them 

to the north you derive this advantage; when you come to raise 

them in the spring they will not come up straight, they will be 

a little inclined, and the new bush, coming up straight, the old 

bush leaning over it shades it partially from the southern or 

direct rays of the sun. This way of laying them is also more 

convenient in picking. 

Mr. Hamilton: I have advocated this laying to the north, 

and believe it to be the best way yet discovered. Last year 

one of my neighbors commenced on the north end of his row 

and laid it down. When he got to the south end, instead 

of walking back to the end of the row, he commenced where he 

was, and laid the next row to the south, thus laying one row 

to the north and the other to the south. And so he went along, 

and when he had completed his task they laid in both ways. 

When they came to bear there was a marked difference in the 

appearance of the fruit during the entire season. Those that 

lay vo the south were facing the sun—they were exposed to 

the broiling hot sun—and consequently there were many berries 

injured from the excessive heat of the sun. They had to con- 

tend also with the failure of the growth of the new wood to 

protect them, either north or south, so there was a marked 

difference between those that laid to the north and the ones 

that laid to the south. 

Mr. Thayer: The secret of laying a blackberry or raspberry 

down successfully is to bend it below the dirt line and not 

above. You must do the bending in the root. 

Mr. Brackett: When do you pinch your blackberries? 

Mr. Thayer: I pinched the most of them this year when 
they were ten inches high. Heretofore I have usually let them 

go until they were fifteen or eighteen inches high, but this 

year, as I said, I pinched them when they were about ten inch- 

es high. Two years ago we had a severe frost when the new 

shoots were up perhaps six or eight inches high, and it cut 

those new shoots right off. They wilted down and left mere 

stubs. Well, those stubs threw out new branches, and the best 
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canes we ever had were grown from those branches nipped by 
the frost. This year I have experimented in that way and 

have nipped the most of them low down, and 1 have never had 
so fine a growth of canes in my life. 

Mr. Ludlow: Do you take out the surplus canes? 

Mr. Thayer: Yes, of all kinds. I remove them just as soon 

asl can get at them. I take a pruning knife and cut out all 

the surplus canes. 

Mr. Cutts: What we call the suckers? 

Mr. Thayer: Yes, I treat them as weeds, and hoe very 
thoroughly. 

Mr. Sampson: How long do you advise keeping a black- 

berry patch? 

Mr. Thayer: Well, I think twenty or thirty years would be 

sufficiently long. In regard to the time a blackberry planta- 

tion will last—when I was down visiting my friend, Mr. Hamil- 

ton, two years ago, he took me down to a certain plantation 

and said, ‘‘this is the twentieth crop that has grown on that 

patch of blackberries.” 

A member: What kind of blackberries do you grow? 

Mr. Thayer: The Briton for the main crop with a few Sny- 

ders to start with. I aim to grow varieties that will make a 

‘continual season from my first early strawberries to my last 

late blackberries, for I calculate to keep the customers that I 

have well supplied with fruit from the opening to the closing 

of the season. 

Vice-President Wedge: Is the Snyder productive on sandy, 

light soil? 

Mr. Thayer: Well, with good culture, it produces with me 

from one hundred to one hundred and twenty-five bushels per 

acre, while the Briton has produced—well, my own average 

has been about 150 bushels to the acre. JI have some acres that 

will produce about 200 bushels. 

A Member: Have you ever tried the Lawton or the Wilson 

or the,so-called Erie? 

Mr. Thayer: I tried the Lawton some years ago, when I was 

in the berry business for fun, but they did not do well with me. 

Mr. Harris: Truman M. Smith, one of our best members, 

adopted a system twenty five years ago by which he was able 

to get much more per box for his fruit than any of his competi- 

tors. His idea was to sell nothing but first-class fruit, and in 

every box he put a little card, and it said on that card, ‘‘Grown 

and picked by Truman M. Smith,” giving his address, and that 
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went out on every box. But he was sharp enough not to put 

his name on the crate or box that they went out in. I see that 

he has adopted the same practice with his oranges, and I have 

no doubt but that his oranges will sell higher than the ordi- 

nary orange, solely on account of that one thing. 

[Read at Summer Meeting ] 

SMALL FRUIT INTERESTS. 

C. L. SMITH, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Your worthy president has asked me to say something about small fruit 

at this time. I suppose he expected something new, but I can hardly 

hope or expect to say anything that will be new to this gathering of vet- 

erans. The most any of us can do is to rake up some old truth, dress it 

in the latest style, and call it new, until some cruel critic lifts the veil and 

shows us an old familiar face. Now. please do not imagine that I 

think for a moment that any member of this society or the whole of 

us put together know all that is to be known about even the smallest 

fruit. Weare all learners day by day. We know more than we did last 

year. Some of us also are painfully aware of the fact that there were a 
great many things we did not know even last April. 

If we had known that from the last week in April until June Ist, we 

must do withoutrain, many of us would have done less planting, and more 

mulching, raking and watering. 

Three years of drouth has set us all studying how to conserve moist- 

ure, and now, just as we seem to have solved some of these dry weather 

problems, it begins to rain and we turn to the study of drainage; we 

skip the articles on ‘‘Dust Blanket,” ‘‘Surface Cultivation,” ‘‘Mulching” 

and ‘‘New Agriculture,” for ‘‘Levels,” ‘‘Ditching Machines” and tile ad- 

vertisements. 

Among the lessons of the year there have been some things more clearly 

fixed in my mind than others, and I would like to call the attention of 

this society to a few of these. 

Currants, gooseberries, raspberries and strawberries can be grown any- 

where in our state, and yet comparatively few families have a supply suf- 

ficient for the wants of the family, either in the village garden or on the 

farm. Every family ought to have them, every owner ofa farm or garden 

ought to know how to grow them, but they do not: many are doubtful, 

others negligent and careless, some are going to next year, while many 

say it cannot bedone. Itshould be our mission as a society to preach the 

gospel of small fruit, until we have converted every man, woman and 

child in the state. How can we do it? I had hoped the much talked 

of “Primer of Horticulture” would have been spreading the truth as we 

see it before this, but it does not seem to materialize. 

We need to keep saying some things over and over all the time. They 

are old to us, but new to some one else. Pistillate varieties will not fruit 

t ‘ 
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when planted alone. Oh, but we have said ita thousand times, it is 

printed in all the reports, repeated a dozen times each year in all the farm 

papers, and yet each year hundreds of expectant lovers of the luscious 

berry, who have planted and cultivated by the book, see fond hopes and 

prospects wrecked, their faith, patience, time and money all gone, just 

for the sake of a few perfect flowering plants scattered along the rows, 

and when the mistake is pointed out they.exclaim: ‘‘Oh, yes, I had heard 

that, but did not think.” j 
If we could utterly annihilate all but three or four of our best varieties, 

we could double the production of berries in the state. Three years on 

the dry prairie summer fallowing, is the best preparation for strawberry 

planting. Mulching between the rows with fresh cut slough grass in 

August is the best check against drouth. The earlier the plants are set 

in the spring the better. 

Cutting out the old canes of raspberries as soon as the fruit is gathered 

seems to be of great benefit tothe new canes. Pinching the new canes as 

soon as they are three feet high seems to produce better results than al- 
lowing them to grow unchecked. Red raspberry plants from new planta- 

tions give better results than those from the Older ones. The Houghton 
Seedling gooseberry seems to lead all others and is productive on a larger 

variety of soils and under more varied conditions than any other sort. 

The Red Dutch currant,kept free from weeds and grass, with old wood cut 

out and plenty of manure on top of the ground, seems to be good enough 

for the average planter. 

In closing I wish to ask some questions for some one to answer, if they 

can, and forall of us to fhink about. 

As about ninety-five per cent of all the strawberries in our markets are 

Crescent and Wilson, and everybody seems glad to get them, what sense 

is there in wasting time, money and faith on something supposed to be 

better, until everyone is supplied with these? 

Is this society ready to recommend the Jessie strawberry for general 

cultivation? 

How and when should black raspberry tips be.dug, handled and planted 

to secure the best results? 

How can we best enforce the truth that for the farmer who wants ber- 

ries the old, well-tried sorts, sold for a reasonable price, are the kind to 

buy and plant, rather than the new and wonderful, just discovered, owned 

and controlled exclusively by one firm or individual? 

After 20 years’ experience in Minnesota I believe the sale of new varie- 

ties has done more to dampen the interest in small fruit culture than 

frost, drouth and blizzards combined. 

(This paper gave rise to an interesting discussion and brought _ 
out the important fact, that dry weather with hot sunshine at 

the time of blossoming interferes with fertilization. ) 
‘ 
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VEGETABLES. 

SUGAR BEETS IN MINNESOTA. 

PROF. W. M. HAYS, FARGO, N. D. 

The experiment station has clearly demonstrated that sugar beets, with 

a high percentage of sugar, can be grown in Minnesota. The sugar beets 

of to-day are highly bred sorts that have been perfected in Germany and 

France, where by selection the per cent. of sugar of the common beet 
has been raised to more than double its former amount of six per cent. 
This seed will produce quite as good sugar beets on Minnesota soil, and 

with Minnesota sunshine, as it will in Germany, sunny France, or.in Ne- 

braska, where considerable sugar is now made. In fact, our results show 

exceptionally high. While our soils will produce beets of superior quality, 
they also produce large crops. Twelve or fifteen tons per acre should be 

a fair average. As the seed can be purchased cheaply, the labor be partly 

done by horse implements, and as rents of rich land is very low, we should 

be able to grow and market beets, where the haul is not over five miles, 
at $2.75 to $3.50 per ton on an average. Of course, where we put so much 

expense in labor and seed per acre the chance for loss is considerable, as 

in avery unfavorable year, there is a chance to lose $25 or even more 

per acre. 

The paramount question now is, shall factories be built? Some one 
says to me: Would you like to take stock in a company and help erect a 

factory at Owatonna, Stillwater, Lake City or other point, where the 
farmers have left wheat and are experienced in general farming, and with 

assurance of $4 per ton for their beets would grow them? Under good 

management I believe it would be a safe investment. There would be at 
the start two disadvantages. 'The newness of the business to the farmers 

would doubtless result in Some poor, coarse beets and in some discourag- 

ing yields. The newness of the locality to manufacturers would result in 

some troubles. The short season between pulling time and when it is 

too cold to handle beets out-doors would require some modification of the 

ordinary beet buildings. Allowing them to freeze in the piles in the field 

and then hauling on the snow like stove-wood, might work where fuel is 

very cheap. The freezing would not necessarily interfere with getting 

out the sugar, as it would be perfectly preserved until the roots were 

thawed. Storing the roots in buildings that would not allow them 

to freeze, thus extending the operation of the factory over several months, 

could be done but would be expensive. The farmers would very soon 

learn to raise good beets, and doubtless economical arrangements could 

be made for saving the beets so as to run the factory far into the winter. 

As horticulturists you are especially interested in the methods of plant- 
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sized beets, of perfect form, no fingers and toes, grown entirely under 

ground, solid, compact, with a high percentage of sucrose and a small 

percentage of other solids in the sap, which are separated with difficulty 

from the sugar in the processes of refining. Good yields are wanted, but 

not too much at the expense of per cent and purity of sugar in the juice. 

A large yield of sugar per acre in large, coarse beets is often nearly worth- 

less on account of the materials which must be gotten rid of in extract- 

ing the sugar. 

Value per acre of beets depends upon the amount of sugar grown and the 

cost in manufacturing it, and not alone upon the tons of beets brought in 

the farmer’s wagons. As the better butter and cheese factories now all pay 

for milk on its analysis, so beet factories pay for beets on chemical an- 

alysis. 

To grow the most value per acre, the following general plan is recom- 

mended: 

Choose any good corn land that is of such a texture that natural down- 

ward drainage or percolation is easy and complete. Too light a soil, as 

one largely of sand, is not best, as it is too much liable to drouth. Like- 

wise a Stiff clay is too cold, may be too wet, and is too hard for the easy 

penetration and development of the roots, and on this land cultivation 

is too difficult and expensive with beets. The prairie loam, the timber 

soil made up of a happy mixture of clay, sand and humus, in fact most of 

our immense amount of rich soils, exactly suit the beet. Just as the edu- 

cation of the boy should begin by educating his parents, so the prepara- 

tion of the soil for beets must be begun in growing the previous crops. 

It will not pay to grow beets on weedy soil. It simply costs too much in weed- 

ing. As sugar beets are nearly certain to grow too large and coarse if 

placed on freshly manured lands, two crops of corn or other hoed crops 

in which not a single weed is allowed to seed, should be grown on our rich 

lands between the manuring and beet crop. They can then be raised 

without so much expense, and will have fair size with excellent form and 

quality. Fall plowing may pay in some cases, but as a rule I should plow 

only once and that in the spring, following at once with the drag or some 

better surface pulverizer. As the plowing should be done nearly or quite 

ten inches deep, less raw subsoil will have to be turned up if the plowing 

for the previous crop has been nearly that deep. 

The land should be put in fine condition at the surface. The seed 

should be planted at corn planting time or even a little earlier.. Twenty 

pounds per acre should be planted with a hand drill, Mathews is good, 

or with a horse planter, where obtainable. The rows should be eighteen 

inches apart, with the intention of using hand wheel-hoes in cultivating. 

Thick planting results in more value per acre, as there is then a large 

yield of medium sized beets. Planting in rows twenty-four inches apart, 

with a view to cultivating between the rows with a horse hoe, will suit 

many farmers as they can afford to give the one-third more land and the 

Slight difference in the quality of the beets for the chance to substitute 

horse for man power. The seeds should be covered about three-fourths 

of an inch, and with a horse machine we found care necessary that the 

press wheels do not go too deeply in the softland. The cultivation should 

begin very early, and the first work is best done by the hand wheel-hoe 

run very close to either side of the newly appeared plants. Ifthe ground 
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is made very fine and smooth, and the planter run straight and at an 

even depth, so that the plants come up uniformly, half the battle can be 

won at the first and second hoeing. The middles between the rows must 

be looked after sharply at a very early date,and the time of hand weeding 
in the rows should not be Jeft too long. 

These earliest cultivations are very expensive if left until the weeds 

have the field, besides the crop should have the advantage at this time of 

as strong a solution of plant food as the soil can furnish, with no weeds 

to be using it. Beets are not unlike pigs, and stunting them early has a 

retarding effect on their future developement. When the beets are three 

to five inches high they should be thinned to six inches apart in the row. 

- The narrow onion hoe is of some assistance but part of the work must be 

done by hand. There is a temptation to leave weeding in the row until 

the final thinning eut, but I think it best to weed the rows and partly 

thin early and complete the thinning later. The cultivation should be 

complete as to the removal of weeds and making a fairly thick dust 

blanket until the leaves well cover the ground. Care should be exercised 

to not disturb the main roots, and there is no objection to hilling an 

inch er so. 

The beets reach their best at the time when there is the highest per- 
centage of sugar in the sap, and then slowly deteriorate if allowed to re- 

main in the ground. The sucrose turns to other less valuable forms of 

sugar,and the plant starts a new growth. There are several ways of tell- 
ing when to pull the beets. By keeping watch the leaves will be observed 

to change to a slightly yellowish green, the lower leaves will begin to 

droop and turn yellow and small new leaves will begin to start from the 
crowns of some plants. If left alittle too long new, white, tender roots 

will be found starting from either side down along the main root. 

When ripe, the common stirring plow should be run alongside of the 
row within an inch or so of the beets, and men following should pull the 

loosened beets out and toss them into piles. Here they can be topped—a 

common butcher knife is best—and carried into piles of twenty bushels, 

more or less. These piles can be made in round pits a footor less in depth, 

covered with cheap hay or straw and then with six inches of dirt; a wisp 
of hay placed in the top serves as a ventilating flue. Here the beets keep 

perfectly until cold enough to freeze them, and if they could be handled 

and manufactured after being frozen solid, here would be a good place to 

prevent thawing and freezing until ready to be used. 

Minnesota soil, climate, timber, mines and other natural advantages 

has resulted in much accumulation of capital. Enough of this to 

thoroughly try manufacturing beet sugar should be directed into building 

one or more factories at an early day. With the present county; and 

state’s willingness to help, I have strong hopes that the test will be made ~ 

on a large and practical plan, and next year is the time to make it. 

"2ST Wee 2 eres 
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SUGAR BEET. 

(A DISCUSSION.) 

Mr. Wm. Danforth: I have a report from three growers, 

who received some of the seeds of the sugar beet that were ais- 

tributed by the Agricultural College. I understand that Mr. 

Phinney has made a test with the following result: Three 

hundred and fifty-six pounds of sugar to two thousand pounds 

of beets. As nearly as we can estimate it, there were twenty-one 

tons of beets to the acre. The ground on which the beets were 

grown was pasture ground, broken up and gotten into condi- 

tion in order to test the seeds and get the best result. The 

ground was very rich, and these seeds were sown in rows about 

eighteen inches apart and well cared for. Mr. C. A. Sargent, 
had two hundred and seventy-two pounds, and I got two hund- 

red and forty pounds of sugar for every two thousand pounds 

of beets. Thesoil on which I planted them was sandy, and had 

been cultivated for twenty or twenty-five years. It is the very 

poorest ground I have. We have therefore tried both extremes. 

of soil. Now, if we can get people enough interested in 

raising them to insure a sufficient quantity for manufactur- 

ing, there will be no trouble in establishing a manufactory. 

We ought to bring this matter before the people as soon as. 

possible, so that, if it proves practicable, we can procure the 

necessary establishment, and raise and manufacture our 

own sugar. Everybody says that sugar is too cheap to 

raise, and that we don’t know what our government will do, 

but in all events we ought to get this information before the 

people, and thoroughly understand it ourselves, so that,if there 
is anything to be made out of it, we can carry it on ourselves. 

President Underwood: Will it pay the producer to raise 

the beets? 

Mr. Danforth: Well, I think I can raise beets as cheaply as 
I can corn. 

Mr. Sampson: How many pounds of sugar will a ton of 

beets make? 

Mr. Danforth: You can make 350 pounds of sugar from a 
ton of beets. 

Dr. Frisselle: What do they get a ton for the beets? 

Mr. Danforth: They brought $3.50 a ton last year in ‘Ne- 

braska, and the California factory paid from $3.50 to $4.50. 
ei 
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Prof. Green: I have watched and studied this question with 

a great deal of interest. When I entered the Agricultural 

College in 1875, they were then talking of raising sugar beets 

in Massachusetts, just the same as we are to-day. One of the 

professors had made sugar in the laboratory and had proved 

that the beets in Massachusetts were just as rich in sugar as 

the beets in Germany. We imported a lot of German machin- 

ery and built a factory at Franklin, Mass., and another at 

Portland, Maine, and several others. They paid $4.50 a ton, 

and I think some of them paid $5.00. The farmers started in 

to raise them, thinking they could make money at that price, 

but they were unable todo so. The factories were obliged to 

close their doors because beets could not be raised cheaply 

enough. Iam afraid that will be our experience. When you 

come to sow the seed and to thin it out and weed it—the first 

weeding is always an expensive matter—and pick the beets 

and select them—for the sugar beet is of no use for sugar un- 

less it grows below the ground, and is less than three pounds 

in weight—you will find it a pretty costly undertaking. Then 

they must be carried to the mill and all that, and, at the price 
they offer for them to-day, I do not believe there will be any 

money in them. Ido not believe that you can raise beets in 

this state for $3.50 a ton. 
Mrs. Bonniwell: I think it pays to raise sugar beets to feed 

our dairy stock. ; 

Mr. Cutler: I think it is thoroughly impracticable for us to 

engage in beet sugar culture in this state, with our present 

methods of farming. Even now it is almost impossible to se- 

cure laborers to harvest our crops. Even with the amount of 

machinery that we have to cultivate and manageour farms with, 

we have found it almost impossible to secure help enough. You 

all recall the experience of the farmers in Dakota this fall. 

With the present high cost of labor, I believe it to be impracti- 
cable to pursue the system of cultivation needed to produce the 

sugar beet, a system of intense cultivation that requires much 

hand labor. Labor is very cheap in Germany. It might be 

possible in the Southern states, where labor can be secured for 

25 to 50 cents a day, to successfully engage in this industry; 

also in California, where they have Chinese labor. It is my 

belief that our sugar will be raised in those countries where 

labor is very much cheaper and in a more degraded condition 

than with us. ' 
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Mr. Danforth: I think the beet itself is a profitable root to 

raise, as the pulp is good to feed our stock. 

A member: Can the beets be started in beds and then be 

transplanted to save seed? 

Mr. Smith: I don’t think it can profitably on account of 

the labor costing more than the seed. 

Prof. Green: The pulp is used a good dealin Germany to 
feed cattle. We have so much cheap fodder here that it would 

not be worth much for that purpose. 

CELERY GROWING IN MARSH LAND. 

J. A. SAMPSON, EXCELSIOR. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen : 

I have been requested to furnish you an article on ‘‘Celery Growing in 

Marsh Lands.” 

Man to do good service is scarcely fit, 

Unless supplied with plenty of grit, 

But celery of the very best is found 

Where grit itself does not abound. 

You cannot learn to be a farmer by books alone. You must have expe- 

rience and perseverance as well as all the information you can get, ere you 
will make a success. 

I will say that I have been pleased with my success in celery growing, 
my celery taking the lead in the Minneapolis markets, having received 

many compliments as to its quality. My motto is, ‘‘What is worth doing, 
is worth doing well,” and always to try and doa little better. 

My choice of soil is a marsh containing about two feet of peat, well 
drained. I prefer tile to open ditch. I think a small marsh is richer in 

plant food than a large one, on account of the wash from the surrounding 

hills. I use dressing on my celery marsh to keep it up and, if possible, 
to make it better. 

Ihave been in the habit of planting in trenches; I intend to try surface 

planting, and put the rows further apart, so that I can cultivate without 

covering up my celery. Four feet apart has been the distance, and if I 
plant on the surface it will require more space, in order to bank up the 
celery. 

The advantages to be obtained in marsh land, if well drained, are: First, 

the handling of the ground, both in banking and also in the taking up of the 
celery. Peat is much lighter than loam. Second, it holds moisture better, 

being of a spongy nature, and celery needs moist ground. Third, you 

can work on it after rains in setting out plants much better than you can 
on upland, or in other words, when upland is muddy and sticky the marsh 
is like a carpet, simply dampened, the water being all absorbed by the soil. 
Fourth, peat is better to trench celery in for winter, keeping out the frost 
much better than ordinary lo:m. Fifth, it does not contain as much 
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sand. A little sand in a celery stalk makes it unpleasant to eat, no mat- 

matter how choice the celery. 

Now, fellow citizens, I presume you are most interested in the question, 

does it pay to grow celery for the market? I will say that it has paid 
me, on an average. The business is very apt to be overdone, the same as 

any other branch of industry. In such a case, only those who are best 

situated, using all the advantages to be obtained, will make it pay. 

How to grow the plants. First, select the variety of seed you want; soak 

it about three weeks in water, then drain off the water and mix dry earth 

with the seed in order to separate it, and sow it in a hot-bed or place 

prepared for it, being careful not to plant it too thickly. Then sprinkle a 

little fine dirt over the seed and give it a good wetting. Now keep the 

bed moist for two or three weeks until the celery comes up. When large 
enough to handle, transplant, setting it about three inches apart. The 

plants will now, if properly cared for, soon grow large enough to plant in 

the trench or field where it is to be grown. 

Mr. Harris: Did I understand you to say that you soaked 

the seed three weeks before you planted it? 

Mr. Sampson: Yes sir, that is the way that I did. 
A member: How did you bleach it? 

Mr. Sampson: By banking. There are several varieties 
that bleach without banking. But the color does not improve 
the eating qualities. It is simply a matter of opinion. 

Dr. Frisselle: What causes the celery to rust? 

Mr. Sampson: The heat, largely. It rusts more in hot 
weather, and as the weather becomes cooler the rust is less 

noticeable. 

Prof. Green: What theory do you work on in banking? 

Mr. Sampson: Well, those who have studied celery raising 
know that it must be banked in order to make a nice color and 

juicy celery. This is done by pressing the earth up around 

the stalks. 
Mr. Harris: Do you wet it? 

Mr. Sampson: The earth itself contains sufficient moisture. 
You don’t want it wet when you bank it. That would injure the 

celery by causing the dirt to stick to it. For an early celery, 

I like the Golden Heart celery. It is not quite so hardy for 

winter keeping, but it will bleach much quicker. The Craw- 
ford, during the hot weather, has a rather pungent flavor that 

is pretty hard to get rid of. Still, for many reasons, I consider 
the Half Dwarf Crawford a superior variety. 

Prof. Green: Have you ever tried bleaching with straw and 

boards? 
Mr. Sampson: I never tried straw except one season when 

the rows were planted a little close together. I then used hay 
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which I twisted into a rope and put alongside of the plants where 

the dirt would not standup. I cannot say that it was any better 

than the dirt. I have also tried boards and tile. IthoughtI had 

found a plan that would be successful of putting the tile over 

each plant, but the hot sun striking down upon the tile created 
a warmth inside that killed the plants. The plan was worth- 

less. J have found also that there does not seem to be venti- 

lation enough, when you use boards, to make good celery. 

Prof. Green: The straw is used a great deal because the 

flavor of the celery is better than when it is banked with soil. 

Mr. Sampson: It is the nature of straw to hold moisture, 
and, consequently, it approaches closer to the soil than hay 

would. 

Dr. Frisselle: Do you transplant your plants from the seed 

bed before putting in the trench? 
Mr. Sampson: I have been obliged to transplant, under the 

circumstances, two or three times before I put them into the 

rows, but it is not always necessary. I first plant the seeds in 

the seed bed, because. of course, it would not pay to use a large 

surface of ground to get the little plants started. 

Mr. Wilcox: Do you think that this straw would help to 

make up for the deficiency, in case you did not have the moist 

ground ? 

Mr. Sampson: I think I could highly recommend the straw. 

Of course, we all know that straw is a non-conductor of heat 

and cold, and that it also holds the moisture that is under it. 

It does not allow the moisture to be absorbed by the rays of 

the sun, so it would certainly be advantageous to the celery to 

have the straw there. I noticed in some celery that I left on 

upland ground where it had got dry, that the celery was more 

apt to be spongy. Of course, we have some spongy celery in 

the marsh land. 

President Underwood: Where a person has not marsh land, 

I suppose you would advise planting celery on the richest and 

lowest land that he has. 

Mr. Sampson: Yes. Celery requires a good deal of nutri- 

ment, which it draws from the ground. It is on the same prin- 

ciple as raising cabbage. You cannot get ground too rich for 

cabbage raising. No doubt you all-know that the richer the 

ground is, the larger and better the cabbage will be. I believe 

that all gardeners agree with me there. Itis the same with 

the celery. I think an analysis of the celery stalk will show 

- that there is much nutriment in it. 
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A Member: Didn’t I understand you to say that you did 

your bleaching out of doors? 

Mr. Sampson: Yes, for winter. I stated in this paper that 

for putting the celery away for winter, the peat is better. 
Many of the articles have stated that it is better to trench the 

celery on the hillside and cover it up, because the water would 
not then stand in the rows. Now, the marsh being under- 

drained by tile, there is no danger of flooding. Any water that 

the soil itself will not absorb will run right off in this tile. All 

that I have to do is to make the trench right in the soil, and 

put the celery in there as solid as I can pack it. I then bank 

it up and cover it up for the winter, and there it does a large 

part of the bleaching for winter use. If it had been bleached 

when I put it in there, it would have been rotten by this time 
and unfit for market. I keep it out all winter, and I have to 
guard it from rotting or freezing. I have had varied experi- 

ence in that line. I will relate my first experience, thinking it 

may be of benefit to some of the other members. Some 

years ago I got my seeds started and thought I was in a fair 

way to get some. profit out of my labor. The land where I 
planted them was not marsh land, but it was low land where the 

water was not more than four or five feet below the surface of 

the ground. I put trenches there as they claim they should 

be placed, and set my plants in the trenches. It was, apparent- 

ly, a favorable day for setting out plants, but later on the sun 

came out bright, and the heat wilted the celery, and it went 

under. Well, soon there came a little rain, and I tried it again ~ 

in the same trenches. This time the plants did nicely, and I 

was quite proud of my success. Every thing went on well for 

about two weeks, and then a drenching shower came up. After 

the shower. when I went down to the celery trenches, I don’t be- 

lieve that in any of those rows, twenty rods long, there were 

a dozen plants left that were good for anything. At that time 

I became a little disgusted with celery growing. (Laughter.) 
I therefore wish to caution those members who are contem- 

plating setting out celery, that they want to do soin such a 

way as to avoid any chance of washing out by the water run- 

ning down the trenches. I have found in my planting in the 

marsh that it is possible to cultivate with a horse without coy- . 

ering up the plants in the trench. Ihave also heard of its be 

ing done elsewhere with success. 

Dr. Frisselle: I would like to inquire if the celery growers 
‘ 
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at Kalamazoo—they have a national reputation—plant their 

celery in trenches or on the surface? 

Mr. Wilcox: I believe the old method was to plant in quite 

‘deep trenches, but modern growers are making the trenches 

quite shallow. Iam not prepared to say just how deep the 

trenches should be. I wish to call attention to one other mat- 

ter in connection with celery growing. One of the difficulties 

of celery growing is encountered right at the start. The seed 

is very small and hard to germinate, which is a fact that a great 

many people do not properly appreciate. I was a little sur- 

* prised at our friend Sampson recommending us to soak the seed 

two weeks. I never dared soak seeds thatlength of time. I 

saw a little device the other day that struck me as being just 

what farmers want for starting celery, tomatoes or other plants. 

It would be particularly well adapted to celery. Instead of 

starting them in a few old pans and boxes to carry around and 

make dirt in the sunniest windows of the house, just make a 

little box, say three feet long, eighteen inches wide and about 

one foot deep. Place slats down about four inches in the box, 

and on top of these slats place small boxes, common cigar 

boxes, with the dirt and the seed planted in them. Cover the 

whole box with a light or lights of glass set in a frame, and you 

have a miniature hotbed in which you can water the plants very 

readily. At the end of the box make a little door which you 

can open to secure the proper degree of warmth. Then just 

keep a few bricks or anything of that kind upon the stove, and 

open the door and lay two or three or four of the bricks in the 

bottom of the box. They will retain their heat a long time. 

I think this is the nicest plan I have ever seen for starting 

celery plants in the house. 

A Member: Did you ever try hot water on celery plants? 

Mr. Sampson: I never put any warmer water on them than I 
could bear my hand in comfortably. As my friend has brought 

up the hot water subject, I presume some of our members will 

feel interested in knowing that we use hot water on. our pea 

seed where the weevil has got in them. We use it only to kill 

the weevil or some insect of that kind. 

Dr. Frisselle: What time would you recommend sowing the 

seed in a hotbed? 

Mr. Sampson: Regarding the time of sowing the seed, that 

must vary with one’s ability to take care of the plants after the 

‘seed has come up. I have built a cheap greenhouse, which 

probably enables me to start a little earlier than the majority 
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of farmers. I intend to start my seed in the forepart of Feb- 

ruary. The celery plant is very slow to germinate, and is also 
avery slow growing plant after it has germinated until it at- 

tains some little size. I would not advise any one, with nothing 

but the ordinary means of growing, to start before the 1st of 

April, on account of the frosts. They will stand a little frost, 

however. 

Dr. Frisselle: I think the point made by Mr. Wilcox is an 

excellent one. We know that the great difficulty is right at the 

beginning. It is in getting the seed to germinate. Now, if 

you have to spend three weeks in soaking your seed, and three — 

more before they come up, it will be nearly fall before you get 

started. JI have experimented some in celery growing. 

I have found a good way of planting in a hotbed is to 

sow the seed in rows, and lay down a board about six inches 

wide on the bed, and make a little trench or mark opposite to 

it. Sow the seed in this, and then lay another board on close 

to it, leaving not more than half an inch or an inch of space be- 

tween them. In that way you will choke out all the weeds, and 

the celery will come up,all inarow. Another point which 

has not been sufficiently insisted upon is this: That celery is a 

swamp-growing plant,and will not grow well without water. It 

may be possible to grow it on upland, but it is a good deal 

more difficult. Undoubtedly the swamp or low land is the 
proper place to raise celery successfully. 

Mr. Wilcox: Wile I second the statement of Dr. Frisselle 

and admit that it may be necessary when raising celery ina 

large way to have an abundance of water close to the surface, 

yet the most successful celery grower in Dakota county— 

who grows the most and best, and supplies our home markets 

entirely—not having this low land, commenced in a small way 

to grow it on high upland, which is very rich, and he has had 

admirable success. Still, I would not recommend anyone to ‘ 

plant celery on upland, if he has low moist ground. 

Mr. Cutler: I have found it a good plan to cover such small 

seeds as celery with hay; have the ground moist, and then 

spread the hay over it and look at it occasionally. 

Mr. Sampson: If you use the hay you cannot tell so readily 

whether the plants have come up or not, and if the plants 

should happen to come up under the hay they would be apt to 

have a long, slender stalk, and the sun would wilt them down. 

Mr. Harris: While Mr. Sampson may be successful in soak- ' 
ing those seeds three weeks, I would not advise people who are 
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not used to growing seeds, to attempt to soak their seeds that 

length of time. He has a greenhouse, and can do this suc- 

cessfully, because of its even temperature, but in the farm- 

house it is sometimes freezing cold, and sometimes very hot. 

My experience has been that, if the water in which the seed is 

soaked becomes fermented, the seeds are worthless. 

Prof. Green: I sow the seed about the first of February, in 

a box in the greenhouse, and place the box where it 

will keep moist and be out of the way. I cover it with a little 

moss, which makes a cover that the celery seed will push 

through. When I sow celery seed, I don’t push it into the 

ground, but prefer to cover it with moss or else protect it with 

something or other, like paper or cloth. If the plants come up 
too thickly in the box, just thin them out. Take asmall soap box 
and cut it down until it is three or four inches deep. Nail a 

bottom on it, leaving three or four cracks in it for drain- 

age. Then sow the seeds thickly in that, and afterwards 

thin it out. I do not use a hotbed, but have acold-frame in 

which I put the plants about three inches apart in the row, 

with the tops sheared off; that makes them stocky. I should 

not want to start the celery as early as that for winter keeping, 

but for early fall celery the first of February is about right. It 

can be transplanted to the field about the middle of June, accord- 
ing to the weather. When I plant the second time, 1 always 

shear it off again. As the plants are set out, I put a handful of 

green grass over each plant. The advantage of this is, that, 

if you have to water them, this mulching will prevent the 

ground from packing down. Seed planted the first of Feb- 
ruary will make good fall celery that can be banked up with 
straw without any danger of itsblighting or rusting. It will 

be fit to sell about the first of October. 

Dr. Frisselle: In my neighborhood, I do not think that celery 
that is intended for winter keeping should be planted until 

after those tremendous spring rains which we always have in 
this country. I remember putting out 3,000 plants one season, 

and a few days after we had a very heavy rain. I don’t think 

I had three plants left of the 3,000, that were not entirely 

buried. 

Mr. Wedge: I would like to emphasize one point that has 
been made by Prof. Green, in regard to mulching the plants. 

I have used short grass and sometimes a little manure. It 

works well on celery or strawberry plants. This plan would 
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be especially applicable to the dry prairie regions of the state, 

I have found it very valuable. 

Mr. Wilcox: I would like to have Prof. Green explain a 

little about his hotbed. 

Prof. Green: Well, when you want to make a hot-bed do 

not wait until the spring that you wish to use it, but begin in 

the fall of the year. Now, I presume you all know about the 

frame and sash, &c., so I will begin with the bed itself. As I 

said before, begin in the fall of the year by keeping the soil 

covered, so that you will have no frozen soil in the hotbed. 

The best covering for such a purpose is horse manure, to which 

I always add some leaves or straw; otherwise the heat would 

be violent for a little while and then run down. Leaves are 

more satisfactory than straw. When I make the bed, I never 

use more than two feet of manure, and seldom over a foot. 

Still, if it was along this time of the year, would not think two 

feet too much. If I wanted to start a lot of celery plants, I 

would start with a sash or two. These could be easily taken 

care of and. transplanted in beds that could be made up 
later. I will say farther, that the manure should be heated 

before it is put in the bed. In putting it in the frame I pack 

it as hard as I can, especially around the edges; and sometimes 

I have even tramped it a little. The soil in the box is thrown 
out into a little pile and covered up with manure for a few days 

until I want to use it. I then put the soil baek upon the ma- 
nure. I use from four to six inches. When I plant lettuce I 
use four inches. I generally use leaves to keep the ground 

from freezing. My frame is of 2x10inch plank. I cover it with 

litter and leaves in sufficient quantity to keep out the frosts. 

Dr. Frisselle: Where will the farmer who lives on the prai- 

rie get his leaves? 

Prof. Green: Well, let him use chaff, straw, manure or 

anything of that kind. 

Mr. Sampson: I would ask Prof. Green if he could not sug: 

gest some way by which farmers who so desired could 

have hotbeds the coming spring. Ido not prepare my hot- 
beds until spring, when I get them ready as fast as 1 want 

them. 

Mr. Cutler: Our friend Allen piles up the manure on the 

surface and sets boards around it, instead of digging a deep 

trench. 

Prof. Green: Sometimes I practice another method. I use 
a sash six feet by three feet, which size I consider the best. I 

\ 
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have the frame six inches higher in the back than in front, 

and put bars across every three feet for the sash. In the 

spring of the vear I just put down a bed of manure about nine 

feet long, four feet wide and two feet deep. I set my 

frame on top of that and put my soil in there and let it thaw 

out. 

Mr. Smith: That is exactly the way that Mr. Allen does. 

Mr. Nagel: I never make any hotbeds in the fall. I have 

a level piece of ground which I cover from one and a half to 

two feet deep with manure. Of course, if I make them in Feb- 

ruary, I should use two feet, but in the middle of March 

eighteen inches would be sufficient. A foot will not do. In the 

spring we put the frames on and fill them with manure. We leave 

the sashes on untilit heats. If there are any places where it does 
not heat fast enough we pour in hot water. Then we let it le 

until the temperature gets below 90°. After that you can put 

almost anything in the bed. I think this is the best way to 

make hotbeds. 

Mrs. Crocker: I have used Mr. Nagel’s method a good deal, 

and have found it very successful. 

HUBBARD SQUASH. 

E. M. CHANDLER, MINNEAPOLIS. 

(A Talk.) 

This is something that I am a little newin yet. I have only been 

atit about three years. If you want an outline of my plan, perhaps 

I can give you a little information on it. We prepare our ground along 

in May, and mark it off in squares eight feet each way. We manure our 

squash in the hill, putting about a fork full in each hill, and put our seed 

in about the same time that we plant corn, say about the 25th of May or 

the Ist of June. 

Dr. Frisselle: How deep down in the hill do you put that manure? 

Mr. Chandler: Well, I put it in three or four inches deep and cover it 

with three or four inches of soil and put in the squash seeds in the hill, 

and when they come up thin them out to one and sometimes two. The 

hills are eight feet apart. We have one or two vines for each hill. We culti- 

vate them during the summer and keep the weeds down as well as We Can. 

Our soil is a very sandy soil, that is hardly fit for anything else. 

A Member: How-about the bugs? 
Mr. Chandler: We generally put out so many squash that we don’t fear 

the bugs. We have about twenty acres this year. and we had twenty-five 
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acres last year. Wehave enough for ourselves and the bugs, too. The only 

thing we fear is the grub worms. They hurt us some last year, but not 

much. After you get the third leaf on the squash, they get beyond harm 

from the bugs. The idea is, toget a rapid growth on the squash, and thus 

they soon get out of the way of the squash bug. It is a good idea to have 

squash seed kept over for two or three years—it would be better to keep it 

three years if you could. We have some saved ahead, but not enough yet. 
We think it is better to keep it over a couple of years. You get a stronger 

growth of vine from the old seed. We gather our squash before the frost 

when we can. We put them into our house and handle them very care- 

fully in doing so. We separate the vine from the squash by 

cutting it off with a knife, and leave about an inch of the 
stem on the squash. This is a very important point. We pack them 

in the house without throwing around or bruising them in any way. 

Wherever you crack a squash shell, that squash rots, and particularly 

when it is put down cellar. 

We have a special house for keeping squash, that we built 

three years ago. In regard to planting, we do not plant differ- 

ent varieties of squash together. We are very particular about that 

point. In selecting the seed we are particular to have it all of the same 

variety, and select it from squashes that best show the peculiar charac- 

teristics of that variety. We cultivate the Hubbard squash, and raised 

about 125 tons this year. We stored about sixty-three tons in our house, 

which is all that it would hold. Our squashes are put on shelves in the 

house, which is 24 by 38 ft., and 10 ft. high, and laid off into three bins. 

The shelves are two feet apart,and the middlealley isseven feet wide, and 

the two outside alleys are about four feet each. We lay a tier two or three 

feet deep on the shelf. The frost cannot penetrate the house, because it 

is built very warm. In building it, we made a plain building, and paper- 

ed and sided it, and sheathed it up on the outside. We puta stove in 

each corner of the house,that we keep going all winter long, and the tem- 

perature runs about 54 degrees. We try to keep it there as near as we 

can. It is very important to keep the atmosphere as dry as youcan. I 

exhibited a squash at the summer meeting last summer, that was as sound 

as when putin. The proportion of spoiled ones to sound ones will not ex- 

ceed over two per cent. I cannot tell you exactly, but it is somewhere in 

that vicinity. It is very important that you should keep your house 

warm. When we put our squash in in September, we start our fires going 

and open all our windows and ventilators. At our last winter meeting 

Prof. Green told me that he thought it was a good idea to smoke sulphur 

in the house, and I have tried it this winter, and think it is a great im- 

provement. Of course, it won’t do any good if you wait until after the 

squashes commence to decay, but if done in time it will prevent that. We 

commenced on it after we got our house filled up. When you commence, 

if you smoke them once in two weeks it willdo. We do not find that it— 

whitens our squashes any; neither does it penetrate the squash so as to af- 

fect its flavor. It is not necessary to use it very much, and of course you 

can keep your house open when you use it. I have two ventilators in my 

house, and when the weather is mild, like today, I throw open the doors. 

I do not keep anything else in the house except squashes. 

A Member: What will your squashes sell at? 

Mr. Chandler: Squashes are worth about $1 a dozen. Last year at this 
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time I got $1.55, and the average weight was about 100 pounds to the 

dozen; it might have been a little less than that. 

Mr. Smith: That would be about $20 a ton then? 

Mr. Chandler: Yes. 1 would say, in reference to our house, that the 

first winter we only had it ceiled on the inside; fortunately, we had a mild 

winter and had no trouble. We had about forty tons, which we shipped 

to Chicago, and they sold there at $45 a ton. That was in January and 

the fore part of February. I have not shipped any there since. There is 

a gentleman in Chicago named Dunning, who lives about ten miles out, 

who has made a business of raising and keeping squash. I discovered his 

name in the Rural New Yorker, and called on Mr. Dunning when I was 

there, and went through his house. He has two houses witha capacity of 

200 tons, and they are fixed up in nice shape. They had just completed a 

new house the fall that I was down there, which was heated with hot 

water; otherwise his houses are like mine. He told me that he ships to 

Boston a great deal, and said that he had sold squasb in Boston as high 

as $85 and $90 a ton. 

President Underwood: I wish to thank Mr. Chandler, on behalf of the 

society, for his very interesting and instructive description. 

Mr. Smith: Just a word about those squashes. I wasvery much inter- 

ested in what Mr. Chandler had to say, but a great many of us have no 

squash houses, and I am among them. Last winter I tried three or four 

experiments. I gathered them just as Mr. Chandler says, and I think with 

him that that isa very important thing that is often overlooked. I noticed 

a good many farmers this fall, in getting in their squashes, picked them 

up off of the ground and tossed them into the wagon. That don’t pay. It is 

a great mistake. You must lay the squash down carefully. In regard to 

the matter of keeping, I think that Ican suggest something thatis within 

' the reach of everybody. Last winter I tried the plan of putting some of 
my squashes under a part of my house—not exactly in the cellar, but in a 

kind of a dugout where it often freezes, and where it is sometimes much 

colder than it isin the cellar. I put some squashes there, and, although 

they were frosted a trifle, they were in good condition the following March 

and did not spoil. I also tried putting some of them on racks that hung” 

up in the cellar, but I think that must have been too warm, as some of 

them became spotted. I had the best success with some that I put in a 

big room over the kitchen, where it did not get cold enough to freeze. I 

kept squashes there in good condition until April. This year I put quite 

a lot up there,distributing them so they barely touched each other. I looked 

them over just before coming here, and I could not find a single spot on 

any of them. I had three different varieties. I had the Boston Marrow, 

and they looked as sound as when they first went up there, the first of 

October. Any of us can keep squashes during the winter by being care- 

ful when we first handle them, not bruise them in any way whatever, and 

keeping them in a cool, dry place where they will get enough ventilation 

to prevent moulding. I find that a garret, or some room up Stairs, is us- 

ually a much better place to keep them than the cellar. 

Mr. Taylor: I have kept Hubbard squash in good condition until plant- 

ing time, for the last two seasons. I have cut the squash in the morning 

and had it for breakfast,and then taken the seed out and planted it at once 

for the next crop. I think you willagree that that was successful keeping. 
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Mr. Smith spoke of handling carefully. I fully agree with him there. You 

must cut each squash from the vine so as not to leave a long stem on it, 

for, if the stem is too long, you will knock it off accidentally some way or 

other, and spoil the squash. I gathered my squash in a wheelbarrow, in 

which I put a heavy horse blanket. They were put in the garret ina 

large dry goods box, in the bottom of which I had placed a layer of saw- 

dust; I then laid in a layer of squashes and carefully sifted the sawdust 

all around them until they were thoroughly covered, and then I placed 

another row on top of these, and so on until the box was filled. They 

kept excellently, and we had squash for breakfast long after the next 

planting season commenced. 

Prof. Green: I have provided a very dry cellar in the greenhouse for 

my squashes. This room is right in frontof the boiler and has a tempera- 

ture of 65 degrees all winter long. It is exceedingly dry. My experience 

with squashes has been that they shrink somewhat if kept in such a 

place and, therefore, will not bring so much money if sold by weight. But 

they will keep until July without any trouble at all. We just lay them 

on the shelves. Theoretically, we are supposed to lay them just one layer 

thick, but this winter, owing to lack of room, we have placed them two 

and three layers thick. I find that the temperature of a living room is 

about right to keep squashes in. 

Mr. Ludlow: There may be some farmers here that would like to: know 

how they can keep them without that kind of acellar. Now, 1 keep them 

very successfully in the hay mow. I put them in the bottom of the mow, 

and before the last of the hay was used the next spring we had got along 

into the warm weather, and there was but One rotten squash. 

Dr. Frisselle: I think Mr. Smith’s point is well taken. That is, that 

it requires these two things—warmth and dryness—in order to keep them 

well. It must not be too cold where you keep them. I think they keep 

on the same principle as sweet potatoes. If you keep sweet potatoes © 

where it is cold, they are sure to rot, but, if you keep them warm and dry 

they will be all right. The dryness is more important than the heat. I 

notice in stores where they keep squashes for sale, they are very particu- 

lar to keep them on the shelf in the upper part of the store where it is 

dry and warm. They tell me that if they undertake to keep them Gown 

cellar they are sure to decay. 
. Smith: I had an idea that they ought to be kept in a cold place, 

so I tried it. I found that it was not a success. 

Mr. Wilcox: I would like to knowif any one has tried the Sibley or 

Pike’s Peak squash. It is a squash of very fine flavor. 

Mr. Harris: It has been tried in our country, and it is liked very much. 

oes % 
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REPORT ON VEGETABLES. 

JOSHUA ALLYN, RED WING. 

Mr. President and Members of the Horticultural Society; 

As chairman of committee on vegetable gardening, I will say it was 

my intention last year to take notes, from time to time, of different 

things which I expected to grow, and explain here. Iam sorry to say I 

failed to take notes and can only give these remarks from memory. 

I think the past season was very favorable for vegetables except vines. 

The most of these latter were a failure, and all were badly hurt by the cool 

weather of July. Only for the unusually warm weather of September, the 

crop of Hubbard squash would have failed entirely Peas and beans were 

very good,owing to the cool, moist weather of thespring. Celery was fine 

for early growth, but the September heat was too much for it in many 

places. Owing to our climate, one year with another celery cannot be de- 

pended upon for a crop, although a few succeed in growing a fine article, 

and when that is the case the quality is far ahead of other places. 

Onions were very fair and would have been an extra good yield but for 

cut worms in many localities. The price was good,and the demand more 

than usual. 

The early sweet corn crop was immense; sold lively; good prices. We 

shipped to Duluth 100 dozen a day, besides supplying our markets. Pota- 

toes, all know, were an immense crop; which I cannot account for, 

as the season was not so very different from others. East and west they 

were plentiful and good. If the great difficulty of planting so many 

varieties could be stopped,and only a few of the best kinds planted, a 

better result would soon be found. The Early Ohio, Clark No. 1 and 

Early Maineare good enough for any one. Fair potatoes of these kinds 

are never refused by the market, while many kinds are often hard to sell 

and sometimes refused entirely by shippers. 

As for fruit in this county, it was scarce and not very good. This we 

found out in trying to get specimens for the fair. Very few apples were 

found,where years before there had been an abundance. 

Raspberries were very fair and brought a good price. Blackberries are 

raised by very few for market in this county. Grapes asa general crop 

was light, but in some localities very fine specimens were grown. 
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SUGAR AND SYRUP. 

REPORT ON SORGHUM. 

SETH H. KENNEY, MORRISTOWN. 

To the President and Members of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

The Minnesota Early Amber Cane Association was long identified with 

the State Horticultural Society, and finally, by a vote of their executive 

committee, the funds of the association were turned over to the Horti- 
cultural Society. 

I have been requested to furnish a report for this society, which [ do, 

as follows: 

I planted last spring twenty-eight acres of the variety known as the 

Minnesota Early Amber Cane. The soil about the time of planting was 
very dry, and the seed did not come up as well as usual. In addition to 
this the cut worms on the older lands in some places took the entire crop. 
A cold summer, with cool nights and early frosts, made a slow growth, 

and September Ist it looked doubtful if the crop would ripen. But the 
hot weather in September ripened up the caneso that an excellent quality 

of syrup was obtained, that secured a rapid sale. 

Grinding commenced September 23rd. The total amount obtained on 

twenty-eight acres was 131 tons and 1173 pounds, at $2.00 per ton with the 

leaves on. A good yield would have produced at least 280 tons. The 

amount of cane purchased at the factory was 335 tons, 111 pounds. The 

total amount worked at the factory was 466 tons, 1284 pounds. This cane 

produced 45,900 gallons of juice. It was ground and boiled in fifteen days 

and three hours, and produced 5,050 gallons of syrup, averaging for the 

season about 336 gallons of syrup for each ten hours, this being a little 

over 33 gallons per hour; and using about 3,060 gallons of juice each ten 

hours, or about nine gallons of juice for one gallon of syrup. 

The value of this product at wholesale was forty cents per gallon, or an 

average value for each day of the syrup product of $134.40. 

The cost of the cane for one day’s work was $57, for the wood and daily 
running expenses, $26; making the total daily outlay $88. Counting the 

cane raised at the price of the cane bought, leaves a balance on each day’s 
work of $51.40, storage and barrels not included, nor interest on the in 

vestment. 
This has been the poorest season in thirty-three years of my experience. 

Not one-half a crop was gathered. The demand has been very much 

more than the supply. 
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PRODUCTION OF MAPLE SUGAR. 

J. G. BASS, HAMLINE, 

Mr. President and Fellow Members of the State Horticultwral Society:—Be- 

ing requested by your secretary to write a short paper on the production 

and sources of maple sugar in Minnesota, I thought perhaps I might be 

able to give a few facts that have come under my observation in the pro- 
duction of maple sugar in my thirty years experience in its manufacture in 

Minnesota, and ten.years in my native state of Vermont, where they pro- 

duce the finest flavored article found in our markets. In fact, Vermont is 

as famous for her maple sugar as the Jersey cow is for prime butter. 

When I located in Scott County, on the border of the Big Woods, the 

rock, or sugar, maple was one of the leading attractions, as it recalled 

many incidents of sugar making in my boyhood days in the Green 

Mountain state, gathering sap and wading through three feet of snow, as 

they often do when the sugarseason opens up. Boiling the sap and mak- 

ing sugar was always a pleasant task in my younger days. And now, as 

o]d as I am, if I now lived in the maple timber, I should still continue in 

the business, for there is no other sweet manufactured that has such 

a delicious flavor as the sugar and syrup produced from the sugar maple. 

In the big woods in Scott, Le Sueur and Carver counties, and, in fact, in 

many other places in the state, the sugar maples are plentiful. If the peo- 

ple living in the woods, or convenient to the sugar maple, understood 

the business, they might derive considerable benefit and also add a great. 
luxury to the family table. 

I commenced the manufacture of maple sugar in Minnesota in the 

spring of 1854, and continued it every year till 1888, and with few ex- 
ceptions, I have always found it profitable. 

The rock, or sugar, maple is regarded as the prime source of maple 

sugar; but no doubt it is well known that in northern climates all species 

of the maple yield sap containing more or !ess sugar, though it is conceded 

that no other species than the rock maple makes a fine flavored article 

such as we get from the rock maple growing on the hillsides of Vermont. 

More favorable conditions exist for a plentiful production in Vermont, 
as their climate is not as dry as ours in Minnesota. But we should not 

get discouraged, if we can’t make as much as they doin Vermont. I have 

noticed that the quantity and quality of sap vary with the situation of 

the trees, their age and size, the nature of the season and of the preced- 

ing season, the meteorological conditions and the methods of tapping. A 

summer of plentiful rain and sunshine is what furnishes the trees with 

abundant saccharine matter, causes its deposition in the vessels of the 

wood of the tree,and undoubtedly prepares the trees for a plentiful harvest 

of sugar for the subsequent spring. 

The quantity of sap obtained from different trees depends on the meth- 

od of tapping. The depth of the bore should never be more than two 
inches, as the outside of the tree contains more sap than the heart and of 
a better quality. 

—22 
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The size of the bit is also of importance. A small bit does not injure 

the tree as much, and the wound heals over sooner. A half-inch bit is 

about the right size. Generally, the lower the tree is tapped the greater 
will be the yield. 

Trees tapped on the south or east side yield sap earlier and in larger 

quantities, than when tapped on the north cr west side. Frequent tap- 

ping I also regard as a great factor in production, as the sweetness in- 

creases in proportion to the frequency of tapping. 

The time for tapping varies with the season. Generally the season 

opens from the middle to the last of March. Never tap till the sap starts 

freely, but trees want to be tapped as soon as that time arrives, as the old 

saying is, ‘‘Make hay while the sun shines.” 

Now, if you make maple sugar, to be successful you must be sure to be 

up and on hand when the season opens up, for a penny saved is worth two 

earned. Eight-quart tin pails should be used, made slanting, with a loop 

or eye turned in the wire running around the top of the pail, so they can 

be hung on the spout or nail, so the wind can’t blow the sap away 

from the buckets. The easiest and most convenient way to gather sap is 

to take alarge barrel and cut a hole in the centre of the poorest head large 

enough to dip the sap out,when hauled on a sled to the stove tub by the 

arch and pan, where the boiling is done. The pan must be kept clean and 

free from any burnt sugar. If care is taken when syruping off, you won’t 

be troubled with any burnt sugar, if you do not have too hotafire. A 

very small fire is best when thesyrup is thick enough to flake off the dipper 

as you take it out of the boiling syrup and hold it up two feet above the 

pan. Then take it from the fire and strain while hot; then let it cool and 

settle; then turn off the top till the settlings begin to run; reduce 

the settlings with sap or water till the sweet is all out, and then boil the 

same to asyrup. Then all that is clear from settlings, sugar off. Skim 

the scum off before it comes to the boiling point, and when thick 

enough to wax when dropped into cold water, it isdone. It will then 

be good enough to tickle the palate of a king. 
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LANDSCAPE GARDENING. 

PARKS FOR SMALL TOWNS. 

PROF. H. W. S. CLEVELAND, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Most people who have not paid special attention to the subject are apt 

to suppose that parks are only wanted by large cities, and would be super- 
fluous luxuries for small towns. It would be a more truthful statement 

of the case to say that, while absolutely essential in large cities, no town 

that has or ever hopes to have, as many as 10,000 inhabitants should fail 

to make provision for such an area of public ground as will suffice for the 
wants of its inhabitants, and in which every one has a common 

right. The term parkis so universally applied to all public grounds, that 

it is perhaps useless to attempt to adhere to the strict definition of the 
word; but, if we call every tract of public pleasure ground a park, it be- 

comes necessary in every case to specify the kind of park we refer to, 

whether a driving park or a park for pedestrians only, an extensive area 

comprising varieties of natural scenery, or a mere city square planted 
with trees and arranged with walks. 

The fact has come to be fully recognized in theory.that rest and recrea— 

tion are essential to the best development of moral and physical character; 

but we are slow to carry our theories into practice. We make every pro- 

vision, at whatever cost, for public business and public work, but none 

for public amusement and recreation. We say virtually to the people: 

“Those of you, who have not the means to indulge in the costly amuse- 

ments provided by individuals, must look out for yourselves. No public 

money must be used to furnish places or means whereby you may refresh 

your weary limbs or gather new heart for life’s conflicts by rest and 
communion with nature.” 

Perhaps it may be conceded that a mere rural village,which can never 

attain a larger population than can be numbered by hundreds, needs no 

such provision beyond what may be furnished by a village improvement 

society. The fields and woods in the immediate vicinity of such hamlets 

are easily accessible, and the number of thuse who seek them is not so 

large as to make their presence objectionable. But when a town attains 
such a size that individuals or parties of its citizens are resorting daily to 

the neighboring country for recreation, their visits become such a source 

of annoyance to the farmer,that in self-defence he is forced to put up the 

sign of ‘‘ No trespassing on these grounds.” 

Then, the want of a place of resort for pic-nic and pleasure parties 

induces some individual to supply the demand by making a park of some 

portion of his,own grounds and charging a fee from those who use it. 

The fact that such a measure rarely fails to prove profitable to the pro- 
prietor is a sufficient*indication that the demand exists, but there are 
many and serious objections*to such a mode of supplying it. No indi- 
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vidual will go to the expense of making a thorough and fitting arrange- 

ment of such a tract for public use, and, on the other hand, those who 

resort to it can have no such assurance of protection, as is afforded in a 

public park of which every visitor feels himself to be a joint proprietor. 

No better proof of the superior estimation in which parks are held could 
be afforded, as compared with such resorts as are offered by private par- 

ties to supply their place, than the well known fact that the immediate 

effect of selecting any area for a public park is to enhance the value of 

adjacent property for residence sites; whereas,a private resort of the kind, 

however well it may be conducted, can never become so free from doubt 

and apprehension that its vicinity will be sought for such purposes. 
I need do no more than remind you of these simple facts to convince 

you, first, that wherever a community of a few thousand people is gath- 

ered together, there must be frequent demand for a place where a large 

number may assemble in the open air, or where individuals or small par- 

ties may seek relief and recreation from the toil and care which are the 

attendants of their daily life; and second, that this demand can be but 

poorly and insufficiently supplied by the efforts of private parties who are 

instigated only by motives of self interest. 

Is it not the part of wisdom to recognize the now well established scien- 

tific fact that rest and recreation are just as essential to the best develop- 
ment of manhood as sleep and food, and provide generously for their 

rational indulgence under such regulations as shall prevent their abuse, 

instead of ignoring the whole subject,as if the necessity implanted by na- 

ture was to be regarded as a weakness that should be conquered? 

Every intelligent man will give an affirmative answer; and the fact that 

all large cities have been forced by necessity to make such provision, af- 

fords such evidence of its existence,that the only doubt remaining is that 

of when the work should be coimenced, or how long the duty may be 

safely postponed. 
The idea is so generally prevalent that parks are of necessity costly 

luxuries, that people shrink from the thought of them as a needless addi- | 

tion to the burden of taxation. In fact, this apprehension is due to a 
mistaken conception of their requirements, and largely also to the fact 

that their construction has so often been attended with wasteful and un- 

necessary expenditure, that the idea has become fixed that the object can 

only be thus attained. A little reflection will serve to disabuse the mind of 

this mistaken notion. The parks of agreat and wealthy city may indeed 

be appropriately adorned in a manner that is in keeping with its architec- 

tural elegance; but even here the tendency is toa wasteful extravagance in 

tasteless and ostentatious display of artificial decoration, to say nothing of 

cheap imitations of works of art which betray vulgarity of taste as plainly 

as the wearing of imitation jewelry. 

The requirements of a small town are very different from those of a large 

city, and if a little common sense is applied, first, to the question of what 

is wanted, and next. to the means for its attainment, it will be found in ~ 

almost every case that they may be secured without any extravagant 

outlay. 

In selecting a site for a park, the mistake is often made of seeking an 

area possessing such naturally attractive features asrender it intrinsically 

valuable for residence sites, so that the first cost is necessarily large; 
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whereas, a little investigation will almost always reveal] ‘the existence of 

tracts, which for some reason are not thought desirable for residence 

sites, and may, therefore, be had at a comparatively low price, and may, 

at small cost, be so improved as to adapt them admirably for park pur- 

poses, and by so doing increase the taxable value of all adjacent property 

so essentially as to make the investment a profitable one. This has been 

so fully demonstrated in the experience of different cities all over the 

country, that it may be regarded as an established fact inthe history of 

parks. A tract of land may possess picturesque features, such as ravines 

or ledges, which make its improvement too costly for any individual to 

' undertake, or it may require a system of drainage that no one man can 

compass. While such tracts remain unimproved, they are of course un- 

sightly and detract essentially from the value of adjacent property. If 

purchased by the city and improved as parks, the very features which 

rendered them unfit for residences may contribute to their attractive 

interest as pleasure grounds, and their development will serve at once to 

confer value upon all adjacent property. 

The best criterion of what is wanted by those who seek relief from the 

cares of life in cities is to be found in the objects they pursue when they 

try to escape from them. There is a large class of people, who neither 

seek nor require any other recreation than the sight of a game of ball or 

a horse race or other sport at which great multitudes are assembled, and 

the enjoyment of which is entirely independent of the adjacent scenery. 

All that they require, therefore, is a largearea of open ground. The 

seclusion and rural attractions,which constitute the most winning charm 

a park can offer to those who seek relief in its shades, are not only value- 
less to those who delight in the sports above alluded to, but such sports 

are utterly incongruous with the objects for which parks are specially de- 

signed. I allude to the subject because there are multitudes of people 

who seem to have no other idea of a park than a place for popular amuse- 

ments in which anything is admissable that would draw acrowd. It can- 

not be too often or impressively urged that the primary object of a park 

is to provide for the wants of all whose lives are oppressed by the care and 

anxiety which are the necessary attendants of all who mingle in the great 

struggle of life, with a determination to fulfill its duties, whether in the 

line of director of a widely extended business, embracing vast and com- 

plicated interests, or that of the humble laberer striving to provide for 

his family. The demands of modern social life are such that the need for 

means of relief and refreshment is imperative. They are recognized and 

acknowledged by all civilized nations. We have been the last to take ac- 

tion in the matter for the simple reason that we have been the last to feel 

its necessity. But the work which has been in progress of late years in 

the creation of parks in all our cities, and the invariably beneficial re- 

sults that have ensued, proves clearly the wisdom of the measure. The 

principle on which those results are based is the same in all communi- 

ties, be they large or sm4ll, and differs only in degree. With the experi- 

ence our history affords of the growth of great cities in the wilderness in 

the space ofa single generation, it is not safe for any town to assume that 

it will never attain such dimensions that parks will have to be provided— 

and no fact in the history of parks is more clearly proved, than the dan- 

ger of delay in the purchase of lands for the purpose, and the penalty of 

enormous cost which has resulted from it. 
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The people of Lynn, Mass., have set an example in the preservation for 

public use of a large tract of wild land, which is already exciting such 

general admiration as proves the wisdom of their action, and to incite 
other towns to imitate them. The tract contains some 1,600 acres of wild 

land, comprising gigantic boulders, deep ravines and rocky summits and 

is very largely covered with forest, all of which is to be preserved inits 

natural character, or only so far developed by roads, paths and artificial 

structures as will make it available for use as a delightful place of resort. 

It is not even to be called a ‘‘Park,” but is to be known only as the ‘‘Lynn 

Wood,” and every one who has any just appreciation of natural beauty as 

contrasted with artificial imitations of it will recognize the value of such 

a possession, while those who are governed only by motives of worldly 

interest may learn from such an example that no better investment can 

be made by a town than such an addition to its attractions. 
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FLORICULTURE. 

REPORT ON GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS. 

AUG. S. SWANSON, ST. PAUL. 

In the first place, I cannot but dwell somewhat upon the great improve- 

ment made every year in such flowering plants as roses, carnations, 

chrysanthemums and begonias; and their mode of growing, in which there 

are annually improvements being made, as we learn more and moreabout 

them. In roses we have among the ever-blooming class several new 

varieties designated as teas and tea hybrids, the last two or three years re- 

ceived, and the last season they have been quite extensively grown, so we 

can now with some knowledge claim they are an improvement upon 

older existing varieties. First among these of recent introduction 

is Duchess of Albany, a sport of La France, but with much deeper 

color and more substantial flower, and hardier and more vigorous 

constitution, which makes it give us better results, in the short wintry 

days, with so little sun. It is, according to reports, even more florifer- 

ous and a better paying rose than La France. The Waban isa sport from 

Mermet, which it resembles in everything, the same as Duchess of Albany 

resembles La France. It has a deeper, better color in dark weather ; 

also is claimed to be a more vigorous grower. There is no doubt 

but in somerespects it is a good improvement over the parent plant, 

the Mermet. Mme. Hoste isa comparatively new rose, not grown to any 

great extent till the last season. Its most remarkable characteristics are 

enormously prolific blooming even as young plants,very pretty shaped buds, 

and blossoms of great substance. It is the best keeping rose I am ac- 

quainted with, whether left on the plants or cut. It is of a very light 

creamy yellow color. The flowers when well grown will compare favor- 

ably with any tea rose; and for a fact, will produce flowers the size of large 

Marechal! Neils. Clotilde Soupert is anew introduction of the small rosa 

multiflora. It is a great improvement over older existing varieties in 

size of flowers as well as general character. Jt is larger and more robust 

growing than most of its progenitors, and a rose in every way well worthy 

of a place among the roses in greenhouses for winter flowering, and I have 

no doubt brut it will make a capital bedder out of doors. 

Among carnations.the improvement goes steadily forward, many new 

varieties having been introduced the last year, ail claimed to be great 

improvements over existing older varieties, and in a few years we hope to 

see the ideal carnation brought forward, with its flowers four inches across 

and on long, stiff stems with elegant foliage, well up in the flower’s sweet 

perfume, and a free and continuous bloomer, never bursting the calyx. 

There are so many new ones, that I will not attempt to enumerate any of 
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them, as there is no doubt that they are all good. As we have the last — 

year learned, the leading carnation growers of the country have organized 

themselves into a society for the protection of this flower’s interest, and 

they will no doubt see to it that no doubtful varieties are disseminated. 

In chrysanthemums the improvement is more marked even than in any 

other class of flowers. Those sent out last year were all very good indeed, 
some of them really wonderful improvements over only a few years ago. 

New varieties are coming in almost too fast for the good of the flower. I 

am afraid it will have a tendency to lessen the interest taken in the 

chrysanthemum the last few years. I will not attempt to name any of 

them, as there are hundreds of varieties, probably one as good as the 

other—it would be a hard matter indeed to pick out afewofthem. It 

may be noted that the mode of treatment has almost entirely changed 

from growing them outdoors during the sum ner; they are now generally 

grown under glass continuously from time of propagating till cutting the 

flowers. 

In begonias we have also seen a great improvement the last few years, 

notably so in tuberous-rooted begonias. This class is improved now so itis 

really a grand class of plants. They are in some sections of the country 

taking the place so long held by geraniums for bedding out in summer, — 

they making even more show than this weli known old favorite. Whether 

they will drive out the geraniums here in this state is as yet doubtful, it 

being open to question wheher they will doas wellin our hot and dry sum- 

mers as they will where it is more moist. They are, nevertheless, well 

worthy of a place in the greenhouse for decoration of rooms, or even as 

cut flowers I believe they may be made to pay. I would advise every 

florist to give them a trial. Of other varieties of begonias, many new 

ones are introduced every year now, and many of them are undoubtedly 

destined to take a prominent place among bedding plants before long. 

In conclusion I wish to say I’ do not believe the last season has been a 

very prosperous one for the florist, whether on account of overproduc- 

tion or other causes I do not know, but certain I am that at the prices 

ruling last spring for bedding plants, the margin of profit was very small, © 

indeed in many instances [I am sure the prices realized represented a loss 

instead of profit on the goods sold. Prices for cut flowers were probably 

up to the average the latter part of the season, but still without re- 

alizing anything for the growers, as the season has been remarkably 

against us; part of the month of August was so cold aS to give many 

plants, notably roses, such a check that in many insta nces they have not 

yet recovered; then September came in altogether too hot to suit the 

greenhouse man, it forced his crop of bloom in a time when there was no 

demand, and weakened his plants so, that when thecloudy and dark days 

came—and we have had an unusual number of them the last month—they 

were not in proper shape or condition to bring forth their blooms. Roses, 

carnations and violets suffered most, the latter in particular has just 

commenced to recuperate from the hot spell of last autumn. Taken all 
in all, I think it has been an unprofitable season for florists in this state, 

even the only chrysanthemum exhibition held in the state of Minnesota 

the last season was a failure financially, although well worthy of a better 
fate. 
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REPORT ON HOUSE AND GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS. 

E. NAGEL, MINNEAPOLIS. 

I think this report had better be about flowering plants best adapted 

to house culture, as that is what most people would like to know. It 

seems easy for anyone acquainted with plants to select what he wants, 

but for one not knowing much about it to take a catalogue and pick out 

what is wanted by the description is quite difficult, especially in the new 

things called novelties, most of which are worthless, but which people 

will buy on account of the high prices and the glowing descriptions. For 

instance, last spring the wholesale price of the Waban rose was $1.00 each, 

and in the fall it was $8.00 per hundred. So it is with nearly all novelties. 

It is better to go slow on new varieties of plants, until they have been 

tested and found to be what they are claimed to be, for,if not really 

worthy, they will be dropped from the list in a year or two. 

My aim in this report is to give a list of those flowering plants that, in 

my opinion, are best adapted to house culture, and that every one can 

grow. I will make it as brief as possible. 

Abutilon (Flowering Maple).—Flowers pendulous or bell-shaped; several 

colors, white, pink, yellow and red; flowers freely during winter and 

spring. 

Achania Malvaviscus.—Resembling somewhat the former, color bright 

scarlet, free flowering, flowers on the end of every branch. 

Azalea Indica.—Native of China, a greenhouse shrub; when in full bloom 
the most gorgeous window plant in cultivation; colors, pure white, varie- 

gated, pink, bright scarlet and dark red. Season for flowering naturally 

_about March and April, but will stand forcing and can be had in bloom 

by Christmas. Most people have an idea that after blooming they should 

rest, but that is a mistake, and many plants arespoiled in that way. They 

make their season’s growth right after blooming, and they must not be 

neglected at that time. Give them a good, light, cool place, keep them 

watered Jike other plants until spring, about the middle of May place 

them outside in a bed, and do not neglect to waterthem. They will thus 

bloom year after year. 

Begonias.—This is another valuable house plant, always clean, never af- 

fected by insects. There are many varieties, all good house plants. The 

tuberous-rooted bloom only in the summer. 

Chrysanthemum.—This is one of the best and most fashionable blooming 

plants for fall and early winter. There isan endless variety, divided into 

three different classes, the Chinese, Japanese and Pompon. The Pom- 

pon are the small flowering ones and are the easiest to grow; the Chinese 

have large, regular shaped flowers, and are somewhat harder to grow 

than the former. The Japanese, are the hardest to grow, and are the 

most fashionable. The flowers are large, irregular and fringed, and, if not 

properly treated, most flowers will be imperfect. 

Carnations—Can be had in bloom all winter; a great many varieties, 

white, pink, scarlet, variegated, dark red and yellow. They should 

be made from cuttings in the fall or early part of the winter, planted 
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out ‘in rows in the spring and cultivated during the summer, being 

pinched back once or twice, and they will be ready to bloom by the first 

of September, when they can be potted and taken into the house. 

There isa new kind of carnation, the Marguerite carnation, which can 

be grown from seed and bloom the first summer. It comes in all colors 

except yeliow, is very sweet, and will be in bloom by the firstof July, and 

bloom freely all summer. It gives more flowers at that season than any 

other carnation. 

Calla Lily.—There are four icindls, large flowering, small flowering, or 

dwarf, spotted-leaf calla, which flowers only in summer and rests all 

winter, and the black calla, Arwm sunctum, a species from the Holy Land. 
Cineraria.—All colors, blue, violet, crimson, pink, maroon and white; 

raised from seed, which should be sown in June or July. 

Cyclamen—Very pretty blooming plant; blooms from January till April; 

grows from seed, forms a bulb and rests during summer. 

Freesia Refracta Alba—One of the most attractive winter flowering bulbs 

grown; pure white lily-like flower, very fragrant. Bulbs should be 

planted in succession from September to December, and be keptin a light, 

cool place until wellup. After that they may be ‘put in a warm place, 

but they must have plenty of light and sun. 

Geranium.—A general favorite. We used to think the single ones were 

the best bloomers, but in the last few years we have had so many double 

ones that bloom just as well, if not better than any of the single varieties. 

Some of them are G. A. Nutt, Illuminator, Edmund About and Golden 

Dawn. 

Fuchsia.—A nother well known favorite; Black Prince, Speciosa, Rose of 

Castile, Snow Fairy and Prince Napoleon are the best bloomers. 

Gloxinia.—A handsome, summer blooming, buibous plant, blooms from 

July to September. 
Hetiotrope.—F lowers light and dark purple; blooms freely in winter. 

Should be re-potted often to keep it blooming. 

Ivy Geranium.—Fine basket plants; blooms freely in the spring and 

summer. 
Lilium Harrisii—Bermuda Easter Lily. Can be had in bloom by 

Christmas if kept warm enough. Bulbs should be planted from October 

to December. 
Lilium Candidum.—Common Easter Lily. Should be treated same as 

the preceding one. 

Petunia Double—A great variety, grown from cuttings and from the 

seeds. 
Primula Chinenses.—One of the best house plants: blooms from January 

till May; grown from seed; colors, white, red and pink. 

Primula Obconica—White, alwaysin bloom; best flowering plant grown 

for house or greenhouse. 
Roses.—A great many varieties, but not many for house culture. Her- 

mosa, light pink; Agrippina, dark red; Clotilde Soupert, soft flesh color, 

pink in center; and some of the teas and hybrid teas, such as Bon Silene, ° 

Perle des Jardins, Sunset, Bride, Madam Hoste, La France and Duchess 

of Albany, which are all good winter bloomers. 

Winter Flowering Bulbs—Most of them are imported from Holland. They 

are the 

Dutch Hyacinths; colors, red, white, purple, pink and yellow. | 

f 
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Roman Hyacinths— White and rose, mostly used for cut flowers. 

Narcissus.—Yellow and white. 

Tulips.—Red, yellow, pink and white. 

All of these bulbs should be planted in the fall for house culture in 

pots. The pots should be kept in acool cellar. The best way is to cover 

them with three or four inches of earth; and let them remain from one 

to two months or until the growth begins to show through the earth. 

After that take them into a warm room-where they have plenty of light, 

but not too much sun at first until they get accustomed to it. Give 

them plenty of water and nice flowers will be the result. 

One thing more I would suggest, that is, to buy your plants and fiowers 

of the florist at your own town, or if there is no florist there, as near home 

as possible. Never buy of the agents, for you will always have to pay 

more for the pictures they show you than for the plants. 

GREENHOUSE FLOWERING PLANTS. 

AUG. S. SWANSON, ST. PAUL. 

Mr. President and Members of State Horticultural Society: 

Having just spent the last ten years in this state, engaged in the florist 

business, during which time I have seen what wonderful progress the state 

of Minnesota has made in all other industries, and knowing that our pro- 

fession has progressed very rapidly (probably too rapidly for its own good) 

all over this country, it suggested itself to me that it would probably be 

of some interest to look back to the beginning of the period I have been 

in Minnesota and see what ‘‘Progress the Florist Business in the Last 

Decade” amounts to in this state,—whether it has kept pace with the 

general advancement of industries and pursuits. I think, from the statis- 

tics I will present, we will find ithas doneso. | 
From the last census report we learn that, as an industry, floriculture 

has been for the first time made a subject of census investigation; and 

Mr. J. H. Hale, the compiler of reports relative to floriculture at the last 

census, begins his report with these words: ‘‘While flowers and flowering 

plants were grown for sale to a very limited extent in this country one 

hundred years ago, the business of the commercial florist has made the 

greater part of its development during the past twenty-five years, and the 

larger proportion of this business the past ten years.” After inquiry of 

every florist in the United States, the report recites that ‘‘there was 

but one commercial fiorist in the country in the year 1800, and only three 

establishments started between 1810 and 1820; eight more were started the 

next decade, twenty-five the next, followed by forty-five between 1840 

and 1850; 96 between 1850 and 1860; 313 were established between 1860 and 

1870; 998 between 1870 and 1880; 1,797 between 1880 and 1890.” 

From this we see that the florist business has increased during the last 

ten years in the number of establishments about 130 per cent. This is 

certainly a very great increase, but still it does not tell us the increase of 

capacity, which no doubt is more than 200 per cent. Now, what interests 

us is this: Has the florist business made as rapid progress here in Minne- 
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sota as in other and (for that industry) more favorably located states? I 

think it has kept pace with most of them. As near as I am able to learn 

there were in 1881, or, to be more correct, at the beginning of 1882, 18 per- 

sons engaged in the florist business, operating a total of about 86,000 

square feet of glass. At the present time there are to my knowledge 60 

persons engagedin the business, and operating a total of 439,000 square 

feet of glass; an increase in number of establishments of over 300 per 
cent, and in capacity of over 500 per cent. This places the state of Min- 

nesota as No. 18 in regard to number of establishments, and No. 17 as re- 

gards capacity or amount of glass, as compared with the other states; 

certainly not a bad showing, taking everything into consideration,—the 

short period the state has been in existence, and the climate, which we 

may praise as we will and insist upon its being the most glorious climate 

on earth, as it may be for raising No. 1 hard. It is, nevertheless, a 

hard climate for the fiorist to contend with, the fuel question being one 

of his heaviest items of expense and one engaging his most serious atten- 

tion. According to my experience at various places, 1 believe it costs us 

here on an average $70.00 per 1,000 square feet of glass to keep warm, and ~ 

thus the snm of $31,000 will have been expended for this item alone this 

winter. Nevertheless,the florists in this state are well satisfied to receive 

the same prices for their products as the florists of the Eastern states, 

where the cost of heating is just about one-fourth. This shows that 

we must have advanced as fast as they, or they would certainly undersell 

us. As to prices for our products, they have on an average fallen 50 to 70 

per cent. in the last ten years. To beable to keep up under these adverse 

circumstances shows that we must have been able to effect savings 

somewhere, either one way or the other. This has been done in various 

ways; first, by improved buildings, enabling us to grow more and better 

stuff in the same amount of space; second, by improved methods of 

heating, whereby we maintain a more uniform heat at less cost, (steam 

heating seems to be the mode giving the best general results and it seems 

to be almost universally adopted for all larger establishments;) third, by 

growing better paying classes of stuff and discarding everything that 

can not be made to pay; fourth, by the better methods adopted, quite a 

saving in labor is effected. Thus it may be seen that our profits are gen- 

erally made up of what ten years ago went to waste. 

Our business is something that almost wholly depends upon the larger 

cities for existence; hence the good showing the state of Minnesota 

makes in the matter of floriculture is to be credited to her two larger 

cities, St. Paul and Minneapolis, these two cities alone taking 40 of the 

50 established florist concerns, with 352,000 square feet of glass, leaving a 

balance of 87,000 to be divided in the various smaller cities. The pro- 

gress in various lines of the business has kept well up with the increased 

capacity of the greenhouses. Iam quite certain that we this year aver- 

age more flowers produced in Minnesota in one day than in twenty, ten 

years ago, and these are sold at not exactly the same prices as ten years 

ago, but probably at as good a profit to the individual, and certainly a 

good deal better for the state at large. Ten years ago there was probably 

$50,000 worth of flowers shipped to Minnesota from other states, and the 

next five or six years following considerably more, while the past year I 

think we have exported a great deal more than we have imported. 

\ 
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RED SPIDER AND GREENHOUSE PLANTS. 

(A talk.) 

F. G. GOULD, EXCELSIOR. 

I am no apologist for the red spider. I think I can safely say that 

Iam not lost in admirationof him. I find that the spider is too small 

to be seen with the naked eye, but he is there just the same; and his work 

is generally done before hecan be found. Many different things have been 

tried and have utterly failed in dislodging him; but there is one thing 

that I can recommend, that I have found successful; and that is, wash 

him. A good washing will generally dispose of him. There are some 

plants on which he cannot live,and the geranium is one. In this connec- 

tion, I will couple what I would have said on the subject of greenhouse 

plants, with my remarks on the red spider. When you attempt to grow 

plants for ornament, you like to have as many nice plants as your sur- 

roundings will admit of. A few practical people are satisfied with a few 

practical things that, are the best. So far as my knowledge goes, half a 

dozen plants or so comprise enough to make a grand collection for any 

place. Among the kinds of plants for ornamental purposes that I know 

of, at the head of the whole list I shall place the geranium—the entire 

family of geraniums. They have striking colors and make a good display 

in-doors as well as out of doors, and they are less subject to the attacks of 

insects. They will stand the greatest variation of temperature, and all 

kinds of atmospheric conditions. They donot require any particular kind 

of soil, except that they are shy of a moist locality, and they will live and 

thrive where most plants would die of neglect. I will name a few other 
plants as coming next to the geranium for general use. I speak from ex- 

perience; that is, my own experience. The heliotrope is reliable, and while 

it is somewhat modest in its appearance, it is useful. Now the sweet 
aiyssum is a plant that does not make any great show itself, but it has a 

_ very wonderful effect when placed with some of the other flowers, the 

rose for instance. I will not take up any more of your time, but will thank 

you for your attention. 
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PLANS FOR FLOWER BEDS. 

Prepared to accompany. an article on “Designing Flower Beds,” published in the Re- 

port of this Society for 1891, page 254. 

E. NAGEL, MINNEAPOLIS. 

Very handsome flower beds can be made from the following plans: 

The sizes of beds and number of plants required are given, that they 

may be exact guides to the planter. 

The size of the bed may be changed, of course, to suit the grounds, the 

taste or the purse of the planter. 

GERANIUM BED. 

This bed, if six feet long by four and three-fourths feet wide, requires 

the following plants: 
Space I. 32 Sweet alyssum (or any other of the border plants named) 

set in one row, six inches apart. 

Space II. 35 S. A. Nutt geranium (or any other single variety) set 

eight inches apart_each way. 

GERANIUM BED. 

This bed, if six feet in diameter, requires the following plants: 

Space I. 36 Centaurea (or any other border plant) set in one row six 

inches apart. 

Space II. 40 Queen of the West geranium (or any other one variety) 

set eight inches apart each way. 

This bed, if eight feet in diameter, requires: § ? 

Space I. 48 Border plants, at six inches apart. 

Space II. 80 Geraniums, at eight inches apart each way. 
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FOLIAGE BED OF COLEUS. 

This bed, if six feet in diameter, requires the following plants: 

Space I. 36 Cineraria Maritima (or any other border plant named) set 

in single row, six inches apart. 

Space II. 40 Verschaffelti coleus, eight inches apart each way. 

Space III. 28 Fair Oaks coleus, eight inches apart each way. 

This bed, if eight feet in diameter, requires: 

Space I. 48 Border plants, six inches apart. 
Space II. 48 Verschaffelti coleus, eight inches apart each way. 

Space III. 32 Fair Oaks coleus, eight inches apart each way. 

FOLIAGE BED OF ALTERNANTHERA. 

This bed, if six feet in diameter, requires the following plants: 
Space I. 1 Draczna Indivisa in the center. 

SpaceII. 72 Alternanthera Versicolor, four inches apart each way. 

Space III. 45 Alternanthera Spathulata, four inches apart each way. 
Space IV. 90 Alternanthera Aurea Nana, four inches apart each way. 

Space V. 150 Echeveria, set in single row, four inches apart. 
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PANSY BED. 

Z 

FIGURE $ 

This bed, if six feet across, requires as follows: 

Space I. 40 Sweet alyssum, in a single row at six inches apart. 

Space II. 25 Pansies, at six inches apart each way. 

This bed set allin pansies would take 65 plants. ‘ 

Fig. 5,as a COLEUS FOLIAGE BED, requires: 

Space I. 40 Centaurea, at six inches apart in one row. 

Space II. 25 Fair Oaks coleus, at six inches apart each way. 

Geraniums may be set in place of the pansies or coleus in either of the © 

above. 

FOLIAGE BED OF ALTERNANTHERA. 

This bed, if six feet in diameter, requires for 

Space I. 64 Achyranthes V. at four inches, in a single row. 

Space II. 50 Alternanthera Versicolor, four inches apart each way. 

Space III. 63 Alternanthera Spathulata, four inches apart each way. 

Space IV. 63 Alternanthera Aurea Nana, four inches apart each way. 

Space V. 1 Dracena Indivisa in the center. 
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COLEUS FOLIAGE BED. 

This bed, if six feet in diameter, requires for 

Space I. 36 Centaurea, at six inches apart in a single row. 

Space II. 40 Verschaffelti coleus, six inches apart each way. 

Space III. 40 Fair Oaks coleus, six inches apart each way. 

Space. IV. 1 Dracezena Indivisa in center of the bed. 

Space V. 9 Cineraria Maritima, in a single row, six inches apart. 

This bed, if eight feet in diameter, requires for 

Space I. 48 Centaurea. 

Space II. 72 Verschaffelti coleus. 

Space III. 72 Fair Oaks coleus. 
Space IV. 1 Dracezna Indivisa. 

Space V. 9 Cineraria Maritima. 

The description of the different beds might be continued at great length, 

but, instead,the reader is asked to apply the general principles above out- 

lined, and select from the infinite variety of attractive forms and com- 

binations possible within the limits of good taste and pleasing effects. 
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OUT-DOOR FLOWERING PLANTS. 

MRS. ANNA B. UNDERWOOD, LAKE CITY. 

The past season in this locality was especially trying to all classes of 

vegetation. When large shade trees are perfectly bare in August from — 

lack of moisture, there is not much chance for the growth and develop- 
ment of plants and shrubs. Those flowering in the early part of the 

season did well, giving good blooms and plenty of them. 

In the flower garden, among the annuals, the petunias, marigolds, 

mignonette and verbenas made a bright showing. The gladiolas gave 

good satisfaction. I must mention especially a bed of Crozy cannas that 
reveled in the hot, dry weather, and looked with pity on their suffering 

friends. A bed of gaillardia attracted a good deal of attention. They 

are very showy for house decoration, as they last many days, ‘and fine 

for out of doors, as the period of blooming covers many weeks. 

Last spring I bought a dozen bulbs of the caladium; procured a half 

dozen kerosene barrels, cut them in two, painted them a dark green, 

filled them with earth, placed one bulb in the centre, and when it was 

well up sowed a few nasturtium seeds around the edge of the barrel. 

These were placed in different parts of asmall park in our cemetery, where 

they could receive a thorough watering once a week, and were very 

handsome. Being in such large tubs they did not dry out quickly and 

required but little care. 

I have been told that lantana can be grown in large tubs in this way 
until they become véry large shrubs, placing in the cellar during the 

winter to remain dormant. until spring. I have a dozen plants that I 
intend to try in this way. 

There is always the blissful anticipation that next season will be more 

favorable; and so, after a little rest from discouragements, the spirits 

rise, catalogues are consulted, plans made, and spring finds us as enthu- 

Siastic as ever. How fortunate it is that we cannot look into the future , 
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FOOD PREPARATIONS. 

PICKLES AND CANNED FRUITS. 

MRS. ANNIE BONNIWELL, HUTCHINSON. 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:—It seems to me that our worthy 

secretary has given me rather a hard task to perform. I was requested 

to make a report on pickles and canned fruit, and, of course, you will ex- 

pect something new, and it is almost impossible to do this, 1s every news- 

paper is teeming with receipts, and receipt books whose name is legion 

fill every nook and corner of every housekeeper’s domain. So, really, how 

can you expect me, who fills but a small cornerin this great department 

of cooking, to give receipts that will be of real value to the readers of our 

reports. Butas I have been requested to perform this task, I will pro- 

ceed to give what few receipts I have been able to gather, that I consid- 
er the most valuable. 

CANNING STRAWBERRIES. 

Put in a porcelain-lined kettle one-quarter of a pound of sugar to each 

pound of fruit, add one teaspoonful of boiling water to each jar and dis- 

solve; prepare the syrup before you do the fruit, and cook the fruit in 

the jars. When done, add one and one-third cups of syrup and bane 

warm water to fill the jar. 

CANNED PEACHES. 

Pare the peaches with a silver knife ,if possible; cut in half and lay in 

cold water till ready; put on the stove a pound of sugar with a quart and 

a half of het water turned over it, and let it cook to a syrup. Set your jars 

on a cloth in hot water, and fill them. with the cold peaches, putting a 

_ layerof sugar between the peaches. When the jaris full of peaches, fill 
up with the hot syrup and seal immediately. 

CANNED GRAPES. 

Carefully pick from the stems and wash the grapes, removing the skins, 

and drop the pulp in one vessel and the skins in another. When all are 

thus prepared put the pulp in a preserving kettle over the fire, and stir 

constantly until the seeds come out clean; then pressthe mass through 

acolander, add the skins to the pulp,weigh them, and to one pound of 

grapes allow one-half pound of sugar. Boil one hour and a half and put 
in glass jars while hot and seal. 

PICKLED PEACHES. 

Take ripe, but not too soft peaches and put a clove in each one; take 

two pounds of brown sugar and one gallon of vinegar, boil up twice and 

skim, pouring while hot over the peaches and covering tight; in a week or 

two pour off and scald again, after which they will keep nicely. 
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CUCUMBER PICKLES. 

One hundred green cucumbers about two inches long will fill four glass 

jars. Soak twenty-four hours in rather strong brine, then pour off the 

brine and rinse inclear water. Forthis number of cucumbers use three 

quarts of pure cider vinegar, one cup of sugar, one ounce of whole cloves, 

one ounce of stick cinnamon, one ounce of small black peppers, a little 

horseradish sliced, and a few small red peppers; scald the cucumbers 

in the vinegar, and, as soon as the vinegar is scalding hot, dip them out, 

fill the cans, and then pour the vinegar over them till the can is full. 

Seal hot. 

BREAD MAKING. 

MRS. O. C. GREGG, MINNEAPOLIS. 

During the past year, in conversation with ladies here and there, I have 

found a general lack of knowledge of what constitutes good bread, or of 
the best method of the simple process of bread-making. 

Many hold tenaciously to old methods, and only the few are willing to 

be taught, or think there is any necessity for teaching. Because they can 

make what are called ‘high biscuit” and bread ‘‘as light as a feather,’ 

they consider themselves adepts, and to any suggestion to learn a scien- 

tific method answer very complacently: ‘‘My family are satisfied with 

my way. I do not think I need to learn;” or ‘tI have no time for it; I think, 

perhaps, it would be well for young housekeepers to be instructed, but 

we old housekeepers know enough already.” Ah! When will humanity 

learn that it is the teachable spirit which advances, and that ‘‘the will- 

ing and obedient shall eat the good of the land.” But progress is slow in 

ali departments, science is slow in her investigations; and when she off- 

ered her long sought truths, those who should gladly receive and practice 

them are slow to accept them. Indeed, it is but lately in modern history 

that science has turned its attention to home life. It is but recently that 

we find such terms as ‘‘Household Philosophy,” ‘The Chemistry of Cook- 

ery” and ‘‘Science in the Home,” in popular periodicals. We have been 

living according to traditional methods, and but few cooks can rise and 

explain why they do thus and so. They are merely able to give the rules 

which they follow, and sometimes will not assume that it is possible to” 

be sure of the results,when these are followed. Scientific cookery should 

be king in cookery, and it, like all kings, needs a herald; for, as Christ 

himself had a John the Baptist, so does the art of scientific cooking need 

one going before and proclaiming repentance for the kingdom of God at 

hand; for we do most persistently affirm that the passage which states 

that the kingdom of God is not meat and drink, does not depreciate food 

nor militate against the right preparation of it. It merely affirms the 

fact that food is not our highest good, because it supplies only our phys- 

ical wants, that we have higher natures—the intellectual and spritual, 

the growth of which is of greater importance. The feeding of the body 

a Oo 
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should, however, not be underrated, for it is the foundation of all higher 

life and should be perpetually considered. If Paul were speaking today, 

he would say that what we eat and drink has much to do with the right- 

eousness, peace and joy which he once so earnestly advocated. He would 

say, looking through the lens of science, ‘‘I find that righteousness begins 

with the physical, and the right or wrong feeding of the body has much 

to do with the development of the mental and spiritual.” Taking this 

view of our subject,we feel that we cannot make use of too much research, 

nor can we Carelessly refuse to turn the light of science upon our present 

methods. 

Too long fomentation injures the flour and makes the labor of bread- 

making tedious; and, if a little more yeast, together with care in keeping 

the dough from becoming cold and not permitting it to get too light, will 

lessen our labor, it certainly would be wise to adopt the method. (See last 

year’s report.) 

Science does not give us many facts, but there are several which it may 

be well enough for us to note. Since there is pleasure in working intelli- 

gently, in understanding the materials we handle, I will give the constit- 

uent parts of wheat, and some of the changes these parts undergo in the 

process of bread-making. Iam indebted to the Encyclopedia Britannica 

and Williams’ Chemistry of Cookery for much of what follows. 

The grain of wheat consists of an outer husk, an embryo, and a central 

mass of farinaceous material. The husk is composed of several distinct 

layers of ligneous tissue, closely adhering to the seed and very hard in 

texture. In grinding, this is detached in scales and constitutes the chief 

proportion of bran. The seed contains gluten, starch and diastase. The 

grinding of the grain is the first process in the cookery of bread. The next 

stage is that of surrounding each grain of the flour with a thin film of 

water—then kneading in order to squeeze the water well between the par- 

ticles. If nothing more than this was done, and such simple dough were 

baked, the starch granules would be duly broken up and hydrated, and the 

gluten also hydrated, but,at the same time, the particles of flour would be 

so cemented together as to form a mass so hard and tough when baked, 

that no ordinary human teeth could crush it; but that difficulty is over- 

come in the every day method of bread-making. Who invented it and 

when, we do not know. Its discovery was certainly very far anterior to 

any knowledge of the chemical principles involved. 

Gluten is one of the most important properties of flour. It is the sub- 

stance which renders the dough firm and of sufticient consistency to hold 

the gases long enough to insure a light, palatable bread. When gluten is 

kept in a moist state, it slowly loses its soft, elastic and insoluble condi- 

tion. The gluten of imperfectly ripened wheat, or flour or wheat that 

has been kept in the midst of humid surroundings, appears to have fallen 

partially into this condition; glaten being an actively hydroscopic sub- 

stance. If kept in water for a few days, it gradually runs down intoa 

turbid, slimy solution, which does not: form dough when mixed with 

starch. We have here the reason for keeping flour in a dry atmosphere. 

Liebig’s experiments show that flour in which the gluten has under- 

gone this partial change may have its original qualities restored by mix- 

ing 100 parts of flour with 26 or 27 parts of saturated lime water and a 

sufficiency of reducing water to work it into dough. There are several 
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ways of making bread, but all are included in the two principal methods, 

viz.: unvisciculated and visciculated bread. Unviscviculated bread is the 

simplest form,under which head come passover cakes,scones, bannocks, &c.; 

viscicuiated bread is that which is rendered spongi-form by the action of 

carbonic acid within the dough and which is not baked hard and dry- 

Visciculated bread is made in three different ways: 1st. By the develop-— 

ment of carbonic acid within the dough, through fermentation of the 

flour. This is the ordinary method. 2d. The mixing of dough with 

water previously aerated with carbonic acid. 'This produces the aerated 

bread of the late Dr. Dauglish. 3d. By the disengagement of carbonic — 

acid from chemical agents introduced into the dough; baking powder, 

yeast powder, cream of tartar and soda bread come under this head. 

In the making of bread we have millions of particles, each of which 

has to be moistened on its surface; and each, when thus moistened, be- 
comes remarkably adhesive, and, therefore, sticks fast to all its surround- 

ing neighbors. We require, without altogether suppressing this adhesive- 

ness, to interpose a barrier that shall sunder these millions of particles 

from each other so delicately as neither to separate them completely nor 

allow them to completely adhere. 

It is evident that, if the operation that supplies each particle with its 

film of moisture can simultaneously supply it with a partial atmosphere 

of gaseous matter, the difficult and delicate problem will be effectually 

solved. It is thus solved in bread-making. 

As we have said, the seed which is broken up into flour contains disa- 

tase as well as starch, and this diastase when aided by moisture and - 

moderate warmth converts the starch into dextrine and sugar. This ac- 

tion commences when the dough is made. This alone would only in- 

crease the adhesiveness of the mass, if it went no further, but the sugar 

thus produced may by the aid of a suitable ferment be converted into 

alcohol. As the composition of alcohol corresponds to that of sugar,: 

minus carbonic acid, the evolution of carbonic acid gas is an essential . 

part of this conversion. With these facts before us, this practical appli- 

cation in bread-making is easily understood. To the water with which 

the flour is to be moistened is added some yeast, and the yeast cells, which 

are very much smaller than the grains of flour, are diffused throughout 

the water. The flour is moistened with this liquid, which Only demands 

a temperature of about 70 degrees Farenheit to act with considerable en- 

ergy on every granule of flour that it touches. Instead, then, of the 

passive, lumpy, tenacious dough produced by moistening the flour with 

more water, a lively ‘‘sponge,” as the bakers call it, is produced, which 

‘‘rises,” or grows in bulk by the evolution and interposition of millions 

of invisibly small bubbles of gas. This is then kneaded to effect a com- 

plete and equal diffusion of the gas bubbles; then raised till the mass be- 
coming porous is ready to be moulded for the oven, which should be raised 

to the temperature of about 450 degrees Farenheit. 

W. Matthieu Williams says we should not demand whiteness in bread, 

while, on the contrary, we should not follow the recent agitators for 

whole meal. Hesays: “If the husk, which is demanded by the whole- 

meal agitators, were as digestible as the inner flour, they would be 

unquestionably right; but it is very easy to show that itis not, and that, 

in some cases, the passage of the undigested particles may produce mis- 
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chievous irritationZin the intestinal canal.” He gives as his opinion that 

the middle course is the right one, viz., that bread should be made of 

moderately dressed, or ‘‘seconds” flour, rather than over-dressed ‘‘firsts’’ 

or under-dressed ‘‘thirds’”, 7. e. unsifted whole-meal flour. If whole-meal 

flour is used it should be sifted through a meal sieve. 

Liebig asserts that in certain cases the use of limewater improves the 

quality of bread. 

Tomlinson says that in the time of bad harvests, when the wheat is 

damaged, the flour may be considerably improved, without any injurious 

result whatever, by the addition of from 20 to 40 grains of carbonate of 

magnesia to every pound of flour. Both of these would act in nearly the 

same manner, by neutralizing any acid, such as acetic, that might already 

exist or be’generated in the course of fermentation. 
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ORNITHOLOGY. 

OTTO BULLIS, WINNEBAGO CITY. 

If Iam expected to report of birds that are injurious to the horticultu- 

rist,as Prof. Lugger would of insects, I shall have little to say, as 1 cannot 

call to mind a single (native) species I should wish exterminated or its 

numbers reduced, not excepting that bugbear of the poultry raiser, the 

hen hawk. 
While most species of our native birds appear as numerous as ever, the 

Raptores (birds of prey), that were once so common, are now seldom seen, 

owing I think to the hostility of everyone toward them. The hawks and 

owls doubtless do destroy many of the smaller and most useful insect- 

eating birds, with an occasional barnyard fowl ; but this is more than off- 

set by the countless numbers of gophers, field mice and similar pests 

which they destroy. Owing principally to scarcity of hawks and owls, 

and, consequently, the greatly increased number of field mice, our crop of 

clover seed was not half what it promised, for although the fields bloomed 

with unusual profusion,most of the blossoms ripened little or no seed. This 

I account for by the scarcity of bumblebees,so useful in transferring pollen 

from blossom to blossom. ‘The scarcity of this insect is accounted for by 

the multitude of their deadly foes,the field mice,to be found in every field; 

and were our hawks and owls more numerous, field mice would not abound 

in such unusual numbers. Another season, if conditions remain the same, 

we may be obliged to import either hawks, bumblebees or clover seed ; 

for we must raise red clover to maintain our farms and live stock on a pay- 

ing basis. 
As so much is to be said in favor of the persecuted hawks and owls, 

there can be no excuse for the wanton destruction of other species of our 

native birds, not even excepting the blackbirds, which in earlier days 

were so destructive to cornfields. 
I have heard my father relate how ‘‘in the early days—’54 or 55—the set- 

tlers complained of the depredations by the blackbirds, claiming it was 

impossible to secure a crop of corn in Minnesota, as the blackbirds would 

destroy whole acres of corn while in the milk, even stripping the husks 

in shreds in order to obtain all the corn.” 
Now few farmers complain of the blackbird, not because these birds 

are less nuwerous, but the country being so well settled,the birds are dis- 

persed over more fields, and the injury done to each field is slight. 

A few years ago large quantities of quail succumbed to the intense and 

prolonged cold weather, but they are becoming more common now. 

Heavy spring rains have covered our dry lakes with water, and once 

more the water fowl remain throughout the breeding season. 

Large flocks of the prairie hen are at present reported from various 

parts of southern Minnesota, but as few are to be found here in chicken 

season the flocks must be considerably augmented by the addition of 
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other species of the grouse family that breed in more northern latitudes 

and are passing the winter months with us, where their food is more 

abundant. 
I know this to be true of a flock containing 150 or over, that are to be 

seen each day in a small field of corn that was left ungathered to test 

the desirability of turning feeding stock in a short time daily, and to 

save expense of husking the corn. 

As regards the feeding stock the experiment is a success, but I notice 

most of the ears of corn not taken by the stock, and that could be reached 

by the grouse, have little left but the cob. 

One cannot lawfully shoot these grouse in winter, no matter how plump 

and palatable they become, but must preserve them for the city sports- 

men to secure, while the person who furnishes food for them is very 

busy during the harvest months. 

The field plover (one of the most useful birds to the prairie farmer, as 

it feeds exclusively upon insects), once very common in Faribault and 

adjoining counties, bids fair to become very rare in the near future, if 

steps are not taken to arrest the wholesale slaughter of them which is 

going on every year, especially in Martin and Jackson counties, where, I 

am reliably informed, hunters made a business of shooting these birds 

for the market,and right in the midst of the breeding season—selling the 

birds thus obtained to local buyers, who place them in cold storage until 

a sufficient quantity are obtained, when they are shipped to a New York 

City commission firm who exports them to foreign countries. 

I would like to call the attention of this meeting to a deplorable fact, 

to the ornithologist and bird student, at least, and that fact is the inabil- 

ity of an ornithologist or any one to procure specimens,except unlawfully, 

for the proper study of his favorite science. ® 

While there is a law, stating in effect that specimens of all species of 

our native fauna may be collected for the natural history department 

of our State University, as well as for exchange among other universities, 

there is nolaw to grant permits for collection of said specimens to any 

person, and many of our most interesting species cannot lawfully be col- 

lected at any season of the year; although many specimens of said spe- 

cies are to be seen at the State University. 

Now I would like to learn who collected these specimens, and under 

whose authority. Do our lawmakers pass game laws and then deliberate- 

_ly infringe upon them? Ifso, who can blame other people for infringing 

upon laws they had no voice in framing, except indirectly. 

Most of the older states have a law granting permits to suitable persons 

allowing them to collect specimens not to exceed a stated number of each 

Species per annum, providing persons requesting a permit furnish 

a proper reference and bond, said permit to be granted through a com- 

mittee of three or more formed for this purpose. 

’ In my judgment we are in need of such a law, and I think there are 

many members of the Horticultural Society who are of the same opinion. 

Such a law would not only permit those interested in the study of our 

native birds to secure their specimens lawfully, but also have a tendency 

to check the wanton destruction of our birds by thoughtless persons, as one 

who has taken the trouble to obtain a permit and is thoroughly interest- 

ed in ornithology will do allin his power to prevent the useless slaughter 
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of bird life, taking only such specimens as are required for study. While 

at present he can scarcely compel others to respect the law, as he is very 

apt to be, although for a more worthy purpose, in the same boat himself. 

BIRDS KNOWN TO BREED IN FARIBAULT, MARTIN, AND 
JACKSON COUNTIES. 

OBSERVED BY OTTO L. BULLIS, WINNEBAGO CITY. 

Species. English Name. 

te Colymbus Qurilus: hse! ok ine Horned Grebe: :. . (a... -ahls sean R 
2. Podilymbus podiceps............ Pied-billed Grebe... 2... 2542 daw eee ¢ 

a -Urinator wmbervss? is. ee hoonerg ses a she wihie ha eet tree oa ea R 

Ae LE GTHs Jranlinites. <Olo Se. eine bes Franklin’s Gull.oc.42 tun ae C 
5. (Sterna hirundoa: 2010S eee. Common Tern,.... <2). silecees + eee R 

6. H. nigra surinamensis.......... Black: Tern...22.22¢ 3428 dae eee A 

AG ROLACTOCOTAL COT00. ce .\dscioe 2 Cormorant :.:'.2 ../:20 2 eee R 

8. Pelecanus erythrorhynchos....... White. ‘Pelican’..2. .¢2e2 3a hy i R 

9. Lophodytes cucullatus........... Hooded Merganser. :..%..'00. 2: cent R 

ARES AMS DOSEROS oe 4% cosa edo eM Ls Mallard. 1.225 258i eee ee eee A 

MW Anas carolinensis (i. 2. o ek ie Green-winged Teal........... afi sd ees R 
Ae WATULS PQISCOTS Ins, ste Gor oees Pacaake Blue-winged Teal... 2.) <\2-ne ene ee 

1S Spatula elypeata 2-3... tk Shoveller: . 0.4005) e ee eee C 
ADU CULE AS ise ens ee bos oe Pintail: s h328 GO ee ee R 

Late ATH SP ORS ee. bance nen cal Wood Duck... 232.4002 ae eee R 
16. Aythyaamericana.......5....'. Redhead... 02% 1 ok Se ce heel C 

17... Brismatura rubida... 0.655.600. Ruddy Duck.......2) 7) 294. es aeeeee R 

18. Branta canadensis.............. Canada ‘Goose..4:..52. Acted aac nie C 
19... Botaurus lentiginosus....: 02... Bittertt.. 2.5.4.2 25. se: eee nee es 

20." eBOldUrusieeiis..22. easel, Least Bittern........... Ne a cep hoes C 
De AT OCE RDOTOU Let ate. exleatiaibe et Great Blue Heron. .\.\5 5. sew VR 

Zee A FOCH VITESCENS. So icicm eA sealee fiom Green Heron... .'5:..).. eu, es bhai C 

23. iN. Nycticorax neevius.... ...... Night Heron’... 2h). qeaveee eee 0 
DAL MATUSOMETICANG:s dies Se ks Whooping Crane... 2.230)? janes R. 
2D.) TUS MERCH. Wo Lk bth bes Sandhill Crane: 22:25. eee R 

26. Fallus elegans..... aN (ete deket ot baste King Rails.c. sc ie eee eee R 

21.  Ltallus virginianus «0.06. ocean's Virginia Rath.../2)¢s eee R 
28. (KPOrZO0d. POTZANO Oe Gace is ee SOraies oie ov ad ele A 

20... Gallinula galeataens 254 aot ok Florida Gallinule s.7. 22.00... basen R 
30; . Pulica americand: 20.02.60 ke COOb!. sc, 6ee ace tile ss Bee ae A 

ol. 1 uPhilohela Minor... iaoves kone Woodcock.%:.,.: 5 5 .'5 coo deere R 

32. . Bartramia longicauda.......... Plover. . oi 3. ee. oo en ee ee C 

33. Actitismacularia........:.. .. Spotted Sandpiper; 40k eae C 

34. Numenius longirostris...... .... Curlew..’.. .3).b.2.8 cas eae ene R 

35. Aegialitis vocifera.............. Killdeersicc solstice year eeeeeee A 

36. Colinus virginianus......0.....% Bob-white).'s.voecee «uate kg ae C 

37. Bonasa umbellus.............00 Ruffled ‘Grouse.2 2. 2 ae. eee ee aC 
38. Tympanuchus americanus....... Prairie Tlen..2 ... .<./s. Sele ote tee C 
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Zeniadura MACVOUTA.......eeees HIOUENINE DOVE Ks Waiaice pate oe aee as ate A 

(OL MONTECITO RIB Ana ceo Le MPurkeye Vulbure ys:< 2 stcpeveelattestete oie k R 

Circus hUGSONIUS 5... dec sees MATS HOR a Wik ois oc) sce tata aoe Oke C 
PA COUDELOT UCURE $55.40 sls a, Shaalen » ¥ae Sharp-shinned Hawk................ R 
ACCUPUET COOPET? «0.0.6. means osieceis Cooper's Mia Wik. .5 0% ia saga nk aut een C 

SEULCONOOTEMHAS) «5 son trala olen dice Red-tailed Hawk .:. 20.4 odsoee ealoaee C 
Buteo borealis kriderti........... erie ra, RaW Ks a's i'tyaid sag s sed one R 
Haliae-etus lucocephalus......... Bald Mawes oui sda dy. 'y.o gees os R 
QTCO\SPATVCTIUB. So clate joie sa) tane Sparrow) Hawkes .(caos Sa 2 ee R 
AGO ACCEDUTINUS. cians os sis do c's RTs OM ps uetcate tas oie ie eierep nen R 
MeCWOSCOPS GSt0 26 Finis de i. 38s SSCTSC CIT: CW Ny eee Seetaavein (ame aya cede C 
BUDO VET OUNTANUS Is 3/56) 22a 2'ewe's « Great, Horned: Owl .i:';.... 23 Sits he R 

CoccyZUus UMETICANUS.. 26... ee eee Yellow-billed Cuckoo................ C 
Coccyzus erythrophthalmus...... Black-billed @uckdo's. :25 [2.6/0.0 se R 

Cerule Gheyorie rs ics ces ah yet ue wees Belted Kingfisher... 25/..0.35 04 cause soe C 
Melanerpes erythrocephalus...... Red-headed Woodpecker............ C 
COLANTES WUTOMUSE oe 54.51, apes ai oe OCG rec hia bot ents ala(atarnreud Op apeioys relate A 

Chordeiles virginianus........... PNET SPE Wiens oo la lim, say Sone pao C 
CROETULH WMCLAGICW ssi... 8,404 Chimmey Swift: wits ts 1s ss. cs<ote eoee C 
Trochilus colubvis ......00..00+- Ruby-throated Humming-bird....... C 
Tyrannus tyrahnus.... 6.6.0.0 6s Reine bitch scree oie ache ator geen meets A 
Sayornis phoebe........2.-.2+5- Phoebec.:<.:.. Ae pied cishersiie tiple tren Mpa parece coi C 
O. aipestris praticola.........++. Horned) Wark cto) vss. Sistpok cs Bae ee A 

CU NGCHEC CYUSLOLO  \ 02 aincsselaiel «, 31s Vera yen. Veit ack cei ss glinnca acts node ree C 
Corvus americanad..........+.+- POWELLS aoe sheiteicre eanete oe tee eI R 
Dolichonyx orziworus .... 0. 0eeeee BODO sc). ais 's'ou, Seto mca eee C 
Xs TANtHOCEPRAWUS .. <). 2.00 «/ofee Yellow-headed Black-bird........... A 

Agelaius phoeniceus...........45 Red-winged Black-bird............. AS 

LUTEUS MLAGRO fia 22 .tsiaitaketerd «i Meadow Lark......... ect okal aca te A 
Sa MAGNE NEglecha..”. 2c och ane Western Meadow Lark.............. A 

IGE EIUS: SUTUTLUS: «6, ha. oie we, BA Sail cals Orchard Oniolos 3 iccketis nas ge <y-ete ae C 

PELEV IES GOHLDUUC 2 5.5 d.acoets does: ae elo Bathimiore Oriole ss jc sis 35stee-) tepperereres C 

Quiscalus quisculd..........+++- Purple Grackle 25% a...xase ese aenes 

Carpodacus purpureus...-...... Pir ple me 4 yas 5c PAs ecnoy cae, seat cen R 
SPUNUS LESH eras tire ass soaked aiartyettes Gold ime gta socisces cee cee ree C 

Choudestes grammacus.......... Lark Sparvowies iinccvds os wae nein C 
Melospiga FACTS. iin ween ds oss SOME SPALKOW weiss Skin ae os ete ae C 
Habia LUMOVIGONG os sice cic. ae Rose-breasted Goosbeak.............. C 

SPtZd GMETICANA. oe a0'ais aie alee Dicesselarn 42 oor Sek eines ite ticks ooedae C 
Piranga erythromelas.......... Scarlet Papager): 2... Naser ee aoe R 

EPOQTIC*SUDUS! o!ats, clelee's «ak saat oases Burple, Martimiy ssi 2/45/it\- wsnta aed eeee C 

Chelidon erythrogaster........... BAETL. SW ALO W: f2h.-25 decried ress shoes a C 
SERCHLITE CECOE 2 oo.) s2am'n'y icra on Stoner CEPeGiS Wal lO eras cle)= ace sa) cone R 

Clivicola riparia......... aa Banke Swallows na cee A 

Pepocheion LUN fr ONS co2 5 b..2.5c OLE S Wa OW sare sets doa 3 eegetsteeee stark A 
Anpelts CCATOTUM 6 25% 5 a else = 5.4 Cedar Wax Wine. 4) wa oleae atele el R 
L. ludovicianus excubitorides..... SHTECGicdiw ste: wet hema Moke bes han, a eee R 
CRU OLE: COSILUGL tek San eee o's LY ClO Ws Wid tbe: 23,5 Sai siya «wie Soete A 

Setophaga ruticilla........ 0.2.05 FRECSUARU: A stim tii ce ds ate otneye, So ten R 
Galeoscoptes carolinensis... ..... CatDIrGe Me auine tat cyds's wale ae tiation A 
Harporhynchus rufus........... Brown THnresher 60! 20). CS eee C 
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90. Troglodytes edon.....Be. cess House Wren....... os sed pone ae C 
91. Cistothorus palustris............ Marsh Wrea......3 4. kee2 os 8b a ahr ae C 
92. Parus atricupillus........+....- Chickadee... : 4.45 )20 20 Jae eeeeeeee R 
93. Polioptila coerulea. .........0.00. Gnat-catcher....././.2 - dele san ee R 
94. Merula migratoria.............. RODIN, « ..- -0'ep\ha'sig gale tisie A 

Oo, Sidhe nas .3.03 0 ori Ges Bluebird. . ...:; 02). cgeu'ies ep cae C 

Note: The letters at the right are todenote whether the species named are common 

abundant. or rare. 

REPORT ON ORNITHOLOGY, 

BURTON T. WILCOX, HASTINGS. 

In submitting a short report on ornithology, I beg leave to call your 

attention to my observations taken during the spring and summer of 1891. 

On referring to my note book, I find that the unusually open winter with 

its warm days brought some of our feathered friends back from their south- 

ern home as early as the 7th of January. However, they did not make 

their appearance again until about the first of February: I am not pre- 

pared to say whether they came to stay, or simply flew northward during 

a few days of warm weather, which existed about that time. 

My notes show the following dates when the first individuals of a few 

common species were observed, and will give a comparative record of the 

arrival of the different kinds they embrace: 

Jan. 30. American Robin, Turdus migratorius, Linn. 

** 31. Herring Gull, Larus argentatus, Briime. 

Feb. 11. Cedar Bird, Ampelis cedrorum, Baird. 

** 13. Wood Duck, Aiz sponsa, Linn. 

‘* 24. First Shore Lark seen. 
“ 26. Flock of Evening Grosbeak seen. 

‘* 28. Found nest of Great Horned Owl containing three fresh eggs. 

Mar. 10. Cooper’s Hawk, Accipiter cooperii, Bonap. 

“11. American Crow, Corvus americanus, Aud. 

** 13. Red-tail Hawk, Buteo borealis, Vieill. 

** 13. Mallard, Anas boschas, Linn. 

** 16. Shore Larks quite plentiful. 

** 18. Robins quite plentiful. 

** 20. Pigeon Hawks, Falco columbarius, Linn. 

‘* 24. Small flocks of Mallard Ducks. 
‘* 24. Blue Bird, Sialia sialis, Baird. 

** 29. Blue Birds in considerable numbers. 

Killdeer Plover, Agialites vocifera, Linn. 

Meadow Lark, Sturnella magna, Sw. 
Teal Duck, Querquedula discors, Linn. 

Phoebe Bird, Sayornis fuscus, Linn. 

Purple Grackle, Quiscalus purpureus, Bart. 
Red-winged Blackbird, Agelaius pheeniceus, Linn. 

Red-bellied Nuthatch, Sitta canadensis, Linn. 

Blue Birds building nests. 00D DAH or HP po 
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Song Sparrow, Melospiza melodia, Baird. 
Teal Ducks in large flocks. 

Wild Pigeon, Ectopistis migratoria, Linn. 

Heard a Mourning Dove. 

Raven, Corvus corax, Linn. 

Turkey Buzzard, Cathartes aura, Linn. 

Flocks of Geese and Brant flying. 

Barn Swallow, Hirundo horreorum, Bart. 

Purple Martin, Progne purpurea, Boie. 

Double-crested Cormorant seen. 

Belted Kingfisher, Ceryle alcyon, Boie. 

Crimson House Finch quite plentiful. 

Wood Pewee, Contopus oriens, Cab. 
Golden-winged Woodpecker, Colaptes auratus, Sw. 

Ducks and Coots in abundance. 
Wilson’s Snipe, Tallinago wilsonii. 

White-bellied Swallow, Hirundo bicolor, Vieill. 
Red-shouldered Hawk, Buteo lineatus, Jar. 

Am. Goshawk, Astur atricapillus, Wils. 

House Wren, Jroglodytes aedon, Vieill. 
Semipalmated Sandpiper, ELreuntes pussilus, Linn. 

Brown Thrasher, Harporhynchus rufus Cab. 
Towhee Bunting, Pipilo erythrophthal, Vieill. 

Finches and Sparrows plentiful. 

Northern Phalarope, Lobipes hyperboreus, Linn. 

Am. Bittern, Botaurus minor, Boie. 

Cow Bunting, Molothrus pecoris, Sw. 
Chimney Swift, Chetura pelasgia, Step. 
Whip-poor-will, Antrostoinus vociferus, Bonap. 

Spotted Sandpiper, Tringoides macularius, Linn. 

Flock of Yellow-shank Snipe seen. 

Rose-breasted Grosbeak, Guiraca ludoviciana, Sw. 

Least Sandpiper, Tringa minutilla, Vieill. 

Cliff Swallow, Hirundo lunifrons, Say. 

Solitary Sandpiper, Totanus solitarius, Wils. 

Baltimore Oriole, Icterus Baltimore, Dan. 

Red-headed Woodpecker, Melanerpes erythrocephalus, Sw. 

Large flock of Yellow-headed Blackbirds. 

Nighthawk, Chordeiles popelus, Baird. 
Wood Thrush, Turdus mustelinus, Gen. 
Pair of Black-throated Buntings seen. 

Ruby-throated Humming-bird, Trochilus colubris, Linn. 

Least Flycatcher, Empidonax minimus, Baird. 
Red-eyed Vireo, Vireo olivaceus, Vieill. 
Carolina Rail, Porzana carolina, Linn. 
King Bird, Tyrannus earolinensis, Baird. 

Cat Bird, Mimus carolinensis, Gray. 

Flycatchers and Vireos plentiful. 

Bobolink, Dolichonyx orzivorus, Linn. 

Summer Warbler, Dendroica estiva, Baird. 
Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Coccyzus americanus, Bon. 
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ey, 11. Scarlet Tanager, Pyranga rubra, Vieill. 

11. Am. Redstart, Setophaga ruticilla, Sw. 

‘© 42. Orchard Oriole, Jcterus spurius, Bonap. 

‘* 13. Indigo Bunting, Cyanospiza cyanea, Baird. 
‘ 14. Great-crested Flycatcher, Myrarchus crinitus, Cal. 

‘* 20. Up to this time about all the birds frequenting this locality 

have arrived, and with few exceptions they seem to be quite as abundant 

as the year previous. 

Now that we have completed the list of immigratory birds, let us turn 

fora moment and see if there are any who have the courage and endur- 

ance to withstand the cold winters of Minnesota. I find upon examina- 

tion of my notes that for the past three years, 1889-90-91, we have had the 

following birds with us during the winter months: 

Great Horned Owl, Bubo virginanus, Bonap. 

Long-eared Owl, Otus wilsonianus, Less. 

Screech Owl, Scops iaso, Bonap. 
Barred Owl, Syrnium nebulosum, Gray. 
White-rumped Shrike, Collyrio borealis, Baird. 

Blue Jay, Cyanura cristata. 

Bohemian Waxwing. 

Evening Grosbeak. 

White-bellied Nuthatch. 
Downy Woodpecker, Picus pubescens, Linn. 

Hairy Wookpecker, Picus Villosus, Linn. 

Ruffed Grouse, Bonasa umbellus. 

» Quail, Ortyx virginianus. 

Prairie Hen, Cupidonia cupido. 
Black-capped Chickadee, Parus atricapillus. 

USE OF BIRDS AS INSECT DESTROYERS. 

Some persons without investigation or reflection have assumed that 

birds consume few insects. Let them visit the museum of the Depart- 

ment of Agriculture and examine the contents of stomachs of birds as 

prepared by some of our able professors, and they will be satisfied that 

their favorite and principal food is animal,and that many tribes use vege- 

table food (fruits, seeds and etc.) simply as dessert or as a condiment. 

“Tt is not unusual”says a well known writer, “to behold in the American 

seas immense troops of birds collected to prey upon those prodigious swarms 

of winged insects which sometimes darken the air.” Swallows feed upon 

flies, grasshoppers, butterfiies and beetles, and to protect these birds 

from slaughter should be the object of all interested in horticulture or 

any of its branches. It has been stated that the ‘‘Swift” swallow can see 

a fly 600 yards distant. Bradley says that a pair of swallows will destroy 

3360 caterpillars for a week’s family supplies. Meanwhile the flycatchers are 

not idle, but hunt for their prey, follow the plow for insects, glean the 

flies found molesting the cattle,and banquet upon the swarms that 

breed upon the margin of stagnant waters. Wilson says that the black- 
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bird will destroy fifty grubs daily; even in winter its food is in part 

chrysalides and spiders. A curious observer, watching the nest of a thrush, 

counted 206 visits to feed the young during one day. The grouse and 

partridge often feast their young upon an ant-hill. A family of plovers 

will destroy myriads of grasshopers, taking them in an early stage when 

no larger than fiies. Owls,solemn and innocent as they look,are equal to 

terriers aS mousers. 

Among all our families of birds there are none more decidedly benefi- 

cial to the horticulturist than the Picide. There is not a single specie of 
them (with the exception of one) found in our state, against which any- 

_ thing can be truthfully alleged, which is not a thousand times compen- 

sated for in the direct good done by the bird in the destruction of insects. 

Unlike other families of birds, the woodpeckers prey almost entirely upon 

such insects as damage trees by burrowing through the bark or in the 

wood. They are constantly laboriously seeking insects in the bark of 

trees,one variety only being accused of boring the green bark to feed upon 

its juices; yet the ‘‘sapsuckers”’ have many friends to assert their innocence. 

Wrens and creepers hop from branch to branch, or creep along the larger 

limbs, seeking their favorite food. Jays, crows, nighthawks, and whip- 

poor-wills destroy immense quantities of beetles. 

The robin and red-winged blackbird obtain their food almost exclusively 

from the ground, and quails have been seen to forage recently planted 

fields systematically in sections, and upon shooting a specimen no grain 

has been found, but mostly cut-worms and other insects. 

The sparrows and finches are understood to live mainly upon seeds, but 

they feed their young entirely upon the larve of insects. 

The gramnivorous birds are insectivorous in early life. A single pair of 

Sparrows is reported to have carried to the nest five hundred insects in an 

hour; at that rate making about six thousand a day. 

There are many birds with bad reputations in popular estimation, that 

are deserving of consideration instead of execration. Among these is the 

crow. He is well worthy of defence. He is shy and suspicious, but fre- 

quents flelds and meadows, exhuming worms and larve with instinctive 

facility. His food is mainly animal and not vegetable, and he will eat but 

little Corn at a time, however abundant. He will follow the plow for the 

large white grub, the larve of the May beetle. He is an industrious de- 

stroyer of the larve of the cockchafer, as is also the purple grackle, the 

red-winged blackbird and the meadow lark. Crows have been proscribed 

by state legislation, and insects have increased in proportion as the corvus 

family has been exterminated, the insects proving to be unendurable 

pests, while the bird is.accustomed to take a moderate toll from the grain 
so well protected. 

The blackbird, so much abused, is voracious in the consumption of 

grubs obtained from newly plowed ground by adextrous practice of boring. 

The cherry bird is, in cherry time, voted a nuisance, but those who have 

observed carefully assert that he takes only those with worms in them. 

But this point is stoutly contested by the losers of cherries, and good 
evidence produced. 

The woodpecker, poor drudge, ever digging for a living, unrespited and 

patient, does an important service for the farmer, as he drives into the 

wood his chisel-shaped bill, propelled by powerful muscles acting upon a 
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short neck, and with his long, tapering, needle-like tongue extracts his 

chosen morsel. The catbird, much as he is disliked for eating cherries 

and strawberries, is still more addicted to insect eating : and the king 

bird, charged with destroying bees, feeds on large flies, cankerworms and 

beetles. So disgusting a bird as the buzzard is very useful, and eyery- 

where protected by law; useful not only as a scavenger, but also, it is 

claimed, for the destruction of mice. 

The robin, coming so early in the spring, so familiar, so plump and 

tempting to the epicure, is often persecuted and destroyed by wanton 

sportsmen. He is perhaps the most useful of all our insectivorous birds, 

saving a valuable percentage of the farmer’s crops by his timely assistance, 

and requiring immense quantities of insect food to rear two or three 

broods of young each season. He is by no means omnivorous, never eating 

corn, living upon insects, preferring the hard-shelled species for his own 

use, and reserving worms and larve for the juveniles of his family. 

As aids to the fruit grower and gardener, for specific objects, birds 

sometimes have a peculiar adaptation. The flicker, or golden-winged 

woodpecker, has actually been seen to probe the gummy hiding places of 

the borer in the trunk and surface roots of the peach, and bring forth and 

destroy the pest. Such instances of special utility might be multiplied. 

While the farmer suspends his operations in winter, and comfortably 

occupies the chimney corner, his entomological assistant, the chickadee, 

reckless of the cold, prospects among the trees for insects in every crevice 

of the bark, and the creeper accompanying him further investigates the 

hidden habitation of worms. 

The co-operation of the birds with the farmer is, therefore, almost 

fininterrupted by heat or cold, climate or season. In the brief exhibit of 

the practical relations of birds with .man, the facts are so suggestive of 

evidence in the experience of all, and so germane, that further proof of 

their usefulness is manifestly useless. 

7 hg: Fo % 
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Fig. 1. Moth of Orchard Tent-caterpillar. 
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ENTOMOLOGY. 

TEN T-CATERPILLARS. 

PROF. OTTO LUGGER, ST. ANTHONY PARK, 

The past year has been remarkable for the large number of some species 

of insects not usually so very abundant in our state. Among these the 

caterpillars of the ‘‘Tent-caterpillar of the Forest” (Clisiocampa sylvati- 
ca) deserve special notice, as they were found in some parts of the state 

in such immense numbers as actually to stop the railroad cars in several 

instances. 

It is remarkable that these bright and showy caterpillars should appear 

suddenly in such vast numbers, without first becoming decidedly apparent 

during the spring of the previous year. Yet such was the case. During 

the spring of 1890 the common Orchard Tent-caterpillars (Clisiocampa 

americana) abounded near the Experiment Station, but a careful search 

for the allied species failed to reveal any of them, nor were any found 

elsewhere. It is true the differences between these two species is slight, 

as may be seen in the illustrations before you, yet they are sufficiently 

\ \\ \ 
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Fig. 2. Early stages of Orchard Tent-caterpillar: 
a, b, caterpillars resting upon tent-like nest: 
c, ring-like egg mass; d, cocoon. 

—24 
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apparent to anyone in the habit of observing such things. Moreover, the 

Orchard Tent-caterpillar forms large and rather regular tent-like nests 

upon the branches of a large variety of trees, which is not done by the 

Forest Tent-caterpillar, the nests of these caterpillars being made close 

to the trunk of the tree, nor are they so closely spun and white, and are 

consequently not so reaily detected. 

The life-history of both species is very much alike, nor do the other 

species of this genus of moths found in the United States and Europe differ 
materially. The moths fly in Minnesota early in July. After mating, 

the female selects a suitable twig, and around it deposits a large number 

of eggs, packed so closely and regularly together as to form a more or less 
regular ring. The egg-masses, composed of 350 to 450 eggs, are covered 

with a glistening coat of glue as a protection against moisture. As seen 

Vig. 3. Tent-caterpillar of the Forest: a,egg-mass; b, moth; c, egg from above; 

d, side-view of three eggs. 
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Fig.4. Full grown caterpillar of **Tent-caterpillar of the Forest.” 

by the illustration the brownish-black egg-masses of the two species of 

tent-caterpillars vary somewhat in their shape. Those of the Forest 

Tent-caterpillar form a more uniform ring, and are squarely docked off 

at the ends. The eggs themselves, also illustrated, are rather pretty 

objects of a creamy white color, with a prominent circular rim and a 

sunken spot in the center. These eggs remain upon the trees until the 

next spring, when they hatch as soon as the first leaves unfold. Now the 

young caterpillars lead a happy and social life, the warm sun of spring 
producing ample food for them. Yet, in comparison to other caterpillars, 

they are modest in their demands upon food, as they do not eat constantly, 

but only twice and at regular intervals. If not engaged in feeding the 
caterpillars huddle closely together, but not exposed to the soft and 

balmy breezes of spring, so often fabled about by poets and so seldom’ 

experienced by Other mortals, since not infrequently snow, rain, frost and 

heat alternate with surprising suddenness and unexpectedness, The young 

caterpillars do not like to expose themselves to such unstable climatic con- 

ditions. As soon as they leave the eggs they spin a silken thread wher- 

ever they move, so that the road followed by them to reach the supply of 
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food is always marked by a silken carpet. Soon after birth the caterpil- 

lars, huddled together as they are, form over the whole colony a silken roof 

with one cr more openings. These openings may be compared with the 

narrow gates leading to a fortified city. Of course as the caterpillars 

grow this tent is constantly enlarged, until it becomes large enough to 

attract the attention of the most careless gardeners. The caterpillars leave 

their nest twice every day, and leave it in good marching order. I do not 

mean to say that—like soldiers—they actually keep step, but at all events 

they leave by keeping in feeling with each other. Wherever the leader 

goes there all the others go as well. As they grow older and larger their 

excursions become more extensive, the food near by being eaten, notwith- 

standing all the efforts of the infested plants to repair damages. When 

the time arrives in which to shed their old and tov closely-fitting skins, 

an operation repeated four times, all the caterpillars retreat to their 

tent, under cover of which and protected by it against rain, the process 

of moulting takes place. At last the caterpillars have reached their full 

size, and the members of the colony, once so social in all their daily oper- 

ations, now scatter, and each caterpillar tries for itself to find a suitable 

place to transform into a pupa.. Soon a sheltered spot has been found. 

If born near fences the caterpillar will select the underside of the upper 
horizontal rail, and there spin a most delicate and beautiful cocoon. 

First fastening some loose silk to projecting parts to hold the more solid 

cocoon in position, this latter is formed in a most syemtrical shape and 

so transparent as to permit us to see very clearly all the operations of spin- 

ning going on in the inside. But soon the structure of the cocoon is filled 

with a sulphur-yellow powder, so that further observations become impos- 

sible. Inside this cocoon the pupal stage is reached, and a few weeks 

later the insect leaves it as a winged and sexual being. The form, mark- 
ings and colors of the different stages of both kinds of Tent caterpillars 

are given upon the illustration before you. There is but one annual 

brood. 

The difference between the two species is not great, yet constant. 

The Orchard Tent-caterpillar (Clisiocampa americana) is found abund- 

antly every spring. It is very partial to certain plants, prefering, besides 

the orchard trees, the wild cherry, plum, and haws found in Minnesota. 

Along the edges of our prairies the large tents of these caterpillars are a 
common feature during the first warm weeks of spring. 

The Forest Tent-caterpillar (Clisiocampa sylvatica), however, is more de- 

voted to the forest trees, though by no means disdaining fruit trees, and 

in years like the past one not a single kind of native trees is free from its 

attacks. Oaks, basswood, ash, maple, elm, boxelder, poplars and wil- 

lows, are all more or less infested, nor do the smaller bushes escape injury. 
In extreme cases even the different kinds of evergreens do not escape en- 

tirely. As already mentioned, this species does not spin such a con- 

spicuous nest or tent, otherwise the habits are almost identical. Nor does 

it always undergo its moults inside or below a tent; in many cases hund- 
reds of these caterpillars were closely huddled together for this purpose, 

upon the trunk of an oak not protected by any silken covering whatever. 

Yet close observation showed that all rested upon a carpet of silk, and 

whenever a caterpillar moved it would invariably leave a fine silken 
thread behind, so fine as to be barely visible even with a strong magnify- 
ing glass. 
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In many parts of the state bee keepers suffered greatly from the inroads 

of these caterpillars, because hungry hordes of them removed the last 

trace of the flowers of basswood, a bountiful source for honey. 

As a general rule the invasions by the later species do not repeat them- 

selves so frequently, otherwise the insect would form one of our most dan- 

gerous enemies to our shade and forest trees. Of the immense numbers 

of caterpillars seen everywhere last spring, the great majority died in 

consequence of a disease, and but comparatively few escaped destruction 

and transformed into moths. A close inspection of the trees in several 

badly infested neighborhoods shows that very few eggs have been laid, 

so that a repetiton of the trouble during the coming spring is not likely, 
at least not in the inspected regions. 

As to remedies we can do but very little if the caterpillars are so num- 

erous as they were last year. It would be almost impossible to reach 

them with any of the arsenical poisons, and the necessary thorough appli- 

cation would cost too much for labor, time and material. Yet we should 

not permit the defoliation of the shade trees near our homes. Even with- 

out the use of any poison, a little attention and labor would have been 

sufticient to protect such trees. As a very general rule the caterpillars 

rested, closely packed together, upon the lower part of the trunks of trees 

infested by them, and a stiff broom will soon put an end to their further 

depredations. An application with kerosene emulsion was tried repeat- 

edly, but had but little success, as the caterpillars are well protected by a 

‘velvety skin, that does not permit intimate coating with any fluid. Good 

pyrethrum seems to be a scarce article in our drug stores, at least the ma- 

terial bought as such acted more like harmiess flower, than as the article 

it was sold for. Spraying with any of the arsenical poisons, such as Paris 

green, or London purple, would have been very useful, at least for valu- 

able trees that should be protected at almost any reasonable cost. De- 

stroying the eggs is a very feasible method upon orchard and other low 

growing trees, but is out of the question with forest trees. The rings of 

eggs are readily seen during the time that the trees are bare of leaves, 
and as easily removed. 

Both species of Tent-caterpillars haye but few enemies among the ver-- 

tebrates. Birds will not eat them, with the exception of our two species. 

of Cuckoos. The other insectivorous birds do not fancy the hairy and vel-. 
vety coats of the caterpillars, and will not even make a trial. Skunks— 

which of course should not be classed with birds—enjoy a mess of these 

worms, and seem to increase their odoriferous qualities by feasting upon 

such food. This is at least the opinion held by my family of the particu- 

lar skunk that invaded the neighborhood during the caterpillar season. 

Only alarge beetle (Calosoma frigida) hunts and kills many of these cater- 

pillars, and ought to be protected. 

DISCUSSION. 

Dr. Frisselle: I have no faith in paris green. I have tried . 
it, and it has been afailure with me. The only way that I can — 

get rid of these worms is to take a cup of kerosene and a little 
stick with a rag wrapped around the end of it, and go gently up 
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to the bush and touch each one of these worms. I have found 

that this will kill them dead, and it is the only thing that has 

been a success with me. 

Mr. Smith: In order to make the paris green an effective 

poison, it is necessary that the caterpillars should eat it. It 
will do no good to sprinkle it on them. 

Dr. Frisselle: I tried the experiment of sprinkling a solution 

of paris green on my raspberries. The worms ate the rasp- 

berries, leaves and all, and seemed to be just as well as ever. I 

don’t know whether they ate the paris green or not, but I pre- 
sume they spit it out. (Laughter. ) 

Mts. Kennedy: I tried the paris green on my vines, and the 

worms seemed to thrive on it. I don’t think that paris green 

will kill them. 

The Secretary: I will tell you how to kill them on the plum 
trees. Just take kerosene oil and squirt it on them. 

President Underwood: Why can’t you spray raspberries in 

the same way? 

Dr. Frisselle: Because it kills the foliage. 

Mr. Harris: I had considerable experience with the Orchard 

caterpillar. We go over the orchard and wherever we see 
their eggs, we gather and destroy them. Im the spring, 

we keep watch, and, when we see their nests in the forks of 

the branches of the trees, we just take a swab and some 

strong soap suds, or kerosene, and go over the tree two or 

three times. This remedy is recommended by the older ento- 

mologists. I have also killed them by powder, and by burning 

them in their tents. 

Mr. Dartt: Rubbing a stick covered with kerosene in the 

fork of the tree will destroy them. I have heard of a way of 

killing bed bugs. that perhaps could be used for these cater- 

pillars. There was an old soldier traveling through the coun- 

try, and one day, becoming hungry, he stopped at a lady’s 

house and asked for his dinner, telling her that in return he 

would give her a sure and simple remedy for killing bed bugs. 

After a hearty meal had been finished, he drew from his pocket 
some rotten wood which he crushed between.his fingers, and 

then gave the lady the following directions: ‘‘Approach 
their retreat very cautiously, avoiding all unnecessary 

commotion, and having located a bug, by a quick and dexterous 

movement of the hand seize him by the shoulders and then 

holding him up to the light, squeeze him. If you exercise the 

proper care in squeezing him he will ‘‘gawp.” When he 
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‘“‘cawps” just put a little of the rotten wood into his mouth, and 

that will kill him.” Now perhaps Dr. Frisselle might try that 

plan with his caterpillars. (Laughter and applause. ) 

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON ENTOMOLOGY. 

BY J. S. HARRIS. 

Mr. President and Members of Minnesota State Horticultural Society: 

With the balance of the committee on Entomology composed of such 

men as Prof. Otto Lugger and R. J. Mendenhall, who have made the 

study and investigation of insects almost a life work, I feel much like a 

trespasser in forbidden fields when attempting to mention the subject of 

entomology. In southeastern Minnesota the year 1891 has shown a 

marked difference from a few of the immediately preceding years by the 

almost entire freedom from the presence and ravages of some of the in- 

sects most injurious to the horticulturist. The fact is, that with a few 

exceptions, the insect crop of 1891 was very nearly a general failure. The 

tent-caterpiller, which a few years since bade fair to ruin our forests and 

orchards, seems to have folded his tent and departed for greener fields 

and fresher pastures. The codling-moth did not put in its usual amount ~ 

of work, and,as a consequence, the quantity of wormy apples was very 

much less than common. Theapplegougerand plum curculio were pretty 

bad in some sections, but not so numerous but that we were able to find 

enough perfect apples and unstung plums to perfect a pretty fair crop of 

fruit. 
There was no perceptible diminution of the first crop of currant worms; 

they cleaned up the farmers’ bushes as usual. The red cap raspberry 

suffered quite severely from having the leaves eaten full of holes quite 

early in the season. The season was noted for the almost total absence 

of the May beetle, the larva of which is the white grub so destructive to 

the strawberry plant, and we may reasonably hope that we may have a 

season or two of partial exemption from their ravages. 

The Colorado potatoe beetle has not been so scarce since the year it put 

in its first appearance, and there is a considerable stock of paris green 

and london purple left over unused. On,my own place I saw but one 

perfect beetle, and scarcely any of the larve. The festive mosquito and 

the common house fly were late in putting in their appearance, and did 

not seem to multiply as rapidly as usual. But the brown aphis on our 

plum trees was a terror, so numerous were they that on many trees 

they did not suffer the leaves to unfold. Much of the fruit was ruined, 

nearly all of it was injured, and hundreds of the trees made no growth. 

The man who will give us a simple remedy for this pest will be hailed as 

a public benefactor. Will he please step forward and be introduced 

to this audience? The question is open for discussion. 

“rake: 
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SPRAYING FRUITS. 

SPRAYING FOR INSECT PESTS AND FUNGUS DISEASES. 

(U.S. Dept.of Agriculture. Extracts from Farmers’ Bulletin, No. 7, 1892.) 

SPRAYING FOR INSECT PESTS. 

The distribution of insecticide mixtures in the form of spray was first 

begun in this country on a large scale during the early spread of the Colo- 

rado potato-beetle in the Western States. Paris green was first used in 

1869 both as a dry mixture diluted with flour, ashes, plaster, or slacked 

lime, and in liquid suspension in water. Spraying machines soon came into 

use, and this method of application of insect-destroying mixtures was 

speedily extended to other insect pests. In 1878 poisoned spray was first 

used against the codling-moth, and the Entomologist of the Department 

had previously recommended this remedy for the cotton-worm and several 

other leaf-eating insects. During the progress of the investigation of the 

cotton-worm many spraying machines were developed, and from that 

time to the present the development of methods and machinery has 

been rapid, until at the present time the best remedies against perhaps 

the majority of our principal insect pests comprehend the application 

of an insecticide spray at one time or another. 

INSECTICIDES USED IN THE FORM OF A SPRAY. 

Kerosene emulsion.—This insecticide acts by contact and is applicable 

to all non-masticating insects (sucking insects, such as the true bugs and 

especially plant-lice and scale-insects) and also to many of the mandibu- 

late or masticating insects, such as the apple worm or plum curculio, 

when the use of arsenites is not advisable. Kerosene emulsion may be 

made by means of various emulsifying agents, but the most satisfactory 

substances—and those most available to the average farmer and fruit- 

grower—are milk and soapsuds. In each of these cases the amount of 

emulsifying agent should be one-half the quantity of kerosene. 

One of the most satisfactory formulas is as follows: 
Per cent. 

HC CLOSeM ey. aiaeas ak 4 tls oicias winble olan: sea es gallons.. 2 67 
Common soap or whale-oil soap................ pounds.. 4 ' 33 
PANGLDGT Af enrt ta man cknse ect cetel &mmemiddhicie dagen gallons.. 1 

Heat the solution of soap and add it boiling hot to the kerosene. Churn 

the mixture by means of a force pump and spray nozzle for five or ten 

minutes. The emulsion, if perfect, forms a cream which thickens upon 

cooling and should adhere without oiliness to the surface of glass. If the 

water from the soil is hard or has a large percentage of lime add a little 

lye or bicarbonate of soda, or else use rain-water. For use against scale- 

insects dilute one part of the emulsion with nine parts of cold water. 

For most other insects dilute one part of the emulsion with fifteen parts 

of water. For soft insects like plant-lice the dilution may be carried to 

from 20 to 25 parts of water. 

The milk emulsion is produced by the same methods as the above. 
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THE ARSENITES: LONDON PURPLE, PARIS GREEN, AND WHITE ARSENIC. 

These poisons are of the greatest service against all masticating insects, 

as larve and beetles, and they furnish the most satisfactory means of 

controlling most leaf-feeders, and the best wholesale remedy against the 

codling-moth. Caution must be used in applying them, on account of the 
liability of burning or scalding the foliage. 

The poisons should be thoroughly mixed with water at the rate of from 

1 pound to 100 to 250 gallons of water, and applied with a force pump and 

spray nozzle. In preparing the wash, it will be best to first mix the 

poison with a small quantity of water, making a thick batter, and then 

dilute the latter and add to the reservoir or spray tank, mixing the whole 

thoroughly. When freshly mixed, either London purple or Paris green 

may be applied to apple, plum, and other fruit trees, except the peach, at 

the rate of 1 pound to 150 to 200 gallons, the latter amount being re- 

commended for the plum, which is somewhat more susceptible to scald- 

ing then the apple. White arsenic does little, if any, injury at the rate 

of 1 pound to 50 gallons of water when freshly mixed. As shown by Mr. 

Gillette, however, when allowed to remain for some time (two weeks or 

more) in water, the white arsenic acts with wonderful energy, scalding, 

when used at the rate of 1 pound to 100 gallons, from 10 to 90 per cent. of 

the foliage; the action of the other arsenites remains practically the same, 

with perhaps a slight increase in the case of London purple. 

With the peach these poisons, when applied alone, even at the rate of 

1 pound to 300 or more gallons of water, are injurious in their action, 

causing the loss of much of the foliage. 

By the addition of a little lime to the mixture, London purple and Paris 

green may be safely applied, at the rate of 1 pound to 125 to 150 gallons of 

water, to the peach or the tenderest foliage, or in much greater strength 

to strong foliage, such as that of the apple or most shade trees. 

Whenever, therefore, the application is made to tender foliage or when 

the treating with a strong mixture is desirable, lime water, milky, but 

not heavy enough to close the nozzle, should be added at the rate of 

about 2 gallons to 100 gallons of the poison. 

With the apple, in spraying for the codling-moth, at least two appliea- 

tions should be made, the first after the falling of the blossoms or when 

the apples are about the size of peas, and the second a week or ten days 

later. The first brood of the codling-moth lays its eggs in the flower end 

of the young apple, and the worms upon hatching gnaw their way into 

the interior of the apple, and on sprayed trees get poisoned in so doing, ~ 

an infinitesimal amount being sufficient to destroy so minute a worm. 

The second spraying is for the purpose of destroying larve hatching from 

eggs which may be laid after the first spraying, as the arsenic is gradually 

washed off by rains. 

For the plum curculio on the plum, cherry, peach, etc., two or three ap- 

plications should be made during the latter part of May and the first half 

of June. The poison in this case is applied for the purpose of destroying 

the adult curculios, which hibernate and gnaw into the young growth of 

the trees, and even into the hard young fruit, before laying their eggs. 

The eggs are pushed under the skin so that the larve are not ordinaxiy 

affected by the poisoning. 
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In the case of most leaf-feeding insects, one should spray on the first in- 

dication of their presence. 

Caution necessary in the use of these insecticides—The relative suscepti- 

bility of apple, plum and peach has just been indicated under the head 

of arsenical poisons, and these remarks apply equally well to the use of 

the kerosene emulsions. In the case of other plants thorough experi- 

ments are still necessary, and all insecticides should be used in compara- 

tively high dilution. Tender-leaved plants, such as melons and cucum- 

bers, are more readily injured; while plants with firmer and smooth leaves, 

like the orange, are least affected. Annual plants, such as cabbages and 

other garden vegetables, are more susceptible than perennials; but in the 

case of root crops, such as beets, turnips, radishes, and potatoes, there is 

not the same need of caution as to damage to foliage. Damage to foliage 

is not shown at once, and in case of rain following an application another 

application should not be made for several days. Fruit trees should not 

be sprayed with arsenical poisons while in blossom, as there is no advant- 

age in doing so, and honeybees are reported to be at times killed by work- 

ing in the sprayed blossoms. 

SPRAYING FROM THE HYGIENIC STANDPOINT. 

The only insecticide sprays which are at all dangerous to use are the 

arsenic compounds, and even here the danger is greatly exaggerated by 

those not conversant with the facts. Paris green and London purple 

have for many years been extensively used in this country as insecticides, 

and a case of fatal poisoning from their use as such has never been sub- 

stantiated. The only danger lies in having the poison about a farm or 

plantation in bulk. Inthe early days of the use of Paris green against 

the Colorado potato-beetle a great deal of opposition was developed on 

account of the supposed danger, and only recently the sale of American 

apples in England has received a set-back owing to the supposed danger 

of arsenic poisoning from theirconsumption. The question as to whether 

arsenic may be absorbed by the growing plant in any degree was long ago 

settled in the negative by the best chemists in the country. Dr. William 

McMurtrie,formerly chemist of the Department, in 1878 showed that even 

where Paris green was applied to the soil in such quantities as to cause 

the wilting or death of the plants, the most rigorous chemical analysis 

could detect no arsenic in the composition of the plants themselves. 

Other experiments in a similar direction by Prof. R. C. Kedzie, of the 
Michigan Agricultural College, confirmed these conclusions. It is safe, 

then, to assume that the only way in which fruit or vegetables can convey 

the poison to the consumer will be through the very minute quantity of 

arsenic left upon the edible part of the plant. Against the possibility of 

such an effect the following facts may be urged: 

(1) It would seem at first glance that the use of an arsenical poison 

upon a plant like the cabbage would be very unsafe to recommend, yet 

Paris green and London purple are used upon this crop to kill the several 

species of leaf-eating worms which are so destructive to it, and an abso- 

lute absence of all danger,where tne application has been properly made, 

has been recently shown by Prof. Gillette, of the Agricultural Experi- 

ment Station of Colorado,. by the following reductio ad absurdum: 

* * * Where the green is dusted from a bag in the portion of 1 
ounce of the poison to 100 ounces of flour,and just enough applied to each 
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head to make a slight show of dust on the leaves, say, for twenty-eight 
heads of cabbage, 1 ounce of mixture, the worms willall be killed in the 
course of two or three days, while the average amount of poison on each 
head will be about one-seventh of a grain. Fully one-half of the powder 
will fall on the outside leaves and on the ground, and thus an individual 
will have to eat about twenty-eight heads of cabbage in order to consume 
a poisonous dose of arsenic, even if the balance of the poison remained 
after cooking. 

(2) In case of spraying apple orchards for the codling-moth there is 

scarcely a possibility of injury to the consumer of thefruit. A mathema- 

tical computation will quickly show that where the poison is used in the 

proportion of 1 pound to 200 gallons of water (the customary proportion) 

the arsenic will be so distributed through the water that it will be im- 

possible for a sufficient quantity to collect upon any given apple to have 

the slightest injurious effect upon the consumer. In fact, such a compu- 

putation will indicate beyond all peradventure that it will be necessary 

for an individual to consume several barrels of apples at a single meal in 

order to absorb a fatal dose,even should this enormous meal be eaten soon 

after the spraying and should the consumer eat the entire fruit. 

(3) As a matter of fact careful microscopic examinations have been 

made of the fruit and foliage of sprayed trees at various intervals after 

spraying, which indicate that after the water has evaporated the poison 

soon entirely disappears either through being blown off by the wind or 

washed off by rains, so that after fifteen days hardly the minutest trace 

can be discovered. 

(4) Inthe line of actual experiment as indicating the very finely di- 

vided state of the poison and the extremely small quantity which is used 

to each tree, Prof. A. J. Cook, of the Michigan Agricultural College, has 

conducted some striking experiments. A thick paper was placed under 

an apple tree which was thoroughly sprayed on a windy day so that the 

dripping was rather excessive. After the dripping had ceased, the paper 

(covering a square of 72 square feet) was analyzed, and four-tenths of a 

grain of arsenic was found. Another tree was thoroughly sprayed, and 

subsequently the grass and clover beneath it were carefully cut and fed to 

a horse without the slightest sign of injury. 

The whole matter was well summed up by Professor Riley in a recent 

lecture before the Lowell Institute, in Boston, in the following words: j 

The latest sensational report of this kind was the rumor, emanating ~~ 
from London within the last week, that American apples were being 
rejected for fear that their use was unsafe. If we consider for a moment 
how minute is the quantity of arsenic that can, under the most favora- 
ble circumstances, remain in the calyx of an apple, we shall see at once 
how absurd this fear is: for, even if the poison that originally killed the 
worm remained intact, one would have to eat many barrels of apples at a 
meal to get a sufficient quantity to poison a human being. Moreover, 
much of the poison is washed off by rain, and some of it is thrown off by 
natural growth of the apple, so that there is, as a rule, nothing left of 
the poison in the garnered fruit. Add to this the further fact that few 
people eat apples raw without casting away the calyx and stem ends, the 
only parts where any poison could, under the most favorable circumstan- 
ces, remain, and that these parts are always cut away in cooking, and we 
see how utterly groundless are any fears of injury and how useless any 
prohibitive measures against American apples on this score. " 
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SPRAYING FOR FUNGOUS DISEASES OF THE APPLE, PEAR, 
AND OTHER FRUITS. 

Probably in no other country of the world is spraying for fungous dis- 

eases of fruits practiced to the same extent asin the United States. Five 

years ago practically nothing was known of this subject; in fact, the 

number actively engaged in spraying their trees, vines, etc., for such dis- 

eases as apple scab, black-rot, downy mildew and other diseases of the 

grape, did not exceed half a hundred, all told. Now, as a fair estimate, 

probably no less than 50,000 fruit growers are engaged in this work. From 

the Atlantic to the Pacific, and from the great lakes to the gulf, the 

methods recommended by the Department are practiced every year. 

Canada has also adopted many of the suggestions made by us, and even 

now Australia is actively engaged in experiments in the treatment of 

apple, pear, peach, and other diseases in accordance with suggestions 

originating with this Department. 

DOES IT PAY TO SPRAY ? 

This question is in large part answered by the facts already given. No 

work that did not carry merit with it could have had such a phenomenal 

growth. To give a more direct answer, however, it may be stated that 

last season two hundred and fifty grape-growers in different parts of the 

country made a series of observations with a view of obtaining some 

definite information as to the value in dollars and cents of the recom- 

mendations made by the Department in the treatment of grape diseases. 

The facts reported by these men show conclusively that the actual profit 

to them over all expenses resulting from the treatment of black-rot and 

downy mildew was in round numbers $37,000. Thirteen thousand dollars 

of this sum was reported from the State of New York alone. 

Other examples equally as striking could be given, but this is sufficient 

forour purpose. Of course, every one is not successful, but where failure 

is reported it is usually easy to locate and remedy the trouble. 

FUNGICIDES, OR REMEDIES USED IN SPRAYING. 

Numerous preparations have been recommended and used for this work. 

For all practical purposes, however, there are but four which properly 

may be called remedies. They are (1) Bordeaux mixture, (2) ammoniacal 

‘solution of copper carbonate, (3) eau céleste, and (4) modified eau céleste. 

The latest experiments indicate that the best results will follow the use 

of these preparations when made as follows: 

1.— BORDEAUX MIXTURE. 

In a barrel that will hold 45 gallons dissolve 6 pounds of copper sulphate, 

using 8 or 10 gallons of water, or as much as may be necessary for the 

purpose. In a tub or half barrel slake 4 pounds of fresh lime. When 

completely slaked add enough water to make a creamy whitewash. Pour 

this slowly into the barrel containing the copper-sulphate solution, using 

a coarse gunny sack stretched over the head of the barrel for a strainer. 

Finally fill the barrel with water, stir thoroughly, and the mixture is 

ready for use. Prepared in this way the cost of 1 gallon of the mixture 

will not exceed 1 cent, the price of copper sulphate being 7 cents per 
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pound and lime 30 cents per bushel. In all cases it is desirable to use 
powdered copper sulphate, as it costs but little more, and dissolves much 

more readily. It is highly important also that fresh lime be used. 

It will be seen by those familiar with former suggestions made by the 

Department that the strength of this mixture has been diminished one- 

half. It was found as the result of experiments made in 1891, that a 

mixture of this strength, and even much weaker, gave practically as good 

results as the old formula, which required 6 pounds of copper sulphate and 

4 pounds of lime to 22 gallons of water. 

2.—AMMONIACAL SOLUTION OF COPPER CARBONATE. 

In an ordinary water pail mix 5 ounces of copper carbonate with enough 

water to make a thick paste. Dissolve this paste in 3 pints of strong 

aqua ammonia; then dilute to 45 gallons. If 3 pints of ammonia are 

not sufficient to dissolve all the paste, add enough to bring about this re- 

sult. Copper carbonate occurs in the market in the form of a fine green- 

ish powder. The retail price is usually 60cents per pound. Aqua ammo- — 

nia having a strength of 26° retails at 8cents per pound. Upon this basis 

1 gallon of the ammoniacal solution of copper carbonate will cost 1 cent. 

In view of the fact that copper carbonate is sometimes difficult to ob- 

tain, the following directions for manufacturing it are given: 

In a half barrel, or some similar vessel, dissolve 3 pounds of copper: 

sulphate in 2 gallons of hot water. In another vessel dissolve 3+ pounds 

of common washing soda,or sal soda,in 1 gallon of hot water. When cool 

pour the second solution slowly into the first; then as soon as all action 

has ceased add enough water to bring the whole up to 8 or 10 gallons,and 

stir thoroughly. In twenty-four hours pour off the clear liquid, taking 

care not to disturb the sediment. Add fresh water and stir again. 

Again allow the solution to stand twenty-four hours, pour off the clear 

liquid as before; then remove the sediment, which is copper carbonate. 

Prepared in this way there is formed 114 pounds of copper carbonate at 

an expense for materials of approximately 18 cents per pound. The cop- 

per carbonate paste may be immediately dissolved in aqua ammonia, 

using two gallons of the latter, or as much as may be necessary for the 

purpose. This concentrated fluid should be kept in well corked jugs,and 

when ready for use should be diluted at the rate of 1 pint to 12 gallons of 

water. 
3.—EAU CELESTE. 

Dissolve 2 pounds of copper sulphate in 8 gallons of water. Whencom- | 

pletely dissolved add 3 pints of strong ammonia and dilute to 45 gallons, 

Prepared in this way the solution will cost about two-thirds of a cent 

per gallon. 
4.—MODIFIED EAU CELESTE. 

Dissolve 4 pounds of copper sulphate in 10 or 12 gallons of water and ~ 

stir in 5 pounds of washing or sal soda; then add three pints of strong - 

aqua ammonia and dilute to45gallons. The cost will be 12 cents pe1 

gallon. 
HOW AND WHEN TO SPRAY. 

It should always be borne in mind that no hard and fast rules can be 

laid down for work of this kind, Frequently the fruit-grower will have 

to use his own judgment, especially as regards the number of sprayings 
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and the proper time to discontinue them. If this be not done, serious 

results may follow. In the treatment of black rot of the grape, we have 

known vine-growers to continue the application of Bordeau mixture 

through a protracted drought up to the time of ripening of the fruit. As 

a result, when the time arrived to send the grapes to market, they were 

so badly spotted with the mixture that no one would buy them. Again, 

we have found fruit-growers thoroughly imbued with the idea that the 

only proper way to spray was to rush through an orchard or vineyard with 

some new-fangled complicated machine, applying the solutions in daubs 

at one point and omitting whole trees or blocks of vines at another. 

Such work is to be regretted, as it may be the cause of much loss to those 

who have acted carefully and intelligently in the matter. For example, 

in the case of the grape scare in New York City the past summer, grape- 

growers all over the country were made to suffer, partly through the folly 

of a few overzealous individuals who upon their own responsibility made 

more applications than were necessary, and partly through the action of 

a somewhat hasty Board of Health. 

Before taking up the subject of treatments proper, it may be well to 

emphasize the importance and necessity of using the right kind of ma- 

chinery. A sprayer, to be effective, requires first of all a good strong force 

pump. Next in importance is a nozzle that will throw a mist-like spray 

and will not clog when thick fluids are used. There are plenty of ma- 

chines on the market filling all these requirements. For convenience they 
may be divided into three classes: (1) horse-power automatic machines, (2) 

machines drawn by horse power, but operated by hand, and (3) hand ma- 

chines. All belonging to the first group may be dismissed with the state- 

ment that they are unnecessarily expensive and complicated, and will 

not, even in the most careful hands, do the work as thoroughly and effec- 

tively as the machines belonging to the second and third groups. Of the 

second group, in which the cheapest, most practical and efficient example 

is found in a strong, light, double-acting, double-discharge force pump, 

mounted on a barrel, it may be said that while they cannot do the work as 

rapidly as the machines of the first class they are more effective, much 

cheaper, and far less wasteful of the liquid used. To the third class belong 

the knapsack sprayers, which are the only ones necessary to notice in this 

connection. There is no question that for all moderately low-growing 

crops the knapsack sprayer fills every requirement. In no other machine 

is the work so absolutely at all times under control, it being possible to 

place nearly every drop of liquid exactly where it is wanted. Knapsack 

pumps are now used in many moderate-sized vineyards; also in places 

where the horse-power apparatus, owing to the nature of the land or the 

mauner of cultivation, cannot be utilized. 

Many firms throughout the country, as will be seen by reference to the 

columns of any good agricultural paper, are engaged in the manufacture 

and sale of the various machines mentioned. 

Taking up the question of spraying more specifically we would call 

attention first to apple diseases and their treatment. 

TREATMENT OF APPLE SCAB. 

For this disease either modified eau céleste or ammoniacal solution of 

copper carbonate, preferably the former, may be used. At least four 
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sprayings should be made, the first just as the flowers are opening, the 

second twelve or fourteen days later, and the third and fourth at similar 

intervals. In case the season is wet, one or two additional treatments 

will undoubtedly pay. For trees 15 to 18 feet high the cost of four 

sprayings with either of the fungicides mentioned need not exceed 20 

cents per tree. When the work is done on a large scale,16 to 18 cents per 

tree will cover the cost of four treatments. Two additional treatments 

will add to the cost from 6 to 8 cents per tree. 

APPLE POWDERY MILDEW. 

Tt is only in nurseries that this disease is destructive. Seedlings are 

especially subject to the mildew, the leaves being attacked as soon as they 

appear. Asaresuit the trees make very little growth, are bark bound, 
and consequently unfit for budding. The ammoniacal solution has proved 

the cheapest and most effective remedy for this disease, and five sprayings 

seem to be required. The first application should be made just as the 

leaves start in spring. At least three other sprayings should be made at 

equal intervals between the time of the first treament and the time for 

budding. Ten or twelve days after budding the last spraying should be 

made, making five in all. For blocks of 50,000 to 100,000 seedlings the 

total cost of the treatment, as indicated, need not exceed 8 cents per 

thousand. In smaller blocks the average cost per thousand trees will be 

somewhat greater, as it requires practically as much time to prepare to 

spray 25,000 trees as it does 50,000. The knapsack pump is well adapted 
to this work and is extensively used by nurserymen. Larger machines 

designed to be drawn by a horse have been described by us in Circular 

No. i0 of the Division of Vegetable Pathology. 

TREATMENT OF LEAF-BLIGHT OF THE CHERRY, PLUM AND QUINCE. 

This disease, which seriously damages the trees both in the nursery and 

orchard, may be readily held in check by the proper use of either Bordeaux 

mixture or the ammoniacal solution. In the orchard and nursery.the di- 

rections laid down for the treatment of pear scab, cracking, and leaf- 

blight are applicable here. 

TREATMENT OF BLACK-ROT OF THE GRAPE. 

Method A.—After “pruning the vineyard and. putting the ground in 

thorough order, spray the vines first, as the buds begin to swell,with Bor- 

deaux mixture. When the leaves are one-third grown make a second ap- 

plication of the same fungicide, following with a third when the vines 

are in full bloom. After this, applications should be continued at inter- 

vals of ten or twelve days until the first signs of ripening are noticed. 

This will usually be three weeks or a month before the grapes are ready 

to pick. In no case should the treatments be continued up to the time of 

harvest, as this is entirely unnecessary; moreover, it is sure to render the 

fruit unsightly. It is important to bear in mind that, in case of dry 

weather, the sprayings should cease. 

Method L.—¥Follow the direction laid down under method A, with 

the exception that the ammoniacal solution be used instead of Bordeaux 

mixture. ire 

Method C.—For the first three sprayings use the Bordeaux mixture, then 

substitute the ammoniacal solution for the rest of the season. 
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The cost of the treatment as laid down in method A need not exceed 

24 cents per vine. Method B will cost 2 cents and method C the same. 

So far as efficacy is concerned there is little choice. All things con- 
sidered, however, method A will doubtless prove the most satisfactory. 

DOWNY MILDEW OF THE GRAPE. 

When this disease occurs alone, ammoniacal solution or modified eau 

celeste may be used. The first spraying should be made when the fruit 

is well formed, the others at intervals of ten or twelve days as recom- 

mended for black-rot. What is known as brown-rot is caused by the fun- 

gus of downy mildew. It is seldom that brown-rot occurs in the berries 

without the leaves being also effected. In regions where this happens, 

the treatment recommended for black-rot should be followed. 

In some sections eau celeste has been more effective against these dis- 

eases than any of the other fungicides. ‘This is notably the case in north- 

ern Ohio and western New York. Eau celeste, however, sometimes in- 

jures the foliage, and we do not advise its extended use. 

ANTHRACNOSE OF THE GRAPE. 

Use Bordeaux mixture the same as recommended for black-rot under 

method A. 

USE OF COPPER COMPOUNDS FROM A HYGIENIC STANDPOINT. 

Ever since the copper compounds came into general use as fungicides 

the question as.-to their effects, hygienically considered, has received more 

or less attention. With the exception of the New York City Board of 

Health,no positive stand on this question has been taken,so far as we are 

aware. Many vague and misleading statements, however, have from 

time to time appeared in the horticultural and agricultural papers. 

Every one familiar with the situation understands why these rumors, for 

such they can only be considered, are sent out. They are not aimed par- 

ticularly at the practice of spraying, but are simply efforts on the part of 

selfish competitors to cripple the legitimate trade of more energetic and 
wide-awake rivals. 

We take the ground that fruit sprayed with the copper compounds in 

accordance with the directions of the Department is harmless. No better 

proof of this is to be found than that shown by the experience of this 

country. For five years the copper compounds have been used by hund- 

reds and thousands of fruit-growers in every part of the United States, 

yet in all that time not a single authenticated case of poisoning, so far as 

we are aware, has been brought to light. It is true a few individuals 

have claimed that they were made sick by eating sprayed fruit, but in all 

such cases careful investigations have revealed that claims of this kind 

were absolutely without foundation. However, we do not consider these 

general statements sufficient to warrant us in taking the stand as regards 

the harmlessness of the copper compounds when properly used. More di- 

rect testimony is readily obtained and some of this we now propose to 

consider. ‘The question may properly be discussed under two heads 
namely: 

(1) The present condition of our knowledge as regards the toxicology 
of copper; and 
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(2) Are the salts found in sufficient quantity upon the fruit at the 

time of harvest to prove injurious to health? 

No doubt the majority of people, including physicians, would answer 

the first statement at once by saying that copper is a poison. When we 

come to look carefully into the matter, however, it is found that the very 

best authorities differ on the subject. For more than a hundred years 

the question as to the poisonous nature of copper has been discussed, and 

yet, after reading all the testimony,:it is exceedingly difficult from the 

evidence adduced to form a definite opinion. 

In 1885 the question was discussed before the Belgium Royal Academy 

of Medicine for seven months, the object being to obtain some authorita- 

tive data as to the effect of copper contained in French canned vegetables 

on the public health. While it was finally decided that the copper com- 

pounds in foods were harmful, no direct stand as to the poisonous nature 
of the substances was taken. Those who antagonized the view that cop- 
per was an actual poison cited many eminent authorities to bear out their 

assertions. In the whole discussion, however, it was remarkable that 

not a single case of injury to health, resulting from the daily absorption 

of small quantities of copper, was given. Many instances were cited, 

however, where foods containing copper in considerable amounts were 

daily consumed without any ill effects whatever. It is interesting to note 

in this connection that, notwithstanding the discussion before the Bel- 

gium Academy, the law of July 1882, prohibiting the use of copper in the 

re-greening of fruits, was repealed by the French authorities in the De- 

partment of the Seine. It appears, therefore, from all the evidence on 

the subject that the question under consideration is not settled by any 

means.. For this reason,alleged cases of poisoning with copper should re- 
ceive the most careful investigation. 

We presume no one will deny that copper in large or even moderate 

doses is unwholesome. Looking at the question from this standpoint let 

us consider the second part of our subject, 7. ¢., are the salts found in 

sufficient quantity in connection with properly sprayed fruit at the time 

of harvest to cause injury to health? At this point it may be well to add 

that all our remarks apply to the Bordeaux mixture, which contains 

about twenty times as much copper as the ammoniacal solution, the only ~ 

additional fungicide worthy of consideration on account of its extended 

use. 
According to Gauthier, professor of chemistry of the faculty of medi- 

cine, Paris, an adult can absorb daily for a period of several weeks with- 

out ill effects from 0.2 to 0.5* gram of copper sulphate, or blue vitriol. pe 

Five-tenths of a gram is usually considered the maximum amount that ¥ 

may be absorbed for any length of time without injury to health, ’ 

although cases are on record where as high as 2, 3, and even 4 grams’ <<’, 

have been absorbed for a number of days in succession withoutanyill — 

effects whatever. Some recent French investigations have shown that a °S 

dog can absorb from 15 to 25 grams of copper sulphate without injury. 

Sheep have been fed 43 grams per day for several days in succession with- 

out any noticeable derangement of the system. 

At this point we are confronted witb a somewhat complex chemical 

question which makes it difficult to obtain results strictly comparable. 

*1 gram equals 15.438 grains. 
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The Bordeaux mixture, as elsewhere shown, is made by the addition of 

lime to a solution of copper sulphate. According to recent investigations, 

the reaction is an exceedingly complicated one, the details of which are 

unnecessary here. It has generally been accepted that the mixture as 

sprayed upon the vines consists for the most part of copper hydrate, 

which upon drying becomes an insoluble compound. We have, therefore, 

first of all, the question toconsider whether the hydrate is as likely to 

prove injurious to health as the sulphate in solution. No direct investi- 

gations upon this point have, so far as we know, been made, It has been 

shown,however, that doses of copper four to five times greater can be ad- 

ministered in an insoluble than in a soluble state. The question now 

briefly stated resolves itself into this: May we, without assuming too 

much, use the facts bearing on the harmfulness or harmlessness of copper 

sulphate when considering copper hydrate and copper oxide? We believe 

that this assumption is not only admissible but is erring upon the safe 

side; in other words, that, if an adult can safely absorb 0.5 gram of cop- 

per sulphate a day without injury, he may with much less fear of ill 

effects absorb the same quantity of copper hydrate and copper oxide. In 

fact, as regards the ill effects of the latter, hygienically considered, there 

is a great deal of evidence which will be considered later. 

Accepting, then, the 0.5 gram as the maximum amount of copper in any 

of the forms discussed that may with safety be daily absorbed, let us see 

how these figures compare with the quantity of this metal found in con- 

nection with properly sprayed fruits as well as some other foods and 

drinks. Analyses to determine the amount of copper on sprayed grapes 

have been made in Germany, France, America, and other countries. The 

results of all these show that grapes sprayed intelligently rarely contain 

more than 5 milligrams (0.005 gram) of copper per kilogram, the average 

being from 2% to 3 milligrams per kilogram. In other words, 1,000,000 

pounds of grapes sprayed in the usual way with the Bordeaux mixture 

would contain from 24 to 5 pounds of copper. To reduce the figures still 

further, each 1,000 pounds of fruit would contain 17.5 to 35.0 grains of 

copper. On this basis an adult may eat from 300 to500 pounds of sprayed 

grapes per day without fear of ill effects from the copper. This shows 

how ridiculously absurd are the statements that fruits properly sprayed 

with the Bordeaux mixture or any other copper compound are poisonous. 

Turning our attention to another phase of the subject, let us consider 

some other articles of food and drink in no way connected with spraying. 

In the first place, it has recently been shown that grapes which have 

never been treated with any fungicide may contain as much as 2 milli- 

grams of copper per kilogram, two parts in a million, or practically the 

Same as the average amount found in connection with sprayed fruit. 

Finding copper, therefore, in connection with fruit is no indication that 

such fruit has been sprayed with the copper compounds. Perhaps, if this 

fact is remembered in the future, it may prevent hasty conclusions and 

consequent annoyance. 

According to numerous analyses, wheat may contain from 4 to 10 milli- 

_ grams of copper per kilogram, the average being 7.2 milligrams per kilo- 

gram. The United States exported to Europe and other foreign countries 
in 1890, 54,387,767 busheis of wheat, weighing approximately 3,263,266,020 

—25 
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pounds, or 1,480,217,466 kilograms. If each kilogram of wheat contained 

7.2 milligrams of copper,then there were 10,657 kilograms, Or 23,495 pounds, 

of this metal sent out of the country in wheat alone. In the face of these . 

figures, we do not see how any foreign country can logically object to 

American fruits on the ground that they contain copper, without also 

objecting to wheat. 

Wheat, however, does not contain anything like as much copper as 

some other foods and drinks. Beef and sheep liver, according to reliable 

and repeated analyses, contain, respectively, from 56 to 58 and 35 to 41 

milligrams of metallic copper per kilogram of fresh substance, while in 

chocolate the enormous amount of 125 milligrams to the kilogram has 

been found. In conclusion, it is only necessary to call attention to one 

other matter to show how unjust and discriminating it would be to con- 

demn American iruits on the ground that they contain copper in un- 

wholesome quantities. Brief reference has already been made to the 

re-greening of vegetables, as practiced by the French. Peas, beans, cucum- 

bers, and similar products are plunged for eight or ten minutes in a 

solution of copper sulphate, in order to fix the natural green coloring 

matter. After removing the vegetables from the copper sulphate solution, 

‘they are washed in pure water and placed in jars containing a solution 

.of common salt, sealed and sterilized by heat. 

The analyses of such vegetables show that they contain copper in con- 

siderable quantity, as will be seen by consulting the table below: 

Table showing copper in 1 kilogram of re-yreened canned vegetables. 

Authority. Amount of 
Vegetables. copper 

Milligrams. 
IPOAS Sev cso Galippeiy can ess 48 to 60 
(0 Vo Sent i ay Rte fad 2 Carlesta: See 70 to 210 
GO PARAS ee SM GANT Screen 11 to 125 

| bet: 1 Pe AA aR [ODES tis oo aor Ser ck 49 to 99 
Cucumbers........| Magnier........... 2 
TOMALOES iN s-.e ot] DESbIbiee ay pete 50 to 354 

It appears from the foregoing that vegetables re-greened by the copper — 

process may contain from two to sixty times as much of the metal as 

sprayed grapes. In other words, if 1,000,000 pounds of sprayed grapes — 

contain 5 pounds of copper, 1,000,000 pounds of ie-greened vegetables wou!d | 

contain from 38 to 150 pounds of the metal. Great Britain imported over 

14,000,000 pounds of canned vegetables from France in 1890, and it is safe 

to say that these vegetables contained more than twenty times as much 

copper as all the sprayed fruit in the United States combined. 
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DR. H. B. TRAIN. 

DIED AT HOKAH, MINN., JULY 28, 1891. 

Died at his home in Hokah, Houston Co., Minnesota, Tuesday, July 

28, 1891, after a long illness, Dr. H. B. Train, aged 66. 
The deceased was born in St.. Lawrence Co., New York, April 26, 1825; 

came to Wisconsin in 1845, to Minnesota in 1856, and settled permanently 

in Hokah in 1857. He was a devout Christian and temperance worker 

He first chose as a profession the preaching of the gospel but owing toa 

throat difficulty had to abandon it. He next turned his attention to the 

study of medicine and entered upon its practice on his arrival in Minne- 

sota. He succeeded in building up a good practice and was the 

trusted family physician in nearly every household in the village of Hokah 

and surrounding country until his own ill health compelled him to retire 

from practice. He was an enthuastic lover of horticulture and devoted 

his leisure hours to experiments in fruit culture, and was always noted 

for having the earliest and best garden and small fruits in the country. 

His large garden contained a considerable number of apple trees that for 

many years produced abundant crops of the finest fruit. He also im- 

proved every opportunity to encourage his neighbors to plant and care 

for fruit. His orchard was badly killed out in the winter of 1872 and ’73,and 

again in 1884 and ’85, but his faith in the final success of the apple in this 

state never wavered. He became a member of this State Horticultural 

Society in 1885, but since that time his health has permitted no active 

horticultural work. 
He was twice married. The second wife and two children of the first 

survive him. A useful and beloved friend, he will long be remembered 

by those who knew him. 
O. F. BRAND. 

GEORGE DORRANCE. 

DIED AT WALCOTT, MINN., NOV. 11, 1882. 

The subject of this, Mr. Geurge Dorrance, was born at Middlebury, Vt., 

December 28, 1814. From sixteen to twenty-one years of age he served an 

apprenticeship of five years at the carpenter and joiner’s trade. Having 

attained his majority, he came to Green Bay, Wis., in September, 1835, 

and assisted at the mission station of the M. E.Church for theSix Nation 

Indians. In 1841, he married Miss Etherlinda Lee, who was also a mis- 

sionary. That year he located in Rock Couuty, Wis., where he lost his - 

wife in 1850, who died leaving two children, the eldest of which survives. 

December 31, 18538, Mr. Dorrance was married to Miss Hannah M. Putman, 

who still lives on the old homestead,in the town of Walcott, Rice County, 

Minnesota, it being in the extreme eastern edge of the Big Woods, where 

they located in Aug.,1854. It was at that time an unbroken wilderness, un- 

surveyed, and still the hunting ground of the Sioux Indians. Theintention 
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of Mr. Dorrance was to take part prairie and part timber, but the survey 

whichsoon followed made it all timber. In ayear he had ten acres ready 
for cultivation. About 1857 he planted an orchard of 900 apple trees, 

among which were six Duchess of Oldenburgh. For that one act in the 

life of Mr. Dorrance, his memory should be perpetuated by a grateful peo- 

ple, for it was from one of those six Duchess that the Peerless apple tree 
sprang. The winter of 1872-73 to all but the six Duchess, some of 

which still live. 

() There are but few people in this state who have spent so much time and 

money to grow apples as Mr. Dorrance did, and although his losses in the 

cause of horticulture were heavy, still he never gave up. He lived and 

died a tree missionary; and it may truly be said of him, that the world is 

the better for his having lived. He died on the farm he had redeemed 

from the wilderness, November 11, 1882. 

Mr. Dorrance took an active part in our January meeting of 1868. His 

remarks were listened to with much interest, and his success gave much 

encouragement to all present. 
“JT shall one day stand by the water cold, 

_ And list for the sound of the boatman’s oar: 

I shall watch for a gleam of the flapping sail, 

I shall hear the boat as it gains the strand; 

I shall pass from sight with the boatman pale. 

To the better shore of the spirit land; 

I shall know the loved who have gone before. 

O. F. BRAND. 

CHARLES WILLIAM GORDON. 

' DIED AT LONG LAKE, MINN., SEPT. 27, 1891. 

Chas. W. Gordon was of Scotch-English ancestry and born at Spice 

Land, Indiana July 2, 1830. When but 9 years of age, his father died. 

At 17 he was apprenticed toacabinet maker with whom he worked three. 

years. April 15th, 1852 he was married to Miss Klizabeth Stubbs. In 1856 

he came to Minnesota. April 13, 1864 he enlisted in Co. F, 11th Minn. , 

Inft. Discharged June 26, 1865. Was a charter member of Gordon 

Granger Post at Long Lake and commander of the post at the time of 

his death, Sept. 27, 1891. He was buried at Long Lake with G.A. R. — 
honors by his.post assisted by J.B. Wakefield Post. After years of extreme 

suffering, his first wife died in 1884. By her he was the father of six chil- — ‘ 

dren, four of whom survive him, viz., Mrs. M. A. Lockwood, Mrs. Dia- 

dama Carr, Mrs. Sybil Caleman and Mrs. Ester I. Gray. In December,1887 

he was married to the widow of Alonzo Coleman,her maiden name having 

been Drusilla Allen, a lady of sterling worth, whosurvives him. Forafew _ 

brief years: she was in every true sense the parece of his joys and his 

SOTTOWS. 

As recorded by Mr. Gordon on page 188 of our report for 1891, he began. 

in earnest to grow apples in 1865, and,although a poor man during all the | 

past years, his faith never failed, and the beautiful young orchard of 700 — 

bearing trees, which he left as evidence of his faith, is probably the best 

in Hennepin County. He joined our society in January,1891, and was at 

once recognized as a valuable member, with whom in sadness we part. 

After long years of arduous toil in battling against adverse circumstan- 

ces, he had just reached a period where he would soon reap a rich harvest 

Ane 
Se,* 
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for his years of toil. But it was not to be. Over exertion, Sept. 27th last, 

in lifting a mired cow from a marsh, proiuced an internal injury—before 

the midnight hour he had passed into the great unknown, and we trust 

to an eternal rest. Mr. Gordon was a man who always had the courage of 
his convictions. An indefatigable worker in the cause of temperance, he 

neglected no proper occasion to deal a blow at all enemies of humanity. 

Untiring and outspoken for the right,as given to him to see the right, his 

life was shaped by his early training amid the society of Friends. It was 

remarked at his grave that he had no enemies. 

Truly a good man has gone from our midst. 

“They died—Ay! they died; and we things that are now, 

Who walk on the turf that lies over their brow, 

Who make in their dwellings a transient abode, 

Meet the changes they met on their pilgrimage road. 

Yea, hope and despondency, pleasure and pain, 

Are mingled together in sunshine and rain; 

And the smile and the tear, the song and the dirge, 

Still follow each other like surge upon surge, 

’Tis the wink of an eye, ’tis the draught of a breath, 

From the blossom of health to the paleness of death, 

From the guilded saloon to the bier and the shroud, 

Oh, why should the spirit of mortal be proud?” 

O. F. BRAND. 

EX-SECRETARY JAMES W. HARKNESS, 

DIED AT FARIBAULT, MINNESOTA, MARCH 24, 1871. 

(See frontispiece. ) 

The subjeet of this sketch was one of the original little band who organ- 

ized this society at Rochester on the evening of October 4, 1866. At 

the first regular meeting of the society at the same place, October 4, 

1867, Mr. Harkness acted as secretary, pro tem, and was at that meeting 

duly elected corresponding secretary. In this position, the largest and 

most laborious work of the young society devolved upon him. It was 

largely owing to his energy and zeal for the cause he loved that our soci- 

ety soon became known among those of our sister states as the peer of 

any. 

The following tribute to his memory appeared in the Faribault Repub- 

lican, shortly after his death: 

“James W. Harkness, was born in Peoria County, Ill.,Oct. 6th, 1839. 

When a lad he removed with his parents to Wisconsin, and with them to 

Minnesota in 1856. He was a man of emphatic western type. When he 

came to our town four years ago without acquaintances, money, credié or 

name, without a foot of land upon which to plant his first tree, he an- 

nounced his purpose to establish here the dream of his boyhood, a pioneer 

nursery. which should be an honor to its founder and a credit to the place. 

To us wise ones who knew his want of means, the scheme seemed chimer- 

ical, and we hav~ never ceased since to wonder at the tireless and resist- 

less energy with which he threw the whole weight of his being into his 

enterprise. Renting in the choicest location the highest priced land, tra- 
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versing a state to its remotest borders in quest of statistics,cions and choice 

specimens of fruit; exhibiting them at every fair and public place access- 

ible; organizing societies and suggesting fruit shows and special legisla- 

tion for tree planting and forest culture; laying his hand upon the State 

Horticultural Society, and breathing into its nostrils the breath of life; 

doing in its behalf at times the triple duties of statistical and corre- 

sponding secretaries; preaching wherever he went the new gospel of fruit 

growing to the masses harboring utter distrust of success, and infusing 

faith and enthusiasm into a gainsaying people;and amid all encountering 

such financial difficulties as might well appall the stoutest heart—he 

has taught us a new lesson of the capabilities of the man of faith and will. 
Mr. Harkness was a man of simple and economical habits, never indulging 

in the least personal luxury. He was also strictly honest. His greatest 

trial was his inability to meet his liabilities as they fell due. He is gone, 

but his successful life isours. When the fruits from our gardens gladden 

our eyes; when the shade trees he has planted around our homes rustle 

their chimes; when the flowers he loved distill their fragrance for our 

pleasure—let us remember the virtues of our friend: and let the young 

men listlessly sauntering about our streets from year to year, waiting for 

the clouds to pour fortune upon their heads,compare their lives with his.” 

Mr. Harkness, was united in marriage at Owatonna, July 15th, 1870, to 

Miss Mary C. Christianson, now Mrs. Casper Sands, of Crookston, Minn. 

O. F. BRAND. 

JOHN A. SALZER. 

DIED.AT LA CROSSE, WIS., JAN. 22, 1892. 

John A. Salzer, the well known florist and seedsman of La Crosse, Wis.., 

died at his home in La Crosse, after a lingering illness of Bright’s disease 

and an attack of la grippe, January 22, 1892, in the 69th year ot his age. 

Mr. Salzer was born in Dettinger, Germany, Dec. 8, 1823, spending 

his earlier years working in his father’s nursery where he became a skill- 

ful propagator of trees and acquired a great fondness for flowers. He 

came to America in his twenty-third year and settled at Galena, Ill. He 

located in La Crosse in 1866, where he soon after built the first green- 
_ houses and laid the foundation of the present business, the John A. Salzer 

Seed Co.—of which he is president and largest shareholder—and giving his 

whole time to the growing department of this largest commercial floristand 

seed business in the Northwest. Mr. Salzer was greatly esteemed by all 

who knew him as an energetic man of sterling integrity, never compro- 

mising conscience in any walk or business of life. For many years he was 

a German Methodist preacher of the gospel, and he organized and gavesub- 

stantial aid to a number of churches. He was liberal and unostentatious 

in his gifts to the poor, and toward the support of orphan asylums,homes 

for the aged, etc. He leaves three daughters and four sons to mourn his 

loss. Thus a good man has gone to his rest. His works remain with us, 

and the horticulture of the Northwest has been greatly advanced by his 
precept and example. 

J. S. HARRIS. 
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RICHARD P. LUPTON. 

DIED AT EXCELSIOR, MINN., MARCH 12, 1892. 

Richard P. Lupton was born near Richmond, Ind., Feb. 12, 1845, and 

died at his home near Excelsior, Minn., March 12, 1892, leaving a wife and 

four children, the eldest 12 years of age. 

Mr. Lupton spent the earlier years of his life in Iowa, removing to Min- 

neapolis in 1874, where he engaged in business until he moved on to his 

farm near Excelsior about five years since, where he followed market 

gardening and the culture of small fruits, taking much pride and pleas- 

urein thesame. Though never robust he was full of energy. He took 

much interest in the proceedings of the State Horticultural Society, of 

which he was a member. Mr. Lupton was a devoted member of the 

Friends’ church anda strong advocate of temperance, having been a total 

abstainer from liquor and tobacco all his life, and a member of the Pro- 

hibition party since 1878, it being his fond hope to live to see his country 

free from the thralldom of strong drink. 

ISAAC GILPATRICK. 

DIED AT MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., MARCH 3, 1892. 

IsAAC GILPATRICK was born in Limerick, Me., June 9th, 1827, and died 

in Minneapolis, March 3d, 1892. He was next to the youngest in a family 

of twelve children. At the age of sixteen he went to Massachusetts, and 

worked in a market garden near Boston until 1849, when he came to 

Minnesota, and at once found work in a sawmill in St. Anthony. 

Forsome years his winters were spent in the woods, lumbering, and his 

summers in breaking land; and in both occupations he was very success- 

ful. Soine thirty years ago he became associated with J. Bb. Bassett in the 

lumber business, and it was always with much satisfaction that he could 

look back upon those twenty years of partnership, and think that there 

had never been any unkind word or thought or act between himself and 

Mr. Bassett. Although a wise forethought and good business habits had 

secured a competency, yet during the last years of his life, that he spent 

in his comfortable home, the force of habit and natural inclination made 

him one of the most industrious of men, and he could be found, early and 

late, busy in his garden or with his poultry ; and it was probably this 

remarkable industry, this constant occupation of body and mind, that 

enabled him to ward off disease and thus prolong his life. 

Mr. Gilpatrick was a man of the most thorough honesty and the kindest 

heart, which was always prompting him to do deeds of kindness for others; 

and he never was so happy as when he could be helpful to some one, by 

counsel or advice or some act requiring personal sacrifice. He had the 

faculty of attaching friends to himself to a remarkable degree, and it was 

almost invariably the first remark when spoken of by his friends, that ‘‘ he 

Was a good man.” Few men could be taken from any community and 

leave such a sense of personal loss. 

Of Mr. Gilpatrick’s connection with the Hennepin County and the State 

Horticultural societies. the writer has little personal knowledge beyond 
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the fact that he was much interested in their transactions, but from his 

own success in that direction, he must have been a valued member, 

The disease which terminated Mr. Gilpatrick’s life, and the cause which 

produced it, was of a peculiarly aggravating nature. Over forty years ago, 

while helping pull stumps in Massachusetts, the man who was assisting, 

and-who was under the influence of liquor at the time, started up the 

horses, against Mr. Gilpatrick’s warning, before everything was properly 

adjusted, breaking a log-chain, which flew back and struck Mr. Gilpatrick 

on his head near the tem»le, fracturing the bone. This was a con- 

stant source of trouble to him ever after. Four years ago it developed 

into asore of a cancerous nature. It was hoped, at one time, that this 

could be cured by the Koch lymph treatment, and, although it undoubt- 

edly prolonged his life for some time, yet it did not prove the effectual - 

remedy he thought it would at one time. 

Mr. Gilpatrick had been twice married, and had had fourchildren. His 

wife and two children, a son and daughter, survive him. 

C. R. NEWCOMB. 
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EX-PRESIDENT A. W. McKINSTRY, FARIBAULT, MINN. 

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH. 

(See frontispiece in Report of 1891.) 

Archibald W. McKinstry was born in Chicopee, Hampden County, Mass., 

March 19, 1828. His ancestors on the paternal side were Scotch-Irish, and 

on the maternal, English. His grandfather, Daniel Williams, on the 

mother’s side, was a revolutionary soldier, who was wounded in the battle 

of Stillwater. Archibald W. attended the common school in winter and 

worked on the farm in summer till he was 16 years old, when he went to 

Fredonia, Chatauqua County,N. Y., and entered as an apprentice for four 

years in the office of the Fredonia Censor, published by his brother. Dur- 

ing the time he attended one term in the Fredonia Academy. At the end 

of his apprenticeship he worked as a )ournyman in the office of the Albany 

Evening Journal, and subsequently in book and job offices in Boston, Mass. 

In 1850 he returned to Fredonia and purchased an interest in the Fredo- 

nia Censor, which he conducted in connection with his brother till the 

fall of 1865, when he removed to Faribault, Minn., and purchased the 

Faribault Republican, which he has continued to conduct, as editor and 

publisher, to the present time. In 1857 he married Ellen EK. Putnam, in 

Fredonia, N. Y., by whom he had two children. He has ever manifested 

an active interest in agricultural and horticultural pursuits, and was 

elected the second president of the Minnesota State Horticultural Society, 

October 4, 1867, and was recording secretary of the same society in 1872. 

He is also one of the original incorporators of the association. In 1876-7 

he served one term as a member of the Minnesota House of Representa- 

tives. He served many years as secretary and treasurer of the Faribault 

Gas Light Company,and is a director in the First National Bank of Fari- 
bault. 
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EX-PRESIDENT JOHN S. HARRIS, LA CRESCENT, MINN: 

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH. 

(See frontispiece.) 

Through the medium of the agricultural’ press, the reports of the Min- 

nesota, Wisconsin and other state horticultural societies and the American 

Pomological Society, the name of John S. Harris, La Crescent, Minn., has 

become familiar to all the people of the Northwest who take an interest 

in horticulture, pomology, forestry or anything pertaining to progressive 

agriculture. 

Mr. H. was born in Seville, Medina County, Ohio, August 17, 

1826. He is a descendent of a family that has always maintained an hon- 

orable record as agriculturists and artisans, that class and rank upon ~ 

which the strength, stability and perpetuity of our country’s institutions 

rest, and with patriotism and loyalty to those institutions, that enabled 

them to make any sacrificein their defense. His ancestors were among the 

founders and defenders of this republic, and his parents, Samuel Harris 

of Connecticut and Mabel Gibbs of Massachusetts, were among the hardy 

pioneers who felled the forests of northern Ohio to carve out farms and 

homes and lay the foundations of the present prosperity of that great 

state. His father was a, thorough and practical farmer, and an enthu- 

siastic pomologist and gardener. At a very early age the lad, John &., 

exhibited a great love for horticulture, and, under his father’s instruction 

and a diligent study of the meager horticultural literature that found its 

way to western homes in that early day,soon became a skillful propagator 

of trees and plants, and at the early age of 11 years started and managed 

a nursery and garden of hisown. He remained upon the farm until the 

death of his father in 1844, when, following the advice of his-guardian, he 

served an apprenticeship to learn the cabinet maker’s trade; but during 

that time improved every opportunity to practice his favorite pursuit. 

In the spring of 1847, he enlisted as a private in Company ‘‘H,” 145th U, 

S. Infantry, to serve in the war with Mexico: went forward with his regi- 

ment, joined Gen. Scott at Pueblo and was with him in the campaign 

that resulted in the capture of the city of Mexico. After his return from 

Mexico he remained in Ohio about one year, then took a trip. west and, 

making his headquarters in Walworth County, Wis., spent much time in 

traveling over Wisconsin, northern Illinois and lowa, at that time a new 

and sparsely settled country, making long journeys on foot, often with 

no companion except a faithful dog and trusty rifle, the object being to 

recover his health which had been badly wrecked in the hardships and — 

privations of the Mexican campaign. In the summer of 1851 he landed 

in La Crosse still in poor health and with a cash capital of just one shil- 

ling, where, after working at carpentering or anything else that turned 

up for nearly two years. he engaged in the market gardening busi- 

ness. Finding tne sandy soil at La Crosse not reliable for gardening or 

adapted to fruit culture, in 1856 he removed to La Crescent and started 

a general gardening, fruit growing and florist business. He planted his 

first orchard in 1857, and has continued to plant more or less trees every 
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year since, making his place virtually a Minnesota horticultural experi- 

ment station in which has been planted for trial every choice American 

variety of apples of which trees could be procured, together with pears, 

plums, cherries, grapes and other small fruits. He has been twice, in the 

winters ef 1872-3 and 1884-5, nearly conquered and cleaned out by the 

elements, but has never surrendered to them. 

He began to attend fairs and exhibit fruit of his own growing in 1864, 

and has followed it updown to the present time-without a break of a sin- 

gle year. At the state fair held in Rochester in October, 1866, he made the 

largest exhibit of home grown fruit that had been made in the state, and 

assisted in the organization of this society, the first name on the role; he 

has continued a steadfast and active member. In September, 1868, he 

was elected vice-president of the society, and in October, 1889, president, 

and held the office until January, 1871. He was then made corresponding 

secretary, holding the office two years, and was then elected secretary for 

one year, and edited the second volume of transactions. Again from 1881 

to 1884, he was president of the society, and has since been a member of 

the executive committee. In 1875, he was elected a member of the board 

of managers of the State Agricultural Society, and held the position twelve 

years. His has been an active life; beginning without any capital, except 

a knowledge of his business, and the help of a willing and frugal wife, he 

has created a comfortable home in one of the most beautiful spots in the 

Mississippi valley, and yet has found time to do much for the advance- 

ment of agriculture and horticulture, and has spoken and written much 

upon these subjects during the last thirty years, and for many years of the 

time the writing and study was done at night after long days of hard tvil. 

His school education was limited to the most common English branches 

that were taught in the common schools of that day, but he has never 

ceased to continue to educate himself by reading and studying nature. 

Mr. Harris was married in December, 1850, to Miss Melissa J. Clayton. of 

Montgomery County, N.Y. She is still living. The fruit of this union is 

two sons and two daughters, all living and settled in Houston County. 
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NURYSERYMEN AND FLORISTS WHO ARE MEMBERS OF THE 
MINNESOTA STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

: NURSERYMEN. 
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